Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

April 23, 2015
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Alejandro Moreno, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

Alternative Dispute Resolution FY2016 Budget Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2016 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2016 Budget. As such, the
Alternative Dispute Resolution office submitted the following requests:
1. New Space to house the ADR office/Mediation Space
a. The ADR office is requesting a new administrative and mediation space.
The use of the rooms was not a permanent solution, but only a temporary
one when the center was established. The mediators need a separate space
to draft mediation settlement agreements, review case information, and
ask staff questions without disturbing everyone in the office.
2. Workstation for Grade 8 position
a. The ADR office is requesting new furniture for one Grade 8 position due
to crowding and less efficient use of workspace. The new furniture will
reduce overcrowding in the office with a better layout. The workstation
includes various pieces of furniture. One Return 36x24, one Return 48x24,
one Ext corner back panel, one storage cabinet, one pedestal, one chair,
two flat brackets, and one 360-degree swivel CPU holder.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
1. The estimated cost of new office space is currently not available.
2. The estimated one time cost of one Return 36x24 is $157.
The estimated one time cost of one Return 48x24 is $202.
The estimated one time cost of one Ext corner back panel is $332.
The estimated one time cost of one storage cabinet is $291.
The estimated one time cost of one pedestal is $287.
The estimated one time cost of one chair is $292.
The estimated cost of two flat brackets is $21 each for a total of $42.
The estimated cost of one 360-degree swivel CPU holder is $86.

411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6387 • Fax (214) 653 - 6517 • Alejandro.Moreno@dallascounty.org

RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. The request for new Office Space/Mediation Space has been sent to the Open
Space Committee for review.
2. Purchasing the workstation for the Grade 8 position.
These recommendations from the Budget Office (does not include anything that was sent
to another department for review) come with a one-time cost of $1,689.

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment
I Brief Title of PIR
I Estimated Cost

Alternative Dispute Resolution

Budget No

-------1

New Office/Mediation Space
Not known

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Requesting new space to house the ADR Office/Dallas County Dispute Resolution Center
(DCDRC).

Discussion of Need

The Dallas County Dispute Resolution Center (DCDRC) is currently in need of new
administrative and mediation space. The current space was donated by two District Judges
and two Associate Judges with the goal of having space built out for the program. The use
of these rooms was not a permanent solution, but only a temporary one when the Center
was established in 2012. Also, the number of mediations being conducted at times will
supersede the DCDRC's current accommodations of two large mediation rooms and 2
caucus rooms. The lack of space for a new employee and a workspace for the volunteer
mediators only compound our space issues. The mediators need a separate space to draft
mediated settlement agreements, review case information, and ask staff questions without
disturbing everyone in the office.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment
IBrief Title of PIR
IEstimated Cost

Alternative Dispute Resolution

Budget No

New Office Furniture For Grade 8
$1,684.31

--------1

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Requesting new office furniture for the Grade 8 position in the ADR Office/Dallas County
Dispute Resolution Center (DCDRC).

Discussion of Need

The Dallas County Dispute Resolution Center (DCDRC) is currently in need of new office
furniture for the Grade 8 position. New furniture was never purchased for the position and
now that another staff person has been hired, there is crowding and a less efficient use of
the workspace. The purchase of a new workstation and furniture will reduce overcrowding in
the office with a better layout. It will also enhance productivity due to a more efficient use of
space and increase employee satisfaction.

Staff Review and Comment
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

April 23, 2015
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Alejandro Moreno, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

Civil District Courts FY2016 Budget Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2016 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2016 Budget. As such, the
Civil District Courts submitted the following requests:
1. Court Reporting/Dictation Equipment
a. The 101st Civil District Court is requesting Dictation equipment for the
Court Reporter. Equipment includes the Court Reporter package, lanier
advocate V recorder, lanier advocate V transcriber, MP510 Headset, LX055 Foot Control, and the Omni/Uni-directional Microphone.
2. Conference table
a. The 101st Civil District Court is requesting one conference table.
3. Filing Cabinet
a. The 101st Civil District Court is requesting one filing cabinet.
4. Bookcase
a. The 101st Civil District Court is requesting 4 bookcases.
5. Printer
a. The 101st Civil District Court is requesting 2 printers. One printer
belonging to the Court Coordinator needs to be replaced due to the printer
not working properly. The printer being requested is an HP AIO LaserJet
4250N. One printer belonging to the Judge needs to be replaced due to
continuous jamming issues.
6. Shredder
a. The 101st Civil District Court is requesting one shredder due to necessity
of shredding sensitive documents.

FINANCIAL IMPACT
1. The estimated one time cost of one Court Reporter package is $3,600, one lanier
advocate V recorder is $2,400, one lanier advocate V transcriber is $1,600, one
MP510 Headset is $80, one LX-055 Foot Control is $120, and one Omni/Unidirectional Microphone is $120. The total cost of the Court Reporting/Dictation
Equipment comes to $7,920.
411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6387 • Fax (214) 653 - 6517 • Alejandro.Moreno@dallascounty.org

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The estimated one time cost of one conference table is $525.
The estimated one time cost of one filing cabinet is $200.
The estimated one time cost of 4 bookcases at $304 each is $1,216.
The estimated one time cost of 2 printers at $300 each is $600.
The estimated one time cost of one shredder is $607.

RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. Purchasing the Court Reporting/Dictation Equipment as outlined in 1.a.
2. Purchasing one conference table
3. Purchasing one filing cabinet
4. Purchasing 2 bookcases
5. The request for two printers has been sent to the I.T. department for review.
6. The request for one shredder was reviewed and recommended by Records
Management during the 2015 Fiscal Year.
These recommendations from the Budget Office (does not include anything that was sent
to another department for review) come with a one-time cost of $9,253.
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DALLAS COUNTY

Monthly Analysis of Budgeted Operations

Current Period: OEC·FY-15

Fund=OQ120 (General Fund), Department=4130 (101st Civil District Court)

SALARIES AND BENEFITS
01010 Salaries - Official
01020 Salaries - Assistant
01040 Salaries - Court Reporters
01111 FICA

01112 Medicare
01140 Insurance -Employer
01150 Fringe Benefits Retirement-Emplo
01190 Workers Compensation- County

Total Salaries and Benefits

$1,384.62
5,082.94
7,571.08
849.34
198.63
1,324.46
19.66
18,045.17

$0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.20
0.26
0.20
0.21
0.21
0.14
0.22
51.97 n/m
47,711.91 0.21

$73.00
198.27
192.99
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
464.26

$0.00
413.63
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.54
0.00
414.17

$73.00 1.00

1;4;986:80 ,.49
44.88 n/m
172.52 0.05
189.23 n/m
6,523.87 0.65

18,509.43

414.17

54,235.78 0.23

1,614.44

$3,669.24
13,433.48
20,009.28
2,245.17
525.08
3,509.82
4,267.87

25,500.00
19,384.00
0.00
226,340.00

$14,330.76
38,702.52
78,415.72
8,205.83
1,918.92
21,990.18
15,116.13
(51.97)
178,628.09

236,440.49

182,204.71

$18,000.00
52,136.00
98,425.00
10,451.00
2,444.00

OPERATING EXPENSES

02155 Notary /Bonds Fees
02160 Office Supplies
02230 DDA· Spendable Balance
02410 Substitute Court Reporters

02640 Maintenance/Labor on Building/Of
02950 Books & Supplements
06180 E)(penses -Visiting Judges & CT R
Total Operating
Grand Total

864.45 0.71

f!92.9~0.06

DAlLA5 COUNTY

Current Period: NOV-FY-15

Monthly Analysis of Budgeted Operations
Fund=00120 (General Fund), Department=4130 (lOlst Civil District Court)

SALARIES AND BENEFITS
01010 Salaries - Official

01020 Salaries - Assistant
01040 Salaries - Court Reporters
01111 FICA

01112 Medicare
01140 Insurance -Employer
01150 Fringe Benefits Retirement-Empie
01190 Workers Compensation- County
Total Salaries and Benefits

$1,384.62
5,082.94
7,571.08
849.36
198.64
1,324.46
1,614.44
19.66
18,045.20

$0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

$2,284.62
8,350.54
12,438.20
1,395.83
326.45
2,185.36
2,653.43
32.31
29,666.74

0.13
0.16
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.09
0.14

$0.00
252.55
0.00
0.00

$73.00
821.95
0.00
4,986.80
44.88
172.50

1.00
0.67

189.23
658.64

$73.00
569.40
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.52
0.00
642.92

18,703.84

642.92

$18,000.00
52,136.00
98,425.00
10,451.00
2,444.00
25,500.00
19,384.00
0.00
226,340.00

$15,715.38
43,785.46
85,986.80
9,055.17
2,117.55
23,314.64
16,730.57
(32.31)
196,673.26

6,288.36 0.62

$73.00
1,222.10
3,145.87
2,000.00
0.00
3,659.52
0.00
10,100.49

$0.00
400.15
3,145.87
(2,986.80)
(44.88)
3,487.02
(189.23)
3,812.13

35,955.10 0.15

236,440.49

n/m
0.13

OPERATING EXPENSES

02155 Notary fBonds Fees
02160 Office Supplies

02230 DDA - Spendable Balance
02410 Substitute Court Reporters

02640 Maintenance/labor on Building/Of
02950 Books & Supplements
06180 Expenses -Visiting Judges & (T R

Total Operating
Grand Total

-,),.

iP,\2

44.88

~~ t:1.7.1:9:Q

2.49

n/m
0.05

189.23 n/m

200,485.39

DALLAS COUNTY

Current Period: OCT·FY-15

Monthly Analysis of Budgeted Operations
Fund=00120 (General Fund), Department=4130 (1Olst Civil District Court)

SALARIES AND BENEFITS
01010 Salaries - Official
01020 Salaries - Assistant
01040 Salaries - Court Reporters
01111 FICA
01112 Medicare
01140 Insurance -Employer
01150 Fringe Benefits Retirement-Emplo
01190 Workers Compensation- County
Total Salaries and Benefits

$900.00
3,267.60
4,867.12
546.47
127.81

860.90
1,038.99
12.65
11,621.54

$0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

$900.00 0.05
4,867.12 0.05

$18,000.00
52,136.00
98,425.00

$17,100.00
48,868.40
93,557.88

546.47 0.05

10,451.00

9,904.53

127.81 0.05
860.90 0.03
1,038.99 0.05

2,444.00
25,500.00
19,384.00
0.00
226,340.00

3,267.60 0.06

12.65 n/m

11,621.54 0.05

2,316.19
24,639.10
18,345.01
(12.65)
214,718.46

OPERATING EXPEN5ES

02410 Substitute Court Reporters

4,986.80

02640 Maintenance/Labor on BUilding/Of

0.00
0.00
4,986.80

$73.00
752.55
0.00
0.00
44.88
172.52
1,042.95

16,608.34

1,042.95

02155 Notary /Bonds Fees
02160 Office Supplies
02230 DDA - Spendable Balance

02950 Books & Supplements

Total Operating
Grand Total

$0.DD

0.00
0.00

$73.00 1.00
752.55 0.62
0.00

172.52 0.05
6,029.75 0.74

$73.00
1,222.10
1,200.00
2,000.00
0.00
3,659.52
8,154.62

17,651.29 0.08

234,494.62

4,986.80 2.49
44.88 n/m

$0.00
469.55
1,200.00
(2,986.80)
(44.88)
3,487.00
2,124.87
216,843.33

DALLAS COUNTY
Monthly Analysis of Budgeted Operations

Current Period: OCT-FY-14

Fund=00120 (General Fund), Department=4130 (101st Civil District Court)
YTD Actual
<:urrent
Account ,
,
SALARIES AND BENEFITS

I

~

~xpenditures . Encumbranc,e

Plus

PCTof

Encumbrance

Budget ,YTD Budget . Budget

•

t Remainder of

01010 Salaries - Official

$969.23

$0.00

$969.23 0.05

$18,000.00

01020 Salaries - Assistant

2,658.60

0.00

2,658.60 0.05

49,652.00

01040 Salaries - Court Reporters

5,019.11

0.00

5,019.11 0.05
518.17 0.05

93,737.00

01111 FICA
01112 Medicare
01140 Insurance -Employer
01150 Fringe Benefits Retirement-Emplo
01190 Workers Compensation- County
Total Salaries and Benefits

518.17
121.18
808.16
933.87
12.11

0.00
0.00
0.00

88,717.89
9,487.83

121.18 0.05

10,006.00
2,340.00

808.16 0.03

25,500.00

24,691.84

933.87 0.05

18,398.00
0.00

17,464.13
(12.11)

0.00
0.00
0.00

12.11 n/m
11,040.43 0.05

$401.77
0.00

$558.14

$959.91 0.58

3,878.20
0.00

0.00
44.88

0.00

11,040.43

$17,030.77
46,993.40

2,218.82

217,633.00

206,592.57

$1,659.91
1,200.00

1,200.00

OPERATING EXPENSES

02160 Office Supplies
02230 DDA - Spendable Balance
02410 Substitute Court Reporters
02640 Maintenance/Labor on Building/Of
02950 Books & Supplements
Total Operating
Grand Total

0.00

0.00

$700.00

2,500.00
0.00

(1,378.20)
(44.88)

519.06

3,878.20 1.55
44.88 n/m
519.06 0.16

3,286.06

4,279.97

1,122.08

5,402.05 0.62

8,645.97

2,767.00
3,243.92

15,320.40

1,122.08

16,442.48 0.07

226,278.97

209,836.49
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June 4,2015
TO:

Commissioners Court

THROUGH: RyaUrOWn, Budget Officer
FROM:

Erica Terrazas, Budget and Policy Analyst

SUBJECT:

Constables PIR Analysis - FY2016

BACKGROUND
During the FY20 16 Budget Process, Dallas County depal1ments submitted requests to the Office
of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY20 16 Budget. The following Constable
Offices have submitted the following requests:
I. Constable Precinct I - no requests
2. Constable Precinct 2
a. Three (3) new vests for new employees @ $475, total $1,425
b. Replacement of 27 bulletproof vest covers @ $54, total $1,458
c. Replacement of five (5) vehicles for 2-wheel drive SUV @ $32,595, total
$162,975
d. Replacement of 11 vehicle cameras @ $4,800, total $52,800
e. Replacement of one (1) Lidar @ $2,595
f. Replacement of one (1) 2404CC Shredder @ $859
g. Replacement of one (1) 2260CC Shredder @ $380
h. Replacement of 12 Deputy Chairs @ $245, total $2,940
1.
Replacement of 3 Executive Chairs @ $628, total 1,884
j.
Replacement of three (3) credenzas @ $642, total $1,926
k. Replacement of one (1) Administrative Double Pedestal Desk @ $745
l. Replacement of two (2) Executive High Back chairs @ $245, total $490
m. Replacement of two (2) Bookcases @ $362, total $724
n. Twelve (12) Tasers and holsters @ $600, total $7,200
o. Twelve (12) Body Cameras @ $900, total $10,800
3. Constable Precinct 3
a. Replacement of one printer used by Clerks - Price to be determined
4. Constable Precinct 4 - no requests
5. Constable Precinct 5
a. One (1) Clerk II, Grade 6 dedicated to Warrants, $45,173 salary and benefits plus
$4,000 in equipment and additional security measures
b. Replacement of one (1) Fax Machine, @ $1,117
c. Replacement of one (1) Printer @ $1,500
d. Capital Request - addition of a security window for Office of Chief DeputyCost NA
41 I Elm Street - 3" Floor. Dallas. Texas 75202-3340
(2 14) 653-6389 . (2 I4) 653-65 I7 . er;ca.tcrrazas@dallascounty.org

,

OPERATIONAL IMPACTS/CONSIDERA TIONS
Dallas County no longer replaces traffic enforcement equipment for Constable Offices now that
the Constable Traffic Division is no longer in operation. The purchase of traffic enforcement
equipment may come from Constable Offices' forfeiture budgets at their discretion.
The purchase of body cameras and tasers for Constable Offices are not policy approved General
Fund expenditures.
The Office of Budget and Evaluation staffs Constable Offices according to paper service and
does not add clerical staffing outside of the approved formulas at this time. Due to the Sheriff
Civil Division being dissolved, OBE will review paper service in January 2016 to assess possible
staffing needs.

RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends the following:
Constable Precinct 2
1. Three (3) new vests for new employees @ $475, total $1,425
2, Replacement of 14 bulletproof vest covers @ $54, total $756
3. Review by Auto Service for the replacement of five (5) vehicles
4. Review by Records Management for the replacement of one (1) 2404CC Shredder
5. Review by Records Management for the replacement of one (1) 2260CC Shredder
6. Replacement of 12 Deputy Chairs @ $245, total S2,940
7. Replacement of 3 Executive Chairs @ $628, total 1,884
8. Replacement of three (3) credenzas @ $642, total $1,926
9. Replacement of one (I) Administrative Double Pedestal Desk @ $745
10. Replacement of two (2) Executive High Back chairs @ $245, total $490
11. Replacement of two (2) Bookcases @ $362, total $724
Constable Precinct 3
I. Review by IT for the replacement of one (1) Printer
Constable Precinct 5
2. Review by Records Management for the replacement of one (1) Fax Machine
3. Review by IT for the replacement of one (1) Printer
4. Review by Facilities for the Capital Request of the addition of a security window for
Office of Chief Deputy - Cost NA.

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Constable Precinct 2

Department

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

Property
Number

1

3 Vests
Second Chance
requested

10

None

2

27 Bulletproof vest
covers

3

None

3

5 Vehicles
2-Wheel drive SUV
4 door requested

4

11 vehicle cameras
Watchguard 4RE
requested

Priority

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 Typewriter
Brother Daisywheel
Electronic Typewriter
(SX4000) requested

7-12

11

Budget No.

3220

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Comments/Justification

$475.00 each
New employees do not have current
Total = $1,425.00 vests

$54.00 each
Total = $1,458.00

CB682=141.482
miles on it;
$32,595.00 each
CB1001=146,411
miles on it;
CB878=143,204 Total =
miles on it;
CB811=150,939 $162,975.00
miles on it and
CB959=148,863
miles on it

None

34

$4,800.00 each
Total = $52,800.00

44100

$153.49
(at Staples)

1 Laser Technology
Lidar
Ultralyte LT100
Lidar requested

11

None

$2,595.00

1 Radar
Kustom Signal
Talon Directional
requested

20

None

$800.00

1 Destroyit
2404CC Shredder

10

None

$859.00

1 Destroyit
2260CC Shredder

10

None

$380.00

25

None

12 Deputy Chairs
HON 2091
requested

To replace worn out covers

The SUV’s will provide greater interior room in
order to transport prisoners and mental illness
individuals thus resulting in a safer environment
for both the officers and detainees offering
reduced liability. Provides greater capacity for
hauling seized/found property as well as
departmental equipment
Our vehicle cameras use VHS tapes and are
outdated and non-working. Pursuant to SB1074
Law Enforcement agencies are required to
maintain Racial Profiling data on all traffic and
pedestrian stops. The use of audio and video
recordings captures accurate events thus avoiding

Will not function. Cost more to have
repaired.

This will replace the lost/stolen unit

Cost more to have repaired. Accuracy
in question.
Current shredder is worn out and does
not work properly. Due to the sensitive
and confidential nature of Law
Enforcement and court documents, it is
necessary in the Clerk’s office. Heavy
usage.
Current shredder is worn out and does
not work properly. Due to the sensitive
and confidential nature of Law
Enforcement, it is necessary in the
Deputy’s office

Falling apart and unrepairable.
Deputies get splinters in their arms from
$245.00 each
the old wood arm rests.
Total = $2,940.00
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Constable Precinct 2

Department

Budget No.

3220

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Comments/Justification

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

Property
Number

11

3 Executive Chairs
HON 6541
requested

25

None

12

3 Credenzas
HON 10741
requested

40

None

35

36701

$745.00

Replacing old and worn out chairs

25+

None

$245.00 each
Total = $490.00

30

None

$362.00 each
Total = $724.00

Replacing old and worn out bookcases

Priority

13

14

15

1 Administrative
Double Pedestal
3/2 72W x 36” D
Desk
HON 10799
requested
2 Executive High
Backchair
HON 2091
requested
2 Bookcases
HON 10755
requested

$628.00 each
Broken bases that are unrepairable.
Total = $1,884.00 Chairs are worn out.

$642.00 each
Credenzas are old and falling apart and
Total = $1,926.00 they are unrepairable.
Elected official’s desk is old and worn
out.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

Constable Precinct 2

Brief Title of PIR

Tasers

Estimated Cost

$7,200.00

Budget No

3220

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

12 Tasers M26C
12 Taser Tec Loc Holsters

Discussion of Need
Taser’s protect citizens by giving officers an option other than deadly force thus saving lives. Incidents of injuries
are reduced saving monies from possible Workers Compensation Claims and liabilities resulting from lawsuits from
both officers and citizens.

Staff Review and Comment

PAGE 1 OF 2
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

Constable Precinct 2

Brief Title of PIR

Body Cameras

Estimated Cost

12 each $900.00 totals $10,800.00

Budget No

3220

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Watchguard Vista Body Cameras.

Discussion of Need
Because citizens tend to be less aggressive when they are aware they are captured by accurate audio and video
recordings providing officers with increased safety and reduced injuries. When doing evictions and arrests, a video
recording would be kept avoiding possible liabilities.

Staff Review and Comment

PAGE 2 OF 2
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Constable Pet. 3

I Department

Budget No.

ITitle of PIR

R

Request Type

PIR#

-

fasslgned by Data
Servi(.'es)

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification

Replacement of HP LaserJet P4015n Printer purchased in January 2009.
Printer is used in the Dispatch area and is making noises that cause problems
with radio communications.
This would meet the Strategic Vision of Dallas County #3 - Dallas County is
Safe, Secure and Prepared.
Expected Benefits

Replacement will provide more complete and accurate Dispatch
communications between Deputy and Dispatcher and thus improving Officer
Safety.
A newer model will also be more productive.

Department Head Signature

Department Contact Person

~
Terrie Yarbrough

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Priority
Phone ,;l.f!./.

?o43

o

"

Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

I
Cost Savings

fmproved
Management

Controls
Cost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

Service to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

I

I
I

I

I

I
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form

General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best of your ability and email
when completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the “Position Reclassification Summary Form”)

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:

Clerk II

Proposed Position Grade:

06

Department Name:

Constable Pct. 5

Position Number:

1265

Supervisor Name & Position Title

Rachel Ortiz, Chief Clerk

(“Reports To”):

Rachel Ortiz, Chief Clerk

Supervisor Phone:

214-819-7534

Supervisor Email:

rachel.ortiz@dallascounty.org

Court Order # and Date:

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Clerk is needed to maintain Warrants/Capiases to stay in line with County Auditors recommendations on FY12-FY13

audit dated (05/16/14).
Warrant clerk will key required information into the Constable Civil system, clerk will assign warrants to appropriate
deputy for working.
Clerk will keep log of successful/and or unsuccessful attempts on warrants and record on the paper returns. Clerk
will verify that the warrant information is accurate and AIS jail information is also checked to determine if individual
is in custody. If the individual is in jail, the clerk will get warrant information ready for deputy to deliver to
individual in jail.
Warrant clerk will maintain all AG warrants, and all other rush papers. Warrant clerk will send postcards in an
attempt to get individuals to come into the courts and make a payment plan. The attempts will be recorded by the
warrant clerk who will keep a running log of attempts.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this
position. In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear,
concise sentences.

Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each
duty. These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in
this column must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.

Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function
during a typical 8-hour workday.
EXAMPLE 

Time

E or NE

30%

E

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function: Maintain warrants and capias received by Justice of the Peace, AG, and
other rush papers.

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function: Warrant clerk will key required information
into the Constable Civil system; clerk will assign warrants to appropriate deputy for
working.

40%

E

2. Function: Keep and maintain a log of all warrants, new and those that are more than
two years old.

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function: Clerk will keep log of successful/and or
unsuccessful attempts on warrants and record on the paper returns. Clerk will verify that
the warrant information is accurate and AIS jail information is also checked to determine
if individual is in custody. If the individual is in jail, the clerk will get warrant
information ready for deputy to deliver to individual in jail.

50%

E

3. Function: AG warrant paperwork and all other assigned duties

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function: Warrant clerk will maintain all AG
warrants, and all other rush papers. Warrant clerk will send postcards in an attempt to get
individuals to come into the courts and make a payment plan. The attempts will be
recorded by the warrant clerk who will keep a running log of attempts.

10%

E

4. Function:

Time

E or NE

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

5. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

D. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this
position, then select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example:
0 to 1/3 means your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

Frequency of Time
0-1/3

1/3-2/3

2/3-Over



1.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration
to detail most of the time.









2.

Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.







x

3.

Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of
the time.





x

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means
your job has these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

Strength Demands

Frequency of Time
0-1/3

1/3-2/3

2/3-Over

x

1.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.





x



2.

Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.









3.

Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75







pounds.


4.

Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.







2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for
this position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed.
Indicate if no computers or software are used to perform this function)

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Frequency of Time

Environmental Condition
0-1/3

1/3-2/3

2/3-Over

Seasonally



1.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)











2.

Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)











3.

Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)











4.

Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery









Health and Safety Conditions

0-1/3

1/3-2/3

2/3-Over

Seasonally



1.

Driving











2.

Mechanical hazards











3.

Chemical hazards











4.

Electrical hazards











5.

Fire hazards











6.

Communicable diseases











7.

Physical danger or abuse (specify):











8.

Other (specify):









5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
x

1.

Office Environment



4.

Clinic



6.

Residential Facility (not secure)



2.

Shop or Warehouse



5.

Secured Facility



7.

Vehicle



3.

Other (Specify)

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use
the incumbent’s education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).


1.

Less than high school education

X

2.

High school diploma or equivalent



3.

One year college



4.

Two-year Associate’s degree in:



5.

Four-year Bachelor’s degree in: liberal arts or related



6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the
incumbent’s experience).



1.

No previous experience required



2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:



3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

X

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as: Clerical work



5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:



6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:



7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:



8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:



9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:



10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or
registrations required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or
certifications). Use the exact name of the license, certification or requirement.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? Yes x No If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities

1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

X

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.



2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.



3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.



4.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.



5.

Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require indepth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.



6.

Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?

 Yes

x No

If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget?  Yes
No
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

x



1.



2.



3.



4.

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend
budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or for
a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and
any contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.
Total county amount $

Total grant amount $

Additional comments:

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

Yes

x No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position (check one).



1.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
volunteers or temporary employees.



2.

Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.



3.



4.



5.

Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or
a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions,
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing
assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational
goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act.
Limitations of freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of
the work, established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which
you are free to act in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies
and procedures. (choose one)
X

1.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.



2.

Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.



3.

Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve
end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed
periodically by supervisor on an “as needed” basis.



4.

Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.



5.

Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for

special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.


6.

Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning
and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process.
Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.



7.

Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is
reviewed at the end of major projects.



8.

Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.



9.

Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal
interaction with those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The
interaction may include those in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and
representatives of boards and commissions, governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and
suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specify the frequency of time
used in performing this job.

Frequency of Time
0-1/3

1/3-2/3

2/3-Over



1.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.





X



2.

Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and
non-controversial matters.







x

3.

Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.









4.

Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception







policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

I Department
I Brief Title of PIR

Constable Pct. 5

I Estimated Cost

$

Budget No

3250

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
Windows added to the Chief Deputies office for security reasons.

Discussion Needed:
Windows need to be added to the wall that separates the Chief Deputies office with that of the open area. This is for
the protection of the staff. The chief deputy is the first line of defense should anything happen in the office.

Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

I Department
I Brief Title of PIR

Constable Pct. 5

I Estimated Cost

$ 4000

Budget No

3250

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

New Warrant Clerk: Will need secure door to maintain security of warrants, standard office
equipment (e.g. desk, chair, computer, and phone). Network access will need to be installed in
new office location. Door will need to be secured with lock and teller window access. Warrant
document cabinets will be needed for the storage of warrants, that are new and more than 2 years
old.

Discussion Needed:
Clerk is needed to maintain Warrants/Capiases to stay in line with County Auditors recommendations on FY12-FY13 audit
dated (05/16/14).
Warrant clerk will key required information into the Constable Civil system, clerk will assign warrants to appropriate
deputy for working.
Warrant clerk will maintain all AG warrants, and all other rush papers. Warrant clerk will send postcards in an attempt to
get individuals to come into the courts and make a payment plan. The attempts will be recorded by the warrant clerk who
will keep a running log of attempts.

Staff Review and Comment
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Constable Pct. 5

Department

Budget No.

3250

Comments/Justification

Priority

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

1

Fax Machine

10+

048138

1,117

Fax machine has not been replaced in
10 years; equipment does not perform
to the standards the office requires.

2

Printer

00001229

1,500

Department is in need of new printer, printer is
unreliable and requires maintenance. The printer
plays a vital role to the work needed to be done on
a daily basis, ie: recalls, and other court
documents.

5+

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

RY~Own, Budget Officer

From:

Ronica 1. Watkins, Assistant Budget Officer

Subject:

County Auditor Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2016 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY20 16 Budget. As such, the
County Auditor submitted the following new requests:
Additional Staff
• Financial Audit Assistant Manager
Reclassification Review
• Accounts Payable
o three Clerk III positions
o one Clerk IV position
o Accounts Payable Manager
• Payroll Accounting
o four Clerk III positions
o one Clerk IV position
o Payroll Manager
• IT Positions
o Information Systems Manager
o Sr. Information Systems Auditor
o Information Systems Auditor
Computer Hardware and Software
o PDF Data Extraction Software
o CAFR Solution
o Data Access & Analysis
o Dual Monitors
o Asset/Inventory Sol ution

411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6363. Fax (214) 653 - 6517. rwatkins@dallascounty.org

Replacement Equipment Request
• Dell Projector
• Conference Table
• Cylinder Base
• Executive Chair

FINANCIAL IMPACT
The estimated recurring cost of the additional staJI· Financial Audit Assistant Manager
position (Grade K) is $103,194 including salary/benefits.
The estimaled reCllrring cost of the requested reviews in the Accounts Payable section is
$19,620:
•
•
•

three Clerk ][J positions from grade 8 to grade 9
one Clerk IV position from grade 9 to grade 10
one Accounts Payable Manager from grade K to grade L

The estimated recurring cost of the requested reviews in the Payroll Accounting section
is $21,450:
•
•
•

four Clerk III positions from grade 8 to grade 9
one Clerk IV position from grade 9 to grade 10
one Payroll Manager from grade K to grade L

The requested Auditor IT positions have been recommended for further review and
proper classificatiou by Human Resources/Civil Service to determine the financial
impact.
•

IT Positions
o Information Systems Manager
o Sf. Information Systems Auditor
o Information Systems Auditor

The estimated one time cost for replacement and new equipment requests:
o Dell Projector· $900
o Conference Table - $516
o Cylinder Base - $616
o Executive Chair - $245

The following items have been forwarded to IT for jitrther review:
Audit Management - $100,000 - Approved in FY2015
Data Access & Analysis - $75,000
Dual Monitors - $4,700
PDF Data Extraction Software - $130
CAFR Sol ution - $250,000
Asset Inventory Solution
Book binding and publishing system - $20,000

OPERATING EXPENDITURE DETAIL
Department: County Auditor
Expensel
Code I

Expense
Classification

I

Budget No.: 1070
FY2014

FY2015
BuMet

Actual

FY2015
Proiection

I

FY2016
Reouest

FY2015
loBE BuMet Comments/Justification
Member Only

Dues & Subscriptions

2080

--.
2090

-

.

- !,

Property <S5k
-

2093
,.

2095
.

Computer Software

I

2160

--

---

Printing

2190

Publication

4. chairs, 4 calcula!.ors_
4,700

4,000

-

4,000

I

-

-

-

Training

2640

Mai~tenance/Office
__EquiPment

2950
7020

Books / Supplies
Equipm.enl Rental _
Tolal

·See below *

5,000

170

I

20,000

I

22,000

3,000

I

3,150

2,000

I

2,500

2 employees

2,500

600

- 2440

-:::: ~

-

- -

- 2180

chairs, 4 calculators: FY 14

-

Postage

2170

TACA 415 GASB 225,
Public Data 250 GFOA 235

-

Office Supply

-- -

1,200

1,600,

85

Notary

-

1,000

- -

I

-

!

FY 12 - 2 chairs: FY 13 - 3

-

Computer Hardware
<SSk
.
-.

I

-

890

,

-

2155

--

I

5,000

12,500

I

I

500

2,,000
_ _,Z9,;!.0Jl!00L'
54,975 I

6,000
9.000
67,320

400

3,500

3 To TACA Conference, 2
to GFOA Conf

Staff Review and Comment
• 2013; NC 2093
6 app plan audit/manage data
8 ACL license 12 new I supoprt 6

• 2014: NC 2093

U ACL Audit exchange

3 ACL license 12 new I supoprt 6
15 ACL Audit exchange

29
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Mam~al

Darryl Thomas
From:

Brian Stevens
Thursday, June 11, 201S 1:54 PM
Darryl Thomas
Wessen Stefanos
Budget Items.

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

•

Renewal- ACL Desktop Licenses:
Data extraction & analysis software
licenses)

•

$538.00

ACL data analytics software maintenance renewal (6-

$3,228.00

Renewal- W2/1099 Filer
License
$400.00

•

Purchase - MS Visio Standard 2010
Diagram Design Software
ea.

•

7-licenses

@ 149.93

$1049.51

Purchase - MS Project Standard 2013
Project Management Software License - 1 PC - Select, Select Plus - Win - Single Language
$364.40

$364.40

Brian M Stevens I Office of the Dallas County Auditor

I (214) 653-6425

1

I-license @

ADDITIONAL STAFF

IDcpa rtment
IBrief Title of PIR
IApprox. Net Cost

Auditor's Office

Budget No

1070
-----'-':...:....::.._-j

Financial Audit Assistant Manager

$ 103,194

i

1
Department Priority

-1

Brief Summary of Request
The Financial Audit section ojthe County's Auditor office is responsible jar the day to day management ojthe general ledger,
accounting a/the Dallas County government budget, revenue and expenditure activity. In addition, the section is responsible
IraI' legally required general and special purpose external reports (CAFR and CSCD); and several internal purposejinancial
reports. Currently the section is planning to automate its CAFR reporting and a/so document and chart its other activity to
systematically retain and transfer business know how. The current load on the existing section management team is above
averatze to continue as it is and imDlement chanfles.
Discussion of Need
The Financial Audit (FA) section ojthe County's Auditor office is responsiblejor: day to day propersetup ofDallas County's
government budget, revenue and expenditure accounting codes; desk review ofbudget, revenue and expenditure activities;
general and special external reporting; several internal reporting.
Currently there is a needfor: effiCiency and effectiveness for the aforementioned responsibility; and retaining and transferring
knowhow and business process; additional man power to lead and share responsibility. Reviewing the FA section's
organizational structure and business process it is our understanding implementing the necessary changes in skilled man power
and technology is indispensable. The structural change and the technological updates combined will systematically
institutionalize proper transfer ofknowhow and reasonably assure continuity ojbusiness process.
As a result the requested assistant manager position is expected to:
o Assist and provide support for preparation ofannual CAFR and conversion ofexisting excel CAFR tool to Oracle
Hyperion Financial Close suite which will be used to prepare future CAFR's.
o Assist in managing staffto ensure accurate and timely recording and reporting offinancial information in general
ledger and subsidiary ledgers
o Assist in interviews, hiring, and training staff. Recommends disciplinary actions and prepares performance appraisals
for staff.
o Assist in overseeing the preparation and approving ojgeneral and special external financial reports
o Assist in managing and preparing monthly, quarterly and annual internal financial reports.
o Assist and serve as a liaison Jar outside audit firms during audit ofCounty records, and consults with department
management on accounting and reporting issues.
o Performs other duties as assigned

Discussion of Related Performance Measure

Staff Review and Comment

FormE

FY2016

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST
WORKSHEET
Brief Title of PIR

Financial Audit Assistant Manager
$ Amount

Staff Cost

Grade
K
Salary
$77,208.32
Fica@7.65%
5,906.44
Retirement @ 11.5%
8,878.96
Insurance @
$8,500.00
8,500.00

Related Equipment

$ Amount

Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other

700.00
2,000.00

.
,'
,
I:.',:,' :,' :.::.::.:.:.:.:.:.:.::.:. ::':-:'$2:7'00:0°1

Total .
Other Costs (describe)

'

..

.

$ Amount

Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation Spage

Total
Less Additional Revenue Source

Totall,', '-::':':"":'::'.'::.:::::':'::':::

Grand Total

Form E1

I <::::::::::::::::::::::: .. .. ·.-:·. ·.:·. · · ·$.0·.···0·0·.···1

1

"",,:$b:bQI

--:$;.;1..;;.03""'' ' 1..;;.93;.;.7;..;.11

FY2016

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

IDepartment
ITitle of PIR

County Audit

1070

Budget No.

PDF Data Extraction Sftw

S

Req uest Type

(assigned by

PIR#

-

Data Services)

Possible Fuuding Source

Description of Need and Justification
Tools are needed on a routine basis to effectively extract PDF data to other file formats.

Expected Benefits
PDF creation functionality is partially included in the current release ofMS Word and Adobe
Acrobat Professional provides a filter to extract data from a PDF document into other file formats,
neither of these tools provide an effective means for converting large volumes of data from PDF
to file formats that can be easily analyzed.
Able2Extract Professional PDF Converter 8.0

one (I) @ $130.00 $130.00

Depaltment Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

I
Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

ICost Avoidance

I
I

Multi-Use Systems

ILegal Requirements
IService to the Public

Cost Recapture
Critical System
Upgrade

I
I

I
FormH
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
!Department

County Audit
CAFR Solution

ITitle of PIR
PIR#

-

Budget No.

1070

S

Request Type
(a'i.signed by
Data Services)

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
There is a need for currently-marketed software utilized by local governments to
create a "CAFR", i.e., a Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, which complies with
all state and federal regulations and employs all mandated accounting methodologies.

Expected Benefits
Dallas County is required to produce a CAFR on an annual basis for each fiscal year ending
on September 30 'h . The county has received the Certificate of Achievement of Excellence in
Financial Reporting from the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) for 33
consecutive years for publishing a CAFR that is readable, well organized, and satisfies both
Generally Acceptable Accounting Principles (GAAP) and applicable legal/regulatory
requirements. It is expected that the 34 'h Certificate of Excellence will be awarded to the county
for the CAFR for the fiscal year ended September 30,2014.
The CAFR is a vital component in reporting the county's financial condition to external
entities and to the public, and as such helps the county to maintain its AAA/Aaa bond ratings.
The CAFR is currently produced in publishable form using ad hoc and antiquated means
outside of the primary financial system, i.e., the Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS), and validated
using reports from the EBS system. An integrated and supportable long-term reporting solution is
need for the future. Estimated Software Cost $326,548;;InstallatIOn Cost $250,QOOj'
Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

I
Cost Savings

Improved
Management

Controls

ICost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

ILegal Requirements

Cost Recapture

IService to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

I
I

I
I

I
FormH
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

IDepartment
ITitle of PIR
PIR#

County Audit
Data Access & Analysis

-

1070

Budget No.

(assigned by
Data Services)

S

Request Type
Possible Fundiug Source

Description of Need and Justification
Server-based analytic processing and audit content management for audit teams, management
and other stakeholders. ACL AuditExchange AX Datasource can be implemented to support the
existing use of ACL Desktop software.

Expected Benefits
Implementation of a server-based architecture will initially allowed improved repetitive
analysis leading to larger sample sets, up to 100% population of transactions. Later, as
confidence in monitoring and rules are established, this model can be transitioned to a continuous
audit process augmented by ad-hoc analysis as needed.
0
Business Assurance through risk mediation by testing data
0
Fraud Prevention/Detection
Total Cost est. = $75,000

Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

I
Cost Savings

ICost Avoidance
ILegal Requirements

IService to the Public

Improved
Management
Controls

I
I

Multi-Use Systems
Cost Recapture
Critical System
Upgrade

I
I

I
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

IDepartment
ITitle of PIR

County Audit
Dual Monitors

PIR#

-

Budget No.

1070

R

Req uest Type
(assigned by
Data Services)

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
Three supervisors (Grade G) and one clerk (Grade E) will strongly benefit from the ability to
view content on two monitors simultaneously. The potential for errors will be reduced by the
ability to see their work clearly separated across two screens. This enhancement will require
replacing four existing workstations that are more than seven years old, and retaining the monitors
to add to the new workstations.
Expected Benefits
Increased productivity, improved multitasking, and reduced errors.
Cost est. = $4,700

Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone
Rec'd by Data Services

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Scoring

I
Cost Savings

Improved
Management

Controls

ICost Avoidance
ILegal Requirements
IService to the Public

I
I

Multi-Use Systems
Cost Recapture
Critical System
Upgrade

I
I

I
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

I

County Audit
Asset/Inventory Solution

Department

ITitle of PIR

Budget No.

-

S

Request Type

(assigned by

PIR #

1070

Data Services)

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
An enterprise-wide asset management solution to support asset tracking and other assetrelated processes such as asset maintenance across all county offices wherever the need exists.

Expected Benefits
Tracking, visibility and control of dispersed assets including asset condition and maintenance
history. The Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS) currently provides basic asset management and
accounting for depreciable capital assets. There is a county-wide need to track and maintain
assets that do not meet regulatory thresholds for capitalization.

Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

I
Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Savings

ICost Avoidance

I

Multi-Use Systems

ILegal Requirements

I

Cost Recapture

IService to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

I
I

I
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OPERATING EXPENDITURE DETAIL
Department: County Auditor
Expensel
Code

2080

Expense
Classification

I
I

-

Dues & Subscriptions
"
- - ..

2090

Property <$5k

..

-

Budget No.: 1070
FY2014
Actual

I

Computer Software
.. - .. .-

2095
_.

2155

Office Supply
- ..
Postage

2170

2180

-

..

2190

I

,I
-

3,000

-

-

..

2 employe

I

--2,500

I

3,150
_
-

I

.

I

--

..

I

2,500

-I

,

600

5,000

I

-

I

.-

--

_ .. -

-

5,000
9.000
54,975 .

I

12,500

,

500

- -

..

400

I

-

.-

3,500

I

-

I

..

,

170

22,000

~

..

-,

,

Training
I
-_ . .-,,-Maintenance/Office
2640
Equipment
.2950 Books / Supplies
.. 7020 - EquipmeJ!! ~ental
,
Total
2440

-

- . - - ..

-

,

I

I

2,000

Publication

5,000

--

..

Printing

ISee below

4,000

I

--

20,000
..

--

,,--

,

--

,FYI2-2;
chairs, 4 c
4 chairs, 4

- -

85 ,

,. -

TACA41
Public Da'

-I

I

1,200

,

--

..

I

,

FY2015
OBE Budeet Commel

-

4,000 .
-

-

FY2016
Reauest

I

,

-

-

4,000

I

---

I

1,000

"

,

--

-

1,600

I

I

2160

I

,

Notary

I
,

I

-

I

Member Only

I

--

-

FY2015
Proiection

I

I

890

Computer Hardware
<$5k

2093

I

FY2015
Budeet

I

- ---

6,000
9,000
66,620

3 To TAC
to GFOA·

-

-

.~-

..

.. I

.. ..

Staff Review and Comment
·2013; NC 2093
6 app plan audit/manage data
8 ACL license 12 new I supoprt 6

12 ACL Audit exchange
29
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
County Audit

Department

Priority
I

Budget No.

1070

Com ments/Justification

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Dell 3400MP Projector
w/3 Year Advanced
Exchange Service

9 yrs.

n/a

$900

Current device is more than ni.ne (9) years old,
cable is defective, fan is noisy (indicating
imminent failure), lamp has exceeded rated life
expectancy, no replacement parts are available.

?

n/a

$560

Table worn and chairs brokeo

Warranty

2

Conference Table
120 x 48

$616

Cylinder base
3

I Executive Chair

?

n/a

$245

Chair broken

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Form D
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

IDepartment
ITitle ofPIR

County Audit
Audit Management

PIR#

-

1070

Budget No.

S

Request Type

(assigned by
Data Services)

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
A more efficiently-integrated and technology-based application is needed to support the
Dallas County Internal Audit process. Partial funding was requested in the prior fiscal year, and
additional funding was requested in the current fiscal year totaling $100,000. An RFP is in
progress as of this writing. This PIR is simply intended to document the ongoing effort.

Expected Benefits
Increased productivity through improved audit management processes resulting in greater
focus on audit priorities.
Total Cost est.

= $100,000

Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

I
Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Savings

ICost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

ILegal Requirements

Cost Recapture

IService to the Public

I
I

Critical System
Upgrade

I

I

I
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COURT ORDER

2015-0795

Reclassification Review of Auditor's Payroll positions

On a motion made by Commissioner Mike Cantrell, District 2, and seconded by Commissioner
John Wiley Price, District 3, the following order was passed and adopted by the Commissioners
Court of Dallas County, State of Texas:
BRIEFING DATE:

June 2, 2015

FUNDING SOURCE:

General Fund

Be it resolved and ordered that the Dallas County Commissioners Court does hereby approve
the reclassification review by the Human Resources/Civil Service Department for the Auditor's
Office Payroll Accounting Clerk III (position numbers #5047, #9528, #964, and #991), and an
Accounting Clerk IV (position #968) for proper classification.

Done in open court June 9, 2015, by the following vote:
IN FAVOR:

OPPOSED:

Honorable Clay Lewis Jenkins, County Judge
Commissioner Dr. Theresa M. Daniel, District 1
Commissioner Mike Cantrell, District 2
Commissioner John Wiley Price, District 3
Commissioner Dr. Elba Garcia, District 4
None

ABSTAINED:

None

ABSENT:

None

Recommended by: Ryan Brown
Originating Department: Budget

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
County Audit

Department

Priority
I

Budget No.

1070

Commen tsl J uslilication

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Book binding and
publishing system

9 yrs.

nla

$20,000

Current system is more {han nine (9) years old,
components are failing, obsolete and no longer
supported.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

]()
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

June 9, 2015
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Alejandro Moreno, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

County Clerk FY2016 Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2016 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2016 Budget. As such, the
County Clerk department submitted the following requests:
1. Vehicle-SUV
a. The request is for one SUV vehicle which will be used to transport records
between court buildings and the new records center. The vehicle is needed
to transport all records without requesting community services.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
1. Vehicle-SUV
a. The estimated one time cost for one new SUV Vehicle is $33,000.

RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. Not purchasing one SUV Vehicle. The purchase of one SUV Vehicle would not
be cost-efficient for the purposes it will be used for.
These recommendations do not have a cost associated with them.

411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6387 • Fax (214) 653 - 6517 • Alejandro.Moreno@dallascounty.org

April 15, 2015

TO:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer
Urmit Graham, Acting HR Director

FROM:

John Warren, County Clerk

SUBJECT:

County Clerk Reorganization

BACKGROUND
In a continuing quest for operational efficiency and increased productivity the County Clerk has
completed an analysis of his office and request approval to reorganize the department with changes
primarily affecting his Administrative, Vitals, Criminal and Truancy divisions.
The purpose of this briefing is to present information regarding the County Clerk’s reorganization
proposal, financial impact and recommendations.
OPERATIONAL IMPACT
The County Clerk has reviewed the positions in the Administration, Vitals, Criminal, and Truancy
divisions and has determined that he can continue to increase the efficiency of the offices daily
operations by creating four (4) positions, reclassifying six (6) positions and deleting five (5)
positions. The requested personnel revisions will provide the County Clerk with the necessary
resources to improve the department’s overall operations and create efficiencies.
New Positions (4 positions)
The proposed new positions are as follows:
1)
Senior Business Analyst II Grade GM- This position will be responsible for providing daily
management and technical support to the County Clerk’s divisions by managing web servers,
databases, imaging, and computerized accounts to ensure effective workflow processing. This
position will manage all phases of all County Clerk’s computer programs to include system
development lifecycle from project scoping, planning, and requirements definition to issues
resolution, testing and implementation. This position works closely with staff and Dallas County IT
in the deployment of new applications and enhancements to existing applications and provides
orientation and training to end users for all new and modified systems. This position will be
responsible for managing a staff of two (2) Business Analysts. This position is anticipated to be a
Grade GM and will report to the County Clerk.
1

2)
Truancy Courts Trainer- This position will be responsible for providing training for newly
hired and current clerical staff on a variety of tasks required to support the division. The trainer will
assist management in hiring, assigning tasks and evaluating clerical staff on their proficiency to
carry out their assignments. The trainer will also be required to stay abreast of changes in the law
and policies affecting the operation and incorporates changes in training programs and prepares
updates, distributes and maintains training materials and supplies. This position will also be
responsible for providing ongoing training on current and new court management systems and in
addition will serve as a floater during staff shortages. The position is anticipated to be a Grade 10
and will report to the Truancy Courts Manager.
3)
Audio Visual Technician- This position will be responsible for operating multi-media
equipment (video and audio) for the County Clerk’s operations to include the live broadcast of the
Commissioner’s Court weekly briefings, special presentations requested by other County
departments and agencies. This position will also be responsible for trouble shooting and
maintaining the audio visual equipment in the County Clerks County Courts at Law and Probate
Courts. This position will evaluate new technologies for possible applications to enhance the
capabilities of the Commissioners Court Room, a Judicial Court Rooms as well as conference room
facilities. Makes sure that the equipment is always set up as required to optimize briefings,
presentations and meetings. This position is anticipated to be a Grade 8 and will report to the new
Senior Business Analyst position.
4)
Quality Assurance Administrator- This position will assume the duties and functions
currently performed by the Human Resources Generalist. The Quality Assurance Administrator will
concentrate on meeting the County Clerk’s Humana Resources needs, streamlining departmental
operations by analyzing the current processes and procedures, reviewing, evaluating, recommending
and implementing appropriate changes to existing departmental operations. This position will
develop and facilitate specialized training programs for the County Clerk employees in an effort to
improve performance and participate in special projects regarding the County Clerk’s office
utilizing resources, along with monitoring and evaluating the quality and appropriateness of various
departmental programs and services. This position is anticipated to be a Grade H and will mirror the
District Clerk’s Quality Assurance Administrator’s position.
Reclassification (6 positions)
The proposed positions for reclassifications are as follows:
1)
Program Coordinators Grade E to Business Analyst I Grade FM- there are two (2) positions
that serve as Program Coordinators for the County Clerk’s court operations (Criminal, Civil and
Probate). The County Clerk’s office has become more automated and requires a higher degree of
inter-departmental technical support and management. The Business Analyst in addition to the
Program Coordinators functions will be responsible for providing daily support by continually
meeting with division end users to define business, financial and operational requirements to
resolve business process issues and to enhance business processes, operations, and information
process flow for all the County Clerk’s divisions. The position will conduct research and perform
end user reviews of the systems to assure optimal performance, efficiency, and effective delivery of
services. In addition this position will be required to have extensive knowledge of computer
software and hardware. This position is anticipated to be a Grade FM and report to the new Senior
Business Analyst position.

2

2)
Clerk I Receptionist Grade 5 to Telephone Information Clerk Grade (7)-This position is
responsible for answering all Administrative incoming calls to the County Clerk office as well as
receiving large volumes of calls to the County Clerk Call Center regarding inquiries from the
general public, legal communities and other governmental agencies pertaining to matters and
business and information regarding the County Clerk’s operations. This position is required to have
extensive knowledge of all the County clerk nine (9) divisions and will mirror the County Clerk’s
Call Center Telephone Information Clerks.
3)
Data Entry/Research Clerk II Grade 6 to Administrative Assistant Grade 7- This position
will be responsible for assisting in planning and compiling all operational data and activities for the
County Clerk’s office. This will include receiving and reviewing monthly work load measures for,
the nine divisions to ensure that the office is meeting set out performance measures. This position
will also be responsible for receiving correspondence and telephone calls; addressing issues,
questions and complaints. This position will composes replies and provide information in response
to inquiries from outside agencies, the public, other departments and/or other employees. This
position will serve as the County Clerk’s liaison with other organizations and the general public on
certain research and minor legislative matters. This position will be required to maintain the
Personal Finance and Campaign Contribution records and respond to public inquiries regarding
access to these records. Acts as the County Clerk’s Executive Assistant back up during absences.
4)
Executive Administrative Assistant Grade A to Executive Administrative Assistant
Assistance Grade B- This position in addition to their current duties will assist the County Clerk in
the management of certain long range projects and participate in a variety of special projects as
identified by the Clerk. The position will also assist and lend guidance to Elected Officials and
department Heads in ensuring that Personal Finance and Campaign Contribution records are
properly submitted and executed. The position will also assist with the preparation of briefing
agenda items, court orders and contracts that are unique to the County Clerk’s office only.
5)
Civil Courts Trainer Grade Civil Courts Trainer Grade 10- This position in addition to their
current duties will act as a back-up or fill in supervisor whenever there is a supervisory vacancy in
the division this will also include coverage when one of the supervisors are out on vacation or
extended time away. This position will also assist the Manager in assessing business process to help
streamline them and to be more efficient.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The annual savings of deleting the five (5) identified positions is estimated at $156,107.00. The
estimated cost for the four (4) new positions is estimated at $196,279.00. The estimated cost for the
six (6) reclassifications is estimated at $20,868.00 per year. The net cost of this reorganization is
projected to result in an increase of $5,087.00 per month, a net increase of $61,040.00 annually.
STRATEGIC PLAN COMPLIANCE
The reorganization of the County Clerk’s office is consistent with Dallas County Strategic Plan:
Vision 1: Dallas County assess and stream-lines the County’s workforce for efficiency and
operation.
LEGAL IMPACT
None
3

RECOMMENDATION
The County Clerk recommends that the Commissioners Court approve the following actions:
1)

Approve the creation of five (5) new positions,

2)

Approve the reclassification of the six (6) positions,

3)

Approve deletion of the five (5) positions as outlined and,

4)
Direct the Human Resources/Civil Service Department to review the new and
reclassified positions for proper classification.

Recommended by:

_________________________
John Warren, Dallas County Clerk

4

County Clerk Budget FY 2016 Proposal

Department 4031
Operation Expenditure Detail
Expense Codes
1080
2090
2155
2160
2170
2180
2230
2640
2950
5590
6170
7020
Total

Department 4032
Expense Codes
2160
2170
2180
2640
5590
7020
Total

Line Item
Mileage reimbursement
Property less than $5,000
Notary/Bond Fees
Office Supplies
Postage
Printing
DDA
Mainenance
Books and Subscription
Other Professional Fees
Trail Expenses Other Court Cost
Equipment Rental

FY 2014 Approved
$0.00
$0.00
$200.00
$155,000.00
$154,720.00
$70,000.00
$5,000.00
$20,000.00
$2,969.00
$0.00
$8,000.00
$60,000.00
$475,889.00

FY 2015 Approved
$0.00
$0.00
$200.00
$155,000.00
$150,000.00
$70,000.00
$5,000.00
$17,500.00
$3,172.00
$0.00
$8,000.00
$30,000.00
$438,872.00

FY 2016 Proposed
$500.00
$0.00
$200.00
$160,000.00
$150,000.00
$70,000.00
$5,000.00
$20,000.00
$3,500.00
$10,000.00
$8,000.00
$30,000.00
$457,200.00

Line Item
Office Supplies
Postage
Printing
Mainenance
Other Professional Fees
Equipment Rental

FY 2014 Approved
$8,000.00
$250.00
$9,000.00
$3,500.00
$20,000.00
$2,000.00
$42,750.00

FY 2015 Approved
$6,000.00
$250.00
$7,000.00
$3,500.00
$15,000.00
$2,000.00
$33,750.00

FY 2016 Proposed
$7,000.00
$250.00
$8,000.00
$3,500.00
$15,000.00
$2,000.00
$35,750.00

REQUEST FOR EXTRA HELP BUDGET
Department

County Clerk

Description of
Function

Budget No.

4031

Scanning & Indexing court documents

Position Title, Grade
and Number

Data Entry Clerk x
(11)

Annual
Hours

Hourly
Rate

2080

14.35

Total

Total

Retirement
Benefits

N/A

Comments and
Justification

Total cost : $328,328.00
On going scanning projects
for paper on demand courts
(Probate/Criminal/Truancy
Courts)

328,328.00

Staff Review and Comment

Form B

FY2016
FY2016 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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REQUEST FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

County Clerk

Department __________________________

Pay To

Description of Services

TX Dept of Safety Criminal History Check
Services

Use for Probate Division

Daily Commercial
Records

Use for Probate Division

Global Connect

Use for Collections
Division-automated dialing

Lexis Nexus

Use for Collections & Trust Division

iPLOW

4031.05590

Budget No. ____________________

FY2015
Budget

FY2016
Amount
Requested

Use for Collections Division

Estimate $10,000.00

Process Improvement Consulting Request

FORM C

FY 2016

FY2016 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

County Clerk

Brief Title of PIR

Vehicle -SUV

Estimated Cost

$33,000.00

Budget No 4031

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Currently County Clerk-Central Records send out closed retention records at least once per
week to Records Management Center. The vehicle is to transport all records without
requesting community services.

Discussion of Need

The vehicle is used for transporting courts records between courts buildings and new
records center.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2016
FY2016 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

April 23, 2015
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Alejandro Moreno, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

County Courts at Law FY2016 Budget Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2016 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2016 Budget. As such, the
County Courts at Law submitted the following requests:
1. Shredder
a. The County Court at Law 1 is requesting one shredder to destroy sensitive
information.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
1. The estimated one time cost of one shredder is $859.
RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. The request for one shredder was reviewed and recommended by Records
Management during the 2015 Fiscal Year.

These recommendations from the Budget Office (does not include anything that was sent
to another department for review) come with a one-time cost of $0.

411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6387  Fax (214) 653 - 6517  Alejandro.Moreno@dallascounty.org

PROG~IMPROVEMENTREQUEST

CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment
IBrief Title ofPIR
IEstimated Cost

County Court at Law #1
$ 859.00

Budget No 4501
--------I
Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Request for new paper shredder. Destoryit# 2404cc

Discussion of Need

Need medium to high volume shredder to destroy old documents with sensitive information
such as jury lists, jury biographical forms and courtesy copies of privileged case filings.
This request will help fulfill vision 3 of Dallas County's Strategic Plan by safely and quickly
disposing of our citizen's personal data to prevent identity theft.

Staff Review and Comment

FormG

FY2016
FY2016 Operating Budget / Capita/Improvement Plan Preparation Manua/
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

May 6, 2015
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Alejandro Moreno, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

County Criminal Courts FY2016 Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2016 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2016 Budget. As such, the
County Criminal Courts submitted the following requests:
1. New Position-Part-Time
a. The County Criminal Courts Manager is requesting one Part-Time Court
Coordinator position. The position is being requested in order to cover
courts due to sick and FMLA days.
2. New Position
a. The County Criminal Courts Manager is requesting one Bailiff position
for the Misdemeanor Magistrate Court due to the fact that bailiff’s of other
courts are currently being interrupted for fingerprints.
3. Printer
a. The request is from 13 County Criminal Courts. Each court is requesting
to have one printer replaced with a multi-functional printer.
4. Conference table
a. The request is from 12 County Criminal Courts. Each court is requesting
one conference room table for their Jury Rooms.
5. Chair- Jury Room
a. The request is from County Criminal Court 9 and 10. Eight Executive
High Back chairs need to be replaced in each Jury Room for a total of 16.
6. Chair- Courtroom Administrative
a. The request is from 13 County Criminal Courts. Each court is requesting 4
administrative chairs be replaced from the Courtroom.
7. Chair- Courtroom Guest
a. The request is from 13 County Criminal Courts. Each court is requesting 8
guest chairs be replaced from the Courtroom.
8. Chair- Conference Room Administrative
a. The request is from the County Criminal Court Manager’s Office. The
request is to replace old and broken chairs.
9. Chair-Conference Room Guest
411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6387  Fax (214) 653 - 6517  Alejandro.Moreno@dallascounty.org

a. The request is from the County Criminal Court Manager’s Office. The
request is to replace old and broken chairs.
10. Chair-Guest
a. The request is from the County Criminal Court Manager’s Office. The
request is to replace worn out chairs.
11. Chair-Bailiff
a. The request is from County Criminal Court of Appeals #2. The request is
to replace 2 worn out bailiff chairs.
12. Credenza
a. The request is from County Criminal Court #4 to replace an old and worn
out credenza.
13. Desk
a. The request is from County Criminal Court #4 to replace an old and worn
out desk.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
1. The estimated annual recurring cost of one part-time Court Coordinator position
is $7,500.
2. The estimated annual recurring cost of one full-time Bailiff is $73,669
3. The estimated one time cost of replacing 13 printers at $413 a printer is $5,369.
4. The estimated one time cost of replacing 12 conference room tables is $10,450.
10 conference room tables are $650 each, one conference room table, which is
requested for County Criminal Court 9, is $750 and one conference room table,
which is requested for the County Criminal Court Manager’s office is $1,250.
5. The estimated one time cost of replacing 16 chairs at $230 a chair is $3,680.
6. The estimated one time cost of replacing 52 chairs at $350 a chair is $18,200.
7. The estimated one time cost of replacing 104 chairs at $203 a chair is $21,112.
8. The estimated one time cost of replacing 14 chairs at $451 a chair is $6,315.
9. The estimated one time cost of replacing 10 chairs at $356 a chair is $3,650.
10. The estimated one time cost of replacing 2 chairs at $250 a chair is $500.
11. The estimated one time cost of replacing 2 chairs at $500 a chair is $1,000.
12. The estimated one time cost of replacing 1 credenza is $855
13. The estimated one time cost of replacing 1 desk is $1,200
RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. Not funding the part-time Court Coordinator position. The department currently
receives Extra Help funds which are utilized for temporary help needs. Additional
Extra Help funds will be given on an as-needed basis.
2. Not funding one bailiff position. There is currently not enough work to justify one
full-time bailiff.
3. The request for 13 printers has been sent to the I.T. department for review.
4. For CCC#10, replacing 5 guest room chairs, one jury room table, and 8 jury room
chairs. ($4,871)
5. For CCC#9, replacing one jury room table and 8 jury room chairs. ($2,490)
6. For CCC#8, replacing 8 court room guest chairs. ($1,624)

7. For CCC#7, replacing 3 court room guest room chairs. ($609)
8. For CCC#6, replacing 1 jury room table and 8 jury room chairs. ($2,445)
9. For CCC#5, replacing 4 court room chairs. ($1,400)
10. For CCC#4, replacing 8 jury room chairs, one credenza, and one desk. ($3,550)
11. For CCC#3, replacing 4 guest room chairs ($812)
12. For CCCAP#2, replacing 2 bailiff chairs. ($1,000)
13. For CCC Manager’s office, replacing 1 conference room table, 6 conference room
guest chairs and 14 conference room administrative chairs. ($7,565)
These recommendations come with a one-time cost of $28,852.

OPERATING BUDGET

FOR THE COUNTY
CRIMINAL COURTS
AND

FISCAL YEAR

2016

CRIMINAL COURT
MANAGER
DEPTARTMENT

DALLAS COUNTY
Office of Budget and
Evaluation
FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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OPERATING EXPENDITURE DETAIL
Department 4620

Budget No.

Expense FY2013
Codes
Actual

FY2014
Budget Projection

2155
2160
2170
2180
2950

0
1500
0
15,000
338

0
750
102
16,357
488

0
0
0
0
0

00120

FY2016
Request

200
1500
150
17,000
600

Comments/Justification

2155- Notary
2160 – Office Supplies
2170 – Postage
2180 – Printing
2950 – Publications/Books

Staff Review and Comment
Due to the additional duties of Interpreter Assignments. The Court Manager’s Office is
requesting to add the Notary and Postage expense line items back into our budget.

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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Form A

FY 2016

REQUEST FOR EXTRA HELP BUDGET
Department

Budget No.

4620

Description of Function

Position Title, Grade
and Number

00120

PART – TIME COURT COORDINATOR – COUNTY CRIMINAL COURTS

Annual
Hours

Hourly
Rate

750

16.21$21.18

9529, OFFFICE
SUPPORT

Total

Retirement
Benefits
N/A

Comments and
Justification
SEE BELOW

Total
Staff Review and Comment

This position is currently budgeted at $7500 annually. This department is requesting to reclassify
this position as a Part-time Court Coordinator Position. There are 13 Misdemeanor Court
Coordinators with an average of 4 weeks of vacation. This vacation time is equivalent to 52
weeks a year. There is an additional need for the extra help in covering courts due to sick and
FMLA days. The Court Manager and three misdemeanor coordinators has been assigned to the
ACMS project until completion.
FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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REQUEST FOR EXTRA HELP BUDGET
Department
Description of Function

Position Title, Grade
and Number
FULL TIME BAILIFF

4617

Budget No.

BAILIFF FOR MAGISTRATE COURT

Annual
Hours

Hourly
Rate

Total

Retirement
Benefits

Comments and
Justification
THE MISDEMEANOR MAGISTRATE
COURT USES SENIOR VISITING
JUDGES TO ASSIST WITH THE
MOVING OF CASES, HEARINGS
AND OCCUPATIONAL LICENSES.
SINCE THE REMOVAL OF THE
CATS PROGRAM. THIS COURT AS
BEEN WITHOUT A BAILIFF. THIS
HAS CAUSED A NEED FOR THE
BAILIFFS OF OTHER COURTS TO
BE INTERUPPTED FOR
FINGERPRINTS. WE BELIEVE
WITH A BAILIF WE WOULD HAVE
A MORE EFFIECIENT MAGISTRATE
COURT. WE CAN ASSIGN PRIA
AND FEMALE JAIL CHAINS TO
THIS COURT.

There may be some legal
issue with the use of the
conviction at a later date and
not be able to prove that the
fingerprint is from the same
person who entered the plea.

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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Total
Staff Review and Comment

Form C

FY2014

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
4609

Department

Priority
1

2

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

(1)8’CONFERENC
E
JURY
TABLE
(8) EXECUTIVE

Budget No.

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Comments/Justification

30+

770.00

JURY ROOM

30+

1836.00

JURY ROOM CHAIRS

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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HIGH BACK
CHAIRS
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Form E

FY2014
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

4601,4602, 4603,4604,4605,4606,4607
4608,4609,4610,4611,4615,4616

Priority

Item to be
Replaced

1

PRINTERS

Age
(years)
10+

Property
Number

Budget No.

TECHNOLOGY REFRESH
FUND

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Comments/Justification

$412.07 X 13
=3296.56

NEED PRINTERS REPLACED WITH
MULIT FUNCTIONAL PRINTERS

2

MOST OF THESE COURTS HAVE
FAX MACHINES AND THE I.T.
/HELP DESK DO NOT PROVIDE
MAINENANCE OR REPAIR FOR

3

FAX MACHINES.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Form E

FY2016

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority

4601,4602, 4603,4604,4605,4606,4607
4608,4609,4610,4611,4615,4616

Item to be
Replaced

Budget No.

0120

Comments/Justification

Age
(years
)
>20
YRS

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

N/A

10 X 650..00
= $8,450.00
1 X $750.00

1

CONFERENCE/
JURY ROOM
TABLE

1

COURTROOM
ADMINISTRATION
CHAIRS

>20
YRS

N/A

52 X $350.00
=$11,318.00

1

COURTROOM
GUEST CHAIRS

>20
YRS

N/A

72 X $203.00
=$14,616.00

This request is made to have this
furniture that is old, tattered, broken,
stained and unsightly replaced.

Quotes provided by the Plano Office
Supply. The current furniture
contractor for Dallas County

Form D

FY2016
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
4620

Department

Priority

Item to be
Replaced

Budget No.

0120

Comments/Justification

Age
(years
)
>20
YRS

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

N/A

1 X $1,250.00

1

CONFERENCE/
JURY ROOM
TABLE

1

CONFERENCE
ROOM
ADMINISTRATION
CHAIRS

>20
YRS

N/A

14 X $451.00
=$6315.

1

CONFERENCE
ROOM
GUEST CHAIRS

>20
YRS

N/A

10 X $365.00
=$3,650.00

Form D

This request is made to have this
furniture that is old, tattered, broken,
stained and unsightly replaced

Quotes provided by the Plano Office
Supply. The current furniture
contractor for Dallas County

FY2016
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Jury Room

FY2016 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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Conference Room

FY2016 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
4605

Department

Priority
1

2

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

(1) BAILIFF
CHAIRS

UNKNOWN

Property
Number

Budget No.

120

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Comments/Justification

500.00

BAILIFF’S HOLSTER
GET CAUGHT ON THE CHAIR
BEING USED NOW.
REQUESTED A WIDER CHAIR
TO ACCOMMADATE THE
HOLSTER.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Form E

FY2016
FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
4616

Department

Priority
1

2

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

(1) BAILIFF
CHAIRS

UNKNOWN

Property
Number

Budget No.

120

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Comments/Justification

500.00

BAILIFF’S HOLSTER
GET CAUGHT ON THE CHAIR
BEING USED NOW.
REQUESTED A WIDER CHAIR
TO ACCOMMADATE THE
HOLSTER.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Form E

FY2016
FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
4620

Department

Priority
1

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

(2) GUEST
CHAIRS

30+

Property
Number

Budget No.

120

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Comments/Justification

2x$250.00

CHAIRS HAVE NO SPRINGS IN
SEAT

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

FY2014 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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Form E

FY2016
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DALLAS COUNTY
ATTN: PAT JOHNSON
TARRANT COUNTY CONTRACT# 2013-045
APPROXIMATE DELIVERY IS SIX WEEKS

705 AVENUE K
PLANO, TEXAS 75074
Phone 972-424-8561 Fax 972-422-9936
www.planoofficesupply.com

Qty
1

1

Product
HPC023D

HPC200D

TLDC052615.sp4

Description

List/Sel

Park Ave 72Wx36Dx29H DP Desk Bow Top 3/2
.V

Tri Oval Edge

.J

Loop/Satin Nickel

.NN

LAM: Mahogany

Park Ave 72Wx24Dx29H Credenza w/Storage 2-D-2
.V

Tri Oval Edge

.J

Loop/Satin Nickel

.NN

LAM: Mahogany

5/26/2015

Ext. List/Sell

$2,163.00

$2,163.00

$854.39

$854.39

$2,163.00

$2,163.00

$854.39

$854.39

Sub Total:

$4,326.00

Total List:

$4,326.00

Total Sell:

$1,708.78

Page 1 of 2

Please note the following:
Terms: Net 30 days.
Pricing includes freight, delivery and installation; Mon. - Fri., 8:00 - 5:00.
Pricing does not include relocation of existing furniture, electronic equipment or personal items.
Pricing does not include sales tax, if applicable.
Pricing does not include electrician's fee to access building power or data cable routing pertaining to modular furniture.
Custom or special order items cannot be cancelled or returned; Deposits are non-refundable.
This proposal is valid for 30 days, unless noted otherwise.
We appreciate the opportunity to offer our services and look forward to working with you on this project.
If you have any further questions, please contact me at 972-424-8561.
Tom Lowe

Approved by:__________________________

TLDC052615.sp4

Date:____________________________

5/26/2015

Page 2 of 2
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June 8, 2015
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Ronica L. Watkins, Assistant Budget Officer

Subject:

County Treasurer Reclassification Review

BACKGROUND
During the FY2016 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY20 16 Budget. The County
Treasurer Requested a reclassification review of the Investment Manager position.
The reclassification is requested due to changes that have occurred over the past two
fiscal years, resulting additional responsibilities which include the following:
•
•
•
•

Implementation of New SymPro system October 2014 - requiring additional
training to utilize the financials
Implementation of New Investment Policy adopted October 2014
Creation of Excel spreadsheets to replace the antiquated Symphony to maintain
daily investment
Supervision of additional brokers (6 authorized - 2 or 3 pending)

FINANCIAL IMPACT
Currently, the Investment Manager position is a Grade I with an annual cost of $87,493
including salary and fringe benefits. The County Treasurer proposes a Grade J with an
estimated annual recurring cost of$94,649 including salary benefits, resulting into a cost
of$7,156.

RECOMMENDATION
The Office ofBudget and Evaluation recommends that the Human Resources/Civil
Service Department review the Investment Manager position for consideration and
proper classification.

411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6363. Fax (214) 653 - 6517. Ronica.watkins@dallascounty.org

PROGRAM IMPROVElVIENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION

I

Budget No.

Treasure Office

Deportment

IPosition Title

Investment Manager

Position No.

Job Code

Current Gr'ade

7011400

4400

----1

Department

Priority
Description of Changes in Work Being Performed

C*

Sec Scclioll C] in,..,',. pages 1 ~ ]

Reason/Authority for Change (sec Budget Manual)

Over the past years, the type and duration of investments have expanded, due to new policy, new Sympro
system, new procedur~s and market conditions. Portfolio planning is more complex due to the availability of
more extensive data that is used in the decision making process. The Investment Manager has acquired the
following additional responsibilities
•

Update investment transactions included daily transactions, cash flow matured, monthly idle funds and
agency onds rating in new SymPro system to generate monthly and quarterly report.

•

Inere ed high volume of incoming wires, ACHs and credit card receipts with various departments.

•

.trend the investment training due to the new investment policy adopted in FY 2015.

•

Reconciles daily 5 new master accounts and] wire transfer account.

•

Reconciles daily depo,its through several bank accounts from various credit card companies to the various
county dep'U-tments.

•

Monitor Investments to de ennine iflhey are in compliance with the Dallas County inveslJ .ent policy and
Government Code Chapter 2256 PFIA.

•

Analyzes the feasibility of long-term investments in compliance with investment policy a.nd PFIA to
increased inteJ~st' eamings.

•

Wire County Clerk Trust money to TexPool. Generate deposit and transfer

mon~y

back

(0

their account.

I'
,I II

rDepnrtlll~Jltal Cost Worksheet

I

CUI""t Grade

1

Propos d Grade

J

Salary

566.297.24

Salary

$72,051.00

FICA (7.65%)

55,511.90

FICA (7.65' ,j

$5,071.72

I Retiremellt (J 1.5°'0)

7,624.16

Retirement(! 1.5%)

$8,285.8;

: Total

78,99312

Total

::~:::::"I Impact

1

I

J

------------------'------------

LStaff Rov;,\\' and Comment
FY2016 Op<.!rating Budget /CapNal Improvement Plull Preparali m kl(lnual
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I

SECTION (2 Rationale for

Rec:c.::la::s::.s::.if:.:ic~a~ti~oc:n

_

I"Expla-i,-,wh-al-c-au~~d-l-h-e -;;hanges in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occu;ed and in what timeframe
I (i.e., I st momh, two years "go, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational structure, changes in
I department procedurcs; changes in grant or program scope; new programs/functions; introduction of new
I equipmenL',ystems; "'as,ignment ofjob duties/termination of other employees in the un~,:c.
•

New Investment policy adopted at the beginning ofFY15.

•

Investment Exccl sprcadsheets replaced antiquated Symphony spreadsheets in Oct-I 4

•

New SymPro system in Oct 2014 required additional training to utilize for financials on a daily basis

•

--.J

Se: up and maintain 5 new Bank accounts and 8 accounts in TexPool due to the new, !'Uctures and procedures
Oct-I~.

•

Incrca.;ed volume of incoming wires and ACHs

•

Increased volume of credit card from various sources

Provide an cxplanation on thc differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe how the job
has grown and changed since its' creation. Include changes in the level of judgment, independence, problem solving
and/or management (i.e., position WdS previously responsible for $1,000,000 and is now responsible for $10,000,000;
I position was previously responsible for supervising two employees and is now responsible for supervising fifteen
"I ployees, etc). Please clearly outline the specific new job duties/responsibilities.

'-------:'-:..:..._--~-------------_--I

Old dutle~/'esponSlbllltles

New duties/responsibilities
1I FY14: Volume of incoming wires/ACHs is $620,403,618.05
._ _

FY07: Volume of incoming wires/ACHs is $481,005,146.23
FY07: Volume of credit cards is $13,462,692.23 from fund
669,993,630.

i

,i FY14: Volume of credit card is $33,451,024.82 from fund 66'
i

_ _ _ _ _-i--_ _99~, ~3_0_and new fund 610.

FY07: Approved 1,097 credit card deposits

Required to reconcile credit card deposits (98) again'

against daily credit card reports from bank.

daily credit card reports from fund 630,993, and
610.

FY07: Reconcile 1 wire transfer account
FY07 No account setlJ~.~in~T~e::xP:..:o~o~I"-.
FY07: Used Symphony spreadsheets to maintain daily
investment Data and calculate the available amounts to
invest.

FY14: Approved 1,693 credit card deposits

Not required to reconcile credit card deposits (98)

: FY15: Reconcile 5 new master accounts and laid
i
j

Wire transfer account.

-'!c..:...FY:.;1:.:5:.::-'8:..:a::c::::c"0c:u,,nc:ts:..::.in:.;T:.:e::.:x"-'poo.~1.
;•
i

;

; ,i FY15: Created Excel spreadsheets to replace
i ! the antiquated Symphony to maintain daily investment

!

,•

_____________________i

FY07: No software for reports and agency bond market rating :
:
:
FY07: Not required to attend Investment training
i
FY07: 6 authorized brokers

Data and calculate the available amounts to invest .
-,--

_

FY15: Use new SymPro System to generate Financial report'
and use Interactive Data to generate the market rating
FY15: Required to attend Investment training
--FY15: 6 authorized brokers plus 2 or 3 more pending

I Arc the new duties/responsibilities additional or have theYbee~ allocated from another position(s)? Please specify. ]f
the duties have been reassigned, please prov.de (],e name, Job t.tle, and an explanatJOn of why the duties are bemg

I reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the dutieslresponsibilities.
1

_

SECTION C2 Rationale for Reclassification

NO
What dutics/re~p~n~ibii;ties
L
- - . have

I

be~~ removed from the position? What position (if any) is now respo;Jsible for them?_

010

I Outlin~ the chan£es in the level of authority of the pOSition (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on expenditures

I for good, services). Have any reporting relationship to or from this position been altered?
Primary administrator fuser in SymPro System

Primary administrator and entitled all 107 bank accounts in Cash Pro online banking System.
Primaly administrator/user to scI up and maintain all wire and ACH templates
Primary administrator/user t.o generate monthly and quarterly reports
IWhat specific task, or activities make the job duties/responsibilities mor~ complex?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initi.,t~

multimillion dolbr outgoing wires daily to State Street or TexPool.
Initiate multimillion dollar .\Clls daily berween Dallas COlmty funds or to our vcndors. State
Comptroller. IRS ...
Gener,lte receipts and disbursements of multiple wires coming from different sources for all Dallas
County funds.
Approve and transfer volume credit card money for all Dallas County departments.
Transmit multiply payments ON TIME to State, IRS, Vendors, Financial Services, Debt payments
Wire multi millions Trust money for District Clerk and County Clerk to TexPool per their request.
Gc crate 98 and move Trust money back to their bank account per their request.
Make independent Investment decisions for Dallas County funds by investing in TexPool and Repo,
purchasing oV'r an estimated $250 million in Securities annually.
Detail and ability to perf01111 in a fast-paced environment and meet time-sensitiw deadlines with
Dallas County brokers, safe keeper on daily basis.

•

Pr~pare

•

Prepare Quarterly Report to meet the statutory requirement~ by Public Funds Investment Act.

•

Responsibility for monitoring the investments to determine that they are in compliance with the
Dallas County investment policy and Government Code Chapter 2256 PFIA,
Oversee the daily Cash Flow from multiple sources to make decision on daily investments.
Pr p:u·es Operating Cash Flow Forecast, using historical records of the Operating Account to
establish revenue and expense estimates for future years, in order to anticipate expenditure needs and
guide investment decisions.

•
•

0::-:---- -

PI~3se

monthly report for Treasurer Office to meet financial and statutory requirements.

-

»utline any existing positions that you feci are a comparison to this position. Please provide specific reasons

why.

----------------------------

I What are thc performance c"<peetations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position classification
! recommendation SUppOlt?

2

I

DALLAS COUNTY
HLMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form

General Instructions:

Pleasc completc thi: f(mll and attach the CWTcnt and pn)po~ed position
Jesl;l;r1i,'ns. thc current and pr01' s"d l.rg.alllzallon chat1s and an)
c()mparati,e plJslti, n ue,cripti"ns that can be: Ilkmilied

A.ldentification / General Information
Current Position Title:
Pro oseu Position Titl<.::
, Cunent Position Grade:
IDepartment ?-lame:
I Position Number:
I Su ervisor Name:
crvisor Phone:

~11

l~gvls.o.! E1n~L

,

Investment Manager

.

1

Investment Mana er / A_SS_i_st_a_n_t_C_h_ie_f_D_e_p_ut_>
I
! Treasure Office
4400
Trac Hines
--1-214.653.7321
......J Traey.Hines@Dallascounty.org

I
'

i
]

B. Brief Description of the Position

Usc two or three h!:iff and specific statements to summarize the general pw-pose of this positIOn.
""'Ptlrpose of this po~it;on is to fo;~~~~~;;:;'-i~ Dallas County cash requirement. and mOl;itor atld ~
Re orts excess funds available for reinvestment to ensure financial secmi and 0 timum Ii uidi of

COl1n!V:;:uc.:nc::d:::s.-:-:--=-"C"':_:--_---c_---c-:-:=_--:---~"C"':=_-=--:-:--=--_,_=_----------____j

I This is a

complished by interaction with Brokers. CashPro Online Financial (Bank OfAmericq), State Street
I Bank. Texpool, Bloomberg Financial Information and Sympro Systems.

C. Rationale for Reclassification
explain \vhat caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occwTed and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational structure,
changes in department procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new progratns/functions; introduction
of new equipment/systems; reassignment ofjob duties/termination of other employees in the work unit, etc.
I-see Section C'2 page 1 & 2
; Provide an explanation on the dIfferences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities.. Describe how :
the job has grown atld changed smce Its creatJOn. Include changes III the level ofJudgment, mdependence, .
problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for $1,000,000 and is now
r~sponsibl ' for $1 0,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising two employees and is now
,responsible for supervi~fleen employees, etc.). Please clearl outline the specific new job I

I
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dutieslres onsibilities.
See Section C2 pagesT & 2

' Arc the new duties/responsibilities additional or have tlley been allocated from anotller position(s)? Please
specify. lf thc duties have been reassigned, please provide tlle name, job title, and an explanation of why the
l duti~s
are Q",it:lg reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the job duties/resl'onsibilities.
i

IAdditional /lew duties/responsibilities. See Section C2 pages 1 & 2

dutics/responsibilities have been removed fTom ilie position? What position (if' any) is now respon ible I
rI\i;ihat
?
f·or tllem...
II
I

IliA

Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has auiliority to sign off on

j

f expenditures for goods/services). Have any reporting relationships to or from this position been altered?

I Report to Deputy Chief
~specIT1ctasks'oractIvitiesmake the job dutieslresponsibilities more complex?----------1

I
I

See Section C2 pages 1 & 2

1

,

,--_

_._

"

_ ·..----------------..--------

---- ..-

-~._--,

Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Plcase provide
! specifi,£ ~cas0!ls why c

I
I

I What are the performance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan doe'sthe position classification'
I rec9mmcndalion support?

I
I

D. Essential Functions
De~cription ofE~senti<!1 f'Jdnction: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position.
In addition to each fWlction, list the tasks performed to accomplisheilch fW1ction. Use clear, concise sentences.
Per,,-enlM!~..Qf Tim~: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty.
These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column
must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.

Essenti.IJlNon,.Essentil!1 iE_or NE}: Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the ftmction during a
typical 8-hour workday.

II!"~~IPLF ..
I fUl1Clion: !'.ldlllt:lins ~xwliDT 0ff"dlilies
1-Ta.s:J<s performed to accomOLP"-''''is"h'-'t'''1t'''is:...fi'-'t::.:tf::.:1C::t::io::n,~:·
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I

rim"

II

----.-jI---::-:-,-,---1'
-1.1_....::..030% L

E or ,\;E

!
,

L_J

Sidewalks. mowi~ lawns~~rilIU11in~hJ:1:!1Js and raking leaves.
! I: Function:
. __.__
_

I

==1=-

~ BYP;;;ki~.g tl£fll1 d removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
1

..

;

I

.__lime
30

rtasks perjJJrmed to accomplish this function:
•
I Makes ind~ndent investment decisions for Dallas County fiJnds, purchasing over

_
It

E or NE_~

i

I an estimated~.250 million in securities annually. Invest over an esti!Jlated $o:5"'0'--_-j
f 'vEllion dail in Re 0 and over $25 million iIl~pQ9.!: ._.__..
_

i

~----r 2. fUl1o;;-)I\-.--·-

---

--lc--'--il-n-('_.-

! Tasks per/()rm~~1 to accomplish this functioll:

!

-.1

15

1- E~NE-1

-r----j

.

• Prepared and monitors investment strategies based on market information such as
Develops investment _J
Procedur~s to implement Dallas County investment policies.

I Economic data. rat~ trends and Federa~ Reserve decisions.

I.

,I

-F tl1- C-ti-Ol- :-·~=_ =_ . = = = = = - :-~ ~-=-~ -=- ~-=-~ -=-~ -=-~ -=-~ ~_.~ =_-_. ~ -~ _-'4-~_-~_T-,mJ,-r-E-,-i

1-3--.

Tasks er armed to accamp['ISI1 th'IS fiunct'IOn:
Assists in achieving the maxinmm interest vield on its invested flmds consistent
rederal and s~~t~ l~ws, County policies and tbe Dallas County Depository Bank
Conlract. Pre are monthl y financial and quarterlv investment reports.
- .....--I

20

'

~---

>--------

_

I

_._..

I
j

f 4. I UI1CllclIl:

, Tasks performed to ac camp/ish this function:

Time

-

EorNE

25

I

~ O~cr~9..es deposit and dis b,:,:rsel'Ilent of funds, monitors Corrnnissioner Court
.,::'\gendas for anticipa~d s pending and coordinates witb otber County Departments
to determine draw down schedules for large pro'Jects. Assists in preparation of
Depository Bank Contract Reconcile s credit card deposits. Generate receipts

i

_'_c\._n_d_d_iS_'b_ur_s_e,:e_nl_~~_l~_~~I~~~W_ir_e_s/_A_C_I_I,_S_I'r_o_m_v_ar_i_o_u_s_so_Ul_,_'e_e_~-._-_-_-_ _-_-_~--1_j
, 5. I-unction:

.~-------------

Tasks l!E'[ormed to accom lish this unction:

'-r
J

i )~<? eSlnb[bh revenue and expense estimates for fu~re years, in order to an",t",ic::i",a::::te,,-_ _
- 60 -

1

Tin;;;-----rEorNE'

L~ares Operaling Cashtlow Forecast, using historical recordS_O_f_'t_h_e_o_p_e_ra_ti_n_g_A_c_C_OU_I_'t__

I Expenditure needs and i,'lJide investment deci:::si.::.on",s::...__,

...L

5

1

I'

--'

l.~iliJ_ll'_

LTasks performed to accomplish this (imction:

_~"'Lk,,-e

-.. --.-..-------;:-1

f--fe':.~ml11endS.l'OliCY

decisions to Commissioners Court to maximize the financial return of
Dallas Countv funds. Reviews the Dallas County Investment Policy and Procedures as

riu.~~~[ly_aJ~d ~~c"'()nln]eflcl.s ..ape.r."E':iat"__c~~flges

to Commissioners Court. PerfOlIDs utiler

Duties as a,sio,ned.
---.------~~----.----

[----------..

5

I
I

I
i
I

I

!-----

-

, - - - - - I_

_- , - - _

E. Visual-Mental [)emands
I. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands ofth.is position,
then select thc ii'equency oftime in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means
your j ob works w1denhesc conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

F. Physical Demands. Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demand~: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select
the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has
these demands betwcen never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

Strc ng lh Dl,,'n1illld~

--

lo-i

I

r

--- --.- .._.
-- X
0
.

,
"'

0
1. [ Work requires normal sitting and standing and generaJ1y
I
the occasional !iftinQ of 25 pounds or less.
I
'--0
X
0
T Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
I
,
r
lifting of26-50 pounds.
ij~. 0 3. Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-1
X---r-- 0
r
75 pounds.
.
-0
0
X
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
of over 76 Dounds.
.
2. Mfl"hines. Tools. EqUIpment and Work Atds: List machmes, tools and eqUIpment required for thiS
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software -- use the next seclion for this.)

1--ot

rri--o-I

~!4I
I·~······-····

L..-._
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I

1

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _.. ------------------------._--------

r------'-----~-

...

~:omputer

3.

Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed, Indicate ifno computers

or software are used to perform this function)

Personal computer, Uloomberg Financial System, Sympro Financial System, Word; ExceJl

-

---..

_.~

---

4. ];:J1yi,onmental, Health and Saf~ty Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
fi-equenc) of time in which you are required to work lmder these conditions_

-

Environmelltal C ()'uditioll

1--,

I

iI

1

1_ I Extreme temperature changes
.
,__ I_,(~.e.~l.cold- extreme weather chan~es)
.
2_ Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
01 3. Noise and vibration
(sui1icient to cause hearing loss)
4. Physical hazards
.Ihig!l\'()I!_1lg,:,,_ dangerous machinery)
---

~~~

0-1/}
X

-' I
! j

~
Ib

-----_.

3_
-

0

'C5

4.

_._--

! Chemical hazards

Electrical hazards
0
5. Fire hazards
o 6_ Communicable---dis~ases
5q:='f.~ 'pj1ysical danger or abuse (specifyL
o I 8. ----Other- (specify):
-_._-_._-_._------

0

2 13=Over

I Seasonally

0

0

1-

X

0

X

0

0

X

0

0

FO-~3

i Driving

i-T-I M~chanical hazards

113=20'

------_._--

0

0

I

I

0

-r

0

__1. __________

HC!,all!1 (lnd Saf!!!)' CouditiollS

0 I I,

I

""

1

----~_.-

113.2,3 I
0 .
0
X
I
-'"_.'--'
1
0
X
0
X
0
X
i
0
X
j
0
X
I
x-~--t-1
0

:

2i3-0\~r

---

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I

j

"e~sonallv I

L()~I
0
0
0

I
!

~,
~

O~

0
0
0

5. Primary Work LocatioJ:!: Check the type oflocation where most of the position's duties are performed.

l,lL~I_1. t01,'fice Environmen.l..

t

IC~-. 2,-- _SbQP.,SJr wa,rehl~use
o , 3 ,Other (~ci.f.rL

0
0
~

,{TClinic

,,---t-~+-=-'---f---'R-"e"'s"'i,dentialFacility (not secure)]
Vehicle
J

5~Secured Facili

___ I

6. Prot"ctivc Equipment Rc!]uired: List any protective equipment required for this position_

-------------------- ------------------------,------------ - - - - - - - - - -

F-----------

G. J>osition Minimum Requirements
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1

Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent's education level, but the MINly!UM required for this position).

a . __
,~L;~s than high school education
- 1
. .---;------------ ------_.
X

, 6

I

a

!

2., ligh school diploma or equivalent
_L~;_~ne !~al' c o l l e g e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4. Two-year Associate's degree in:
I s-n';;;;;'-year Bachelo-r'-s-d,-e-g-re·-e-cin- : - - - - - - - - - - - -

,-6
.-

J----· t ------

_._----,--,.------_.

2.

!'.;mcrience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (nol necessarily the incumbent's
experience).

~i ~! ..?raduate o~ ~r~fessi~n: work or advanced degree in:

,o-i -1.

1\0 previous experience required
--t-:;-- - - - ----~--c-,------------.
a 2. Six months to one yeal' experience inlas:
--~.~-

o

I

I

3.

---

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

'--"---

~~~~illi.:n.t:.~~ftwo years experience irJas:

X , 5. ,Minimum of three years experience in/as:

_? i_6:JM;~1-i~~~ __ot:t'0ur2:e:~::. experience in/as
a

_.

7., Minimum of Eve years experience in/as:
_
8. i Minimum of six years experience in/as:

-----_._-_.

. - -,_.0_" _,.

a
--_.

-

--::-------,-.

'a 9.' Minimum of seven years experience in/as:
I 6 - 10. ";Minimum of eight years experience in/a~:
.- - - - - , - -

__ .... _-~
I

--------~,

i

- -------

3. CertiEc:rtion and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
require for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or ce iiicalions). Use the exact
nalne of the license, ceriiEcation or requirement.
I.

------

-----

2.
,

. J.

14 ._--

5. Valid Drivers License Required? aycs

XNo

rfYes, what type?

--'

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
I. Prohlem, olving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
:lndl) tical slill required for this position? Selcct one factor that most closely matches this position.

a ,

I.! Work tasks Rre usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.
,

o i i-:-W ark tasks nrc routine, but not identical.
- 63 -

--lI

----

.0 T

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.
--. -I X ; 4.
Work tasks are \aried and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
__• constructive thinki-EL
_ _
_
I 5
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require
I
i~-_depth analytical. _ev~luative, developmental and constructive thinking...---:---,_
, 0 i 6. Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative, I
L J d£velopmentaL~~()Il.~t.ructiye thinking.
'._ _
J

r--o_._1_

'I'

__
i

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
0 Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

X No

I

I--·-------------------~

,

/------------_._---------------

-----1

f---

3. Budgetarv Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

I0

I 1.1' Researches and prepares information
__.-1......... .!~.commend. budget allocations. 7

I0 I

budget~

0 Yes

X No

for use in budget documents for a department.

May

rResearches and"'c"'0"'m-'p"'i"'le"'s=da"'t"'a"'f;:-0-r b-u-:d-g-et-r-n-o-nit-o-riC'n-g-,-en-t-e-rs-o-r-o-v-er-s-e-e-s'":d--a-ta-e-n-t-ry-.--:-Ma-y monitor

2.

7

7

budget ex lenditures (typically non·discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than.
department size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditw-es of 'I'
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
. countywide budget ex enditures.
I
4. Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or infonnation. Monitors!
the )ro 'ress of fiscal objectives and ad'usts lans as necessarv for com letion.

o

'-3.-I

o

I
I

I

IT

5. Scope of Bud etaD' Responsibility: Provide the total amowlt, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project marlagement or organizational budget
responsibility.
_
[-rotal countv..Jt\!W.\[lt $
-------r:rotal grant arn=o"'u"'ll"'t...$,
.
_
t.:.\dditional comments:
5. Management and Superyisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?
OYes

XJ\0

If yes, p!ease list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification Title(s)

. 6-1 -

I

Number of Employees

6. Management a.nd Supervisory Responsibili!X: If you answered "Yes" to th· managemeilt and
superviso y question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
positiQ!lJCho.o.sc o~,::-:-_ _--:----:__
0
I ! Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employecs, int filS,
I
volunteers or temporary employees.
~ -1- ; Responsibility requires functi;;-tti'ng as'a lead worker performing e~scntially the same work as thos~ .
~ directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requir's supervising and monitoring the perfonnance for a regular group of
o J., ! employees
or a work unit including providing input on hiring and perfoflllance actions, work,
_ _ o~ctives, rogran~et1E~tivenessand realignment of work as neede~: _,.
.,..
.....
1
Responsibility
requires
managing
and
monitoring
work
performancc
by
directing
subordinate
o 4.
supervisors or administrators including authorizing fmal decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, .
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and rea:igning work and staffing
assignments as necess'!l1_'_
_
~
0
5.' Responsibility requires managing and monitoring workperfoflllancc of senior depaJ1ment managers
including cvaluating progranl and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad
I
L
.... 1 .o!~i~tion~oals and~alignin
work and sta[fi~ for the depaJ1menL

i

."'Z'

I'.

I. __

7. FreedolTI.lo Act: This f~ctor will assist in dctcrmining the position's level offrcedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work,
established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you aJ'e free to act
in thc absence ofsupervision or managemcnt or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (Choose

oTt.-r
l.

I

1_

---

follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, v.'ith procedures elearly defined, immediate
supervision always available and work regularl)' reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
c1o~supervision with fre~ent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodically b)' supervisor on all "as needed" basis.
Follows di"ersified procedures and implements processes 10 accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available UDon request.
I Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use
of initiative aIld resourcefulness in developing processes aIld procedures. Supervision is available
for special Droblems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for i
planning and p~rformance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during I
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work ofassigned
objectives. Makes mdjor decisions limited only by broad policy rulings [lnd procecds along lines of
Q\vn initiative. Supervision is available for a wide rallge of problems invol ving general policy aJld
work is reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy·making activities and major,

l:lI
I:
2.

10. 3.

I

I

4.

f-,

5.

I
o

6.

o

7.

o

8
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I

1

!
[

programsiplans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives
by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
, depaI!mental goals and objectives.
9. i Work is generally unguided.
.---

'1

LC2.-.J
.

I. Human Relations
hltcrp.ersonalll-Iuman l<,elations SkiJls: This factor mea~ures the amount and level of personal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those
in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
goverrullental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches
this position, and specify the frequency of time used in perfonning this job.
Freq~}:..QrTime

- .
___

r
"

o

,

l

0-1';

u_

1.

I Work requires answ<.:ring simple inquines or refen-ing inquines I

~~I~:~e;:qUireS

0

I

,

1/3·2/3 _ 2/.;·Q\er I

f

X

0

1

I

handling inquiries and reasonable COrllPlaints-l--- - 0'-- --I' - --- 'C)"- - 0
I involving an e~planation of standard poliCies, procedures and
--l!:t0n-controverslal matters.
'--0 -- ---3. I Work requIres handling critical inquiries and complaints not of
0
0
0
a standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
I-----c~. _ _ ob.!ail1.E!.'Qperation or approvaL
!_~~__~~_
o I 4 WOlk requires contacts wherein poor handling may result 111
0
0
0
poor cooldll1atlon of all efforts; deals With controversial or
I
exception polieie.s or procedures that could result in litigation
or danlag~s if imnroperly h~:t.9Ied.
' .
2.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

L

,.

J. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career family.

rOther classifications in the county to which those that

1_
romoted.
2. -_~~~~_.
My CutTent las>iJi ,·~a~ti~,)~n
Other claSSifications 111 the COWlty that would prepare
La .plicants for my current classification.
1..:2:.:.
._____

l hold my current classific<l:tion might be

L

.

_
.

~

__ .. ._______ __

K. Signature/Approval
To the best ofmy ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
ofmy position or the proposed position.
Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Date

])epartmellt lIi;adiE(ectedOftI'CIal Signature
Comments:

- 66 '

Date

I
.J

lL

Employee- Signature

J

-.J

County Treasure Organization Chart

Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

June 9, 2015
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Alejandro Moreno, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

Criminal District Courts FY2016 Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2016 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2016 Budget. As such, the
Criminal District Courts submitted the following requests:
1. Small table
a. The 282nd Judicial District Court is requesting a small table for the Court
Coordinator’s office.
2. Conference table
a. The request is for the Criminal District Court Manager’s office. The
Manager’s office is requesting to replace a conference room table that is
old and worn.
3. DVD Player
a. The request is from Criminal District Court 1 for one DVD player for their
Jury Room.
4. Chair- Chambers
a. The request is from the Drug Court. One chambers chair needs to be
replaced due to its age.
5. Chair- Side
a. The request is from the Drug Court, aux 1 and aux 7. One side chair needs
to be replaced due to its age for aux 1 and 8 for aux 7 due to their
condition.
6. Chair- Bailiff
a. The request is from the District Court Magistrate’s office for two auxiliary
courts, Criminal District Court 1, and the Criminal District Court 5. The
Magistrate’s office is requesting to replace 4 old chairs, the Criminal
District Court 1 needs to replace 2 worn chairs, and the CDC 5 is
requesting to replace 2 old chairs.
7. Chair- Conference Room
a. The request is from the Criminal District Court Manager’s Office. The
Manager’s office is requesting to replace 21 old and worn chairs.
8. Chair- Jury Room
411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6387  Fax (214) 653 - 6517  Alejandro.Moreno@dallascounty.org

a. The request is from the 282nd Judicial District Court, the 283rd Judicial
District Court, the 292nd Judicial District Court, the 203rd Judicial District
Court, the Drug Court, the Criminal District Court 3, and the Criminal
District Court 7. The 56 chairs that need to be replaced in the courts are
old and weak.
9. Table
a. The request is from the 292nd Judicial District Court, Criminal District
Court 1, and the Criminal District Court 7. One Jury Room table needs to
be replaced for each court due to their instability.
10. Chair- Courtroom
a. The request is for the 194th Judicial District Court, the Criminal District
Court 1 and 5, and the Drug Court. 4 chairs are needed to replace broken
or worn chairs in the 194th Court, 8 chairs are needed to be replaced in the
Criminal District Court 1 and 4 chairs are needing to be replaced in the
district court 5, and 8 chairs are needed to replace old chairs in the Drug
Court aux 1 and 2 in aux 7.
11. Desk
a. The request is from Criminal District Court 1 to replace a Court
Coordinator’s desk that doesn’t lock. The Protective Order Court is
requesting one desk for their Judge’s Chambers.
12. Chair-Court Reporter
a. The request is from the Drug Court, Aux 1 to purchase a court reporter
chair. Aux 7 needs a court room chair and office chair for the court
reporter. The court reporters are currently using a chair from home.
Criminal District Court 6 is requesting one secretary chair to replace one
chair with no support.
13. Courtroom A/V Equipment
a. The Criminal District Court 2 and the 282nd Judicial District court are
requesting A/V equipment for their courtrooms. CDC 2 needs their A/V
witness screen and sound system maintenanced or replaced. The 282nd
Judicial District Court is requesting their current courtroom audio system
be upgraded to include microphones in the gallery.
14. Printer
a. The Magistrate’s department is requesting a color printer for the
Magistrate’s office in order to print off needed reports.
15. Scanner
a. The Staff Attorneys office is requesting one scanner which will be used to
transmit sensitive orders, findings, and set schedules in cases. Orders are
prepared for the mental health cases for the courts.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
1. The estimated one time cost of one small table is $175.
2. The estimated one time cost of replacing one conference room table is $1,081.
3. The estimated one time cost of one DVD player is $200.
4. The estimated one time cost of one chair is $339.
5. The estimated one time cost of 9 side chairs is $2,025, at $225 per chair.

6. The estimated one time cost of 8 chairs at $550 each is $4,400.
7. The estimated one time cost of 21 chairs at $255 each is $5,355.
8. The estimated one time cost of 84 chairs at $277 each is $23,268.
9. The estimated one time cost of 3 tables at $1,081 each is $3,243.
10. The estimated one time cost of 28 chairs at $255 each is $7,140.
11. The estimated one time cost of one desk is $718. The estimated cost of one desk
with return for the Protective Order Court is $1,185
12. The estimated one time cost of 3 court reporter chairs is $1,059 at $350 per chair.
The cost of one secretary chair is $245.
13. The estimated cost for the A/V equipment for the CDC2 and the 282nd court is
currently not available.
14. The estimated one time cost of the printer is $350
15. The estimated one time cost of the scanner is $400

RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. The small table is not standard office equipment. It is not recommended. The
department may use DDA funds.
2. Replacing one conference room table
3. Not purchasing one DVD player which is not standard equipment in the courts
and is not needed.
4. Replacing one chambers chair
5. Replacing one side chair for Aux 1 and 8 side chairs for Aux 7
6. Replacing 4 bailiff’s chairs for the Magistrate Department, Aux 2 and aux 5
Replacing 1 Bailiff’s chair for Criminal District Court 1
Replacing 2 Bailiff’s chairs for Criminal District Court 5
7. Replacing 21 chairs for the Criminal District Court Manager’s conference room.
8. Replacing 14 chairs for the 282nd Judicial District Court
Replacing 1 chair for the 283rd Judicial District Court
Not replacing any chairs from the 292nd Judicial District court which are still in
good condition
Replacing 3 chairs from the 203rd Judicial District Court
Replacing 4 Jury Room chairs for the Drug Court, Aux 1
Replacing 14 chairs for the Criminal District Court 3
Not replacing any chairs from the Criminal District Court 7 which are still in good
condition
9. Not replacing one Jury Room table in the 292nd Judicial District Court which is
still in good condition
Not replacing one Jury Room table in the Criminal District Court 1 which is still
in good condition
Not replacing one Jury Room table in the Criminal District Court 7 which is still
in good condition
10. Replacing 4 courtroom chairs in the 194th Judicial District Court

Not replacing any courtroom chairs in the Criminal District Court 1 which are still
in good condition
Replacing 4 Courtroom chairs for the Drug Court, Aux 1
Replacing 2 side chairs in the Drug Court, Aux 7
Replacing 4 court room chairs in the Criminal District Court 5
11. Not replacing one desk for the Criminal District Court Coordinators office which
is still in good condition.
Replacing one desk for the Judge’s Chambers.
12. Replacing one court reporter chair for the Drug Court, Aux 1 and 2 for Aux 7.
Replacing one secretary chair for Criminal District Court 3.
13. The request for A/V equipment has been sent to the Facilities department for
review.
14. Purchasing one color printer for the Magistrate’s office. The printer was approved
in FY2014, but never purchased.
15. Purchasing one scanner.
These recommendations come with a one-time cost of $25,311.

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority
I

CRIMINAL DISTRICT
COURTS MANAGER OFFICE

Budget No.

Age
(years)

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Item to be
Replaced

20 CHAIRS
(CONFERENCE)

Property
Number

$255. ea x
20=$5100.

4470

Comments/J ustification

OLD,WORN, NO SUPPORT

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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REPLACEME~T

EQUIPMENT REQUEST

</

Department

Priority
I

2

292nd JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT Budget No.
Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

(14) JURY
ROOM CHAIRS

OVER
20 YRS

JURY ROOM
TABLE

OVER
20 YRS

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

$277 EA X
14=$3878

4450

Comments/Justification

OLD,DIRTY, NO SUPPORT
WEAK

~ASE=$640

rrOP=$441
F$1081

UNSTABLE

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

FormD
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority

CRIMINAL DISTRICT COURT 7
Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

Property
Number

Budget No.

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

4407

Comments/Justification

1

(14) JURY
ROOM CHAIRS

OVER
20 YRS

$277 ea x 14 OLD, DIRTY, NO SUPPORT,
= $3878
SMELLS AND ARE WEAK

2

JURY ROOM
TABLE

OVER
20 YRS

BASE~~ =$640
TOP
=441~
=$1081

CROOKED AND UNSTABLE

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

FormD
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority

J

CRIMINAL DISTRICT COURT 5
Age
(yean)

Item to be
Replaced

(2) BAILIFF
CHAIRS

OVER
20 YRS

Property
Number

Budget No.

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

$550 ea x 2=

4405

Comments/Justification

WORN , OLD & NO SUPPORT

$1100

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Form D
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority

CRIMINAL DISTRICT COURT
Age
(years)

Item to be
Replaced

Property
Number

Budget No.

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

4401

Comments/Justification

COURTROOM
CHAIRS (8)

OVER
20 YRS

$255 ea x 8=
$2040.

OLD,NO SUPPORT WORN

2

JURY ROOM
TABLE

OVER
20 YRS

BASE $640.
TOP $441.
=$1081.

UNSTABLE

3

BAILIFF
CHAIRS (2)

OVER
20 YRS

$550 ea x 2
=$1100.

WORN, OLD, NO SUPPORT

4

COORDINATOR'
DESK

1

OVER
20 YR

$718.

DOSEN"T LOCK

5

6

7

8

9

10

FormD

- 11 - FY20 I 6 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority

1

282nd JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
Age
(years)

Item to be
Replaced

(14) JURY
ROOM CHAIRS

OVER
20 YR~

Property
Number

Budget No.

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

$277. ea x
14= $3878.

4435

Comments/Justification

TORN, WORN, NO SUPPORT

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Form D

- 11 - FY2016 Operating Budget / Capita/Improvement Plan Preparation Manua/

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority
1

194th JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT Budget No.
Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

(4) COURTROOfi OVER
CHAIRS
20 YRS

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

$255 ea
4=$1020.

x

4410

Comments/Justific:a tion

BROKEN, WORN, UNCOMFORTABLE
NO SUPPORT

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

FormD
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority
1

2

Budget No.

DRUG COURT
Age
(years)

Item to be
Replaced

(14) JURY
ROOM CHAIRS

OVER
20 YRS

(8) CHAIRS
OVER
COURTROOM
20 YRS
4 for ea Dru~ Court)

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

4013

Comments/Justification

$277.ea x 14
$3878.

SAFETY HAZARD_SEVERAL HAVE
BROKEN. SEVERAL ABOUT TO
BREAK.

~255.ea x 8

OLD NO SUPPORT WORN

1=$2040.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

FormD
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority
I

203rd JUDICIAL DISTRICT COUR'J.Budget No.
Age
(years)

Item to be
Replaced

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

(14) JURY

OVER

$277. ea x

ROOM CHAIRS

20 YRS

14 =$3878.

4420

Com ments/J ustification
OLD, WORN AND UNSTABLE

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Form 0
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority
I

Budget No.

DRUG COURT
Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

CHAMBERS

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

$339.

CHAIR
2

4013

Comments/Justification

OLD, NO SUPPORT
(AUX 7 CHAMBERS LAW LIBRA Y)

SIDE CHAIR

$225.

NO SIDE CHAIR IN
CHAMBERS
(aux 7 CHAMBERS?LAW LIBR.. R'D

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Form D
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority
1

2

DISTRICT COURT MAGISTRATES
Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

BAILIFF CHAI S
OVER
20 YRS
BAILIFF CHAI S
OVER
20 YRS

Property
Number

Budget No.

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

4460

Comments/J ustification

$550. EA X 2 AUX 2-WORN, OLD
=$1100.
NO SUPPORT
$550. EA x 2 AUX 5-WORN, OLD
=$1100.
NO SUPPORT.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority
I

Budget No.

CDC
Age
(years)

Item to be
Replaced

DUD PLAYER

NA

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

$200

4401

Comments/Justification

NEEDED FOR JURY ROOM

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

-Priority
1

2

282nd JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
Age
(years)

Item to be
Replaced

SMALL TABLE

..

NA

Property
Number

Budget No.

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

$175.

4435

Comments/Justification

COURT COORDINATORS
OFFICE FOR FAX MACHINE

3

4

5

6

7

.

8

9

10

FormD
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority
1

CDC MANAGER
Age
(years)

Item to be
Replaced

CONFERENCE
ROOM
TABLE

OVER
20 YEA S

Budget No.

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

BASE $640
TOP $441 =
$1081.

4470

Comments/Justification

OLD, WORN

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

FormD

- 11 - FY20l6 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority
I

282nd JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
Age
(years)

Item to be
Replaced

(14) JURY
ROOM CHAIRS

OVER
20 YR~

Property
Number

Budget No.

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

$277. ea x
14= $3878.

4435

Comments/Justification

TORN, WORN, NO SUPPORT

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Form D
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

I

Delll.rlmtni

Illrier Tille of 1'1 It

IESlim:IICd

CRIMINAL DISTRICT COURT NO. 2

Ihulgel No

4402

COURTROOM AI V EQUI PMENT
DCJlartmellll'riori.),

COSI

Brief Summar}' of Itequesl

CDe2 NEEDS THEIR A/V WITNESS SCREEN AND SOUND SYSTEH HAINTENANCED oR.
REPLACED.

Discussion of Need

CURRENT WITNESS

SCREEN & SOUND SYSTEH ARE BROKEN.

SI:lff Rc\'icw :wcl Commcnt

FY20t6

Form G
FY}OJ6 Operming BI/dgel ClIpl1allmprow:mem Plan Preparauoll .\If/lUml
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment
Budget No 4435
282ND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
-------I
IBrief Title ofPIR A/V EQUIPMENT
IEstimated Cost
---------------- Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request

JUDGE GIVENS-DAVIS IS REQUESTING CURRENT COURTROOM AUDIO SYSTEM BE
UPGRADED TO INCLUDE MICROPHONES IN THE GALLERY.

Discussion of Need

COURT REPORTER IS UNABLE TO HEAR DURING THE JURY SELECTION.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2016
F)'20 16 Operating Budget / CapitallmprO\'ement Plan Preparation Manllal

- 19-

e('!V\L\-I O-l{
LONG TERM CAPITAL NEEDS PREVIEW
f Department

Staff Attorneys

IBrief Title

Budget No.

4465

Scanner

IESlimOllcd COSl

$400.

,

I

I>isrllssioll of Need ;lIul Time COlIslrailil

The scanner will be used to transmit signed Judges. sensitive orders, findings
and set schedules in cases. Currently we ask the court managers office to
scan in and then send that to our email. lie send those time sensitive
documents to the parties to advise them of the setting or ruling of the Court.
The email with the scanned attachment is proof that the parties have been
made aware of the ruling or setting and it decreases the possibility of delays
based on failure to receive notice.
Orders are prepared for the mental he<llth cases for the Courts. The hospitals
have requested electronic versions of the orders but currently we do not have
that capabili ty. This would be beneficial due to the shear volume of these
orders.

Estimated Impacl

Oil

Future Opcr:lling Budgets

Form I

FY2016
FY]O/6 Opel'(J{ i11~ Brldgell CflpiW! /mpI'OI'eIl/l'lll I'ltlll /'repW"III i/ll1 MIIIIII/Il

- 23 -

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority

Budget No.

CDC 6
Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

4406

Comments/Justification

1

Secretary
Chair

Over
10 yr

$245

No support

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Form D

- II - FY2016 Operating Bltdget / Capita/Improvement Plan Preparation Manual

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST

Priority
1

Budget No.

CDC3

Department

Item to be
Replaced

14 JURY
ROOM
CHAIRS

Age
(years)

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

OVER

$277 ea

15 YR

x 14=$3878

4403

Comments/Justification

UNSTABLE, WEAK
SAFETY CONCERN

2

3

4

5

6

7

g

9

10

Form D
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority
I

Budget No.

283rd DISTRICT CT
Age
(years)

Item to be
Replaced

Property
Number

4440

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Comments/Justitication

14 JURY

OVER

$277 ea

UNSTABLE. WEAK AND A

ROOM CHAIRS

15 YR

x 14=$3878

SAFETY CONCERN

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Form D

- 11 - FY20J6 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

May 21, 2015
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Alejandro Moreno, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

Criminal Justice FY2016 Budget Request Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2016 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2016 Budget. As such, the
Criminal Justice department submitted the following requests:
1. Additional office space
a. The request is for additional office space that would house the entire
Criminal Justice Department in a centralized location. This request has
been sent to the Space Committee for review.
2. Optiplex GX270
a. The request is to replace 9 computers which are not able to run programs
needed by the ELM unit. This request has been sent to the I.T. department
for review.
3. Deputy Director of Criminal Justice (M)
a. The request is for one additional position in the Criminal Justice
Department, with the downgrade of one Criminal Manager (J) to a Grade
H.
4. Reclassification
a. The request is for the reclassification of 5 positions from a Grade G to a
proposed Grade of H. The positions are as follows: 4 Project/Policy
Analysts, 1 Manager to a Program Manager II.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
1. Additional Office Space
a. The estimated cost is currently not available.
2. Optiplex GX270
a. The estimated cost of replacing one computer is $1,025, for a total of
$9,225 for the nine computers.
3. Deputy Director (M)
a. The estimated one time cost for furniture and equipment is $3,730. The
approximate annual cost for salary and benefits is $102,970.
4. Reclassification
411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6387  Fax (214) 653 - 6517  Alejandro.Moreno@dallascounty.org

a. The estimated annual recurring cost of 5 reclassifications is $21,940.
RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. Request sent to Open Space Committee.
2. Request sent to the I.T. Department.
3. The Deputy Director request was briefed and approved during the 2015 Fiscal
Year at a Grade M.
4. The Office of Budget and Evaluation the reclassification of the 5 listed positions
and further recommended the Human Resources/Civil Service Department
determine the proper classification.
These recommendations from the Budget Office (does not include anything that was sent
to another department for review) come with a one-time cost of $3,730 and an annual
recurring cost of $124,910.
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MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Dallas County Jail Diversion Department is to
enhance public safety and maximize the effectiveness of Dallas
County criminal justice resources by managing and reducing jail
population through diversion programs, supervised releases, pretrial
screening and liaisons with other criminal justice agencies.
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DESCRIPTION OF DEPARTMENTAL FUNCTIONS TO
DALLAS COUNTY STRATEGIC PLAN

Department:

Jail Diversion

Primary function of
department:

The reduction and management of jail population
through diversion programs, supervised releases,
pretrial screening and liaisons with other criminal
justice agencies.

Strategic plan vision(s)
associated
with department’s primary
function:

Vision 3: Dallas County is safe, secure, and
prepared.
Strategy 3.1 - Synergize Public Safety Programs and
Services across Dallas County.
Strategy 3.2 – Coordinate Programs and Systems to
Reduce Crime in Dallas County.
Strategy 3.4 – Maximize Effectiveness of Dallas
County Criminal Justice Resources.

Roles performed by
department
In support of strategic plan
vision(s):

Traditional service provider – operating as extension
of Commissioner’s Court

Representative performance
measures for department:

1) Reduced jail population
2)Providing supervision for defendants released on
bond conditions
3)Explore alternatives to incarceration for defendants
with mental health issues

Page 3

Architect - Dallas County is innovative by having a
Department with four unique units designed to reduce
overcrowding in the County Jail while maintaining the
safety of the community (Criminal Justice, Pretrial
Release, Bond Supervision, and Mental Health
Coordination).

Jail Population/Criminal Justice Department
Ron Stretcher
Criminal Justice Director

Nakish Greer
Administrative Coordinator II
Grade 12

District Judges & CSCD
Leah Gamble
Pre‐Trial Release
Manager
Grade J

Etho Pugh
Jail Population
Coordinator
Grade G

Charlene Randolph
Policy Analyst
Grade G

Keta Dickerson,
Problem Solving Court
Manager
Grade H

Open,
Mental Health
Coordinator
Grade F

Brandy Coty
Competency Coordinator I
Grade 12

Pretrial Release Services
(4)Pretrial Officers (Grade FF)
Administrative Assistant (Grade 10)

Christina Gonzales
Specialty Court Coordinator
Grade E

Alternative Sentencing Program
Gwen Truxal ‐Manager (Grade G)
 (7)Post‐Trial Officers (Grade FF)
 Senior Secretary (Grade10)

PROBLEM SOLVING COURTS

Bond Supervision Unit (BSU)
 (3) Bond Supervision Technician(Grade C)
 Secretary (Grade 6)

Contract Services
Crisis Services Project
Adapt-5 Staff
Transicare-5 Staff
Page 4







DIVERT Court (1)
Intensive Intervention (2)
Felony DWI Court
Prostitution Court
Family Dependency Treatment
Court (planned)

Duane Steele
CJAB Coordinator
Grade G

REQUEST FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Department ____4014/Jail Diversion _______

Budget No. _____00120__________

Pay To

Description of Services

Sentinel

Electronic Monitoring equipment for
Indigent defendants

FY2015
Budget

FY2016
Amount
Requested

70,991.55

113,000

Process Improvement Consulting Request


This amount will cover 11,300 defendant supervision days (jail bed days), of ELM
supervision.

FORM C
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FY 2016

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

4014/Jail Diversion

Item to be
Replaced

Priority

Age
(years)

Budget No.

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

1
Optiplex GX270

7+ year

00020179

$1,025

This computer can’t run some of the
programs that we use in our department.
The ELM unit uses GPS monitoring
software for instance

$1,025

This computer can’t run some of the
programs that we use in our department.
The ELM unit uses GPS monitoring
software for instance

$1,025

This computer can’t run some of the
programs that we use in our department.
The ELM unit uses GPS monitoring
software for instance

$1,025

This computer can’t run some of the
programs that we use in our department.
The ELM unit uses GPS monitoring
software for instance

$1,025

This computer can’t run some of the
programs that we use in our department.
The ELM unit uses GPS monitoring
software for instance

$1,025

This computer can’t run some of the
programs that we use in our department.
The ELM unit uses GPS monitoring
software for instance

$1,025

This computer can’t run some of the
programs that we use in our department.
The ELM unit uses GPS monitoring
software for instance

$1,025

This computer can’t run some of the
programs that we use in our department.
The ELM unit uses GPS monitoring
software for instance

$1,025

This computer can’t run some of the
programs that we use in our department.
The ELM unit uses GPS monitoring
software for instance

2
Optiplex GX270

7+ year

00007233

3
Optiplex GX270

7+ year

00020167

4
Optiplex GX270

7+ year

00018911

5
Optiplex GX270

7+ year

00013009

6
Optiplex GX270

7+ year

00010791

7
Optiplex GX270

7+ year

00020177

8
Optiplex GX270

7+ year

00027133

9
Optiplex GX270
10

Form D
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7+ year

00020213

Comments/Justification

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

4014 / Jail Diversion

Budget No

Brief Title of PIR
Approx. Net Cost

$137,000
Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Deputy Director of Criminal Justice position

Discussion of Need

The Criminal Justice Department has been in existence over 8 years. In that time period the Department
has grown in staff and program responsibilities to a great degree. The department initially operated the
mental health diversion function with one employee and Pretrial Release with 7 employees. Currently, the
department operates the Pretrial Release Unit (2500 active cases), the Bond Supervision unit (1200 active
cases), the Alternative Sentence/ELM Bond supervision program (140 active cases), the Mental Health
Diversion Program, and the Outpatient Competency Program. Additionally, the Director is responsible for
Crisis Service Project coordination with a total project cost of $20 million, the Criminal Justice Advisory
Board function and Jail Population Coordination. The Jail Population coordination encompasses many
efforts, the impact of which is a reduction to the $110 million dollar jail expenditures. The Director has
been slated to become much more involved in the direction of North Texas Behavioral Health Authority
(NTBHA) and the redesign of the NorthSTAR system. The addition of a Deputy Director will allow the
Director the time to focus his efforts on this project while the operation of the remainder of the department
continues efficiently.
Discussion of Related Performance Measure

The extensive data we produce about the jail population, mental health diversion, and pretrial diversion
will all continue to be reported and tracked through the Jail Population Meetings, the BHLT meetings, and
other existing workgroups.

Staff Review and Comment

Form E
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK
SHEET
Brief Title of PIR

Deputy Director of Criminal Justice

Staff Cost
Grade

O

Salary

$104,717.00

FICA @ 7.65%

$8010.85

Retirement @ 11.5%

$12,042.46

Insurance @ $8,500

$8500.00
Total
$133,270.31

Related Equipment
Number
Desk

$745.00

Furniture

$1710.00

Computer

$1025.00

Printer

$250.00

Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total

$3730.00

Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total
Less Additional Revenue Source

Grand Total

Form E1
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$137,000.31

FY2016

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic fonn to the best of you I' ability and email
when completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications nse the "Position Reclassification Snmmary Form")

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Reports To"):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Deputy Director of Criminal Justice

a
Jail Diversion/Criminal Justice
N/A
Ron Stretcher
469-385-1720
rstretcher(@dallascountv.or o

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
Performs highly advanced administrative, fiscal and programmatic work requiring specialized knowledge in the
planning, development, implementation and operation of programs impacting the jail population and offenders with
special needs. Directs the daily activities of programs, in accordance with standards and criteria established and
approved by the Commissioners Court and other officials responsible for the criminal justice system. Monitors the
jail population and proposes new programs, systems, procedures and approaches that may reduce lengths of stay and
opportunities for pre and post trial diversion.

Management Scope: Manages several divisions and programs which include a total staff of approximately thirty (30)
who are responsible for jail reduction strategies impacting approximately 1,400 offenders, valued at approximately
$14 million. Management of the analysis and implementation of policies, program, and procedures which create
reductions in the $110 million total jail cost.

Other duties: as assigned.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most impOitant functions of this
position. In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear,
concise sentences.
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Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time pel' year that is taken up with each duty.
These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this
column must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentialfNon-Essential IE or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the
wor kd av.
f UnCIOn
t
dunng a Iyplca
t
18-lour
I
EXAMPLE ...

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By pickin" up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, l11owin o lawns, trimmin o shrubs and rakin rr leaves.
I. Function: Department Oversil!ht
Tasks oerfarmed 10 accomolislt litis fUllclioll:

Time

EorNE

30%

E

Time
25%

EorNE
E

Time
20%

EorNE
E

Time
20%

EorNE
E

Time
10%

EorNE
E

Directs all administrative and fiscal functions for program operations. Establishes and
monitors program goals and obiectives and provides technical assistance, coordination
and consultation services to other criminal iustice entities and community stakeholders.

2. Function: Supervision of Department MmUll!erS and Policv Analvsts
Tasks IJerformed 10 accomolislt litis {tIllClioll:

Works with local, state and national or"anizations associated with Dallas County's in
Criminal Justice SYstem. Consult with nublic and orivate a"encies and officials involved
related programs to resolve issues, and questions, identifY needs, and monitor oro"ram
effectiveness.

3. Function: OnerationalOversil!ht
Tasks performed 10 accomplislt Iltisfullclioll:

Ensures compliance with policies, procedures, and contracts; provides technical assistance
on program services; studies and analyzes trends; resolves operational problems; and
oversees or conducts surveys, on-site inspections or reviews, to determine compliance
with contract requirements, state and federal laws, re"ulations, policies, and nrocedures.

4. Function: Proaram Development, & Implementation
Tasks performed 10 accomplislt litis fUllclioll:

Oversees activities and provides guidance in the development and integration of new of
methods and procedures related to the C01lJ1 Resource and Jail Diversion and Continuitv
Care programs; and provides consullative services to plan, implement, and monitor
effective service coordination and case management.
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5. Function: Program Evaluation & Analysis
Tasks performed to accomplish this fllllctioll:
Analyzes proaram applications, develops policies, procedures and action plans to
improve program effectiveness, and oversees operations, and preDares detailed
and comprehensive reports of findings and reconunendations.

6. Function: Management of Reporting Requirements
ComDletes required perfonnance and administrative reDorts and studies, data and
narrative reporis to reaulatory agencies, and assists in the completion of research
projects relating to the scope of operations.
7. Function: Department Management
Schedules and supervises the work of others.

Time
10%

EorNE
E

5%

E

5%

E

D. Visual-Mental Demands
I.

Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this
position, then select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to
1/3 means your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Free uency of Time

0

I.

0

2.

0

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration
to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the oerfonnance of various ooerations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of
the time.

0-1/3

1/3-213

2/3-0ver

•
•

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

E. Physical Demands, Equ!pment Requirements, Working Conditions
I.

Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job
has these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Frequency of Time

Strength Demands

2.

0

I.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasionalliftin a of25 Dounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

0-1/3

1/3-2/3

2/3-0ver

0

0

•

•
•
•

0

0

0

0

0

0

Machines. Tools. Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software -use the next section for this.)
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3.

Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed.
Indicate if no computers or software are lIsed to perform this function)

Skilled in the use of standard software applications.
4.

Environmental. Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver
0
0

0-1/3
0

1.

0

2.

0

.>.

0

4.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.
2.
3.

,

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather chanoes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and di'1)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery

0-1/3

Healtll ali(I Safety Conditions

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

Seasonally
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1/3-2/3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2/3-0ver
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Seasonallv
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position's duties are performed.

•

0
0

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment

I 0 I 4. I Clinic

Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

I

0

I

5.

I Secured Facility

I0 I
I0 I

6.
7.

I Residential
I Vehicle

Facilitv (not secure)

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Reguirements
I.

Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent's education level, but the MfNlMUM required for this position).
Less than high school education
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a

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

a

3.

One year college

a

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

•

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in: a Behavioral Science, Business Administration, and Criminal
Justice, Law or job related field of study.

6.

a
2.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

Experience:

Record the mll11mum experience required for this position (not necessarily the

incumbent's experience).

a

I.

No previous experience required

a

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

,

a

~.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

a

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

a

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

a

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

•

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as: a Behavioral Science, Business Administration,
and Criminal Justice, Law or job related field of study.

a

8

M inil11uIn of six years experience in/as:

a

9.

M illimut1l of seven years experience in/as:

a

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3.

Certification and Other Requirements:
List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or
registrations required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications).
Use the exact name of the license, certification or requirement.

I.

2.

3.
4.

5. Valid Drivers License Required? .Yes

aNo

If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
I.

Problem Solving and Analvtical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
a

I.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

a

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

a

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

a

4.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
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I

0

5.

•

6.

Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require indepth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

• Yes
2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

0 No

Plannine related to the monitorine of the .iail population and proposes new proerams, systems, procedures and
approaches that may reduce leneths of stay and opportunities for pre and post trial diversion.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? • Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

4.

0

1.

0

2.

•

3.

0

4.

0 No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend
budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or for
a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.

Total countv amount $5,000,000

I Total grant amount $265,432.79

Additional comments: Department operating budget is $ 1,500,000, additional amount consists of the 1115Waiver
DISRP match funds. Department is charged with the analysis and implementation of policies, program, and
procedures which create reductions in the $110 million total iail cost.

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?
.Yes
ONo
If yes, p.lease list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Number of Employees

Classification Title(s)
Program Manager II
Program Manager I
Manager
Policy Analyst
Coordinators
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3
4

PreIPost Trial Service Officer
Electronic Monitoring Officer
Clerical Staff

10
3
4

6. Management and Supervisol)' Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position
(check one).

0

1.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
volunteers or temporary employees.

0

2.

Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker perfonning essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.

0

3.

•

4.

0

5.

Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the perfonnance for a regular group of employees or
a work unit including providing input on hiring and perfonnance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors
or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating
program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as
necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work perfonnance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational
goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in detennining the position's level of freedom to act. Limitations
of freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work,
established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to
act in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures.
(choose one)

0

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0

5.

0

6.

0

7.

•

8.

0

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve
end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed
periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for
special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
perfonnance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process.
Work is reviewed upon completion of o~iectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is
reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and o~iectives.
Work is generally unguided.
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H. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction
with those outside direct repOlting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may
include those in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and
commissions, governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most
closely matches this position, and specify the frequency oftimc used in performing this job.

0-1/3

o

I.

o

2.

o

•

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requIres handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

o

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

0

0

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

•

o

I. Career Path Definition:o-__
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a
career family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold I I. Director
my current classification might be promoted.
12. Department Head
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
II. Manaoer
applicants for my current classification.
I 2. Policy Analyst

J. Signature/A

roval

To the best ofmy ability, J have compleled this questionnaire. and believe ilia be an accurate descriplion of
my position or Ihe proposed pas ilion.

Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Date

Depa,tment Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

Date
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LONG TERM CAPITAL NEEDS PREVIEW
Department
Brief Title

4014 / Jail Diversion

Budget No.

Growth Projections for Dept. 4014

Estimated Cost
Discussion of Need and Time Constraint

FCCB 1st Floor
The department has grown from 2 ELM officers to 7 Officers in 5 1/2 years. We anticipate continued growth. Pre-Trial
Release, ASP/ELM and BSU have been housed in the same location in an area within FCCB that was built out in December
2012. That area now holds approximately 21 FTEs and has room for only one additional officer.
We are projecting growth for Pretrial Release, ASP/ELM and BSU to continue at a slower pace, necessitating the addition of
5-10 employees, as jail costs increase and jail diversion becomes even more critical.
Additional computers and monitors as staff is added.
FCCB 4th Floor
The Criminal Justice Department and the Mental Health Unit have also grown and additional space is needed to house 17
FTEs. Currently there are 6 staff members in 5 individual offices, 3 in the mental health unit and 8 in the mental health work
area. Two (2) additional staff will be hired to support the Crisis Services Project (CSP).
We are requesting additional office space that would house the entire department in a centralized location such as a portion of
the South side of the 8th floor in FCCB. Additional computer hardware and software will be required to support the additional
staff.
Future Mental Health Match funding
Dallas County has for many years providing local funding to the safety net behavioral health system, NorthSTAR. The local
match was $4.5 million annually until it was reduced to $3.4 million annually during the economic slowdown of a few years
ago. Starting with FY 2014, the local match was instead used as the intergovernmental transfer (IGT) match for the 1115
Waiver program. This allowed local county funds to be leveraged into increased services funding through the IGT match.
The NorthSTAR system is currently being redesigned at the direction of the Legislature’s Sunset Commission. This change
will result in a new Local Mental Health Authority with six of the seven former NorthSTAR counties. Collin County will
establish their own authority.
The new NorthSTAR LHMA will be required to provide local match funds as part of any contract with the state. Dallas
County’s portion is expected to be in the range of the $4.5 million prior match contribution. This match is expected to begin
no earlier that September 1, 2016.
Estimated Impact on Future Operating Budgets

Form I
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DALLAS COUNTY

Human Resources/Civil Service
Position Reclassification Summary Form
(For a new position use the “Position Description Questionnaire”)
Definition: A significant change in the job content of a classification including
responsibilities, level of knowledge and accountability, such that it affects the assigned
total point evaluation of the classification.
(Sec. 86-431)

Date prepared: . 4/1/15
Section I. General
Information
Department Name
Division / Section
Work Location
Contact Name
Telephone Number
Court Order # and Date:

.

Jail Diversion/Criminal Justice
133 N. Riverfront Blvd.
Leah Gamble
214-875-2346

Section II. Current Classification
Status
Vacant
Type
x
Full-Time

x

Filled
Part-Time

Section III. Classification Review
Job Title
Job Code
Job Grade
Reports To (Position
Name & Grade):
Original Job Creation
Date
Position Number(s) *
FLSA Status (Ex, Non-Ex)

Current
Project/Policy Analyst
70059
G
Director of Criminal Justice,
Ron Stretcher,
08/26/2013

Proposed
Project/Policy Analyst

4029
Exempt

*

H

Section IV. Job Summary
Manage and coordinate the development and direct provisions of improvement in mental
health services for adults with criminal justice involvement. Analyze issues and results, create
budget, reporting of results, evaluation of program outcomes, provide leadership and foster
relationships among community system providers of mental health services. Analyze legislative
matters of concern to the county.
Section V. Management Scope
NA
C:\Users\Alejandro.Moreno\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet
Files\Content.Outlook\9WRGHJGT\Position Reclassification Charlene.doc
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Qualifications
Education

Experience

Current
Bachelors Degree in Behavioral
Science, Criminal Justice, Public
Policy or Business Mgmt

Proposed
Bachelors Degree in Behavioral
Science, Criminal Justice, Public
Policy or Business Mgmt

3 years

3 years

Funding Source: 1115 Waiver funds. Crisis Service Project
Job Evaluation Points -- Hay/Point Factor (HR Use Only)
Hay Points

KH:

PS:

KH:

PS:

AC:

TTL:

AC:

TTL:

Profile:

Profile:

Last Reclassification Date, if applicable:
Describe what has changed in your department, grant or program scope that has affected
this position (e.g. duties, volume, etc.)
a. The scope of my position has been affected by the success of the Crisis Services Project (CSP).
Since employment, CSP has met all of its 1115 Waiver metrics and outcomes which has resulted in over
$8 million dollars in matched funds to Dallas County.
b. As the scope of CSP has expanded, daily duties now include providing oversight and ensuring
compliance by CSP contractors (i.e. Metrocare, ValueOptions, Adapt, Transicare).
c. Since the creation of the position, the responsibilities of the Criminal Justice Department have
increased. Therefore, the Director of Criminal Justice has expanded my scope of work to include
serving as the lead contact, negotiator, and compliance officer for several Criminal Justice funded
programs and community partnerships (CSP, Forensic Diversion Unit, JIMI data system, CSP at
Timberlawn, After-care engagement initiative, Value Options Care Coordinator, CSP Transportation
Pilot).
d. The scope of Dallas County Behavioral Health Leadership Team (BHLT) has also increased, and I
now provide management support and co-facilitate the Dallas County BHLT, as well as oversee all
BHLT sub-committees. My position is also now responsible for ensuring the community is updated on
all 1115 Waiver Behavioral Health projects in RHP 9 region (which includes Dallas County). To this
end, I now attend all RHP 9 conferences and events, and I coordinate status update presentations by
each 1115 Waiver Behavioral Health provider to Dallas County BHLT.
Where did the new duties come from?
a. The success of the Crisis Services Project
b. The expanded scope of work in the Dallas Criminal Justice Department
When did the change occur? Why? (Non-financial reasons)
The changes have occurred incrementally since position start date of 8/2013. The success of the Crisis
Services Project has been the basis of increased responsibilities in the Criminal Justice Department.
C:\Users\Alejandro.Moreno\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet
Files\Content.Outlook\9WRGHJGT\Position Reclassification Charlene.doc
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Who has been performing the new duties? Since when?
The Crisis Services Project is a new initiative to Dallas County and the position was filled 8/2013 to
implement and manage the program. The encumbent has performed all planned and new duties since
its inception.
If the duties are reassigned, how will this impact the overall responsibilities of EACH of the
individual positions/jobs referenced above?
NA
What specific tasks or activities make the work more (or less) complex?
Quantitative
a. Assist in creating, managing and approving a Crisis Services Project annual budget of approximately
$4 million.
b. Provide oversight and management to approximately 20 Crisis Services Project program contractors
from Transicare, Adapt, Metrocare, and ValueOptions.
c. Provide oversight to three BHLT sub-committees (ACOT, FACT, CSP Governance).
Qualitative
a. This position was created to manage the Crisis Services Project (CSP) as was approved by HHSC and
CMC. Due to the success of the Crisis Services Project, the Criminal Justice Department has been able
to expand the scope of CSP; therefore, creating additional initiatives to support system-wide mental
health transformation in Dallas County. As a result the responsibilities have grown to include managing
and providing oversight to those additional resources which include: CSP at Timberlawn, Forensic
Diversion Unit, CSP partnership with Terrell State Hospital, CSP partnership with Parkland Jail Health,
After-Care Engagement Package in collaboration with ValueOptions.
b. Provide assistance to, and aide in the creation of, the new Dallas County Behavioral Health Housing
Workgroup.

Is additional training and/or education required?
NA
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DALLAS COUNTY

Human Resources/Civil Service
Position Reclassification Summary Form
(For a new position use the “Position Description Questionnaire”)
Definition: A significant change in the job content of a classification including
responsibilities, level of knowledge and accountability, such that it affects the assigned
total point evaluation of the classification.
(Sec. 86-431)

Date prepared: . 04/01/2015
.
Section I. General
Information
Department Name
Jail Diversion/Criminal Justice
Division / Section
Jail Population Management
Work Location
133 N. Riverfront Blvd, Dallas
Contact Name
Leah Gamble
Telephone Number
214-875-2346
Court Order # and Date:
Section II. Current Classification
Status
Vacant
Type
X
Full-Time

X

Filled
Part-Time

Section III. Classification Review
Job Title
Job Code
Job Grade
Reports To (Position
Name & Grade):
Original Job Creation
Position Number(s) *
FLSA Status (Ex, Non-Ex)

Current
Project/Policy Analyst
70059
G
Director of Criminal Justice,
Ron Stretcher,
12/01/2006
4475
Exempt

Proposed
Project/Policy Analyst
H

*
Exempt

Section IV. Job Summary
Manage and coordinate the development and direct provisions of improvement in multiple
areas of jail population management. Analyze issues and results, reporting of results,
evaluation of program outcomes, provide leadership and foster relationships among
community stakeholders in the criminal justice community. Analyze legislative matters of
concern to the county.
Section V. Management Scope
N/A
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Qualifications
Education

Experience

Current
Bachelors Degree in Behavioral
Science, Criminal Justice, Public
Policy or Business Mgmt

Proposed
Bachelors Degree in Behavioral
Science, Criminal Justice, Public
Policy or Business Mgmt

3 years

3 years

Funding Source:4014
Job Evaluation Points -- Hay/Point Factor (HR Use Only)
Hay Points

KH:

PS:

KH:

PS:

AC:

TTL:

AC:

TTL:

Profile:

Profile:

Last Reclassification Date, if applicable:
Describe what has changed in your department, grant or program scope that has affected
this position (e.g. duties, volume, etc.)
a. The amount and format of data that is gathered and prepared for daily, monthly, and yearly analysis
as it relates to managing the Dallas County Jail Population
b. The daily review of all Dallas County Criminal Justice statistics to maintain a level of population that
is forecasted by Dallas county for jail Population
c. Co-Chair Monthly Jail Population Meeting with senior decision makers to determine new policy and
procedures to positively affect the jail population
d. Engages all major components of the criminal justice system in Dallas County, i.e. Jail, courts, DA
Office, Public defender Office, and community stakeholders on a daily basis to ensure that defendants
flow through the Counties Judicial Process as designed from arrest to disposition to release and final
detaining agencies.
e. Completes Public Information Act (PIA) requests for statistical data for many county departments on
a daily basis.
Where did the new duties come from?
a. Enlargement of responsibilities from managing the county’s jail population
b. Increased area of responsibility for the Criminal Justice Department
c. Addition of responsibility as co-chair and presenter at monthly jail pop meetings
When did the change occur? Over the last 3 years, this position has added more
responsibility and functions on a daily basis. Why? (Non-financial reasons)
Who has been performing the new duties? Since when?
The incumbent. Etho Pugh. 2012
If the duties are reassigned, how will this impact the overall responsibilities of EACH of the
individual positions/jobs referenced above?
N/A
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What specific tasks or activities make the work more (or less) complex?
Quantitative
a. 50 percent more responsibilities and duties added to the position in reference to data collection and
analysis.
b. 100 percent increase in duties in managing the county’s jail population
c.
Qualitative
a. Growth of the position from an aid position into the county’s full time project/policy analyst for the
criminal justice department as it relates to the county’s jail population.
b. Increase in scope of accountabilities for the Criminal Justice/ Jail Diversion Department
c.
Is additional training and/or education required?
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DALLAS COUNTY

Human Resources/Civil Service
Position Reclassification Summary Form
(For a new position use the “Position Description Questionnaire”)
Definition: A significant change in the job content of a classification including
responsibilities, level of knowledge and accountability, such that it affects the assigned
total point evaluation of the classification.
(Sec. 86-431)

Date prepared: . 04/01/2015
.
Section I. General
Information
Department Name
Jail Diversion/Criminal Justice
Division / Section
Criminal Justice Advisory Board
Work Location
133 N. Riverfront Blvd, Dallas
Contact Name
Leah Gamble
Telephone Number
214-875-2346
Court Order # and Date:
Section II. Current Classification
Status
Vacant
Type
X
Full-Time

X

Filled
Part-Time

Section III. Classification Review
Job Title
Job Code
Job Grade
Reports To (Position
Name & Grade):
Original Job Creation
Date
Position Number(s) *
FLSA Status (Ex, Non-Ex)

Current
Project/Policy Analyst
70059
G
Director of Criminal Justice,
Ron Stretcher, ???
2010

Proposed
Project/Policy Analyst

5044
Exempt

5044
Exempt

H

Section IV. Job Summary
Manage and coordinate the development and direct provisions of improvement in multiple
areas of the criminal justice system. Analyze issues and results, create budgets, reporting of
results, evaluation of program outcomes, provide leadership and foster relationships among
community stakeholders in the criminal justice community. Analyze legislative matters of
concern to the county.
Section V. Management Scope
N/A
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Qualifications
Education

Experience

Current
Bachelors Degree in Behavioral
Science, Criminal Justice, Public
Policy or Business Mgmt

Proposed
Bachelors Degree in Behavioral
Science, Criminal Justice, Public
Policy or Business Mgmt

3 years

3 years

Funding Source: Grant 2020
Job Evaluation Points -- Hay/Point Factor (HR Use Only)
Hay Points

KH:

PS:

KH:

PS:

AC:

TTL:

AC:

TTL:

Profile:

Profile:

Last Reclassification Date, if applicable:
Describe what has changed in your department, grant or program scope that has affected
this position (e.g. duties, volume, etc.)
a. Jail Diversion Dept has grown by 50%, increasing the operation management duties of this
position.
b. Increased responsibility and oversight of various funding sources (e.g.crisis service project, 530
funds, JAG grant) department grant and waiver budgets
c. key driver of system improvements data matching mental health, video conferencing, changes to
procedures for housing juvenile offenders in Dallas County
Where did the new duties come from?
a. Enlargement of department caused need for operations management
b. Increased area of responsibility for the Criminal Justice Department
c. Addition of responsibility added by the participation in the 1115 Medicaid Transformation Waiver
When did the change occur? Why? (Non-financial reasons)
Over the past 4 years, Transformation Waiver occurred in early 2013
Who has been performing the new duties? Since when?
The incumbent. Duane Steele. 2011
If the duties are reassigned, how will this impact the overall responsibilities of EACH of the
individual positions/jobs referenced above? NA
What specific tasks or activities make the work more (or less) complex?
Quantitative
a. 50 percent more responsibilities added to this position reference operation management
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b. 100% increase in the budgetary responsibilities due to addition of 2 projects with funds outside the
county budget
Qualitative
a. Growth of the position from a coordinator to an integral participant in outcome of projects
b. Increase in scope of accountabilities for the Criminal Justice/Jail Diversion Department

Is additional training and/or education required? NO
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DALLAS COUNTY

Human Resources/Civil Service
Position Reclassification Summary Form
(For a new position use the “Position Description Questionnaire”)
Definition: A significant change in the job content of a classification including
responsibilities, level of knowledge and accountability, such that it affects the assigned
total point evaluation of the classification.
(Sec. 86-431)

Date prepared: . 04/01/2015
.
Section I. General
Information
Department Name
Jail Diversion/Criminal Justice
Division / Section
Jail Diversion Programs
Work Location
133 N. Riverfront Blvd, Dallas
Contact Name
Leah Gamble
Telephone Number
214-875-2346
Court Order # and Date:
Section II. Current Classification
Status
Vacant
Type
X
Full-Time

X

Filled
Part-Time

Section III. Classification Review
Current
Job Title
Job Code
Job Grade
Reports To (Position
Name & Grade):
Original Job Creation
Date
Position Number(s) *
FLSA Status (Ex, Non-Ex)

Manager I
601800
G
Director of Criminal Justice,
Ron Stretcher,
August 2009
4226
Exempt

Proposed
Program Manager II
H

October 1, 2015
4226
Exempt

Section IV. Job Summary
Manages and monitors the daily activities of the electronic monitor unit unit by developing and
implementing policies and procedures and evaluating program activities. Hire and train staff in
the resolution of procedural issues, communicating with elected officials, judges, attorneys and
other professionals. Direct personnel activities. Oversee the preparation and evaluation of
budgets issues. Represents the department at meetings, hearings, trials, conferences and
other public events. Research new legislation and incorporates changes into the programs and
informs staff of changes. Assists in the acquisition or development of computer systems,
interfacing with other departments to ensure systems are operational.
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Section V. Management Scope
Supervision of Electronic Monitoring/Alternative Sentence Program. ( 8 full time employees, 7
grade FF and 1 grade 8 clerical) There is a significant possibility of future growth to add
multiple employees.

Qualifications
Education

Experience

Current
Bachelors Degree in Behavioral
Science, Criminal Justice, Public
Policy or Business Mgmt

Proposed
Bachelors Degree in Behavioral
Science, Criminal Justice, Public
Policy or Business Mgmt

3 years, including 6 months
supervisory experience

3 years, including 6 months
supervisory experience

Funding Source:4014
Job Evaluation Points -- Hay/Point Factor (HR Use Only)
Hay Points

KH:

PS:

KH:

PS:

AC:

TTL:

AC:

TTL:

Profile:

Profile:

Last Reclassification Date, if applicable:
Describe what has changed in your department, grant or program scope that has affected
this position (e.g. duties, volume, etc.)
a. Increase in number of staff supervised and scope of program management, from Work Release type
program with county jail sentenced inmates to Electronic Monitor Bond programs which involves the
supervision while on bond of a much more serious risk level of offender.
b. This position was reporting directly to the Pretrial Release Manager, that position handled higher
level management for the ELM unit. The Pretrial Release Manager position is being reclassified to not
include supervision of the ELM unit, this manager will take on increasing responsibility in personnel
matters, staff hiring, etc.
Where did the new duties come from?
a. Department restructure with addition of Deputy Director Position, and reclass of Pretrial Release
Manager position
b.
c.
d.
When did the change occur? Why? (Non-financial reasons)
2016 Budget, change related to additional responsibilities taken on by Director of Criminal Justice
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Who has been performing the new duties? Since when? Program Manager III, Pretrial Release
manager has been performing these duties.
If the duties are reassigned, how will this impact the overall responsibilities of EACH of the
individual positions/jobs referenced above?

What specific tasks or activities make the work more (or less) complex?
Quantitative
a. Increase in staff supervised
b. Increase in budget managed
c. Increase in unit manager responsibilities
Qualitative
a. Broader scope of interaction with external departments (e.g. courts, attorneys, vendors)
b. Program changes include creation of ELM bond program with offenders charged with serious crimes
and the resultant increase in supervision requirementsc.
Is additional training and/or education required?
No
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DALLAS COUNTY

Human Resources/Civil Service
Position Reclassification Summary Form
(For a new position use the “Position Description Questionnaire”)
Definition: A significant change in the job content of a classification including
responsibilities, level of knowledge and accountability, such that it affects the assigned
total point evaluation of the classification.
(Sec. 86-431)

Date prepared: . 04/01/2015
.
Section I. General
Information
Department Name
Jail Diversion/Criminal Justice
Division / Section
Work Location
133 N. Riverfront Blvd, Dallas
Contact Name
Leah Gamble
Telephone Number
214-875-2346
Court Order # and Date:
Section II. Current Classification
Status
Vacant
Type
X
Full-Time

X

Filled
Part-Time

Section III. Classification Review
Job Title
Job Code
Job Grade
Reports To (Position
Name & Grade):
Original Job Creation
Date
Position Number(s) *
FLSA Status (Ex, Non-Ex)

Current
Project/Policy Analyst
70059
G
County Administrator, Darryl
Martin (Project Analyst)

Proposed
Project/Policy Analyst

*
Exempt

*
Exempt

H

Section IV. Job Summary
Actively and concurrently manage and execute multiple projects tasks assigned by the County
Administrator. Review and interpret work plans to develop an understanding of the approach
to tasks. Develop execution plan for project tasks. Effectively utilize critical thinking skills for
the most rational and reasonable project results. Develop and analyze memorandums of
understanding for projects assigned. Develop final project reports for commissioner’s court
administration of all analyzed data.
Section V. Management Scope
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N/A

Qualifications
Education

Experience

Current
Bachelors Degree in Behavioral
Science, Criminal Justice, Public
Policy or Business Mgmt

Proposed
Bachelors Degree in Behavioral
Science, Criminal Justice, Public
Policy or Business Mgmt

3 years

3 years

Funding Source:
Job Evaluation Points -- Hay/Point Factor (HR Use Only)
Hay Points

KH:

PS:

KH:

PS:

AC:

TTL:

AC:

TTL:

Profile:

Profile:

Last Reclassification Date, if applicable:
Describe what has changed in your department, grant or program scope that has affected
this position (e.g. duties, volume, etc.)
a. Project tasks associated with the TechShare project
b. Project tasks associated with the Building Study Committee
c. Project tasks associated with the ACMS project
Where did the new duties come from?
a. The direction of the Dallas County Commissioners
b. The priority of the Building Study Committee project and the immediate need to vacate the Records
building. Collecting data on department needs, space, parking, and number of current employees
within each department in the building.
c. The priority of having an operable adult case management system (ACMS) for Dallas County Courts
d. The priority of having a more effective Juvenile Case Management System (JCMS) for Dallas County.
e. The priority of having an operable Justice of the Peace Case Management System (JPCMS)
f. The priority of reviewing and analyzing standardized policies for specific areas within the Sheriffs and
Constables dept.
When did the change occur? Why? (Non-financial reasons)

Who has been performing the new duties? Since when?
The incumbent.
If the duties are reassigned, how will this impact the overall responsibilities of EACH of the
individual positions/jobs referenced above?
NA
What specific tasks or activities make the work more (or less) complex?
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See below:
Quantitative
a. The details of each project require attention to detail in order to report accurate data to assist the
commissioners reach a final decision.
Qualitative
a. Ensuring that quality review time is spent to analyze information reported from external agencies
to ensure data is accurate prior to presenting the information to commissioners court administration.

Is additional training and/or education required?
NA
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DALLAS COUNTY
OFFICE OF BUDGET AND EVALUATION
______________________________________________________
June 15, 2016
TO:

Commissioners Court

THROUGH: Ryan Brown, Budget Officer
FROM:

Erica Terrazas, Budget and Policy Analyst

SUBJECT:

District Attorney PIR Analysis – FY2016

BACKGROUND
During the FY2016 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the Office
of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2016 Budget. The District Attorney has
submitted the following requests for consideration by the Commissioners Court:
1. 23 new positions, totaling approximately $2,224,078;
2. Fifteen (15) reclassifications, totaling approximately $291,220; and
3. Approximately $334,675 in new equipment and replacement requests.
District Attorney - New Positions
Department

Fund

Budg.
No.

120

4011

120

Positions

Grade

Cost

Attorney V

2

Att V

$ 277,640

4011

Legal Secretary

1

10

$ 53,259

120

4011

Clerk I

1

5

$ 45,327

District Attorney - Civll

120

4011

Attorney V

1

Att V

$ 138,820

District Attorney - Civll

120

4011

Attorney IV

1

Att IV

$ 118,489

District Attorney - Civll
District Attorney Admin

120

4011

Paralegal

1

12

$ 65,033

120

4011

Floater Attorney V

2

Att V

$ 277,640

120

4011

Victim Advocate

1

12

$ 62,209

120

4011

Bookkeeper

1

8

$ 52,473

120

4011

Attorney V

1

Att V

$ 138,820

120

4011

Attorney I

1

120

4011

Legal Secretary

1

District Attorney Mental Health
District Attorney Mental Health
District Attorney Records

District Attorney Family Violence
District Attorney Checks
District Attorney - Gangs
District Attorney Misd/FV
District Attorney - Elder
Abuse

Position Title

Att I

$ 85,363

10
rd

411 Elm Street – 3 Floor, Dallas, Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653-6389 · (214) 653-6517 · erica.terrazas@dallascounty.org

$ 53,259

District Attorney Family Violence

120

4011

Legal Assistant

1

District Attorney Family Violence

120

4011

Attorney V

1

District Attorney Family Violence

120

4011

Victim Advocate

1

120

4011

Atty IV

1

Att IV

$ 118,489

120

4011

Paralegal

1

12

$ 65,033

District Attorney - Public
Integrity

120

4011

Legal Assistant

1

District Attorney - Public
Integrity

120

4011

Attorney IV

1

Att IV

$ 118,755

District Attorney - 304th
DC

120

4011

Attorney IV

1

Att IV

$ 118,232

District Attorney - 305th

120

4011

Attorney IV

1

Att IV

$ 118,232

TOTAL

23

$

10
Att V
$ 138,820
12

District Attorney - Civll
District Attorney Appellate

Department
District
Attorney
District
Attorney Mental
Health
District
Attorney Mental
Health
District
Attorney Admin
District
Attorney Technology
District
Attorney
District
Attorney Grand Jury
District
Attorney Civil
District
Attorney
Community
Pros
District
Attorney Technology
District
Attorney
Public
Integrity

$ 53,728

$ 62,209

10

District Attorney - Reclassifications
No. of
Current
Position Title
Positions Grade

$ 62,248

2,224,078

Fund

Budget
No.

120

4011

PIO

1

H

P

$

50,272

120

4011

Attorney V

2

Att V

Att VI

$

17,684

120

4011

Attorney IV

1

Att IV

Att V

$

40,662

120

4011

Clerk to Accountant

1

6

12

$

17,400

120

4011

Senior Applications Specialist

1

DM

IM

$

21,555

120

4011

Clerk to Admin Assistant

1

8

10

$

6,396

120

4011

Attorney III

1

Att III

Att IV

$

6,987

120

4011

Attorney V

1

Att V

Att VI

$

17,684

Program Advocate

1

F

I

$

16,106

532

Proposed
Grade

Cost

120

4011

Senior Secretary

1

8

AM

$

6,926

120

4011

Attorney IV

1

Att IV

Att V

$

20,332

District
Attorney Apellate
District
Attorney Family
Violence
District
Attorney Family
Violence

120

4011

Attorney III

1

Att III

Att V

$

36,994

120

4011

Attorney III

1

Att III

Att V

$

16,600

120

4011

Attorney I

1
15

Att I

Att II

$
$

15,623
291,220

TOTAL

The Office of Budget and Evaluation makes the following recommendations for the FY2016
District Attorney’s Office Budget.
OPERATIONAL IMPACT
The Office of Budget and Evaluation determined that the Civil District Attorney’s Office has
been experiencing an increased caseload in Public Information requests that requires additional
staff assistance. OBE recommends the addition of one (1) Attorney V and one (1) Paralegal,
Grade 12 to address the increased PIA caseload and level of complexity that Civil and other
County departments such as SWIFS have been experiencing.
In February, 2015, one (1) Civil District Attorney was moved to Juvenile; however, caseload for
Juvenile has decreased. In FY2014, there were 1,764 Juvenile cases filed, while in FY2007 there
were 2,631 Juvenile cases filed. In discussions with the District Attorney’s Office, OBE
recommends that the Assistant District Attorney that was moved to Juvenile be moved to the
Gang Unit to address the need for a specialized Attorney for gang-related cases.
OBE and the District Attorney’s Office also discussed the County’s long-term Capital
Improvement plans that would affect the Frank Crowley Building. In order to provide needed
space, OBE recommends one (1) Clerk I, Grade 5 to assist with scanning documents to clear
space on the tenth floor, thereby also increasing efficiency. There are currently four (4) full time
positions, including the Supervisor.
The Office of Budget and Evaluation also recommends that the following positions be reviewed
by Human Resources/Civil Service for reclassification:

411 Elm Street – 3rd Floor, Dallas, Texas 75202-3340
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District Attorney - Recommended Reclassifications
Budget
Department
District Attorney Mental Health
District Attorney Mental Health
District Attorney Admin
District Attorney
District Attorney Civil
District Attorney -

Fund

No.

No. of
Position Title

Current Proposed

Positions Grade

Grade

Cost

120

4011 Attorney V

1

Att V

Att VI

$

17,684

120

4011 Attorney IV

2

Att IV

Att V

$

40,662

120
120

4011 Clerk to Accountant
4011 Clerk to Admin Assistan

1
1

6
8

12
10

$
$

17,400
6,396

120
120

4011 Attorney V
4011 Senior Secretary
TOTAL

1
1
7

Att V
8

Att VI
AM

$
$
$

17,684
6,926
106,752

The Mental Health Assistant District Attorneys are requested to be reclassified to be on par with
the Mental Health Public Defender Attorneys.
The District Attorney Clerk to Accountant reclassification is requested due to the fact that
additional and more complex financial duties have been added to the Clerk II, Grade 6 position.
The Clerk IV, Grade 8 to Administrative Assistant, Grade 10 reclassification is requested based
on the increased complexities of duties being performed by the position assisting the District
Attorney’s First Assistant.
The Attorney V to Attorney VI in Civil reclassification is requested due to the fact that this
current position serves as the advisory chief of the Non-litigation Section. This position reviews
all requests for legal assistance brought to the Civil DA and delegates them to the most equipped
attorney in the Division. There has been an increased level of responsibilities assigned to this
position.
The Senior Secretary, Grade 8 to Grade AM Tech Support reclassification is requested based on
the position transitioning in March 2014 to Tier One support roles and responsibilities for
TechShare, DCIM, and Video Rom Digital Evidence. The position’s subject matter expertise has
added additional duties as authorized signer of all DA application access forms and set-up. As of
January 2015, this position also now supervises two (2) full time and one (1) part time position.
FINANCIAL IMPACT
The approximate total for positions recommended to be added to General Fund for FY2016 is
$388,000. The four (4) new positions for the General Fund each require $5,283 in new
equipment for a total FY16 new positions impact of $389,985.
The total recommended equipment cost is $23,144. A large number of the District Attorney’s
requests require additional review by IT and Records Management for items such as laptops,
computers, and fax machines. Additional review is required for printers/copiers due to Dallas
County entering a new contract in FY16 that may be able to alleviate the need some of the
printers and scanners requested.

The total impact estimated for seven (7) reclassifications is $106,752.
RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends authorizing:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Two (2) Attorney V (Mental Health and Civil Divisions) - $277,640;
One (1) Paralegal, Grade 12 (Civil) - $65,033;
One (1) Clerk, Grade 5 (Records) – $45,327 ;
The reclassification review of seven (7) positions - $106,752;
a. Mental Health Attorney V to Attorney VI
b. Two (2) Mental Health Attorney IV to Attorney V
c. Clerk II, Grade 6 to Accountant, Grade 12
d. Clerk IV, Grade 8 to Administrative Assistant, Grade 10
e. Civil Attorney V to Attorney IV
f. Senior Secretary, Grade 8 to Tech Support, Grade AM
5. Equipment for four (4) new positions - $5,283; and
6. Equipment - $23,144.
This recommendation will result in a recurring annual cost to the County of approximately
$484,752 and a one-time cost of $28,427 for a total cost of $513,179.

411 Elm Street – 3rd Floor, Dallas, Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653-6389 · (214) 653-6517 · erica.terrazas@dallascounty.org

Dallas County District Attorney's Office
Budget Request for
FY 2016 (October 1, 2015- September 30, 2016)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
C
C
D
D
D
D
D
D
E

A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
D
D
D
D

Division
Admin Div
Admin Div
Admin Div
Civil Div
Civil Div
Admin Div
Division D
Admin Div
Division C
Misdemeanor
Division C
Division D
Division D
Division D
Civil Div
Special Fields
Special Fields
Special Fields
Juvenile
Juvenile
Total New Positions

Reclassifications
District Attorney
Admin Div
Admin Div
Admin Div
Admin Div
District Attorney
Grand Jury Intake
Civil Div
Special Fields
Admin Div
Special Fields
Special Fields
Division D
Division D

Section
Mental Health
Mental Health
Records
PIA
PIA
Admin Div
Family Violence
Checks
Gangs
Misd/FV
Elder Abuse
Family Violence
Family Violence
Family Violence
PIA
Appellate
Public Integrity
Public Integrity
304th DC
305th

District Attorney
Mental Health
Mental Health
Admin Div
Technology
District Attorney
Grand Jury Intake
Civil Div
Community Pros
Technology
Public Integrity
Appellate
Family violence
Family violence

Total Reclassifications

3

Equipment

New Grant # Grant Position Title
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
21

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

New Positions
Attorney V
Legal Secretary
Clerk I - Grade 5
Atty V
Atty IV
Floater Atty V
Victim Advocate Gr12
Bookkeeper Grad 8
Atty V
Atty 1
Legal Secretary
Legal Assistant
Atty V
Victim Advocate Gr12
Atty IV
Paralegal Grad 12
Legal Assistant
Atty IV
AttyIV
Atty IV

Increase caseload
Grade 10
Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
Grade 12
Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
Grade 10
Grade 10
Permanent
Grade 12
Permanent
Permanent
Brady Unit
Brady Unit
supp
supp

PIO Grade P
H67 to P
Atty V to Atty VI
Increase in duties
Atty V
Atty IV to Atty V
Grade 12
Grade 6 to Grade 12
Senior Applications Speci DM to IM
Admin Asst 10
Clerk IV to Admin10
Atty IV
Atty III to Atty IV
Atty V
Atty VI
Program Advocate
Grade F to Grade I
Senior Secretary
Grade 8 to AM
Atty V
Atty IV to Atty V
Atty V
Atty III to Atty V
Atty IV
Atty III to Atty V
Atty II
Atty I to Atty II

Parity with P.D. Office
Parity with P.D. Office
scanning backlog
Increased requests
Increased requests
FML, MH, increased demands
Sexual Assualt
To return position
Increased field work
FV
Increased caseload
CODIS/DNA/old kits tested
Geo Allen Protec Orders
Protective Orders
Increased requests
Expunctions
Increased work
Increased work
Increased workload
Increased workload

For qualified applicant
Parity with PD
Parity with PD
Accountant and restore
Tech support ACMS
Asst to First Asst
increase complexity
Restore position and increased duties
Clinical Support
increased duties and supervision
Deputy Chief of PI
Casillas
Protective Orders
Protective Orders

Training
Division C
Division D
Admin Div
Admin Div
Civil
Total Training
Total Request

$50,272.44
$17,684.00
$40,662.00
$17,400.00
$21,555.00
$6,396.00
$6,986.58
$17,684.00
$16,105.55
$6,926.00
$20,331.81
$36,994.00
$16,600.00
$15,623.00

16

see separate list

Total Equipment

4
4
4
4
4
4

Costs
$277,640.00
$53,259.00
$45,327.00
$138,820
$118,489.00
$277,640.00
$62,209.00
$52,473.00
$138,820.00
$85,363.00
$53,259.00
$53,728.00
$138,820.00
$62,209.00
$118,489.00
$65,033.00
$62,247.81
$118,755.16
$118,232.00
$118,232.00

$0.00

Specialized Crime
Family Violence
Technology
Mental Health
Civil

training & travel
training & travel
training & travel
training & travel
training & travel

$10,000.00
$3,000.00
$10,000.00
$4,000.00
$1,000.00
$23,000.00
$23,000.00

1
2
3
4
5
6

Dallas County DA's Office
Capital, Equipment, Renovation, Miscellaneous
Department
Appellate
Appellate
Appellate
Appellate

Title of PIR
Desk
Bookcase
Credenza
Desk

Appellate

Desk

Appellate
Appellate
Appellate
Appellate
Check Division
Check Division
Child Abuse
Child Abuse
Child Abuse
Child Abuse
Child Abuse
Child Abuse
Child Abuse
Child Abuse
Child Abuse
Child Abuse
Child Abuse
Child Abuse
Civil
Civil
District Attorney
District Attorney
District Attorney
District Attorney
District Attorney
District Attorney
District Attorney
District Attorney
Family Violence
Family Violence
Family Violence
Family Violence

Mobile PC Station
Guest Chair
Printer
Scanners
Printer
Software Maint
Phone Headset
Laptops
CD/DVD duplicator
Computer Screens
Headphones
Partition
Color Printer
PowerPoint Clicker
Paper Shredder
FAX
File Cabinet
Conference Table
Color Printer
Copier
Desk
Chair
Shelves
Filing Cabinets
Guest Chair
Microwave
Refrigerator
Printer
LaserJet P3015 DN
Scanner
Printer Tray
Electric Staplers

Unit Cost
$683.00
$362.00
$642.00
$745.00
$985.00
$277.00
$783.28
$168.32
$250.00
$14,424.00

$600.00

$172.00

$745.00
$628.00
$362.00
$365.00
$277.00

$250.00

# of Unit
1
1
1
1

Estimated Cost
$683.00
$362.00
$642.00
$745.00

1

$985.00

1
2
1
6
2
1
4
2
3
11
2
6
1
1
1

$554.00
$783.28
$1,009.92
$500.00
$14,424.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$3,600.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
6
17
1
3

$172.00

$745.00
$628.00
$724.00
$730.00
$554.00
$0.00
$0.00
$250.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

Priority

Brief Summary
HON 10773 - Replace a desk(over 7 years old:065-629)
HON 10755 - Replace a bookcase (+20 Years old)
HON 10741- Replace a credenza (+20 years old)
New Desk (HON10799) - Replace a desk (over 20 years old)
New Desk (HON10701R + HON 10711R)-Replace a desk (property #21707,
over 20 Yr. Old)
New PC Station - Replace the current one (over 20 years old)
HON 2194 - Replace the current one (over 20 years old)
CE989A (HP LaserJet) - Replace HP 4050TN (Prop #: 12248
Desktop printer & Scanner (Model#: CZ183A-LaserJet M127FW MFP)
2 Printers for Chief and Deputy Chief
Odyssey Check Manager (12 month Maintenance from 10/1/15)
with necessary equipment to make them work
2 for Child Abuse, 1 Animal Cruelty

5 Spaces that need to be converted into office spaces
Animal Cruelty
Animal Cruelty
Large Heavy Duty Paper Shredder
Property Number: 002043 +10 years old
Older than 14
72" X 30" Used to conduct full division meetings, pitch sessions
HP Color LaserJet 4700
Konica Minolta Copier (Bizhub 363)
Administrative Double Pedestal 3/2 72W X 36" D Desk (HON 10799)
Judicial Bench Chair EX High Back Mid-Range Knee-1 (HON 6541)
36" W X 13 1/8 d X 71"h - 5 shelves (HON 10755)
5 Drawer (HON 315 CP)
Soft ( Series 2190)4-Leg Frame (HON 2194)
for Kitchen near Technology Division
to print the voluminous and sensitive documents
with the second optional tray
Fujitsu F7160 ScanSnap IX500 25PPM 600 DPI
Optional Tray for Legal Paper for LaserJet P3015
for Protective Order Secretaries

Dallas County DA's Office
Capital, Equipment, Renovation, Miscellaneous
Department

Title of PIR

Unit Cost

# of Unit

Estimated Cost

Family Violence

Office Renovation

Felony Trial
Felony Trial
Felony Trial
Felony Trial
Intake/Grand Jury
Intake/Grand Jury
Intake/Grand Jury
Intake/Grand Jury
Intake/Grand Jury
Investigators
Investigators
Investigators
Juvenile
Juvenile

Scanner
CD/DVD duplicator
Laptop
Printer
Laptops
Printer
Printer
Printer
Audio System
Scanner
Vehicles
Digital Camera
Office Space
Laptops

Juvenile

Office Space

6

Juvenile
Juvenile
Juvenile
Juvenile
Juvenile
Juvenile
Juvenile
Mental Health
Mental Health
Mental Health
Mental Health
Mental Health
Mental Health
Mental Health
Mental Health
Mental Health
Misdemeanor
Organized Crime
Organized Crime
Organized Crime

Conference Rooms
Fax
Printer
Fax
Printer
Desk
Desk
Phones
Desk
Chair
Guest Chair
Filing Cabinets
Bookcase
Shredder
Computer
Printer
Conference Table
Scanner
External Hard Drive
Docking Station

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
8
8
4

$50,000.00

1

$50,000.00

$500.00
$450.00

11
17
1
4
8
1
1
2
1
2
5
2
2
22

$5,500.00
$7,650.00

$700.00
$2,000.00
$723.28

$450.00
$24,500.00
$544.95
$1,608.35

$399.00
$665.07
$1,117.00
$621.87
$683.00
$683.00
$865.00
$663.00
$315.00
$208.00
$668.00
$351.00
$331.00
$1,025.00
$250.00
$5,513.00
$463.89
$64.99
$59.00

$2,800.00
$16,000.00
$723.28

$900.00
$122,500.00
$1,089.90
$35,383.70

$399.00
$665.07
$1,117.00
$621.87
$683.00
$683.00
$865.00
$663.00
$315.00
$416.00
$668.00
$351.00
$331.00
$1,025.00
$250.00
$5,513.00
$3,711.12
$519.92
$236.00

Priority

Brief Summary

to accommodate more offices and provide a safe and comfortable waiting
area for victims
Fujitsu ScanSnap IX500 25PPM 600DPI
Kanguru 1 to 3 X24 DVD Duplicator Mfg#: U2-DVDDUPE-S2
Replace existing old laptop(Dell E6400)
replace printer (Prop #: 14468, 10407203, 101298, 15786)
8 New laptops for each Intake/Grand Jury prosecutors
LaserJet M601N ($603.28) with Input Tray CE530A ($120.00)
1 New High Volume Printer
2 Low-Medium Volume Printers
Replace Audio Systems and one(1) Desk for Grand Jury Room)
Fujitsu ScanSnap IX500 25PPM 600DPI
Replace pool vehicles (older than 13 years or high mileage)
Replace old camera to take photos of evidence
additional office space to house 2 attorneys in the Henry Wade bld.
Replace the desktop computers of the prosecuting attorneys
Secured adequate office space to house 6 attorneys in the George Allen
Courts Building
2 Conference rooms in George Allen Building
Brother MFC8220 - Replace fax machine (Prop #22053)
Part #CE528A (LaserJetP3015DN with CE530A) - replace Prop # 5848
Muratec - F525 - Replace Property # 2040
Part #CF386A - Replace Property #:30165
HON 10773 - Replace property #2306
HON 10773 - Replace property #59410
1 office phone, 1 Cell phone and Car charger ($25)
New Desk
Desk Chair
2 new Guest Chairs
4 Drawer filing cabinet

One (1) Standard Desktop set (monitor, Keyboard and mouse)
One Conference room table with sixteen (16) matching chairs
8 Fujitsu ScanSnap IX500 desktop scanner
Seagate 1 TB external USB 3.0/2.0 portable hard disk
Dell Latitude Docking Stations for existing laptops

Dallas County DA's Office
Capital, Equipment, Renovation, Miscellaneous
Department

Title of PIR

Unit Cost

# of Unit

Estimated Cost

Organized Crime

Computer

$519.09

1

$519.09

Organized Crime

Computer

$519.09

1

$519.09

Organized Crime

Computer

$519.09

1

$519.09

Organized Crime
Public Integrity
Public Integrity
Public Integrity
Public Integrity
Public Integrity
Public Integrity
Public Integrity
Public Integrity
Public Integrity
Public Integrity
Specialized Crime
Specialized Crime
Specialized Crime
Specialized Crime
Specialized Crime
Specialized Crime
Specialized Crime
State Jain Unit
State Jain Unit
State Jain Unit
Technology
Technology
Technology
Technology
Technology
Technology

Printer
Laptops
CD/DVD duplicator
Conference Table
Chairs
File Cabinet
Chair
Guest Chair
Printer
Digital Voice Recode
Laptop
Bookcase
Chair
Fax
Software
External Hard Drive
Laptops
Scanner
Desk
Scanner
Monitors
Software Maint
Backup Software
Software Maint
Dell Laptops
Printer
Color Printer

$190.27
$2,000.00
$224.00
$255.00
$521.25
$245.00
$255.00
$750.00
$100.00
$2,000.00
$304.00
$245.00
$300.00

1
3
3
1
8
4
3
2
4
1
2
1
1
1

$190.27
$6,000.00
$340.00
$224.00
$2,040.00
$2,085.00
$735.00
$510.00
$3,000.00
$100.00
$4,000.00
$304.00
$245.00
$300.00

$683.00
$463.53
$148.19
$9,555.00
$1,168.00
$104.16
$1,500.00
$380.00
$332.00

16
16
16
1
5
9
1
1
1
5
1
1

$683.00
$2,317.65
$1,333.71
$9,555.00
$1,168.00
$104.16
$7,500.00
$380.00
$332.00

Total

$334,675.12

Priority

Brief Summary

Dell Optiplex 3020 with Dual monitors with DVD - Replace Prop # 19880
(Dell Optiplex 745)
Dell Optiplex 3020 with Dual monitors with DVD - Replace Prop # 36189
(Dell Optiplex 745)
Dell Optiplex 3020 with Dual monitors with DVD - Replace Prop # 3858 (Dell
Optiplex 745)
LaserJet P2035 - Replace Prop#: 89139 (HP LaserJet 4050)
3 Laptops with docking station and Case for Brady Unit
1 Produplicator, 2 Burner M-Disc
Conference Table HON HTLA 3672
8 Chairs for Conference room
4 drawer File cabinets (HON 754L) for Brady Unit
3 Desk Chairs (HON 291) for new positions
2 Guest Chairs (HON2093) for New positions
LaserJet Printers P3015DN
1 Olympus Digital Voice Record WS-822
2 Laptops with docking station and case for investigators
One Bookcase
Desk Chair broken into 2 pieces
Fax machine runs slowly, drops faxes, will not send fax through
Comprehensive Financial Investigative Solution software
1 Terabyte external Hard drive
16 New laptops with Docking Station
16 desktop scanners
Replace a broken desk
Fujitsu ScanSnap IX500 (replace ImageFormula DR-M140)
Replace/upgrade existing monitors in the state jail unit
Digital Forensics Lab Software Maintenance cost
Backup Exec Software 2014 OLP 3-years (essential Support)
Telecomm Software Maintenance (8.68/Mon X12) - Court Notify
Dell Laptops for Loners and Check out
HP LaserJet M601N B/W multi-function printer as Loaner
HP Color LaserJet M451NW as loaner

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION

!I

Department

IPosition Title

District Attorney/Administration

Budget No.

Public Infonnation Officer
H/67

Current Grade

Position No.
.Inb Code

7113700

2973

Department
Priority

IDescription of Changes in Work Being Performed
The local, State and federal audits of the previous administration that are continuing have resulted in more public information
requests for accounts and communications that were not previously sought. This has dramatically increased the demands of this
position. The nature of social media today with web pages, Facebook, Twitter, etc, also renders the duties of the position more

complex. The current salary is insufficient to attract a candidate with qualifications and connections in the journalism field.
Please see changes in the Position Description Reclassification Request Form .

Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)
The complexity of the position has increased. The position must be e-evaluated due to additional responsibilities.

Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade

H/67

Proposed Grade

p

Salal)'

$ 49,156.92

Salary

$ 91,350.36

FICA (7.65%)

$ 3,761

FICA (7.65%)

$ 6,988

Retirement (11.5%)

$ 5,653

Retirement (I 1.5%)

$ 10,505

Total

$ 58, 570.92

Total

$ 108,843.36

Total Annual Impact $ 50,272.44
Staff Review and Comment
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form

General Instructjons:

Please complete this form and attach the current :md proposed position
descriptions. the current and proposcd organization chatis and any
comparative position descriptions that can be id(;ntified.

A.ldentification / General Information
Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Natne:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

Public Information Officer
Public Information Officer
H/67
District Attorney
2973
District Attorney Judge Susan Hawk
2146533600
cstormer{aldallascounty. org

B. Brief Description of the Position
Use two or three brief and specitic statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is: Coordinates and controls the dissemination of public information to the
news media, clubs, civic organizations and the community for an elected official, in a maJmer which meets
the information requirements while protecting confidential information and maintaining public trust.
1------,-,,-

This is accomplished by serving as the initial, cenh'alized depaJ·tmental contact to the print and broadcast
media, locally and nationally, to coordinate the timely dissemination of accurate newsworthy information
involving the County office.
Other duties include balaJlcing the press's right to know with the elected official's need to protect the
integrity of confidential information or investigations without alienating the media.
The current salary range is Monthly RaJ1ge: $4,096.41 - $ 5,/13.08 (or annually: $49,156.92 - $61,356.96).
This position should be raised to a grade P with a salary range of$91,350.36 to 114,029.76. Or
I supplementatlOn of $2,800.00 bl-weekly IS..lecommendecl.

C. Rationale for Reclassification
Explain what caused the changes injob duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timefratne i.e., last month two ears ao-o, etc.. Include such thin s as: chaJ1 es in or aJlizational
-1-

sttucture, changes III department procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new
programs/functions; introduction of new equipment/systems; reassignment of job duties/termination of
other employees in the work unit, etc.
The Public Information Officer Gob code) 71137 position in the District Attorney's Office has
historically been supplemented from the Hot Checks funds. These funds in all District Attorney's
Offices throughout the State have dwindled to approximately one-third of what they were in 20 II and
are continuing to decline due to the fact that fewer people are writing checks and fewer merchants are
accepting checks as payments. The Public Information Officer is the departmental contact to the media
to coordinate the timely dissemination of accmate newsworthy information involving this County Office.
The current salary is insufficient to attract the quality of personnel that will be dealing with such
complex and sensitive issues. It is further insufficient to attract a candidate with qualifications and
connections in the journalism field.
Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new job dutieslresponsibilities. Describe
how the job has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level of judgment,
independence, problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for
$1,000,000 and is now responsible for $ 10,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising
two employees and is now responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the
specific new iob duties/responsibilities.
The nature of social media today with web pages, Facebook, Twitter, etc, also renders the duties of the
position more complex.
Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)?
Please specify. If the duties have been reassigned, please provide the name, job title, and an explanation
of why the duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the job
duties/responsibilities.
NA
What dutiesiresponsibilities have been removed from the position?
resDonsible for them?
none

What position (if any)

IS

now

Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for "oods/services\. Have any reportin" relationships to or from this position been altered?
More responsibilities will be anticipated for this position than before including working in the
community. This employee will work to create networks and establish external relationships including
but not limited to involvement in social media.
What specific tasks or activities make the iob dutieslresponsibilities more complex?
The local, State and federal audits of the previous administration that are continuing have resulted in
more public information requests for accounts and communications that were not previously sought.
This has dramatically increased the demands of this position.
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
specific reasons whv.
none
. What are the performance expectations?
-2-

What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position

classification recommendation support?

D. Essential Functions
Description of Essential Function: Descrihe in detail the primary or most important functions of this
position. In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear,
concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each
duty. These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in
this column must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiallNon-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

EXAMPLE~

Function: Maintains ~xterior oftacilities

Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:

Time

I

I

E orNE

30%

E

Time
40%

EorNE
E

2. Function: coordination in the commlmity

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:

30%

E

By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
i 1. Function: dissemination ofinfoffilation

Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:

I

I

,

Develops outlines and writes copy for news releases and speeches for the elected
official and staff.

Coordinates conlli1Unity affairs engagements to foster positive public relations and
to reduce barriers between the office and the public.

-3-

;

3. FWlction:

EorNE

Time
20%

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

!

E

Coordinates with the elected official and staffto provide public speakers with
specific areas of expertise as requested to address various club and civic groups.

I
-

Time

4. Function: training

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

1%

Eor1'\E
E

Time
9%

EorNE
E

I

Provides training, support, and advice to the elected official and staff on the most
appropriate techniques for use in the preparation and conduct of community
meetings, speeches, and presentations.

Ii ).
- Function: Other

-

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

I

Identifies positive human-interest stories about elected official's employees and/or the
Department and encourages media interest in developing them into positive news articles.
Performs other duties as assigned.
On call 7 days per week 24 hours per day to respond to emergency media
.

E. Visual-Mental Demands
I. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this
position, then select the frequency of time in which you perfonn under this condition job. (For example: 0
to 1/3 means your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
I_ _ _ J::!:~C~)'

!

i
0
1

1.
1

-4-

I Work

requires a minimum of mental
concentration to detail most of the time.

and

visual

<rt Time

0-1/3

l/3-:2i3

0

0

~
213-0ver I
I

0

I

10
0

2.
"

~.

x

Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration
most of the time.

0

0

0

0

0

Ox

F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your
job has these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

,

!

Strength Demands

I

Frequency of Time
O-1i3_- li3-2/3 I 2/3-0ver -

1

I

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally
Ox
0
0
the occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
2. Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
0
0
0
lifting of 26-50 pounds.
0
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of
3
0
0
0
5 I -75 pounds.
0
4.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
0
0
0
of over 76 pounds.
2. Machmes, Tools, EqUIpment and Work AIds: LIst machmes, tools and eqUIpment requlfed for thIs
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)
x

1.

0
0

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for
this position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no
computers or software are used to perform this function)

4. EnvironmentaL Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions. N/A

Enl'ironmentlll Condition

oTI.
0

2.

0

"J.

0

4.

-5-

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery)

Frequencv of Time
L
- 213-0ve
I ()':17f--1i73-2/3

l

Seasonally

0

0

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

I

I

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.

2.

"

~.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8

Hell/til and Safety Conditions

0-1/3

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1/3-2/3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

,I 2i3-0ver
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Seasonall~ ;

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type oflocation where most of the position's duties are performed.
x

1.

Office Environment

0

4.

Clinic

0

6.

Residential Facility (not secure)

0
0
0

2.
"
~.

Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

0

5.

Secured Facility

0

7.

Vehicle

6. Protective Eguipment Reguired: List any protective equipment required for this position.

G. Position Minimum Requirements
1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use
the incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).

0

1.

Less than high school education

0
0
0

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

"

~.

One year college

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

x

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in: journalism or

0

6.

2.

i Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

Experience: Record the mll1lmUm expenence required for this position (not necessarily the
incumbent's experience).

o

I.

~ 2.

: 0

-6-

I

3.

i No previous experience required

I Six months to one year experience inias:
I

Mlrumum of one year expenence mias:

~mum of four years experience in/as:
i 0 1 7. I Minimum of five years experience
in/as:
.... _- - ._.. -0
8.
Minimum
of
six
years
experience
in/as:
1
I
I 0 i 9. Minimum of seven years experience in/as:
O i 10. Minimum of eight years experience in/as:
-

-.

-.

- - - _.

i

r

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or
registrations required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or
certifications). Use the exact name of the license, certification or requirement.

I~'-2.

.

3.
4.

5. Valid Drivers License Required? X Yes

ONo

If Yes, what type?

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

[0

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

[0

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

0

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

0

J.

I 0 I 4. I Work

tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
~tructive t h i n k i n g . . .~._ ..._
o 5. Work tasks are of a non·recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks
, reQuire in-denth analvtic~J, evaluMive, cievelanmental and constructive thinking.
x
6 Work tasks are of the broadest sense, reqniring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
I
develoomental and constructive thinking.
:
2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
x Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

ONo

Coordinates with the elected official and staff to provide public speakers with specific areas of expertise as
reauested.!..o ad.dl~~~'::.~rio~O' _s.cl.1~01~,~~i.1~1~jJr:.evention groups, club, civic groups, eel..

-7-

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? a Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

'-0-' -\':-- R~searches~~dP;~pare-;;;;Torm-~tT;~
a

2.

a

3.

a

4.

for use

--In

x No

budget documents for a department.

May

recommend budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May
monitor budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less I
than department size or for a small department.
I
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of I
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information.
Monitors the progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and
any contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
resDonsibilitv. NA
I Total <>Tant amount $
Total countv amount $

I Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

aYes

XNo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification TitleCsl

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
osition. Choose one
. Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees,
. interns, volunteers or temporary employees.
a
I Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the sanle work as .
2. 'those directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work. i
0
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of
.J. I
a
I employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work
'--------''---_!_0c..:b~ctives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
i

I

-8-

I Responsibility

requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
4. I supervisors or administrators induding authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary
i actions, evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and
!
staffin assi nments as necessary.
o 5 I Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department
! managers including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing.
L L I hroad organizational goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.
I

o

!

'I'

I

.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act.
Limitations of freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of
the work, established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which
you are free to act in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies
and orocedures. (Choose one)
0
1. Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate
supervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
0
2. Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
close supervision with frequent review of work.
0
"~. Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
0
4. Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
0
5. Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires
use of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is
available for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
6. Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for
X
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
0
7. Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of
assigned objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds
along lines of own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving
general policy and work is reviewed at the end of major projects.
0
8. Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather
directives by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with
overall effect on deoartmental goals and objectives.
I
0
9. Work is generally unguided.

-9-

II

I. Human Relations
InterpersonallHw11an Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal
interaction with those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers).
The interaction may include those in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and
representatives of boards and commissions, governmental organizations, and officials, vendors
and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specify the
frequency of time used in perfofJ11ing this job.
'------·-------------·-·--·-·-·------------II~-~F~r-e-g-lIe-'I-lc-v-(-)f~r=i~n-le--

o
o
o
x

0-1/3
1/3-2/3
213-0ver
Work reqwres answenng simple mqumes or referring
0
0
0
inouiries to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
o
o
o
2.
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures
and non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not
o
o
o
of a standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in
.....,_f-~ -+_~ ---if-_=-_
oresentation to obtain cooperation or apP.!SJ:,.;v~a.....I.
4. 'Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
0
0
xO
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damap-es if imnroperly handled.
I.

J. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a
career family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that I---'-l:.:.n:::o:.::n:.=e
hold my current classification ;.:m;.:i",g:::ht::.::..be::Lp:..;ro::.:m=o.::te:.:d:.:.._ _.L:::2:..,
.
"'Mv CUlTem Classification
'ather classifications 'in the county that wo~ld prep~1---'-1:.:.n:::o:.::n:.=e
__JL::2:....
applicants for my current classification.

K. Signature/Approval
To the best ofmy ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate
description ofmy position or the proposed position.

10

Employee Signature

Date

I~l:4jate Supe v'sor Sign: ture
Co ments:
.' \1/lA_-\..J
,'i-"t ~C'v
.-'
Department Head/Elected Official SIgnature
Comments:

Date
Date

_
_

_
_

DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION - GENERIC
Job Title:

Public Information Officer II

Job Code:

71137

Job Grade:

H/67

Reports To:

Various

Pos. No:

Various

FLSA Code:

E

Department:

Various

Loc. Code:

Various

SIC Code:
WC Code:

9222
8810

CS Code:

A

EEO Code:

BOI

Division:

Summary of Functions: Coordinates and controls the dissemination of public information to the news media,
clubs, civic organizations and the community for an elected official, in a manner which meets the information
requirements while protecting confidential information and maintaining public trust.
Management Scope: N/A

Duties and ResponSibilities:

%of
Time

Essential
Non-essential

I.

Serves as the initial, centralized departmental contact to the print and broadcast
media, locally and nationally, to coordinate the timely dissemination of accurate
newsworthy information involving the County office.

30

E

2.

Balances the press's right to know with the elected official's need to protect the
integrity of confidential information or investigations without alienating the
media.

20

E

3. Provides training, support, and advice to the elected official and staff on the most

10

E

Identifies positive human-interest stories about elected official's employees
andlor the Department and encourages media interest in developing them into
positive news articles.

10

E

5. Coordinates community affairs engagements to foster positive public relations

10

E

10

E

05

E

05

N

appropriate techniques for use in the preparation and conduct of community
meetings, speeches, and presentations.
4.

and to reduce barriers between the office and the public.

6. Develops outlines and writes copy for news releases and speeches for the elected
official and staff.

7.

Coordinates with the elected official and stalfto provide public speakers with specific
areas of expertise as requested to address various club and civic groups.

8. Performs other duties as assigned.

Minimum Qualifications:
G:\Budget\B UDGET\FY 20 16\fY 2016 Job Descliptions\Public Infonnation Officer ~ 71 [37.doc

Education, Experience and Training:
Education and experience equivalent to a Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university in
Journalism, English, Communications or in a job related field of study. Three (3) years work related
expenence.
Special Requirements:
Skilled in the use of standard software applications. Ability to effectively communicate, both verbally and in
writing, and establish and maintain effective working relationships with employees, departments and the
general public. Must pass criminal background investigation.
PhysicallEnvironmental Requirements:
May require prolonged sitting. On call 7 days per week 24 hours per day to respond to emergency media
communications requirements.
Hay PointslPoint Factor:
KH: E13 264 pts, PS: D3 (33%) 87 pts, AC: D3C 100 pts, TTL: 45lpts, KHlPS/AC: 59-19-22, Profile: +1
Supervisor Signature

Date - - - - - - - -

Reviewed by Human Resources/Civil Service on

Date

07/2004

Approved by Civil Service Commission on

Date

7/19/2004

This job description shows typical requirements of a position within this classification. This description is not
intended to be all-inclusive. Individual positions may vary slightly in functions, job dimensions and
requirements. Any percentage of time included on each function is only an estimate and may change depending
on the specific departmental tasks. Candidates whose disabilities make them unable to meet these requirements
will still be considered fully qualified if they can perform the Essential Functions of the job with reasonable
accoffilJ1odation.

G:\Budgd\BUDGE:."T\FY 20 16\FY 2016 Job Descriptions .Public Information Officer - 711) 7.doc
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION
!Department

District Attorney/Administration

IPosition Title

Accountant I

Current Grade

Budget No.
Position No.
Job Code

06

70100

3367

Department
Priority

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed
With the tennination of the previous Financial Administrator and Chief of the Administrative Division (whose positions were
left open for many weeks while appropriate replacements were found) this empoyee, who has a degree in accounting, was
required to assume tremendous responsibility. New duties and procedures are now required as a result of audits. Additional
responsibilities have been placed on the Clerk II position. Please see changes in the Position Description Reclassification
Request Fonn .

Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)
The complexity of the position has increased. The position must be e-evaluated due to additional responsibilities.

IDepartmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade

06

Proposed Grade

i2 (Accountant I)

Salary

30,805

Salary

45,077

FICA (765%)

2,357

FICA (7.65%)

3,448

Retirement (11.5%)

3,543

Retirement (J 1.5%)

5,184

Total

36,705

Total

53,709
Total Annual Impact 17,004

Staff Review and Comment

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form
General Instructions:

Pie, 'e complete thi torm and ullach the current and propo~ed position
descriptions. the current and proposed organization chulis and an)'
comparative position descriptions that can be identitled.

A.Identification / General Information
Current Position Title:
ProDosed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
DeDartment Name:
Position Number:
SUDervisor Name:
Sunervisor Phone:
Sunervisor Email:

Clerk II
Accountant I
06
District Attornev's Office
3367
Cindv Stormer
214.875.2355
cindv.stormerlaldallascountv. orQ'

B. Brief Description of the Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The nurnose of this nosition is to assist the Financial Services Division of the District Attornev's Office

This is accomplished by performing a variety of moderately complex support tasks which may include:
inputting, processing and distributing a variety of documents and records; collecting, compiling, filing,
maintaining data of funds and inventory; and interacting with the public to provide excellent customer
service.

Other duties include responding to Local, State, and Federal Audits; receiving, collecting, preparing,
verifying and processing a variety of documents, instruments, records, bills, payments and receipts;
inputting data to complete routine correspondence, forms, reports and documents; answering routine
inquiries and resolving basic customer service issues; reconciling data, bank statements, funds and
inventorY and maintaining, filing, storag~oJ.go~ulIl..e.J:lts and supplies. Performs other duties as assigned.

C. Rationale for Reclassification
Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational structure,
changes in department procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new programs/functions; introduction
of new eauiDment/svstems; reassiQ'nment ofiob duties/termination of other emDlovees in the work unit, etc.
- I -

IThe
numerous audits on the local, state and federal level have required more duties and the
implementation of more procedures. Responding to such audits required extensive knowledge of
procedures and facts. Knowledgeable staff members have left their position in recent years. This has
caused this employee to be in a position to assume their duties.
Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe how
the job has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level ofjudgment, independence,
problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for $1,000,000 and is now
responsible for $1 0,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising two employees and is now
responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the spccific ncw job
duties/responsibi lities.

I

With the termination of the previous Financial Administrator and Chief of the Administrative Division
(whose positions were left open for many weeks while appropriate replacements were found) this
employee, who has a degree in accounting, was required to assume tremendous responsibility.
Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)? Please
specify. Ifthe duties have been reassigned, please provide the name,job title, and an explanation of why the
duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the job duties/responsibilities.
New duties and procedures required as a result of audits
What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position? What position (if any) is now responsible
for them?

I

N/A
Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for goods/services). Have any reporting relationships to or from this position been altered?
N/A
What specific tasks or activities make the job duties/responsibilities more complex?
Audits- local, State, and federal
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
specific reasons why.
N/A
What are the performance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position classification
recommendation support?
To ensure that the procedures and guidelines are followed so when an audit process follows, standards
are met. To avoid future audits.

I
D. Essential Functions
,Jescription of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions ofthis position.
In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
-2-

Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty.
These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column
must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentialfNon-Essential IE or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

I EXM1PLE +

Time

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities

-,
i E orNE
i

Tasks veiformed to accomplish this function:
Bv oicking uo and removing litter and debris from g:rounds, sweeoing: and edg:ing:
Sidewalks, mowing: lawns, trimming: shrubs and raking: leaves.
l. Function: Disblrrsing cht:'cks

Tasks nerl'Ormed to accomnlish this function:

30%

E

Time
10%

[ orNE

Disbursement of checks for a multimillion dollar budget, deposits and
expenditures from the general account, forfeiture accounts, and various other
accounts.
Obtains approvals for purchases. Prepares paperwork for forfeiture and other
expenditures (processing payments, recording on the ledgers).

I

E

Distributes checks for payment to vendors and law enforcement agencies
Reconciliation of at least 13 accounts.

Prepares briefing for travel and Grants to Commissioners C01ll1.
Processes civil citations from Juvenile and Civil.
Creates 1099's for non-employee personnel.

2. Function: Processing r<lyue$ts

.

Tasks verformed to accomvlish this function:
Performs a variety of moderately complex support tasks which may include:
inputting, processing and distributing a variety of documents and records;
collecting, compiling, filing and maintaining data; reconciling data, funds or
inventory; and interacting with the public to provide excellent customer service.
Works within a well-defined framework of policies and procedures, under
moderate suoervision
Processes all txavel and training authorized by management, maintaining a file for
each.
Maintains soreadsheets for travel and training:.
Ensures that reauests for reimbursement conform to Dallas County Travel P()licL._
VerY jJ!:oJi~j.eQ! inOracle and ourchase orders.
Resnonds to reauests for navments.
Orders office supplies. Orders equipment, mIDor, ammunitions, etc. for
Jnvestigators. - _._- ._.----_.
, 3. Function: Dealing \dlh vendors and grants

Tasks verformed to accomvlish this function:

o
- J -

Tim~

EorNE

15%
E

I

I
Time

EorNE

40%

E

I

I Receives, prepares, verifies and processes a variety of documents, instruments,
records, bills, payments and receipts. Inputs data to complete routine
correspondence, forms, reports and documents. Researches, locates, pulls and
prepares a variety of documents, records and other assigned data. Effectively
answers routine inquiries and resolves basic customer service issues. Collects,
inputs, updates and reconciles data, funds or inventory and maintains
filing/storage of documents and supplies. Performs other duties as assigned.

I

Requests quotes ii-om vendors.
Books hotel arrangements for DA personnel to attend seminars or conferences.
Assists with grant activity.
Updates COlllt orders for new grant year.

4. Flmction: Reconciliations. aeneralledgcrs

Time
25%

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Performs a variety of moderately complex financial tasks which may include
preparing, processing, reviewing and maintaining various records, files and
reports, and entering data. Works under minimnm supervision, within a welldefined framework of policies and procedures.
Prepares and processes a variety of accounting transactions and produces various
rep0l1s such as special funds, general ledgers, bank reconciliations, etc.
Runs YTD balances for accounts.
Reconcile and record MOD, Hot Check and forfeiture money. Prepare deposit to
be sent to Treasurer's Office.

....

E

-,-.---

5. Function: audits. budget

Time
5%

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

000%

Since the creation ofthe position, she responds to Local, State, and Federal Audits.
Also assists in budget preparation for the upcoming year.

EorNE

, EorNE
E

when
Auditors
are present)

-

E. Visual-Mental Demands
I. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands ofthis position,
then selectthe frequency oftime in which you perfoml under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means
your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

I"
I

-

L
I
I

101 1. I Work reauires a mll11mUm of mental and visual I

-4-

Freauency of Time
I,
0-1/3
1/3-2/3
2.'3-0\ er
o.

0

I
I

0

0

,

0

2.

X

"J.

concentration to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most
of the time.

0

0

0

0

0

0

F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
I. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands ofthis position, then select
the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-113 means your job has
these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

-----

L____

Strength Demands

Fr=fuellCY-9fTimc_.___.._
~....Q:li'l-._
1/3-'J/312/3-0ver
,

I ·

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally
0
0
X
the occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
0
0
0
0
2. Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
lifting of 26-50 pounds.
0
0
0
0
3. Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 5175 pounds.
0
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
0
0
0
4.
of over 76 pounds.
2. Machmes, Tools, EqUIpment and Work AIds: LIst machmes, tools and eqUIpment requued for thIS
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)
X

1.

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumcd. Indicate ifno computers
or software are used to perform this function)
Central class, Access Database, Oracle

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

,
Emironmental
Condition

I

I

0-1/3

0

1.

0

2.

0

"J.

0

4.

-5-

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery)

Frequ<:'ncy of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

Scason~!I}_

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Healtll and Safe/\' Conditions
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

2.
,
.J.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

I

I

1

0- 113
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1/3-2/3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I 2/3-0wr

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Seasonally
0
0
0
0
I
0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type oflocation where most of the position's duties are performed.
X
0
0

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

1.
2.
0

.J.

I 0 I 4. I Clinic

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facilitv (not secure)
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facilitv I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

I NIA

G. Position Minimum Requirements
1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).

o
o

1.

Less than high school education

2. : High school diploma or equivalent

rom
I

r-~
0
0
2.

One year college

-

Two-vear
ASSOCIate's degree m: Accountmg
.

5. I Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

6.

I Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's
experience).

I 0 !
I0 I

I.

f

No previous experience required

2:-[ Six months to one year experience in/as:

~Minimum of one year experience in/as:

I iD
0

lX J
-6-

-------1
,

Minim~m of two years-ex:"p-e-rc-ie-n-c'e'-:i-n/"-a-s-:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1~.Minimumof three years ex per.,-i_en_c_e-,-in/.,-a_s_:

o i

I

--1

6. I!";inimum offour years experience in/as:

7. ! Minil11u~of~.\leyears experience-i-nJ-a-s-:- - - - Clerk!Accounting Clerk

--.J

o I

8.

o !

9.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:
I

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:
Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

X 110.

Banking - Financial Services

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
name of the license, certification or requirement.
Administrate Assistant Certification

14.

5. Valid Drivers License Required? OYes

ONo

If Yes, what type?

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
I. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the rninimwn level of problem solving ability andlor
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

0

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

X

2.
,

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

0

jO- --4.

I

0

t~-~k~-are varied and diversified, requiring analytiZal,·· interpretive, evaluative and/or
constructive thinking.
5. i Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require
in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinkina.
6. Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
, developmental and constructive thinking.

I Work

I

0
,

i

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

~.

,

2. Plmming: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
0 Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

I
I

I

X No

1---------------------------.------------...,

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? 0 Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

X
-7-

1.

Researches and prepares information for use
recommend budget allocations.

111

0 No

budget documents for a department.

May

0

2.

0

"~.

0

4.

Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor
budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than
dcpartmcnt size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or infurmation. Monitors
the progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

1

i

I

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsl·bT
I Ity.
I Total grant amount $
Total countv amount $
Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

OYes

XNo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification TitleCs)

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory questiun previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position. (Choose one)

I

I

X

I.

0

2.

0

3.
I 4.

5.

.

- .

.

.

I

1

i

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level offreedom to act. Limitations of
-8-

. !

volunteers or temporary employees. - Auditors
Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of
employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work I
obiectives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed. . ...
I ResponsIbIlIty requires managmg and momtonng work performance by dIrectmg SlI bordll1ate i
I supervisors or administrators including authorizing tinal decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, i
: evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing!
: assi nments as n e c e s s a r y . .
i
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance ofsenior department managers!
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad I
or anizational goals and realign~:!& work and staff~ng for the depart!T1ent.
I

freedom to act or positIOn independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work,
established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act
in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (Choose
one)
0
I. Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate
supervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
0
2. Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
close supervision with frequent review of work.
X "J. Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodicallY by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
0
4. Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
0
5 Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use
of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available
for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
0
6. Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of obiectives.
0
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
7.
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of
own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and
work is reviewed at the end of maior projects.
0
8. Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives
by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
0
9. Work is generally unguided.

I. Human Relations
IntemersonallHuman Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those
in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches
this position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.

I

l

Frc:quenc) of Time
1/3-213
2/3-0'e!:...J

i O-l!3

0

I.

X

2.

0

"J.

0

4.

-9-

I

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries
to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and
non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of
a standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts' deals with controversial or

0

0

0

0

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty.
These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column
must equal 100%, Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

~JlJElli

'

'Fime

E0F'NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

30%

E

Bv picking UP and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
~. ·Ebne!ili>J;l;; ~js1:mFSm!1i weeks'

T4,ne

E::0fiNE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

10%

Funetioh'1 ~aintaini>.@<feM 'l!lffaeilities

Disbursement of checks for a multimillion dollar budget, deposits and
expenditures from the general account, forfeiture accounts, and various other
accounts.
Obtains approvals for purchases. Prepares paperwork for forfeiture and other
expenditures (processing payments, recording on the ledgers). Files and
maintains the contracts for vendors.

E

Distributes checks for payment to vendors and law enforcement agencies.
Reconciliation of at least 13 accounts.
Prepares briefing for travel and Grants to Commissioners Court.
Processes civil citations from Juvenile and Civil.
Creates 1099'5 for non-employee personnel.

:2~

:FunC-tidn: FiI'ro(fessing requests
'Ill
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

E

Performs a variety of moderately complex support tasks which may include:
inputting, processing and distributing a variety of documents and records;
collecting, compiling, filing and maintaining data; reconciling data, funds or
inventory; and interacting with the public to provide excellent customer service.
Works within a well-defined framework of policies and procedures, under
moderate supervision
Processes all travel and training authorized by management, maintaining a file for
each.
Maintains spreadsheets for travel and training.
Ensures that requests for reimbursement conform to Dallas County Travel Policy.
Very proficient in Oracle and purchase orders.
Responds to requests for payments.
Orders office supplies. Orders equipment, armor, ammunitions, etc. for
investigators.
3. ,iFlffictiol}: bealingwith vendoiiscand.grants

Time

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

40%

-3-

EarNE

15%

I

EorNE
E

Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position , as part of a career family
Other classifications in the county to which those that
1.
hold my current classification might be promoted.
2.
.'
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1.
applicants for my current classification.
2.

,

,

K. Signl!f!Ire/Approval
To the best ofmy ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
ofmy position or the proposed position.

.
/VL~
)

Emp16 ee Signature ~.
I

I

-/

"-- ... /J t;":t"JI

": _ ~ _t:~'-f

Immediate SURer-visor Signature
Com ent~/
D artment Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

- 10-

Date

q/

Date I

/7/»'

DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION
Job Title:

Clerk II

Job Code:

6000900

Job Grade:

06

Reports To:

Supervisor

Pos. No:

Various

FLSA Code:

N

Department:

Various

Loc. Code:

Various

SIC Code:
WC Code:

9131
8810

Division:

Various

CS Code:'

A,B,C,D,
or C-JD

EEO Code:

F04

Summary of Functions:
Performs a variety of moderately complex support tasks which may include:
inputting, processing and distributing a variety of documents and records; collecting, compiling, filing and
maintaining data; reconciling data, funds or inventory; and interacting with the public to provide excellent
customer service. Works within a well-defined framework of policies and procedures, under moderate
supervIsIon.
Management Scope: N/A

Duties and Responsibilities:

%of
Time

Essential
Non-essential

1.

Receives, prepares, verifies and processes a variety of documents,
instruments, records, bills, payments and receipts.

20

E

2.

Inputs data to complete routine correspondence, forms, reports and
documents.

20

E

3.

Researches, locates, pulls and prepares a variety of documents, records and
other assigned data.

20

E

4.

Effectively answers routine mquIrles and resolves basic customer service

20

E

Issues.

5.

Collects, inputs, updates and reconciles data, funds or inventory and
maintains filing/storage of documents and supplies.

15

E

6.

Performs other duties as assigned.

05

N

*

The Code depends on the Department where the position is located and/or funded in accordance with
86-1 ofDallas County Code.

Minimum Qualifications:
Education, Experience and Training:
Graduation from an accredited high school/GED Program. Two (2) years job related experience or 30 hours of
college or a combination of the two. Experience in a customer service environment a plus.
Special Requirements/Knowledge, Skills & Abilities:
Ability to type 30 wpm or 60 kspm, with knowledge of computer applications and standard word processing
G:\Budget\BUDGET\FY 2016\FY 2016 Job Descriptions\Clerk II· 6000900 ~ Generic.doc

software. Ability to understand and follow written and verbal instructions, organize and process work and
establish and maintain effective working relationships with other County employees and the general public.
PhysicallEnvironmental Requirements:
May require prolonged sitting, standing, walking and ability to lift and carry up to 25 Ibs. unassisted.
Hay Points/Point Factor:
HSI2=100, E2=20, VM2C=20, PDlC=15, WH1A=5, WE1A=5, IC2C=35, OL2=10, PS2=15, RElA=5,
SFIA=5, TTL=235

Supervisor Signature

Date

Reviewed by Human Resources/Civil Service on

Date

Approved by Civil Service Commission on

Date

5/2003
---'-'.=.c=---

6/16/2003,

_

6/21/2004,

8/24/2004,7118/2005

This job description shows typical requirements of a position within this classification. This description is not
intended to be all-inclusive. Individual positions may vary slightly in functions, job dimensions and
requirements. The percentage of time devoted to each function is only an estimate and may change depending
on the specific departmental tasks. Candidates whose disabilities make them unable to meet these requirements
will still be considered fully qualified if they can perform the Essential Functions of the job with reasonable
accommodation.

O:\Budget\BUDGET\FY 20 16\FY 2016 Job Descriptions\Clerk II - 6000900 - Generic.doc

DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION
Job Title:

Clerk III

Job Code:

6000200

Job Grade:

07

Reports To:

Supervisor

Pos. No:

Various

FLSA Code:

N

Department:

Various

Loc. Code:

Various

SIC Code:
WC Code:

9131

EEO Code:

F04

Division:

Various

CS Code:*

A, B, C, or
D

8810

Summary of Functions: Performs a variety of complex support tasks which may include: processing a
variety of documents; drafting routine correspondence; resolving questions and problems; providing
information; researching files and records; and assisting with the training of Level I and Level I! clerks. Works
within a well-defined framework of policies and procedures, under minimum supervision.
Management Scope: N/A

Duties and Responsibilities:

%of
Time

Essential
Non-essential

I.

Resolves problems/issues and responds to inquiries from Level III! clerks,
customers, and other entities.

20

E

2.

Reviews, validates and processes a variety of complex documents, data,
reports and other materials requiring specialized knowledge.

20

E

3.

Collects, inputs and reconciles data, funds or inventories and prepares
appropriate reports.

20

E

4.

Utilizes department-specific and county-wide specialized and general
computer systems for data access, input, retrieval, purchasing, inventory,
etc..

15

E

5. May assist supervisor in training staff and performing quality control duties

10

E

10

E

05

N

to ensure compliance with policies and procedures.

6

Maintains a variety of files and records and releases information according
to the County's policies and procedures while maintaining confidentiality
of records.

7. Performs other duties as assigned.

*

The Code depends on the Department where the position is located and/or jimded in accordance with
86-1 ofDallas COllnty Code.

G:\Budget\BUDGET\fY 20 16\FY 20 16 Job Descliptions\Clerk III ·6000200 - Generic.doc

Minimum Qualifications:

Education, Experience and Training:
Graduation from an accredited high schooVGED Program. Three (3) years job related experience or 45 hours
of college or a combination of the two. Experience in a customer service environment a plus.
Special RequirementslKnowledge, Skills & Abilities:
Ability to type 35 wpm or 70 kspm, with knowledge of computer applications and standard word processing
software. Ability to understand and follow written and verbal instructions, organize and process work and
establish and maintain effective working relationships and excellent customer service with other County
employees and the general public.
PhysicaVEnvironmental Requirements:
May require prolonged sitting, walking and/or standing and ability to lift files, boxes, and copies up to 25 Ibs.
unassisted.
Hay PointsIPoint Factor:
HSI2=100, E3~30, VM3C=25, PD2B=15, WHIA=5, WEIC=5, lC3B=35, DL2=10, PS2=15, REIA=5,
SFIA=5, TIL: 250

Supervisor Signature

Date - - - - - - - -

Reviewed by Human Resources/Civil Service on

Date

5/2003

Approved by Civil Service Commission on

Date

6/16/03, 10/18/04

This job description shows typical requirements of a position within this classification. This description is not
intended to be all-inclusive. Individual positions may vary slightly in functions, job dimensions and
requirements. The percentage of time devoted to each function is only an estimate and may change depending
on the specific depallmental tasks. Candidates whose disabilities make them unable to meet these requirements
wiH stili be considered fuily qualified if they can perform the Essential Functions of the job with reasonable
accommodation.

G:\Budget\BUDGET\FY 20 16\FY 2016 Job Descliptions\Clerk III - 6000200 - Generic.doc

DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION - GENERIC
Job Title:

Accountant I

Job Code:

701000

Job Grade:

12

Reports To:

Supervisor

Pos. No:

Various

FLSACode:

N

Department:

Various

Loc. Code:

Various

SIC Code:
WC Code:

9311
8810

Division:

Various

CS Code:*

A ,B, C, or

EEO Code:

BOI

D

Snmmary of Fnnctions: Performs moderately complex accounting transactions to analyze, research and
review financial information and prepares financial reports.
Management Scope: May supervise clerical staff.
% of
Time

Duties and Responsibilities:

Essential
Non-essential

1.

Reconciles accounts from various sub-ledgers, bank statements, and third party
documents.

20

E

2.

Analyzes, researches and processes billings, fees, refunds and payments.

20

E

3.

Recommends or corrects posting and prepares supporting journal entries.

20

E

4.

Develops correspondence regarding errors or other financial related
information, answers inquiries, conducts research and resolvcs financial
questions.

20

E

5.

Reviews accounting data for accuracy, prepares reports regarding
data, and assures maintenance to reports are timely.

1inal\~ial

,n

r.

6.

May provide operational guidance to other accounting staff.

05

N

7.

Performs other duties as assigned.

05

N

*

IV

L

The Code depends on the Department where the position is located and/or funded in accordance with
86-1 olDallas County Code.

Minim urn Qualifications:
Education, Experience and Training:
Education and experience equivalent to a Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university
Accounting, Finance, Business, or in ajob related field of study.

In

Special Requirements/Knowledge, Skills & Abilities:
Skilled in the use of standard software applications. Must be familiar with basic accounting functions. Skilled
in 10-key by touch.
C:\Users\cstormeMppData\Local\Microsofi\Windo\V5\Temporary Illtemet Files\Content.Outlook\XONNXT3}.1'v\.ccoulltant 1-70100 - Genetic .doc

PhysicaVEnvironmental Requiremcnts:
Standard office environment. May require prolonged sitting at computer.
Hay Points/Point Factor:
KH: Ell - 175, PS: D3 (29%) - 50, AC: C4R - 57, Total: 282, Profile: +1, KHlPS/AC: 62-18-20

Supervisor Signature

Date

_

Reviewed by Human Resources/Civil Service on

Date

0112004;
1112007

Approved by Civil Service Commission on

Date

2116/2004, 2/20112

04/2007;

This job description shows typical requirements of a position within this classification. This description is not
intended to be all-inclusive. Individual positions may vary slightly in functions, job dimensions and
requirements. Any percentage of time devoted to each function is only an estimate and may change depending
on the specific departmental tasks. Candidates whose disabilities make them unable to meet these requirements
will still be considered fully qualified if they can perform the Essential Functions of the job with reasonable
accommodation.

C:\Users\cstonneMppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Inremet Files\Content.Outlook\xONNXT3N\Accountanl 1-70 IDO - Generic .doc

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
! Department

IBrief Title of PIR
IApprox. Net Cost
i

District AttorneylFelony Trial Division

Budget No

Attorney V
$138,820.00 (Requesting 2 positions) ~
$277,640.00

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
This prosecutor would serve as a "Floater Chief" and step into the shoes of;my prosecutor that is out on FMLA, vacation,
sick time, or extended periods of time due to trials. Because of their experience they would literally assume the
responsibility of the absent prosecutor and avoid any continuances normally incumbent with a prosecutor absent for an
extended period of time.
Discussion of Need
There are 17 Felony Trial Courts. Each court has three prosecutors assigned to the court; there are additional prosecutors handling a
case load for the court from specialized divisions. Each prosecutor averages 150 to 200 active cases at any given time. Each
prosecutor has their own docket that consumes their entire day. At any given time we have multiple felony prosecutors absent for
extended periods of time. I.e. FLMA (three months for pregnancy), involved in Capital Murder voir dire (lasting on average 8 weeks),
time off for surgery, sick days, vacation, etc. When anyone of these prosecutors is absent either short term or long term, the docket
slows down. For prosecutors absent for extended period of time their docket often comes to a standstill; cases are continued and the
docket and jail chain does not get the attention it needs in order to efficiently move.
An absent prosecutor contributes to the culture of continuances that jam up the jail population and overburdened dockets. While other
proseclltors do their best to assist with the overflow and backlog, taking over an entire caseload is physically and logistically
impossible. Cases are continued, dockets do not move efficiently, jail chain suffers and grows.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
In 2012 approximately 70 felonv attorneys (AIT 3, AIT 4, and AIT 5) took FMLA; none of these include the Civil or
Juvenile Division. The total number of days taken for FMLA were 2608. This translates to eight full time
prosecutors gone. These 2608 days do not include the felony chief prosecutors involved in Capital Murder Voir Dires
that lasted an average of 8 weeks. Nor does this number include person taking vacation or short term sick time. In 2013
we had 18 attorneys out on FMLA for a total of 522 days. This does not include persons taking vacation and sick time.

Staff Review and Comment
Because of the expertise and authority given to a Floater Chief, he or she is capable and has the authority to also handle
State Jail cases, Grand Jury intake, and misdemeanor. These divisions suffer the most when prosecutors are out for
extended periods of time.

Form E

FY2016

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
Brief Title of PIR

ADA V (2)

Staff Cost
Grade

V

Salary

106,292

FICA@7.65%

8,13 I

Retirement @ 11.5%

12,223

Insurance @ $8,500

8,500
Total $135,146

Related Equipment
Number
Desk

527

Furniture

1,237

Computer

1,025

Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone

840

Other
Total $3,674
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total $138,820.00
Less Additional Revenue Source
Orand Total
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the hest of your ability and email when
completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the "Position Reclassification Summary Form")

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Reports To"):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Attorney V
ATT5
District Attorney
N/A
Cindy Stormer Administrative Division Chief
214-8752355
cstormer@dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to surrunarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to fill in for any trial ADA or other Atty V or above that is out on FMLA, vacation, sick
time, or extended periods of time. By assuming the responsibilities and docket of the absent prosecutor we avoid a
stagnate docket and continuances normally incumbent with a prosecutor absent for an extended period of time.
This is accomplished by having an experienced attorney available to rotate through any trial court that needs assistance
and offer additional assistance to overburdened courts and to fill in as needed with diversion courts and special programs.
By having additional expertise in diversion programs and mental health, such a prosecutor will be able to educate other
prosecutors by example.
Other duties include: Because of the experience they can work in any division in the office; grand iury for example.

-

c. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position. In addition to
each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These estimates
should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal 100%. Duties that
require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.

EssentiaVNon-Essential (E or NEl: Write ONE letter that best describes the demands 0 f the function during a
typlca i8 - h our workd ay.
Time
EorNE
Function: Legal work
100%
E

I. Function: Assume the duties and docket of absent felony trial court Prosecutor
Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:
Stands in the stead of absent prosecutor; assumes responsibility for the prosecutor's docket
and management of their caseload and court with priority on jail docket.
Uses experience and Chief status to immediately assume duties of docket; uses authority
and experience to make quick decisions to ensure docket efficiency and avoid continuances
in cases and stall in docket, i.e. pleading cases/and case disposition.
2. Function: Docket Management
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Reviews Court's daily docket, prioritizes and assigns cases and work to felony
prosecutors.
Manages the court docket by assisting felony prosecutors, attorneys and other staff in the
court.
Resolves disputes between the court, defense attorneys and staff, and determines
appropriate action to be taken for unusual, extremelv serious or complex situations
Approves case resolution and plea bargains for felonv prosecutors in the court.
3. Function: Case Management
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Evaluates assigned cases by:
• Reviewing cases and documentation,
• Conducting and internreting legal research on applicable law, rules and regulations.
• Interviewing witnesses or persons with knowledge of the cases,
• Gathering evidence, and
• Determining the appropriate actions to be taken.
• Negotiating with defense counsel for appropriate case resolution.
Assesses strengths and weaknesses of cases, negotiates settlements or plea-bargains and
obtains approval, if necessary, of plea-bargain agreements.
Prepares legal documents if plea-bargain agreements are reached and insures proper
signatures are executed and documents filed as required.
4. Function: Trial Docket Management
Prioritize and manage trial docket; work with and advise court personnel of pending cases.
Drafts, files and responds to motions, briefs or other legal documents for trial and/or
hearings.
Ensures that records and documents are accurate, up-to-date and processed in accordance
with standard procedures.
Explain legal process to potential witnesses, prepare witness for court testimony and
ensures clients or victims/families are kept informed on status of case.
5. Function: Jury Trial
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Gathers, prepares and presents evidence, exhibits and related materials for trials and
hearings.

Time
40%

EorNE
E

Time

30%

EorNE
E

Time

EorNE

20%

E

Time

EorNE
E

Time

EorNE
E

5%

5%

Represent the State or clients in pre-trials, evidentiarv hearings and iury/court trials by:
•
•
•
•

Conducting jury selection,
Presenting opening statements,
Conducting direct and cross-examinations of witnesses, and
Presenting closing arguments.

D. Visual-Mental Demands
1.

Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition joh. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means your job works under these
conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Fre uencyofTime

o

1.

o

2.

x

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration to
detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of the
time.

0-1/3

1/3-2/3

2/3-0ver

o

o

o

o
o

o

o

o

x

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1.

Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the frequency of
time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means yourjob has these demands between never and up
to 113 of the time.)
Strength Demands

X

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occa,iomllifting of25 rounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of2650 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of over
76 pounds.

Frequency ofTime
0-1/3

1/3-2/3

2/3-0ver

0

0

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2.

Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position. (Do not
include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

3.

Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this position.

(personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate ifno computers
or software are used to perform this function)
Proficiency in accessing and working FORVUS, AIS, ACMS, and Court Notify.

Environmenta!, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency of time in
which you are required to work under these conditions.

4.

Environmental Condition
0

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0
0
0

1.
2.
3.

0
0
0
0
0

4.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinerv
llealihandSak~Conduwns

5.
6.
7.

8.

Driving
~echanicalhazards

Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0-113
0

Frequency of Time
1/3-213
2/3-0ver
0
0

Seasonally
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-113
X
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1/3-213
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2/3-0ver
0
0

Seasonally
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position's duties are performed.

X
0
0

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shoo or Warehouse
Other (Soecify)

I 0 I 4. I Clinic
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facilitv

I

0 I 6. I Residential Facility (not secure)
I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
1.

Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the incumbent's
education level, but the ~INI~U~ required for this position).

IOTTI Less th~n high school education
~H
. Ient
·lp oma or eqUlva
I
. i 19lI sc1100Id·1

2.

! One year college

0

3.

0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

0

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

X

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

I
Graduation from an accredited law schoo!'
Three years work related experience in Dallas
County Dis!~ict Attorney's office;

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's experience).

a
a
a
a

I.

No previous experience required

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

3.

I

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

i

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

X

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

I a

6.

Minimum of four years experience inlas:

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

a
a
a
a
3.

Assistant DA with Dallas County DA
'-

8. I Minimum of six years experience in/as:

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations required for
the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact name of the license,
certification or requirement.

1. Requires current license to practice law in the State of Texas.
2. Requires experience as lead prosecutor for more complex felony cases.
3. Requires experience in managing a telony court.
4.

5. Valid Drivers License Required? aYes

XNo

If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1.

Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical skill
required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

a
a
a
a
a
X

2.

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

4.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive thinking.

5.

Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require in-depth
analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative, developmental and
constructive thinking.

6.

a

Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

X No

Docket and trial management, special diversion and/or mental health programs and treatment as needed.
With training in mental health, therapies and treatments this prosecutor can educate other prosecutors in the
office by example.

I

3,

Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? 0 Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities requircd,

0

1.

0

2,

0

3,

0

4,

4,

X No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend budget
allocations,
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry, May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit ofless than department size or for a small
department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant budgeted
funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget expenditures,
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information, Monitors the progress
of fiscal obiectives and adiusts plans as necessary for completion,

Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any contracts or
grants, This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility,

-------------------------j

jl-:;-;dC7-di7tio-n-Cal-co-mm-en-:-ts-:

5, Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?
X Yes
ONo
If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised,

Classification Title!s)
Attorney IV and Attorney III

Number of Employees
2

6, Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and supervisory question
previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one),

0

1.

X

2,

""poo,'b'l;" "'l,'re' 'b' ocro"'M' ""boo ,fhdp"" '''''''''", _,oJ """,>=,,,_, m'oo_••

temporary employees,

j

I Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those directed, and
includes oyerseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling w o r k , .

'

Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or a work
unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program effectiveness aod
realignment of work as needed,
_._-_ .• - - - - .
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors or
0
4,
administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating program and
work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as necessary,
I
' Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers including
5,
'0
0
5,
program and work o.bJectIves and effectIveness, establIshmg broad orgamzatlOnal goals and realIgnmg 'I
~k and staffing for the depart::m::e::n:.:t.'.

0

i

3,

i

I ~::luatmg

7.

Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act. Limitations of freedom to
act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established policies and procedures,
and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence of supervision or management or
the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)

0

l.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

X

5.

0

6.

0

7.

0

8.

0

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision always
available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works undt:r close supervision
with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve end result.
Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed periodically by supervisor on
an "as needed" basis.

Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon recucst.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use ofinitiative
and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for special problems and
work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process. Work is
reviewed upon completion of obiectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning ofwork of assigned objectives.
Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own initiative.
Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is reviewed at the end of
maior projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major programs/plans.
Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by superiors. Supervision is
available for unique, broad and diverse problems wi th overall effect on departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
InterpersonaVHuman Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with those outside
direct reporting relationships (intemal and extemal customers). The interaction may include those in the general public,
volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions, govemmental organizations, and officials,
vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most ciosely matches this position, and specify the frequency of time used in
performing this job.

0-1/3

0

l.

X

2.

X

3.

0

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints involving
an explanation of standard policies, procedures and non-controversial

Frequency of Time
113-2/3
2/3-0ver

0

0

0

0

X

0

0

X

0

0

0

0

matters.

Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to obtain
cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

I. Career Path Definition

Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career family.
.-

Other classifications in the county to which those that hold
I.
my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
I.
applicants for my current classification.
2.

J. Signature/Approval
To the best ofmy ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description ofmy
position or the proposed position.

N/A

Date

rmeaia t",'S'upe~i~or Signature
Cotnn<ents:
_

9i$ifrtment HeadlElected Official Signature
Comments:

----/

'7/" I r
Daie f
I

Date

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION

IDepartment
IPosition Title

District Attorney/Administration

Budget No.

Administrative Assistant to First Assistant - Grade 10

Current Grade

Grade 8

Job Code

6001100

Position No.

3356

Department
Priority

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed Due to the Audits numerous written procedures must be put in place. This
position must assist in dissemination of this information to the office ani record-keeping of same.

Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual) Due to the Audits numerous written procedures must be put in place.
This position must assist in dissemination of this information to the office and record-keeping of same. The previous
Administration had an employee in this position that did not have the appropriate skills for the position and therefore it
was improperly downgraded

Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade

08

Proposed Grade

10

Salary

35,2t4

Salary

40,582

FtCA (7.65%)

2,694

FICA (765%)

3,105

Retirement (I 1.5%)

4,050

Retirement (11.5%)

4,667

Total

41,958

Total

48,354
Total Annual Impact

6,396

Staff Review and Comment

I

Form F

FY2016

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form

General Instructions:

PIllase GOmpletll this fonn and attach the current and proposed position
descriptions, the current and proposed organization charts and any
c
v
dll'o
t c be 'dentified

. Identification / Gen.el'aIIJllfo:rmation
Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

Clerk IV
Administrative Assistant 10 to the First Assistant
08
District Attorney
3356
Messina Madson
2146533600
Messina.madson0ldallascountv.on>

The purpose of this position is to provide support to the First Assistant District Attorney.

This is accomplished by maintaining schedules, document preparation, answering phone calls, etc.

Other duties inciude data entry of time for non-exempt employees of the District Attorney staff.

Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last t?0nth, two years ago, etc.). Include su~h things as: changes in organizational
structure, changes III department procedures; changes III grant or program scope; new
programs/functions; introduction of new equipment/systems; reassignment of job duties/tennination of
other employees in the work unit etc.
The prior administration placed an employee in this position that did not have typing skills for it to be
placed at an Administrative Assistant level and therefore the position had to be downgraded to support
that choice. The position is now being used as a true Administrative Assistant again
Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe
how the job has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level of judgment,
independence problem solving and/or management (i.e. position was previously responsible for
-1-

$1,000,000 and is now responsible for $10,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising
two employees and is now responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the
soecific new iob dutieslresoonsibilities.
The position is dealing more with the public and problem solving various situations.
Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)?
Please specify. If the duties have been reassigned, please provide the name, job title, and an explanation
of why the duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the job
duties/resoonsibilities.
This employee assists other departments more frequently. For instance, the personnel coordinator sought
out the First Assistant for approval in having this employee assist with the inputting of DA Staff time for
payroll. Additionally, the employee have scarmed large amount of documents for other departments so
that staff members in that division could be free to handle pertinent issues they are dealing with
continuously.
What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position?
resoonsible for them?
None.

What position (if any)

IS

now

Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for goods/services). Have anv reoorting relationshios to or from this position been altered?
None
What specific tasks or activities make the iob duties/resoonsibilities more comolex?
Due to the Audits numerous written procedures must be put in place. This position must assist in
dissemination of this information to the office and record-keeping of same.
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
soecific reasons why.
Administrative Assistant 10 to the Felony Trial Bureau Chief.
What are the performance expectations?
classification recommendation support?

What goal(s)

111

the strategic plan does the position

D.
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this
position. In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear,
concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each
-2-

duty. These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in
this column must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiaI/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

EJM'MPI!iEIiI!,.'
I ,lluuGu0]j,; .Maintains lllfleri0f 0:t'faGiILti:es

Tasks oerformed to accomolish this function:

'l'mre

E0F'~WE

30%

E

T<ime
20

E0t;N'E

1r'';~
ooe

EorNE

20

E

Time
20

EorNE

Bv Dickin~ UD and removin~ litter and debris from ~rounds, sweenin~ and edging
Sidewalks, mowin2: lawns, trimmin2: shrubs and rakinQ: leaves.

1.F'~
Tasks performed to accomplish this function: Provides direct

E

administrative and secretarial support to the department and accounts for
the coordination and supervision of office procedures and personnel to
assure the most cost effective and efficient method of administration.

2. 't"u.l(ctIo~:

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Dissemination of new orocedures to the office and record-keenin2: of sanle.

3. Function:

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Serves as a liaison between staff, management and other departments to facilitate
interaction of various functions and flow of infonnation while ensuring that the
director's or operational goals, objectives, and mission are met and communicated
to staff.

,3-

E

I

4. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time
20

EorNE
E

Time
20

EorNE

Performs complex administrative duties, which include researching, gathering
material and completing variety of assigned special projects or reports to include
analyzing data and advising management of status to ensure compliance with
guidelines.

5. Function:

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

E

Provides director or operation with specific sources of information upon request and
communicates with other staff and departments to elicit information regarding issues, etc.,
to provide feedback to management. Maintains confidential files and processes
incoming/outgoing mail. Performs other duties as assigned.

iE. ~isual-MentaIIDemands

1

I. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this
position, then select the frequency oftime in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0
to 1/3 means your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-113

0

I.

0

2.

X

3.

..

Work reqUIres a mllllmum of mental and visual
concentration to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various ooerations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration
most of the time .

. Physical Demands Egui ment Re uirements,
- 4-

0

FrecuencyofTilUe
1/3-213
2/3'"Oyer

0
0

0
0

0

X

Wor~_ng Condition,:;:.s_ _..

I. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your
job has these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Stnmgfu Demands
0-1/3
X

FrtlOUencv ofTim@
1/3-2/3 1 2!'3-Gver

1.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally
0
X
0
the occasional lifting of 25 nounds or less.
0
2. Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
0
0
liftin" of 26-50 pounds.
0
3. Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of
0
0
51-75 pounds.
0
4. Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
0
0
of over 76 pounds.
2. MachInes, Tools, EqUipment and Work Alds: Llst machInes, tools and eqUipment reqUired for thIS
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

I

Legal Boxes

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for
this position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no
computers or software are used to perform this function)

I Word,

Excel, Kronos, Central Login

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions. NA

fJi}hvit:Vl/!n'l!ntll/!iOondifian

0

,1 .

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0
0
0
0

1.

Extren1e tenlperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery)

tll'ealtli'atuJ Safetil' (Johdifions,

-5 -

2.
3.
4.

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards

O,-<ltJ
0

'0:,1/3

Frequency oiTime
.I]lF~2l/3
Pi/.3,.• GVej' I.JSeasOiiall¥
r.

r.

v

v

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

r1/3-Ut.l

2'1.;J-©Y'ev

St:asoita11¥

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

5.
6.
7.

8.

Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position's duties are performed.

X

1.
2.
3.

0
0

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

I 0 I 4. I Clinic

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facility (not secure)

I 0 I 5. I Secured Facilitv I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

~.
1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use

the incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
0

1.

Less than high school education

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

0

3.

X

4.

One year college
Two-year Associate's degree in: 75 hours of college

0

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

0

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

2.

,

Experience: Record the mInImum expenence required for this position (not necessarily the
incumbent's experience).
0

-,

1. , No previous experience required

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

0

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

0

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

0

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

0

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

0

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

0
0

X

\

,

Minimum of three years experience in/as:
Minimum of four years experience in/as:
Minimum of five years experience in/as:
Minimum of six years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements:
-6-

Administrative related experience

List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or

registrations required for the pOSItIOn (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or
certifications). Use the exact name of the license, certification or requirement.

,
1.
2.
3.
4.

5. Valid Drivers License Required? 0 Yes XNo

If Yes, what type?

1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

a

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

X

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

a

4.

a

5.

a

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks
require in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
X Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

aNo

I Research of Legal programming across country

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget?
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

a

1.

a

2.

a

3.

-7-

a Yes

X No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May
recommend budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May
monitor budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less
than department size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for

a

4.

countywide budget expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information.
Monitors the progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and
any contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
resoonsibilitv.
Total county amount $
I Total "rant amount $
Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibilitv: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

aYes

XNo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification Title(s)

Number of Emplovees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position. (Choose one)
Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees,
I.
a
interns, volunteers or temporary employees.
1---- - - . - - - - Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as
a
2.
those directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of
3.
a
enlployees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work
objectives, orogram effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
a
4.
supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary
actions, evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and
staffing assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department
5.
a
managers including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing
broad organizational goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.
7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act.
Limitations of freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of
the work, established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which
you are free to act in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies
and procedures. (Choose one)
-8-

0

l.

0

2.

0

3.

X

4.

0

5.

0

6.

0

7.

0

8.

0

9.

- 9-

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate
supervision always available and work n:gularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
close supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires
use of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is
available for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of obiectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of
assigned objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds
along lines of own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving
general policy and work is reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather
directives by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with
overall effect on departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal
interaction with those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers).
The interaction may include those in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and
representatives of boards and commissions, governmental organizations, and officials, vendors
and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specify the
frequency of time used in performing this job.

,

}.;

0

I.

X

2.

0

3.

0

4.

.

J

FtequencY~6:tTIme

.

Work reqUIres answenng simple inquiries or referring
inquiries to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures
and non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not
of a standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in
, oresentation to obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
'
or damages if improperly handled.

0-113
0

'w-zn

2/:J-QveJ

0

X

0

0

0

0
0

0

It {~fte'faR!fthlni'fini1f<hi
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a
career family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that
I.
hold my current classification might be promoted.
2.

-.

WiVIQ\li11.~nM[;lasS~fiC'atiO'n

Other classifications in the county that would prepare
applicants for my current classification.

,

,

I.
2.

~.EO
To the best ofmy ability, I hale completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate

I

tgna u e

arr::J.f

deac;ht;a~t m

EmployeVSignature

the proposed position.

Department, eayIlElecred
Comments:

10

f-'

Date

I

Imm,(diate Supervisor Signa"ure
Co~~nts:
. / I/.i

JiL/ d"---C1-+-/..:./""o=::..-'

II

a ficial-Signa

_

'

~---------------

Date

Dat~ / L
'-'t J

0 I \r~
~

DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION
Job Title:

Clerk IV

Job Code:

6001100

Job Grade:

08

Reports To:

Supervisor

Pos. No:

Various

FLSA Code:

N

Department:

Various

Loc. Code:

Various

SIC Code:
WCCode:

9131
8810

Division:

Various

CS Code:*

A, B, C, orO

EEO Code:

F04

Snmmary of Functions: Performs a variety of complex support tasks for judges, managers, or supervisors,
etc. which may include: preparation, processing and reconciling a variety of documents and/or records;
researching and resolving problems/issues; may balance and monitor accounts; and interact effectively with
the public. May act as group/team lead under a manager or supervisor. Relies on experience and judgment to
plan and accomplish assigned tasks, under minimum supervision.
Management Scope: N/A

Duties and Responsibilities:

%of
Time

Essential
Non-essential

1.

Acts as a subject matter expert and team leader to provide guidance and
training to staff and others to include:
• Developing policies and procedures,
• Coordinating/monitoring tasks,
• Updating and training on policies and procedures, and
• Preparing training materials and aids.

25

E

2.

Prepares routine correspondence, completes forms and other documents, and
serves as a liaison to other departments and the public.

20

E

3.

Researches, compiles and analyzes data to respond to inquiries, problems,
issues, exceptions and to resolve discrepancies.

10

E

4.

Collects, inputs and reconciles data, funds or inventories and prepares
reports.

10

E

5.

Utilizes expertise to verify accuracy of information, policies and procedures
and accounts to ensure follow through and compliance with applicable
County, State and Federal statutes.

10

E

6.

Utilizes department-specific and county-wide specialized and general
computer systems for data input, retrieval, purchasing, inventory, etc. May
provide routine computer support to the section, including:
• Accessing data,
• Ordering supplies,
• Maintaining inventory,
• Generating and maintaining reports and schedules,
• Training clerical staff on computer applications,

10

E

C:\Users\cstonner\AppDam\LocaI\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Files\Content.Outlook\XONNXT3N\Clerk IV - 60011 00 - Generic.doc

•
•

Resolving routine problems and coordinating witb I.T. services, and
Stays abreast of changes in laws, policies and procedures that impact the
section or area and reviews section material to ensure changes are
reflected.

7.

May assist in employee related issues such as:
• Participating in the interviewing process,
• Maintaining time and attendance data and reconciling payroll related
Issues,
• Coordinating leave activities, and
• Ensuring employees receive appropriate training.

10

E

8.

Performs other duties as assigned.

05

N

*

The Code depends on the Department where the position is located and/or funded in accordance with
86-1 ofDallas County Code.

Minimum Qualifications:
Education, Experience and Training:
Graduation from an accredited high school/GED program. Four (4) years job related experience or 60 hours of
college or a combination of the two. Experience in a customer service environment a plus.
Special RequirementslKnowledge, Skills & Abilities:
Ability to type 35 wpm or 70 kspm, with knowledge of computer applications and standard word processing
software. Ability to understand and follow written and verbal instructions, organize and process work and
establish and maintain effective working relationships with other County employees and the general public.
Physical/Environmental Requirements:
May require prolonged sitting, standing, walking and ability to lift and carry up to 25 Ibs. unassisted.
Hay Points/Point Factor:
HSI2=IOO, E4=40, VM2C=20, PDIA=5, WHIA=5, WEIA=5, IC2C=35, DL3=20, PS2=15, REIC=15,
SF2A=15, TTL=275

Supervisor Signature

Date

Reviewed by Human Resources/Civil Service on

Date

5/2003

Approved by Civil Service Commission on

Date

6/16/03, 9/20/04,
10/18/04,7/18/05

---------

This job description shows typical requirements of a position within this classification. This description is not
intended to be all-inclusive. Individual positions may vary slightly in functions, job dimensions and
requirements. The percentage of time devoted to each function is only an estimate and may change depending
on the specific departmental tasks. Candidates whose disabilities make them unable to meet these requirements
will still be considered fully qualified if they can perfonn the Essential Functions of the job with reasonable
accommodation.
C:\Users\cstormer\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Files\Content.Outlook\XONNXT3!'.'\Clerk IV . 6001100 - Generic.doc

DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION

Job Title:

Administrative Assistant

Job Code:

Reports To:

Supervisor

Department:

District Attorney

Division:

6030600

Job Grade:

10

Pos. No:

SIC Code:

913]

Loc. Code:

FLSA Code:
WCCode:

N

EEOCode:

FO]

CS Code:

A

8810

Summary of Functions: Provides direct administrative and secretarial support to the department and accounts
for the coordination and supervision of office procedures and personnel to assure the most cost effective and
efficient method of administration.
Management Scope: N/A

Duties and Responsibilities:

0/0 of
Time

Essential
Non-essential

1.

Provides day-to-day administrative support services in the management of the
department or operation to ensure that administration of the department or
operation is conducted in an efficient manner.

20

E

2.

Keeps management abreast of progress of all projects.

20

E

3.

Serves as a liaison between staff, management and other departments to
facilitate interaction of various functions and flow of information while
ensuring that the director's or operational goals, objectives, and mission are met
and communicated to staff.

20

E

4.

Performs complex administrative duties, which include researching, gathering
material and completing variety of assigned special projects or reports to
include analyzing data and advising management of status to ensure compliance
with guidelines.

15

E

5.

Provides director or operation with specific sources of information upon request
and communicates with other staff and departments to elicit information
regarding issues, etc., to provide feedback to management.

10

E

6.

Maintains confidential files and processes incoming/outgoing mail.

10

E

7.

Performs other duties as assigned.

05

N

C;\Users\cstormer\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Tcmporary 1ntemet Files\Content.Out]ook\XONNXDN\Administrative Assistant - 60306 ~
Generic. doc

Minimum Qualifications:

Education, Experience and Training:
Graduation from an accredited high school/GED Program. Five (5) years of administrative/secretarial work
related experience or 75 hours of college or combination of the two.
Special Requirements:
Must possess excellent skills in grammatical correctness, letter writing and proofreading. Must possess
excellent communication skills, organization and planning skills. Ability to interact effectively with diverse
groups of deputy directors, administrators, managers, supervisors, employees and community contacts. Ability
to exercise sound judgement, flexibility, initiative and commitment in an environment of rapid change. Ability
to work under pressure. Skilled in the utilization of computer tenninals and software such as Microsoft
Windows, Harvard Graphics and Lotus 123 preferred. Skilled in the operation of general office machinery
such as facsimile machines, telephones and copiers.
PhysicallEnvironmental Requirements:
Standard office environment.
Hay PointsIPoint Factor:
KH: Dr I 152 pts, PS: C3 (29%) 43 pts, AC: CI C 43 pts, TTL: 238 pts, KHlPS/AC: 64-18-18, Profile: L

Supervisor Signature

Date

Reviewed by Human Resources/Civil Service on

Date

6II 8/02

Approved by Civil Service Commission on

Date

8II 9/2002

--------
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment
IBrief Title of PIR
IEstimated Cost

District Attorney

Budget No

-------1

Furniture for Admin Chiefs Office

$3,391.00

Department Priority

hiqh

Brief Summary of Request

Desk - (1) Administrative Double Pedestal 3/2 72W x 36" D Desk (HON 10799) $745
Chair - (1) Judicial bench chair Ex High Back Mid-Range Knee-1 (HON 6541) $628
Shelves - (2) 36" w X 13 1/8" d X 71"h - 5 shelves (HON 10755)
$362 Total $734
Filing Cabinets - (2) 5-drawer (HON 315CP)
$365 Total $730
Guest Chair Pillow- Soft (Series 2190) 4-Leg Frame (HON 2194)
$277 (2) for a total of $554
Microwave
Refrigerator (for Kitchen near Technology Division)

Discussion of Need

These requests are standard for this position. The previous attorney in this position must
have had his personal furniture moved from the office after his resignation as there was no
appropriate furniture in this office for the new administration.

Staff Review and Comment

l

I Form G

FY2016

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION
!. IDepartment

IPosition Title
Current Grade

District Attorney/Appellate Division

Budget No.

ADA III

Position No.

rrr

Job Code

7035300

Department
Priority

4499
I

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed
The current ADA III conducts and interprets legal research on applicable laws and rules concerning cases on appeal. The
position drafts, files, and responds to briefs and other legal documents on appeals. Michael Casillas, an attorney licensed for
over 23 years, has worked as an Assistant District Attorney in the Appellate Division of the Dallas County District Attorney's
Office for eight years and, prior to that, worked as an Assistant District Attorney in the Tarrant County District Attorney's Office
for almost 14 years. He is an advanced appellate lawyer who has drafted hundreds of briefs and presented oral argument many
times before the intermediate appellate eouns and the highest state court for criminal matters) with a high rate of success.
Mr. Casillas is performing the work of an ADA V attorney; he needs minimal supervision. Since my return as Chief of the
Appellate Division, I have assigned to him several appeals with complex legal issues which needed to be briefed quickly. He
also advises other criminal justice personnel in legal aspects of prosecutions. His work helps Dallas County be safe, secure, and
prepared, specifically maximizing effectiveness of the County's criminal justice resources. In sum, the current ADA III position
does not fit the work being done by the attorney in this position. Instead, this attorney is doing the work of an ADA V position.
Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)

,,

This reclassification trom an ADA III to an ADA V is related to changes in staffmg of the Appellate Division, as well as to
changes in the complexity of the work of the Appellate Division. The ADA III position does not provide the level of work
necessary to accomplish the work that is required of the division. The ADA V position - that Mr. Casillas would fill- is
critical to the overall perfonnance of the division. Specifically, Mr. Casillas's work contributes to and enhances the number of
complex briefs filed in direct appeals of non-capital cases; he provides supervision to some of the division's ADA II, ADA III,
and ADA IV attorneys; and he advises other ADAs in the office in legal aspects of prosecutions.

Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade

ADA III

Proposed Grade

ADA V

Salary

75,243

Salaf'j

!06.292

FICA (7.65%)

5,756

FICA (7.65%)

8,131

Retirement (11.5%)

8,653

Retirement (I 1.5%)

12,223

Total

89,652

Total

126,646

Total Annual Impact

36,994

Staff Review and Comment

Form F

FY2016

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form

General Instructions:

Please complete this form and attach the current and proposed position
descriptions, the current and proposed organization charts and any
comparative position descriptions that can be identified.

A. Identification / General Information
Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

ADA III
ADA V
ADA III
Appellate Division
4499
Lori Ordiway
214-712-3016
Lori.Ordiway(@,dallascountv.org

B. Brief Description of the Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to prepare State's briefs in complex appeals and to supervise ADA IIs, ADA
!lIs, and ADA IVs in the Appellate Division.
This is accomplished by: (l) conducting legal research and drafting, filing, and responding to briefs in
complex direct appeals; and (2) reviewing and enhancing the work of ADA IIs, ADA !lIs, and ADA IVs in
the Appellate Division.
Other duties include advising other ADAs in the District Attorney's Office in legal aspects of prosecutions.

C. Rationale for Reclassification
Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational structure,
changes in department procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new programs/functions; introduction
of new equipment/svstems· reassignment of iob duties/termination of other employees in the work unit, etc.
In the past few months, I (Lori Ordiway) have been brought in as the Chief of the Appellate Division, and
Michael Casillas, who formerly held that position, still contributes substantially to the work necessary in
the Appellate Division. The work he produces is that of an ADA V, not that of an ADA III.
Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe how
the iob has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level of judgment, independence,
- 1-

I problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for $1,000,000 and is now
responsible for $10,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising two employees and is now
responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the specific new job
dutieslresnonsibilities.
The current ADA III position is responsible only for drafting, filing, and responding to briefs and other
legal documents on appeal, whereas the ADA V position performs these tasks on complex legal issues,
with almost complete independence. The ADA V position also supervises the work of ADA lIs, ADA
IIIs, and ADA IVs in the Annellate Division.
Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)? Please
specify. If the duties have been reassigned, please provide the narne,job title, and an explanation of why the
duties are being: reassig:ned. Please exnlain the imoact on the nosition losing: the iob duties/resnonsibilities.
No duties have been allocated from another position or reassigned. This reclassification gives up an open
ADA III position and simply classifies the position according to the work being produced as an ADA V.
Thus, the only impact is that the Appellate Division loses this ADA III position, in favor of the ADA V
nosition which is necessarv for the comnlex work of the division.
What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position? What position (if any) is now responsible
for them?
No duties/resnonsibilities have been removed from the nosition.
Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
exnenditures for Qcoods/servicest Have anY renorting: relationshins to or from this nosition been altered?
The change from an ADA III to ADA V position gives Mr. Casillas the independence to draft direct
anneal briefs in comnlex cases. No renorting: relationshins have been altered.
What snecific tasks or activities make the iob duties/resnonsibilities more complex?
Mr. Casillas can be relied on to conduct and interpret legal research on novel issues in the law, which is
necessarv to the work of the Annellate Division.
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
snecific reasons whv.
In the Appellate Division, we have other ADA V positions that take the lead on post-conviction DNA
litigation, search & seizure issues, and indictment issues. All of these positions, like this one, are filled by
attornevs with manv vears of experience as licensed attornevs, specializing in appeals.
What are the performance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position classification
recommendation sunnort?
To produce a high volume of direct appeal briefs on behalf of the State in appeals that involve complex
legal issues and to supervise ADA IIs, Ills, and IVs. Mr. Casillas's work helps Dallas County be safe,
secure and nrenared, snecificallv maximizinfl effectiveness of the Countv's criminal iustice resources.

D. Essential Functions
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position.
In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty.
These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column
must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiallNon-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

EXAMPLE~

I Function: Maintains exterior offacilities
r Tasks verformed to accomvlish this function:
-2 -

Time

E orNE

30%

E

By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function: Preparing briefs on behalf of the State in direct appeals

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time
80%

EorNE
E

Time

EorNE

10%

E

Conducting and interpreting legal research on applicable laws and rules
concerning cases on appeal, and then drafting, filing, and responding to briefs
and other legal documents on appeals involving complex legal issues, with
independence.

2. Function: Reviewing the work oflower level attornevs in the division

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Reviewing, editing, and providing input on how to improve the legal arguments
made in the direct appeal briefs drafted by ADA lis, Ills, and IVs in the division.

3. Function: Advising other ADAs in the District Attorney's Office in legal
aspects of prosecutiuns

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

I

EorNE

10%

E

Time

EorNE

Conducting and interpreting legal research on applicable laws and rules concerning
issues that arise in prosecutions, and then advising these ADAs as to the correct
course of action to take under the law.

4. Function:

Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:

-" ~

L5. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:

Time

E orNE

E. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands ofthis position,
then select the frequency oftime in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means
your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-1/3

0

l.

0

2.

X

"

~.

..

Work reqUIres a mmlmum of mental and visual
concentration to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most
of the time.

Freauencv of Time
I 1/3-2/3
:Y3-0'·er

I
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands ofthis position, then select
the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has
these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Fre~ncy of Time

Strength Demands
0-1/3

1/3-2/3

2/3-0ver

X
0
0
Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally
the occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
0
0
0
0
2. Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
lifting 01'26-50 pounds.
0
0
0
0
"~. Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 5175 pounds.
0
0
0
0
4. Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
of over 76 pounds.
2. Machmes. Tools, EqUIpment and Work Aids: List machmes, tools and eqUIpment reqUIred for thIS
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)
X

l.

3. Computer Eauipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate ifno computers
or software are used to perform this function)

-4-

Use of electronic research program: LexislNexis.

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition
0

I.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery)

0-1/3
0

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver
0
0

Seasonally
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Healtll and Safety Conditions

0-1/3

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1/3-2/3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2/3-0ver
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Seasonally
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position's duties are performed.

X
0
0

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facility (not secure)
I 0 I 4. I Clinic
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facility I 0 I 7. I Vehicie

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

G. Position Minimum Requirements
1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incwnbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).

~IJ Less than high school education
~ 0

I 2. I High school diploma or equivalent

L~ One year college
-5-

0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

I

0

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

II

X

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

I,

Law

I

2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's
experience).

0
0
0

I,

2.
,

Six months to one year experience in/as:
Minimum of one year experience in/as:

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

X

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as: attorney

0

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

0
0
0

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

0

,

No previous experience required

~.

iO
I

1.

I

10. i Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
name of the license, certification or requirement.
1. Licensed by the State Bar of Texas
2.
3.

! 4.

I 5. Valid Drivers License Required? OYes XNo If Yes, what type?

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
I. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
r--=--

0

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

I

-6-

I Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

I Work tasks are routine, but not identical.
I Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

I

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
constructive thinking.

:X

5.

[0

6.

I
I

I'

Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require
in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
0 Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

X No

3. Budgetary Responsibilitv: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? 0 Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

X No

0

I.

0

2.

0

"

0

4.

,
~.

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May
recommend budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor
budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than
department size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors
the progress of fiscal obiectives and adiusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responslbllitv.
Total county amount $
I Total QTant amount $
Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibilitv: Does this position involve directing the work of others?
X Yes

ONo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and nunlber of employees supervised.
Classification Title(s)
ADA II
ADA III
ADA IV

-7-

Number of Employees
1
2
2

I

'- Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position. (Choose one)
I Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
0
I.
volunteers or temporary employees.
Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
X
2.
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of
0
~.
employees
or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work
1
objectives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
i
i
Responsibility
requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
! 0 I 4.
supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions,
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing
assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance ofsenior department managers
0
5.
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad
organizational goals and realigning work and staffmg for the department.
0

I

I

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work,
established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act
in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (Choose
one)
0
I. Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate
supervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
0
2. Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
close supervision with frequent review of work.
0
~.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
0
4. Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
Guidelines. L'TImediate supervision is available upon request.
0
5. Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use
of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available
for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
X
6. Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
0
7. Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning ofwork ofassigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of
own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and
work is reviewed at the end of major projects.
0
8. Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives
by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
0
9 Work is generally unguided.

,

0

-8-

I. Human Relations
Interpersonal!Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level ofpersonal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those
in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches
this position, and specifY the frequency of time used in performing this job.
Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

0

I.

0

2.

X

0

,

J.

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries
to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and
non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of
a standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damages if imorooerlv handled.

0-1/3
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

0

0

0

0

J. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position , as part of a career family
Other classifications in the county to which those that
1. N/A
hold my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1. N/A
applicants for my current classification.
2.

K. Signature/Approval
To the best ofmy ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
ofmy positi0rnor the proposed position.

-1l/t~/~"-<?
X. (fl., Cf,A--r f/l---z
Employee Signature
A V'U" ~AA..j -=
Immediate SUPrti"isOrS!atifre
Comments:
I \:
~
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DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION
Job Title:

Attorney III

Job Code:

7035300

Job Grade:

ATI3

Reports To:

Section Chief

Pos. No:

Various

FLSACode:

E

Department:

District Attorney

Loc. Code:

0862004

SIC Code:
WCCode:

9222
8810

Division:

Various

CS Code:

A

EEO Code:

BO!

Summary of Functions: Performs assignments involving litigation and legal research with authority to make
tactical and legal decisions in cOIUlections with assigned cases OR prosecutes felony cases in assigned court, to
include case evaluation, preparation and management.
Management Scope: N/A

% of
Duties and Responsibilities:

Time

Essential
Non-essential

I.

Evaluates criminal complaints, accepts or rejects cases for prosecution,
determines appropriate charges to be filed, and prepares required
documentation for indictments.

E

2.

Evaluates assigned cases or lawsuits by:
• reviewing documentation,
• conducting and interpreting legal research on applicable laws, rules and
interviewing witnesses or persons with knowledge of the cases, and
• gathering evidence.

E

3.

Drafts, files, and responds to motions, briefs or other legal documents for
trials and/or hearings.

E

4.

Explains legal process to potential witnesses, prepares witnesses for court
testimony, and ensures clients or victims/families are kept infonned on status
of cases.

E

5.

Gathers, prepares and presents evidence, exhibits and related material for
trials or hearings.

E

6.

Represents the State or clients in hearings and jury/court trials by:
• conductingjury selection,
• presenting opening statements,
• conducting direct and cross-examinations of witnesses, and
• presenting closing arguments.

E

7.

Negotiates settlements or plea-bargains and obtains approval of plea-bargains
or settlement agreements.

E

8.

Prepares legal documents, if settlements or plea-bargain agreements are
reached, and ensures proper signatures are secured and documents filed as

E

J:\2016 Budget Request\AUorney III 7035300.doc

required.
9.

May manage court dockets and case schedules to ensure deadlines are met
and records and documentation are accurate and up-to-date.

E

10.

Trains or assists in training Attorneys I and II.

E

II.

Performs other duties as assigned.

N

Minimum Qualifications:
Education, Experience and Training:
Graduation from an accredited law school. One (I) year work related experience.
Special Requirements/Knowledge, Skills & Abilities:
Requires a current license to practice law in the State of Texas. Requires experience as a lead prosecutor for
all levels of misdemeanor offenses, or experience providing legal services in conjunction with civil litigation,
or appellate work on direct appeals.
.Physical/Environmental Requirements:
Standard office and court room environment.
Disclaimer:
This is an "at will" position with no civil service or other appellate rights. This job description is not an
employment agreement or contract. Management has the exclusive right to alter this job description at any time
without notice.
Hay PointslPoint Factor:
N/A

Supervisor Signature

Date

Reviewed by Human Resources/Civil Service on

Date

Approved by Civil Service Commission on

Date

----'-~----

_
10/20/2003, 1/31/2006

This job description shows typical requirements of a position within this classification. This description is not
intended to be all-inclusive. Individual positions may vary slightly in functions, job dimensions and
requirements. The percentage of time devoted to each function is only an estimate and may change depending
on the specific departmental tasks. Candidates whose disabilities make them unable to meet these requirements
will still be considered fully qualified if they can perform the Essential Functions of the job with reasonable
accommodation.
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DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION
Job Title:

Attorney V

Job Code:

703550

Job Grade:

A1T5

Reports To:

Section Chief

Pos. No:

Various

FLSA Code:

E

Department:

District Attorney

Loc. Code:

0862004

SIC Code:
WCCode:

9222

Division:

Various

CS Code:

A

EEO Code:

BOI

Summary of Functions: Supervises the operations of an assigned court andlor assigned cases including staff
supervision, evaluation and training,
Management Scope: May generally supervise staff.

Duties and Responsibilities:

% of
Time

Essential
Non-essential

I.

Manages dle court docket by assigning cases and work to felony prosecutors,
attorneys and other staff,

E

2.

Authorizes reduction in level or class of offenses, recommends PR bonds,
approves granting of probation and signs various types of dismissals,

E

3.

Resolves disputes between the court, defense attorneys and staff, and
determines appropriate actions to be taken for unusual, extremely serious or
complex situations,

E

4.

Ensures that records and documents are accurate, up-to-date and processed in
accordance with standard procedures,

E

5.

Evaluates assigned cases or lawsuits by:

E

•

reviewing documentation,

•

conducting and interpreting legal research on applicable law, rules and
regulations,
interviewing witnesses or persons with knowledge of the cases,
gathering evidence, and
detennining the appropriate action(s) to be taken,

•
•
•
6,

Drafts, files and responds to motions, briefs or other legal documents for trials
and/or hearings,

E

7,

Explains legal process to potential witnesses, prepares witnesses for court
testimony and ensures clients or victims/families are kept informed on status of

E

case.

8,

Gathers, prepares and presents evidence, exhibits and related materials for
trials or hearings,

J.\2016 BuJgct Reljuc:st\Attorney
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E

9. Represents the State or clients in pre-trials, evidentiary hearings andjury/court
trials by:
• conducting jury selection,
• presenting opening statements,
• conducting direct and cross-examinations of witnesses, and
• presenting closing arguments.

E

10. Assesses strengths and weaknesses of cases, negotiates settlements or pleabargains and obtains approval, if necessary, of plea-bargain agreements

E

11. Prepares legal documents if settlements or plea-bargain agreements are
reached and ensures proper signatures are secured and documents filed as
required.

E

12. Conducts presentations at conferences and seminars; instructs law enforcement
and other criminal justice personnel in legal aspects of investigations,
prosecutions and other litigation; and speaks before community and citizens
groups.

E

13. Performs other duties as assigned.

N

Minimum Qualifications:
Education, Experience and Training:
Graduation from an accredited law school. Three (3) years work related experience.
Special ReguirementslKnowledge, Skills & Abilities:
Requires a current license to practice law in the State of Texas. Requires experience as lead prosecutor for
more-complex felony cases, as lead counsel in conjunction with more serious or complex civil litigation, or
extensive appellate work on direct appeals and capital writs.
Physical/Environmental Requirements:
Standard office and court environment.
Disclaimer:
This is an "At Will" position with no civil service or other appellate rights. This job description is not an
employment agreement or contract. Management has the exclusive right to alter this job description at any time
without notice.
Hay Points/Point Factor:
N/A

Supervisor Signature

Date

Reviewed by Human Resources/Civil Service on

Date

10/2004

Approved by Civil Service Commission on

Date

10118/04
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF

IDepartment

DA - Appellate Division

I Brief Title of PIR

Paralegal Grade 12

IApprox. Net Cost

$65,033

Budget No

1
Department Priority

i

Brief Summary of Request
This request is to have a paralegal position in the Appellate Division to assist with processing the 1,800+
expunctions and misuse of identity applications filed yearly. The demand for expunctions has increased every year
since 9-11-200 I (as a result of more stringent background checks), and they are expected to continue increasing.

Discussion of Need

Since 2011, an equitable component has been added to the expunction statute. This has increased the number of
circumstances under which an individual may qualify for expunction. Additionally, expunctions are now available
on certification or recommendation of the District Attorney's Office. This additional component requires
independent investigation, legal analysis, and review by prosecutors assigned to expunction litigation.
Also, the impact that an arrest can have on an individual's ability to secure ajob or housing has elevated the
importance of expunctions in today's society and, in particular, Dallas County. The addition of a paralegal to assist
in this area would help Dallas County be safe, secure, and prepared, specifically maximizing effectiveness of the
County's criminal justice resources. Moreover, the explosion in the number of expunction-related mal1ers is causing
a backlog in other areas in which the Appellate Division has time-imposed deadlines. Finally, in keeping with
making Dallas County the destination of choice for residents and businesses, adding a paralegal in this area would
improve/maintain Dallas County as a driver of economic development.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure

In FY2014, the Appellate Division processed 1,844 expunction-related mal1ers. In the first two quarters ofF2015,
the division has processed 907 expunction-related matters, putting us on track for another year of over 1,800. We
currently have five al10rneys who spend the following approximate percentages of their work time on expunctionrelated mal1ers: one at 90%; a second at 45 %; a third at 40%; a fourth at 20%; and a fifth at 5%. In addition, two of
our three sUPPOtt staff members spend approximately 90-95% of their time on expunction-related mal1ers.
Staff Review and Comment

FY2016

Form E
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK
SHEET
Brief Title ofPIR

Paralegal

Staff Cost
Grade

12

Salary

$45,077

FICA@7.65%

$3,448

Retirement @ I 1.5%

$5,184

Insurance @ $8,500

$8,500
Total $62,209

Related Equipment
Number
Desk

$572

Furniture

$1,227

Computer

$1,025

Printer

None needed.

Network Cabling

None needed.

Software

None needed.

Vehicle

None needed.

Travel

None needed.

Pager

None needed.

Cell Phone

None needed.

Other

None needed.
Total

$2,824

Other Costs (describe)

Special Training

None needed.

Consultant Fees

None needed.

Renovation/Space

???
Total

FY2016 Operating Budget I Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual

3

I Less Additional Revenue Source
Urand Total

$65,033

I
Form El
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New Position Description Request Form
.";enera I ) nstructions:

Please complete this electr<>nic form to the b~·t or your abilit) wld email "hen
Cl'mplctcd to Dallas Count} Human ResourcesfCi\ il en ice.

(For position reclassifications use the "Position Reclassification Summary Form")

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Reports To"):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Paralegal
Grade 12
District Attorney
N/A
Lori Ordi" ay
214-712-3016
Lori.ordiwavialdallascountv.oH!

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.

I The purpose of this position is to assist four attorneys in the Appellate Division who handle all expunction matters for
the District Attorney's Office. There are 1,800 + expunctions filed yearly, and each one requires specific procedures
to be followed that are time sensitive and labor intensive.

This is accomplished by having a paralegal take over some tasks currently handled only by attorneys, such as
conducting initial file reviews, communicating with outside law enforcement agencies, compiling documents needed
for hearings, and preparing motions for summary judgment.

Other duties include presenting prepared agreed orders to the court, meeting with misuse of identity victims, and
assuming compliance duties in bOtil regular and misuse of identity expunction orders.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of tilis position. In
addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These
estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal
100%. Duties that require less than 5% ofyollr time should not be listed.
Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during
a typlca18 -h our workd ay.
E\ \~lI'II '"
EorNE
Time
Fuuction: Maintains e.\terior orfaci1ities
Tasks performed to accomplish this functiou:
E
30%

Bv nicking un and removinl! litter and debris from l!rounds, sweeping and ed,ging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimminl! shrubs and raking leaves.
I. Function: Initial case re\'ic\\
Tasks De-;:ronned to accomnlish this functioll:
IdentifY netitions in cases that are lel!ally eligible to be eXDunl!ed.
For all other cases, identifY and analvze the contested issues.
Where appropriate, contact agencies to determine status of cases, request offense reports,
request prosecution files, etc.
Organize and maintain files, inciudinQ oetitions, motions, and checklists.
Organize and maintain docket, noting deadlines for responsive pleadings, court
appearances, and other related events.

2. Function: Cuse nrel1aration for oDllosed cases
Tasks performed to accomplish this functioll:

Timc
25%

I E or N'E

Time
30%

E orNE
E

E

Analyze records and draft trial memos,
Draft motions for summary iudQment where appropriate.
Order grand jury transcrints and subpoena witnesses.
Coordinate with trial COUlt and lletitioner's attorney to schedule hearings.

3. Function: Cast' nrenarati<", for nQr~ed cases
Tasks pe-;fol'med to accomnlish this fUllctioll:
Pull docket weeklv.
Analvze nronosed order and coordinate it with court file.
Draft agreed order for COUlt'S signature.
Deliver agreed order to District Clerk's Office for processing.

Time
10%

4. Function: i\lisuse of identilV
Tasks nerfol'med to accomnlish this (unction:
Analyze and draft netitions.
Communicate with DPS and other law enforcement arrencies.
Receive DPS evaluations.
Draft orders for attorney review.
Deliver to District Clerk's Office after iudQe siQns order.

Time
20%

5 Function: Comnliance with exnunction and misu'e of identitv orders
Tasks lJerformed to accomlJlish this (unction:
For expunctions, remove all confidential and privileged information from files as required
bv law, celtifv comnliance, and deliver expunction files to District Clerk's Office.
For misuse cases, redact and replace information as ordered, verifY compliance, and
submit certification to District Clerk's Office.

Time
15%

I

,

E orNE
E

EorNE
E

E or NE
E

1----

-.1.-_ _

D. Visual-Mental Demands
Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means your job
works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Frequcnc\ ufTimc

0-li3

o

I.

o

2.

X

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration
to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the oerformance of various ooerations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of
the time.

I

1/3-2/3

2/3-0ver

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

,

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
I . Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the nverall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these
demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

Strength Demands

X

I.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

2.

Frequency of Time

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional Iiftin!! of 25 oounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 oounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
oounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 oounds.

,
I

--

)13-q.~

0-1/3

1/3·213

0

0

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position. (Do
not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

I

NIA -

Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if
no computers or software are used to perform this function)

3.

1--------4.

Environmental. Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency of
time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

I

I,

EnI'iroIlJ1lellta! COllditioll

0

I.

0

2.

0

~.

"

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather chan!!es)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, !!ases, chemicals, dust and dilt)
Noise and vibration

Frequcnc) of Time
2/3-0vcr

I

0

liJ-2'3
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-1/3

Seasonall)
-

0

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:
3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact name
of the license, certification or requirement.
Celtified Paralegal
2.

I 3.
I

4.

s.

Valid Drivers License Required? aYes X No

If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical
skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
a

I.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

a

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

a

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

X

4.

0

s.

0

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require indepth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requlflng strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
develoDmental and constructive thinking.

2.

Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
a Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

X No

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? a Yes X No
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.
0

I.

0

2.

a

o.
"

0

4.

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend
budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than deparunent size or for
a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
Approves the final depaltmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

I

4.

Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility.

I Total prant amount $

Total county amount $
Additional comments:

N/A

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

OYes

X No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Tille(s)

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: [fyou answered "Yes" to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).

0

1

1.

,I
0

2.

0

3.

I Responsibility

Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
I

I

0

4.

0

5.

7.

requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,

! volunteers or temporary employees.

Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or
a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors i
or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating
program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as :
necessary.
i
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational I
goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.
i

I

I
I

Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established
policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence
of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)

0

1.

X

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0

5.

0

6.

0

7.

0

8.

0

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
alwavs available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve
end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed
periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for
special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process.
Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is
reviewed at the end of maior proiects.
Work IS related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
supenors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
depaltmental goals and obiectives.
Work is generallv unguided.

H. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with those
outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in the
general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions, governmental
organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and
specifY the frequency of time used in performing this job.
FreQuencv of Time

0

I.

X

2.

0

J.

0

4.

,

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work reqUires handling 1l1qulfles and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
I Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooneration or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
imnronerlv handled.

0-1/3
0

1/3-2/3
0

0

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2/3-0~~

0

I

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold I 1. N/A
my current classification might be promoted.
12.
1'1'1), Current Classification
I I. N/A
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
applicants for my current classification.
12.

-----

J. Signature/Approval
To the best ofmy ability, J have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description ofmy
position or the proposed position.

t/ / 4L

Elilploy~e Signature

A' n.;

Date

(,/'(,1 "i"'"Jv<.-\

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

o

_

ment Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

q \ '2

;; IcL,-'>-,;-

_

Date

~z>
ilbSL-------Date
'

DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION
Job Title:

Paralegal II

Job Code:

6078100

Job Grade:

INV II (68)

Reports To:

Prosecuting Attorney

Pos. No:

2556,3509

FLSA Code:

N

Department:

District Attorney

Loc. Code:

0862004

SIC Code:
WC Code:

9211
8810

Division:

Juvenile Division

CS Code:

A

EEO Code:

BII

Summary of Functions: The purpose of this position is to assist litigation teams/attorneys with research,
depositions, trial preparation, discovery, drafting of documents for submission to court, and related
administrative functions for civil litigations where the Texas Department of Family Protective Services is
seeking termination of parental rights or other remedies in child abuse/neglect cases. This position will also
conduct criminal history and warrant checks, and serve subpoenas to witnesses and parents relative to civil
citations.
Management Scope: N/A

Duties and Responsibilities:

% of
Time**

Essential
Non-essential

I.

Assists attorney in trial preparation by maintammg a list of exhibits as
identified, offered into evidence, and noting development of cases.

30

E

2.

Obtains, reviews, organizes, and analyzes preliminary documentation and
information for court preparation.

15

E

3.

Ensures custodians of supporting information provide an affidavit of
authenticity to the prosecutor to be filed with accompanying court/case
documents.

15

E

4.

Serves civil subpoenas for witnesses, serves respondent parents with civil
citations, obtains records and documents for court, conducts criminal history
and warrant checks, and computer searches for additional information to
support court cases and hearings. May be requested to visit crime scenes with
prosecutor.

10

E

5.

Obtains written reports/analysis of physical evidence, injuries, issues, and
financial evaluations from experts.

10

E

6.

Locates respondent parents by conducting criminal history research and
contacting witnesses who may have knowledge of the parents' whereabouts.
Once respondent parents are located, drive to location and personally serve the
individuals.

10

E

7.

Assists with and coordinates discovery process to ensure all relevant
information requested be provided to opposing party and that Dallas County
has the infonnation it requested.

05

N

G:\Budget\BUDGE1\FY 2016\FY 2016 Job Dcscriptions\Parategal II 60781 aO.doc

8.

•
••

05

Perfonns other duties as assigned.

N

The Code depends on the Department where the position is located and/or funded in accordance with
86-1 ofDallas County Code.
The percentage oftime devoted to each function is only an estimate and may change depending on the
specific departmental tasks.

Minimum Qualifications:

Education, Experience and Training:
Education and experience equivalent to a Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university in a job
related field of study. Two (2) years of additional job related experience.
Special RequirementslKnowledge, Skills & Abilities:
Must be a Certified Peace Officer and proficient in the use of a fireann, Demonstrate the ability to effectively
communicate, both verbally and in writing with a diverse group of individuals. Skilled at applying
interviewing techniques while assisting the prosecutors in adverse or hostile conditions. Must pass criminal
background investigation. This position may require successful completion of a polygraph exam,
psychological exam, physical exam, and extensive background investigation, and is subject to random,
unannounced drug/alcohol testing.
Physical/Environmental Requirements:
Normal office environment with some exposure to potential hazardous working environment.
Disclaimer:
This is an "At Will" position with no civil service or other appellate rights. This job description is not an
employment agreement or contract. Management has the exclusive right to alter this job description at any time,
without notice,
Supervisor Signature

Date

Reviewed by Human Resonrces/Civil Service on

Date

11/2004; 10/2009

Approved by Civil Service Commission on

Date

12/21/04; 10/27/2009

This job description shows typical requirements of a position within this classification. This description is not
intended to be all-inclusive. Individual positions may vary slightly in functions, job dimensions and
requirements. Any percentage of time included 011 each function is only an estimate and may change depending
on the specific departmental tasks. Candidates whose disabilities make them unable to meet these requirements
will still be considered fully qualified if they can perfonn the Essential Functions of the job with reasonable
accommodation.

G:\Budget\BUDGET\FY 2016\FY 2016 Job Descriptions\Paralegal I16078100.doc

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF

IDepartment
I Brief Title of PIR
IApprox. Net Cost

Check Division

Bndget No

Bookkeeper, Grade 8
High
Department Priority

I
Brief Summary of Request

One Grade 8 Bookkeeper is needed in the Check Division of the District Attorney's Office

Discussion or Need

Mission: The intended mission of the Check Division is to maintain an efficient case filing prosecution and disposition system
for check related offenses committed in Dallas County which includes the management of restitution and disbursement offunds
to victims.
Justification for additional personnel: The request for one Grade 8 Bookkeeper is not a request for a creation of new designated
position. The Check Division had a Bookkeeper in the past. However at the time when the last Bookkeeper left the office the
position was not filled and was ultimately discontinued. The Checks Division has used personnel on loan rrom the IT Division
to perform both bookkeeping and IT functions in the past but this was not workable due to the tremendous workload this placed
on the IT personnel. The functions of the bookkeeper cannot be adequately maintained by other Check Division staff.
The position is essential to daily operation of the division. This position is responsible for balancing of daily receipts of hot
check. welfare rraud and non-check restitution payments. Reporting and accountability of the Odyssey accounting system which
includes daily, monthly, and annual printing of reports and statistics are maintained. The bookkeeper is responsible for the
preparation and mailing of payments to victims associated with Court ordered non-check restitution as well as weekly
preparation of restitution checks from within the Check Division system.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure

ICheck Division are rep0l1ed monthly to aBE and the Commissioners.

Staff Review and Comment

Form E

FY2016
FY20 16 Operatll1g Budget I Capllallmprovement Plan Prepara/lan Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
Brief Title of PIR

District Attorney/Bookkeeper

Staff Cost
8

Grade

35214

Salary

2694

FICA@7.65%
Retirement @ I 1.5%

4050

Insurance @ $8,500

8500
Total

50458

Related Equipment
Number
Desk

745

Furniture

245

Computer

1025

Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager

Cell Phone
Other
Total

2015

Total

52473

Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space

Less Additional Revenue Source
Grand Total

I

52473

Form El

FY2016

P92016 Uperatmg l1udget) CapItal Improvement Plan PreparatIon Manual
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please wmpletc this electronic torm to the be$t of your abiliTy anu email when
completed to Dallas Coun!) Human Resources/Civil ervice.

(For position reclassifications use the "Position Reclassification Summary Form")

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Reports To"):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Bookkeeper
Clerk 8
Check Division
N/A
Jamie Young, ChiefofCheck Division
2146533742
jyoung@dallascountv.org

B. Brief Descl'iption of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose ofthis position.
The purpose of this position is to serve as bookkeeper for the Check Division. The bookkeeper would handle all
financiallransactions for hot check restitution, non-check restitution, memo agreements and welfare fraud accounts.

This is accomplished by working with current Odyssey and Quickbook software to receive restitution payments and
distribute monies to approoriate victims and government agencies

Other duties include maintaining accurate records of all transactions and providing a daily balancing of all accounts,
providing deposits of all money to appropriate DA employee for delivery to bank, issuing checks, etc.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions ofthis position. In addition
to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These
estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal 100%.
Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.

EssentiallNon-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

I

eXAM I'Ll:": """

I Function:

Maintains e"terior offacilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edoing
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
I. Function: Maintain financial infol1l1ation for all acconnts in Check Division
Tasks verformed to accomplish thisfunction:
Input Data and keep detailed records of all financial transactions for all accounts, including
a daily reconciliation of Odyssey and Quicken systems, and a separate daily accounting of
Memo Agreement Payments received

!

Time

I

EorNE

30%

E

Time
40%

EorNE
E

Time

EorNE

40%

E

3. Function: Research and correct problem transactions
Tasks performed to {{ccomplish thisfUllction:
Deals with issues such as lost checks, address changes for CWs, unbalanced (ill, etc

Time
20%

E orNE

4. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this fU/lction:

Time

5. Function:
Tasks pe/formed to accomplish this{wlction:

Time

2. Function: Distribute restitution from each account to appropriate recipients
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Issues checks weekly trom check and non-check restitution accounts, and welfare fraud
accounts.

Mails checks to address on file for each recipient
Communicates with recipients about accounts and procedures for restitution
Distributes money collected for Memo Agreements daily

E

U
I

EorNE

EorNE

D. Visual-Mental Demands
I.

Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands Oftllis position, tl,en select
the frequency oftime in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means yourjob works under
these conditions between ne,er and up to 1/3 ofthe time.)

-

I

,
0

J.

0

2.

0

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration to
detai I most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the Derformance of various oDerations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most ofthe

Fre~uency of Time

O-lIJ

2(3-0~':.':-.

'1/3-213

0

0

0

0

XO

0

0

0

XO

time.

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
I.

Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-113 means your job has these demands
between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

I

Strenh'lh Demands

-O-

J.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

2.

~_

Frequenc} of Time

f.-- 0-1/3 ___
Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasionalliftin" of25 Dounds or less.
Work requires moderate exeltion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 Dounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of51-75
Dounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effOlt and regular lifting of
over 76 Dounds.

1/3-2/3

2/3-0ver

0

0

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

f

Machines. Tools, Equipment and Work A ids: List machines, tools and equipment required fDr this position. (Do not
include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

I

Calculator, printer

3.

Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this position.
(personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate ifno computers
or software are used to perform this function)

, Computer with Quick Books, Odyssey
4.

Environmental. Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency of
time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

II

Environlllelltl/l Contlition
0

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinerv

I

Health lIml Safetr Conditions
Driving

0
0

1.
2.

0
0
0

0

J.

0
0

6.
7.

Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):

0

8.

Other (specify):

4.

S.

Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards

0-1/3
X

I

Frequency of Time
2/3-0ver
1/3-2f3
0
0

Seasonall)
0

X

0

0

0

X

0

0

0

X

0

0

0

0-1/3
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

1/3-213

2/3-0ver
0

Seasonallv
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

S. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position's duties are performed.

I

X
0
10

1.
2.
0

J.

Office Environment

I

Shoo or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

I 0 I S. I Secured Facilitv

0

I

4.

I Clinic

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facility (not secure)
I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
I.

Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the incumbent's
education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).

l0

ro
[~

1.

I Less than high school education

2. : High school diploma or equivalent
3. lOne year college

~4.

I Two-year Associate's degree in:

L0 I. 5. I Four-year Bachelor's degree in:
I cs-r 6. i Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:
2.

Experience:
experience).

,[ 0 ,I

1.

Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's

I No pr~vious experience required

i'-o-t"2:-T Six months to on-e-y-e-a-r-e-x-p-e'--:'ie-,-,c-e--:i:-n--:/a-s-:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

l-

---1-

L __ _ __

_.

---'

a

3.

~!4

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

II Minimum of two years experience in/as:

I Minimum of three years experience in/as:

X

5.

a

6. , Minimum of four years experience in/as:

a

7.

a

8.

i Minimum of six years experience in/as:

a

9

i Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

a

10.

i Minimum of e~ght years experience in/as:

I Min imum of five years experience in/as:

3.

Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations required for
the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact name of the license,
cel1ification or requirement.

I 5.

Valid Drivers License Required? aYes xaNo

If Yes, what type?

,-----------------------------------------------

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
I.

,

Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical skill
required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
a

I.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

a

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

X

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

a

4.

a
a

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
5. I Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require in-depth
i analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
6. ! Work tasks are ofthe broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative, developmental
I and constructive thinking.

2.

Planning: Does this position inyolve planning work activities or projects?
a Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

3.

Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? a Yes

X No

a No

I

If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

4.

a

I.

a

2.

a

3.

a

4.

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend budget
allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or for a
small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

Scope of8udgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, ofthe operating budget and any contracts or
grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility.

I Total grant amount $

Total county amount $
Additional comments:

5. Management and SuperYisOlY Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

aYes

XNo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(sl

Number of Employees

------------

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).
I

,i 0

,I
!

1.

["Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns, volunteers
: or temporary employees.

,
I
~ I Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those directed,

~ .

I

o

0

o.

i

0

Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or a
work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
I Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors or
administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating program and
work obiectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers including
' e,·aluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational goals and
I realigning work and staffing for the department.

!4 I

1

I

~O

II 5.

I
7.

,and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.

i

Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level offreedom to act. Limitations offreedom to
act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established policies and
procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence of supervision or
management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)

0

1.

X

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0

5

0

6.

0

7.

0

8.

0

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve end
result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed periodically by

supervisor 011 an "as needed" basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon reouest.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working wilJlin established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for special
problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process. Work is
reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning ofwork ofassigned objectives.
Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own initiative.
Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is reviewed at the end
of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on departmental
goals and obiectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with those
outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in the general
public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions, governmental organizations, and
officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specily the frequency of
time used in performing this job.

0-1/3

0

I.

0

2.

0
0

,

o.

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling IIlqUines and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to obtain
coooeration or aporoval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all effOlts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
imorooerlv handled.

0

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver
0
X

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold II.
m), current classification might be promoted.
12.
Mv Current Classification
rOther classifications in the county that would prepare
II.
applicants for m), current classification.
12.

J. Signature/Approval
To the best a/my ability, J have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description a/my
position or the proposed position.

lklf !dtJlf:

Date
Comments:

Date

CHECKS/IO FRAUD

I Current I

ADAV

Grade 6
Assistant

ALL Felony Courts

ADA IV
NTTAITruancy

ADA III

f--

ADA IV
Checks

I-

ADA III

JP

-

ADA III

JP

ADA II
Misd.

I INV II

INV II

I
Grade 6

INV II

INV II

INV II

I

Grade 8

Grade 6

Grade 6

FY 15

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF

I
I
I

Depa rtment

Child Abuse Division

Budget No

Brief Title of PIR
Appro•. Net Cost
Department Priority

i
Brief Summary of Request

The Part-time Child Care Provider (PTCCP) will provide emotional support and staff a supportive and
child-friendly waiting room for children to play and rest while awaiting interviews or court hearings.
Discussion of Need

The victim's failure to participate in the criminal justice system due to their lack of understanding of the
criminal justice process leads to reduced charges, probated sentences or even the dismissal of charges.
The end result is that victims do not receive justice and perpetrators are allowed back in the community to
harm again. Guardians of children need to be reassured that their children will be kept in a safe, child
friendly environment while waiting at the courthouse. The Part-time Child Care Provider (PTCCP) will
provide emotional support and staff a supportive and child-friendly waiting room for children to play and
rest while awaiting interviews or court hearings.
The Child Abuse Division of the Dallas County District Attorney's Office has been providing the services
of Part-time Child Care Provider (PTCCP) since November 1,2003. This position has been funded by a
VOCA grant. Currently, the resources are the salaries for both the BCVA and the PTCCP.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
Approximately 675 cases were Indicted by Dallas County Grand Juries and assigned 10 the DCDAO CAD in Fiscal Year (FY) 2014. {DCDAO Pertormance Measures
FY2014j. An average of 645 cases were assigned to the DCDAO CAD in the last 4 years. (OCDAO Performance Measures FY 2011-2014). A significant number of each
prosecutor's case load is set on the jury tria! docket al any given time. (IndIvidual CAD Prosecutor Pending Dockellisls). Each prosecutor has to interview children, civilian
witnesses and police officers regularly to prepare for trial Child abuse cases are more commonly set for Jury trial by defendants than other fetony cases because of the
significant prison sentences, convictions requiring mandatory sex offender regIstration, and the fad that defendants must serve at least half of any prison sentence before
reaching parole eligibility, and soma defendants are not elIgible far ~a;cle at an. Child abuse cases must compet;; with thousaiids of other pending criminal cases on the
courts' dockets. Due to the large number of children who have to wait at the courthouse for preparation or a resolution of their case, we need a safe, child friendly
environment for the ch~dren to wait to be interviewed or wail for trial.

Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
Brief Title of PIR

$65,051.00

Staff Cost
Grade

Child Abuse Division

Salary

$65,051.00

FICA@7.65%
Retirement @ 11.5%
Insurance @ $8,500
Total

$65,051.00

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture

Computer
Printer

Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total

------

Other Costs (describe)

Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total

------

Less Additional Revenue Source
Grand Total

$65,051.00
FY2016

Form El
,. P2b) 6 Dperatmg Budget) Capital improvement Plan
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PreparatIOn

Manual

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF

IDepartment

IBrief Title of PIR
IApprox. Net Cost

Child Abuse Division

Budget No

$65,051.00
$65,051.00

i

Department Priority

$65.051.00

Brief Summary of Request
A Bilil\Qusl Child Viclim Assistanl who will (1) make inl~al contact with 1l1e ch~d victim Of the victims guardian; (2) make follow-up cootacls with Ihe victim Of their gU8fdian to provide relerrals 10 other
agencias and 10 apprise the families of the status of their case; (3) make follow-up contact!! with the victims or their guardian 81th. request of the prosetlJtion leom or the victim/guardian; (4) make
follc)w.up contacts to schedule interviews of the victim at the request of the prosecution learn; (5) provide interpretation services during victimJfamily inleMews wilh the prosecution team in

pteparation lor disposition of the caH It the request of the prosecution learn; (6) perform Spanish to Eng6$h translation on evidentiary cIoct.menls Of eleclrooic dala pertinent 10 the vicllm et the
request of the pro5eCUtion leam; (1) order dOCl,lmenlS pertinent to the victim sud! as child protective SeMc:ei documents, medlcalrecools. end therapy records; and (8) provide emclionaJ support 10

the victim and victim's famiy tll'oughout the process, including ao::ompan~ of the victim and/or \he family

to court when requested.

Discussion of Need
The high volume of cases, competing court dockets, and language and cultural barriers prevent prosecuting
attorneys in the Dallas County District Attorney's Office (DCDAO) Child Abuse Division (CAD) from promptly and
continuously contacting their victims.
The victim, as well as the community, is negatively impacted when the victim does not participate in the criminal
justice process. Failure to contact victim's early and often during the criminal justice process often results in
victim's not receiving services for medical or emotional support and not receiving proper information regarding
victim compensation and the criminal justice process as a whole. A lack of victim understanding and participation
in the criminal justice process leads to reduced charges, probated sentences or even dismissals of charges.
Unfortunately, these decisions allow child abusers to return to the community with the risk of abusing again. It also
allows many of them to return to the commL!nity without registering as a sex offender. When this happens, not
oniy does the victim not receive justice, but the victim and other children are at risk of being abused.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
An average of 645 cases were assigned to the DCDAO CAD in the last 4 years. (DCDAO Performance Menures FY 2011-2014) The average number of case filings per year for each
non-supervisory child abuse prosecuting attorney 'or the last four years is approximately fifty-six (56) cases. (DCDAO Performance Measures FY201 t·2014). Each prosecutor has a case
load or between 80·100 cases. All of these cases Involve either the sexual or physical abuse of a child. A signirtcant number 0' each proseculor's case load 1$ sel on the jury trial docket at
any given lime. (IndivIdual CAD Prosecutor Pending Docket lists). ). The victim or the guardian 01 the victim has to be contacted in each case. Ills imperative lhat victims receiv9 carty
and freqtJenl contact from the prosecutor's office. VICtim cooperation lor the duration 0' a pending case is essential. Delays and lack of contacts impact vidlms' wHlingness to participate
in the process. causing victims to become uncooperative, to recanl tnelr abuse and/or disappear. Such clrcumslances cause charges to be reduced or pot8f'otial penitentiary sentences to
be probated or worse !he dismissal of charges. (DCDAO CAD Weekly and Year End StaUslics FY 1998·2014). Thus, It is vitallhat victim service personnel fiU the void of communication
between prosecution and child vidrns and their families. This po.sition will allow us to make early and frequent contact with the victim and/or the ~ardian.

Staff Review and Comment

Form E
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
Brief Title of PIR

$14,868.00

Staff Cost
Grade

Child Abuse Division

Salary
FICA@7.65%
Retirement @ 11.5%
Insurance @ $8,500
Total

$14,868.00

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture

Computer

Printer
Network Cabling

Software
Vehicle

Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total

------

Total

------

Other Costs (describe)
Special Training

Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space

Less Additional Revenue Source
Grand Total

Form El

FY2016

,. 92618 uperatmg BUdget) tapltal lmprovement Plan PreparatIOn Manual
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DISTRICT ATTORNEY
Child Abuse Division
Pcrfonnance Measures Linked to Specific Resource Allocation are Boxed
FY2015

FY12

FYl3

FY!4

583

682

675

156

51

59

59

14

Dispositions per prosecutor

53

54

53

13

Filings per investigator

57

69

68

16

Dispositions peT investigator

59

78

61

15

601

628

627

150

87%

76%

84%

44

51

48

9

Pending caseload two years and older. 2

IJ5

147

183

182

Total pending case1oad. 3

722

832

957

983

Overall conviction rate

80%

894

95%

88%

IQ

2Q

Workload Measures

Filings l

Efficiency Measures

Filings per prosecutor

Outcome Measures

Dispositions
Jury trial conviction rate

Jury trial dispositions

100%

Reversals nO[ counted as filings.
Cases indicted two years prior. Unapprehended cases not included in this count.
Total at end of quarter/year.

DALLAS COUNTY FY2013 PERFORMANCE MEASURES

-

JQ

4Q

TOlal

Tatgel

Target

Mel?

CHILD ABUSE DIVISION
ADA VI

363rd

194th

Secretary

Grade 9

I

ADAV

ADAV

Complex Cases from ALL Courts

Intake Prosecutor

Admin. of Trial Staff & Volunteers

al DCAC

I

265th

I

I

CDC2

I
lov II

CDC6! 292nd

I

I
(

I 283nd I

I

I
lov II

291st

--

' " ADA IV""""

I

I

I CDC3 I

I

I
lov II

CDC

ADA IV

I

I lov II I

CDC41

195th

I

I

I

I
lov II

I 203rd I 282nd

(ADAN

I

I lov II I

:::> (

I

CDC?

I

I
ADA IV

ADA IV:)

I
(

CDC5

ADAN

ADA IV:)

I

204th

I

I

.....

Provider

ADAV

ADA IV

~

C~rc

Complex Cases from ALL Courts
Admio. of Trial Siaff

I

I

Gmnt Funded

Grade 12 CVA
Part·time Child

-,

I

I

VOCA Grant Funded Positions
A This lov II wo"" - with three ADAs
B This Inv II w.
"th two ADAs

---

EREN PRICE

I

I

liasison
Grade 12
Grade 12

Complex Cases
from ALL Courts
Admin. of ALL Staff

Iln~ IIj

I CURRENT I

I

I

J
lov II

I

Multiple complex cases

I

I
ADA IV)

I

I lov II I
FY15

I PROPOSED I

CHILD ABUSE DIVISION
ADA VI

Liasison

Grade 12
Grade 12

Complex Cases
from ALL Courts
Admin. of ALL Staff

[JnV-iiAJ

Grade 12 CVA
Part-time Child Care Provider

EREN PRICE
Secretary

Grade9

I
I

I
-

Inv liB

ADAV

ADAV

ADAV

Complex Cases from ALL Courts

Complex Cases from ALL Courts
Admin. of Trial Staff & Volunteers

Intake Prosecutor

Admin. of Trial Staff

I

363rd

I

I265th I COC2 ICOC61

I 204th

I

I

I

AOAIV

ADA IV

ADA IV

I
: 194th

I
Iny II

I

I

I

I

---

(

ADA IV

T

I Iny II I

(

I COC41

COC5

195th

I

I
Iny II

CDC

1

I
.....

I
Iny II

I 283nd I 291st I CDC3 I

,.. ADA IV .......

New Positions
This Inv 11 worY'" 'lIJith three ADAs
• This Iny II w(
rth two ADAs

292nd

I

C ADA IV:)
I
I Iny II I

I 203rd I 282nd
J

ADA IV

(ADA IV)

I Iny II I

I COC7 I
I

ADA IV

I

I
Iny II

I

Multiple complex cases

I
T

at DCAC

I

T

I Iny I
II

A

FY16

I CURRENT

CIVIL DIVISION
Grade 10
Administrative Assistant

I

: ADA VII

I

I ADA VI

I

I
I

I
Non-Litigation

Litigation

Forfeiture

Bail Bond

ADA VI
ADAV
ADAV
ADA V
ADA IV
ADA IV
ADA IV
ADA IV

ADA VI
ADA VI
ADA V
INVE

ADA IV
INV II

ADA VI
ADA V

Support Staff
Grade 15
Grade 10
Grade 10
Grade 8
Grade 8

FY 15

I PROPOSED I

CIVIL DIVISION
Grade 10
AdmnistrllllY, Assistant

: ADA VII

I

I

I ADA VI
I

Support Staff
Grade 15
Grade 10
Grade 10
Grade 8
Grade 8

•

!

I
I
l

I

Non-Litigation

Litigation

Forfleiture

Bail Bond

ADA VI
ADA VI
ADA V
ADA V
ADAV
ADA V
ADA IV
ADA IV
ADA IV
ADA IV
ADA IV
ADA IV

ADA VI
ADA VI
ADA V
ADAV
INVE

ADA IV
INV II

ADA VI
ADA V

New Positions
Upgrades IV to VI)
FY 16

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION

IDepartment

I

Position Title

District Attorney/Civil

Budget No.

ADA V (Advisory Attorney)

Current Grade

ADA V

Position No.
Job Code

7035500

3399

Department
Priority

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed
The Civil Division requests the current grade V attorney be reclassified to grade VI. This attorney position serves the advisory
section of the Civil Division of the District Attorney's office.

Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)

Currently, the grade V attorney serves as the advisory chief of the section (see master chart). This position is responsible for
reviewing all requests for legal assistance forwarded to our office and carefully delegating them to the most equipped attorney
within the division. This position also handles various requests and assignments, providing counsel to the different
departments the office serves. The position, as it is currently graded, does not take into consideration the managerial
responsibilities attributed to this position. The level of responsibilities assigned to this position requires additional tirre and
attention not adequately compensated. This position is the 3" in line related to the chain of commands within the division.
Reclassification would appropriately and efficiently ensure the services required of this position are fairly compensated

Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade

ADA V

Proposed Grade

ADA VI

Salary

106,292

Salary

\2\,133

FICA (7.65%)

8,13\

FICA (7.65%)

9,267

Retirement (11.5%)

\2,223

Retirement (ll.S%)

13,930

Total

\26,646

Total

\44,330

Total Annual

Imp~cl

\7,684

Staff Review and Comment

Form F

FY2016

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form

ehal'ts an

Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

arr

Assistant District Attorney V
Assistant District Attorney VI
V
Civil Division
Russell Roden
214-653-7358
Russel I.Rodenraidallascountv.org

The purpose of this position is to supervise the operations of the Advisory Section ofthe Civil Division.

This is accomplished by assigning work and mentoring attorneys in their performance of their iobs.

Other duties include handling cases in Mental Illness Court and Tuberculosis Commitments, PIA requests,
representing the Civil Service Commission, employment law matters for the county, providing legal
opinions to elected officials and department heads.

•
Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational structure,
changes in department procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new programs/functions; introduction
of new equioment/systems; reassignment of iob duties/termination of other employees in the work unit, etc.
Organizational Structure/More job duties. I was a Grade VI until the previous administration changed
my position to a Grade V for organizational reasons.
Provide an explarration on the differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe how
the iob has grown and charrged since its creation. Include changes in the level of judgment, indeoendence,
-I -

problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for $1,000,000 and is now
responsible for $10,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising two employees and is now
responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the specific new job
duties/resDonsibilities.
Restoring position to Grade VI - where it used to be. Position has grown in responsibility, being
responsible for the Advisory Section (which was created after I was originally promoted to a Grade VI).
Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)? Please
specify. Ifthe duties have been reassigned, please provide the narne,job title, and an explanation ofwhy the
duties are bein" reassil7ned. Please exnlain the imnact on the nosition losing the iob duties/responsibilities.
n/a
What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position? What position (if any) is now responsible
for them?
n/a
Outline the changes in the leve!)of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
exnenditures for l7oods/services . Have anv renortinl7 relationshins to or from this position been altered?
n/a
What snecific tasks or activities make the iob duties/resnonsibilities more complex?
Managing and supervising the attorneys and work load of the Advisory Section.
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
soecific reasons whv.

What are the performance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position classification
recommendation sunnort?

Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position.
In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty.
These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column
must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.
-2-

,.=r~~~
6tio11< ain

ins e~Mi.0J o,ilifaG'iJ:illes
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

'.

-

By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
.;
-.- .
' . . : ''.:. '
LIt."lf).l,lJPU0;J.; ...0-

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

mime

lE~Ji~g

30%

E

'['we

iRllm;ME

40%

E

'Time

Eor~

30%

E

Time

Eor~
E

Handling Mental Illness Court

2. Funotian:

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Handle employment law matters for the County.

3. Function:

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Handle PIA Requests.

4. lFunctiQU:

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

15%

Time
15%

,

EorNE
E

Civil Service, Responding to opinion requests from elected officials and
department heads, Reviewing/drafting contracts, Tuberculosis Commitments.

I 5.

Function:

-3-

Time

EorNE

I

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

iE,.~,fsnali-J,vJ[e~lifaif~.

'.

.,.,.

.

I

.

I. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands ofthis position,
then select the frequency oftime in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means
your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

Ne uency ofTme
0-113_
1/3-213 I"';2'""/3~-=CW--e'-F---I

a
a

2.

X

3.

a
a
a

Work requires a minImum of mental and visual
concentration to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the erformance of various 0 erations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most
of the time.

a
a
a

a
a
x

Con<Jitions
I. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands ofthis position, then select
the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has
these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

.:~t:~ngth~.1~rdS;.:
~!{ ,:~.
-:::/~i.·,,,,, '~~~:".•.' ;[.. ,.;;$";;"~"rf.;"

I
O~1/3

FreQuenev of Time
:t/3-213
2/3-0ver

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally
a
a
X
the occasionalliftin2: of 25 pounds or less.
a
a 2. Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
a
a
lifting of 26-50 pounds.
a 3 Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51a
0
0
75 pounds.
0
0
a
a 4. Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
of over 76 pounds.
2. Machmes, Tools, EqUIpment and Work AIds: List machmes, tools and eqUIpment reqUIred for thiS
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

X

1.

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate ifno computers
or software are used to perform this function)

-4-

I

No specialized equipment required.

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

0-[/3

Seas~ma11

o

n/a

.·C"" ~WHf1JlfJfPa1i'lJ, 'Sl1feij/,'((JixfldifioJ/.'S
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

.

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

n/a

o

o

o

n/a

o

o

o

n/a

o

o

o

~i/!3

1I:'3-2~

2/~";@ver'

Seawftally

0
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
X
n/a
n/a

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

X
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type oflocation where most of the position's duties are performed.

X
0
X

I.
2.

3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other
(Soecifv)Courtroom

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facility (not secure)
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facility I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

I 0 I 4. I Clinic

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

e uilie enIs
I. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).

0
0
-5-

I.

Less than high school education

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

0

3.

One year college

0
0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

X

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's
experience).

0
0

I.

No previous experience required

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

0
0
0

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

0

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

X

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as: attorney

0

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

0
0

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
name of the license, certification or requirement.
I.

2.
3.
4.

,

-

;
- 0
- Dnve,s LICense Requ.r"d?
I 5. V"lId

v

1

es

X No

T

,

'" Yes, whal type?

11

I. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

0

I.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

0

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

0

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

0

4.

0

5.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require
in-depth analvtical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.

-6-

X

6.

Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

a

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget?
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

a

1.

a

2.

a

3.

a

4.

a Yes

X No

K..No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May
recommend budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor
budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than
department size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
Approves the [mal departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors
the progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.
I Total QTant amount $
Total county amount $
Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?
X Yes

aNo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification Title(s)
Assistant District Attorneys assigned to the Advisory Section

Number of Employees
7

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
-7-

position. (Choose one)
0
1. Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
volunteers or temporary employees.
X 2. Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
0
3. Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of
employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work
objectives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
0
4. Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions,
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing
assignments as necessarY.
0
5. Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad
organizational goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.
7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work,
established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act
in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (Choose
one)
0
I. Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate
supervision alwavs available and work regularly reviewed.
0
2. Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
close supervision with frequent review of work.
0
3. Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
0
4. Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
0
5. Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use
of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available
for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
0
6. Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of obiectives.
0
7. Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of
own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and
work is reviewed at the end of maior proiects.
X
8. Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives
by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
0
9. Work is generally unguided.

'I. lHiuman~iR!iaiions'
-8-

-

,I

InterpersonallHuman Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level ofpersonal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those
in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches
this position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.

I

Fr.m1J.,en.:¥ 9.fTlm~ ~
0-1/3
1/3-2/3
2:~-O\t~

0

I.

0

2.

0

3.

X

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries
to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and
non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of
a standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation Or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damages if improperly handled.
-

..

J. Career Path DefimtlOll

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

•

.

Please indicate other COllntv positions that may be related to this position , as part of a career family
Other classifications in the county to which those that
I.
hold my current classification might be promoted.
2.
~y Current Clasl>j liemion
1.
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
applicants for my current classification.
12.

Date
Date
Date

-9-

'1 /' YJ r \..-5<------

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Plea1>e complete this ele~tronic fonn to the be.t Of)(\Uf ability and email when
completed to Dallas County Human Resources/CivIl Service.

(For position reclassifications use the "Position Reclassification Summary Form")

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
PrOpOsed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Reports To"):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Attorney N
ATT4
District Attornev's Office-Civil Division
Various
Russell H. Roden, ChiefCivi! Division
(Reports to Section Chief, Melanie Barton)
214-653-6149
Russell.roden@dallascounty.org
IN/A

---

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to enhance the level of legal services to various departments of Dallas County. The
creation of this position will allow the Civil Division of the DA's office to serve more efficiently and effectively as it
relates to the clients served.

This is accomplished by creating (2) grade

rv attomey positions which will allow flexibility with regard to legal

assignments, PIA research, and other entry level attorney duties. This will also aHow the release of higher grade
attorneys to handle the more complex matters in which they are qualified to do. The creation of 2 attomey iv positions
will pennit the civil division to maximize the resources available to the office as the division continues to serve the
numerous needs of the County. The addition in staff positions the division to have the manpower required to continue
to provide excellent legal counsel to Dallas County.

.

Other dutie, include those assigned by immediate supervisor and Chief of division.

-

-

C. Essential Functions ofthe New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions ofthis position. In addition
to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentaee of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These

lis

estimates should be made after aU essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal 100%.
Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands ofthe function during a
typical 8-hour workday
I
EXAMPLE '"
Time
EorNE
I
, FunctIon' Mamtams e"ierJ0r offacthties
Tasks nerfonned to accomplish this function:
30%
E
Bv nicking un and removing litter and debris iTom gtOunds, sweenin~ and ed~[nQ
_ Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
J. Function:
Timf-+EOl~
~.lJerf!!!med to accomnlish this functioll:
50%

I

_.AdvL~ory

FWlctions such as legal reviews, memos, opinions, contmc( preparation., conlr<lct review, and legislation

matters

-

=1

-

2. functi0n"

Tasks perfonned to a!complish this function:

Tinte

.-

EorNE

50%

Public Information Act9 Open Records

--

I

i

D. Visual-Mental Demands
1.

Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands ofthis position~ then select
the frequency oftime in which you perfonn under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means yourjob works under
these conditions between never and up to 1/3 ofthe time.)

I

I

0-1'3

I

• --I

I
FICauencv of Time
i/3-2/3
2/3-0ver
I

J..
I

3·1 Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most ofthe

•

I

tnne.

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
I.

Strength Demand,: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency aftime in which you perfonn under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these demands
between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demand,
0-1/3

FreQuencv of Time
I liJ-213 I 2'3-0ver

I

I
'}/~-

:l

•

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional liftin of25 ounds or less.
2.

Machines. Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position. (Do not
include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

l
3.

Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this position.
(personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate ifno computers
or software are used to perfann this function)

I

Westlaw, Lexis (i.e. legal research software)

4.

Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency of
time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Eltviro1l1nentlll Condition
NOTAPPLICABLE
5. Primary Work Location: Check the type oflocation where most of the position's duties are performed.

[::!:II]

Office Ellviroltmeltf

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

I

NOT APPLICABLE

F. Position Minimum Requirements
1.

Fonnal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the incumbent's
education level, but the MINfMUM required for this position).

r..--I

_.L

L

2.

•

6.

I Graduate or profcsst;;'mlJwork or advanced degree in:
I

_

Experience:
experience).
6.

Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's

Minimum of four years experience in/as: Civil Law

___..I'raru~e,,--3.

JD. (LAW)

j

.

~!'rtif!cation and 9ther Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or regisD'ations required for
the position (not necessarily the incumbent's CUITent licenses or certifications). Use the ex"ct name of the license,

certification or requirement.

r I.LiC;-';se to Practice Law in Texas in State and Federal Courts
15. Valid

Drivers~icel1se Required? No

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities

·1

I

I.

Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level ofproblem solving ability and/or analytical skill
required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

r-e-j

5

I'

Work tasks are of a non-recurring nanu'e, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require in-depth

L

_I

2.

Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?

J.

Budgctary Responsibilitv: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? No

4.

Scope ofBudgetarv Responsibilitv: Provide the total amount, in dollars, ofthe operating budget and any contracts or
grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility. N/A

. analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.

No

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

No

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Ifyou answered "Yes" to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction p yided by the position (check one).

o

I.

-I---j

o

3.

o

4.

o
7.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction ofhelp , assistants, seasonal employees, interns, volunteers
or temporary employees. .i.-I:Responsibility requires flln'l."IlIing as a lead w er perfornling essentially the same work as those directed,
ucting, and scheduling work.
and includes overseeing work quality, traini 0'

Responsibility requires supervising and ouito n the perfonnance for a regular group of employees or a
work unit including providing inp on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and reali nment of w
as needed.
Responsibility requires managi and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors or
administrators including au
izing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating program and
work ob'ectives and effe
eness and r~.Ilfn.ln work and staffin assi nments as necess
, Responsibility requires anaging and monitoring work perfonnance ofsenior department managers including
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational goals and
reali in work and staffin for the de artment.

Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level offreedom to act. Limitations offreedom to
act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established policies and .
procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence ofsupervision or
management aT the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate su ervision is available u on re uest

H. Human Felations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal lnteraction with those
outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in the general
public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions, governmental organizations, and
officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specifY the frequency of
time used in pertonning this job.
Fr~guencl: of Time

- I 2. I Work

0-113
requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints

•

I

W':YJ

213-0_el'

I

I

I

0

3.

0

4.

involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to obtain
cooDeration or aDDroval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
imDrooerlv handled.

•
•

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.

Other classifications in the county to which those that hold I [.AITY V
my current classification might be promoted.
12. AITYVI
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
I!.
apDlicants for my curreot classification.
12.

J. Signature/Approval
To the best ofmy ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description ofmy
position or the proposed pas' ion,..,

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complet~ this electronic ('lim to the be,t of)oUl 3bdity and emilll when
completed to Dalla, Count) HUlndll Re,oulce,ICm] en' ice

(For position reclassifications use the "Position Reclassification Summary Form")

A. Identification I General Information
~---

~ttorney

Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Reports To"):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

IV

ATT4

I

-

.~

!

District Attorney's Office-Civil Division
Various
Russell H. Rodell, Chief Civil Division
(Reports to Section Chief, Melanie Barton)
214-653-6149

t

:

Russell.ro_~en§~."lIascol1nty.org

N/A

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statement, to summarize thc general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to enhance the level oflegaJ services to various departments of Dallas County. The
creation of this position will allow the Civil Division of the DNs office to serve morc efficiently and effectively as it
relates to the clients served.
-----_.....,--

This is accomplished by creating (2) grade IV attorney positions which will allow flexibility with regard to legal
assignments, PIA research, and other entry level attorney duties. This will also allow the release of higher grade
attorneys to handle the more complex marters in which they are qualified to do. The creation of 2 attorney iv positions
will penmit the civil division to maximize the resources available to the office as the division continues to serve the
numerous needs ofthc County. The addition in staff positions the division to have the manpower required to continue
to provide excelJentlegal counsel to Dallas County.

I--()th~!

_

- -_. .. -_.-- duties include those assigned by immediate supervisor and Chief of division.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description ofEssential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions Oftllis position. In addition
to each function, li,~ the tasks perfonned to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of toral working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These

II

estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal I 00%.
Duties that require less than 5% of you I' time should not be listed.

EssentiallNon-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

I

------------------,r--::::----,-:;:---,-;::;-

I

"''\'''v!PLE+

runction: MaUl!.l:ins ex <:rior offacllIlte,

_

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
_~icking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves,
1. Function:

Tasks perfofmed to ~~-;;;;;;;i;;hih;;;;;;;~t;;;;,~-_--

Time

Ie-

~

+

.-J

30%

edging_~_

~

E

·---l

_
'I im~
50%

--

1

[nINE

EoI' 1'£

Advisory Functions such as legal reviews, memos, opinions, C<lIHraet preparation, contract review. and legislation
matters

f------------------------.-

r-:----=-----:-----------------------------,.--=----j---,,---,-,,,.2.Xunctioll"
! Time
E or ~E
c:::=:.-+-=-,"'-.=-----------.------------.--.-i.--..:.:
Tasks peiformed to accomplish this function:

50%

.}~~!:I,!0_1~:ma(jon AcL~ Open Records

-------------------------------1
~---

D.
j.

Vi~ual-Mental

Demands

Visuai-ivleniai Demands: Select that which oes( dts(.;rib~ the overall visual-mental demands ofthis position, thensele.;t
the rrequency oftime in which you perfOlm under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means your job works under
these conditions between never and up to ]/3 of the time,)

1-

-,

-----

----~._--~--

-

p

3.

2,,-0_er ~

I Work requires regular mental and -visual. concentration mostofthe I
time.

I

Fre uency of ['nil,,"

-- O:!fl._ f-YJ-2f3

-

--I

I

I

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements. Working Conditions
I.

Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these demands
between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

..lr[__~; - ~l-";:/3,--:F-,-,.:;:eL1L.::',').J
",u", ..".l of Tun",e2'1-0ve,
==-_J
q en

1

stre_n_g!_I_l_D_e_m_an_d'

-.L

'-

.J

•

Work requires nOlIDal sitting and standing and generally the
L_-L_-.L.::!o;::ccasional liftin of 25 ounds or less.

Machines, TooL'!,l':~(W(RJllentand Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position. (Do not
include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this~)

2.

.~.~ __._..

II-"NC'-'/.c:'A'-L.-.-

3.

__I

,,_

Computer E@iDment and Software' List specialized computer equipment and software required for this position.

(personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate ifno computers
or software are used to perform this function)

---------------- ----------------

Westlaw, Lexis (i.e. legal research softw..are,!).

_

Environmental, Health and Safely Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select ll,e fi'equency of
time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

4.

L

Efll'ironnzental Condition
NOT 4PPLlCABLE

~--'I.:.-"e::::q:Cu"e~ncx. of1 imc

. _ _!_Q:-l.l--.J~ 1/3-~:3

I" 2t3-0ver

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position's duties are performed.

C!:II.~e Environment

==-:J

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

-----j
F. Position Minimum Requi"cments
I.

formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the incumbent's
education level, but the MiNIMUM required for this position).

I.
2.

I 6.

i Graduate or professional wor~ or ~d~_;;~~d_~_~d_e_g_r~_e_T_n-~:_-==~_ _J_.D_._(L_A__W_)

Experiencf:
experience).

·..Jl

Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's

---I
3.

Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, celiifications, statutory requi,'ements, or registrations required tor
the position (not necessarily the incumbcnt's current licenses or celiifications). Use the exact name of the license,
certiJication or requirement.

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities

I.

Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability andlor analyrical skill
required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

reT"5."-~ Work task~ are ofa non-recUlTing nature, where proc"dures are n-ot cl~arly defined. Tasks require in-depth
~ anal)f1ical, evaluative, developmental and constructive_think"i"n"ge-'
-'

2.

Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?

No

3.

Budgetary Responsibili!y: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? No

4.

Scope of Budgetary Responsibili!y: Provide the total amount, in dollars, ofthe operating budget and any contracts or
grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility. N/A

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibili!y: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

No

6. Management and Supervisory Responsi.!l.iliJ:y: If you answered "Yes" to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction pI' vided by the position (check one).

I

1
2.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of help'

"assistants, seasonal employees, intems, volunteers

-i.

or temporary employees.
-1,----,---,Responsibility requires flln'l."'IJmg as a lead w 'er perfonning essentially the same work as those directed,
f-_+_-+i..,an::-d includes overseeing work quahty, trainr J, .~·uctillg::..,-;:a_n_d_s_c_h_ed'Cu",l_in_g=--w_o_r-;-·k_.
-;:__-;
o ' Responsibility requires supervising and onitorJii1 the performance for a regular group of employees or a
o.
work unit including providing inp on hiring and perfomlance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and reali oment ofw {as needed.

0°'

Responsibility requires managi

o

5.

and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors or

administrarors including autl rzing final decisions 011 hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating program and,
work ob'ectives and eife
eness. and [cali !lin work and staffin assi ments as necessa~_
j
Responsibility requ ires anaging and monitoring work perfonnance ofsenior department managers including
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational goals and '
reali in work and staffin for the de artmen!.
..'

I
--L-._.i-:..======O'=:"':=..::..:==

7.

I

_

Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level offreedom to act. Limitations of freedom to
act or position independence may include supervisory control, ti,e nature of the work, established policies and
procedures, andlor legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence ofsupervision or
management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end reSUlts, within guidelines.
__'
Immediate su ervision is availab!~R:.::oc;nc;r:.::e=u:.::e::cst::..

H. Human Relations
Tnterpersnnal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction wirh those
outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in the gencral
public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions. governmental organizations, and
officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specifY the frequency of
time used in performing this job.
.- - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~-'T'-:---.,.-;-v.;-;'-or-:k- requires

handling Illquiries and reasonable complaints

--~-1/3-Freq~~~~f.OfTm~;~-o\el
.• .

r---T-------i

0

3.

0

4.

involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to obtain
cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies 01' procedures that could resnlt in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

•
•

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.

I

Other classifications in the county to which those that hOldf-:':'
11.::..A:..:TT,;-o;:Y=V;-;-;;-j
my cnrrent classification might be promoted.
I 2. ATTY VI
1
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
11--:::1::...- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
applicants for my current classification.
I 2.

'J.

Signature/Approval

To the best of'!!l'-..abiliJ;!-have"COii'lpleted this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description ofmy
position ortne pr,b osed position.

W'ItJ

Date
Date

/
I

I
Date

.-/
.J

estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal I 00%.
Duties that requirc less than 5% of your time should not be listed.

EssentiallNon-Essential (E or NID: Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the fWlction during a
f):pical 8-hOllr workdaL

~r:rNE-l

EX.\MPLI.+

Functiun ""laintain> e"terior ot faciilties

-

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By pickin" up and removing litter and debris fiom grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shmbs and raking leaves.
I. FunclIon.

TIme

Tasks performed to accomolish this fUllction:

50%

30%

,
I

;

E

IEOINI:

Advisory Functions such as legal reviews, memos, opinions, contrad preparation, contract review, trial prepflIation,
litigation, and kgislation moilers

I
I--

.
2 J'unctlon:

.

Time

.

-Tasks performed to accompli'h thisfullctkm:

EorNE

50%

-

More complex Public lnfomlatioll Actsl Open Records

--

.

~

n. Visual-Mental Demands
1.

Visual-Mental Demands: Select that \vhich best describes the oyeraJl visual-menta! demands ofthis position, then select
the frequency oftime in which you pcrfonn under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 113 means your job works under
these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

,.----------

C

,i

Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most ofthe
t
im-"'. _
'--_...L.._--.J__

L

__ Frequency of Time
0·)i3

-i )'-"~j ":.0

_I

"1

E. l'bysical nemands. Equipment Requirements, 'Vorkillg Conditions
1.

Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perfonn under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these demands
between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
SneIlgth Demands

I

L

.

..

0-113

Frequency of rime
1 113-2'3 I 2"J·Over

..__.__'--__.__ 1
..1

.......1_ _._ _-'

t

_ - . l_ _

L

2.

,-"W",o",r",k."r"e",qu,-'."·res=",no"-r"m,-a.::I"-S-,itl",',,,·n,,g,,ae-n"d,-S."ta",n,,-d_in_g_an_d_g_en_e_r_al_ly_th_e_ _..L._ _
occasiollalliftin of25 ounds or less.

~L
..----l

Machines, Tools. Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position. (Do nol
include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

~

I-'-N-'-'-/A"--

3.

~._i]
L..----l

Computer Equipment and So~are: List specializcd computer equipment and software required for this position.
(personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no computers
or software are used to p,erform this function)

Westlaw, Lexis (i.e. legal research software)

4.

Environmental. Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and tllen select the frequency of
time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

r--l_.

E

Enviro/lmental COlldition

-'-N:..:oO:...:T:...:,c:1:...P:...PL:::J:..:C::::~_:.B:::;L:::E:::__________

0-113

Fre4uen~y of"! ime
[1/3-213

i

2/3-0, er

Seasl'llally

I

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position's duties are perfomled.

~I I.

I Office Ellvironment

6. Protcc!1Y?_Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.·

I NOT APPLICABLE .

----'

F. Position Minimum Requirements
I.

~'onnal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the incumbent's
education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).

_

~ l~~! ~~duate or ·professional work or advanced degree in:
2.

Experience:
experience).

I

J.D. (LAW)
_ _ _ _ _ _•

....J

Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent'S

~-r-Minimum offou7y-;'ars experience in/as: Civil Law

LJ__ I_I'.rllill;e
3.

_

Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, orregistrations required for
the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact name of the license,
certification or requirement.

t

t.License to Practice Law in Texas in State and FCd;;aTCo~;rts

5_ Valid Drivers License Required? No
'----------------- -----

---------------

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities

IS'

I.

Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability andlor analytical skill
required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches tilis position.

I Work tasks are ofa non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined.

Tasks require in-depth

. anal tical, evaluative, developme~n.::ta:.:I.o.a",n",d"c:.:o:.:n:.:s",tr.o.u",c",tic.v.:;e.o.th:.:l:.:·
n:.:k:.:i:.:ng
...' -

I
.

2.

Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?

3.

Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? No

4.

Scope ofBudgetaw Responsibili!y: Provide the total amount, in dollars, ofthe operating budget and any contracts or
grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility, N/A

No

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibili!y: Does this position involve directing the work ofothers?

No

6. Managcment and Supervisorv Responsibili!y: ffyou answered "Yes" to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).
0

1.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction ofhelpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns, volunteers

r __

J _.

or temporary_~p!I'c-Yc_.
e_s".'_-,--;---:~__;_-:--__;_--:---;----__::__;_---_:_--_".--,,--,.__,
Responsibiliifr\4lires functioni
a lead worker perfonnmg essentially the same work as those dlrected,
and includes overseeing wor' ,ality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.

I

o
o

I 2.

o

4.

3.

-

- - --

Responsibility requires s . rViSinicr
nd monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or a
work unit including roviding i
t on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and r 19nment of v
s need"ed=.'-----;_----;;-_ _-,-_,.,- ...,-;-_-,;-....,-,_:
-,1
Responsibility
uires managing nd monitoring work pelformance by directing subordinate supervisors or
administrat
mcluding authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating program and

work ob'

Ives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as necessary.

Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance ofsenior departtnentmanagers including
'0
5.
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational goals and
'---;-...L_--,--,rc:e",a",li"".!,~ ~ork"nd staffing for the department.
7.

Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level offreedom to act. Limitations offi'eedolll to
act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of tbe work, established policies and
procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the cxtent to which you are free to act in the absence ofsupervision or
management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)

LJ

5.

Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for special
problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.

-~.

H. Human Relations

Intemersonal/Hull1an Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with those
outside diJect reporting relationships (intemal and external customers). The interaction may include those in the general
public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions, govemmental organizations) and
officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specify the frequency of
time used in performing this job.

r

frtlquen.. ..y of Time

0

3.

0

4.

involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to obtain
coooeration or aooroval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
imorooerlv handled.

•
•

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.

Other classifications in the county to which those that hold I I.ATIY V
my current classification might be promoted.
12. ATIYVI
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
11.
applicants for my current classification.
12.

J. Signature/Approval

Z".,.

To the best of'!!Y.- abil~have'COrflpleted this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate descriptIOn o/my

~'" ,""W"O

mJ~,
'-Immediate Supervis '
Comments:

Date
--=-,-------''-f--'~'-'-----------

Date

Date

'f

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION

IDepartment

District Attorney

I Position Title

Program advocate to Diversion Clinical Dir.

Current Grade

Budget No.

Job Code

F

Position No. 3293
Department
Priority

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed

The program advocate is now needed to offer clinical support, assessment and guidance to the
Community Prosecution Unit diversion programs that have grown in the District Attorney's
office since the creation of the unit. Additionally, the advocate has been providing this support
to other existing specialty and diversion courts and this is a service that has not been able to
be used from other resources.

Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)

The success of these other diversion programs and specialty courts has more potential to have
a greater impact on the county's budget in the long term than the prostitution diversion initiative
through lowering jail population and improved recidivism rates.

Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade

F

Proposed Grade

I

Salary

52,780.20

Salary

66,297.24

FICA (7.65%)

4037.69

FICA (7.65%)

5071.74

Retirement (11.5%) 6069.72

Retirement (11.5%) 7624.18

Total

Total

62,887.61

78,993.16
Total Annual Impact

16,105.55

Staff Review and Comment

FY20lS

Form F
FY20/5 Operating Budget! Capita/Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form

General Instructions:

Please wmplete this form and attach the current and proposed position
descriptions, the CIUTem and proposed organization charts and any
Cl mparatin: position descriptions that can be identified.

A.Identification / General Information
Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

Program Advocate
Diversion Clinical Director
F
District Attorney
3293
Racbael Jones
3774
Rachael.iones~dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position (I) is to evaluate and meet the therapeutic and clinical needs of individuals
applying for and entering into pretrial diversion and specialty court programs; (2) offer continued clinical
and therapeutic services for graduates of existing pretrial diversion programs (3) provide training for other
agencies throughout the county on lrauma informed care; (4) advise the District Attorney on the therapeutic
and clinical needs for additional diversion programs.

This is accomplished by (I) one on one assessment of the individuals applying for the programs; (2)
providing individual therapy sessions for clients; (3) conduct continual research on viable programs for
Dallas County; (4) holding weekly support meetings for graduates; (5) developing and conducting training
sessions as requested. The diversion director will also perform additional duties as needed by the CPU and
the District Attorney.

c. Rationale for Reclassification
Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational structure,
changes in department procedures· changes in grant or program scope· new programs/functions· introduction
-I -

of new equipment/systems; reassignment of iob duties/termination of other employees in the work unit, etc.
The Community Prosecution Unit is entering its third year. During the last two years we have had the
opportunity to assist several of the existing specialty courts and also to develop some new diversion
programs. With our new diversion program's expansion there is a need for us to have our own therapist
on staff to provide for the individual unique needs of candidates. Not all defendants can succeed or meet
the criteria of the pre-existing diversion programs. Many of these diversion clients need specialized
therapy sessions, assessments, or referrals to successfully address why they have committed a criminal
offense. Additionally, existing pretrial diversion programs and specialty courts could benefit from a
qualified person that provides continual support to graduates. Many of our graduates lack the support
they need to remain free from criminal activity or relapse once they complete the program. In order to
ensure that our graduates maintain their success and not reoffend it is imperative that we have someone
who is not only trained in providing the clinical support for continued sobriety but also someone who can
aid in answering any mental health and trauma needs. Additionally, it has become apparent that many of
our defendants' substance abuse stems from untreated trauma. Having a trained therapist on staff who not
only knows how to treat the trauma, but also to train other agencies in the county will aid in making the
entire county knowledgeable in trauma informed care, thereby, putting us in a much better position to
reduce recidivism.. The prostitution diversion initiative is going to change in the future to be more
encompassing of other broader issues and if needed this person can pick up some of those same duties.
Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe how
the job has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level ofjudgment, independence,
problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for $1,000,000 and is now
responsible for $1 0,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising two employees and is now
responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the specific new job
duties/responsibilities.
The old position worked on one program and this new classification and description requires different
certifications and to advise on several programs. Additionally, the new position would have much greater
decision making authority.
Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)? Please
specifY. Ifthe duties have been reassigned, please provide the name, job title, and an explanation ofwhy the
duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the job duties/responsibilities.
The duties have not been reassigned there is a new need and the current duties can be absorbed into this
position.
What dutieslresponsibilities have been removed from the position? What position (ifany) is now responsible
for them?
The current structure of the Prostitution Diversion Initiative will simply be included into this job.
However, additional duties will be added to this position based on the significant expansion of the DA's
pretrial diversion activities and the need for a therapist and assessor.
Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for goods/services). Have any reporting relationships to or from this position been altered?
The changes in job duties will change as stated" above. Additionally, the educational level and training
required for this job is much more extensive than the previously oiJtlined position. Also, the prosecutor
will be relying heavily on the mental health training of this person in making treatment recommendations
for successful completion of the diversion program and for determining if an individual is granted
admission to the program. Those qualifications and reliance were not present in the previous description.
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What soecific tasks or activities make the iob dutieslresoonsibilities more comolex?
The evaluation ofthe clinical, mental health, and substance abuse needs of defendants requires someone
who has the necessary background, training and experience in those areas.
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
soecific reasons whv.
There are not any in the DA's office that are of a comparable nature.
What are the performance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position classification
recommendation support?
(l)To see a certain number of clients per week (2) to start alumni group for the other existing diversion
programs (3) to maintain a clinical caseload of clients who could not otherwise afford outside therapy
services. This position will help with vision 3 making Dallas COW1ty safer and expanding sentencing
alternatives; vision 2 by helping to provide indigent medical and mental health care. Additionally, the
training we can provide to other agencies will also help with vision 2 to work with regional partners to
ensure residents are healthier.

D. Essential Functions
Description ofEssential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions ofthis position.
In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty.
These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this colwnn
must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiallNon-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

EXAMPLE'"

Function: Maintains exterior of t~lcilities

:

I

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking uo and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trirruning shrubs and raking leaves.
I.Function: assess defendants clinical, mental health and subsumce abu:e
needs for pretrial diversion

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
One on one assessment and interview with defendants
Review of offense reports and prior treatment records
Consultation with prosecutor

Recommend treatment plan for successful completion ofeligible defendants
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I

Time

EorNE

30%

E

Time

EorNE

30%

E

2. Function: Provide counseling en'ice to eligible indigent defendants in
diversion prOllJam

Time

ForNE

40%

E

Time
10%

EorNE
E

4. Function: Pro,~de clinical and therapeutic guidance t the District Anomcy for
the development and implementation of additional pretrial diversion programs and

Time

EorNE

Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:

15%

E

Time
5%

EorNE
NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

I

Use degree to provide required counseling services on a weekly or bi-monthly
basis to qualified defendants in the program so that they can successfully complete
the pretrial diversion program

3. Function: Provide trainin(! to other agencies on trawna informed care

Tasks oerformed to accomplish this function:
Assess the need and develop training material and presentation as requested from
agencies in the county concerning trauma informed care

Perform the monthly classes for misdemeanor defendants that are going through
the prostitution memo program to aid in decreasing recidivism rates

5. Function:

Tasks performed to accomolish thisfunction:
As needed research and consult on new and cutting edge programs that may aid in reducing
jail population or crime prevention or recidivism in Dallas County
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E. Visual-Mental Demands
I. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands ofthis position,
then select the frequency oftime in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means
your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Free uenc\' of Time

0

1.

0

2.

•

3.

..

Work requires a mll1lmUm of mental and visual
concentration to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the oerformance of various ooerations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most
of the time.

0-1/3

l/3-2i3

2i3-0ver

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
I. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands ofthis position, then select
the frequency oftime in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has
these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strcngth Demands

•

r._

__.._._ _Ere ucl1cy of Time
0-113 ..- 1/3-2/3
2i3-0ver
.._-

•

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally
0
0
the occasionalliftinl! of 25 oounds or less.
0
2. Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
0
0
0
liftinl! of 26-50 oounds.
0
3. Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 510
0
0
7500unds.
0
0
4. Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
0
0
of over 76 oounds.
2. Machines, Tools, EqUipment and Work AIds: List machmes, tools and eqUipment reqUlred for thIS
position. (Do not include computer equipment and.software - use the next section for this.)
I.

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate ifno computers
or software are used to perform this function)

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.
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Em'ironmental Condition
0

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.
2.
3.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery)

Heillth and Safety Conditions

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

0

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0-1/3
0

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0\'er
0
0

Seasonally
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-1/3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

113-2/3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2/3-0ver
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Seasonally
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type oflocation where most of the position's duties are performed.

I.
2.
3.

"

0

0

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (SDecifv)

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facility (not secure)
I 0 I 4. I Clinic
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facility I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

G. Position Minimum Requirements
1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).

0
0
0
0
0

•
2.

I.

Less than high school education

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

3.

One year college

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

Counseling or psychology

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's
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experience).

0
0
0
0
0

•

0
0
0
0

1.

No previous experience required

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as: clinical

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
name of the license, certification or requirement.
I. Licensed for independent practice

2.
3.

4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? .Yes

ONo

If Yes, what type? Operator's license

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
I. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

0

I.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

0

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

0

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

()

4.

•

5.

0

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require
in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
• Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.
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0 No

In developing specific training for trauma informed care as requested and in developing new diversion
programs.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? a Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.
a

1.

a

2.

a

3.

a

4.

.No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May
recommend budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor
budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than
department size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors
the progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope ofBudgetarv Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
resDonsibilitv.
Total county amount $
I Total "rant amount $
Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?
aYes

eNo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
Dosition. (Choose one)
Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
a
l.
volunteers or temporary employees.
Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
a
2.
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
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o

3.

o

4.

o

5.

Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of
employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work
obiectives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions,
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing
assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance ofsenior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad
organizational goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level offreedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work,
established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act
in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (Choose
one)
0
I. Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate
supervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
0
2. Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
close supervision with frequent review of work.
0
3. Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end resul t. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodicallY by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
0
4. Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
0
5. Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use
of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available
for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
6. Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of obiectives.
0
7. Works indepcndcntly on major assigmnents with responsibility for all planning ofwork of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of
own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and
work is reviewed at the end of major projects.
0
8. Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives
by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
0
9. Work is generally unguided.

•

I. Human Relations
Interoersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those
in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches
this position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.
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0

1.

0

2.

•

3.

0

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries
to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and
non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of
a standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damages if improperly handled.

Frequency of Time
O-l/J
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

J. Career Path Definition

.

Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position , as part of a career family
I.None that aware of because of client needs
Other classifications in the county to which those that
and environment is different
hold my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
I.Advocate positions
applicants for my current classi fication.
2.

K. Signature/Approval
To the best ofmy ability, 1 have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
ofmypos(tion or the proposed position.
II'11

~
epartment HeadiE
Comments:
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DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION
Job Title:

POI Program Advocate

Job Code:

7074000

Job Grade:

F

Reports To:

Manager/Supervisor

Pas. No:

3293

FLSA Code:

E

Department:

Law Enforcement

Lac. Code

Various

SIC Code:
WC Code:

9222

EEO Code:

BOI

Division:

Various

CS Code:

A,B, C, or
D

8810

Summary of Functions: Act as lead and primary contact/liaison related to the development or enhancement
of a program, initiative, or field operation (ex: Prostitute Diversion Initiative - PDI) for a law enforcement
agency (ex: DA) by creating and maintaining partnerships and collaborations within the community, other
agencies/institutions and the governing board/body for the program, initiative or operation, including assisting
with communications, marketing needs, fund raising and fiscal development for same.
Management Scope: N/A

Duties and Responsibilities:

Essential
Nonessential

% of
Time

I.

Facilitates inter-agency and intra-agency collaboration to SUppOlt and enhance a
program, initiative, or field operation by providing timely, accurate, and consistent
communication via reports, verbal updates, etc., to all applicable parties.

25

E

2.

Coordinates all primary and ancillary activities relevant to the program, initiative,
operation to include screening and selecting volunteers that patticipate in the social
service component of the program, initiative, or field operation as well as those who
provide the mentoring relationships for those exiting the behavior (ex: leaving the
sex trade).

20

E

3.

Utilizes clinical knowledge of mental health, substance abuse, and other behavioral
health issues to facilitate triage of the volunteer/participant as well as determine
appropriate levels of physical, emotional, mental, and psychiatric care for the
volunteer/participant and appropriate referral source(s).

20

E

4.

Interviews volunteer/participant to determine and/or identify patterns of abuse,
neglect, exploitation, abandonment, and/or other forms of maltreatment as
applicable to the program, initiative, or field operation to effectively intervene
during/after operation and/or on-going volunteer/participation in the program.

20

E

5.

Represents the agencies and program, initiative or operation in the community by
attending meetings, providing education about the etiology, pathology, and profile
of the individuals related to the program, initiative, or operation.

10

E

J:\Community Prosecution Unit\administrative items\PDI Program Advocate JD 7074000.doc
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Performs other related duties as assigned.

05

N

Minimum Qualifications:
Education, Experience and Training:
Education and experience equivalent to a Bachelor's Degree from an accredited college or university in a job
related field of study. Minimum of two years clinical experience within the mental health and/or chemical
dependency fields,
Special Requirements:
Must be a Licensed Chemical Dependency Counselor (LCDq in the State of Texas, Ability to effectively interact
with the public and staff while maintaining confidentiality.

PhysicaVEnvironmental Requirements:
Standard office environment and/or field environment.
Hay PointsIPoint Factor:
KH: EI3 - 200, PS: D3 (33%) - 66, AC: D1C -76, Total: 342, KHlPS/AC: 58-19-22, Profile: +1

Supervisor Signature

Date

Reviewed by Human Resources/Civil Service on

Date

Approved by Civil Service Commission on

Date

_

12/10/2013

--------

This job description shows typical requirements of a position within this classification. This description is not
intended to be all-inclusive. Individual positions may vary slightly in functions, job dimensions and
requirements. Any percenlage of lime included on each function is only an estimate and may change depending
on the specific departmental tasks. Candidates whose disabilities make them unable to meet these requirements
will still be considered fully qualified if they can perform the Essential Functions of the job with reasonable
accommodation.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF

IDepartment
IBrief Title nf PIR
IApprox. Net Cost

District Attorney/Family Violence - Sexual Assault Unit
Legal Assistant, Sexual Assault Unit, Grade 10

Budget No

------1

$53,728

Department Priority - - - - - - - - 1

i
Brief Summary of Request

Over the last year, the number of sexual assault cases has risen dramatically. As of today, the
sexual assault unit is utilizing a victim advocate that is currently assigned to both family violence and
sexual assault cases. Because of the dramatic increase of sexual assault cases being filed due to the
expansion of the CaDIS system, it has become vital to have a victim advocate assigned particularly to the
sexual assault unit.

Discussion of

eed

Over the last year, the number of sexual assault cases received has risen significantly. There is a pending
caseload of between 130 -140 cases at any given time. Our office has been receiving on average over 20 per month
since May 2014. We received as high as 29 and 3S in the months ofJuly and October 2014. We do indict most
cases. With the expansion of the caDIs system and changes in state law, rape kits are being tested quickly and in
greater numbers than ever before, increasing our number of cases. In August 2014, DPD announced that it has
4,480 untested rape kits. Through a grant with Orchid Cell Mark, 6S kits/week are being dropped off at their lab.
Orchid has 90 days to test these kits and submit the results to DPS for caDIs submission. All of these kits are
expected to be tested over the next 18 1110nths. DPD recently got its first set of results back and there was a
23% hit rate.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure

A legal assistant will be necessary to assist the prosecutor in preparing cases for prosecution and for trial. In other
'urisdictions in the country that have faced the same issue with untested rape kits, the hiring of support staff has
been necessary to ensure that we continue to see positive conviction rates. A conservative estimate of prosecutable
kits is expected to be a minimum of 400 new cases.
Staff Review and Comment

'-

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK
SHEET
Brief Title of PIR

Legal Assistant, Grade 10

Staff Cost
Grade
Salary
FICA@7.65%
Retirement @ I 1.5%
Insurance @ $8,500

Grade 10
$37,960

$2,903
$4,365
$8,500
Total $53,728

Related Equipment
Number
Desk

Furniture
Computer
Printer

Network Cabling
Software

Vehicle
Travel
Pager

Cell Phone
Other
Total

-------

Other Costs (describe)

Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space

Total

-------

I Less Additional Reyenue Source

I
Form El

Grand Total

FY2016

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please cllmplete this electroni form to the best of yo Ill' ability and email
\\ hen completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Ci\ il en' ice.

(For position reclassifications use the "Position Reclassification SummalY Form")

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Reports To"):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Legal Assistant, Sexual Assault Unit
Grade 10
Dallas County DA's Office, Family Violence DivisionSexual Assault Unit
N/A
Amy Derrick, Chief Prosecutor of the Family Violence
Division - Sexual Assault Unit
214-653-3719
aderrick(a)daIlascoun ty. org

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to
Assist in the prosecution of sexual assault crimes which have increased significantly over the last year due to the
expansion of the CaDIS system and changes in state law. Now, rape kits are being tested faster and in greater
numbers than ever before and as a result, we are expecting about 400 new cases to be filed within the next year.
Currently, there is I investigator and I victim advocate assisting the sexual assault unit. This victim advocate also
maintains a case load with the family violence courts. Because of the dramatic increase of sexual assault cases, it is
vital to have a legal assistant that handles onlv sexual assault cases.
This is accomplished by
Creating a legal assistant position that handles only sexual assault cases and repmts to the Chief Prosecutor of the
Sexual Assault Unit.
Other duties include
Prepare cases for prosecution and trial by subpoenaing or informally requesting documents and evidence needed to
prove the cases. Prepare cases for trial by issuing witness subpoenas and notification letters to witnesses to ensure
their presence in court and at hearings, coordinating travel arrangements for witnesses, filing motions and conditions
of bond with the felony courts, assisting during interviews of victims and otller witnesses as needed, schedule and
monitor assianed cases to ensure cases are processed expeditiously and in accordance with established procedures.

The legal assistant will also assist in providing discovery to defense counsel in compliance with the Michael Morton
Act.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this
position. In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear,
concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each
duty. These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in
this column must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiallNon-Essential CE or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the
function during a typical 8-hour workday
EX.-\,\IPLE '1/
Time
Functiun; Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function;
30%
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweepin 0 and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimmin o shrubs and raking leaves.
I
Time
I. Function;
35%
Tasks performed to accomplish this(uflctiofl:

I

F orNE
E

EorNE
E

Prepare cases for prosecution and trial by subpoenaing or informally requesting
documents and evidence needed to prove the cases.

2. Function:
Tasks performed to accompiish this fUllciion:
Prepare cases for trial by issuing witness subpoenas and notification letters to witnesses to
ensure their presence in cou'1 and at hearings, coordinating travel arrangements for
witnesses, coordinating witness and police officer interviews, filing motions and
conditions of bond with the felony courts, assisting during interviews of victims and other
witnesses as needed, schedules and monitor assigned cases to ensure cases are processed
expeditiously and in accordance with established procedures.

3. Functiol1"
Tasks performed to accomplisll this function:
Provide discovery to defense counsel in compliance with the Michael MOlton Act

,I

Time

EorNE

3570

c

Time

E <,r NE
E

20%

~

4. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this junction:
Ensures applicable equipment is available and in workable condition in the courtrooms,
Notarizes documents, orders supplies, distributes mail, prepares statistical data and
coordinates the transpOItation ofCoun!Y witnesses with the Victim Witness Division.

-

,

5. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Drafts routine cOlTespondence; processes, compiles and copies fOlT11s, legal
documents and other materials; ensures case information is organized; and
maintains current policy and trial notebooks.

Time
5%

EorNE

Time
5%

EllrNE

D. Visual-Mental Demands
Visuai-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this
position, then select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example:
oto 1/3 means your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

1.

I

I
I

I
a

I.

a

2.

X

3

Work requires a .minimum of mental and visual concentration
to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of
the time.

0-113

Freouenc) of rime
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

X

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, 'Vorking Conditions

J. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of tilis position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perfonn under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your
job has these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands

X

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

2.

Fre.guenc\" of Time
--.2.-Jfl.---+-_1/3-2!l-._ 2'3:Over-

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

0

0

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Machines, Tools. Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for
this position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are
assumed. Indicate if 110 computers or software are used to perform this function)

I Proficiency with ACMS
4.

Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select tile
frequency oftime in which you are required to work under these conditions.

I

Em'ironmental Condition

I

rrc~~n

0-1/3

0

1.

0

2.

0

,.

0

4.

0
0

I.

0

0
0
0

0

2.
3.
4
5.
6.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery

Healtll and Safet!' Conditions
Driving
Mechan ical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases

r

of"!:ime

---

2iJ~O\-er

Seasonally

0

0

0

1/3-2/3
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-1/3

1/3-2/3
0
0
0

2/3-0\er

Seasonally

0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

7.

0
0

Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

8

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type oflocation where most of the position's duties are performed.

X
0
0

I 0 I
I0 I

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

I.
2.
3.

4.
5.

I Clinic
I Secured Facility

I
I

0
0

I
I

6.
7.

I Residential Facility (not secure)
I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
I.

Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use
the incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
0

I.

Less than high school education

0

2

High school diploma or equivalent

0

3.

One year college

X

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

a

5

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

0

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

2.

Experience: Record the mlll,mlliTI experience required for this position (not necessarily the
incumbent's experience).
I.

a

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

X

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as: legal

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

0

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

0

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

0

7. , Minimum of five years experience in/as:

0

8. ! Minimum of six years experience in/as:

0

I

1---_.

3.

-

0

I

No previous experience required
..

_-

._--_ ..

0

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

0

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

-

-

Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or
registrations required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or
certifications). Use the exact name of the license, certification or requirement.

5. Valid Drivers License Required? OYes

ONo

[fYes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
I.

Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

0

I.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

0

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

0

,."

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

X

4.

0

5.

0

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructiv(
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require in·
depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requmng strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
0 Yes
No
[fyes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? 0 Yes
No
[fyes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

0

l.

0

2.

0

3.

X

X

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May reCOl11l11en(
budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budge
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or fa:
a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of depaltl11ent budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significan
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budge
expenditures.

Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors th,
ro ress of fiscal ob·ectives and ad·usts lans as necessar for com letion.

4.

Scope of Budgetary Responsibilitv: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and
any contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.

I Total !!rant amount $

Total county amount $
Additional comments:

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

OYes

X

0

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(s)

umber of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibilitv: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position (check one).

10

1.

i Responsibility requires the occasional
i volunteers or temporary employees.

0

2.

I directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.

0

3.

0

4.

0

5.

! Responsibility

I
i

7.

direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns

requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as thost

Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees O'
a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, progran
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisor,
or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluatin!
program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments a,
necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department manage"
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organization a
goals and realiming work and staffing for the department.

Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act.
Limitations of freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of
the work, established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which
you are free to act in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies
and procedures. (choose one)

0

l.

0

2.

0

3.

4.

X

5.

0

6.

0

7.

0

8.

0

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervisior
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under c1os1
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achievt
end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewel
periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use 0
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available fo:
special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning anr
performance with little or no gnidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process
Work is reviewed upon completion of obiectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigner
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of owl'
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work i,
reviewed at the end of maior proiects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and maJo:
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives b)
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect 01
departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction
with those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may
include those in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and
commissions, governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that
most closely matches this position, and specifY the frequency of time used in performing this job.

I

Frequency of Time
]i3-:~/3
2iJ-OYer
0-1/3

0

I.

0

2.

X

o.

0

4.

,

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approvaL
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

0

0

0

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a
career family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold 1\-01-,-,
my current classification might be promoted.
I 2,
My Current Classification
1--:0
11-,-.
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
applicants for my current classification.
I 2.

_

_

J. Signature/Approval
To the best ofmy ability, J have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
of my position
roposedp ition.

l~~~te Su~el'\ ~0f1 'gffature

C

1m nts:

"-Vl
(

j

!7

Date1

/

)L,U7 (/'-\/ ; ~-e..---

Deparnnent Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

[?JJ \0
.
L// ~" 1/ J

Date

'~ '!J

It)

SUSAN HAWK
CRIMINAL DISTRICT ATTORNEY
DALLAS COUNTY, TEXAS

FAMILY VIOLENCE
DIVISION
BUDGET PROPOSAL
FY2016

Frank Crowley Courts Building • 133 N. Riverfront Blvd., L.B. 19 • Dallas, Texas 75207-4399 • 214/653-3600
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION

IDepartment

I

Position Title

Dallas County DA, Family Violence Position

Protective Order Prosecutor
Altny III

Current Grade

Budget No.
Position No.

Department
Priority

Job Code

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed

An attorney III is the equivalent to an entry-level felony prosecutor with limited felony experience. The
Protective Order Unit not only requires experience in both criminal and civil law but also demands that th(
prosecutor understand the complexities of the cases and the seriousness of the victim's safety and wellbeing. This Protective Order position should not, and cannot remain an entry level position with limited

I
0

PPO''''" i<y r", ,d'llice mru'.

Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)

The Protective Order Unit is currently comprised of three prosecutors, one investigator, and six victim
advocates to handle all the protective order applicants and cases in Dallas County. In 2014, 591
protective order cases were filed with the District Clerk's office. The three prosecutors each handle a
third of the docket and prepare them for hearings by ordering police reports, interviewing applicants, and
gathering evidence for contested hearings. Each of the three prosecutors handles approximately 4-6
contested hearings a week which is about 160-200 contested hearings a year. This position, as an
Attorney Ill, is underrated for the work that is required.

Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade

Altny 1II

Proposed Grade

Attny IV

Salary

$75,243

Salary

589,228

Fie (7.65%)

55,756

FICA (7.65%)

56,823

Retirement (11.5l7o)

$8,653

Retirement (11.5%)

$10,261

Total

$89,652

Talal

$106,312
Total Annual Impact SI6,660

Staff Review and Comment

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form

Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

Family Violence Protective Order Prosecutor
Family Violence Protective Order Prosecutor - Attv IV
Atty III
Dallas County DA, Family Violence Position
Stephanie Fargo
214-653-3706
stephanie.fargo~dallascounty.org

The purpose of this position is to
Handle both criminal and civil matters when dealing with protective order applicants. These cases are
numerous and complex and require a higher level of experience and knowledge.
This is accomplished by
Upgrading the current position from an entry-level felony Attny III to an Attorney IV position which
historically means that prosecutor has 3-5 years of experience as a felony prosecutor and is able to handle

complex legal issues.
Other duties include
Screening and processing over approximately 200 different protective order applications each year.
Evaluate and prepare each protective order case for court that is filed with the clerk's office. Preparing
those victims and witnesses for contested hearings. Gathering evidence and ordering police reports.

Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational
structure, changes in department procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new
programs/functions; introduction of new equipment/systems; reassignment of job duties/termination of
other emplovees in the work unit etc.
The demands and duties of the protective order unit over the past several years have increased
tremendously. The laws regarding who can applY for a Protective Order have changed in order to allow
- 1-

,

more victims to apply who in the past would not qualify because there was no family relationship. With
the changes, more complex cases began arising, which requires a higher level of knowledge and
expertise in the field of protective orders. This position has been under-filled with an Attorney III
prosecutor; this position demands an Attorney IV position.
Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe
how the job has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level of judgment,
independence, problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for
$1,000,000 and is now responsible for $10,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising
two employees and is now responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the
specific new iob duties/responsibilities.
See above
.\re the new dutieslresponsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)?
Please specify. If the duties have been reassigned, please provide the nan1e, job title, and an explanation
of why the duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the job
duties/responsibilities.
See above
What duties/responsibiJities have been removed from the position?
responsible for them?

What position (if any)

IS

now

None
Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for goods/services). Have any reporting relationships to or from this position been altered?
See above
What specific tasks or activities make the iob duties/responsibilities more complex?
See above
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
specific reasons why.
This position is equivalent to the Felony 2 prosecutor assigned to a Court (Attny IV level) which is a
prosecutor with 3-5 years of experience in the field and works more independently than an Attny III
prosecutor.
What are the performance expectations?
classification recommendation support?

What goal(s)

lD

the strategic plan does the position

A more experience prosecutor can better manage the flow of cases into and out of the protective order
unit handling more cases and delivering the expertise and dedication to some of the most vulnerable
victims in Dallas County.

D. Essential Functions
-2-

Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions' of this
position. In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear,
concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each
duty. These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in
this column must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
Essential on-Essential CE or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

eXMfPLE ~

Time

E orNE

fWlction: Maintains exterior offacilities

Tasks verformed to accomvlish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeoinfl and edflinfl
~\\'alks'..Q10wing

30%

EJ

l<l;wns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.

1. Function:

rime

Tasks oerformed to accomvlish this function:

45%

I

E orNE I
E

Interviewing victims and witnesses, reviewing reports. Drafting affidavits and
gathering evidence. Subpoenaing records and witnesses for contested hearings.
Ensure that the pleadings are filed prooerly.

,,r tillclIon:
.
~.

lime

'Tasks oerTor-n-;e(1 to-accomolish this function: .

I EorNE

10%

Safety planning with vietims, assisting with finding safe locations for victims and
communicating and working with various ageneies to provide resources to the
victims.

. 3. Function:

Time

Tasks oerformed to accomolish this function:

45%

Evaluate and prepare eaeh contested ease for trial. Interview witnesses for the
contested hearing and prosecute the cases in trial.
I,

I

I
-, ~

,

-

E orNE

;
EorNE ,

Time
-

4. Function:

Tasks performed to accomplish this[unction:

l

I 5. Function:

Time

,

E orNE

I

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

E. Visual-Mental Demands
)

I. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this
position, then select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0
to 1/3 means your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

I
I0

II J.

0

2.

X

0
~.

0-1/3

I

-

I Work reqmres a ffiJnJmum of mental and visual

Free uc!1.9'..2Uil,!!_c_____ ~
1/3-2/3
1/3-0ver'

0

concentration to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration
most of the time.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

I

F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
I. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perfOlm under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your
job has these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strengrh Deniands

I
0-1/3

XI J.

-4-

I Work requires normal si!tingimd standin o and generally

6

Frequency of 1 ime
I
li3-2!3
2!3-0\er
I

I
I

0

X

the occasional lifting of25 pOlll1ds or less.
0
0
0
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
lifting of26-50 pounds.
,
0
0
0
J.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of
0
51-75 POllI1ds.
0
0
0
0
4. Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
of over 76 pounds.
2. Machllles. Tools. EquiPment and Work AIds: LIst machll1es, tools and eqUIpment reqUIred for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)
0

2.

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for
this position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no
computers or software are used to perform this function)

4. Enviromnental. Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

-----_.
i

0

1.

0

2.

0
0

,

J.

4.

Environmental Condition

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery)

c

Health and Safetv Conditions
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.

2.

,

J.

4.
5.

6
7.
8.

.-

-----r-

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
I Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
I Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0-113
0

.~
Freq uene) 0 f Ti me
:
213-0,·er 'Seasonall)
1/3-213
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-113
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1/3-2!3l 2/3-0\er
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I Seasonally I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type oflocation where most of the position's duties are performed.
X

1.

0
0

2.
,

-5-

J.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (SDecifv)

I 0 I 4. I Clinic

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facilitv (not secure)

I 0 I 5. I Secured Facility I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protecti ve Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for tllis position.

G. Position Minimum Requirements
Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use
the incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).

1.

i 0 i l.!Less than high school education
1-6 I 2. ,High school diploma or equivalent

tro ~

3. lone year college
Tw~-,-y-e-al-'--:A-s-s-o-cl:-'a-te-':-s-d7 e-gr-e-e--:i-n-:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ;

0- +,4.

~ 0

i Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

, 5.

! 'xrYTG~aduate or professional work or advanced degree in:
2.

Law degree

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the
incumbent's experience).

i-o'T"I.TNOprevious experience required
ix months -to-o-n-e-y-e-a-r'-e-x-p-e-r-=-ie-n-c-e"'i:-n/"'a-s-:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ;

1;-0 ',- 2.

Is

r"'O'n,-t'M;;;'imum of one year experience illlas:

l-o'~1 Minimum of two years experience illlas:
'I
-----:---.,---;--:-:::-:---------------------1
C~J S. ~inimum of three years experience in/as: ADA
! 0 i 6. ! Minimum of four years experience in/as:
----,----,--,-----------------------1
I,- -0---',! 7.--'-._,
i Minimum of five years experience in/as:
I

, 0 lS-:-tMinil11~lm of six ye-a-rs-'-e-x-p-el""i-e-n-ce-:-il-lI:-'a-s-:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

L-0j
9~
'f
" . lIuas:
/
_
. I M'1l1lmUm
0 seven years experIence

~

o

.! 0,

i

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

J

3. Celtification and Other Requirements:
List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or
registrations required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or
certifications). Use the exact name of the license, certification or requirement.

------ ---_._-----_.

I . State Bar License
I.~

-------

r-,'2.
I J.

, 4,

I

-----------------------1

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I
1

-------------------------------------<1·

!-)--,-Vali-d-D-r~ersLicense Required? OYes

-6-

ONo

If Yes, what type?

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
J. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability andlor
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

JO J

10 I
r0

I.
2.

'.-L..

I

i Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.
i Work tasks are routine, but not identical.
I

.

3. ! Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

'---'

i Work
,

tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative andlor !,
constructive thinkin .
i 0 1 s. ! Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks
~'e in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
,
X
6. I Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative'J
develo mental and constructive thinkin .

! 0 I 4.

Lt

I

I

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
0 Yes
If yes. describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

0 No

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? 0 Yes
No If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

0

0

l.

0

2.

0

0

,

J.

4.

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May
recommend budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May
monitor budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less
than department size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information.
Monitors the progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and

any contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsl'bT
I Ity.
Total countv amount $
I Total lIrant amount $
Additional comments:

-7-

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

X Yes

ONo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees

Attny I
6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
£osi~~onj~hoose one)
_
o I I. I Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, 1
I mterns, volunteers or temporary employees.
!X
Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as I
!
I
i those directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work. I
10 !
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of I
; J. ; employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work!
.J __.. J ~~ctive!'.!..l2!ogram effecti veness and realignment of work as needed.
! Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
,,0
4. I. supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary
actions, evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and
Ir----r--+::::-:.=:-=-7'?'===:=:...::::.:..::.c=~"----__;_--_:______:_--____,,____-__::_----_;:_-_:___-:_---__j
staffin assi nments as necessar .
I 0
! Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department
.
5. I
I
I
~ managers including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing
i
;_._Lbr~~~~ani~~tional goals and realigning work and staffing for the departme.nc;.tc;..
---J

I

I

0

I

i

;

.

7. Freedom to .\ct: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act.
Limitations of freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of
the work, established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which
you are free to act in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies
and procedures. (Choose one)
0
I. Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate
supervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
0
2.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
close supervision with frequent review of work.
0
J.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
0
4.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
0
5. Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires
use of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is
available for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
I
o I 6. Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for
0

I

-8-

X

I

7.

I

0

8.

0

9

)

-9-

planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervIsor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of
assigned objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds
along lines of own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving
general policy and work is reviewed ·at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather
directives by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with
overall effect on departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

I. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal
interaction with those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers).
The interaction may include those in the general public, volwlteers, other county divisions and
representatives of boards and commissions, governmental organizations, and officials, vendors
and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specify the
frequency of time used in performing this job.
Frequencv of Time
113-2/3
2/3-0vcr

0-113

0

0

o

o

o

o

o

x

o

o

o

f---:O:---lr-:--T-=:--~-'-'-------:--"---'----:-----O-"-----=--"--+-~O:-=-'

1.

I

o

2.

x

3.

o

4.

Work reqUires answenng simple 111qumes or referring
inquiries to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures
and non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not
of a standard nature; reqUires tact and diplomacy 111
presentation to obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damages if improperly handled"'.
--'-

-'-..

'--

_

J. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a
career' family,
Other classifications in the county to which those that f - : : - I . = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - hold my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Cuncl1l Clas::.:'s:.:it::.:i.::.ca:::u:::·o::.:n-'-_
Other classifications in the county that would prepare 1....:1:.:.
_
I applIcants for my current classification.
2.

="-----------------

K. Signature/Approval
To I e beS/)olmy-abi')!}? 1 have completed this questionnaire, and believe it 10 be an accurate
<lese'ip,lion' my;pfJ 'irion or Ihe proposed position.

~-

,;/

~~EJIT;l~l~~"~~~~~~~I~~~~;=~"".-~:J~~fo
L e <,

10

,L/-;~~--::--,Cl,--'----'-.,,1S=t."

ilJ

Date ;7L!~
/
Dt~
I

_

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION

IDepartment

Dallas County DA, Family Violence Position

I Position Title

Protective Order Prosecutor
Atmy I

Current Grade

Budget No.

Position No.
Department
Priority

Job Code

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed

An Attorney I is the equivalent to an entry-level misdemeanor prosecutor with limited to no criminal
expenence. The Protective Order Unit not only requires experience in both criminal and civil law but
also demands that the prosecutor understand the complexities of the cases and the seriousness of the
victim's safety and well-being. This Protective Order position should not, and cannot remain an entry
level position with limited opportunity for advancement.

)

Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)

The Protective Order Unit is currently comprised of three prosecutors, one investigator, and six victim
advocates to handle all the protective order applicants and cases in Dallas County. In 2014,591
protective order cases were filed with the District Clerk's office. The three prosecutors each handle a
third of the docket and prepare them for hearings by ordering police reports, interviewing applicants,
and gathering evidence for contested hearings. Each of the three prosecutors handles approximately 46 contested hearings a week which is about 160-200 contested hearings a year. This position, as an
Attorney I, is grossly underrated for the work that is required.

Departmental Cost Worksheet
('lll"n~llf (;r;jrl~

Prnnn"r:rl (Imrie

A ttnv III

S~I~rv

~~2.nl

S~I~rv

$7S.24~

FIe'A (7./)5%)

$4.7SJ

FICA f7.tl.'i%)

~S.7S~

Reliremenl (I 1.:1%)

.C;;7.14~

Retirement (11.:5%)

.~R.~SJ

Tnl'll

~74.029

Tnt"!

S:RQ.n:'i2

Attnv I

Total Annual Impact $15,623

Staff Review and Comment

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form

Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

Family Violence Protective Order Prosecutor
Family Violence Protective Order Prosecutor Arty II
Atty I
Dallas County DA, Family Violence Position
Stephanie Fargo
214-653-3706
stephanie.fargo@dallascountv.org

The purpose of this position is to
Handle both criminal and civil matters when dealing with protective order applicants. These cases are
numerous and complex and require a higher level of experience and knowledge.
This is accomplished by
Upgrading the current position from an entry-level misdemeanor Atty I to an Attorney III position which
historically means that prosecutor has 1-3 years of experience as a prosecutor and is able to handle complex

legal issues.
Other duties include
Screening and processing over approximately 200 different protective order applications each year.
Evaluate and prepare each protective order case for court that is filed with the clerk's office. Preparing
those victims and witnesses for contested hearings. Gathering evidence and ordering police reports.

Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational
structure, changes in department procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new
programs/functions; introduction of new equipment/systems; reassignment of job duties/ternlination' of
other employees in the work unit, etc.
The demands and duties of the protective order unit over the past several years have increased
tremendously. The laws regarding who can apply for a Protective Order have changed in order to allow
-I -

more victims to apply who in the past would not qualify because there was no family relationship. With
the changes, more complex cases began arising, which requires a higher level of knowledge and
expertise in the field of protective orders. This position has been under-filled with an Attorney III
prosecutor; this position demands an Attorney IV position.
Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe
how the job has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level of judgment,
independence, problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for
$1,000,000 and is now responsible for $10,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising
two employees and is now responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the
specific new job duties/responsibilities.
See above
Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)?
Please specify. If the duties have been reassigned, please provide the name, job title, and an explanation
of why the duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the job
duti es/responsibil ities.
See above
What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position?
responsible for them?

What position (if any)

IS

now

None
Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for goods/services). Have anv reoorting relationshios to or from this oosition been altered?
See above
What sDecific tasks or activities make the iob duties/resoonsibilities more comolex?
See above
' - - _.
--_.• -- - ...
- _.. _._- .. _. - - - I Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
'.

specific reasons why.
This position is equivalent to a Felony III (Attny III) prosecutor assigned to a court which has 1-3 years
criminal experience and is now able to handle more complex legal issues.
What are the performance expectations?
classification recommendation sUDDort?

What goal(s)

111

the strategic plan does the position

A more experience prosecutor can better manage the flow of cases into and out of the protective order

I unit handling more cases and delivering the expertise and dedication to some of the most vulnerable
victims in Dallas County.

I
D. Essential Functions
-2-

Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this
position. In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear,
concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each
duty. These estimates should be made after alJ essential functions have been listed. The percentages in
this column must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiallNon-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

,I EXAMPLE '1/
Maintains exterior of facilities

If----Function:

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks. mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
I. Function:

Tasks performed to accomplish this7i.unction:

f---

un

I

-

-

Eor,NE

I

30%

E

Time
45%

EO~NE

Time

E orNE

I

Interviewing victims and witnesses, reviewing repOlts. Drafting affidavits and
gathering evidence. Subpoenaing records and witnesses for contested hearings.
Ensure that the pleadings are filed properly.

!

2. Function:

Tasks performed to accomplish t!lis function:

10%

1

Safety planning with victims, assisting with finding safe locations for victims and
C0111n1t.micating and working with various agencies to provide resources to the
victims.

1--.

3.

Fun~tion:

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Evaluate and prepare each contested case for trial. Interview witnesses for the
contested hearing and prosecute the cases in trial.
,

,

- 0 -

Til11~

45%

--

E orNE

·
4. Function:

Time

II EorNE

Time

EorNE

i

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

r

5. Function:

Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:

,

E. Visual-Mental Demands
I 1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this
position, then select the frequency oftime in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0
to 1/3 means your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
f-'

o
o
x

I.
2.

Work requires a mInimUm of mental and visual
concentration to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration
most of the time.

_~,","f=-'I,-,'e"'r(~~ncyo.~~._
I
0-1/3
1/3-2/3
2/3-0v~!:.-.J

o

0

0--

o
o

o

o

o

x

F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
I. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-113 means your
job has these demands between never and up to 113 of the time.)
Strength Demands
X

1.

! Work requires normal sitting and standIng and generally

! the occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.

0
2. i Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
-4-

!

Frequencv of Time

I

2/3-0\'efl

0-1/3

li3-213

0

0

X

0

0

0

I

lifting of26-50 pounds.
0
0
0
0
3. Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of
51-75 pounds.
0
0
0
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
4.
0
of over 76 pounds.
2. Mach1l1es. Tools, EqUIpment and Work Aids: LIst machll1es, tools and equipment reqlllred for thIs
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software -use the next section for this.)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for
this position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no
computers or software are used to perform this function)

4. Enviromnental. Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.
r-'

0

I.

0

2.

0

~.

0

4.

,

I.
2.

,

~.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

-

0-1/3
0

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fl.unes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery)

,---'
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Freq uenC) 0 r Time
1/3-2/3 -'-i/3-0ve~'
0
0

Environmental Condition

lIea/tli and Safety Conditions

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

I

-

Seasonally
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-1/3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I

1/-"/')

11 J-':", J

I

2/3-0\cl I Sea50ually .

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type oflocation where most of the position's duties are performed.
IX
[0
i 0

I.
2.

,

~.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

I 0 I 4. I Clinic

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facilitv (not secure)

I 0 I 5. [ Secured Facility I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.
-5-

'11----------G. Position Minimum Requirements
J. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use
the incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).

;0--:

I. . Less than high- school education

I a i

2. ,High school diploma or equivalent

r

I

hs-1±·- 3.
ta

4.

L()_ I 5.
; X

: One year college

'I'

Two-year Associate's degree in:
i Fom-year B_a_c_h-;:e,--10_r-,-'s_d_e-:g_r_e_e-,-il_1:_-.,-_ _c--:_ _--,---_-::c--_--,---

6. i Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

l-

_

Law degree

,

2.

Experience: Record the mlJ1]J1]Um experIence required for this position (not necessarily the
incumbent's experience).

I a.~. I. i No previous experience required.
I ~lX months to one year experIence m/as:

res-

l!- 0' f 3.
:--~: !
.

! Minimum of one year experience in/as:

4.-r~nimu;~~?f t-w-o-y-e-a-r-s-e-x-p-el-:'ie-n-c-e'--i'--n-:/a-s-:-:AD-:::-Ac---------------------

,; 5. : Minimum of three years experience in/as:

,

r 6 ' 6.!~n~~m offour years experience in/as:

io
! 7. Minimum
offive years experience in/as:
__ J _ _...
_
, a i 8. Minimum of six years experience in/as:
~- a "j 9. ! Minimum of seven years experience in/as:
- - l - -..
I a i 10. i Minimum of eight years experience in/as:
~

I

L_~_

~

~-

---'--_..

I

i
----------------------------------'

3. Certification and Other Requirements:
List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or
registrations required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or
certifications). Use the exact name of the license, certification or requirement.
I. State Bar License
~---_.

~

..~.
J.

- -----_. -------------------------------;

4.
i

5. Valid Drivers License Required? aYes

aNo

rfYes, what type?

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
-6-

1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
t __

6_~_1_-i-~~_rk_tasks

I

0

--J

are usua--,1_IY-,-id_e_n_ti_c_a--,I'--,w_i..,th,---si,.-n_1P_I_e_r_u_Ie_s_a_n_d_d_e_ta_i_Ie_d_in_s_tJ_·u_c_ti_o_n_s.

i

2.

i

!

4.

IWork tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or

I

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

~-6T 3. !-Work tasks aie-u-s-u-a""lI-y-d:-j-;;:ffi;;-e-re-n--'t-,w-'-it"'"h-s-o-m-e-w"'h'--a-t-d:-iv-e-r-s--'ifi""le-d:-p-r-o-c-e--;d-ur-e-s-a--n"'d'--p-r-e-ce-d"'"e-n-,t-s.------]'
[0

i
I

. 0

constructive thinking.

5. ! Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks

---1- require in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
l_J._ i developmental and constructive thinking.
I
!._ __

! X

I

T 6.

I

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
0 Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

0 No

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the armual budget? 0 Yes

0

No

If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

0

1.

0

2.

0

0

I

"

~.

4.

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May
recommend budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May
monitor budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less
than depar·tment size or for a small department.
Oversees budget prepar·ation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significarlt budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information.
Monitors the progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

Scope of Budgetan Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and
any contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsl·bTt
1 llV.
Total countv amount $
I Total Q:rant amount $

4.

\dditional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

- 7-

Yes

XNo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees

Attny I
6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position. (Choose one)
X ! 1. ! Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees,
~_I
i ll1terns, volunteers or te_m-,'-p_o_ra_r.:cy_e_m_p,-l_o-,y_e_e_s_.--.-----".--,----....,-....,-...,------,-----1
I
~Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as
those directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
0 I " ,Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of
I
J. ; employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work I
I objectives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
, 0
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
i
4. I supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary
actions, evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and I
i - _L.__ staffi~signments as necessary.
1
5 fResponsibiltty requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department I
!
i managers including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing
I broad organizational goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.
i

i

,.

L-I . i
i

I

i

I

J

'I

iii'
,lor
I'
Ll

I

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act.
Limitations of freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of
the work. established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints, Indicate the extent to which
you are free to act in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies
, and
, procedures (Choose one)
,
0
I. , Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly detined, immediate
suoervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
0
2. Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
close sunervision with freauent review of work.
0
"
J.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achie\'e end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodically by supervisor.on an "as needed" basis.
0
4. Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
I!uidelines. Immediate suoervision is available unon request.
0
5. Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires
use of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is
available for snecial oroblems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
0
6. Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
develonmental process. Work is reviewed unon completion of objectives.
X
7. Works indenendentlv on maior assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of
-8-

I
0

8.

0

9.

-9-

assigned objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds
along lines of own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving
general policy and work is reviewed at the end of maior proiects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather
directives by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with
overall effect on departmental goals and obiectives.
Work is generally unguided.

I. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measmes the amount and level of personal
interaction with those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers).
The interaction may include those in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and
representatives of boards and commissions, governmental organizations, and officials, vendors
and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specify the
ti'equency of time used in performing this job.

...

0

1.

0

2.

X

0

,

J.

4.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver
0-1/3

~

Work requJres answering simple mqumes or referring
inquiries to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures
and non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling clitical inquiries and complaints not
of a standard natme; requJres tact and diplomacy 111
presentation to obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires cOlltacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damaees if improperly handled.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

0

0

I

0

J. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a
Cllreel' fllmily.
Other classifications in the county to which those that
tI.- : . . : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - hold my current classification might be promoted.
2.
rvry Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prep.are I'-cl~.-----------------I applicants for my current classification.
2.

(j Darr9 6
Date!J

10

PROGRAMI~ROVEMENTREQUEST

ADDITIONAL STAFF

IDepartment

IBrief Title of pm

I

ApproL Net Cost

District Attorney/Family Violence

Budget No

District Attorney, Attny. V
$135,147

Department Priority

i

Brief Summary of Request
This position will create a more centralized court process and direct assistance to petitioners who
are also seeking to file a Divorce or Suit Affecting Parent-Child Relationship (SAPCR), therefore
increasing the likelihood that victims will receive the vital resources and services pertinent to creating a
safe and stable environment in the midst of leaving an abusive partner.

Discussion of Need

If a victim of family violence desires to file for a Protective Order after a divorce or Suit Affecting ParentChild Relationship (SAPCR) has already been filed, the law requires that the Protective Order be filed in Family
Court, ifthe victim is filing in the same county that the divorce or SAPCR suit is pending. The Family Court
Protective Order Prosecutor will initiate Protective Order cases for victims unable to receive Protective Order
assistance through the District Attorney's Office due to a pending divorce or SAPCR suit. This position will create
a more centralized court process and direct assistance to petitioners, therefore increasing the likelihood victims will
receive the vital resources and services pertinent to creating a safe and stable environment in the midst of leaving an
abusive partner.
Family Violence Offenses Reported in
Dallas County
Individuals seeking Protective Orders

2012
22,312

2013
21,390

2014
23,011

9,266

8,655

8,941

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
18% of individuals seeking protective order assistance through the DA's office are ineligible to receive
Protective Orders through the DA's office due to having an open case in Family Court.

Staff Review aDd Comment

r

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK
SHEET
Brief Title of PIR

District Attorney, ADA V

Staff Cost
Grade
Salary
FICA@7.65%

ADA V
$106,292
$8,131

Retirement @ 11.5%

$12,224

Insurance @ $8,500

$8,500
Total $135,147

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total

-----

Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total

-------

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the be~t of your ability and email
when completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the "Position Reclassification Summary Form")

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Reports To"):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Assistant District Attorney, Family Violence Division
Attorney V
Dallas County DA's Office, Family Violence Division
N/A
Stephanie Fargo, Division Chief Prosecutor of the Family
Violence Division
214-653-3706
stephanie.fargo(a)dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description ofthe New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose ofthis position is to
Create a more centralized court process and direct assistance to protective order petitioners who are also seeking to
file a divorce or Suit Affecting Parent-Child Relationship (SAPCR), therefore increasing the likelihood that victims
will receive the vital resources and services pertinent to creating a safe and stable environment in the midst ofleavin!
an abusive partner.
This is accomplished by
Creating an Attorney V, Protective Order Prosecutor in the Family Courts located in George Allen, who is able to
assist a population of prospective petitioners who are not otherwise able to apply for protective orders in the District
Attorney's Office because tlley have a divorce or SAPCR suit pending.
Other duties include
Initiating protective order cases for victims by interviewing victims, reviewing reports, and if needed, subpoenaing
witnesses and records for protective order hearings. Other duties include safety plaIU1ing with the victims and
working with other agencies to provide victim assistance.
-

--

C. Essential Functions ofthe New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this

posItIOn. In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear,
concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each
duty. These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in
this column must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% ofyour time should not be listed.
EssentiailNon-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the
fun'
'
'al8h
unng
a typiC
ctlOn d
- ourworkd ay.
[,XAMPLE ...
Time
Function: Maintains exterior offacilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
30%
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
I. Function:
Time
45%
Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:
Interviewing victims, reviewing repOlts, drafting affidavits, coordinating victim resources
with other law enforcement agencies

EorNE
E

EorNE
E

2. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction: .
Preparing victims, witnesses for contested hearings. Subpoenaing necessary witnesses for
the hearings. Coordinate with victims and witnesses prior to the hearing via telephone or
in person.

Time

EorNE

25%

E

3. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Conducting the hearing on behalf of the applicant in the appropriate court

Time

EorNE

30%

E

4. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

EorNE

Time

5. Function:

BorNE

Tasks oerformed to accomplish this function:

D. Visual-Mental Demands
I.

Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this
position, then select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example:
oto 1/3 means your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 ofthe time.)

0-1/3

0

I.

0

2.

X

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration
to detail most of the time.
Work requires a· moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of
the time.

Fre uency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0Yel

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, \Vorking Conditions
I.

Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your
job has these demands between never and up to 1/3 ofthe time.)
Freouency of Time

Strength Demands

X

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of

0-1/3

1/3-2/3

2/3-0ver

0

0

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

CI:J over 76 pounds.
2.

Machines, Tools. Eauioment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

3.

Computer Enuipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for
this position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are
assumed. Indicate if no computers or software are used to perform this function)

1--------4.

Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency oftirne in which you are required to work under these conditions.

EnvuonmentalCondition

frequency ofTirne
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver
0
0

0-113
0

J.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

J.
2.
3.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery

Health and Safety Conditions

4.
<

~.

6.

7.
8.

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards

. Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specifY):
Other (specifY):

0

Seasonall:
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-1/3
0
0
0
0

1/3-2/3
0
0
0
0

2/3-0ver
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

SeasonalI'
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position's duties are performed.

X
0
0

J.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shoo or Warehouse
Other (Soecify)

I0 I
I0 I

4.
5.

I Clinic
I Secured Facility

I0 I
I0 I

6.
7.

I Residential Facility (not secure)
I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
I. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use

the incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).

0

I.

Less than high school education

0

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

0

3.

One year college

0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

0

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

X

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in: Law
Degree and State Bar License

Experience: Record the mIDlIDum expenence required for this position (not necessarily the
incumbent's experience).

2.

0

I.

No previous experience required

0

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

0

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

0

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

X

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as: ADA

0

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

0

7.

Minimum offive years experience in/as:

0

'8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

0

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

0

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or
registrations required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or
certifications). Use the exact name of the license, certification or requirement.

1. State Bar License
2.
3.

4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? OYes

ONo

If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
I. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

0

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

0

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

0

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

0

4.

0

5.

X

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructh
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require iI
depth analvtical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluativ.
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
0 Yes
No
Ifyes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

3. Budgetary Responsibilitv: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? 0 Yes
No
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

4.

0

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

X

X

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommen
budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budgl
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit ofless than department size or f(
a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of signiticat
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budgl
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors th
progress of fiscal obiectives and adiusts plans as necessary for completion.

Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and
any contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.

Total county amount $

I Total grant amount $

Additional comments:

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

aYes

ONo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position (check one).

a

I.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, intern
volunteers or temporary employees.

0

2.

Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as tho:
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.

0

3.

0

4.

a

5.

Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees,
a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, progra;
effectiveness and realignment of work as· needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate superviso
or administrators including authorizing fInal decisions on hiring and discipl inary actions, evaluatir
program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments ,
necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department manage
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organization
goals and realigning work and staffmg for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act.
Limitations of freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of
the work, established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which
you are free to act in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies
and procedures. (choose one)

a

I.

0

2.

a

3.

0

4.

a

5.

a

6.

X

7.

a

8.

a

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defIned, immediate supervisic
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under clO!
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achie\
end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewf
periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
Follows diversifIed procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guideline
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use (
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available f(
special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning an
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental proces
Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigne
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of ow
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work i
reviewed at the end of maior proiects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and maje
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives b
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect 0
departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
InterpersonaVHuman Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction
with those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may
include those in the general public, volunteers, other cOunty divisions and representatives of boards and
commissions, governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that
most closely matches this position, and specifY the frequency of time used in performing this job.
Frequency ofTime

0

I.

0

2.

X

3.

0

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that couid result in litigation or damages if
imorooerly handled.

O-l!3
0

1/3-213

2/3-0vel

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

0

0

0

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a
career family.

Other classifications in the county to which those that hold 1f-71.:my current classification might be promoted.
I 2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1f-71.:applicants for my current classification.
I 2.

_

_

J. Signature/Approval
To~t)ofmy ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
ofmy position or1h?F,7sedposition.
.
I
'J

~,
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/'
,
.
.
.
~~ '
j
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-

p
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\

(~-=..

~~pr'~~~}~??-/
-

~L-

, ; mme ate S perviso Signature
Comments:

I

I .
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C
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF

IDepartment
IBrief Title ofPffi

I

Approx. Net Cost

District Attorney/Family Violence

Budget No

Victim Advocate, Protective Order Unit, Grade 12

------I

$62,209

i

Department Priority

---j

Brief Summary of Request

This position will create a more centralized court process and direct assistance to petitioners who are also
seeking to file a Divorce or Suit Affecting Parent-Child Relationship (SAPCR), therefore increasing the
likelihood that victims will receive the vital resources and services pertinent to creating a safe and stable
environment in the midst ofleaving an abusive partner.

Discussion of Need

An on-site victim advocate would assist the protective order prosecutor by screening applicants both in
person and by phone. The advocate would also be able to coordinate victim assistance with other agencies
in a timely manner. Because the District Attorney's Office is unable to assist applicants who are also
seeking a divorce and/or SAPCR at the same time, the protective order unit at the George Allen Building
would be able to reach a segment of applicants that have had to either hire an attorney or proceed pro se in
the past.

I:Distussioo oi Reiated Periormance fyjeasure

I

18% of individuals seeking protective order assistance through the DA's office are currently ineligible due
to having an open case in Family Court. Once the Protective Order Unit is established at the George Allen
Building, more individuals will be able to seek assistance that othefwise would not have been made
available to them in the past.

Staff Review and Comment

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK
SHEET
Brief Title of PIR

Protective Order Victim Advocate, Grade 12

Staff Cost
Grade
Salary
FICA@7.65%

Grade 12
$45,077
$3,448

Retirement @ 11.5%

$5,184

Insurance @ $8,500

$8,500
Total $62,209

Related Equipment

Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer

Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cen Phone
Other
Total

_

Otber Costs (describe)

Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total

-------

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best ofyour ability and email
when completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the "Position Reclassification Summary Form")

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Reports To"):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Protective Order Victim Advocate
Grade 12
Dallas County DA's Office, Family Violence Division
N/A
Stephanie Fargo, Division Chief Prosecutor of the Family
Violence Division
214-653-3706
stephanie.fargo(a}dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to
Create a more centralized court process and direct assistance to petitioners who are also seeking to file a divorce or
Suit Affecting Parent-Child Relationship (SAPCR), therefore increasing the likelihood that victims will receive the
vital resources and services pertinent to creating a safe and stable environment in the midst of leaving an abusive
partner.
This is accomplished by
Creating an onsite Protective Order Unit at the George Allen Building to assist applicants who have a pending
divorce or SAPCR.
Other duties include
Screening applicants either in person or over the phone, assist with the completion of the affidavit for protective order
and filing the necessary paperwork, relay information regarding the protective order process, provide victim service
information, assist in the coordination and completion of the protective order.

C. Essential Functions ofthe New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this
position. In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear,

concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each
duty. These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in
this column must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiallNon-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the
fun'
' a tYPIC
'al8h
- our workday.
ctlon d
unng
EXAMPLE'"
Time
Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks perfonned to accomplish this function:
30%
By picking UP and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
I. Function:
Time
75%
Tasks oerformed to accomolislt tltis function:
Screening and qualifying prospective applicants either in person or over the phone. Assist
with completing protective order affidavits to be filed with the court.

EorNE
E

EorNE
E

2. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplislt tltisfunction:
Filing necessary paperwork, coordinating hearing dates, relaying victim service
information to applicants

Time

25%

EorNE
E

3. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplislt tltisfunction:

Time

EorNE

4. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplislt tltisfunction:

Tinle

EorNE

5. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

EorNE

D. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this
position, then select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example:
oto 1/3 means your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 ofthe time.)
Fre uency of Time
0-113
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver
0

1.

0

2.

X

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration
to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of
the time.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your
job has these demands between never and up to 1/3 ofthe time.)
Streugth Demands
0-113

X

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

FreQuency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

0

0

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for
this position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are
assumed. Indicate if no computers or software are used to perform this function)

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency oftime in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition

0-113

a

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0
0
0
0
0
0

1.

"

~

0

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

,.

7

8.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery

Health and Safety Conditions
Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical dauger or abuse (Specify):
Other (specifY):

0

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver
0
0

Seasonally
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-1/3
0
0
0
0
0
0

1/3-2/3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2/3-0ver
0
0
0
0
0
0

,....

Seasonally
0
0
0
0
0
0
,....

'J

'J

0

0

,....

'J

0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type oflocation where most of the position's duties are performed.

X

1.

0
0

2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (SpecifY)

I 0 I 4. I Clinic
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facilitv

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facilitv (not secure)
I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements

I. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use
the incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).

0

I.

Less than high school education

0

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

0

3.

One year college

0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

X

S.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

0

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the
incumbent's experience).

0

I.

No previous experience required

0

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

X

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

0

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

0

S.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

0

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

0

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

0

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

0

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

0

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or
registrations required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or
certifications). Use the exact name of the license, certification or requirement.

II.

2.
3.

4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? OYes

ONo

If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
I.

Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

0

I.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

0

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

a

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

X

4.

a
a

s.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructiv
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require in
depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the .,broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative
developmental and constructive thinking;.

6.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
a Yes
No
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget?
No
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

4.

a

1.

a

2.

a

3.

a

4.

aYes

a

a

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommen(
budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budge
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit ofless than department size or fo
a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significan
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budge·
expenditures.
Approves the fmal departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
pro~eS5 of fiscal obiectives arid adiusts plails as necessary for cOH1oietlon.

Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and
any contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.

Total countv amount $

I Total !'Tant amount $

Additional comments:

S. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

aYes

aNo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(sl

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position (check one).
0

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0

5.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, intem~
volunteers or temporary employees.
Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as thosdirected, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees 0
a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, progran
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisor
or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluatin:
program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments a
necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department manager
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizationa
goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act.
Limitations of freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of
the work, established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which
you are free to act in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies
and procedw·es. (choose one)
0

I.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

~

v

5.

0

6.

0

7.

0

8.

0

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervisiOl
always available, and work regularlv reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under closl
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achievl
end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewe(
periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plfu.""1s details of methods to attain desired objectives working within estabiished poiicy. Requires use O'
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available fo:
special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning ane
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process
Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assignee
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of owr
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work i1
reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work IS related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and maJol
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives b)
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect or
departmental goals and obiectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
InternersonallHuman Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction
with those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may
include those in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and
commissions, governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that
most closely matches this position, and specifY the frequency of time used in performing this job.

0

J.

0

2.

X

3.

0

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling mqumes and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

0-1/3
0

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

0

0

0

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a
career family.

Other classifications in the county to which those that hold If-"l.'-my current classification might be promoted.
I 2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
If-::'l.'-applicants for my current classification.
I 2.

_

_

J. Signature/Approval

t(' ~ . IS'
Dat/!7)/S-

la e
Comments:

De~n&e~f<.c(&'e";li'~''''ffi'=lc-;i-;al;-;So;;i-gn-a-;tu-r-e------

Comments:

D~
Date

I

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
!Department

IBrief Title of PIR
IAppro•. Net Cost

District Attorney/Family Violence

Budget No

-------I

Victim Advocate, Sexual Assault Unit, Grade 12
$62,209

i

Department Priority -.,.--------1

Brief Summary of Request
Over the last year, the number of sexual assault cases has risen dramatically. As of today, the
sexual assault unit is utilizing a victim advocate that is currently assigned to both family violence and
sexual assault cases. Because of the dramatic increase of sexual assault cases being filed due to the
expansion of the CaDIS system, it has become vital to have a victim advocate assigned particularly to the
sexual assault unit.

Discussion of Need

Over the last year, the number of sexual assault cases received bas risen significantly. There is a pending
caseload of between 130 -140 cases at any given time. Our office bas been receiving on average over 20 per month
since May 2014. We received as high as 29 and 35 in the months ofJuly and October 2014. We do indict most
cases. With the expansion of the CaDIS system and changes in state law, rape kits are being tested quickly and in
greater numbers than ever before, increasing our number of cases. In August 2014, DPD announced that it has
4,480 untested rape kits. Through a grant with Orchid Cell Mark, 65 kits/week are being dropped off at their lab.
Orcbid has 90 days to test these kits and submit the results to DPS for CaDIS submission. All oftbese kits are
expected to be tested over the next 18 months.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
An advocate will be needed to assist with notifying the victims that a suspect has been identified in their case. In
other jurisdictions in the country that have faced tbe same issue with untested rape kits, it has been sbown that the
conviction rate in those cold cases has been higber when an advocate participates in notifying the victim of tbe
CaDIS hit. A conservative estimate of prosecutable kits is expected to be a minimum of 400 new cases.
Staff Review and Comment

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK
SHEET
Brief Title ofPIR

Victim Advocate, Grade 12

5taffCost
Grade
Salary
FICA@7.65%

Grade 12
$45,077
$3,448

Retirement @ 11.5%

$5,184

Insurance @ $8,500

$8,500
Total $62,209

Related Equipment
Number
Desk
Furniture
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other
Total

-----

Total

-------

Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the belot of your ability and email
when completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the "Position Reclassification Summary Form")

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Reports To"):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Victim Advocate, Sexual Assault Unit
Grade 12
Dallas County DA's Office, Family Violence Division
N/A
Stephanie Fargo, Division Chief Prosecutor of the Family
Violence Division
214-653-3706
stephanie.fargora!dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose ofthis position is to
Assist in the prosecution of sexual assault crimes which have increased significantly over the last year due to the
expansion of the CaDIS system and changes in state law. Now, rape kits are being tested faster and in greater
numbers than ever before and as a result, we are expecting about 400 new cases to be filed within the next year.
Currently, there is I victim advocate assisting the sexual assault unit and also maintaining a case load with the family
violence courts. Because of the dra.'Tlatic increase of sexual assault cases, it is vitai to have a victim advocate who
only handles sexual assault cases.
This is accomplished by
Creating a victim advocate position that handles only sexual assault cases and reports to the Chief Prosecutor of the
Sexual Assault Unit.
Other duties include
Meeting with every victim in person pre-indictment in order to provide resource information, make therapy referrals
and to assist with the crime victim's compensation paperwork. The advocate also attends every meeting between the
prosecutor and the victim as well as providing in court support for the victim. The advocate is also responsible for
regularly making contact with the victims in between court setting to provide status updates on the cases.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail tbe primary or most important functions of this
position. In addition to each function, list tbe tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear,
concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year tbat is taken up with each
duty. These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in
this column must equal 100%. Duties tbat require less tban 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentialJNon-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the

funchon
. dUrIng a typical 8-hour workday.
EXAMPLE'"

Time

EorNE

30%

E

Time
40%

EorNE
E

2. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:
Attends every meeting between tbe prosecutor and tbe victim as well as providing in court
support for tbe victim.

Time
35%

EorNE
E

3. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Regularly making contact witb each victim in between court settings to provide status
updates on tbe case.

Time
25%

EorNE
E

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
I. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Meet each victim in person pre-indictment to provide victim resource information, make
tberapy referrals and to assist witb crime victim's compensation paperwork.

4. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:

Time

BorNE

5. Function:
Tasks oerfonned to accomolish this function:

Time

BorNE

D. Visual-Mental Demands
I. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this
position, then select the frequency oftime in which you perform under this condition job. (For example:
oto 1/3 means your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-1/3

0

I.

0

2.

X

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration
to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the oerformance of various ooerations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of
the time.

Fre uencv of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your
job has these demands between never and up to 1/3 ofthe time.)
Strength Demands
0-1/3
X

I.

0

2.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 oounds.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

0

0

X

0

0

0

0

3.

0

4.

Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

0

0

0

0

0

0

2. Machines. Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for
this position, (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are
assumed. Indicate if no computers or software are used to perform this function)

I Proficiency with ACMS
4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition
0

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0
0

1.
2.

r.

v

0
0
0
0
0

,

~.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery

Health and Safetv Conditions
Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specifY):
Other (specifY):

0-113
0

Frequencv of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver
0
0

Seasonally
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-1/3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1/3-2/3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2/3-0ver
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SeasonaUy
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type oflocation where most of the position's duties are performed.

X
0
0

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

I 0 I 4. I Clinic
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facilitv

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facilitv (not secure)
I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
I. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use
the incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
0

I.

Less than high school education

0

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

0

3.

One year college

a

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

X

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

a

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the
incumbent's experience).
0

I.

No previous experience required

X

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as: working with

0

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

0

4.

Minimum of two years experience inlas:

0

5.

Minimum of three years experience inlas:

0

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

a

7.

Minimum oftive years experience in/as:

0

8.

Minimum of six years experience inlas:

a

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

0

10.

Minimum of eight years experience inlas:

Domestic violence issues

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or
registrations required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or.
certifications). Use the exact name of the license, certification or requirement.
I.
2.

3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? aYes

ONo

If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
I. Problem Solving and AnalYtical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or

analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

0

1.

Work tasks are usually ideutical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

0

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

0

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

X

4.

0

5.

0

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructiv
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require in
depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative
developmental and constructive thinking.

0 Yes
2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
No
If yes, describe the plarming or project management activities associated with this position.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the armual budget? 0 Yes
No
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

4.

0

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

X

X

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommen<
budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budge
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or fo:
a sma!! department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significan
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budge'
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors th(
progress of fiscal obiectives and adiusts plans as necessary for completion.

Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and
any contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.

Total county amount $
Additional comments:

I Total PTant amount $

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

OYes

XNo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification TitleCs)

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position (check one).

0

I.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, intern:
volunteers or temporary employees.

0

2.

Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as thos
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.

0

3.

0

4.

0

5.

Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees c
a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, prograr
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisor
or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluatin
program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffmg assignments a
necessarY.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department manager
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizatiom
l!;oals and realil(IJinl!; work and staffml/; for the department.

Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act.
Limitations of freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of
the work, established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which
you are free to act in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies
and procedures. (choose one)

7.

0

I.

0

2.

0

3.

4.
v

c

~

J.

0

6.

0

7.

0

8.

0

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defmed, immediate supervisiol
always available, and work rel!;ularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under c1m;
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achiev.
end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewe.
periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Pla.i1s d~t1iils of methods to attain desired obj~clives working wiihin esiabiished poiicy. Requires use 0
initiative and resourcefuIness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available fo
special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning an,
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process
Work is reviewed upon completion of obiectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigne(
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of oWl
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work i:
reviewed at the end ofmajor projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and maJo
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives b~
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect OJ
departmentall!;oals and obiectives.
Work is l!;enerally unl!;uided.

H. Human Relations
IntemersonallHuman Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction
with those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may
include those in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and
commissions, governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that
most closely matches this position, and specifY the frequency of time used in performing this job.

0

1.

0

2.

X

3.

0

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requrres handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

0-1/3
0

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

X

0

0

0

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a
career family.

Other classifications in the county to which those that hold If-::-I.=---my current classification might be promoted.
I 2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
Ir.;-I.=---applicants for my current classification.
I 2.

J. Signature!Approval
To the best ofmy ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
ofm posltion l'.tb§..proposedposition.

~/'--e late Supervisor
Comments:

I

q.. 1".
#z,//S-Date
L(:

Date

_

_

FAMILY VIOLENCE DIVISION BUDGET-FY 2016
Division Summary
The Family Violence Division of the District Attorney's Office is comprised of four major units; Felony
(which includes the intake and trial sections), Misdemeanor, Sexual Assaults, and Protective Orders.
These units operate together to efficiently handle cases involving domestic violence, dating violence and
sexual assault. Each division, with its subparts, plays a critical role in providing victims of domestic
violence in Dallas County with outstanding advocacy, while responsibly handling the resources provided
by the citizens of Dallas County.
To that goal, the Family Violence Division has identified several areas where additional funds could
better provide for the victims of domestic violence here in Dallas County and assure that we, as a
division, are efficiently managing the resources available to us. The greatest of those resources are our
current personnel. With that in mind, the Family Violence Division respectfully requests:
1.

Dallas County reclassify an Attorney III prosecutor position to an Attorney IV prosecutor to
assist the Protective Order Unit. An attorney III is the equivalent to an entry-level felony
prosecutor with limited felony experience. The Protective Order Unit not only requires
experience in both criminal and civil law but also demands that the prosecutor understand the
complexities of the cases and the seriousness of the victim's safety and well-being. This
Protective Order position should not, and cannot remain an entry level position with limited
opportunity for advancement.

2.

Dallas County reclassify an Attorney I prosecutor position to an Attorney III prosecutor to
assist the Protective Order Unit. An Attorney I is the equivalent to an entry-level misdemeanor
prosecutor with no criminal experience required. Of all the civil departments in the District
Attorney's Office, the Protective Order Unit is the only unit that has an Attorney I position. The
lowest level in the other civil departments is an Attorney III position. The Protective Order Unit
not only requires experience in both criminal and civil law but also demands that the prosecutor
understand the comp!ex!t!es of the cases and the seriousness of the vk:tim's safety and vv'eHbeing. This Protective Order position should not, and cannot remain an entry level position with
limited opportunity for advancement.

3.

Dallas County to add an Attorney V Protective Order prosecutor to the Family Violence
Division. A victim of family violence, who is filing for a Divorce or Suit Affecting Parent-Child
Relationship (SAPCR) and also wishes to file for a Protective Order, is required by law to file for a
protective order in Family Court if the victim is filing in the same county as the Divorce or
SAPCR. Creating a Protective Order Attorney V position at the George Allen Building will create
a more centralized court process and direct assistance to PE;titions, therefore increasing the
likelihood that victims will receive the vital resources and services pertinent to creating a safe
and stable environment in the midst of leaving an abusive partner.

4.

Dallas County to add a Grade 12 victim advocate to the Family Violence Division to assist the
Protective Order Unit. An onsite advocate at the George Allen Building would assist prospective
applicants with all aspects of the Protective Order process. Their responsibilities would include

screening applicants either in person or by phone, to relay accurate information regarding victim
resources, and assisting in coordinating the completion of both the final protective order as well
as an emergency protective order in cases that meet the criteria.
5.

Dallas County to add a Grade 12 victim advocate to the Family Violence Division to assist the
Sexual Assault Unit. Over the last year, the number{)f sexual assault cases has risen
dramatically. As of today, the sexual assault unit is utilizing a victim advocate that is currently
assigned to family violence cases. Because of the dramatic increase of sexual assault cases
being filed due to the expansion of the CODIS system, it has become vital to have a victim
advocate assigned specially to the sexual assault unit.

6.

Dallas County renovate the Family Violence Division to allow for a safe victim waiting area and
additional office space. The Family Violence Division has grown in the last several years. As a
result, domestic violence victims, sexual assauit victims, and applicants for protective orders are
required to wait to be seen in a non-secure location. Additionally, we have now run out of office
space for our employees. We would request a sum sufficient to renovate the division's space to
accommodate more offices and provide a safe and comfortable waiting area for victims.

7.

Dallas County provide new equipment for the Family Violence Division. The growth of the
division and the move to digitalized cases has created or increased the need for technology
within the Family Violence Division. Additionally our growth has created a need for general
office equipment. We are requesting:
a.

6 Laserjet P3015DN, with the second optional tray

b.

17 Fujitsu FI-7160 Scan5nap iX500 25PPM 600 DPI scanners

c.

1 Optional Tray for legal paper for Laserjet P3015

d.

3 Electric Staplers, for Protective Order Secretaries

I
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
!Department

District AttorneylGang Unit

I

ADA V

IBrief Title of PIR
Approx. Net Cost

Budget No

-------I

138,820

Department Priority

i

--1

Brief Summary of Request

A new felony levelS ADA position needs to be added to the Gang Unit to adequately keep pace with the
continued growth of gang-related criminal offenses.

Discussion of Need

The Gang Unit is responsible for prosecuting felony level criminal offenses involving gangrelated conduct and/or individuals associated with criminal street gangs. A tremendous amount
of time is required to properly investigate, analyze and prepare these gang-related cases.
Likewise, there is a tremendous amount of time spent researching, gathering and sharing
intelligence with local law enforcement officers. Much time is required for meeting with members
of law enforcement, meeting with victims of gang-related crimes, locating and meeting with
witnesses to gang-related crimes, observing areas that are targets for State or Federal
investigations, and meeting regularly with the Texas Gang Investigators Association and the
North Texas Violent Gang Task Force just to keep pace with developing trends and sharing this
intelligence and also instructing on the best methods for effective prosecution. Additionally, the
Gang Unit regularly joins the DISD Police Department (at their request) in speaking with students
who are at risk of becoming victims of violent offenses due to their gang affiliations. The Gang
Unit also instructs and trains other prosecutors in identifying cases involving gang-related
conduct and/or individuals associated with criminal street gangs and using gang-related
evidence effectively at trial. The Gang Unit also regularly presents to law enforcement officers
on how best to present cases involving gang-related offenses for prosecution. The reality is that
the number of criminal street gangs and those choosing to associate with criminal street gangs is
rising locally. There are currently 103 documented criminal street gangs and 9529 documented
members of criminal street gangs in the City of Dallas alone. Since 2012, the Gang Unit
caseload has gone from 30 cases to a current level of approximately 200 active cases, 63% of
which are offenses involving the use or exhibition of deadly weapons. Caseload is actually
higher when you factor in that the Gang Unit is also responsible for revocation and adjudication
hearings on all gang members.
Discussion of Related Performance Measure

Staff Review and Comment

FY2016 Operating Budget / Capita/Improvement Plan Preparation Manual

-I -

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK
SHEET
Brief Title of PIR

ADA V

Staff Cost
Grade
Salary
FICA@7.65%

V
106,292
8,131

Retirement @ I 1.5%

12,223

Insurance @ $8,500

8,500
Total

135,146

Related Equipment
Number
Desk

572

Furniture

1,237

Computer

1,025

Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone

840

Other
Total 3,674
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total

FY20I6 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual

4

ILess Additional Revenue Source
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic fonn to the best of your ability and email when
completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the "Position Reclassification Summary Form")

A. Identification / General Information
Pronosed Position Title:
Pronosed Position Grade:
Deoartment Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Renorts To"):
Suoervisor Phone:
Suoervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Chief, Ganl' Unit
Attornev V
District Attornev's Office
N/A
Patrick Kirlin, Administrative Chief
214.653.3607
okirlinlaldallascountv.om

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to oversee the ever-increasing gang-related criminal offenses and caseload handled by
the Ganl' Unit.

This is accomplished by redirecting the time needed to efficiently and properly evaluate each of the gang-related cases.
The current caselcad of over 200 cases needs to be reduced in half to accomplish this.

Other duties include teaching, instructing and assisting other prosecutors to recognize and to learn how to effectively
use gang-related evidence in the evaluation and prosecution of gang-related cases.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions ofthis position. In addition
to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These
estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal 100%.
Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiallNon-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands ofthe function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

Time

EorNE

30%

E

Time
30%

EorNE
E

2. Function: Meeting regularly with outside agencies and law enforcement
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Schedule and attend regular intelligence gathering and sharing meetings to gain and share
knowledge regarding gang-related trends and to instruct law enforcement on best practices
in handling gang-related cases for effective prosecution.

Time

EorNE

10%

E

3. Function: Intake and evaluate new gang-related cases
Tasks verformed to accomplish thisfunction:
Develop strong working relationships with each law enforcement agency's gang officers in
an effort to determine if a case is gang-related and to be in at the ground level to most
efficiently and effectively evaluate and prepare the case prosecution.

Time

EorNE

5%

E

4. Function: Assign and retain cases to keep caseloads manageable
Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:
Evaluate all the gang-related cases. Continue to monitor and re-evaluate caseload of the
Unit as a whole and as to the individual ADAs.

Time
15%

EorNE
E

5. Function: Efficiently move the cases through the criminal iustice system.

Time

EorNE

EXAMPLE'"

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking UP and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
I. Function: Oversee the day to day operation of the Gang Unit
Tasks performed to accomplish thisfimction:
Supervise one attorney level IV and one investigator on a daily basis by assigning cases,
tasks and goals for the individuals and the Unit as a whole. Evaluating performance and
making recommendations and providing guidance.

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Docket all assigned cases. Meet with defense attorneys regularly to efficiently
dispose of the caseload by agreed plea, open plea or trial before a court or trial
before a jury. Continue to evaluate each case and prepare for hearings, motions
and trials. Have continuous contact with victims and witnesses involved in each
case.

40%

E

D. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands ofthis position, then select
the frequency oftime in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means your job works under
these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-1/3
0

I.

0

2.

•

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration to
detail most ofthe time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most ofthe
time.

Fre uency of Time
1/3-213
213-0ver

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency oftime in which you perfonn under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these demands
between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

I.

Strength Demands

•

I.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

Freauencv of Time
0-113
1/3-2/3
213-0ver
0

0

•

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2.

Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position. (Do not
include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

3.

Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this position.

(personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate ifno computers
or software are used to perform this function)

4.

Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency of
time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition

0-1/3
0

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery

Health and Sa{efl; Conditions
Driving
~echanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (speci!)'):
Other (specifY):

0

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver
0
0

Seasonallv
0

??

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-l/3

1/3-2/3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2/3-0ver
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Seasonally
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type oflocation where most of the position's duties are performed.

•
0
0

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (SpecifY)

I 0 I 4. I Clinic
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facility

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facility (not secure)
I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
I.

Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the incumbent's
education level, but the MTNIMU~ required for this position).
0

1.

Less than high school education

0

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

0

3.

One year college

0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

0

5.

i Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

-

Law Degree

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:
2.

Experience:
experience).

Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's

. d
o prevIOus experzence require

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

0

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

0

6. ' Minimum of four years experience in/as:

•

Six months to one year experience in/as:
I

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

an assistant district attorney

0

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

0

9.

, Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

0

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

.------- - - -

3.

Certification and Other Requirements: List liccnscs, ccrtifications, statutory requirements, or registrations required for
the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact name of the license,
certification or requirement.
.---_..
I.N/A

2.
3.
4.

5. Valid Drivers License Required? OYes

ONo

[fYes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
Problem Soiving and Analytical Skiiis: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical skili
required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

i.

2.

0

I.

0

2. . Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

0

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

•

4.

0

5.

0

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require in-depth
analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative, developmental
and constructive thinking.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.
I

I

Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
II Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

ONo

gang-related cases assigned to the Gang Unit as well as assisting and teaching other ADAs on how to evaluate,
determine, and present gang-related evidence.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget?
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required .

4.

•

I.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

i)

Yes

0 No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend budget
allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or for a
small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

Scope ofBudgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, ofthe operating budget and any contracts or
grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility.

Total county amount'!: over 250 000.00

I Total ~rant amount $

Additional comments: This is based on the Gang unit being
comprised of this Chief position along with the current
attornev level IV nosition and one investi~ator oosition.

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

eYes

ONo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(s)
Attorney Level IV
Investigator

(

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibilitv: If you answered "Yes" to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).

0

I.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction ofhelpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns, volunteers
or temporary employees.

•

2.

Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those directed,
and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.

0

3.

0

4.

0

5.

7.

Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or a
work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors or
administrators including authorizing fmal decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating program and
work obiectives and effectiveness and realigning work and staffing assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance ofsenior department managers including
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational goals and
realigning work and staffing for the department.

Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level offreedom to act. Limitations offreedom to
act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established policies and
procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence of supervision or
management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)

0

I.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

•

5.

0

6.

0

7.

0

8.

0

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve end
result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed periodically by
supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available uoon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for special
problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments wit~ specific given objectives. Responsible for plaJming and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process. Work is
reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning ofwork ofassigned objectives.
Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own initiative.
Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is reviewed at the end
of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked thro'ugh consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on departmental
goals and obiectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
InterpersonaVHuman Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with those
outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in the general
public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives ofboards and commissions, governmental organizations, and
officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specif'y the frequency of
time used in performing this job.

O-1i3
0

I.

0

2

•

3.

0

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling inquiries aJld reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to obtain
cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procednres that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly haJldled.

0

Freq uency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold II.
my current classification might be promoted.
12
Mv Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
II.
applicants for my current classification.
12.

J. Signature/Approval
To the best ofmy ability, [ have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description ofmy
e proposed osition.
position

ee Signalllre
Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Department He diE' ected.offiCiaI Signature
Comments:
I

Date

SEE ORGANIZED CRIME SECTION

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION
, Department

District Attorney's Office -Intake

I

Assistant DA III, Part-time

Position Title

Current Grade

Part Time 1II

Budget No.
Position No.

Job Code

Department
Priority

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed
This position has historically handled felony theft cases. Due to the evolving landscape of the criminal world, the cascs that this
position is having to evaluate are more complicated and laborious. As opposed to handling a majority of garden variety Felony
Theft over $1500, Unauthorized use ofa Motor Vehicle, and Forgery cases, this position must address cases such as Fraudulent
UseIPossession ofldentil}dng Infonnation, Credit Card Abuse, and Tampering with Government Records. With the increasing

number of complicated criminal schemes in the community, this spot must process cases that take much more time per case due
to the complicated nature of the cases. Drafting indictments also takes longer; writing return letters and rejection letters is also

more involved due to the variations and intricacies of the elaborate crimes. These cases arc also frequently missing infonnatioD,
such as copies of evidence, and thus the cases need to be returned and a letter drafted and sent to the agencies. On an ongoing
basis, the initial charges need to be changed to be tailored to the specific set of facts that are able to be proven. Fraudulent Use

and Tampering cases are the most complicated because there may be upwards of 50 complainants, whose names must be add~d
to the indictments. Due to the increase in these types of crimes over the years, this position now is required to handle more
complicated theft type cases.
Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)

)

The reason for the change is the changing nature of theft crimes in today's world. The way thefts are committed via identity
fraud and misuse of a person's identity have changed ovcr the years. These types of criminal cases are more complex than a
theft of an item from a store or a stolen car. Therefore, this position merits an upgrade to be on par with the complexity of the
cases required to be processed.

Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade

PT Attorney III

Proposed Grade

Part Time IV

Salary

$37,627.20

Salary

$44,613.78

FICA (7.65%)

NlA· PT

FICA (7.65%)

NlA· PT

Retirement (11.5%)

N/A

Retirement (ll.5%)

NlA· PT

Total

$37,627.20

Total

$44,613.78
Total Annual Impact

= $89,227.56'" 2

$6,986.58

Staff Review and Comment

FormF

FY2016

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form

General Instructions:

Please complete this form and attach the current and proposed position
descriptions, the current and proposed organization charts and any
comparative position descriptions that can be identified.

A. Identification / General Information
Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

I

Attorney III
Attorney IV
ATT3
Intake/Grand Jury
Ellyce Lindberg
214-653-3878
elindberg(ci)dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose ofthis position.
The purpose of this position is to evaluate cases submitted by law enforcements agencies to determine
whether to accept or reject the case for prosecution or return the case for additional information. The
position also involves determining the correct charge and preparation of indictments.

This is accomplished by reviewing documents, conducting legal research and discussions with law
enforcements agencies.

Other duties include discussions with victims and defense attorneys.

C. Rationale for Reclassification

(

Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational structure,
changes in department procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new programs/functions; introduction
ofnew equipment/systems; reassignment of iob duties/termination of other emplovees in the work unit etc.
Over the course ofthe last few years the amount of theft cases, the type of theft cases and the complexity
of theft cases have changed. There are more cases involving identity theft, credit card abuse, tampering
with government records and there are also more complex property theft cases. As the world has become
more advanced in technology, there has been an increase in cases where technology is used to commit
- I -

thefts. Criminals have become more advanced in how they commit theft offenses.
Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe how
the job has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level ofjudgment, independence,
problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for $1,000,000 and is now
responsible for $1 0,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising two employees and is now
responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the specific new job
duties/responsibilities.
This increase in volume and complexity of cases requires a longer amount of time in reviewing cases,
ensuring that there is enough available evidence, thinking through how to properly charge the case and to
write indictments.
Are the new dutiesiresponsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)? Please
specify. Ifthe duties have been reassigned, please provide the name, job title, and an explanation ofwhy the
duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the iob dutiesiresponsibilities.
The duties are additional in the sense that the complexity has changed.

What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position? What position (if any) is now responsible
for them?
No duties have been removed.
Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for goods/services). Have anv reporting relationships to or from this position been altered?
\ There is no change in the level of authority.
What specific tasks or activities make the iob duties/responsibilities more complex?
The types of cases and facts patterns involved in these cases make them much more complicated than the
standard type of theft cases such as shoplifting and motor vehicle thefts.
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
specific reasons whv.
Other Intake positions that handle mostly felony cases compare to this position as they also involve more
complex offenses and longer evaluation and preparation time.
What are the performance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position classification
recommendation support?
The expectations are that these cases are carefully considered, accepted (or rejected) and prepared in
accordance with the law and in the interest ofjustice.

D. Essential Functions
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions ofthis position.
In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
-2-

, Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty.
These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column
must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% ofyoUT time should not be listed.
EssentiallNon-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

EXAMPLE~

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities

Tasks Derformed to accomDlish this function:
Bv nickinll un and removinillitter and debris from Ilrounds, sweeninll and edlrinll
Sidewalks, mowillfllawns, trimminll shrubs and rakinilleaves.
1. Function: Evaluatinll cases submitted bv law enforcement allencies

Tasks nerformed to accomnlish this function:

Time

EorNE

30%

E

Time
60%

EorNE
E

Time
5%

EorNE

Time
10%

EorNE

Time
20%

EorNE
E

Reviewinll submitted documentation
Talkinll with law enforcement agencies
Determining the most aoorooriate charge
Reiectinll cases when necessary
Returning cases to the submitting agency for additional information when
necessary

2. Function: Gathering evidence

Tasks oeYformed to accomplish this function:

E

Communication with law enforcement agencies if needed evidence is not all
submitted when the case is filed

3. Function: Legal research

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

E

Research case and statutorY law when needed

4. Function: Draftinll indictments

Tasks oerformed to accomplish this function:
-3-

Writing indictments for each case accepted and adding enhancement paragraphs
when applicable

5. Function: Interacting with law enforcement agencies

Time
5%

Tasks performed to accomplish this fUllctioll:

EorNE
E

Handling phone calls, e-mails and visits from law enforcement agencies regarding
possible cases.

E. Visual-Mental Demands
I. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands ofthis position,
then select the frequeJ;1cy oftime in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: Oto 1/3 means
your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Free uency of Time
0-113
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

0

I.

0

2.

•

3.

..

Work reqUires a mllllmum of mental and visual
concentration to detail most ofthe time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the oerformance of various ooerations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most
of the time.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
I. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands ofthis position, then select
the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has
these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
0-113

•

I.

0

2.

0

3.

-4-

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally
the occasional lifting of25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
lifting of26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of517500unds.

FreQuency of Time
1/3-213
2/3-0ver

0

0

•

0

0

0

0

0

0

Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
0
0
0
of over 76 ounds.
2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

I

A scanner is often used in this position.

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate ifno computers
or software are used to perform this function)

I

No specialized equipment is needed.

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency oftime in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition
0

I.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery)

Health and Safety Conditions
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

Driving
~.1echa..Tlical

hazards

Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specifY):
Other (specifY):

0-1/3
0

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
213-0ver
0
0

Seasonally
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-113
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1/3-2/3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2/3-0ver
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Seasonally
0
A
V

0
0
0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type oflocation where most of the position's duties are performed.

•

0
0

I.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

I 0 I 4. I Clinic

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facility (not secure)
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facility I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

I No protective equipment is needed.
-5-

G. Position Minimum Requirements
I. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).

a
a
a
a
a
e

2.

1.

Less than high school education

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

3.

One year college

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

law

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's
experience).

a
a
a

I.

No previous experience required

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

e

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

a
a
a
a
a
a

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

6

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

law/prosecution

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, orregistrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
name of the license, certification or requirement.
I.Juris Doctor degree
2.Licensed to practice in the State of Texas
3.

4.

5. Valid Drivers License Required? aYes

eNo

If Yes, what type?

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and AnaIvtical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
-6-

a
a
a

-a
a

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
. constructive thinking.
5. Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require
in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
6. Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.
4.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
a Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget?
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

a

1.

a

2.

a

3.

a

4.

- No

aYes _No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May
recommend budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor
budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than
department size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors
the progress of fiscal objectives and adiusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any

contracts or grants.
responsl'bTt
I av.
Total county amount $

This amount should include project management or organizational budget
I Totallrrant amount $

Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

aYes
-7-

-No

rfyes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position. (Choose one)
Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
0
I.
volunteers or temporary employees.
Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
0
2.
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of
0
3.
employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work
objectives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
0
4.
supervisors or administrators including authorizing fmal decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions,
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffmg
assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
0
5.
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad
organizational goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.
7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work,
established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act
in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (Choose
one)
0
I. Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate
supervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
0
Follows
routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
2.
close supervision with frequent review of work.
0
3. Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
Follows
diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
4.
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
0
5. Plans details ofmethods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use
of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available
for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
0
6. Works independently on broad assignments with .specific given objectives. Responsible for
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
0
7. Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all plarming ofwork of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of
I

•

-8-

o

8.

o

9.

own InitiatIve. Supervision is available for a wide range ofproblems involving general policy and
work is reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives
by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

I. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level ofpersonal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those
in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches
this position, and specifY the frequency of time used in performing this job.
Frequency of Time
0-1/3
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

0

I.

0

2.

•

3.

0

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries orreferring inquiries
to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and
non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of
a standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damages if improperly handled.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

J. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position , as part of a career family
,
I.Felony Attorney V
i Other classifications in the county to which those that
hold my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
l.Felony Attorney ill
applicants for my current classification.
2.

K. Signature/Approval
To the bes . ofmy ability, J have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
ofmy po itlon
or th ro sed osition.
.
(

Empl

Date
Date
Date

:I!,;J, 11_2~
4.J·\S-

_

DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION
Job Title:

Attorney III

Job Code:

7035300

Job Grade:

ATT3

Reports To:

Section Chief

Pos. No:

Various

FLSACode:

E

Department:

District Attorney

Loc. Code:

0862004

SIC Code:
WCCode:

9222
8810

Division:

Various

CS Code:

A

EEO Code:

B01

Summary of Functions: Performs assignments involving litigation and legal research with authority to make
tactical and legal decisions in connections with assigned cases OR prosecutes felony cases in assigned court, to
include case evaluation, preparation and management.
Management Scope: N/A

Duties and Responsibilities:

% of
Time

Essential
Non-essential

I.

Evaluates criminal complaints, accepts or rejects cases for prosecution,
determines appropriate charges to be filed, and prepares required
documentation for indictments.

E

2.

Evaluates assigned cases or lawsuits by:
• reviewing documentation,
• conducting and interpreting legal research on applicable laws, rules and
interviewing witnesses or persons with knowledge of the cases, and
• gathering evidence.

E

3.

Drafts, files, and responds to motions, briefs or other legal documents for
trials and/or hearings.

E

4.

Explains legal process to potential witnesses, prepares witnesses for court
testimony, and ensures clients or victims/families are kept informed on status
of cases.

E

5.

Gathers, prepares and presents evidence, exhibits and related material for
trials or hearings.

E

6.

Represents the State or clients in hearings and jury/court trials by:
• conducting jury selection,
• presenting opening statements,
• conducting direct and cross-examinations of witnesses, and
• presenting closing arguments.

E

7.

Negotiates settlements or plea-bargains and obtains approval of plea-bargains
or settlement agreements.

E

8.

Prepares legal documents, if settlements or plea-bargain agreements are
reached, and ensures proper signatures are secured and documents filed as

E

J:\My

Doc~ments\GRAND

JURY\Budget\201S-16\Anomey 111.doc

required.
9.

10.

May manage court dockets and case schedules to ensure deadlines are met
and records and documentation are accurate and up-to-date.

E

Trains or assists in training Attorneys 1 and 11.

E

II . Performs other duties as assigned.

N

Minimum Qualifications:
Education, Experience and Training:
Graduation from an accredited law school. One (l) year work related experience.
Special Requirements/Knowledge, Skills & Abilities:
Requires a current license to practice law in the State of Texas. Requires experience as a lead prosecutor for
all levels of misdemeanor offenses, or experience providing legal services in conjunction with civil litigation,
or appellate work on direct appeals.
PhysicallEnvironmental Requirements:
Standard office and court room environment.
Disclaimer:
This is an "at will" position with no civil service or other appellate rights. This job description is not an
employment agreement or contract. Management has the exclusive right to alter this job description at any time
without notice.
Hay Points/Point Factor:
N/A
Supervisor Signature

Date

_

Reviewed by Human Resources/Civil Service on

Date

_

Approved by Civil Service Commission on

Date

10/20/2003, 1/31/2006

This job description shows typical requirements of a position within this classification. This description is not
intended to be all-inclusive. Individual positions may vary slightly in functions, job dimensions and
requirements. The percentage of time devoted to each function is only an estimate and may change depending
on the specific departmental tasks. Candidates whose disabilities make them unable to meet these requirements
will still be considered fully qualified if they can perfonn the Essential Functions of the job with reasonable
accommodation.

J:\My Documents\GRAND JUR Y\Budget\2015-16\Attomey 1I1.doc

DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION
Job Title:

Attorney IV

Job Code:

7035400

Job Grade:

AIT4

Reports To:

Section Chief

Pos. No:

Various

FLSA Code:

E

Department:

District Attorney

Loc. Code:

0862004

SIC Code:
WC Code:

9222
8810

CS Code:

A

EEO Code:

BOI

Division:

Summary of Functions: With minimal supervision and oversight, performs advanced legal work in the area
assigned. Work involves litigation and legal research; drafting legal documents; and interpreting laws, rules,
and regulations. Work is performed under general direction with authority to make tactical and legal decisions
in connection with assigned cases OR prosecutes the more complex general or special-category felony cases in
assigned court. Performs case evaluation, preparation and management; represents the state in pre-trial and
evidentiary hearings and jury/court trials; and ensures effective communications with defense attorneys, court
personnel, victims and family members, witnesses, and other interested parties.
Management Scope: N/A

Duties and Responsibilities:

1.

Evaluates criminal complaints in order to decide whether or not to accept or
reject the case for prosecution, to determine the appropriate charge to be
filed and to prepare the required documentation for indictment.

2. Evaluates assigned case or lawsuit by:
o reviewing documentation,
o conducting necessary legal research on applicable law,
o interviewing witnesses or persons with knowledge of the case,
o gathering evidence, and
o determining most appropriate action(s) to be taken.
3.

Drafts, files and responds to necessary motions, briefs, or other legal
documents for trial and/or hearing.

4.

Explains legal process to potential witnesses and prepares witnesses for
court testimony and ensures client of victim/family kept informed on status
of case.

5.

Gathers, prepares, and presents evidence, exhibits, and related material for
trial or hearing.

6.

Represents the State or client in trial and hearings by:
o conductingjury selection,
o
presenting opening statements,
•

conducting direct and cross-examinations of witnesses, and

o

presenting closing arguments.

% of
Time

Essential
Non-essential

7.

Negotiates settlements or plea-bargain. Obtains approval, if necessary, of
plea-bargain agreement if reached.

8.

Prepares necessary legal document if settlement or plea-bargain agreement is
reached and ensures proper signatures are secured and documents filed as
required.

9.

Manages court docket and case schedules to ensure court deadlines are met
and records and documentation are accurate and up-to-date.

10.

Trains or assists in training Attorneys I, II, and Ill.

II. On an as needed basis, may perform some of the duties of the Section Chief
on a sbort-term temporary basis.
12.

Performs other duties as assigned.

Minimum Qualifications:
Education, Experience and Training:
Graduation from an accredited law school with a current license to practice law in the State of Texas. Two (2)
years experience. Experience as lead prosecutor for all levels of felony offenses, serving as lead counsel in
conjunction with civil litigation, or extensive appellate work on direct appeals is required.
Special Requirements/Knowledge, Skills & Abilities:

Physical/Environmental Requirements:
Normal office environment.
Hay PointslPoint Factor:
N/A
Supervisor Signature

Date

Reviewed by Human Resources/Civil Service on

Date

12/04

Approved by Civil Service Commission on

Date

1/24/05

--------

This job description shows typical requirements of a position within this classification. This description is not
intended to be all-inclusive. Individual positions may vary slightly in functions, job dimensions and
requirements. Any percentage oftime included on each function is only an estimate and may change depending
on the specific departmental tasks. Candidates whose disabilities make them unable to meet these requirements
will still be considered fully qualified if they can perform the Essential Functions of the job with reasonable
accommodation.

REQUEST FOR OVERTIMFJCOMPENSATORY TIME BUDGET

I

Grand Jury - Intake

Department

Description of Function

Prepping and scanning cases into
TSP system

Position Title and Grade

Overtime
Hours

Grade 8

Budget No.

20

Rate
13.8016.93 X
1.5=

Comments and
Justification
Total
$414-$508

Currently there are 564(103 felony and 461
misdemeanor) cases in a backlog since the
winter holiday time period 0[2014

continuing ll1d persisting through March
2015. This backlog of cases need to be
uploaded into the TSP system in order for
the cases (0 be reviewed by an attorney and

20.0725.40

thus processed (accepted or rejected).

Grade 9

20

Grade 10

20

Total

80

14.8718.25 X
1.5=
22.3127.38

$446$547.60

15.6319.50X
1.5=
23.4429.25

$468.80$585

$65.82$82.03

Between
$1,329$1,640.6

We are asking for additional assistance from
current support staff throughout the office
that can do the work.
It is very important that these cases are

processed so that the justice system does not
delay justice for the victims and the
defendants.

This request follows Vision 3 of Dallas
County: Dallas County is safe, secure. and
prepared. Eliminating the backlog will
maximize effectiveness oflhe County's
criminal justice resources and wi'£educe
crime by holding accountable those whom
have committed crime without undue delay;
it will to stop those people from committing
further crime in the community and ensure
that more victims are protected.

Staff Review and Comment

FormA

FY2016

I

Janu~l)'

-_.

_ ...1aT¥
March-- TOTALS

--.- ---

CC~9ted

Received

-

-

4891
4487
4757
14135

5235

Rc}el.:t\:
119
II:

yI

329

Indicted

Returned
61

41
o

)

161 :

No Billed Waivers

1460
2075
2246

62
118
190

107
66
75

5781.

370.

248

Grand JUry Intake Requests 2016
1. New Laptops (8) - Form H
2. New Printers (2 high volume) - Form H
3. New Printers (2 low-medium volume) - Form H
4. Replacement Equipment (Grand jury Room audio systems and 1 desk for GJ court
reporter) - Form D
5. Overtime for support staff for backlog to input into ACMS/TSP - Form A
6. Camie's Reclassification Request (Part time 3 to Part time 4) - Form F

ICurrent I

GRAND JURY I INTAKE
I ADA VIII
I

ADA VI
,

I ADA V

ADA V

,

I

I

I

ADA IV

ADA V

I ADAV

ADA IV

ADAI~

ADA III

ADA *11I

ADA II

ADA II

I I ADA V

I

INV II
Grade 10
Drugs/Legal
Assistant

I 'Grade 8 I I Grade 8 II

Grade 8

I Grade 8 I

Grade 8

II

Grade

A

Grade

9

Grade 8
I

Temporary Position

Temporary Posjtion

Temporary Position

Grand Jury

Grand Jury

Intake

courtJ
Reporter

II

-

Grade 8

~rade 8

II

Grade 8

Grade 8

I

,

Temporary Position

Temporary Position

ACMS

ACMS

'-_.

I I Grade 8 II

-

-

Temporary Posi
ACMS

• Part Time Position
I\IlS

'I""

1:1 ")nc:.

FY 16
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ADDITIONAL STAFF

IDepartment
IBrief Title of pm

I

Approx. Net Cost

i

District Attorney/Juvenile
Attorney IV for CPS cases in 3041h District Court

Budget No

$89,227.56 plus benefits minus Title IV

reimbursement

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

We request an attorney level 4 to prosecute our child welfare / CPS cases in the 3041h District
Court. See included exhibit.

Discussion of Need

We currently have 4 prosecutors assigned to handle child welfare / CPS cases that are filed in the 3041h
District Court. The number of case filings and current number of pending cases have become increasingly
unmanageable as these 4 lawyers have an average caseload of 104 cases. By statute, these cases must be
completed within one year of a given child being removed from his home. The trials, mediations and
preparation for such a high number of time intensive cases has become increasingly more challenging and
consequently puts the children that we seek to protect at risk. We need help. Adding one attorney in the
304 th District Court would decrease the caseload to about 81 per lawyer in that court, which is a more
manageable number. Please see the included exhibit regarding the increase of case filings in recent years.
Your consideration will be greatly appreciated by us and the children we serve. This position would
qualify for partial Title IV reimbursement.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure

In FY2008 the DA's Office filed 794 CPS cases. Filings have increased annually and totaled 1,503 in
FY2014. Consequently, at the end ofFY08 the prosecutors in the juvenile division CPS unit averaged 48
pending cases per prosecutor which is a manageable number. At the end of 20 14 the prosecutors assigned
to the 304th District Court averaged 104 pending cases. The PD's Office currently averages
approximately 50 CPS cases per attorney representing CPS parents.
Staff Review and Comment

Form F

FY2016

Child Welfare Cases Filed By District Attorney's
Office
1600

50

1400
1200
"t:l

1000

2!
i:i:
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u'"
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800
600
400
200

+-l·,,~t----lol

2008
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2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Year

As you can see we filed 89% more cases in 2014 than we did in 2008
without any staff increase. The pressure and stress from this increase is
beginning to adversely impact the emotional/mental health of some of
our employees as well as the quality of our representation of CPS.
While we average 104 CPS cases per attorney in the 304 th District, our
counterparts in the PD's Office are averaging 50. Simply put, we are
overwhelmed.

YKUliKAlYlllVlYKUV ElYmNT KE(JlJEIST CUIST WUKK ISHEE'!'
Attorney IV to prosecute CPS cases in the 304'" District Court

Brief Title of PIR

Staff Cost
Attorney 4

Grade
Salary

$89,228

FICA@7,65%

$6,826

Retirement @ 11,5%

$JO,261

Insurance @ $8,500

$8,500
Total $114,815 - Title IV
reimbursement

Related Equipment
Number
$683 (HaN 10773)

Desk
Furniture

$245 (HON2091)

Computer

$2000 (laptop)

$269 (HaN 10753)

$220 (HON 314P)

Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other

Total $3417

_

Total $118,232

_

Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space

Less Additional Revenue Source

Form El

TITLE

IV REIMBURSEMENT
Orand Total

FY2016

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN· RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best of your abl1ity and email
when completed to Dallas County Human Resourc /Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the "Position Reclassification Summary Form")

A.ldentification I Genera InfQrma ·on
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Reports To"):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Assistant District Attorney
Attorney IV
District Attorney's Office
Durrand Hill
Administrative Chief of Juvenile Division
2146982255
durrand.hill(a)dallascounty.org

B. Brief Descrip.tion of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to prosecute cases referred to the DA's Office by the Texas Department of Family
Protective Services (TDFPS) that relate to the protection of children in dangerous situations and the resulting legal
consequences that affect the parent child relationship. This is accomplished by providing legal representation to
TDFPS in lawsuits affecting the parent child relationship which usually result in a subsequent return of a subject chill
to his parents, termination of parental rights or placement of the child with another suitable adult. Other duties
would include mediations, civil discovery, iury trials, trials before the court, hearings, consultations with TDFPS.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this
position. 10 addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear,
concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each
duty. These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in
this colunm must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiallNon-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the
function during a t ieal 8-hour workday.
EXAMPLE
Time
Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accom lish this function:
30%

I

E or NE
E

tly Dlclang up and rernovmg litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
I. Function: Reprc:;cnl TOFPS in court ordered mediations
Tasks perfonned to accomplish this function:
Mediations are required before proceeding to trial on all suits affecting the parent child
relationship where TDFPS is the petitioner. All parties and their respective attorneys
convene with a mediator in an effort to reach a compromise that disposes of the case
without ajury trial. Mediations also require preparation and client consultations
beforehand in an effort to achieve the desired result. Mediations are time consuming,
averaging 3.5 hours.

Time

EorNEI

25%

E

2. FWlc1ion: Represent TOFPS in non trial court hearings
Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:
Non trial court hearings are required by statute beginning the first business day after
IDFPS removes a child from his home. This is also the deadline for the DN s Office to
file the lawsuit so that TOFPS can obtain temporary cnstody of the subject child.
Additional court hearings occur by statute or as a result of a motion med over the course
of the one year in which these cases mnst be completed. These hearings are often
contested and long because of the subject matter and the fact that everyone (parent,
potential parent, child and sometimes other relatives) is represented by an attorney.
Contested hearings require more preparation including client consultations, witness
interviews and reviewing often extensive documentary evidence, such as. medical records.

Time

E or ]I,'EI

35%

E

3. Function: Discovery
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
All of the opposing attorneys have the right to serve the prosecutor with discovery
requests which require the attorney and client to respond or face adverse consequences
that would jeopardize the case. The prosecutor must respond to interrogatories,
requests for admissions, the production of evidence and occasionally depositions. This
prosecutor also prepares similar discovery requests of the opposing attorneys.

Time

E or NE ~

15%

E

4. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

Eor NEI

trials require extensive preparation even though it is always possible that a given case
may settle before trial. Preparation requires filing and responding to motions, witness
interviews, client consultations, reading and evaluating evidence and conferring with
experts.

i Jury

5. Flmction:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

25%

E

Time

EorNEI

D. Visual-Mental Demands
I.

Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this
position, then select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example:
oto 1/3 means your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
_____ Frcqu"ncy of Time

0-113

1/3-~!3

213-Ovel

I
0

I.

0

2.

X

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration
to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the oerformance of various ooerations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of
the time.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

E. Physical Demands, Equi ment Requirements, Working Conditions
I.

Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your
job has these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands

I

O-liJ

X

I.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 oounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
oounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 oounds.

FrrqUenCy"fTlme
. 113-213
2!3-0ver

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2. Machines. Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for
this position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are
assumed. Indicate if no computers or software are used to perform this function)

4. Environmental. Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

I

Environmental Condition

I

0-1/3

0

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery
Healtll and Sufetv Conditions
Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

Frequency of Time
213-Over
1i3-:!I3

I
Seasonall1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-1i3

1/3-2/3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2/3-0ver

ScasonalH
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position's duties are performed.

X

1.

0
0

2.

3.

Office Envirollmellt
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Soecifv)

I 0 I 4. I Clinic
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facilitv

I0 I

6.' I Residential Facility (not secure)
I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirem~nts
1.

Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use
the incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).

!.

Less man mgn scnool eaucatlon

a

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

a

3.

One year college

a

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

a

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

X

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

i v

I

-

Juris Doctor
Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the
incumbent's experience).

2.

a

1.

No previous experience required

a

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

a

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

a

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

a

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

X

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as: attorney

a

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

a

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

a

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

a

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or
registrations required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or
certifications). Use the exact name of the license, certification or requirement.
I.Licensed by the State Bar of Texas

2.
3.
4.

I 5. Valid Drivers License Required? aYes

X No

If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
I.

Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
a

I.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

a

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

a

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

X

4.

a

5.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructiv,
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require in
depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.

i v I o.

I

Work tasks are ot the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative

Ll-I developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
X Yes
No
If yes, describe the planning or proj ect management activities associated with this position.

0

The primary proi ects are trial and other court hearings that this employee would be planning.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? 0 Yes
No
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

4.

0

l.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

X

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommenl
budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budge
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or fo
a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significan
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budge
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors tho
progress of fiscal obiectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and
any contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.

I Totall!fant amount $

Total county amount $
Additional comments:

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility; Does this position involve directing the work of others?

X Yes

ONo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(sl
Attorney III

Number of Employees

1 I

o. Management ana :>upeTVlsory Kesponslbillty: it you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position (check one).

X

1.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns
volunteers or temporary employees.

0

2.

Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as thos.
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.

0

3.

0

4.

0

5.

7.

Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees 0
a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, progran
effectiveness and realigrunent of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisor
or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluatinl
program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffmg assigrunents a
necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department manager
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizationa
goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.

Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act.
Limitations of freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of
the work, established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which
you are free to act in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies
and procedures. (choose one)

0

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0

5.

X

6.

0

7.

0

8.

0

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervisiol
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under clos,
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achiev.
end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewe.
oeriodically by suoervisor on an "as needed" basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines
Immediate supervision is available uoon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use 0
imtiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available fo
special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assigrunents with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning anI
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process
Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assigrunents with responsibility for all planning of work of assignel
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of OWl
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work i
reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and majo
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives b:
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect 01
departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

B. Human Relations

J

InteroersonallHuman Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction
with those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may
include those in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and

commissions, governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that
most closely matches this position, and specifY the frequency of time used in performing this job.

J

Frequency of Time

0

1.

0

2.

0

3.

X

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
imnrooerlv handled.

0-113

1/3-2/3

~3 ..0ven

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

0

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a
career family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold Il-O-l::..A.:;tt.:;o:.:ffi=eyL...:V
my current classification might be promoted.
I 2.
l\ly Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
11-0-1::..A.:;t.:;to:.:ffi=ey~IV'-applicants for my current classification.
I 2.

_
I

_

J. SignaturelApl!roval
To the best ofmy ability. ] have completed this questionnaire. and believe it to be an accurate description
ofm;j;f2Sjli:jn or the proposed P;SitiOn.

/

k/OIJMA

~ EriiPioyee Signature

Immediate Sup
Comments:

/

h
.
V ,...- ,

CMr~",j

. or Signature

lcial Signature

l.

11./\

~(y;'1

IJate

I

2J LcJ 15
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF

IDepartment
IBrief Title of PIR
IApprox. Net Cost
i

District Attorney/Jnvenile
Attorney IV for CPS cases in 305'" District Court

Budget No

$89,227.56 plus benefits minus Title IV

reimbursement

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

We request an attorney level 4 to prosecute our child welfare / CPS cases in the 30S'h District
Court. See included exhibit.

Discussion of Need

We currently have 4 prosecutors assigned to prosecute child welfare / CPS cases that are filed in the 30S'h
District Court. The number of case filings and current number of pending cases have become increasingly
unmanageable as these 4 lawyers have an average caseload of 100 cases. By statute, these cases must be
completed within one year of a given child being removed from his home. The trials, mediations and
preparation for such a high number of time intensive cases has become increasingly more challenging and
consequently puts the children that we seek to protect at risk. We need help. Adding one attorney in the
30S th District Court would decrease the caseload to about 80 per lawyer in that court, which is a more
manageable number. Please see the included exhibit regarding the increase of case filings in recent years.
Your consideration will be greatly appreciated by us and the children we serve. This position would
qualify for partial Title IV reimbursement.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure

In FY2008 the DA's Office filed 794 CPS cases. Filings have increased annually and totaled I,S03 in
FY2014. Consequently, at the end ofFY08 the prosecutors in the juvenile division CPS unit averaged 48
pending cases per prosecutor which is a manageable number. At the end of 20 14 the prosecutors assigned
to the 30Sth District Court averaged 100 pending cases. The PD's Office currently averages
approximately SO CPS cases per attorney representing CPS parents.
.

Staff Review and Comment
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Child Welfare Cases Filed By District Attorney's
Office
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As you can see we filed 89% more cases in 2014 than we did in 2008
without any staff increase. The pressure and stress from this increase is
beginning to adversely impact the emotional/mental health of some of
our employees as well as the quality of our representation of CPS.
While we average 100 CPS cases per attorney in the 30S th District, our
counterparts in the PD's Office are averaging 50. Simply put, we are
overwhelmed.

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
Brief Title of PIR

Attorney IV to prosecute CPS cases in the 304th District Court

Staff Cost
Grade

Attorney 4

Salary

$89,228

FICA@7.65%

$6,826

Retirement @ II .5%

$10,261

Insurance @ $8,500

$8,500
Total $114,815 - Title IV
reimbursement

Related Equipment
Number
Desk

$683 (HaN 10773)

Furniture

$245 (HON2091)

Computer

$2000 (laptop)

$269 (HON 10753)

$220 (HaN 314P)

Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cen Phone
Other
Total $3417

------

Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total $1 18,232
Less Additional Revenue Source

_

TITLE IV REIMBURSEMENT

<.irand Total

Form El
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
Generallnstructions:

Please complete this electromc form to the best of your ability and email
when cOnlQleted to Dallas Coun : Human R 'ourc 'Civil emce.

(For position reclassifications use the "Position Reclassification Summary Form")

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Reports To"):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Assistant District Attorney
Attorney IV
District Attorney's Office
Durrand Hill
Administrative Chief of Juvenile Division
2146982255
durrand.hill(aldallascounty.org

B. Brief DescriHtion of the New POSitiO~I7-1 --.Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose ofthis position is to prosecute cases referred to the DA's Office bv the Texas Department of Familv
Protective Services CTDFPS) that relate to the protection of children in dangerous situations and the resulting legal
consCQuences that affect the parent child relationship. This is accomplished by providing legal representation to
TDFPS in lawsuits affecting the parent child relationship which usually result in a subsequent return of a subject chill
to his parents, tennination of parental lights or placement of the child with another suitable adult. Other duties
would include mediations, civil discovery, jUty trials, trials before the court, hearings, consultations with TDFPS.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this
position. In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear,
concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each
duty. These estimates should be made after aU essential functions have been listed. The percentages in
this column must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiallNon-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the
function during a typical 8-hour workday.
EXA.II1PLE ...
Time
Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
I 30%

E

L

---i

By pickiug up ~nd removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
' Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
._
J:'Function: Represent TDFPS in court ordered mediations
----;OT::-in-le

Tasks performed to accomplish thisfimction:
Mediations are required before proceeding to trial on all suits affecting the parent child
relationship where TDFPS is the petitioner. All parties and their respective attorneys
convene with a mediator in an effort to reach a compromise that disposes of the case
without a jury trial. Mediations also require preparation and client consultations
beforehand in an effort to achieve the desired result. Mediations are time consuming,
averaginj( 3.5 hours.

2. Function: Represent TDFPS in non trial court hC.Wlgl;

25%

E

Time

EorNEI

35%

E

Time

EoI' NEI

15%

E

Time

E orNE I

Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:
Non trial court hearings are required by statute beginning the first business day after
TDFPS removes a child from his home. This is also the deadline for the DA's Office to
file the lawsuit so that TDFPS can obtain temporary custody of the subject child.
Additional court hearings occur by statute or as a result of a motion filed over the course
of the one year in which these cases must be completed. These hearings are often
contested and long because of the subject matter and the fact that everyone (parent,
potential parent, child and sometimes other relatives) is represented by an attorney.
Contested hearings require more preparation including client consultations, witness
interviews and reviewing often extensive documentary evidence, such as medical records.

3. FunctlOn: Discovery

I

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
All of the opposing attorneys have the right to serve the prosecutor with discovery
requests which require the attorney and client to respond or face adverse consequences
that would jeopardize the case. The prosecutor must respond to interrogatories,
requests for admissions, the production of evidence and occasionally depositions. This
prosecutor also prepares similar discovery requests of the opposing attorneys.

4. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:

I Jury tlials require cxtensive preparation even though it is always possible that a given case
may sellie before trial. Preparation requires filing and responding to motions, witness
interviews, client consultations, reading and evaluating evidence and conferring with
experts. Prosecutors generally try jury trials in pairs so this prosecutor would at times be
the lead or primary prosecutor on the case and at times he/she may be assisting another
attorney in trying a case.

5 FlUlction:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

I

25%

E

Tune

E or NEI

D. Visual-Mental Demands
I.

I

-

Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this
position, then select the frequency of time in which you perfonm under this condition job. (For example:
oto 1/3 means your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

--

a
a

2.

X

3.

I.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration
to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the perfonmance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of
the time.

0-1/3

Fre< uency of Time
1/3-2/3 I 2f3-Ove
!

a
a
a

a
a
a

a
a
X

E. Physical Demands, Equil!Jllent Requirements, Working Conditions
I. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your
job has these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands

II

0-1/3

X

I.

a
a

2.
3.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.

X

a
a

Fr ~uencv of Time
I
113-213
2/3-Overl

a
a
a

a
a
a

I

Work requires regular strenuous etlort &l!d regular lifting of
over 76 ounds.

o

o

2.

Machines, Tools. Eouioment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

3.

Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for
this position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are
assumed. Indicate if no computers or software are used to perform this function)

4.

Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Em1ronmenta/ Condition
0

I.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery

lIealt" and Safetv Conditions
Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
ElecUicalhazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0-1 '3
0

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
213-0ver
0
0

o

I
SeasonaUj
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-1/3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1/3-2/3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2/3-0ver
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Seasonall1

'-'
""

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type oflocation where most of the position's duties are performed.
0
0
X

I.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Court House / Office

I 0 I 4. I Clinic
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facilitv

I

0 I 6. I Residential Facility (not secure)
I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements

1. Forma! Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use
the incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
a

l.

Less than high school education

CC)"

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

a

3.

One year college

a

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

a

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

X

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:
Juris Doctor

2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the
incumbent's experience).
a

l.

No previous experience required

a

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

a

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

a

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

a

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

X

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as: attorney

a

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

a

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

a

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

a

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Reguirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or
registrations required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or
certifications). Use the exact name of the license, certification or requirement.

I~Licensed

by the State Bar of Texas

~.

4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? aYes

X No

If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Res(!onsibilities
I.

Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
a

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

a

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

a

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

X

4.

a

5.

a

6.

I Work tasks are varied ant:! diversified, reqUlring 2nalytical, intell)r,,!ive, evaluative and/or constructiv,
tlllnking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require in
depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requmng strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
X Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.
The primary projects are trial and other court hearings that this employee would be planning.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget?
No
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

4.

a

I.

a

2.

a

3.

a

4.

a Yes

X

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommen<
budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budge
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or fo
a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significan
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budge
expenditures.
Approves the fmal departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors th,
progress of fiscal objectives and adiusts plans as necessary for completion.

Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and
any contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.

I TotallITant amount $

Total countv amount $
Additional comments:

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

X Yes

aNo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title!sl
Attorney III

Number of Employees
I I

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position (check one).

X

I.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns
volunteers or temporary employees.

0

2.

Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as thos.
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.

0

3.

0

4.

0

5.

Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees 0
a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, progran
effectiveness and realigrunent of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisor
or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluatin:
program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffmg assigrunents a
necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department manager
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizationa
goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act.
Limitations of freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of
the work, established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which
you are free to act in tbe absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies
and procedures. (choose one)

0

I.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0

5.

X

6.

0

7.

0

8.

0

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervisiOl
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under clos.
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achiev.
end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewee
periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines
Iinmediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use 0
ipitiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available fo
special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning an,
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process
Work is reviewed upon completion of obiectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assignee
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of OWl
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work i
reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and majo
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives b:
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect OJ
departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations

]

InteroersonaJiHuman Ke!alJons .SkIlls: This lactor measures the amount and level of personal interactiou
with those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may
include those in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and
commissions, governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that
most closely matches this position, and specify the frequency of time used in perfornJing this job.

0

1.

0

2.

0

3.

X

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling mqumes and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

0-1/3
0

cJ

frmuenc v of Time
113-2/3
2/3-0vc_
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

0

I. Career Path DefInition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a
career family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold '1-71:.:..A.:;t.:;to::m=ey"-'V
_
my current classification might be promoted.
I 2.
Mv Current Classification
I
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1~1.:.:.A.::t.::to::m=eyL.:::m"'--------------applicants for my current classification.
I 2.

J.

SigDature/Ap~ro"al

To the best ofmy ability, J have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
ofmy position or the proposed position.

;Y)

/ =L,,:.,,~j

-;

i!ii

11llIUelliate Supervisor
Co
I .

1/ _

0, m •.! (--i.

ature

i;

'j-'L(}-/!:
Date
Date

I
Dep .ment HeadlElected Official 19nature
Comments:

Date

DISTRICT ATTORNEY
Juvenile Delinquency
Perfonnance Measures Linked to Specific Rr:,e"s"'o"'u"'rc"'e:cA=lI"'o"c"at"io"n""a"re:cB=o"x"ed"-

--,
FY2015

r-;~ll- ~

1

FY\4

I"

Quarter

Workload Measures
Cases filed

4,580

4,75\

3,928

887

Offenses filed in court

3,600

3,795

3,314

749

Petitions filed in eourt

2,947

2,951

2,409

556

Offenses filed per prosecutor

360

380

332

75

Petitions filed per Prosecutor

295

295

241

56

3,445

3,400

3,80\

925

Efficieney Measures

Outcome Measures

Cases disposed

DALLAS COUNTY FY201 A

.

1{fORMANCE MEASURES

Target

Targetl
Met?

DISTRICT ATTORNEY
Child Welfare
Perfonnance Measures Linked to Specific Rr,e"s"o"u"r-"c"e.!.A~I"I"o"ca",t"io"n"-"a,-re"-,B"o"x,,e,,d,--

I

I

FY12

I"

FYI3

l· -3'

I"-g"
Quarter

FYI4

Quarter

1,372

Cases filed
Subject Children Received

1,388

1,503

410

2445

2,666

633

Efficiency Measures
Cases per prosecutor

115

115

124

34

Cases per investigator

687

794

752

205

1,279

1,298

1,452

330

1,046

4,480

4,878

1,337

87

87

87

111

Outcome Measures
Dispositions

Pre-Tennination Cases Pending

Cases Pending per Prosecutor

FY2015

Quarter

Workload Measures

'Numbers previously submitted were for a year instead
of quarterly

DALLAS COUNTY FY201A . RFORMANCE MEASURES

,

Taroet
0

Targetl
Met?

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION

IDepartment
IPosition Title

District AttorneylMental Health

Budget No.

Attorney Y (Mental Health Division Supervisor)

Current Grade

Y

Position No.
703550

Job Code

Department
Priority

7248

#1
High/Immediate

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed

This attorney has been litigating complex, serious and higWy visible cases. Judges have begun requesting
opinions and legal research specific to mental illness. This position was originally created as an Attorney
V position but the Attorney VI, Managing Attorney, job description better describes the duties and
responsibilities today.
Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)

The complexity of the position has increased. The attorney in is position has tried cases from complex
murder jury trials down which include issues of competency, insanity, and mental illness. Prosecutors
within the office and private attorney are increasingly requesting assistance with cases involving mental
illness. The complexity is increasing because with the success of the program, many more issues are
being brought to the attention of the Division. Court Chiefs (Attorney V) are referring complex, difficult
cases. The position also now provides education to other prosecutors. (See Attached Exhibit A). Due to
the increasing complexity of mental health issues and services available, the receptionists at the front
desk indicate that the Mental Health Division Attorneys services are requested more than any other
attorneys in the office. Much overtime work is necessary to handle the increasingly complex cases and
volume.
Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade

ADA VI
121,133

ADA V

Proposed Grade

106,292

Salary

8,131

FICA (7.65%)

9,266

Retirement (11.5%)

12,223

Retirement (11.5%)

13,930

Total

126,646

Total

144,329

Salary
FICA (7.65%)

Total Annual Impact 17,683
Staff Review and Comment

Form F

FY2016

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form

General. InstI1uctiQns:

Please complete this fann and attach the current and proposed positio
desGriptions, t1ie current and proposed organization cluirts and an
om arati e os·tion d· Gn tions that can be identified.

:A. dentification / Genel1'al Information
Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

Mental Health Division Supervisor, Assistant District Attorney
Attorney VI
Attorney V
District Attorney
7248
Cindy Stonner
2146533600
Cindv.Stonnerraldallascountv.org

~B. ~r~el1lJeser,il!tion of tfhe Fos ·1ion:...-_.....,....-:;-_ _-:--_ _-=...,...........,...,.....

...

Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to oversee the prosecution/diverson from the criminal justice system of those
defendants with a diagnosed mental illness. The position supervises two to three otlier attorneys and
consults with and educates the entire District Attorney's office about mental health related issues.

This is accomplished by reviewing cases and managing a criminal caseload and supervision of and
consultation with other attorneys' and trying extremely complex cases in the courtroom

Other duties include consultation with and coordination of entities in the criminal justice system and mental
health professionals (see attached Exhibit A).

Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational
structure, changes in department procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new
programs/functions; introduction of new equipment/systems; reassignment of job duties/tennination of
other employees in the work unit, etc.
ANSWER:
Since the Division's inception in 2007 it has increasingly become more demanding (see attached Exhibit
A). One third of the defendants in the Dallas jail have a diagnosed mental illness. The Metrocare Match
(individuals on psychotropic medication in the jail) has tripled in the last five years. Successfully
-2-

operating the Mental Health program results in more referrals over the years, including more referrals of
complex cases.
Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe
how the job has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level of judgment,
independence, problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for
$1,000,000 and is now responsible for $10,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising
two employees and is now responsible for supervisirlg fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the
specific new job duties/responsib ilities.
ANSWER:
(See attached Exhibit A) The position is responsible for training the prosecutors in the District
Attorney's Office and defense attorneys on the issues of mental health and best practices. There has
been increasing complexity of services available and requests for assistance. The position was created as
an Attorney V and the caseload has more than tripled since its creation. The position was previously
responsible for supervising one Attorney IV and now supervises two Attorney IV positions and
frequently also supervises Attorneys-on-Loan and interns (as many as five at one time). The addition to
the Public Defender's office has increased our workload.

Are the new dutieslresponsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)?
Please specify. If the duties have been reassigned, please provide the name, job title, and an explanation
of why the duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the job
duties/responsibilities.
ANSWER:
The duties are additional and a result of more diagnoses of mental illness. (See attached Exhibit A)
What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position?
responsible for them?
ANSWER:
None. The duties and responsibilities continue to increase each year.

What position (if any) is now

Outline the changes in the level of authority ofthe position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for goods/services). Have any reporting relationships to or from this position been altered?
N/A
What specific tasks or activities make the job duties/responsibilities more complex?
ANSWER:
The increased volume of cases. There is a need for mare attorneys and personnel to manage and be
supervised due to the success of the program. Prosecutors and defense attorneys need education and
advice regarding mental health. More complex cases are being referred to the Division by court Chiefs
that need to be tried.
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
specific reasons why.
ANSWER:
The following division chiefs in the District Attorney's Office are Attorney Level VII: Appellate,
Federal, Grand Jury, Misdemeanor,. The following Divisions chiefs are Attorney Level VI: Public
Integrity, Specialized, Organized, Family Violence, and Child Abuse. This position should be raised to
harmonize with the other Division Chiefs. This position is a supervisor of cases in ALL the criminal
courts in the Frank Crowley courts building.
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What are the performance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position
classification recommendation support?
Supervision of more attorneys and staff to enable quicker diversion from the jail, quicker movement to
the State penitentiary, more uniformity of the treatment of defendants, etc..

D. Essential Functions
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this
position. In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear,
concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each
duty. These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in
this co lurnn must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiaVNon-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

EXAMPLE'"

Time

EorNE

Tasks performed to accomplish this f"unction:

30%

E

1. Function: managing a felony caseload and supervision of the Competency
Attorney and another Mental Health Attorney added in 2013
Tasks performed to accomplish this function: In addition to all the
functions in the Attorney VIjob description: trying extremely complex
felony cases with issues of insanity, competency, mental illness, etc. .
Allowing defendants to receive prompt attention and treatment for their mental
illness so they do not languish in the jail unnecessarily.
Reviewing files. Ordering and reviewing medical records (some of which are
thousands of pages) and pen packets.
This includes all seventeen felony District Courts (unlike most prosecutors who
are only respOnsible for one court).

Time

EorNE

Function:

E

Tracking down and talking to witnesses and fumily members.
Approving the granting ofprobation, dismissals, etc.
Authorizing the reduction in the level of offenses.
Preparing cases for trial. Conducting trials

2. Function: coordination with the public defenders office

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Determining the action to be taken for serious and complex situations.
Approving treatment options for the mentally ill.
Coordinating for housing, treatment, transportation, safe release from jail, etc. via
the case managers in the Public Defender's Office.
Court appearances and pleas.
- 4-

Time

EorNE
E

Preparation of documents for discovery.
RedaCting and scanning documents.
3. Function: reviewing cases

Time

Tasks performed to accomolish this function:

EorNE
E

Working with the grand/jury intake division to identify appropriate cases needing
attention of a mental health nature
Keviewing police reports.
Reviewing legal documents.
Drafting legal documents.
Attendance at pretrial hearings.
Locating evidence.
Field work: talking to witnesses, investigations, etc.
4. Function: coordination with private attorneys

Time

EorNE
E

Time

EorNE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Coordination with the County Mental Health/Jail Diversion officer to consult with
defendants.
Investigating and approving treatment options.
Coordinating for housing and lor transportation of mental ill defendants to court.
(see above)

5. Function: consultations with attorneys, Judges, law enforcement, doctors,
family members, etc.

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

E

Consultation with and education of the various parties in the system to coordinate the best
resolution of a case.
Answering phones.
Conducting continuing legal education for prosecutors, defense attorneys, judges,
advocates, etc.
Legal research when necessary.
Attending the Behavioral Health Steering Committee meetings, roundtable discussions,
etc.
Presenting continuing legal education to attorneys and advocates, panel discussions in the
community, etc.

E. Visual-Mental Demands.
I. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this
position, then select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0
to 1/3 means your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-1/3

o
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I I. I Work requires

a

..

mmlmum of mental

and

visual

0

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

0

0

a
X

2.

,

).

concentration to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration
most of the time.

a
a

a
a

a
X

F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
I. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then
select the fiequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your
job has these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands

a

Frequency ofTirne
0-1/3
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

a

1.

a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally
the occasional lifting of25 pounds or less.
2. Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
X
X
lifting of26-50 pounds.
3. Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of
51-75 pounds.
4. Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
of over 76 pounds.
2. Machmes. Tools. EqUIpment and Work AIds: LIst machmes, tools and eqUIpment requlIed for thIS
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

a
a

a
a

Telephone: With caller I.D. office (1); cell (1)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for
this position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no
computers or software are used to perform this function)
Computer and software (Fof\'Us, ACMS, AIS, Court Notify, etc)

4. EnvironmentaL Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency oftime in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition

l

0-1/3

a

1.

a

2.

a

3.

a

4.
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Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery)

Frequency ofTirne
1/3-213
2/3-0ver

Seasonally

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Health and Safety Conditions
X
0
0
0
0
0
X

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

0

8.

6.
7.

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
prosecution of mentally ill defendants with
great potential for vio lence
Other (specify):

1/3-213

0-1/3
X
0
0
0
-0
0
X

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2/3-0ver
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Seasonally
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position's duties are performed.
X
0
X

I.

2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify):
Courtroom

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facilitv (not secure)
I 0 I 4. I Clinic
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facility I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

I N/A
G. Position Minimum Requirements
I. Fonnal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use
the incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
0

I.

Less than high school education

0

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

0

3.

One year college

0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

0

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

X

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:
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Law

2.

Experience: Record the mmlmum experIence required for this position (not necessarily the
incumbent's experience).

0

1.

No previous experience required

0

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

0
0
0

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

0
0
0
0

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

X

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

-

-_.

Prosecutor and/or criminal defense attorney

3. Certification and Other Requirements:
List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or
registrations required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or
certifications). Use the exact name of the license, certification or requirement.
I. Graduation from an accredited law school and licensed by the State Bar of Texas

2.
3.

4.

5. Valid Drivers License Required? X Yes

ONo

If Yes, what type? Texas driver's license

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

0

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

0

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

0

3.

Work tasks at e usually differem, wim somewnar Ulversmeu proceuures ana preceaems.

0

4.

0
X

Work tasks are varied. and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
constructive thinking.
5. I Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defmed. Tasks
I require in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
6. I Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
i developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
X Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

ONo

I Training, supervising, advising the Mental Health Attorney, Competency Attorney, lawyers-on-Ioan, interns I
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and volunteers to do various iobs in the Division.
Presenting Continuing Legal Education to prosecutors, defense attorneys, judges, etc. on the issue of mental
health.
Presenting a paper on Mental Health/Therapeutic Justice to the Advanced Criminal Law Course.
Educating attorneys from other jurisdictions that call or come to review our mental health criminal justice
system.
Coordinating services for individuals: training, housing, employment, etc..
Managing a criminal caseload. Etc.....
3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? X Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.
X

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0 No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May
recommend budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May
monitor budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less
than department size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
Approves the fmal departmental budget and presents the budget document or information.
Monitors the progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and
any contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsl'bT
I Ity.
Total countv amount $
I Total lITant amount $
Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

X Yes

ONo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification Title(s)
Number of Employees
Attorney IV - Competency Attorney, Mental Health Attorney
-.;2""'_ _--.,,--,--,_
~Wh~-"e"'n'-'a:.:vc.:a:;;ilc:a'i'-b"le'---------Lawyers on Loan
Interns
When available
Volunteers
---';-Wh;-;;':e"'n=ac.:va:O:i:;:la~b'-7l=--e-----6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
osition. (Choose one)
o I. Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees,
'--_-'---_.l-~~r_n_s_,_v?lunteers or temporary_e_m_pl_o-"y_e_e_s.o
1

I
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I

0

2.

X

3.

0

4.

I
0

5.

Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as
those directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of
employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and perfonnance actions, work
objectives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work perfonnance by directing subordinate
supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary
actions, evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and
staffmg assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work perfonnance of senior department
managers including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing
broad organizational goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act.
Limitations of freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of
the work, established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which
you are free to act in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies
and procedures. (Choose one)
0
I. Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defmed, immediate
supervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
0
2. Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
close supervision with frequent review of work.
0
Follows
standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
3.
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
0
4. Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
0
5. Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires
use of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is
available for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
0
6. Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
X
7. Works independently on major assigrunents with responsibility for all planning of work of
assigned objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds
along lines of own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving
general policy and work is reviewed at the end of major projects.
0
8. Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather
directives by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with
overall effect on departmental goals and objectives.
0
9. Work is generally unguided.

I. Human Relations

l

Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction
with those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may
include those in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and
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I

I

commissions, governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most
closely matches this position, and specifY the frequency of time used in performing this job.
Frequency of Time
0-1/3
1/3-213 2/3-0ver

0

I.

0

2.

0

3.

X

4.

Work requIres answenng simple inquiries or referring
inquiries to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures
and non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not
of a standard nature; requIres tact and diplomacy III
presentation to obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damages if improperly handled.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

0

J. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career family
Other classifications in the county to which those that
1. Attorney VI
hold my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1. Attorney IV
applicants for my current classification.
2.

K. Signature/Approval
To the best ofmy abi· ,I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
ofmy positio or t ': pr po~ed position.
3/2/15
Date.

IIffinediats: ujJ 'pvts6r Signat lY
Conunents:
~
Department Rea
Comments:
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tll.;.//.-;

Date !
Date

I

DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION
Job Title:

Attorney V

Job Code:

703550

Job Grade:

ATT5

Reports To:

Section Chief

Pos. No:

Various

FLSA Code:

E

Department:

District Attorney

Loc. Code:

0862004

SIC Code:
WC Code:

9222

Division:

Various

CS Code:

A

EEO Code:

BOI

Summary of Functions: Supervises the operations of an assigned court and/or assigned cases including staff
supervision, evaluation and training.
Management Scope: May generally supervise staff.

Duties and Responsibilities:

% of
Time

Essential
Non-essential

I.

Manages the court docket by assigning cases and work to felony prosecutors,
attorneys and other staff.

E

2.

Authorizes reduction in level or class of offenses, recommends PR bonds,
approves granting of probation and signs various types of dismissals.

E

3.

Resolves disputes between the court, defense attorneys and staff, and
determines appropriate actions to be taken for unusual, extremely serious or
complex situations.

E

4.

Ensures that records and documents are accurate, up-to-date and processed in
accordance with standard procedures.

E

5.

Evaluates assigned cases or lawsuits by:
• reviewing documentation,
• conducting and interpreting legal research on applicable law, rules and
regulations,
• interviewing witnesses or persons with knowledge of the cases,
• gathering evidence, and
• determining the appropriate action(s) to be taken.

E

6.

Drafts, files and responds to motions, briefs or other legal documents for trials
and/or hearings.

E

7.

Explains legal process to potential witnesses, prepares witnesses for court
testimony and ensures clients or victims/families are kept informed on status of
case.

E

8.

Gathers, prepares and presents evidence, exhibits and related materials for
trials or hearings.

E

G:\Budget\BUDGET\FY 2016\FY 201610b Descriptions\Attomey v· 7035500.doc

9. Represents the State or clients in pre-trials, evidentiary hearings and jury/court
trials by:
• conducting jury selection,
• presenting opening statements,
• conducting direct and cross-examinations of witnesses, and
• presenting closing arguments.

E

10. Assesses strengths and weaknesses of cases, negotiates settlements or pleabargains and obtains approval, if necessary, of plea-bargain agreements

E

II. Prepares legal documents if settlements or plea-bargain agreements are
reached and ensures proper signatures are secured and documents filed as
required.

E

12. Conducts presentations at conferences and seminars; instructs law enforcement
and other criminal justice personnel in legal aspects of investigations,
prosecutions and other litigation; and speaks before community and citizens
groups.

E

13. Performs other duties as assigned.

N

Minimum Qualifications:
Education, Experience and Training:
Graduation from an accredited law school. Three (3) years work related experience.
Special RequirementslKnowledge, Skills & Abilities:
Requires a current license to practice law in the State of Texas. Requires experience as lead prosecutor for
more-complex felony cases, as lead counsel in conjunction with more serious or complex civil litigation, or
extensive appellate work on direct appeals and capital writs.
PhysicaVEnvironmental Requirements:
Standard office and court environment.
Disclaimer:
This is an "At Will" position with no civil service or other appellate rights. This job description is not an
employment agreement or contract. Management has the exclusive right to alter this job description at any time
without notice.
Hay Points/Point Factor:
N/A
Supervisor Signature

Date

Reviewed by Human Resources/Civil Service on

Date

10/2004

Approved by Civil Service Commission on

Date

10/18/04
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DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION

Job Title:

Attorney VI (Managing
Attorney)

Job Code:

Reports To:

Division Chief

Pas. No:

Department:

District Attorney

Lac. Code:

Division:

Various

CS Code:

7035600

Job Grade:

ATT6

FLSA Code:

E

0862004

SIC Code:
WC Code:

9222
8810

A

EEO Code:

BOIOI

Various

Summary of Functions: Directs and manages the operations of an organizational section of the District
Attorney's Office. Supervises, evaluates and trains attorneys/prosecutors and staff. Oversees all operations
including case assignments, docket call, and plea bargains or settlement negotiations. Prosecutes or litigates the
most complex and serious or highly visible cases. Performs case evaluation, preparation and management;
represents the state/client in pre-trial and evidentiary hearings and jury/court trials; and ensures effective
communication with defense attorneys, court personnel, victims and family members, witnesses, the general
public, the media and other interested pal1ies. Work involves litigation and legal research; drafting legal
documents; and interpreting laws, rules and regulations. Work is performed independently with general
direction and guidance from the Division Director.
Management Scope: Trains and supervises staff.

Duties and Responsibilities:

% of
Time

Essential
Non-essential

I.

Directs and manages the overall operation, including the court docket, if
applicable, which includes assigning cases and work to felony prosecutors,
attorneys and/or staff.

E

2.

May prepare budgetary input, attend management meetings, provide input on
policies and procedures, and perform related operational management duties.

E

3.

Supervises, evaluates and trains staff.

E

4.

Authorizes reduction in level or class of offenses, recommends PR bonds,
approves granting of probation, and signs various types of dismissals.

E

5.

Resolves disputes between the court, defense attorneys and staff; and
determines appropriate action to be taken for unusual or extremely serious or
complex situations.

E

6.

Ensures that records and documentation are accurate, up-to-date and
processed in accordance with standard procedures.

E

Evaluates assigned cases or lawsuits by:

E

7.

•

reviewing documentation,

•
•

conducting necessary legal research on applicable laws,
interviewing witnesses or persons with knowledge of the cases,
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•
•

gathering evidence, and
determining most appropriate action(s) to be taken.

8.

Drafts, files and responds to necessary motions, briefs or other legal
documents for trials ancl/or hearings.

E

9.

Explains legal process to potential witnesses, ""'" prepares witnesses for court
testimony, and ensures clients or victims/families are kept informed on status
of cases.

E

10.

Gathers, prepares and presents evidence, exhibits and related material for
trials or hearings.

E

11.

Represents the State or client in trials and hearings by:
• conducting jury selection,
• presenting opening statements,
• conducting direct and cross-examinations of witnesses, and
• presenting closing arguments.

E

12.

Assesses strengths and weaknesses of cases and negotiates settlements or
plea-bargain. Obtains approval, if necessary, if plea bargain or settlement
agreement is reached.

E

13.

Prepares necessary legal documents, if settlements or plea-bargain
agreements is reached, and ensures proper signatnres are secnred and
documents filed as required.

E

14.

Conducts presentations at conferences and seminars; instructs law
enforcement and other criminal justice personnel in legal aspects of
investigations, prosecutions, and other litigation; and speaks before
community and citizens groups.

E

15.

Performs other duties as assigned.

N

Minimum Qualifications:
Education, Experience and Training:
Graduation from an accredited law school. with a current license to practice law in the State of Texas. Four
(4) years experience. Experience supervising other attorneys or equivalent managerial work ancl/or extensive
experience in advanced legal work relevant to assigned section.
Special Requirements/Knowledge, Skills & Abilities:
Requires a current license to practice law in the State of Texas. Requires experience supervlsmg other
attorneys or equivalent managerial work ancl/or extensive experience in advanced legal work relevant to
assigned section.

PhysicallEnvironmentai Requirements:
Standard office and court room environment.
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Disclaimer:
This is an "at will" position with no civil service or other appellate rights. This job description is not an employment
agreement or contract. Management has the exclusive right to alter this job description at any time without notice.
Hay PointsIPoint Factor:
N/A

Supervisor Signature

Date - - - - - - - -

Reviewed by Human Resources/Civil Service on

Date

Approved by Civil Service Commission on

Date

06/05

_

This job description shows typical requirements of a position within this classification. This description is
not intended to be all-inclusive. Individual positions may vary slightly in functions, job dimensions and
requirements. Any percentage of time included on each fimction is only an estimate and may change
depending on the specific departmental tasks. Candidates whose disabilities make them unable to meet
these requirements will still be considered fully qualified if they can perform the Essential Functions ofthe
job with reasonable accommodation.
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DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION
Job Title: Attorney VII(Legal Div. Dir)

Job Code: 70357

Job Grade: AU 7

Reports To: First Assistant

Pos. No: See below

SIC: 9222

Department: District Attorney

Loc.Code: 0862004

FLSA Code: E

Division:

C Service Code: A

EEOC Code: BOlO1

Fomler

ADA X,XI,XlI

Various

Summary of Functions: Directs and coordinates the operations ofa major division ofthe District Attorney's Office.
Oversees and direct all operations through subordinate managerial personnel. Work involves litigation and legal
research; drafting legal documents; and interpreting laws, rules, and regulations. Prosecutes or litigates the mostcomplex and serious or highly visible cases. Acts as lead prosecutor in capital murder cases where the state is
seeking the death penalty. Performs case evaluation, preparation, and management; represents the state/client in pretrial and evidentiary hearings and jury/courttrials; and ensures effective communications with defense attorneys,
court personnel, victims and family mem bers, witnesses, the general public, the media, and other interested parties.
Work is perfonned independently with general direction and guidance from the First Assistantor District Attorney.

% of time

Essential (E) or

Duties aud Responsibilities:
ESSENTIAL DUTIES
1. Directs and coordinates the overall division operatrim,
including the court docket, if applicable, which includes
assigning cases and work to felony prosecutors, attorneys,
andlor staff.

2. Prepares budgetary input, attends management meetings,
provides input on policies and proredures, and performs
related operational management duties.
3.

Consults and confers with subordinate managerial
personnel in order to:
$
resolve problems
$
modify operational strategies, policies, and tactics
$
formulate responses to clanging internal and
external environmental conditions
$
develop tactical plans and longrange goals
and objectives;
$
provides advise and counsel to the District Attorney,
$
participates in management of all operational
aspects of the District Atbrney's Office.

4. Supervises, evaluates, and trains staff and interviews
G:\BudgeM3UDGE1\FY 20 I6\FY 2016 Job Description!Attomey VlI (Legal Div. Dir) 70357.doc

Nonessential (N)

applicants for selection and promotion.
5. Resolves disputes between the court, defense attorneys,
and staff and determines apprcpriate action to be taken
for unusual or extremely serious or complex situations.
6. Ensures that records and documentations are accurate,
up-ia-date, and processed in accordance with standard
procedures.
7. Evaluates assigned cases or lawsuits by:
$
reviewing documentation
$
conducting necessary legal research on applicable
$
law interviewing witnesses or persons with
knowledge of the case, gathering evidence, and
$
determining most appropriate aotion(s) to be taken.
8. Drafts, files and responds to necessary motions, briefs,
or other legal documents for trial and/or hearing.
9. Explains legal process to potential witnesses and prepares
witnesses for court testimony and ensures client or
victim/family are kept informed on status of case;
ensures clients/victim and their families are informed
of plea or settlement agreement and its consequences.
10. Gathers, prepares, and presents evidence, exhibits, and
related material for trial or hearing.
II. Represents
$
$
$
$

the State or client in trial and hearings by:
conducting jury selection
presenting opening statements
conducting direct and cross-examinations of witnesses
presenting closing arguments.

12. Assesses strengths ood weaknesses of cases and negotiates
settlements or plea,bargain. Obtains approval, if necessary,
of plea bargain or settlement agreement is reached.
13. Prepares necessary legal document if settlement or
plea-bargain agreement is reached andensures
proper signatures are secured and documents filed
as required.
14 Conducts presentations at conferences and seminars;
instructs law enforcement and other criminal justice
personnel in legal aspects of investigations,
prosecutions, and other litigation; and speaks before
community and citizens groups.
G:\BudgeiIBUDGEl\FY 2016\FY 2016 Job DescriptionSAttorney VII (Legal Div. Dir) 70357.doc

15. May be responsible for all administrative functions of
the office including supervise, evaluate, hire, and train
administrative support staff; prepare or oversee peparation of budgets, procedure and policy manuals;
maintain or oversee the maintenance of financial,
purchasing, and other records; and perform related
administrative duties.
16 Performs other duties as assigned.

Minimum Qualifications:
Education, Experience and Training: Graduation from an accredited law school with a current license to
practice law in 1he State of Texas. Five (5) years experience. Experience supervising other attorneys or
equivalent managerial work and/or extensive experience in advanced legal work relevant to assigned division.
Special Requirements:
PhysicallEnvironmental Requiremerts:
Normal office environment.

Hay Points: KH=pts, PS=pts, AC=pts, TTL=pts,
Position numbers:

3301,3409,3398,3349,3368,4243,3316,401,3414,4977, 3313, 3437.

Supervisor=s Signature

Date

Approved by Commissioners Court and/or Civil Service Commission: *12106199

G:\Budgetu3UDGE1\FY 2016\FY 2016 Job

Description~ttomcy

VII (Legal Div. Dir) 70357.doc

_

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION
!Department

District Attorney

IPosition Title

Mental Health Division - Competency Attorney

Budget No.

Attorney IV

Current Grade

Job Code

Position No.
7035400

Department
Priority

7245
#2

High/Immediate

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed
The ever increasing demands for the services of the Mental Health Division prosecutors have resulted in
this attorney position taking on difficult, complex felony cases from intake, to mental institution, to trial.
This attorney also monitors those found Not-Guilty-By-Reason-of-Insanity.
Reason/Authority for Change (see Bndget Manual)
The complexity of the position has increased. Numerous duties were not anticipated when the position
was created in 2007. This attorney now utilizes as many as five interns (volunteers) at any given time.
The position also now provides education to other prosecutors. (See Attached Exhibit A). Due to the
increasing complexity of mental health issues and services available, the receptionists at the front desk
indicate that the three Mental Health Division Attorneys services are requested more than any other
attorneys in the office. Much overtime work is necessary to handle the increasingly complex cases.

Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade Atty IV

Proposed Grade

Attorney V

Salary

Salary

$106,292

$89,228

FlCA (7.65%)

$6,826

FICA (7.65%)

$8,131

Retirement (11.5%)

$10,261

Retirement (11.5%)

$12,223

Total

$126,646

Total

$106,315

benefits)

Total Annual Impact

$20,331

Staff Review and Comment

FormF
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FY2016

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this form and attach the current and proposed position
descriptions. the current and proposed organization charts and any
comparative position descriptions that can be identified.

A. Identification / General Information
Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

Mental Health Division - Deputy Chief Mental Health Assistant
District Attorney
Attorney V
Attorney IV
District Attorney
7245
Lee Pierson, Assistant District Attorney
2146533873
Lee.Pierson@dallascountv.org

B. Brief Description of the Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to oversee the prosecution/diversion from the criminal justice system of
defendants with a diagnosed mental illness with an emphasis on competency issues and competency
restoration.
.This position also monitors those defendants found not guilty by reason of insanity, from the initial hearings
to the release into the community of some of those defendants.
This position coordinates with hospitals and doctors throughout the State.
Overseeing competency hearings, monitoring cases where the defendant is deemed incompetent (whether in
a mental institution, iail or on out-patient competency restoration) etc..

Other duties include reviewing and managing a felony criminal caseload which includes trying extremely
complex and difficult cases

C. Rationale for Reclassification
Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational
structure, .changes in department procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new
programs/functions; introduction of new equipment/systems; reassignment of job duties/termination of
other employees in the work unit, etc.
ANSWER:
- 19 -

The number of mentally ill defendants in the Dallas jail has increased dramatically since the Division
was created resulting in more complex cases being assigned and referred to the Division.
Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe
how the job has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level of judgment,
iIldependence, problem solvirlg and/or management (i.e., position was previously l'esponsiblt fur
$1,000,000 and is now responsible for $10,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising
two employees and is now responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the
specific new job duties/responsibilities.
ANSWER:
More independent judgment is needed with the increasing complexity of services available and different
options available in the different specialty courts. The caseload of this position continues to grow daily.
(See Attached Exhibit A)
Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)?
Please specify. If the duties have been reassigned, please provide the name, job title, and an explanation
of why the duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the job
duties/responsibilities.
ANSWER:
The duties are additional and a result of more diagnoses of mental illness and more defendants in the
Out-Patient Competency Restoration Program that continues to grow each year - keeping sick
defendants out of the jail.
What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position?
responsible for them?
ANSWER:
None. The duties and responsibilities continue to increase each year.

What position (if any)

IS

now

Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for goods/services). Have any reporting relationships to or from this position been altered?
ANSWER:
N/A
What specific tasks or activities make the job duties/responsibilities more complex?
Al"iSWER:
Increased volume of cases due to the success of the program. There is now a need for more attorneys to
supervise that would manage the increasing caseload, this makes it necessary to determine other
available options, e.g. housing for the mentally ill. The position is responsible for coordinating
dispositions with hospitals throughout the State and doctor's offices and the seventeen felony courts.
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
specific reasons why.
ANSWER:
Deputy Division Chiefs that are cUiTently at Attorney Level VI: Appellate, Federal, Grand Jury,
Misdemeanor
Level V: Public Integrity, Specialized, Organized Family Violence, Child Abuse. This position should
be raised to harmonize with the other Deputy Division Chiefs.
What are the performance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position
classification recommendation support?
ANSWER:
Supervision of more personnel to enable quicker diversion from the jail, quicker movement to the State
- 20-

penitentiary, more uniformity of the treatment of defendants, more work with the intake division to reach
cases earlier.

D. Essentiai Functions
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this
position. In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear,
concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each
duty. These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in
this column must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiaVNon-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

EXAMPLE'"

Time

EorNE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

30%

E

I. Function: Competency (evaluation of the current mental state)

Time

EorNE
E

Time

EorNE

Function:

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
In addition to all the functions in the Attorney V and VI job descriptions:
managing the Out-Patient Competency Restoration Program (OCR), a program
that saves taxpavers of Dallas hundreds ofthousands of dollars each vear.
This entails locating the files of defendants deemed incompetent, holding
competency hearings, preparing legal documents, monitoring each of the cases of
people in mental institutions for the 60, 90, 120 day or one year extensions for
continuity of care.
Attends weekly court check-ins with out-patient competency cases.
Constant communications with the hospitals and mental hospitals to monitor defendants and calendar and
perfonn the necessary court proceedings as applicable
Attends weekly staffings.

2. Function: Managing a felony caseload

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Trying extremely difficult and complex felony cases with issues of insanity,
competency mental illness, etc.
This includes all 17 felony District Court (unlike most prosecutors who are only
responsible for one court).
- 21 -

E

This includes all aspects of docket management, reducing conflicts between
courts, reviewing files, consultations, treatment options, services, etc.)
working extensively with the Mental Health Coordinator and the Competency
Coordinator, insuring that the appropriate legal document arrive timely at the
hospitals.
Maintaining lines of communication with doctors and hospitals.
Consultations with attorney, Judges, mental health care professionals etc.
3. Function: Insanity (mental state at the time of offense)

Time

EorNE
E

Time

EorNE
E

Time

EorNE
E

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Having defendants evaluated for insanity.
Continual monitoring of defendants who are found Not-Guilty-by-Reason- of
Insanity (in mental institutions or after they are released from mental institutions
to family or boarding homes).
Jurisdiction over these defendants last for the maximum term of imprisonment
provide by law for the offense, e.g. "life" for murder.
Continuing communications with doctors, hosoital, attornevs, etc..

4. Function: Managing a misdemeanor caseload

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
(see section 2 above for more detailed description) an additional hundreds of new cases
per year.
All felony and misdemeanor cases regarding competency require staffmg, monitoring
which includes consultations with judges and other health care professionals.

5. Function: Cases refen'ed by private Attorneys, grand jury, judges, etc.

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Numerous other cases are referred to this attorney that do not have competency issues but
do have mental health issues.

E. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands:

Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this
position, then select the frequency of time in which you perfonn under this condition job. (For example: 0
to 1/3 means your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 ofthe time.)
- 22 -

Frecuency of Time
1/3-213
2/3-0ver
0-1/3

0

1.

0

2.

X

3.

..

Work requITes a IllinlmUm of mental and visual
concentration to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration
most of the time.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
I. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your
job has these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
0-1/3

0

Fre, uency ofTirne
1/3-213
2/3-0ver

Work requires nonnal sitting and standing and generally
0
0
0
the occasionalliftinJ< of25 pounds or less.
X
2. Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
X
0
0
liftinJ< of26-50 pounds.
0
3. Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of
0
0
0
51-75 pounds.
0
4.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
0
0
0
of over 76 pounds.
2. Machmes, Tools, EqUIpment and Work AIds: List machmes, tools and eqUIpment requITed for thIS
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)
1.

I Telephone: with caller J.D.

office (I); cell (I)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for
this position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no
computers or software are used to perform this function)
Computer (I); TCIC/NCIC access to update criminal histories

4. EnvironmentaL Health and Safetv Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency oftime in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition
0-I/3

0

1.

0

2.
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Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)

Frequency of Time
1/3-213
2/3-0ver

Seasonally

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3.

0

4.

Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery)

Health and Safety Conditions
i.
2.
3.
4.
5.

X

0
0
0
0
0
X
0

6.
7.
8.

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-1/3
X

1/3-2/3

Seasonally

0
0

0

2/3-0ver
0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0

0

X
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type oflocation where most of the position's duties are performed.

X
0
X

I.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other: COUliroom

I 0 I 4. I Clinic

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facility (not secure)

I 0 I 5. I Secured Facility I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

G. Position Minimum Requirements
I.Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use
the incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).

! Less than high school education

0

I.

0

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

0

3.

One year college

0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

0

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

X

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

2.

Law

Experience: Record the mmlmum expenence required for this position (not necessarily the
incumbent's experience).

0

I.

No previous experience required

0

2.

Six months to one year experience inlas:

0

3.

Minimum of one year experience inlas:

0

4~inimum of two years experience inlas:
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0

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

0

6.

Minimum offour years experience in/as:

X
0

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

0
0

I

3. Certification and Other Requirements:
List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or
registrations required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or
certifications). Use the exact name ofthe license, certification or requirement.
1. Graduation from an accredited law school and licensed by the State Bar of Texas
2..
3.

4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? X Yes

ONo

If Yes, what type? Texas Driver's license

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
I. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

0

I.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

0

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

0

3.

Work tasks are usually different,

0

4.

0

5.

X

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defmed. Tasks
require in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.
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wi~h

somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

2. Planning: Does this position involve plalUling work activities or projects?
X Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

ONo

Supervising Attorneyg-on-Loan and interns.
Coordinating services for individuals: training, housing, employment, etc..
Managing a criminal caseload.

3. Budgetarv Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? 0 Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

0

No

X

I.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

Researches and prepares infonnation for use in budget documents for a department. May
recommend budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May
monitor budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less
than department size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
Approves the [mal departmental budget and presents the budget document or information.
Monitors the progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

5. Scope of Budgetarv Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and
any contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsl'bT
1 lty.
Total countv amount $
I Totall:!Tant amount $

Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

ONo

XYes

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification Title(s)

umber of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
osition. Choose one)
_
_
_~----'
.;-_-,-_
o I. Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employ~es,
L-_L-_.L_in_t_e_rn-.:s, volunteers or t_em-'-p_o_ra._r.:.y_e_m....:p'--l_o.:.y_ee_s_.

I
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I
I

0

I

I Responsibility requires

2
.

X

3.

0

4.

0

5.

I

functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as
those directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoling the performance for a regular group of
employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work
objectives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work perfonnance by directing subordinate
supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary I
actions, evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and I
staffing assigrunents as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work perfonnance of senior department
managers including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing
broad organizational goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act.
Limitations of freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory contro~ the nature of
the work, established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which
you are free to act in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies
and procedures. (Choose one)
0
I. Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate
supervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
0
2. Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
close supervision with frequent review of work.
0
3. Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
0
4. Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
0
5. Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires
use of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is
available for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
X 6. Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
0
7. Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of
assigned objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds
along lines of own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving
general policy and work is reviewed at the end of major projects.
0
8. Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather
directives by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with
overall effect on departmental goals and objectives.
0
9. Work is generally unguided.

I. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction
with those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may
include those in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and
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commissions, govemmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most
closely matches this position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.
Freguency of Time
1/3-213
2/3-0ver

0

1.

0

2.

0

3.

X

4.

Work requITes answenng simple mqumes or referring
inquiries to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures
and non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not
of a standard nature; requITes tact and diplomacy ill
presentation to obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damages if improperly handled.

0-113
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

--

J. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career family
Other classifications in the county to which those that
I. AttomeyV
ho ld my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
I. Attorney III
applicants for my current classification.
2.

</Date

f/ Immediate Supervisor Signature
. CO!IJIIlllnts:
Department HeadiEle
Comments:
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tech Of lcial Signature

'7 2015
<

'i{-l-IL

Date

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this form and attach the current and proposed position
descriptions, the current and proposed organization charts and any
comparative position descriptions that can be identified.

A. Identification / General Information
Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

Mental Health Division - Mental Health Assistant District
Attorney
Attorney V
Attorney IV
District Attorney
7245
Lee Pierson, Assistant District Attorney
214653 3873
Lee.Pierson@dallascountv.org

B. Brief Description of the Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to oversee the prosecution/diversion from the criminal justice system of
defendants with a diagnosed mental illness with an emphasis on competency issues and competency
restoration.
This position also monitors those defendants found not guilty by reason of insanity, from the initial hearings
to the release into the community of some of those defendants.
This position coordinates with hospitals and doctors throughout the State.
Overseeing competency hearings, monitoring cases where the defendant is deemed incompetent (whether in
a mental institution, iail or on out-patient competency restoration) etc..

Other duties include reviewing and managing a felony criminal caseload which includes trying extremely
complex and difficult cases

--

C. Rationale for Reclassification
Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational
structure, changes in department procedures; changes in grant or program scope;' new
programs/functions; introduction of new equipment/systems; reassignment of job duties/termination of
other employees in the work unit, etc.
ANSWER:
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The number of mentally ill defendants in the Dallas jail has increased dramatically since the Division
was created resulting in more complex cases being assigned and referred to the Division.
Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe
how the job has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level of judgment,
independence, problem sulving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for
$1,000,000 and is now responsible for $10,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising
two employees and is now responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the
specific new job duties/responsibilities.
ANSWER:
More independent judgment is needed with the increasing complexity of services available and different
options available in the different specialty courts. The caseload of this position continues to grow daily.
(See Attached Exhibit A)
Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)?
Please specifY. If the duties have been reassigned, please provide the name, job title, and an explanation
of why the duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the job
duties/responsibilities.
ANSWER:
The duties are additional and a'result of more diagnoses of mental illness and more defendants in the
Out-Patient Competency Restoration Program that continues to grow each year - keeping sick
defendants out of the jail.
What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position?
responsible for them?
ANSWER:
None. The duties and responsibilities continue to increase each year.

What position (if any)

IS

now

Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for goods/services). Have any reporting relationships to or from this position been altered?
ANSWER:
N/A
What specific tasks or activities make the job duties/responsibilities more complex?
ANSWER:
Increased volume of cases due to the success of the program. There is now a need for more attorneys to
supervise that would manage the increasing caseload, this makes it necessary to determine other
available options, e.g. housing for the mentally ill. The position is responsible for coordinating
dispositions with hospitals throughout the State and doctor's offices and the seventeen felony courts.
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
specific reasons why.
ANSWER:
All Mental Health Public Defenders are Level V attorneys and are less experienced than Mental Health
prosecutors. Further, prosecutors must respond to the private defense bar in addition to the public
defenders.
What are the performance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position
classification reconunendation support?
ANSWER:
Supervision of more personnel to enable quicker diversion from the jail, quicker movement to the State
penitentiary, more uniformity of the treatment of defendants, more work with the intake division to reach
cases earlier.
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D. Essential Functions
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this
position. In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear,
concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each
duty. These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in
this coluum must equal I 00%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiaVNon-Essential CE or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

EXAMPLE'"

Time

EorNE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

30%

E

I. Function: Competency (evaluation ofthe current mental state)

Time

EorNE
E

Time

EorNE

Function:

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
In addition to all the functions in the Attorney V job description: managing the
Out-Patient Competency Restoration Program (OCR), a program that saves
taxpayers of Dallas hundreds of thousands of dollars each year.
This entails locating the files of defendants deemed incompetent, holding
competency hearings, preparing legal documents, monitoring each ofthe cases of
people in mental institutions for the 60, 90, 120 day or one year extensions for
continuity of care.
Attends weekly court check-ins with out-patient competency cases.
Constant communications with the hospilals and mental hospitals to monitor defendants and calendar and
pef"form the necessary court proceedings as applicable
Attends weekly staffings.

3. Function: Managing a felony caseload

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Trying extremely difficult and complex felony cases with issues of insanity,
competency mental illness, etc.
This includes all 17 felony District Courts (unlike most prosecutors who are only
responsible for one court).
This includes all aspects of docket management, reducing conflicts between
courts, reviewing files consultations, treatment options, services, etc.)
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E

working extensively with the Mental Health Coordinator and the Competency
Coordinator, insuring that the appropriate legal document arrive timely at the
hospitals.
Maintaining lines of communication with doctors and hospitals.
Consultations with attorney, Judges mental health care professionals, etc.
3. Function: Insanity (mental state at the time ofoffense)

------

Time

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

-- -- -

--

EorNE
E

Having defendants evaluated for insanity.
Continual monitoring of defendants who are found Not-Guilty-by-Reason- of
Insanity (in mental institutions or after they are released fi-om mental institutions
to family or boarding homes).
Jurisdiction over these defendants last for the maximum term of imprisorunent
provide bv law for the offense, e.g. "life" for murder.
Continuing conununications with doctors, hospital, attorneys, etc..

4. Function: Managing a misdemeanor caseload

Time

EorNE
E

Time

EorNE
E

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
(see section 2 above for more detailed description) an additional hundreds of new cases
per year.
All felony and misdemeanor cases regarding competency require staffmg, monitoring
which includes consultations with judges and other health care professionals.

.
5. Function: Cases referred by private Attorneys, grand jury, iudges, etc.

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Numerous other cases are referred to this attorney that do not have competency issues but
do have mental health issues.

E. Visual-Mental Demands
I. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this
position, then select the frequency oftime in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0
to 1/3 means your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

I

Frequency of Time
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a
a

2.

X

3.

1.

..

Work reqUIres a mmlmum of mental and visual
concentration to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration
most of the time.

0-1/3

1/3-213

2/3-0ver

a
a
a

a
a
a

a
a
X

F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your
job has these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
0-113

a

a

1.

Freauencv of Time
1/3-213
2/3-0ver

a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally
the occasional lifting of25 pounds or less.
2. Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
X
X
lifting of26-50 pounds.
3. Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of
51-75 pounds.
4. Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
of over 76 oounds.
2. Machmes, Tools, EqUIpment and Work Aids: List machmes, tools and eqUIpment requIred for thiS
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

a
a

a
a

I Telephone: with caller LD.

office (1); cell (I)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for
this position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no
computers or software are used to perform this function)
Computer (1); TCIC/NCIC access to update criminal histories

4.

Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency oftime in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition
0-1/3

a

I.

a

2.

a

3.
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Extreme temperature changes
(heat, co Id, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)

Frequency ofTime
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

Seasonally

a

a

a

0

a

a

a

a

0

a

a

a

0

4.

Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery)

Health and Safety Conditions
X

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

0
0
0
0

0

6.

X

7.

0

8.

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0

0

0

0

0-1/3
X

1/3-2/3

2/3-0ver

Seasonally

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
X

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position's duties are performed.

1.
2.
3.

X
0
X

I 0 I 4. I Clinic

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other: Courtroom

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facilitv (not secure)

I 0 I 5. I Secured Facility I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

G. Position Minimum Requirements
2.Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use
the incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
0

I.

Less than high school education

0

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

0

3.

One year college

0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

0

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

X

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

2.

Law

Experience: Record the minimum expenence required for this position (not necessarily the
incumbent's experience).

I No previous experience required

0

1.

0

2.

Six months to one year experience inlas:

0

3.

Minimum of one year experience inlas:

0

4.

Minimum of two years experience inlas:

0

5.

Minimum ofthree years experience inlas:
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.

__.

..

I

a

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

X

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

a _ 8.
a 9.
a . 10.

----

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

..

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:
,

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

,

3. Certification and Other Requirements:
List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or
registrations required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or
certifications). Use the exact name of the license, certification or requirement.
1. Graduation from an accredited law school and licensed by the State Bar of Texas
2.
3.

4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? X Yes

aNo

If Yes, what type? Texas Driver's license

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

a
a
a
a

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

4.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defmed. Tasks
require in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

a

5.

X

6.
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I

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
X Yes
No
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

0

Supervising Attomeys-on-Loan and intems.
Coordinating services for individuals: training, housing, employment, etc..
Managing a criminal caseload.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? 0 Yes
No If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.
X

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

o.

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May
recommend budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May
monitor budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less
than department size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information.
Monitors the progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

6. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and
any contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
resDonsibilitv.
I Total m-ant amount $
Total countv amount $
Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

XYes

0

0

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position. (Choose one)
Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees,
0
I.
interns, volunteers or temporary employees.
2 Responsibility requires functioning a~ a lea-(j worker performing essentia.il y the same work as
0
. I those directed, an.d includes ov_ersee~g wo~~quality, training, instructing~. and scheduling work.

I
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3. !

X

R""rnwil', ,",oi",

,"p~"m, wd =o'orio, <he p~fu~o,"

ro< ,

"",1M

,W"P

o~

employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work
objectives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate I
0
4.
, supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary i
actions, evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and
staffing assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department
0
5.
managers including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, estahlishing I
LJL_---'--I.::b:..:ro:..:a:.:d:..:o:..:r"'gcan:.:1Z=·=at.:.:i.::on=a=l:...<g",o:..:a.:.:ls=--=a=n.::d.::r.::ea:::l",ig",n.:.:i=ng,,--,wL0:..:r.:.:k:...:an=d:...:s:.:ta=f=fm=gL:D:.:o.::r:...:th=e=--=d.::ep,,-art=m=e.:.:n.:.:t.
---J
7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act.
Limitations of freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of
the work, established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which
you are free to act in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies
and procedures. (Choose one)
0
1. Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defmed, immediate
supervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
0
2. Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
close supervision with frequent review of work.
0
3. Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
0
4. Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
0
5. Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires
use of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is
available for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
6. Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsib Ie for
X
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of
0
7.
assigned objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds
along lines of own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving
general policy and work is reviewed at the end of major projects.
0
8. Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather
directives by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with
overall effect on departmental goals and objectives.
0
9. Work is generally unguided.

I. Human Relations
InterpersonaVHuman Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction
with those outside direct reporting relationships (intemal and external customers). The interaction may
include those in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and
commissions, governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that
most closely matches this position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.
Frequency ofTirne
0-1/3
1/3-213
2/3-0ver

0

1.
1
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Work requITes answermg simple mqumes or referring
inquiries to others.

0

0

0

0

2.

0

3.

X

4.

Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures
and non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not
of a standard nature; requITes tact and diplomacy m
presentation to obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damages if improperly handled.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

J. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that
I.Attorney V
hold my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
I. Attorney III
applicants for my current classification.
2.

K. Signature/Approval
To the best ofmy ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
ofmy pos ·ti . 9.r)!J.e proposed position.

-- '11 CIU

Date
Immediate Supervisor Signature
COllilllellts:
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DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION
Job Title:

Attorney IV

Job Code:

7035400

Job Grade:

ATT4

Reports To:

Section Chief

Pos. No:

Various

FLSA Code:

E

Department:

District Attorney

Loc. Code:

0862004

SIC Code:
WC Code:

9222
8810

CS Code:

A

EEO Code:

BOI

Division:

Summary of Functions: With minimal supervision and oversight, performs advanced legal work in the area
assigned. Work involves litigation and legal research; drafting legal documents; and interpreting laws, rules,
and regulations. Work is performed under general direction with authority to make tactical and legal decisions
in connection with assigned cases OR prosecutes the more complex general or special-category felony cases in
assigned court. Performs case evaluation, preparation and management; represents the state in pre-trial and
evidentiary hearings and jury/court trials; and ensures effective communications with defense attorneys, court
personnel, victims and family members, witnesses, and other interested parties.
Management Scope: N/A

Duties and Responsibilities:

I.

Evaluates criminal complaints in order to decide whether or not to accept or
reject the case for prosecution, to determine the appropriate charge to be
filed and to prepare the required documentation for indictment.

2.

Evaluates assigned case or lawsuit by:
•

reviewing documentation,

o

conducting necessary legal research on applicable law,
interviewing witnesses or persons with knowledge of the case,
gathering evidence, and
determining most appropriate action(s) to be taken.

o
o
o
3.

Drafts, files and responds to necessary motions, briefs, or other legal
documents for trial and/or hearing.

4.

Explains legal process to potential witnesses and prepares witnesses for
court testimony and ensures client of victim/family kept informed on status
of case.

5.

Gathers, prepares, and presents evidence, exhibits, and related material for
trial or hearing.

6.

Represents the State or client in trial and hearings by:
o conducting jury selection,
o presenting opening statements,
•

conducting direct and cross-examinations of witnesses, and

o

presenting closing arguments.
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% of
Time

Essential
Non-essential

7.

Negotiates settlements or plea-bargain. Obtains approval, if necessary, of
plea-bargain agreement if reached.

8.

Prepares necessary legal document if settlement or plea-bargain agreement is
reached and ensures proper signatures are secured and documents filed as
required.

9.

Manages court docket and case schedules to ensure court deadlines are met
and records and documentation are accurate and up-to-date.

10.

Trains or assists in training Attorneys I, II, and III.

II.

On an as needed basis, may perform some of the duties of the Section Chief
on a short-term temporary basis.

12.

Performs other duties as assigned.

Minimum Qualifications:
Education, Experience and Training:
Graduation from an accredited law school with a current license to practice law in the State of Texas. Two (2)
years experience. Experience as lead prosecutor for all levels of felony offenses, serving as lead counsel in
conjunction with civil litigation, or extensive appellate work on direct appeals is required.
Special Requirements/Knowledge, Skills & Abilities:

Physical/Environmental Requirements:
Normal office environment.
Hay PointsIPoint Factor:
N/A
Supervisor Signature

Date

_

Reviewed by Human Resources/Civil Service on

Date

12/04

Approved by Civil Service Commission on

Date

1/24/05

This job description shows typical requirements of a position within this classification. This description is not
intended to be all-inclusive. Individual positions may vary slightly in functions, job dimensions and
requirements. Any percentage of time included on each function is only an estimate and may change depending
on the specific departmental tasks. Candidates whose disabilities make them unable to meet these requirements
will still be considered fully qualified if they can perform the Essential Functions of the job with reasonable
accommodation.
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DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION
Job Title:

Attorney V

Job Code:

703550

Job Grade:

AIT5

Reports To:

Section Chief

Pos. No:

Various

FLSA Code:

E

Department:

District Attorney

Loc. Code:

0862004

SIC Code:
WC Code:

9222

Division:

Various

CS Code:

A

EEO Code:

BOI

Summary of Functions: Supervises the operations of an assigned court and/or assigned cases including staff
supervision, evaluation and training.
Management Scope: May generally supervise staff.

Duties and Responsibilities:

% of
Time

Essential
Non-essential

1.

Manages the court docket by assigning cases and work to felony prosecutors,
attorneys and other staff.

E

2.

Authorizes reduction in level or class of offenses, recommends PR bonds,
approves granting of probation and signs various types of dismissals.

E

3.

Resolves disputes between the court, defense attorneys and staff, and
determines appropriate actions to be taken for unusual, extremely serious or
complex situations.

E

4.

Ensures that records and documents are accurate, up-to-date and processed in
accordance with standard procedures.

E

Evaluates assigned cases or lawsuits by:

E

5.

•

reviewing documentation,

•

conducting and interpreting legal research on applicable law, rules and
regulations,
interviewing witnesses or persons with knowledge of the cases,
gathering evidence, and
determining the appropriate action(s) to be taken.

•
•
•
6.

Drafts, files and responds to motions, briefs or other legal documents for trials
and/or hearings.

E

7.

Explains legal process to potential witnesses, prepares witnesses for court
testimony and ensures clients or victims/families are kept informed on status of

E

case.

8.

Gathers, prepares and presents evidence, exhibits and related materials for
trials or hearings.
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E

9. Represents the State or clients in pre-trials, evidentiary hearings and jury/court
trials by:
• conducting jury selection,
• presenting opening statements,
• conducting direct and cross-examinations of witnesses, and
• presenting closing arguments.

E

10. Assesses strengths and weaknesses of cases, negotiates settlements or pleabargains and obtains approval, if necessary, of plea-bargain agreements

E

I I. Prepares legal documents if settlements or plea-bargain agreements are
reached and ensures proper signatures are secured and documents filed as
required.

E

12. Conducts presentations at conferences and seminars; instructs law enforcement
and other criminal justice personnel in legal aspects of investigations,
prosecutions and other litigation; and speaks before community and citizens
groups.

E

13. Performs other duties as assigned.

N

Minimum Qualifications:
Education, Experience and Training:
Graduation from an accredited law school. Three (3) years work related experience.
Special RequirementslKnowledge, Skills & Abilities:
Requires a current license to practice law in the State of Texas. Requires experience as lead prosecutor for
more-complex felony cases, as lead counsel in conjunction with more serious or complex civil litigation, or
extensive appellate work on direct appeals and capital writs.
PhysicaJ/Environmental Requirements:
Standard office and court environment.
Disclaimer:
This is an "At Will" position with no civil service or other appellate rights. This job description is not an
employment agreement or contract. Management has the exclusive right to alter this job description at any time
without notice.
Hay PointsIPoint Factor:
N/A
Supervisor Signature

Date

Reviewed by Human Resources/Civil Service on

Date

10/2004

Approved by Civil Service Commission on

Date

10/1 8/04
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST T
ADDITIONAL STAFF

!Department

IBrief Title of PIR
IApprox, Net Cost

i

District AttorneylMental' Health

Budget No

Attorney V (2)
$ 138,820 (requesting 2 positions) =
$277,640.00 (4 positions ~ $555,280)

#3
Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
The addition of (2) Assistant District Attorney V positions are needed in the Mental Health Division to achieve parity
with the Public Defender's Office. (See Part
The attorneys need to be a presence in the misdemeanor courts, run Judge Wade's Mental Health Court, oversee the
Dual Diagnosis Court, oversee the ATLAS court, etc.

n

Discussion of Need
Additional attorneys in this section will result in a cost savings by moving the mentally ill out of the jail faster (to mental
institutions, prison, or the community as appropriate). The attorneys will work in every court in the building. (See
attached Exhibit A).

Discussion of Related Performance Measure

Staff Review and Comment

FormE
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
ADA V (2)

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost

V

Grade
Salary

106,292

FICA@7.65%

8,131

Retirement @ 11.5%

12,223

Insurance @ $8,500

8.500
Total

135,146

Related Equipment

$ Amount

Number
Desk

572

Furniture

1,237

Computer

1,025

Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
840

Cell Phone
Other shredder

3,674

Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total
Less Additional Revenue Source

urana

Form El
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best of your ability and email when
completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the "Position Reclassification Summary Form")

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Reports To"):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Mental Health Prosecutor, Assistant District Attorney
Attorney V
District Attorney
N/A
Lee Pierson, Assistant District Attorney
2146533873
Lee.Piersonlaldallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to allow more mentally ill to receive attention Quicker.
To reduce the burgeoning number of mentally ill defendants who are not receiving needed services.
This is accomplished by working with the intake division and private attorneys representing mentally ill defendants.

Other duties include educating prosecutors, attorneys, families, etc. about services available and educating service
providers about the legal system.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position. In
addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These
estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal
100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiaVNon-Essential CE or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function
d
' a lYPlCa
t
18 - h our warkd ay.
unng
EXAMPLE'"
Time
EorNE
Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
E
30%
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1. Function: Manages a docket
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Reviewing cases, trying cases.

Time

EorNE
E

2. Function: Intake
Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:
To put an emphasis on cases when they first arrive in the District Attorneys office.
This attorney would work closely with Grand Jury/Intake attorneys to identify and focus
on mentally ill defendants early in the process.
Early intervention has been proven to reduce recidivism.

Time

EorNE

3. Function: Private Attorneys
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Allowing for more work with private attorneys.
Currently there is insufficient staff in the division and response to the demands of the
Public Defender's office tend to have priority.
This would result in more uniformity of the treatment of mentally ill defendants.

Time

4. Function: Assist with caseload
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Although the two attorneys currently assigned to this Division frequently work long hours
and weekends, many cases are turned away due to the sheer volume of cases.

Time

EorNE
E

5. Function: assist with competency caseload
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Assist the Competency attorney with the Out-Patient Competency Restoration
caseload.

Time

EorNE
E

Managing a docket ofcases among many different courts.
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E

EorNE

E

1

_

D. Visual-Mental Demands
I.

Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall \·isual-mental demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means your job
works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-1/3

0

1.

0

2.

X

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration
to detail most of the time.
Work reqUIres a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of
the time.

Fnxuency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0Yer

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
I.

Strength Demands: Select that wh.ich. best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these
demands between never and up to 1/3 ofthe time.)
Strength Demands
0-1/3

0

1.

X

2.

0

3.

0

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work reqnires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

0

0

0

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position.
(Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

2.

Tele hone: with caller LD. Office I ; cell I
Desk, Office chairs (3), filing cabinet (I); bookcase (I)
3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if
no computers or software are used to perform this function)

I Computer (I)
4.

Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency
of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition
0-1/3

0

1.

0

2.
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Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards

Frequency of Time
1/3-213
2/3-0ver

Seasonally

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3.

0

4.

X

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6.

7.
8.

(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery

Health and Safety Conditions
Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-1/3

1/3-2i3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2/3-0ver

Seasonally
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

X
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type oflocation where most of the position's duties are performed.
I.

X
0
X

2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

I 0 I 4. I Clinic

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facility (not secure)

I

I

0

I

5.

I Secured Facility

0

I

7.

I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position :lVlinimum Requirements
IFormal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
0

I.

0

2. ' High school diploma or equivalent

0

3.

One year college

0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

0

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

X

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in: Law

2.

Less than high school education

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's
experience).
0

I.

No previous experience required

0

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

0

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

0

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

X

5.

0

6.

0

'77ir;imum offive yea~s experience in/as:
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I Minimum of three years experience in/as: prosecutor
I Minimum of four years experience in/as:

0

8.

0

9

0

10.

I

i

Minimum of six years experience in/as:
Minimum of seven years experience in/as:
Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
name of the license, certification or requirement.

I 1. Graduation from an accredited Law School.
2.

3.
4.

[ 5. Vahd Drivers License Required? X Yes

ONo

If Yes, what type? Texas D.L.

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical
skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

1.

0

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

0

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

0

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

0

4.

0

5.

X

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, wbere procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require indepth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requmng strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
X Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

2.

ONo

Managing a criminal caseload.
Coordinating services for individuals: training, housing, employment, etc..
Supervising interns.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? 0 Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

0

1.

0

2.

0

3.
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X No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend
budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit ofless than department size or for
a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget

0

expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4.

3. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.

I_T",o",t~a",1c",o",u~ng,ty~am=o~u~n.:.tg$

I-"T~o~t~a"'l "'gr~a~n~t~am=o~un~t,,$~

_

I Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

X

ONo

Yes

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(s)
Interns and Attorneys-on-loan

Number of Employees
When available

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).
X

I.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
volunteers or temporary employees.

0

2.

Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.

0

3.

I

I
0

4.

0

5.

7.

Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or
a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors
or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating
program and work obj ectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as
necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational
goals and realigning work and stafflllg for the deoartment.

I

Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established
policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence
of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)

0

I.

0

2.

0

3.
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Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve

a

4.

a

5.

a

6.

X

7.

a

8.

a

9.

end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervIsor for guidance and work is reviewed
periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for
special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process.
Work is reviet.ved upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is
reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and obiectives.
Work is generally unguided.
.

H. Human Relations

-

-

.-

InteroersonallHuman Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in
the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this
position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.

0-1/3

a

I.

a

2.

X

3.

a

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requrres handling lllqumes and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approvaL
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperlv handled.

a

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
213-0ver

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

I
a

a

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.

Other classifications in the county to which those that hold I I. Attorney V
my current classification might be promoted.
12.
My Current Classification
I 1. Attorney III
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
applicants for my current classification.
12.

J. Signature/Approval
- 54·

a

To the best ofmy ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description ofmy
position or the proposed position.

Date

'!Ia/lr

Date

II

Department Head!
Comments:
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST

ADDITIONAL STAFF

IDepartment

District Attorney Mental Health Division

I Brief Title of PIR

Investigator II

IApprox. Net Cost
i

Budget No

#4
Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

The addition of an Investigator II position is needed in the mental Health Division.

Discussion of Need

With an investigator assigned to this Division,(l) there will be more time for the Mental Health
Attorneys to focus on their legal work, (2) cases will move quicker and (3) wrongfully charged mentally ill
individuals will be released from jail sooner. This is especially important at the intake and grand jury
level. Currently, attorneys in the Mental Health Division do much of their own investigative work. There
will also be a reduction in overlapping of work. When there is not a full-time investigator assigned to the
Division (as it is now) the attorney can only use an investigator that is available. Many times this is not
the investigator assigned to the court as they must give priority to their own court chief The next time the
Mental Health attorney needs an investigator on the same case, the new investigator must be brought up to
speed, taking up valuable time for both the attorney and investigator. In one murder trial the supervising
attorney for the Mental Health Division had to use six different investigators throughout the course of the
case and trial, each time having to take time to explain the facts of the case to the new investigator.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure

Staff Review and Comment

.

FormE
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
Brief Title of PJR

District Attorney Investigator

Staff Cost
68

Grade
Salary

$51,563.00
Ji3,945

FICA@7.65%
Retirement @ 11.5%

5,929.74

Insurance @ $8,500

8,500.0.
Total

$69,937.74

Related Equipment

$ Amount

Number
Desk

633

Furniture

1,750

Computer

1,205

Printer

250

Network Cabling
Software

Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone

685
jji

Other (shredder)
Total
Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space

74,791

Total
Less Additional Revenue Source
LJrana

Form El
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best of your ability ai1d email when
completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the "Position Reclassification Summary Form")

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Reports To"):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Investigator, Mental Health Division
Investigator II
District Attorney
N/A
Randall Johnson, Investigations Chief and
Lee Pierson, ADA Mental Health
2146533873
lee.oiersonliildallascountv. ora

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to assign an investigator to the Mental Health Division to work exclusively on the
cases of this Division.

This is accomplished by doing the work as described in the Dallas county Job description for investigators (see
attached).

Other duties include running criminal histories on the competency cases which many times must be resolved so early
that the inforn1ation is not yet available in the normal course of the process.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position. In
addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Tin1e: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These
estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal
100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function
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during a typical 8-hour workday
EXAMPLE'"

Time

Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

EorNE

30%

E

Time
50%

EorNE

2. Function: Investigate (outside the office, i.e, in the field)
Tasks performed to accomplish this jUnction:
Locate witnesses, locate victims, service subpoenas
Run criminal histories on witnesses, victims and defendants
Serve subooenas
Obtain voluminous medical records.
Assist at trial as needed.
Follow up with persons on conditional dismissals and outpatient competency restoration.

Time
50%

EorNE

3. Function: Assist with cases at trial
Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:
In a murder trial, the supervisor of the Mental Health Unit used six different investigators
in the course of the case.
This is because current investigators have their own caseload and can only assist the
Mental Health Division as time permits.
Numerous investigators who have assisted this Division in the past can attest to
the fact that this Division needs a permanently assigned investigator.

Time
Included
above
(see Job
Description

EorNE

1. Function: Investigate cases early (office work)
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
In addition to the duties described in the Investigator Job description (see attached):
There have been six or more wrongfully charged mentally ill defendants discovered by
the'Supervising Mental Health Assistant District Attorney in the past five years. These
people should not have spent time injail. Sometimes the discoveries are not made until
the case is being prepared for triaL An investigator assigned to this Division would
alleviate that problem (among others), by reviewing the cases pre-indictment.
Having an investigator assigned permanently would also reduce the amount of time defendants stay in jail.

4. Function: Investigate cases early (grand jury)
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
The investigator could work closely with grand jury, flagging cases with mental illness.
The investigator could identifY cases in which mentally ill individuals are wrongfully
charged
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)

Time

EorNE

5. Function: Training law enforcement personnel in the office on mental health issues
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
The investigator could receive specific mental health training, i.e. identifying the
mentally ill, dealing with the mentally ill, etc. and share this training with others.
The investigator could educate other staff on specific mental health issues.

Time

EorNE

.

D. VIsual-Mental Demands
1.

Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means your job
works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-1/3

0

1.

0

2.

X

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration
to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the oerformance of various ooerations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of
the time.

Free uency of Time
1/3-213
2/3-0ver

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall pbysical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these
demands between never and up to 1/3 ofthe time.)
Strength Demands
0-1/3

2.

0

1.

X

2.

0

3.

0

4.

----_._-

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

--

Fnmency ofTirne
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

0

0

0

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position.
(Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

Tel hones: with caller I.D. office and cell
Desk, Office chairs (3); filing cabinet (I); bookcase (1)
3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if
no computers or software are used to perform this function)
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I Computer (I)
4.

Environmental. Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency
of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition
0

1.

r-.
'-'

2.

0

3.

0

4.

X

l.
2.
3.

0
0
0
0
0
0

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
RespiratOiY hazards
(fumes, j1,ases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(hij1,h voltaj1,e, danj1,erous machinery

Health and Safetv Conditions
Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify): service of process and
investigations (especially of the mentally ill) may
expose the person to danger

4.
5.
6.
7.

X

8.

0-1/3
0

Frequency of Time
1/3-213
2/3-0ver
0
0

Seasonally
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-1/3

1/3-213
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2/3-0ver
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Seasonally
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

X
0
0
0
0
0
0

X

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position's duties are performed.

X

Office Environment 50% I 0 I 4. I Clinic
Shop or Warehouse
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facility
Other (Specify) 50% is
typical law enforcement
street experience

1.
2.
3.

0

X

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facility (not secure)
I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

I Ballistic vest
F. Position Minimum Requirements
l.Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).

i Less than high school education

0

l.

0

2. , High school diploma or equivalent

0

3.

One year college

0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

X

5iFoo~:year Bachelor's degree in: or equivalent experience

0

6.
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, Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

1

2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's
experience).
~

0

1.

No previous experiellce required

0

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

0

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

X

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as: Law

0

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

0

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

0

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

0

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

0

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

0

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

...

3.

Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
name of the license, certification or requirement.

I. License by TCLEOSE, Texas Commission of Law Enforcement Officer Standards and Education
2.Intermediate Certificate
3. Certified Peace Officer proficient in the use of firearms
4. Must pass criminal background investigation
5. Valid Drivers License Required? X Yes

ONo

If Yes, what type? Tx DL

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
I.

2.

Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: Wbat is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical
skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

0

1.

Work tasks arc usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

0

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

0

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

0

4.

0

5.

X

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive

I thinking.

Work tasks are of a non~recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require in~
depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requmng strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
X Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

No

The investigator would be responsible for training other investigators and staff about issues specific to mental health.

~
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~

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? 0 Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

0

I.

0

".

0

3.

0

4.

~

XNo

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend
budget allocations.
Researches and compiies <lata fur budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit ofless than department size or for
a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

2. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.

I TotallITant amount $

Total countv amount $
Additional conunents:

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

OYes

X No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification TitleCs)

Number of Employees

6, Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).

0

I.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
volunteers or temporary employees .

0

2,

. Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
'._-.

0

3.

I Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or

i a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
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Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors
or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating
program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as
necessary.
5
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
J.
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational
~ls and realigning work and staffing for the department.

a

4.

a

I '-' I
7.

I

Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, establisht;u
policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence
of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)

a

1.

a

2.

a

3.

a

4.

a

5.

X

6.

a

7.

a

8.

a

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve
end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed
periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for
special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process.
Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is
reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
supenors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally uno-uided.

H. Human Relations
InteroersonallHuman Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in
the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this
position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.

0-1/3

a

1.

a

2.

X

3.
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Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling mqulrles and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.

a

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

a

a

a

a

a

X

a

a

0

4.

Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
inlproperlyhandled,

0

0

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.

Other classifications in the county to which those that hold I I. Lt. Investigator III
my current classification might be promoted.
12.
My Current Classification
11. NA
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
applicants for my current classification.
12.

J. Signature/Approval
To the best ofmy ability, I have completed this questionnaire. and believe it to be an accurate description ofmy
position or the proposed position.

Empl

Immediate upervisor Signature
Comments:
,

iJe'jttil11ellt HeadiEI
Comments:
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DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Job Title:

Investigator I
Former Investigator I, II, III

Job Code:

70601

Job Grade:

67

Reports to:

Deputy Chief Investigator

Pos. No:

See below

SIC:

9222

Department:

District Attorney

Loc. Code:

0862004

FLSA Code:

N

Division:

CS Code:

A

EEOC Code:

BOI

Summary of Functions: Provides basic law enforcement/investigative support and assistance to Assistant District
Attorney assigned to case.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Duties and Responsibilities:

% of
Time

Essential (E) or
Non-Essential (N)

I. Gathers pertinent information, statements and evidence in
support of tbe assigned Assistant District Attorney which
includes interviewing and interrogating witnesses and running
criminal background checks using the NCIC/TCIC system, etc.

30%

E

2. Locates, interviews and notifies witnesses of trial dates by
means of serving subpoenas, summons and writs, and
checks criminal histories of witnesses for trial.

20%

E

3. Works as a member of a trial team or section in preparing
cases for disposal and assists in the jury selection process.

20%

E

4. Coordinates tbe collection, preparation and review of physical
evidence for trial by following strict legal requirements for maintraining chain of custody.

10%

E

5.

Secures the cooperation and attendance of witnesses and
coordinates and facilitates their appearance.

10%

E

6.

Assists in preparing arrest and search warrants B may make
arrest.

05%

E

7.

Performs otber related duties as assigned.

05%

N

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Minimum Qualifications:
Education. Experience and Training:
Education and experience equivalent to an Associates Degree from an accredited college or university or equivalent
experience in a related field plus an additional two (2) years law enforcement related experience is required.
Special Requirements
Must be a Certified Peace Officer and proficient in the use of a firearm. Knowledgeable of investigative techniques
and ability to commurllcate both verbally and in writing with a diverse group of individuals. Skilled at applying
interviewing techniques while assisting the prosecutors in adverse or hostile conditions. Must pass criminal
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background investigation.
Mandatory drug test prior to and during employment. Approved by Commissioners Court on 7/6/99.

PhysicaVEnvironmental Requirements:
Normal office environment 50% of the time with the remainder oftime spent in a typical Law Enforcement Street
environment.

Disclaimers:

Tills is an at will position with no civil service or other appellate rights. Tills job description is not an employment
agreement or contract. Management has the exclusive right to alter tills job description at any time without notice.
Hay Points: KH=
Position numbers:
Supervisor Signature

pts, PS=

pts, AC=

pts, TIL:

pts,

3470, 3310, 5020, 3435, 3469, 4393, 5205, 3311, 3436, 3393, 3392, 5652.
Date

Approved by Commissioners Court and/or Civil Service Commission: *12/06/99;
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF

IDepartment

IBrief Title of PIR

I

Approx. Net Cost

District Attorney - Mental Health

Budget No

Legal Secretary - Grade 08
53,259

#1
Department Priority

.

I

Brief Summary of Request
One Grade 8 Legal Secretary is needed in the Mental Health Division of the District Attorney's Office.

Discussinn of Need
Mission: The intended mission of the Mental Health Division is to maintain an efficient case filing prosecution and disposition
system for defendants with mental illnesses committed in Dallas County which includes the management of cases, obtaining
files, preparing dncuments, maintaining records of defendants, etc..
Justification for additional personnel: The request for one Grade 8 Legal Secretary is due to the increased demands placed on
the Mental Health Division.
The Legal Secretary would be able to do work that is currently the responsibility of the attorneys of the Mental Health Division,
for obtaining files, maintaining the records of the cases in the different criminal courts and the disposition of same, entry into
the 1155 of which prosecutor is now handling the case, the preparation and mailing of letters to victims, communications with
hospitals and families of defendants and complaining witnesses, etc.. All this work would allow the prosecutors of this Division
to have more time to move cases.
Please see attached job description.

IDiscusSion of Related Performance Measure

I

Staff Review and Comment

Form E
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2016

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
Brief Title of PIR

Legal Secretary

Staff Cost
08

Grade
Salary

35,214

FICA@7.65%

2,694

Retirement @ 11.5%

4,050

Insurance @ $8,500

8,500.00
50,458

Total
Related Equipment

$ Amount

Number
J4~

Desk

Furniture

1,227

Computer

1,025

Printer

Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cen Phone
Other
Total

2,801

Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total
Less Additional Revenue Source

urano 1 mal

Form El
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DALLAS COUNTY

HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
Generai Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best of your ability and email when
completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Se[\~ce.

(For position reclassifications use the "Position Reclassification Summary Form")

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Reports To"):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Legal Secretary Mental Health
Legal Secretary
District Attorney
N/A
Lee Pierson, Assistant District Attorney

2146533873
Lee.Piersonta1dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to assign a Legal Assistant to the Mental Health Division to work exclusively
with the cases of this Division.
TillS is accomplished by performing the work required as described in the Dallas County iob description for Legal
secretaries.
Other duties include maintaining spread sheets (currently done by the Supervision Attorney of the Division) that
document file acquisition (among other things); maintaining spreadsheets and overseeing competency issues.
Coordination with the hospitals, freeing up valuable attorney time.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position. In
addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These
estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal
100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiaVNon-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function
during a typical 8-hour workday.
EXAMPLE~
Time
E or NE

I
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Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

30%

E

1. Function: Legal Secretary work as described in the attached job description

Time

EorNE

2. Function: Monitoring competency cases
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Maintaining spreadsheets and calendars to track cases involving competencies.
Insuring that appropriate docnments and dismissals are sent to the doctors and hospitals.
This is currently the duty of individual conrt clerks.
Occasionally these documents to do get to the appropriate parties in a timely fashion.

Time

EorNE

3. Function: Monitoring file acquisition
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Most of the mental health files are acquired from the other prosecutors in the office when
mental health issues are discovered and brought to the attention of the attorneys.
Currently a mental health prosecutor must physically obtain the file, then document in the
county computer system (]ISS) that the attorney of record has changed

Time

EorNE

4. Function: coordination of mental health services
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

EorNE

Time

EorNE

Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:
This legal secretary could perform numerous tasks that are currently being performed by
the attorneys ofthis Division, i.e. tying documents, communications with the hospitals, communications with

co:r::plai..'1i:1g witnesses when applicable, ccr.....nunications wit.'l service providers, etc.
Allowing the anomeys to take more cases.

A list of the ever changing mental health services available could be maintained
on a county web site to assist families ofthe mentally ill.

S. Function:
Tasks oerformed to accomolish this function:
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D. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means your job
works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

-

-.-

0-113

0

I.

0

2.

X

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration
to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of
the time.

Fre uencv of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
I. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these
demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
0-1/3

0

I.

X

2.

0

3.

0

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

Fr :Quencv of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

0

0

0

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position.
(Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)
Tele hone: with caller 1.0. office
Desk 1), office chairs (3), filin cabinet (I), bookcase (I)
3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if
no computers or software are used to perform this function)

I Computer (I); printer (I)
4.

Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency
of lime in which you are required to work under these conditions.
Environmelltal COlldition

0-1/3

o I
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1;

I Extreme temperature changes

o

I
I

Frequency of Time
1/3-213 I 213-0ver

0

I

0

I Seasonally
I

0

(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

lleaUhandSafewConduwns

0-113

1/3-2/3

2/3-0ver

Seasonally

~echanicalhazards

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
F ire hazards
Corrununicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0
0
0

1.

Driving

2.
3.
4.
5.

0
0
0
0
0

6.

7.
8.

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position's duties are performed.
X
0
0

1.

Office Environment

2.

Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

3.

I 0 I 4. I Clinic
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facility

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facility (not secure)
I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
l.Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent's education level, but the MINI~UM required for this position).

~ Less than high school education
X

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

0

3.

One year college

0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

0

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

0

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's
experience).
0

~I No previous experience required

0

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

0

3.

~inimum

of one year experience in/as:

0

4.

~inimum

of two years experience in/as:

r---o-=
X
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5. I ~inimum of three years experience in/as:

I

0

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

0

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

0

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

0

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

0

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3.

Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
name of the license, certification or requirement.
Three years experience OR 45 hours of college credit

2.
3.

4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? OYes

ONo

If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
I. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical
skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

0

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

0

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

0

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

X

4.

0

5.

0

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require indepth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requmng strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

2.

Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
0 Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? 0 Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

0

1.

0

2.
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X No

X No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend
budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or for

I

a

3.

a

4.

a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants.
This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.

I Total Qrant amount $

Total countv amount $
Additional comments:

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

aYes

XNo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).
a

1.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
volunteers or temporary employees.

a

2.

Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.

a

3.

a

4.

a

5.

I

Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or
a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realigrunent of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors
or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating
program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as
necessary.
--.Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational
goals and realigning work and staffmg for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established
policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence
of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)

CQ.:JTI
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Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

X

5.

0

6.

0

7.

0

8.

0

9.

always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve
end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed
periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon reauest.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for
special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process.
Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is
reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superIors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and obiectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
1

-

-

--~,

--

-

InteroersonallHuman Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in
the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this
position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.

0

1.

X

2.

0

3.

0

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requIres handling mqumes and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

0-113
0

Frequency of Time
113-2/3
2/3-0ver

0

0

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold 11--71:.:.L:.:e",g",a:.-'S::.ec=r:.:et:.:a"'ry<-..:G:.:r:.:ad::.e'-""9
my current classification might be promoted.
1 2.
My Current Classification
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--J

Other classifications in the county that would prepare
applicants for my current classification.

J.N/A
2.

J. Signature/Approval
To the best ofmy ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description ofmy
position or the propused position.

EmPlbYe~nfAll,,--re.>..·...,,~=-

Immediat~perVlsor SIgnature

Comments:

Department HeadlEle
Comments:

l
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fficial Signature

_

Date
Date

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
[ Department

IBrief Title of PIR
IEstimated Cost

District Attorney

Budget No

-------!

Furniture for Legal Secretary Mental Health Division

$1,750

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Telephone (office) (1) with caller 1.0.
Desk (1) $383
Office chairs - Desk (1) $315
Office Chairs - guest (2) $208 X 2 = $416
Filing cabinet (four drawer) (1) $668
Bookcase (1) $351

Discussion of Need

Basic needs of a Legal Secretary for the Mental Health Division.
The Legal Assistant would be able to do work that is currently the responsibility of the
attorneys of the Mental Health Division, for obtaining files, maintaining the records of the
cases in the different criminal courts and the disposition of same, entry into the JI55 of which
prosecutor is now handling the case, the preparation and mailing of letters to victims,
communications with hospitals and families of defendants and complaining witnesses, etc..
All this work would allow the prosecutors of this Division to have more time to move cases.
Please see attached job description.

Staff Review and Comment

FormG
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FY2016

DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION

Job Title:

Legal Secretary

Job Code:

605110

Job Grade:

08

Reports To:

Supervisor

Pos. No:

Various

FLSA Code:

N

Department:

Various

Loc. Code:

Various

SIC Code:
WCCode:

9311
8810

Division:

Various

CS Code:*

A, B, C, or

EEO Code:

FOI

D

Summary of Functions: Provides routine secretarial support for a unit of attorneys to ensure completion of
their work in an efficient and conscientious manuer. Utilizes computer knowledge to create forms for
documents that are used repeatedly, screens telephone calls, compiles routine data in established formats,
organizes and maintains all files and calendars. Works with minimal supervision and relies on experience and
judgment to plan and accomplish assigned tasks.
Management Scope: Nt A

Duties and Responsibilities:

% of
Time

Essential
Non-essential

(

I.

Assists attorneys by making follow-up calls on their cases, retrieving
documentation and evidence and drafting legal correspondence and documents
utilizing standardized formats.

30

E

2.

Serves as a liaison for the department: greets, screens and routes visitors and
incoming calls, takes messages and/or answers routine inquiries.

20

E

20

E

Maintains filing system, including receiving, filing, sorting, verifying and
routing a variety of legal documents.

15

E

5. Assists attorneys with tasks such as making copies, delivering correspondence,

10

E

05

N

05

N

3. Enters and maintains case and statistical data and generates related reports.
4.

filing papers with the courts and maintaining office supplies.

6. Provides limited assistance to attorneys regarding computer and/or software
related issues.
7.

Performs other duties as assigned.

•

The Code depends on the Department where the position is located and/orfunded in accordance with 86-1
ofDallas County Code.

Minimum Qualifications:
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Education, Experience and Training:
Graduation from an accredited high schooVGED Program. Three (3) years of work related experience or 45
hours of college credit or a combination of the two.
Special Requirements/Knowledge, Skills & Abilities:
Ability to type 50 wpm, with proficiency in using word processing, spreadsheet and database software.
Ability to understand and follow written and verbal instructions, organize and process work and establish and
maintain elfective working relationships with other County employees and the general public while
maintaining confidentiality.

Physical/Environmental Requirements:
May require prolonged sitting, standing and ability to lift and carry up to 25 lbs., unassisted.
Hay PointslPoint Factor:
HSI2=100, E3=30, VM2C=20, PD1A=5, WHIA=5, WEIC=5, IC2C=35, DL3=20, PS3=25, RE2B=20,
SFI A=5, ITL=270 points.

Supervisor Signature

Date

_

Reviewed by Human Resources/Civil Service on

Date

--------

Approved by Civil Service Commission on

Date

6/16/03, 10/18/04

This job description shows typical requirements ofa position within this classification. This description is
not intended to be all-inclusive. Individual positions may vary slightly in functions, job dimensions and
requirements. Any percentage of time included on each function is only an estimate and may change
depending on the specific departmental tasks. Candidates whose disabilities make them unable to meet
these requirements will still be considered fully qualified if they can perform the Essential Functions ofthe
job with reasonable accommodation.
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DALLAS DISTRICT ATTORNEY
MENTAL HEALTH DIVISION
BUDGET PROPOSALS 2015
for 2016 FIsrAL YEAR
Part I - Exhibit A
Overview of priority requests for Mental Health Division:
Raise Mental Health Prosecutors to Attorney Level V.(Parity with PD)
Raise Chief to Level VI. (Parity with Public Defenders)
Add two felony prosecutors. (To begin parity with Public Defenders)
Add two felony prosecutors to respond to increased demands of the private
bar.
Add a legal assistant. (parity - PD has four casemanagers)
I. Necessity and importance of increasing the Mental Health Program

The Mental Health caseload has grown since the Mental Health Division of the
Dallas County District Attorney's Office was established in 2007 (tripled first six years).
Successful operation of the Mental Health program in the criminal justice system
of Dallas County for six years has resulted in the referral of many more defendants to the
program. More staff in this program would result in:
quicker diversion from the jail of mentally ill defendants,
quicker movement to the State penitentiary (when necessary via getting cases to
trial faster),
•
more work with the intake division to identifY the mentally ill earlier so they do
not languish in the jail unnecessarily,
more work with private attorneys to identify appropriate services,
more uniformity in the treatment of mentally ill defendants,
more education of prosecutors and defense attorneys about mental illness and the
services available, etc.
Attorneys in this division are trained in best practices, and science and evidence
based protocols which include getting low-level, non-violent offenders out ofjail within
six days of incarceration, if not sooner. I
With each attorney added to the Mental Health Division, approximately 300
to 700 more felony cases will be moved each year. 2 Those cases will use science and
evidence based protocols for moving the mentally ill out of the jail faster and more

"[J]ail sanctions of longer than one week were associated with increased recidivism and negative costbenefits." Adult Drug Court Best Practice Standards Vol. I (National Association of Drug Court
Professionals 2013) p. 33.
2 Adding an attorney to the Mental Health Division of the District Attorney's Office in June 2013 resulted
in the disposition of649 more cases the first year (June 2013 through June 2014).
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efficiently. More attorneys in this division will result in more equitable treatment of
defendants, reduced recidivism, and more savings of tax dollars. These are mentally ill
felons that would have been sitting in the jail. The goal of the Mental Health division is
to move the mentally ill out of the jail faster and into services. This has saved Dallas
taxpayers a considerable amount oftax dollars. It has allowed more defendants with
mental illness to receive the same level of treatment, services and care.
In addition to movement of cases there are numerous consultations occurring
daily (with attorneys, hospitals, law enforcement, citizens, etc.).
Each attorney in the Mental Health Division carries a felony caseload of 150 400 cases at any given time. This is far too heavy and not practical. Too many cases
result in a delay in resolving the cases. This has occurred because of the constant
demand for their very valuable services.
When defendants are returned from the State hospitals, the attorneys in the Mental
Health Division take great efforts to dispose of those cases and get those defendants out
of the jail and into services as soon as possible. This generally occurs within the first 20
to 30 days of return if not sooner. The exception to this rule is the occasional violent
offender where the case is returned to the original prosecutor who has already expended
time preparing for trial and has a relationship with the complaining witnesses.
The Mental Health prosecutors frequently conduct trials before the court,
probation revocation hearings, and prepare cases for jury trials as many mentally ill
defendants will not accept the consequences of their cases until it is inevitable.
Approximately one-third of the people in the Dallas County Jail have a diagnosed
mental illness 3 Mentally ill defendants spend more time in jail and cost more to house. 4 5
The mental health caseload continues to grow because more people are being
diagnosed as mentally ill in the jail all the time. It is a goal of the Mental Health Division
to ensure that a mentally ill person is provided with services before they are released back
into the community, receiving those services can cause the person to be flagged as
mentally ill once they come back into the jail (e.g. Northstar and Metrocare), and once
someone is classified as mentally ill they are assigned to the Mental Health Division each
time they come back into the system.
3 SheriffLupe Valdez stated that of the 7, I00 inmates in the jail, 2,200 had a mental illness - 31%
(September 2010). The number of persons committed to the Dallas County Jail who have a history of
receiving mental health or substance abuse services has increased from 7% ofjail admissions in 2007
(6,50 I admissions) to 24% in 2014. Since the jail population at any given time is 31 percent mentally ill
but admissions of the mentally ill are 24 percent annually, this is evidence that mentally ill defendants
spend more time in jail. This is in part due to the fact that there are insufficient resources allocated to assist
the mentally ill.
4 Research shows that it costs eleven times more to take care of a mentally ill person in the jail than it does
on the outside.
, The following figures show a percentage reflecting a NorthStar (Metrocare) match, i.e. these are the
individuals that are receiving treatment (medications) in the jail (and does not necessarily represent the total
number of mentally ill in the jail).
2007
7%
2008
8%
2009
11%
2010
14%
2012· - 20% (tripled in six years)
2013 - 22 %
2014 - 24%
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The Dallas County jail is the largest provider of mental health services in the
county and the 2nd largest single mental health facility in the state (after the Harris
County Jail)6 The Dallas County jail has a 40 bed psychiatric ICU which is the largest in
the state. 7
There are six Public Defenders assigned to mental health (compared to three
Assistant District Attorneys who are responsible for responding to the private bar as
well as the Public Defender's Office). The Public Defender's Office also has four
full-time case managers with Master's degrees assigned to the Public Defender's
Mental Health Division. The District Attorney's Mental Health Division has three
attorneys and no additional staff. 8
The prosecutor is an essential element for therapeutic justice. The prosecutor
has the power to plea bargain, dismiss a case, or proceed to trial. The prosecutor decides
whether a particular person is released from jail, whether and which services the
defendant will be required to participate in, etc. (of course the judge can decide this also
but the judge will not be familiar with the facts until after a trial or other hearing and
therefore judges only make such decisions in a small percentage of cases). The
prosecutor is the one who contacts the complaining witnesses, police, and other
stakeholders in the case. The prosecutor must make sure that medical records and pen
packets and other evidence is obtained. And most importantly it is the prosecutor who
insures that defendants receive consistent treatment regardless of who the defense
attorney is. The defense attorney must convince the prosecutor to go along with their
suggestions. Prosecutors fight to get treatment. Defense attorneys fight to get the
defendant released. Occasionally a specially trained public defender has the same goal as
the prosecutor. This results in a symbiotic, synergistic relationship.
As the caseload continues to increase without additional staff, cases will not
receive the attention they need, it will take longer to get to cases, the mentally ill will stay
in jail longer costing taxpayers more, etc. Much training goes into Mental Health
6

TDC, and the State Hospital have a few more individuals but they are housed at different facilities.
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The cause of the burgeoning number of prison inmates with mental illness in recent decades appears to be

linked to the falling number of state psychiatric beds (90%) since the 1960's. Such beds were supposed to
be replaced with a system of community mental health centers, which never materialized due to lack of
funding. Prisons are now the largest mental health providers in the United States. According to a recent
article in USA Today (2013), psychiatric beds in the United States have dwindled back to the per-capita
level of 1850, and those services have not been replaced with sufficient community-based treatment
services. At Terrell (State Hospital for the mentally ill), in 1900 - 2300 were housed there; in 1960 - 3000
were housed there; as of2013 a mere 316 mentally ill persons are housed there.
8 Historically the Mental Health Supervisor in the District Attorney's office ranked higher than the Mental
Health Public Defender, now it ranks lower (due to budget increases for the Public Defender's Office with
which the District Attorney's office has not kept pace). In October 2014 the entire Mental Health Division
of the Public Defender's Office, 4 attorneys, were raised from "level IV" to "level V" attorneys and a new
"Level 6 - Chief of the Mental Health Public Defenders" position was created. This is because they have

specialized knowledge, experience, and training (as do the mental health prosecutors). With 5 attorneys
(plus another one stationed at the hospital that is not included in this calculation) and 4 case managers
(LPCs) in the Public Defenders Mental Health Division it is now: Public Defenders - 9 v. District Attorney
- 3 for mental health.
The three mental health attorneys in the District Attorney's office respond to ALL these public defender's
cases AND all the mental health cases of the private bar. The two attorney IV positions in the DA's office

are now the only attorneys at Frank Crowley specializing full-time in mental health that are classified as
low as a level V.
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Assistant District Attorneys. In order to keep these specialized, very experienced
attorneys, the pay must be comparable to the Public Defender's Office. Defendants
handled by the Mental Health Public Defender have caseworkers that interview and
assess the needs of the defendant, which frequently results in the case being handled
quickly and efficiently including connecting the defendant to appropriate treatment and
services. Private attorneys do not have these assets and it is left to the Assistant District
Attorneys to do much of the work in those cases in order that defendants receive equal
treatment regardless of who they receive as counsel.
A legal assistant (the Public Defender's office has four case managers) could
calendar competency hearings, communicate with the defense attorneys about hearings,
communicate with hospitals regarding the endless extensions necessary with those who
have been found incompetent and not guilty by reason of insanity, assist in management
of the out-patient competency restoration docket, communicate with defense attorneys in
pri vate bar about the timely moving of their cases, obtain medical records, scan records
and files, obtain files, document cases in the Forvus and ACMS systems, etc. All duties
that the attorneys are doing themselves at this time.
In 2007, when the Division was created, it was recommended by the Criminal
Justice Administrator that the District Attorneys Office designate an Investigator to this
Division. This was never done as no additional funding was provided. For six years the
prosecutor has either done the work herself (not ajudicious use of resources) or borrowed
another investigator from other duties (resulting in a lack of continuity and uniformity).
Although the attorneys assigned to this Division frequently work after hours and
weekends and utilize lawyers on loan and as many as five interns (volunteers) at a time; i!
is still necessary to turn cases away due to the sheer volume of requests.
II. Goals
Operational Impact
Approximately 24% of all jail book-ins involve an inmate with a diagnosed
mental illness that would result in approximately 22,000 individuals a year with a
diagnosed mental illness. This leaves many cases that should be referred to Mental
Health Public Defenders and Mental Health District Attorneys to be handled by the
Public Defenders and District Attorneys in the Courts. The result of this is that
defendants with mental illness are not always receiving the same level of representation
as they do when they are handled by the Mental Health attorneys.
Ryan Brown's memo to Commissioner's on March 26" h, 2013 states "Defendants
handled by the Mental Health Public Defender have caseworkers that interview and
assess the needs of the defendant, which frequently results in the case being handled
quickly and efficiently including connecting the defendant to appropriate treatment and
services. In addition, having a Mental Health District Attorney who understands the
palticular needs of mentally ill defendants and the victims of the crirnes perpetrated by
the mentally ill defendants increases the cooperation between all parties and enhances the
likelihood of quick and efficient outcomes of the criminal proceedings. Having a
dedicated Mental Health District Attorney means they understand the recommended
assessment and treatment program that is developed by the trained caseworker for the
defendant and can take this into consideration when determining what the State will offer
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to the defendant." And "The addition of these positions should have a positive impact on
jail population and recidivism rates thereby saving the County jail costs in the future."
More personnel in the Division would allow for more of those individuals in the
jail to receive the mental health treatment that they should be receiving and to receive it
more promptly. The increasing caseload without an addition of personnel tends to defeat
one of the most important functions of the Mental Health Division, i.e. allowing mentally
ill individuals to receive prompt attention and treatment, and not languish in the jail
unnecessarily.
More mentally ill individuals could be placed on probation or conditional
dismissals with conditions which require the individuals:
(1) to stay on their medications;
(2) not consume illegal drugs, in some cases alcohol (imperative as this
diminishes and conflicts with the affect of the medications they should be taking);
(2) to see mental health professionals; and
(4) to see case managers who can obtain supportive housing, transportation, etc.
for them.
Currently the bulk of the cases that the District Attorney's Office Mental Health
Division Supervising Attorney is able to give attention to are those referred from the
Public Defenders office. This results in a lack of uniformity for the defendants
(defendants represented by the private bar are not as likely to receive services) and many
mentally ill defendants slipping through the system or languishing in jail without the
attention that they need. With more resources in the District Attorney's Office, more
attention could be placed on the intake process in grand jury to identify eligible
defendants early.
Education of the criminal defense bar is also essential. This would allow for more
uniformity in the treatment of the mentally ill. The private bar cannot begin to compete
with the Public Defender's Offices resources for the mentally ill. The District Attorney's
Office must be the catalyst for uniformity. Representation by the private bar requires far
more work on the part of the District Attorney's Office (requiring the prosecutor to do
not only the additional mental health work required of the prosecutor in these cases but
also the work that public defenders would have done regarding mental health, i.e. convey
the knowledge that the Mental Health Public Defenders would normally do for the client
regarding services, housing, etc.).
Additional personnel would also provide more time for training other prosecutors
in the office, as all prosecutors should be aware of mental health issues and consider
addressing the mental health issues as part of their duties.
There could be more coordination with other agencies; e.g. more coordination
with the Mental Health Coordinator and ADAPT to obtain supportive housing and
transportation and services, more training for police, more coordination with the
misdemeanor divert attornel (that is currently dealing with more than just mentally ill
defendants), etc..
More personnel in the division would allow for more cases to be taken to trial and
thus disposed of more promptly. This was seen with the recent creation of the State Jail
Division, allowing prosecutors to bring cases to trial quicker resulting in a significant
9

More emphasis on the lower offenses that the mentally ill commit might result in earlier intervention and

reduced recidivism.
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lowering of the jail population. This is essential in cases involving mentally ill
defendants as:
(I) they cost an average of three times as much to house - $58 per day for
inmates in the general population compared to $150 per day ($300 per day
according to the Texas Tribune) estimated for the mentally ill (doctors, nurses,
medications, special procedures [i.e. restraint chairs], etc;
(2) they tend to "decompensate" when they are left languishing in the jail, and
(3) their incarceration results in more injury to staff with their unpredictable
assaultive behavior in some instances with very sick individuals.
The Impact of Adding an Additional Person in 2013
The impact and advantages of receiving the additional mental health staff to the
department on June 3rd, 2013, resulted in us not saying to a single person "sorry, we
can't take your case, our caseload is too heavy right now" for months. With the
additional assistance the Chief of the Mental Health Division, was able to work with the
jail to have more of the severely mentally ill assigned to the Division and go to the grand
jury attorneys asking them to screen cases for mental health and refer them to the Mental
Health Division. Previously the Division was in triage mode, responding to the
avalanche of cases routed from the Public Defender's office and private attorneys. She
has spoken with the jail administrator to facilitate routing of the mentally ill to the Mental
Health Division sooner in the process. There was an ability to put more of an emphasis
on cases such as illegal drug possession and prostitution, and get more sick people out of
jail and into services sooner. The Division had time to work with the drug court to
receive their cases where the individuals are too mentally ill to complete the program.
However with the addition of another Public Defender without an addition to the District
Attorney Mental Health attorney staff, the Mental Health Division once again has too
high a case-load for each of its prosecutors.
In the first month, approximately 60 felony cases were assigned to the new
attorney. That was 60 mentally ill defendants who had their cases moved quicker and
received services sooner than before. By the second month, 125 felony cases had been
assigned to the new attorney. Those defendants got out of jail sooner (where appropriate,
as is the case in most situations) and received the necessary services. That work
continued. Previously, the competency attorney was working long hours, seven days a
week. Now he is able to maintain a manageable work schedule.
The attorneys are able to spend more time on the competency cases, moving them
faster, preventing decompensation in the jail. This is resulting in a quicker resolution of
those cases. The number of persons in the out-patient restoration program is
consequently slowly dwindling.
For a time the Chief of the Division was able to spend more time consulting with
attorneys, law enforcement and other professionals which is improving the system and
has presented continuing legal education to prosecutors, defense and training to Jaw
enforcement (previously there was no time for this and once again there is no time for
this).
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III. Personnel
I. Staffing
A. Current - Attorney V

i. Supervising Attorney Mental Health Division
a. Current Position:
This position supervises two mental health attorneys and manages a very heavy.
felony (all types of offenses including murders) case load, trying extremely difficult and
complex cases involving issues of insanity, competency, mental illness, etc.. (see attached
Attorney V Job Description). Cases involving mentally ill defendants in the Public
Defender's office (80 attorneys) are routed to this Assistant District Attorney Supervisory
Attorney position (also the defense attorneys in the private bar seek these services). The
workload of this position has far more than tripled since it was originally created in 2007
(see above statistics, more mentally ill are being identified and more of those identified
are being assigned to this prosecutor). This position more than pays for itself, by
moving hundreds of mentally ill defendants out of the jail each year and into programs
reducing recidivism.
The Chiefs position of the Mental Health Division of the Harris District
Attorney's Office (Houston) receives Division Chief pay equivalent to other Division
Chiefs such as the Family Violence Division and the Child Abuse Division. The
attorney's in the Dallas Mental Health Division carry a far greater combined caseload
than the combined caseload of the attorney's in the Houston District Attorney's office.
b. Change in Demands of Position Since Creation:
Duties that this attorney (Supervising Attorney) does that were not included in the
original job description are numerous. This attorney has been litigating the most complex,
difficult and serious and highly visible cases and all other duties as listed in the Dallas
County Job Description Attorney VII. Chiefs of the trial courts (Attorney V) frequently
request this attorney to take over complex cases. The Mental Health Attorneys advise
other prosecutors and attorneys on mental health issues daily. With each mass murder
elsewhere committed by a mentally ill individual, there are increased demands for the
services of the Mental Health Division. These Mental Health attorneys now provide
continuing legal education to the District Attorney's Office; provide liaison and training
to police and firefighters; speak to citizens and families about issues (APOWW Apprehension by Police Officer Without Warrant, civil commitments, services available,
etc.); presentations to the grand jury (briefing each session and presentation of individual
cases as needed); holding hearings and monitoring releases of defendants found "not
guilty by reason of insanity" when hospitals deem it is appropriate; attendance at
meetings ofBHSC (Behavioral Health Steering Committee); BHLT (Behavioral Health
Leadership Team); NAMI (National Alliance on Mental Illness), etc.; respond to
emergency requests from judges (sometimes requiring extensive legal research that
includes contacting other jurisdictions for procedures); bond hearings (agreeing to
personal bonds, holding bonds insufficient, and overseeing the re-arrest of defendants
that are deemed dangerous), etc.. Also, with the reduction in beds at the State Hospital it is necessary to obtain creative solutions and alternatives for treatment of the mentally
ill.
C. Increasing Caseload
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Also, since mental illness cases in the District Attorney's office tend to be
"defendant specific" (as opposed to fact or crime specific), all the defendant's cases are
given to the mental health division each time the defendant is arrested, i.e. once a Mental
Health Assistant District Attorney takes on a defendant's case, all that defendant's cases
in the future are assigned to that same Mental Health prosecutor. This results in the
caseload in the Mental Health Division growing larger and larger.
Further, since Chapter 17 of the Code of Criminal Procedure requires that nonviolent, mentally ill defendants be released on personal bonds, the Mental Health
Division of the District Attorney's office should be dealing with those cases along with
the monitoring of out-patient competency restoration cases and diversion cases, to ensure
that the mentally ill are receiving and complying with mental health services.
ii. Competencv Attorney Mental Health Division Attorney IV
a. Current Position:
An Assistant District Attorney IV position handles competency matters including
monitoring all out-patient competency restoration which is a full time caseload. This
position's, "Out-patient Competency Restoration Program" alone, more than pays
for itself. This position was created specifically in response to a lawsuit filed in 2006
regarding defendants being held in the Dallas jail for months before transfer to State
Hospitals and after one Dallas inmate nearly died awaiting transfer. In 2009 the pilot
program saved the county $300,000 by not housing the mentally-ill defendants in the jail.
And the program has grown significantly since then, saving more money for Dallas
taxpayers. This program allows defendants to be treated in their communities which is
more beneficial than being in a hospital. 10 TODAY, there are an estimated 30 to 50
individuals in this out-patient program at any given time (and hundreds more in the
mental health diversion programs over which this attorney monitors check-ins),
saving taxpayers of Dallas County approximately $150 per day each, i.e. an
estimated 300 individuals at $150 per day time 365 days per year equals $millions in
savings per year!!!
These defendants are less frequently charged with new crimes than defendants
that are sent to the hospital. This requires weekly staffings (meetings with the Judge,
defense attorney, case managers, etc. in court). These individuals are required to come to
court at least every two weeks. The attorney monitors the community based programs,
whether the defendant is taking medications, attending the court ordered doctors visits,
drug testing, etc..
b. Change in Demands of Position Since Creation:
Duties that this attorney (Competency Attorney) does that were not included in
the original job description are numerous. They include those duties listed above for the
supervising attorney (Change in Demand of Position Since Creation) and the following
additional duties: trial work; intake of cases; monitoring those found "not guilty by
reason of insanity" montWy after release from the hospital for the duration of the court's
jurisdiction of the defendants (for the duration of the defendant's life in cases of first
degree felony); providing interface with the F.B.!. and Homeland Security to keep them
apprised of threats to National Security; community outreach; etc..
iii. Unique Demands of the Positions:
10

Dallas Morning News April 12, 20 IO.
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These three positions are currently occupied by three attorneys with a combined
legaJ and law enforcement experience of over ninety years. Staff monitoring phone calls
and the front desk at the District Attorney's Office indicate that the services of the mental
health attorneys are requested more than any other attorneys in the office. These
attorneys frequently work until late at night and weekends, taking work home, and even
enlisting family members to assist in staying on top of the ever burgeoning case-load.
The mental health attorneys carry a caseload that is equal to or greater than other
prosecutors in the office; however their cases require additional work that other
prosecutors do not do (and work that is difficult to document), e.g.:
* review of voluminous medical and psychiatric records;
* hearings regarding incompetency and insanity;
* monitoring the necessity for extensions for hospital and psychiatric
commitments (competency and insanity);
* continued monitoring of cases (insanity and incompetency institutionalizations);
* knowledge of the DSM-IV (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual regarding mental
illness);
* consultations with judges on the issues of mental health;
* education of, consultation with, and advice to prosecutors, other attorneys,
police, grand juries, probation officers, firemen, SMU Criminal Defense Clinic,
and other professionals, which includes the presentation of Continuing Legal
Education;
* attendance at mental health committee meetings;
* legal research specific to mental health;
* keeping informed and being knowledgeable about services available;
* communications with family members about services available;
• communications with the mental institutions were defendants are sent;
• being aware of the rules and peculiarities of the seventeen different felony
courts, specialty courts, and the misdemeanor courts, as these attorneys practice in
all courts;
* the attorneys of the Mental Health Division are the only attorneys in the District
Attorneys office that practice law in every court in the Frank Crowley Courts
Building;
* knowledge ofHIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act);
*out-patient competency restoration;
*presentations to grand jury regarding mental illness;
* attendance at committees and meetings regarding mental illness;
* apprising appropriate authorities regarding security threats; and
* the additional burden of obtaining services, i.e. housing, transportation, etc. for
the defendants, among other things,
* training, consulting, and educating other prosecutors, law enforcement, fire
department, the public, etc. on the issues of mental health, etc..
* beginning the Jail Based Competency Restoration Program - unique to Texas.
B. Needed
(I) Raising the current supervisor's position to Attorney VII or at least Attorney VI to be
in parity with the Public Defender's Office (currently Attorney V). The higher this
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position, the more cases they can be responsible for supervising (even outside the Mental
Health Division). The Mental Health supervisor in the Public Defender's office is an
Attorney VI. The following division chiefs in the District Attorney's Office are
Attorney Level VII: Appellate, Federal, Grand Jury, Misdemeanor and Administrative.
The following Divisions Chiefs are Attorney Level VI: Public Integrity, Specialized,
Organized, Family Violence, and Child Abuse. As a Supervisor of cases in all courts in
the Frank Crowley Courts Building, this position should be raised to harmonize with the
other Division ·Chiefs. The position is currently held by an experienced attorney with
almost years of experience and hundreds ofjury trials. The position should be increased
to have the authority to assign cases to courts or chiefs and continuing monitoring the
prosecution of said cases. This would allow for more mentally ill defendants to receive
services. It should further be increased as it has the responsibility of handling and
consulting on complex cases with potential for being high profile. It should also be
increased for the position to command the respect that it should in the office. The value
that an organization puts on a position is reflected in the compensation. Compensation is
the litmus test for worth.
(2) Raising the Deputy Chief of Mental Health to a level VIol' at least raising the two
current Assistant District Attorneys positions in the Mental Health Division to an
Attorney V position (they are currently Attorney IV). All Mental Health Public
Defenders are level Attorney V or above. This position is currently held by experienced
attorneys with years of experience and hundreds ofjury trials. The positions should be
elevated for purposes of being able to fill in for the supervising attorney when that
attorney is out of the office, allowing for time to attend BHLT meetings, more education
of police, attendance at chiefs meetings, etc..
Upgrades are necessary in order to keep qualified attorneys in these positions or
ath'act qualified candidates to the positions should they become vacant.
(3) Adding the following positions:
* Felony Attorney V (2) - to supervise the Mental Health Diversion program in Judge
Wade's court and assist with misdemeanor mental health cases (to ensure uniformity and
quicker movement from the jail of mentally ill defendants); and another to work closely
with the intake division and private attorneys in identifying cases where diversion and'
services are needed and general assistance with the current caseload to expedite cases.
*Investigator 11 (1) - assist the prosecutors in locating witnesses, investigations, etc..
h'aining of law enforcement personnel. In addition to the same general duties as a trial
court investigator, the investigator will be the liaison with the law enforcement agencies
in the determination of which direction to proceed with the criminal case, i.e. divert preindictment with no criminal case accepted, No Bill at grand jury or dismiss at a later date.
II There have been at least six wrongfully charged, mentally ill defendants discovered by the Supervising
Assistant District Attorney of the Mental Health Division in recent years. These people should not have

spent time in jail. Sometimes the discoveries are not made until the case is being prepared for trial. An
investigator assigned to this Division would alleviate that problem. In a recent murder trial, the
Supervising Attorney of the Mental Health Division had to use six different investigators in the course of
the case because there is not an investigator assigned to the Division and the attorney is only able to lise
whoever is available at the time. This results time expended getting the new investigator up to speed on lhe
case taking up valuable time of the attorney and the investigative division.
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The im'estigator would also assist in monitoring those on conditional dismissals and outpatient competency restoration and contact mental health providers and subpoena medical
records early in the case.
'Legal Assistant/Caseworker/Forensic coordinator (1)- to keep statistics, and coordinate
activities, to communicate with families of defendants and complaining witnesses, file
acquisition, etc..
Adding the attorney positions is the most important goal, as that will allow more mentally
ill to receive attention more promptly. Any of these positions would allow more time for
the current attorneys to move more cases, more quickly.
2. Equipment and Computers
Furniture and computers would be needed for the added positions and is set out in
the Program Improvement Requests herein.
IV. Statistics Supporting Necessity and Effectiveness of the Mental Health Program
Dallas County was one of the first to adopt a mental health criminal justice
program and was found to have the most successful mental health program in Texas
(of the counties studied) according to a 20 I0 comprehensive, eighteen month study
conducted by a research scientist from Texas A & M in conjunction with the Texas Task
Force on Indigent Defense. Defendants from the mental health caseload in Dallas
exhibited the lowest risk of recidivism of the counties studied. Dallas has the broadest
and most comprehensive array of diversion-oriented programming of any Texas county
studied in that research. The Dallas County Probation Department claims to have a
reduction in recidivism of70% via CATS (Comprehensive Assessment Treatment
Services] Evaluation. 12 This is better than that of the general jail population.
With more support in the Division, there could be more involvement with the
families and therefore possibly more civil commitments, resulting in a safer and healthier
community. Involuntary civil commitments are very rare and sometimes difficult to
obtain with the current law. Intervention in a criminal setting may be the only help these
people and their families will ever get.
Therapeutic Justice, problem solving courts, dramatically reducing the high
recidivism rate in criminal cases (especially of drug offenders which is the offense of
many of the mentally ill- attempting to self-medicate their illnesses). These courts
work-individuals successfully treated do not re-offend, or do so at a much lower rate,
thus saving money and public resources. 13 These courts compel individuals to respect the
system and participate in the treatment services offered or face swift consequences,
which is regarded as a superior form of accountability to traditional sentences. With
more personnel in the Mental Health Division, there could be more mentally ill
defendants receiving the attention that they should be receiving in those courts.
12 In 2012, the CATS (Comprehensive Assessment Treatment Services) (a program started in Dallas)
reviewed 2900 cases prior to early intervention and 2900 after early intervention and found that there was a
70% reduction in recidivism in those cases with early intervention.
13 Texas is home to 155 Drug Courts and 19 irmovative Veterans Treatment Courts. The evidence-based
reforms implemented have saved an estimated $2 billion in new prison spending since 2007, led to the
closure of three prisons and six juvenile lock-ups, brought about a 39 percent reduction in the parole failure
rate, and reduced the statewide crime rate to levels not seen since the 1960s.
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While the mentally ill commit all types of offenses, the most common offenses in
Dallas that the mentally ill defendant commits are:
* criminal trespass (16% of charged offenses against mentally ill defendants),
followed by :
* assault,
* possession of a controlled substance,
* prostitution, then
other crimes.
This is why a misdemeanor prosecutor would be especially beneficial in the
Mental Health Division.
The most common mental illnesses of defendants in the Dallas County jail are:
bipolar, schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, in that order. These mental illnesses can
be seen on a brain scan and can be treated by medication allowing the individuals to lead
normal, productive lives. This is why early detection, intervention and diversion from the
criminal justice system is so crucial for these individuals.
CONCLUSION
The Mental Health Division's mission and goals are consistent with a vision for
the future for Dallas COlmty's strategic plan. It is supportive of mental health care and
promoting health care networks which is among the major elements of the Plan. The
attorneys in the Division strive to synergize public safety programs and services across
the County. The mission of the Division is to coordinate programs and systems to reduce
crime. There has been coordination by the attorneys in the Mental Health Division to
share information with the community (panel on mental health, a roundtable discussion,
web page development, etc.). The Division maximizes the effectiveness of County's
criminal justice resources. The Division coordinates and undertakes programs and
services to improve Dallas County quality of life. The Division is a Public safety
champion for Dallas County. The attorneys in the Division provide alternatives to
sentencing options.
The Chief of the Mental Health Division wrote an article on the top ten best
practices for reducing recidivism and the top ten best practices for cutting costS.1 4 This
article was shared with all prosecutors and has been taught in continuing legal education
for prosecutors, judicial and defense attorneys.
It is very difficult to document what is done by mental health attorneys because so
much of it is not statistics driven. These attorneys are constantly being consulted for their
advice. Also, these cases are subject to long term involvement on the part of the
attorneys because of the severity of the defendant's mental issues or competency issues,
i.e. the office has been monitoring one individual since 1978 (two cases of attempted
capital murder where he was found not guilty by reason of insanity and his
institutionalization must be renewed annually). These defendants can no longer be
committed to mental hospitals long term. Once released, the mental heallh prosecutors
must coordinate with ADA PT, the mental hospitals, housing, etc. to make sure the
community stays safe.

" Developed by the National Association of Drug COUI1 Professionals.
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In recent years, the requests for services of the Mental Health prosecutors
continues to exceed our capacity to serve. Inmates with mental illnesses continue to
languish in the jail unnecessarily and the list of mentally ill defendants booked into the
jail is ignored due to the volume of work.
It is estimated that for every dollar spent on mental health and substance abuse
disorders, Texas would see a return of $23. Proper funding of mental health prosecutors
will result in less exposure to liability. I ; There is no better way to be smart on crime and
make things better than investing in the science and evidence based, best practices
demonstrated in the Mental Health Division.
The events at ewtown, Connecticut in 2012 (deaths of twenty children and six
adults), and numerous other mass murders (almost all of which were done by a person
with a diagnosed mental illness) and the 2014 shooting at Fort Hood by a mentally ill
individual, are a reminder to us that we are on the front lines and in a unique position to
recognize mental illness in dangerous individuals. Unlike most prosecutors, Dallas
prosecutors can have defendants evaluated by psychologist via CATS where they can
identify those with mental illness and more importantly, homicidal ideations. Some low
level cases (usually assaults against family members) have had homicidal ideations
revealed in the CATS evaluation. To prevent tragedies like those of Newtown;
Columbine; Aurora, Colorado; etc. there must be early mental health intervention. Early
mental health intervention is equivalent to prevention of more crime and tragedies. With
each mass murder consciousness is raised regarding mental illness and there is a
corresponding increase in the demands for service on the Division. Currently there are
far too many defendants and their families that we are not able to assist. It is smart public
policy to treat the mentally ill. Not only is it the right thing to do, it reduces expenditures
in other areas.

INDEX
1. Mental Health Division summary of description and goals - Exhibit A
2. Position Description Reclassification Request Form Division Chief
(a) Program Improvement Request (Reclassification)
(b) Program Improvement Request (Cost Work Sheet)
(c) Division Chief current job description - Attorney V
(d) Division Chief requested job description - Attorney VII
3. Organization Chart
4. Position Description Reclassification Request Form Deputy Chief Attorney
(a) Program Improvement Request (Reclassification)
(b) Program Improvement Request (Cost work Sheet)
(c) Attorney current job description - Attorney IV
(d) Attorney requested job description - Attorney VI
5. Position Description Reclassification Request Form Attornev IV
(a) Program Improvement Request (Reclassification)
15 Gregg County Texas was ordered to pay a $1.9 million settlement to relatives of a drug·recovering
inmate who died in custody. The inmate died after being denied her prescription drugs from a methadone
clinic while she was in jail. Two jailers were indicted based on their actions stemming from the incident.
Dallas Morning News 2/13/13.
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(b) Program Improvement Request (Cost work Sheet)
(e) Competency Attorney current job description - Attorney IV
(f) Competency Attorney requested job description - Attorney V
6. New Position Description Request Form - Attorney V
Program Improvement Request (Equipment)
Program Improvement Request (Computer)
Program Improvement Request (Additional Staff)
Program Improvement Request (Cost Work Sheet)
Attorney V job description
7. New Position Description Request Form - Investigator
Program Improvement Request (Equipment)
Program Improvement Request (Computer)
Program Improvement Request (Additional Staff)
Program Improvement Request (Cost Work Sheet)
Investigator job description
8. New Position Description Request Form - Legal Assistant
Program Improvement Request (Equipment)
Program Improvement Request (Computer)
Program Improvement Request (Additional Staff)
Program Improvement Request (Cost Work Sheet)
Legal Assistant job description
Prepared by Cindy Stormer, Assistant District Attorney

(
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PART 2 - Mental Health Division Budget Proposal 2015 for 2016 FY
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DISTRICT ATTORNEY
Mental Health Division
Performance Measures Linked to Specific Resource Allocation are Boxed
FY2015

FY2013

FY2014

1"
Quarter

32

18

5

357

517

157

74

140

42

305

606

167

65

183

53

324

465

135

743

1,375

397

2nd
Quarter

3"
Quarter

Workload Measures
Non-Jury Trials
Pleas

Dismissals

Competency
Conditional Dismissals
Outpatient Competency Restoration
Total Dispositions

*

Numerous Consultations with law enforcement, prosecutors, defense attorneys and citizens

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 PERFORMANCE MEASURES
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF

I
I
I

Department

District Attorney/Misdemeanor

Brief Title of PIR

District Attorney, Attny. I

Approx. Net Cost

$85,363

Budget No

Department Priority

i

Brief Summary of Request
This position will directly affect the District Attorney's Office's ability to dispose of criminal cases
in a manner which provides justice to both those charged and those victimized.

Discussion of Need
The number of Family Violence offenses is rising. The number of those offenses being handled by
the 2 Family Violence misdemeanor courts is also rising. With the rise in charges, the jail and bond
population of defendants are increasing. Another prosecutor to make witness contacts, prepare discovery,
perform legal research, and ultimately try or plea the case is vital to keep the courts functioning and move
cases and individuals through the criminal justice system. This position existed historically until nonintimate family violence cases were shifted to other misdemeanor courts. Those courts are receiving too
many cases to continue to accept the cases and the cases will be sent to the family violence misdemeanor
courts from this point forward.
Family Violence Offenses Reported in

2012
22,312

2013
21,390

2014
23,011

Dallas County

IDiSCUSSion of Related Performance Measure
Misdemeanor prosecutors in the Family Violence courts have seen an increase in the number of cases
assigned per prosecutor.
.

Staff Review and Comment

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this clectronic f"rm ro thc best of}uur abilil} and email
when completed to Dallas ('unty Iluman Re;our~esf ivil ervice.

(For position reclassifications use the "Position Reclassification Summary Form")

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Reports To"):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Assistant District Attorney, Misdemeanor Division
Attorney I
Dallas County DA's Office, Family Violence Division
N/A
Dewey Mitchell, Administrative Chief Prosecutor of the
Misdemeanor Division
214-653-3702
Dewey.mitchell@ldallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to
Prosecute individuals charged with Misdemeanor Assaults involving Family Violence.
This is accomplished by
Creating an Attorney I, Prosecutor in the Misdemeanor Family Courts located in ti,e Frank Crowley Criminal
Courthouse, who is able to handle the criminal prosecution of individuals who are charged with Misdemeanor Assaul'
involving Family Violence.
Other duties include
Handling criminal cases from filing agencies beginning with initial intake through victim contact, discovery
production, legal research, plea bargain discussions', and ultimately trial or plea.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this
position. In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear,
concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each

duty. These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in
this column must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiallNon-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the
fiunctIOn d
' a typical 8-hoW" work day.
urmg
EX \.,\IPJ.E It'
Timc
Fun.::tion: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
30%
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimmin cr shrubs and raking leaves.
I. FuncJion:
Time
I
70%
Tasks performed to accomplish thisfilllction:
Interviewing victims, reviewing reports, evidence collection, creating discovery, routing
officers, and plea negotiations.

2. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Preparing witnesses for contested hearings. Selecting juries and presenting evidence on
behalf of the State of Texas in trial.

,

,

Time

[orNE
E

f.. or NE
E

25%

EorNE
E

3. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Legal Research

Time

EorNE

~.

Time

Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish thisfullctioll:

I

5%

•. or.__l\IE-:.
r~

5. Function:

Time

EorNE

Tasks performed to accomplish thisfullctioll:

D. Visual-Mental Demands
1.

Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this
position, then select the frequency oftime in which you perform under this condition job. (For example:
oto 1/3 means your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

-

I

0-1/3

FreyuencY ofTil1l~___
. 1/3-2/3 1 2/3-0ver

I
0

I.

0

2.

X

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration
to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various ooerations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of
the time.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

E.Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
I.

Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your
job has these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

I

Strength Demands

I

0-1/3
X

I.

0

2.

0

3.

0

2.

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting 01'25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effOlt and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

Frequcnc\ ofTil1lc
213-0ver
! 113-2/3

0

0

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

,

Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for
this position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are
assumed. Indicate if no computers or software are used to perform this function)

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency oftime in which you are required to work under these conditions.
Fr~quency of Time

Environmental londitio/l
0

I.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I.
2.

3.
4.

. S.
6.
7.

8.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery
Healtlt alUl Safetv CO/lditions
Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0-l/3
0

113-2/3
0

2!3-0v~r

0

Seasonally
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-113
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1/3-2/3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2/3-0\cr
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Seasonally
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

S. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position's duties are performed.
X
0
0

I.
2.

3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other ISoecify)

I0 I
I0 I

4.
S.

I Clinic
I Secured Facility

I0 I

6.

I Residential Facilitv Inot secure)

I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
I.

Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use
the incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).

·

0

1.

Less than high school education

0

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

0

3. ' One year college

0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

0

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

X

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in: Law

! Degree and State Bar License
2.

Experience: Record the mll1lmUm experience required for this position (not necessarily the
incumbent's experience).
X

1.

No previous experience required

0

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

0

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

0

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

0

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as: ADA

0

6.

Minimum offour years experience in/as:

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

0

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

0

9

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

0

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

0

I

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or
registrations required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or
celtifications). Use the exact name of the license, certification or requirement.
I. State Bar License

Ic - c - - - - - - - - - - - -

I:

Valid Drivers License Required? OYes

ONo

[fYes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
I.

Problem Solying and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

0

I.

jO

2.

I

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

1

l

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

0

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

0

4.

0

5.

X

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructiv,
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require in·
depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requlrlng strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
0 Yes
No
[fyes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? 0 Yes
No
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

4.

0

I.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

X

X

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommen,
budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budge
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or fo:
a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Revicws and approves expenditures of significan
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budge
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Mon itors th,
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and
any contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.

Total county amount $

I Total

Qrant amount $

Additional comments:

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Docs this position involve directing the work of others?

OYes

ONo

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibilitv: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position (check one).

0
0

I

II Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns

I volunteers or temporary employees.

I

Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as thos,
12. I directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
I

0

3.

I Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees 0:

0

4.

I
I

I

I

0

7.

5.

a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, progran
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisor:
or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinaIy actions, evaluatinJ
program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments a:
necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department manager:
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizationa
goals and realigning work and staffing for the deoartment.

Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act.
Limitations of freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of
the work, established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which
you are free to act in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies
and procedures. (choose one)

0

I

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0

5.

0

6.

X

7.

0

8.

0

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervisior
alwavs available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under clos,
suoervision with frequent reyiew of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achiev,
end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work IS reVlewe(
periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Kequires use 0
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes aIld procedures. Supervision is available fo:
special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning an'
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process
Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigne<
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of owr
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work i:
reviewed at the end of maior oroiects.
Work IS related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and maJo:
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives b)
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect 01
depaltmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
InteroersonaVHuman Relations Skills· This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction
with those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may
include those in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and
commissions, governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that
most closely matches this position, and specifY the frequency oftime used in performing this job.

0

1.

0

2.

X

3.

0

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work reqUIres handling mqumes and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
imorooerlv handled.

0-1/3
0

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

0

0

0

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a
career family,
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold If-O-'I.e.my current classification might be promoted.
I 2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
I~l:.-.
applicants for my current classification.
I 2.

_
I

_

J. Signature/Approval
To the best ofmy ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
ofmy position or the proposedposition.

~

/

Employee'Signatur,e,
,. C' / :-7
.
I'
/./ / . / /
I · -/----;77;7 /
;,"
Immeflilite SupeEV"is6r Signature
Comments: / /

/
ignature

Date

<liz rJ;;-

Date'

I

DISTRICT ATTORNEY
MISDEMEANOR DIVISION
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1st Quarter

Fiscal Year 2015
t1i
nd
3'd
4
2
Quarter Quarter
Quarter

Jan

Feb

March

Class A & B Filed

3696

2690

3443

10174

9829

Class C - Filed

1218

1166

1048

5063

3432

Total cases filed
(Add class A &B + clnss C)

4914

3856

4491

15237

13261

109

79

101

299

289

246

179

230

678

655

120

III

131

360

362

272

251

298

816

821

Class A & B Disposed

3833

3565

4238

12240

11636

Class C - Disposed

1016

782

1197

3139

2995

Revocations

120

125

110

326

355

Jury Trials

9

13

24

62

60

56.25%

65.00%

58.33%

Annual
Estimate

Workload Measures

Efficiency Measures

Filings per AD A (Clnss A&B only)
(A&B cases filed divided by 34 ADAs)

Filings per Inv/LA (Class A&B only)
(A&B cases filed divided by 15lnvlLAs)

Dispositions per ADA (Class A&B only)
(A&B disposed divided by 34 ADAs)

Dispositions per InvlLA (Class A&B only)
(A&B disposed divided by 15 Inv/LAs)

Outcome Measures

Jury trial conviction rate
(II of cases guilty divid'Cd by tOlal II of 1T::::IO
% cony rate)

43.54%

59.86%

Calculations per prosecutor of filings or dispositions are by 34 prosecutors, which is based on actual persons, including I prosecutor who handles mainly class C Misd,
but excluding supervisors. Calculations of filings or dispos are by 15 Inv/LAs, which includes I Investigator supervisor not assigned a court, and 13 LAs including I LA who
bandies mainly Class C Misd.
.
,_

,-,
DALLAS COUNTY FY2015
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JRMANCE MEASURES
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-

MISDEMEANOR
ADA VII
I

I Current I

I

I

I

I

ADA V
I

I

I

ADA V
I

I

Grade 10
(Exec Sec)

I

Magistrate Court
ADA III
ADA III

VIDEO EVIDENCE ROOM I

I

"INV III

I

Grade 6

I

GradeS

I

I

I

CCCA1

CCCA2

CCC1

CCC2

CCC3

CCC4

cccs

CCC6

CCC7

ccca

CCC9

CCC10

CCC11

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

Grade 10

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA'

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

Grade 10

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

Leg. Asst.

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

Grade 10

leg. Asst.

leg. Asst.

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

INV 1*·

**Grant Funded Position
./iLegal Ast. Report to this Position

FY 16

MISDEMEANOR
ADA VII
I

f

I

I
I
I

ADA V

Grade 6

I

I

ADA V
I

I
Magistrate Court
ADA III
ADA III

VIDEO EVIDENCE ROOM I

I

I

I

Grade 10

~Exec Sec)

IPROPOSED I

I

I

",INV III

I

I

GradeS

I

I

CCCA1

CCCA2

CCC1

CCC2

CCC3

CCC4

CCC5

CCC6

CCC?

ccca

CCC9

CCC10

CCC11

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

ADA II

Grade 10

ADA!

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA!

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA I

ADA!

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

ADA I
Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

ADA I

INV 1**

leg. Asst.

Grade 10
Leg. Asst.

Grade 10

leg. Asst.

New Position
--Grant Funded Position
liLegal Ast. Report to this Position

FY 16

UlSTI:UCT ATTORNEY

ORGANIZED CRIME DIVISION (OCD)
AND DRUG COURT
3tatist._... - based on Fiscal Y -_.
.... u ..........................'

st

2012

.2013

1
Quarter

2014

Fiscal Year 2015
rd

nd

2
Quarter

3
Quarter

4'"
Quarter

Annual
Estimate

Workload Measures
New Cases

2170

2376

2978

618

611

Pending cases

2461

2647

3365

3556

3647

2546

2764

3483

3629

3665

425

434

581

605

611

2918

3124

3990

4101

4240

68

65

57

13

11

86%

90%

92%

100%

100%

1828

1908

2671

545

593

9

2

0

0

2

Waivers

203

0

2

0

0

Revocations / Adjudications

159

18Q.

221

31

45

Pre-trial Motions and Motions to Suppress

220

121

205

52

61

88%

83%

91%

88%

97%

((otal Dendinl! cases from orev 0 + new cases - disno cases)

Total pending cases
(new cases + pending cases· dispo cases)

Caseload per prosecutor
(total ocnding cases I by 6)

Quarterly case10ad
(oendin o cases + dispos)

Outcome Measures
Jury trial dispositions
Jury trial conviction rate
Total Dispositions
(including Jury Trials, Pleas and Dismissals)

TBC's

Efficiency Measures
Total disposition rate
'--

(total disposlnew cases= dispo rate)

.

.

THE OFFICE IS NO LONGER ACCEPTING AT LARGE CASES, UNLESS THEY MEET CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS, OTHERWISE AN ARREST MUST BE MADE. This decreases U,e amounl of cases
received in OeD as well. Fluctuations in the number of new cases are impacted by outside isslles such as temporary lab closings, decline in at large filings and restructuring in filing agency procedmes among olher things.
I Ql '15 ·1422 of pending eases are unapped.
I Q2 ' 15- 1459 of pending cnses are unapped.

'Q3 '15·
Q4 '15-

----_.

.'
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RECLASSIFICATION

IDepartment
IPosition Title

Public Integrity

Budget No.

Deputy Chief Public Integrity (Attorney V)
Job Code

Attorney IV

Current Grade

Position No.

Department
Priority

IDescription of Changes in Work Being Performed
More responsibility and scope than previous attorney classification.

Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)

This reclassification reflects a change in complexity rather than in volume of cases. The proposed Deputy Chief will have
more responsibility in assisting the Chief in the direction of the Public Integrity Unit. The sensitive nature of the cases
handled require both transparency and discretion. More will be required of this position than in previous classification.

Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade AU 4

Proposed Grade Att 5

Salary $89,228

Salary $106,292

FICA (7.65%) 6825.94

FICA (7.65%) 8131.39

Retirement (11.5%)

10261.22

Total

106,315.16

Retirement (11.5%)

Total

12223.58
126,646.97

Total Annual Impact $20,331.81
Staff Review and Comment

Form F

FY2016

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form

General Instructions:

Please complete this form and attach the cun-ent and propos d pOSllton
descriptions, the current and proposed organization charts and any
comparative position descriptions that can he identified.

A. Identification / General Information
Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

Assistant District Attorney
Deputy Chief Public Integrity
Attorney IV
Public Integrity Division
Jerry Varney
214-653-3816
ivarney(aldallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to assist the Chief of Public Integrity in the investioation, analysis, and
prosecution of cases in the Public Integrity Division.
This is accomplished by working in conjunction with Unit Investigators and Assistant District Attorneys.

Other duties include preparing and presenting cases to the Grand Jury, and leading and assisting in jury
on cases which are generated in Public Integrity.

C. Rationale for Reclassification
Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational structure,
changes in department procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new programs/functions; introduction
of new equipment/systems· reassignment of job duties/termination of other emD!oyees in the work unit, etc.
Organizational structure and an increase in focus on extremely important cases in this division. In short,
the scope ofthe ofPub!ic Integrity division requires more experience and expertise, in addition to the
Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new iob duties/responsibilities. Describe how
- ! -

•

the job has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level ofjudgment, independence,
problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for $1,000,000 and is now
responsible for $1 0,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising two employees and is now
responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the specific new job
duties/responsi bilities.
The Deputy Chief will have more responsibility within the division, and will have input in the direction
and scope of cases within the division. The Deputy Chief will report to the Public Integrity Chief.
Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)? Please
specify. If the duties have been reassigned, please provide the name, job title, and an explanation of why the
duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the iob duties/responsibilities.
The new duties are additional. There will be more responsibility on individual cases.
What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position? What position (ifany) is now responsible
for them?

Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for goods/services). Have any reporting relationships to or from this position been altered?
Deputy Chief will report to Chief of Public Integrity. The Deputy Chief will have authority in the
absence of the Division Chief.
What specific tasks or activities make the iob duties/responsibilities more complex?
The high-profile nature of the cases received, along with more superyisory duties within the division.
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
specific reasons why.
Deputy Chief positions in both the Farnily Violence and Misdemeanor Chief positions are comparable in
both there relations to the Chief of the their respective divisions, and responsibilities to aid the Chief in
guiding the direction and scope of the division.
What are the performance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position classification
recommendation support?
Not applicable. There are not numerical goals attached to this position.

D. Essential Functions
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position.
In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty.
These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column
must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
-2-

EssentiallNon-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

i EXAMPLF III Flmction: Maintains exterior offacilities

I

1 asks

performed to accomplish this/unction:

By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leayes.
I I. FW1ction: Prosecute Cases in Public lntegrity Division

r--rasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:

Time

i

!

EorNE
..

30%

E

Time
100%

E orNE
E

Time

E orNE

- Time

EorNE

Investigate, analyze, and present cases specifically for the Public Integrity Unit.
This includes presentations to the Grand Jury, presentations to both the Unit Chief and Elected District
Attorney. The sensitive nature of these cases requires both discretion and transparency. Also, communication

with Law Enforcement agencies require both tact and professionalism. The Deput) Chief will aid the Chief
Prosecutor in guiding the direction and scope of the Public Integrity Unit. Includes Jury Trial leads, voir dire,
plea negotiations and arguing motions.

' 2 . FW1ction:

Tasks pe;:formed to accomplish this function:

3. Function:

Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:

4. Functiun:

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

- "
J -

Tim~

I

EorNE

l

I

5. Function:

Time

I

EorNE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

E. Visual-Mental Demands
I. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands ofthis position,
then select the frequency oftime in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means
your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

r="_..
r--

-;;;:"F:,,re'O'gTu'O'e,;,n7.c~v_"07.f,"·I,;;in~ _ _

0-113

o

I.

o

2.

x

3.

Work reqUIres a mInImum of mental and visual
concentration to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most
of the time.

__ ~. 1!3-2/3

2!3-0ver

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
I. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands ofthis position, then select
the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-113 means your job has
these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands

X

---

Frequencv of Time
0-1!3
1'3-//3
2/3-0\er

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally
0
0
X
the occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
0
2. Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
0
0
0
lifting of26-50 pounds.
0
3. Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 510
0
0
75 pounds.
0
0
4. Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
0
0
of over 76 pounds.
2. Machll1es, Tools, EqUIPment and Work AIds: LIst machmes, tools and eqUIpment reqUIred for thIS
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

-4 -

1.

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate ifno computers
or software are used to perform this function)

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
-0
0

1.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
2. Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
3. Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearin cr loss)
4.. Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery)

1.
2.
0

J.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

0-1/3
0

~

i

Frequency of Time
l/3-2/3
213-0ver
0
0

Seasonally

-

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1/3-2/3

2/3-0ver
0
0
0
0
0
0

Seasonally
0
0

Health and Safefl-' Conditions

0-113

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position's duties are performed.

X
0
0

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

I 0 I 4. I Clinic
I 0 I 6. I Residential Facility (not secure)
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facility I 0 i 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

G. Position Minimum Requirements
I. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent's education level, but the MIN1MUM required for this position).
-5-

0

1.

Less than high school education

0
0

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

3.

One year college

0
0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

X

6.

2.

I Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:
i

Juris Doctorate or Law Degree

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's
experience).

0
0
0

1.

No previous experience required

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

0
0

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

X

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as: Attorney

0
0

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

8

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

0
0

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
name of the license, certification or requirement.
-

-

- --

..

I. Good Standing with State Bar of Texas
2.
"J .

-- . -

-

4

••

_

4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? OYes

ONo

If Yes, what type?

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
I. Problem Solving and. \nalytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

0

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

0

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

0

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

-6-

I

0

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
constructive thinking.
5. Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require
in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
6. Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
I developmental and constructive thinking.
4.

0

X

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
X Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

ONo

Training for less experienced prosecutors, and training within the division that works to increase the base of
knowledge within the division.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? 0 Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

0
,

1.

0

2.

0

J.

0

4.

0

X No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May
recommend budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor
budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than
department size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or infonnation. Monitors
the progress of fiscal obiectives and adiusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
responsibility.
I Total !!:rant amount $
Total county amount $
Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?
X Yes

ONo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Number of Employees

Classification TitleCsl
Attorney IV

-7-

2

I

Grade 9
Investigator II

3

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position. (Choose one)
Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
0
I.
volunteers or temporary employees.
I Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
0
2.
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of
X
3.
employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work
objectives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
0
4.
supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions,
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing
assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
0
5.
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad
organizational goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.

I

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level offreedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work,
established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act
in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (Choose
one)
0
I. Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate
supervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
0
2. Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
close supervision with frequent review of work.
0
0
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
~.
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
0
4.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
0
5. Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use
of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available
for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
X
6. Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
0
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
7.
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of
own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and
work is reviewed at the end of major projects.
0
8 Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives

-8-

,

0

9.

by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

I. Human Relations
InterpersonallHuman Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those
in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches
this position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.

0

I.

0

2.

X

3.

0

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquir;~
to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and
non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of
a standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damages if improperly handled.

frequency ofTimc.
1/3-2/3
2/J-Over

0-1 3
-:0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

0

0

0

--

J. Career Path Definition

Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position , as part of a career family
I. Attorney VI (Managing Attorney)
Other classifications in the county to which those that
hold my cU1:!"ent classification might be promoted.
2. Attorney VI (Supervisory Attorney)
1\1) Curren~Q~ificati!ln
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
I.
applicants for my current classification.
2.

K. Si nature/Approval
To t

be

ofm posi i

of

ability, J have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurare description
r

pro

0

e position

"6
--=-Da--'tyt;-\--l_0c..:>.-b-\=~)-~
~\Q\

- - - -

Date
1Signature
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Date

DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION
Job Title:

Attorney IV

Job Code:

7035400

Job Grade:

ATT4

Reports To:

Section Ch ief

Pos. No:

Various

FLSA Code:

E

Department:

District Attorney

Loc. Code:

0862004

SIC Code:
WC Code:

9222

EEO Code:

BO)

CS Code:

Division:

A

8810

Summary of Functioos: With minimal supervision and oversight, performs advanced legal work in the area
assigned. Work involves litigation and legal research; drafting legal documents; and interpreting laws, rules,
and regulations. Work is performed under general direction with authority to make tactical and legal decisions
in connection with assigned cases OR prosecutes the more complex general or special-category felony cases in
assigned court. Performs case evaluation, preparation and management; represents the state in pre-trial and
evidentiary hearings and jury/court trials; and ensures effective communications with defense attorneys, court
personnel, victims and family members, witnesses, and other interested parties.
Management Scope: N/A
% of

Duties and Responsibilities:

I.

2.

Time

Essential
Non-essential

Evaluates criminal complaints in order to decide whether or not to accept or
reject the case for prosecution, to determine the appropriate charge to be
filed and to prepare the required documentation for indictment.
Evaluates assigned case or lawsuit by:
•

reviewing documentation,

•
•
•
•

conducting necessary legal research on applicable law,
interviewing witnesses or persons with knowledge of the case,
gathering evidence, and
determining most appropriate action(s) to be taken.

3.

Drafts, files and responds to necessary motions, briefs, or other legal
documents for trial and/or hearing.

4.

Explains legal process to potential witnesses and prepares witnesses for
court testimony and ensures client of victim/family kept informed on status
of case.

5.

Gathers, prepares, and presents evidence, exhibits, and related material for
trial or hearing.

6.

Represents the State or client in trial and hearings by:
• conducting jury selection,
•
•

presenting opening statements,
conducting direct and cross-examinations of witnesses, and

•

presenting closing arguments.

C:\Uscrs\JVARNEY\Desktop\Budget FY 2016\Compleled 2016 form:>\PI· AHorney IV - 7035400 -cs 01282013- current descnptioll.doc

7.

Negotiates settlements or plea-bargain. Obtains approval, if necessary, of
plea-bargain agreement if reached.

8.

Prepares necessary legal document if settlement or plea-bargain agreement is
reached and ensures proper signatures are secured and documents filed as
required.

9.

Manages court docket and case schedules to ensure COUlt deadlines are met
and records and documentation are accurate and up-to-date.

10.

Trains or assists in training Attorneys I, II, and III.

II.

On an as needed basis, may perform some of the duties of the Section Chief
on a short-term temporary basis.

12.

Performs other duties as assigned.

Minimum Qualifications:

Education, Experience and Training:
Graduation from an accredited law school with a current license to practice law in the State of Texas. Two (2)
years and six (6) months of experience practicing law. Experience as lead prosecutor for all levels of felony
offenses, serving as lead counsel in conjunction with civil litigation, or extensive appellate work on direct
appeals is required.
Special Requirements/Knowledge, Skills & Abilities:
Requires a current license to practice law in the State of Texas.
Physical/Environmental Requirements:
Normal office environment.
Disclaimer:
This is an "at will" position with no civil service or other appellate rights. This job description is not an
employment agreement or contract. Management has the exclusive right to alter this job description at any time
without notice.
Hay Points/Point Factor:
N/A
_

Supervisor Signature

Date

Reviewed by Human Resources/Civil Service on

Date

12/04;11/09; 01/28/13

Approved by Civil Service Commission on

Date

01/25/20 I 0;0 1/28/13

This job description shows typical requirements of a position within this classification. This description is not
intended to be all-inclusive. Individual positions may vary slightly in functions, job dimensions and
requirements. Any percentage of time included on each function is only an estimate and may change depending
on the specific departmental tasks. Candidates whose disabilities make them unable to meet these requirements
will still be considered fully qualified if they can perform the Essential Functions of the job with reasonable
accommodation.
C\UsersVVARNEY\DcskIOp\Budget FY 2016\Compleled 2016 forms\PI- Attorney 1\' - 7035400 ·cs 0 12820 13- current description doc

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
!Department

Public Integrity- DA's Office

I

Legal Assistant (Brady Unit)

IBrief Title of PIR
Approx. Net Cost

i

Budget No

$62,247.81
Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
Request for an Investigator to assist in the District Attorney's office in complying with State and
Federal law by obtaining, compiling, and guiding the disclosure of Brady information.

Discussion of Need
Currently, one investigator takes away from his/her duties to maintain information that comes from several different sources that
touches on misconduct by a potential law enforcement witness. Once an accusation is made, or information is relayed to a trial
court prosecutor, that prosecutor must seek out any conviction, sustained allegations of misconduct, or prior comment from a
previous prosecutor connected to the officer in question. It is currently the responsibility of the trial court prosecutor to make
sure a disclosure is made to the accused's attorney, and also make the infonnation available for in-camera inspection and argue
its admissibility, or non-admissibility at trial. This strategy only contemplates cases going to trial. The investigator that initiates
our Brady process normally finds the officers by scanning our trial settings through CourtnotifY and running each name. Our
Office's duties under Brady cover all cases, including guilty pleas. A legal assistant would help with the voluminous paperwork
that will accompany full and thorough compliance with the high standard set by the Brady law. A legal assistant will be an aide
to both the investigator assigned to the unit on the front end, as information is received, combed-through for incidents that
require disclosure, but also as disclosures are made, both to the accused's attorney, but also to the officer in question, as some
instances may require notification of non-sponsorship or limitation in testimony.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
There are no applicable performance measures for this position, rather our duty for properly disclose Brady
information is mandated by law.

StaffReview and Comment

FY2016

FormE
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Brief Title of PIR

Legal Assistant (Brady Unit)

Staff Cost
10 (Non-Exempt)

Grade
Salary

$40,560.00

FICA@7.65%

$3102.84

Retirement @ 11.5%

$4664.40

Insurance @ $8,500

$8500
Total $56827.24

Related Equipment
Number
Desk

$718

Furniture

$1777.50

Computer

$2200
$725.07

Printer

•

Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone

Total

$5420.57
--_..::..:::-.:.=.:..:.:..:...-

Total

------

Other Costs (describe)
SpeCial Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space

Less Additional Revenue Source
Grand Total

(

$62,247.81
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF

I
I
I

Department

Public Integrity- DA's Office

Brief Title of PIR

Legal Assistant (Brady Unit)

Approx. Net Cost

$62,247.81

i

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
Request for an Investigator to assist in the District Attorney's office in complying with State and
Federal law by obtaining, compiling, and guiding the disclosure of Brady information.

Discussion of Need
Currently, one investigator takes away from his/her duties to maintain information that comes from several different sources that
touches on misconduct by a potential law enforcement witness. Once an accusation is made, or information is relayed to a trial
court prosecutor, that prosecutor must seek out any conviction, sustained allegations of misconduct, or prior comment from a
previous prosecutor connected to the officer in question. It is currently the responsibility of the trial court prosecutor to make
sure a disclosure is made to the accused's attorney, and also make the information available for in-camera inspection and argue
its admissibility, or non-admissibility at trial. This strategy only contemplates cases going to trial. The investigator that initiates
our Brady process normally finds the officers by scanning our trial settings through Courtnotiry and running each name. Our
Office's duties under Brady cover all cases, including guilty pleas. A legal assistant would help with the voluminous paperwork
that will accompany full and thorough compliance with the high standard set by the Brady law. A legal assistant will be an aide
to both the investigator assigned to the unit on the front end, as information is received, combed-through for incidents that
require disclosure, but also as disclosures are made, both to the accused's attorney, but also to the officer in question, as some
instances may require notification of non-sponsorship or limitation in testimony.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
There are no applicable performance measures for this position, rather our duty for properly disclose Brady
information is mandated by law.

Staff Review and Comment
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Legal Assistant (Brady Unit)

Staff Cost
10 (Non-Exempt)

Grade
Salary

$40,560.00

FICA@7.65%

$3102.84

Retirement @ 11.5 %

$4664.40

Insurance @ $8,500

$8500
Total $56827.24

Related Equipment
Number
Desk

$718

Furniture

$1777.50

Computer

$2200
$725.07

Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cen Phone

Total

$5420.57
------'----

Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total

-------

Less Additional Revenue SOllrce
Grand Total

$62,247.81
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best of your ability and email when

completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civi; Service.

(For position reclassifications use the "Position Reclassification Summary Form")

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Reports To"):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Legal Assistant (Brady Unit)
Grade 10
District Attornev - Public Integrity Division - Brady Unit
N/A
Jerry Varney
Chief
(214)653-3816
Jerry.Vamey(a.ldallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of tbis position is to carry out the general operations for an attorney in the Brady Unit. To clearlv
IdentifY any potential Bradv information that any state witness might have.
This is accomplished by assisting all prosecutors at the District Attorney's Office in identifYing any state witnesses
That may have any potential Brady information and formulate a process to forward all information to prosecutors.
Other duties include being diligent disclosing all pertinent information to the accused's counsel, and arguing
admissibility in tbe trial court.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description ofEssential Function: Describe in 'detailthe primary or most important functions oftbis position. In addition
to each function, list tbe tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These
estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal 100%.
Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.

EssentiallNon-Essential CE or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands ofthe funetion during a
t ieal 8-hour workda .
LUMPLE ..

I Function: Maintains exterior of facilities

Time

E or NE

Tasl;s performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
I. Function: Clerical Support

Tasks performed to accomplish this tilllctioll: Prosecutors have a cOl/stitutiol/al duty to

30%

E

Time
50%

EorNE

Assist both the investigator and prosecutor in the Bradv unit in all administrative functions.
Correspondence between the District Attorney's office and LEAs, civilians, and witnesses.
This will require excellent communication skills, and the exercise of sound judgrnent.

E

2. Function: Assist in obtainin u of Bradv infornlation

Time

Tasks performed to accomplish this fUlIctiol/: Mail/taill workillJ! relatiollships with all

50%

EorNE

Assist Investigator in the process of subpoena and processing of Brady information.
This would include the reading and evaluation of internal affair files. Also, this will
include the distribution of Brady information and the existence of Brady information to
trial court prosecutors.

3. Function:

E

Time

EorNE

Time

EorNE

Time

I

E orNE

D. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands ofthis position, then select
the frequency oftime in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 113 means your job works under
these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Fre< uency of Time

0-li3

1/3-2/3

213-0ver

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

i
0

l.

0

2.
3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration to
detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most ofthe
time.

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
J.

Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these demands
between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Frequencv of Time

Strength Demands

0-1/3
1--

•

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

113-2/3

2/3-0ver

•

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2.

Machines, Tools. Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position. (Do not
include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

3.

Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this position.
(personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate ifno computers
or software are used to perform this function)

4.

Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency of
time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition

0

1.

0

2.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards

Frequency of Time
2/3-0vcr

0-1/3
0

1/3-2/3
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Seasonally

0

3.

0

4.

0

I.

r.
~

0
0
0
0
0
0

~

~.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery

Healtll and Safet)' Conditions
Driving
~1echanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specifY):
Other (specifY):

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-1/3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1/3-2/3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2/3-0ver
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Seasonally
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type oflocation where most of the position's duties are performed.

•

0
0

l.

2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (SpecifY)

I 0 I 4. I Clinic
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facility

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facility (not secure)
I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the incumbent's
education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).

I.

0

l.

Less than high school education

0

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

0

3.

One year college

0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

0

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

X

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in: Law
Degree

2.

Experience:
experience).

Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's

0

l.

No previous experience required

0

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

0

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

0

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

0

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

X

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as: Attorney

a
a
a

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

9.

Minimum of seven years experience inlas:

0

JO.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3.

Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations required for
the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact name of the license,
certification or requirement.

I. Must be member in good standing State Bar of Texas

2.
3.
4.

5. Valid Drivers License Required? aYes

aNo

If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
I.

Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical skill
required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

a

I.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

0

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

0

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

0

4.

0

5.

X

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require in-depth
analytical, evaluative, develoomental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative, developmental
and constructive thinking.

2.

Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
0 Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

3.

Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? 0 Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

• No

• No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend budget
allocations.

4.

a

2.

a

3.

a

4.

.Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or for a
small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal obiectives and adiusts plans as necessary for completion.

Scope ofBudgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, ofthe operating budget and any contracts or
grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility.

I Total ~rant amount $

Total county amount $
Additional comments:

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

aYes

.No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification TitleCs)

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisorv Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).

•

l.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns, volunteers
or temporary employees.

0

2.

Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those directed,
and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.

0

3.

0

4.

0

5.

Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or a
work unit including providiilg input on hiring aJld performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors or
administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating program and
work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as necessarY.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance ofsenior department managers including
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational goals and
realigning work and staffing for the department.

Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level offreedom to act. Limitations offreedom to
act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established policies and
procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence of supervision or
management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)

7.

0

l.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

a

5.

0

6.

X

7.

0

8.

0

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve end
result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed periodically by
supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for special
problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process. Work is
reviewed upon completion of obiectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning ofwork ofassigned objectives.
Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own initiative.
Supervision is available for a wide range ofproblems involving general policy and work is reviewed at the end
ofmaior proiects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on departmental
goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
Intemersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with those
outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in the general
public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives ofboards and commissions, governmental organizations, and
officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specifY the frequency of
time used in performing this job.

0

1.

0

2.

0

3.

•

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work reqUires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to obtain
cooneration or anoroval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

0-1/3
0

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.

Other classifications in the county to which those that hold I 1.
my current classification might be promoted.
I 2. A
My Current Classification
II
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
I 2.
applicants for my current classification.

I

J. Signature/Approval
To the best ofmy ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description ofmy
position or the proposed position.

Date

L

Date

Date

i

r-
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF

IDepartment

IBrief Title of PIR
IApprox. Net Cost

Public Integrity- DA's Office

Budget No

Attorney IV (Brady Unit)
$118,755.16
Department Priority

i
Brief Summary of Request

Request for an attorney to assist in the District Attorney's office in complying with State and
Federal law by obtaining, compiling, and guiding the disclosure of Brady information.

Discussion of Need
Currently, one investigator takes away from his/her duties to maintain information that comes from several different sources that
touches on misconduct by a potential law enforcement witness. Once an accusation is made, or information is relayed to a trial
court prosecutor, that prosecutor must seek out any conviction, sustained allegations of misconduct, or prior comment from a
previous prosecutor connected to the officer in question. It is currently the responsibility of the trial court prosecutor to make
sure a disclosure is made to the accused's attorney, and also make the information available for in-camera inspection and argue
its admissibility, or non-admissibility at trial. This strategy only contemplates cases going to trial. The investigator that initiates
our Brady process normally finds the officers by scanning our trial settings through CourtnotitY and running each name. Our
Office's duties under Brady cover all cases, including guilty pleas. A full-time attorney position would be able to cover more
cases, and find officers with Brady issues earlier in the process. Also, one person tasked with the disclosure of information and
arguments for admissibility would create much more uniformity in how this information in handled.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
There are no applicable performance measures for tbis position. rather our duty for properly disclose Brady
information is mandated by law.

Staff Review and Comment
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Brief Title of PIR
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Attorney IV (Brady Unit)

Staff Cost
Attorney 04

Grade
Salary

$89,228

FiCA@7.65%

$6825.94

Retirement @ 11.5%

$10261.22

Insurance @ $8,500

$8500
Total $114,815.16

Related Equipment
Number
Desk

$718

Furniture

$1022

Cornputer

$2200

Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone

Total

$3940

-------

Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space
Total
Less Additional Revenue Source
Grand Total

$IIK,755.16
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic fonn to the best of your ability and email when
completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil ervice.

(For position reclassifications use the "Position Reclassification Summary Form")

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Reports To"):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Attorney IV (Brady Unit)
Attorney 04
District Attorney - Public Integrity Division - Brady Unit
N/A
Jerry Varney
Chief
(214)653-3816
Jerrv.VarneyraJ.daliascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to carry out the general operations for an attorney in the Brady Unit. To clearly
Identify any potential Brady information that any state witness might have.
This is accomplished bv assisting all prosecutors at the District Attorney's Office in identifying any state witnesses
That may have any potential Brady information and formulate a process to forward all information to prosecutors.
Other duties include being diligent disclosing all pertinent information to the accused's counsel, and arguing
admissibility in the trial court.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions ofthis position. In addition
to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These
estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal 100%.
Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiallNon-Essential CE or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
ical 8-hour workda .
ElIAMPlE
Time
E or NE
Function: Maintains exterior oftacilitie

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
, By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
I. Function: Investigation of an\' Potential BradY infornlation.
Tasks petjormed to accomplish this function: Prosecutors have a constitutional duty to
Disclose any information of an Officer's past conduct that may discredit the officer's
Credibility. Therefore it is the iob of the Attorney to determine if information touching
on an officer's conduct should be considered Brady evidence which must be disclosed.

30%

E

Tinle
30%

EorNE

~

'"

2. Function: Serve as Point of Information for trial prosecutors
Tasks petjormed to accomplish this function: Maintain working relationships with all
The Brady Unit attorney would De a centralized point of information for the trial court
and division prosecutors to go and find Brady information ifthey believe it exists.
This should create uniformity in our Brady process.

Tinle

3. Function: Assist in Investigation of Complaints
Tasks performed to accomplish this function: The Unit investiJ!ator will also be assigned
To investigate any and all complaints made in regards to the credibility of any police
Officer witness. The Unit Investigator will provide its investigation fmdings to the Unit
Prosecutor for determination of any Bradv Disclosures. This may require
interviews be conducted to confmn facts and details of the officer conduct
alleged.

Time

4. Function: General Attomev Duties
Tasks petjormed to accomplish this function: Assist the District Attomey's Office in all
aspects
Arguing and filing motions, in-camera and on the record arguments would be required to
ensure only the proper evidence is admitted.

Time
20%

5. FWlction: Mission of Unit Prosecutor
Tasks performed to accomplish this function: The mission ofthe Unit Investigator is
To assist District Attorneys in complying with their constitutional obligations
Under Brady v. Maryland. Assist Trial Prosecutor to in compliance with the
Bradv policies and to make sure that all potential Brady material has been
Investigated, Disclosed, and assist in establishing admissibility of such
information.

Time

EorNE

30%

E

EorNE

20%

E

EorNE

E

EorNE

E

D. Visual-Mental Demands
I.

Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands ofthis position, then select
the frequency oftime in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means your job works under
these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-1/3

0

I.

0

2.
3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration to
detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the oerformance of various ooerations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most ofthe
time.

Fre
uency of Time
-~ 1/3-2/3
2/3-0y~

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1.

Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these demands
between never and up to 1/3 ofthe time.)
Strength Demands
0-113

•

I.

0

2.

0

3,

0

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

Freauencv of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

•

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position. (Do not
include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this position.
(personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate ifno computers
or software are used to perform this function)

4.

Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency of
time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition

I

101 1.

0-113

I Extreme temperature changes

0

I
I

Frequenc} of Time
1/3-2/3 I 2/3-0ver

0

I

0

I
I

Seasonallv

0

10

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.
2.
3.

(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery

Health and Safetv Conditiolls

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-1/3

1/3-2/3

2/3-0ver

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

!

Seasonallv
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most ofthe position's duties are performed.

•

0
0

1.
2.

3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (SpecifY)

I 0 I 4. I Clinic
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facility

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facility (not secure)
I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
1.

Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the incumbent's
education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
0

1.

Less than high school education

a

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

0

3.

One year college

0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

0

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

X

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in: Law
Degree

2.

Experience:
experience).

Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's

0

1.

No previous experience required

0

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

0

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

a

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

a

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

X

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as: Attorney

a

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

a

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

0

9.

Minimum of seven years experience inlas:

a i 10.

-l
I

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations required for
the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact name of the license,
certification or requirement.
I. Must be member in good standing State Bar of Texas

2.
3.
4.

5. Valid Drivers License Required? aYes

aNo

If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
I.

Problem Solving and AnaIvtical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical skill
required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
a

I.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

a

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

a

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

a

4.

a

5.

X

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
Work tasks are ofa non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require in-depth
analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative, developmental
and constructive thinking.

2.

Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
a Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

3.

Budgetarv Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? a Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

• No

• No

6.

Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and supervisory
previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).

questi~n

•

I.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns, volunteers
or temporary employees.

0

2.

Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those directed,
and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.

0

3.

0

4.

0

s.

Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or a
work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors or
administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating program and
work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance ofsenior department managers including
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational goals and
realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level offreedom to act. Limitations offreedom to
act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established policies and
procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence of supervision or
management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)

0

I.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0

s.

0

6.

X

7.

0

8.

0

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve end
result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed periodically by
suoervisor on an "as needed" basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for special
problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process. Work is
reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning ofwork ofassigned objectives.
Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own initiative.
Supervision is available for a wide range ofproblems involving general policy and work is reviewed atthe end
of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on departmental
goals and obiectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
InterpersonaVHuman Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with those
outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in the general
public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions, governmental organizations, and
officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specifY the frequency of
time used in performing this job.

I

4.

a

I.

a

2.

a

3.

a

4.

Researches and prepares infonnation for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend budget
allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or for a
small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts olans as necessary for completion.

Scope ofBudgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, ofthe operating budget and any contracts or
grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility.

I Total "rant amount $

Total county amount $
Additional comments:

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

aYes

.No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees

0

1.

0

2.

0

3.

•

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work reqUIres handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to obtain
coooeration or aooroval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
imorooerlv handled.

0-1/3
0

Frequency of Time
1/3-213
2/3-0ver
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.

I. Attorney V
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold
my current classification might be promoted.
2. Attorney VI
My Current Classification
I.Attorney III
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
applicants for my current classification.
2.

J. Signature/Approval
To the best ofmy ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description ofmy
position or the proposed position.

Date
Date
Co
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FY 16

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

District Attorney/Records Division

Brief Title of pm

Clerk I - Grade 05

Approx. Net Cost

$45,327

Budget No.

4011

Dept. Priority

Brief Summary of Request
An additional clerk is needed in the Records Division.

Discussion of Need
Around 3 years ago (2012), the Records Division started a scanning project where temps were hired to scan files into the digital
file database, OnBase. There were 4 slots for temporary workers that were opened out of the Records Management budget in the
initial startup of this project and 4 slots have remained to this day. However, it took these 4 positions 2.5 years to finish scanning
1 year of misdemeanors. Since then, they have started scanning felony files. At the average rate based on the last 3 years, it will
take these 4 positions an estimated 6+ years to scan 1 year of felonies (we have close to 8 years of felonies occupying our
warehouse space). We severely Jack the manpower to fulfill this project in a timely manner. so we are currently in discussion
with Records Management to possibly open more temporary positions to increase productivity.
In addition to an increase of manpower, it is essential that we increase the stability of the project. By nature of temporary
positions. retention of workers is very low-we have had 8 temps occupy 2 of the 4 positions in the past 11 months. Due to this
kind of retention. stability of the project has never been a strong suit. I plan to commission the additional clerk to assist in
training new/cycling temps that come through. as well as be the designated clerk for Quality Control in the Projec4 since they
would be the most seasoned and knowledgeable of the standard procedures.
Currently we have 4 full time positions in the division including the supervisor. There will always be I absent from the office for

half of the day on the mail run. The other duties involve inputting incoming files, refiling, fulfilling file requests, fulfilling
supplies requests, managing the inventory of supplies. transfer of files between DA-Records to various offsite locations. logging
files that are approved for destruction, aide in the transfer offiles approved for destruction. the supervisor intermittently being
offsite to monitor the destruction of those files approved for destruction, and reorganizing the warehouse that sutTers from years
of neglect and disorganization by the previous management-all of this while maintaining at least one person in the office at all
times to tend the immediate attention of the window, and while working in a space that has significantly exceeded physical
storage capacity. We are heavily understaffed to fulfill our own duties as it is, so to take away from those duties to ensure quality
and training for the scanning project is a luxury wc simply do not have. An additional full tit11e clerk will greatly assist not only
in the primary duties of the Records Division, but most of all assure stability and increase productivity of the scanning project.
After exhaustive deliberation over the past year. I have concluded that opening another pennanent position is the proper step
towards the paramount standards the nature of this office demands.

Discussion of Related Performance Measures

Staff Review and Comment

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best ofyour ability and email when
completed to DaUas County Hunlan Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the "Position Reclassification Summary Form")

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Reports To"):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Clerk I
05
Records Division
N/A
Seizen Isara, Records Division Supervisor
214-653-3652

B. Brief Description ofthe New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to manage and handle files of cases with dispositions and manage supplies for the
District Attorneys Office

This is accomplished by inputting incoming closed case files, checking in and out case files requested by Assistant
District Attorneys, managing an inventory of supplies and filling requests for supplies by staff members, refiling,
preparing and scanning physical files into the digital database.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
1. Function: Data Entry

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Inputting incoming closed case file information into file tracking system
Inputting case file information into the digital database

2. Function: Quality Control

Time
25%

EorNE
E

Time

EorNE

Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:
Assist in monitoring and double checking the work done by temporary workers who are
scanning physical files into the digital database

60%

E

3. Function: Customer Service
Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:
Filling file and supplies requests made by staff members
Tending the window for when staff members come to pick up requests that have been filled

Time

EorNE

10%

E

4. Function: Refiling
Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunction:
Placing case files that have been checked in from being checked out back into respective
box the files were assigned to.

Time
5%

EorNE
NE

D. Visual-Mental Demands
I.

Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands ofthis position, then select
the frequency oftime in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means yourjob works under
these conditions between never and up to 1/3 ofthe time.)

0-1/3

0

1.

0

2.

e

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration to
detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the oerformance of various ooerations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most ofthe
time.

Fre uencv of Time
2/3-0ver
1/3-213

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

e

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
I.

Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency oftime in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these demands
between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

Strength Demands
0-113

0

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

Freauencv of Time
2/3-0ver
1/3-2/3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2.

Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position. (Do not
include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

3.

Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this position.
(personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no computers
or software are used to perform this fimction)

I

OnBase, GAIN, FORVUS

4.

Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency of
time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition
0

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards .
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery

Health and Safety Conditions
Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specifY):
Other (specifY):

0-1/3
0

Frequency of Time
1/3-213
2/3-0ver
0
0

Seasonally
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-113
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1/3-2/3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2/3-0ver
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Seasonally
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type oflocation where most of the position's duties are performed.

0
0

0

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (SoecifY)

I 0 I 4, I Clinic
0 I 5. I Secured Facility

I

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facility (not secure)
7. I Vehicle

I0 I

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

I NIA
F. Position Minimum Requirements
I.

Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not oecessarily use the incumhent's
education level, but the MJNIMUM required for this position).
0

I.

Less than high school education

0

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

0

3.

One year college

0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

0

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

0

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

2.

Experience:
experience).

Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's

0

I.

No previous experience required

0

2.

Six. months to one year experience inlas:

0

3.

Minimum of one year experience inlas:

0

4.

Minimum of two years experience inlas:

0

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

0

6.

Minimum offour years experience inlas:

0

7.

Minimum of five years experience inlas:

0

8.

Minimum of six. years experience inlas:

0

9.

Minimum of seven years experience inlas:

0

10.

Minimum of eight years experience inlas:

--_. --- _._---- . . -.

3.

-

------------

--_._-------~-_._---_.

Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations required for
the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact name of the license,
certification or requirement.

I.

2.
3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? OYes

ONo

If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
I.

Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical skill
required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

a

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

0

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

a

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

a

4.

a

5.

a

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defmed. Tasks require in-depth
analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinkinl!.
Work tasks are ofthe broadest sense, requiring strategic plarming, analytical, and evaluative, developmental
and constructive thinking.

2. Plarming: Does this position involve plarming work activities or projects?
a Yes
If yes, describe the plarming or project management activities associated with this position.

3. Budgetarv Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the armual budget? a Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

4.

a

1.

a

2.

0

3.

a

4.

0 No

0 No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend budget
allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit ofless than department size or for a
small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
Approves the fmal departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
prowess of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

Scope ofBudgetarv Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, ofthe operating budget and any contracts or
grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility;

Total county amount $

I Total IYrant amount $

Additional comments:

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

aYes

0No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification TitleCs)

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisorv Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).
0

I.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction ofhelpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns, volunteers
or temporary employees.

0

2.

Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those directed,
and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.

0

3.

0

4.

0

5.

7.

Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or a
work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance.by directing subordinate supervisors or
administrators including authorizing fmal decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating program and
work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffmg assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance ofsenior department managers including
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational goals and
realigning work and staffmg for the department.

Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level offreedom to act. Limitations offreedom to
act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established policies and
procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence ofsupervision or
management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)
0

I.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0

5.

0

6.

0

7.

0

8.

0

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defmed, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve end
result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed periodically by
supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for special
problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for plarming and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process. Work is
reviewed upon completion of obiectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning ofwork ofassigned objectives.
Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own initiative.
Supervision is available for a wide range ofproblems involving general policy and work is reviewed at the end
of maior proiects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on departmental
goals and obiectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
InteroersonallHuman Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with those
outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in the general
public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives ofbpards and commissions, govemmental organizations, and
officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specifY the frequency of
time used in performing this job.

0

I.

0

2.

0

3

0

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to obtain
coooeration or aooroval.
Wark requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
imorooerly handled.

0-113
0

Frequency of Time
2/3-0ver
113-2/3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I. Career Path Defmition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.
I

Other classifications in the couoty to which those that hold II.
my current classification might be promoted.
12.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
II.
applicants for my current classification.
12.

J. Signature/Approval
To the best ofmy ability, 1 have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description ofmy
position or the proposedposition.

Employee Signa~__

sup~F

Immediate
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/
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
Genel'al Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best of your ability and email when

comn leted t Dallas CCUTIV' Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the "Position Reclassification Summary Form")
~.

dentification

Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Reports To"):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Legal Assistant
10
Elder Abuse Unit at District Attorney's Office
N/A
Amy Croft, Deputy Chief Prosecutor, Elder Abuse Unit
214-653-3857
Amy.croft(a)dallascountv.org

B. Brief Descri tion of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is toassist and provide support for the prosecutors and investigator within the Elder
Abuse Unit with various aspects of investigations that initiate within the Unit, as well as with active cases on the
Unit's trial docket

This is accomplished by drafting grand jury subpoenas during the investigation phase, drafting subpoenas/subpoenas
duces tecum requests and routing slips for active cases set on the trial docketo ensure that all witnesses and evidence
necessary to prove the case will be in court, drafting routine correspondence, ensuring that case information is! order
upon receip~ and assisting with the organization of voluminous evidence for presentation at trial.

Other duties include maintaining a database with all of the complaints, investigations and active casehandled by the
unit to ensure that all cases are processed expeditiouslymd for statistical analysi~ preparing statistical data,
communicating directly with victims and reporting partiefor status updates on their case, as well asto coordinate
transportation to and from court for interviews, hearings, depositions and trial Assisting victims and reporting parties
with affidavits necessary for witness depositions to preserve the testimony of a frail victim.

C. Essential FunctiQ!ls ofthe New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions ofthis position. In addition
to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.

Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These
estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal 100%.
Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiallNon-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
. typical 8-hour workday.
~LEoj;
Time
BorNE
Functi:on: Maintains exf.erior offacilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
30%
E
Bv picking UP and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
I. Functibn: Maintil:ining dafu'base of all complliints, inve;<;tigations and active cases
BorNE
Time
Tasks per{ormed to accomplish this {unction:
Entering all case information into the database as it is received, whether it is a complaint,
20%
E
investigation, or active case
Updating the status of each case in the database so that it is always current. Information
tracked includes active case information such as settings, etc., as well as victim information,
source of case, plea offer, whether discovery has been given, etc.
Flagging cases that are time sensitive due to the mental or physical frailty of the victim and
tracking deadlines for purposes of taking a deposition of the

2. Function: Drafting Grand Jury subpeonas, subpoenas, routing cases for trial
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Maintaining the docket for the Elder Abuse Unit and ensuring that all routing slips are
completed, as well as drafting any subpoenas that are needed to ensure the presence of
victims, witnesses and evidence for trial
Arranging and scheduling transportation for frail victims unable to get themselves to court

Time

BorNE

25%

E

3. Function,: Witness Coordination
Tasks performed to accomplis" thisfunction:
Scheduling interviews with victims and witnesses, coordinating transportation and
any other special needs or accomodations for the victim
following up with victim/family for information with victims during investigation phase as
well as trial phase as needed by investigator
Scheduling interviews, coordinating transportation and any other special needs or
accomodations for the victim
Providing status updates to victims/families
Ensuring all information is received regarding depositions of the victim to preserve
testimony of victim or witness

Time

BorNE

30%

E

4. Fun:etioit: OrglfDizjng EvideQc-elor P-Iesenfatibn at Trial
Tasks per{ormed to accomplish this {unction:
Monitoring and maintaining all evidence that is received during the investigation phase for
each case including creating a case worksheet for every investigation and case tracking
what has been ordered, what has been received and when it is expected to arrive
Assisting with the organization and presentation of voluminous documentary evidence at
trial

Time

EorNE

25%

E

5. -Fuftlition:
~
Tasks per{ormed to accomplish this {unction:

Time

EorNE

&.~~j~I~Nfell\!~I~n'ema'n~'
1.

.

.

I

"

Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands ofthis position, then select
the frequency oftime in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means yourjob works under
these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Fre lfenc oframe
0-113
V3-2!3
2/3'-Over
. ,

o

2.

o

3.

Work requires a minimum of menta! and visual concentration to
detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the erformance of various 0 erations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most ofthe
time.

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

. emellIs
I.

Strelllrth Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these demands
between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
tI:ength Demands

0

L

0

2.

0

3.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional liftin of25 ounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertionand the occasional lifting of
26-50 ounds.
Work re uires heav exertion and the re ular liftin of5175

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4.

pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

0

0

0

2.

Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position. (Do not
include computer equipment and software- use the next section for this.)

3.

Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this position.
(personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate ifno computers
or software are used to perform this function)

I

Redacting software is necessary

4.

Environmental. Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency of
time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

,'1EiiJlirclJ1j"fl!eiitrtlfGJarrdili1jJJ "
0

J.

0

2.

0

3,

0

4.

,

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

'~,

J.
2.

3.
4.

5,

6.
7.
8.

c!F,tteapeti,qy r0i:\fl1l)lll
lO~W

,

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery
{J{~'tillMa'it(t4~'(lr.etVl.ti}iln'1!it.iif1!sl

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

2j.aj(~V'er

0

1113..;'2,/<3'
0

0

Seas1lMlly,
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

lO"1y~

u-l4l ,@J~,

~iJ',:Q\!.e.G.

~,'S.:eas.\1fia1IY·

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

,

5. Primary Work Location Check the type of location where most of the position's duties are performed.
0
0
0

J.
2.

3.

Office Environment
Shoo or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

I

0 I 4. I Clinic
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facilitv

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facilitv (IlOtsecure)
I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

I
iF.

Position Minimum

R.M.!J.iremeJlt~so;,;,...

~

~

:...~

I.

Fonnal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the incumbent's
education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
a

I.

Less than high school education

a

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

a

3.

One year college

0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

a

s.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

a

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's
experience).
a

I.

No previous experiellce required

a

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

0

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:Legal

a

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

a

s.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

a

6.

Minimum of four )<'ars experience in/as:

a

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

a

8

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

a

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

a

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3.

Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations required for
the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact name of the license,
certification or requirement.

I.

2.
3.
4.

5. Valid Drivers License Required? aYes

an:
I.

a' a e1hen

aNo

'es· 0

If Yes, what type?

16' 'ties

Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analyticalskill
required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
a

I.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

a

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

a

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewht diversified procedures and precedents.

0

4.

a

5.

a

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. asks require in-depth
analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are ofthe broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative, developmental
and constructive thinking.

2.

Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projeds?
0 Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

3.

Budgetary Responsibility Does this position imolve working with the annual budget? a Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

4.

a

I.

a

2.

a

3.

a

4.

0 No

0 No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend budget
allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less tharrlepartment size or for a
small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews an(! approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal obiectives and adiusts plans as necessary for completion.

ScopeofBudgetaryResponsibility Provide the total amount, in dollars, ofthe operating budget and any contracts or
grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility.

I Total frrant amount $

Total county amount $
Additional comments:

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility Does this position involve directing the workef others?

aYes

0No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification TitleCs)

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility If you answered "Yes" to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).

0

1.

Responsibilityrequires the occasional direction ofhelpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns, volunteers
or temporary employees.

0

2.

Responsibilityrequires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those directed,
and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.

0

3.

0

4.

0

5.

7.

Responsibiliry requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or a
work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibilityrequires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors or
administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating program and
work obiectives and effectiveness, and realigning wok and staffing assignments as necessary.
Responsibilityrequires managing and monitoring work performance ofsenior department managers including
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational goals and
realigning work and staffing for the department.

Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act. Limitations offreedom to
act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established policies and
procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence of supervision or
management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)

0

1.

(;)

2.

0

3

0

4.

0

5.

0

6.

0

7.

0

8.

0

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve end
result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed periodically by
supervisor en an "as needed" basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for special
problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process. Work is
reviewed upon completion of obiectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning ofwork of assigned objectives.
Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own initiative.
Supervision is available for a wide range ofproblems involving general policy and work is reviewed at the end
of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on departmental
goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

~umatf,iReJaIions

]

InterpersonaVHuman Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with those
outside direct reportingrelationships(internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in the general
public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives ofboards and commissions, governmental organizations, and
officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specifY the frequency of

time used in performing this job.

0-113
0

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to obtain
cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of ali efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

0

Frequency of Tinle
113-213
213-0ver
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold 11.
my current classification might be promoted.
12.
Mv Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
11.
applicants for my current classification.
12.

J. Signature/Approval
To the best ofmy ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description ojmy
position or the proposed position.

Date
Date

Department HeadlBlecJ:
Comments:

ure
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
District Anomey/Specialized Crime
Division

IDepartment
ITitle of PIR
PIR#

Budget No.

Desktop scanners (16)

Request Type

--

(assigned by Data
Services)

H

Possible Funding Source
I

IDescription of Need and Justification
Prosecutors, investigators and one support staff in the Specialized Crime Division need desktop scanners. The division deals with cases
that afC thousands of pages. Virtually all paper evidence is scanned. This work is done by the prosecutors, investigators and one support
staff. As additional evidence is obtained, more scanning occurs. If each employee had a scanner it would greatly increase the ease and
efficiency of this process.

Expected Benefits
The task of scanning can be done immediately and efficiently if each employee had a desktop scanner.

Deparunent Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of BudgeI and Evaluation

Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

I
Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

ICost Avoidance
ILegal Requirements
IService to the Public

I
I

Multi-Use Systems
Cost Recapture
Critical System

I
I

Upgrade

I
FormH
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DISTRICT ATTORNEY

Specialized Crime
Performance Measures Linked to Specific Resource Allocation are Boxed
FY2015

** 151
Quarter

**2 nd
Quarter

397

155

149

61.67

44.12

15.5

14.9

64.42

59.11

47.11

14.2

9.8

.84

1.22

1.22

0

.2

595

532

424

142

98

Trials

8

11

II

0

2

Rejected filings

0

0

0

0

0

FYJ2'

FYI3'

FYI4'

581

555

Filings per staff = (xii 0)* *

63.03

Dispositions per staff =(x/I 0)* *
Trials per prosecutor .~ (x/l 0)* *

**3 rd
Quarter

Workload Measures
Filings (less rejected filings)
Efficiency Measures

Ontcome Measures
Dispositions

'filings, dispositions, and trials were divided by 9 prosecutors.
"filings, dispositions, and trials are now divided by J 0 prosecutors due to the addition of a prosecutor position.

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 PERFORMANCE MEASURES

**4 lh
Quarter

Annual
Estimate

2015
Target

Target
Met?

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF

IDepartment
IBrief Title of PIR
IApprox. Net Cost

District Attorney/ Specialized Crime/Elder Abuse Unit

Budget No

Legal Assistant

-------j

$56,854
Department priority

I
Brief Summary of Request
A Legal Assistant position should be dedicated to the newly established Elder Abuse Unit within the Specialized
Crime Division. The Elder Abuse Unit is responsible for investigating and prosecuting crimes involving fillancial exploitation
ofelderly and disabled victims in Dallas County. The Legal Assistant would assist and support the Elder Abuse Unit with
various aspects of preparing investigations for presentation to the Grand Jury as well as with preparing cases for trial.

Discussion of Need
The Elder Abuse Unit handles cases filed with the DA by law enforcement agencies, and it also initiates investigations
received directly from various other non-law enforcement sources such as Adult Protective Services. the Elder Financial Safety

Center, DADs and the Probate Courts and presents those cases to the Grand Jury for indictment. The Elder Abuse Unit also
provides training in elder exploitation to police agencies within Dallas County. At the present time there are three individuals
assigned to the Elder Abuse Unit- one Attorney V in the role of Deputy Chief, one Level IV prosecutor and one (I) Level III
investigator.

The Elder Abuse Unit was established in May of2014. Prior to that, the Specialized Crime Division had one prosecutor
designated to handle these types of cases. The need for a Legal Assistant to assist and support the prosecutors and the
investigator within the Elder Abuse Unit is evidenced by the exponential growth in work load that the unit has seen since its
recent inception. In the years of 20 11-20 13, the designated prosecutor within the Specialized Crime handled a docket that
averaged 75 active cases and approximately 50 complaints and referrals. Between May I and December 31, 2014, the first six
months that the Elder Abuse Unit existed at its current capacity, the unit handled 139 active cases and received and worked on
260 complaints and referrals. In the first quarter of2015 alone, that number increased to 183 active cases and 339 complaints
and referrals. These numbers are only going to continue to grow as the number of elderly individuals in our community
increases and as the police agencies receive training and begin to investigate more of these types of complaints.
There are many special considerations when dealing with cases involving elderly and disabled victims. Often times, the cases
are extremely time sensitive, based on the mental or physical frailty of the victim. If the victim's testimony is required to

FORME
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FY2016 Operating Budget/ Capital Improvement Plan Preparotion Manual

1

successfully prosecute the case, the team will need to act very quickly to get the case investigated and indicted, so that measures
can be taken under the law to preserve the testimony of the victim. This requires a lot of coordination and effort on the part of
the prosecutors and investigator. Communicating with these victims and keeping them updated regarding the status of their
case can also be more time intensive. Scheduling interviews with victims and witnesses cart often require either going to the
victim's home or facility. Scheduling hearings, depositions, or trials often requires coordinating transportation to get the victim
here as most often they either cannot or do not drive based on their physical or mental frailty. These types of cases are also very
large in size and scope and often deal with financial and banking records as well as medical records, even in cases that do not
involve a large amount of money taken. These are all aspects of an elder fmancial exploitation case that the addition ofa Legal
Assistant couid assist the prosecutors and investigator with, which wouid in tum allow the Unit to handle these types of cases
more effectively and increase the Unit's capacity to handle more active cases and investigations.
Discussion of Related Performance Measure
The Elder Abuse Unit is housed within the Specialized Crime Division. The performance measures required by the County
have been a filing of 360 cases and a disposition of360 cases per year for the Specialized Crime Division. In recent years, we
have surpassed our numbers. In FY2009, SCD had 732 cases filed and 628 cases disposed. In FY 2010, SCD had 727 filing;
and 596 cases disposed. In FY 20) 1, SCD had 671 cases filed and 712 cases disposed.

Staff Review and Comment

FORME
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET

ICURRENT I

SPECIALIZED CRIME
ADA VI
I

ElderAbluse Unit

ADA V

[ ADA IV

ADA IV
ADA III

[

INV III

INV III

~ ADA IV

OAIJ
DAV
ADA IV

I

I AD)AIV

~ ADA III
~

INV III

r

*INV III
Or

I

OIN'VIII

Grade J

Grade 9
Secretary

*This position can also be filled as a Grade J

FY 15

IPROPOSED I

SPECIALIZED CRIME
ADA VI
I

ElderAbluse Unit

.

ADA V

I

I ADA IV

ADA IV

ADA IV

I ADA III ~

I

OAD
DAV

INV 11/

INV III

ADA IV

I

i ADA III

~ -I

INV 11/

I ADJ
Gracde 10

Legol

~

*INV III
Or

Grade J

G

A:SSI!'>I,ml

.--

I

VII/

Grade 9
Secretary

New Position
'This position can also be filled as a Grade J

FY 16

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION

IDepartment

District Attomeyrrecbnology

I Position Title

Senior Secretary

ICUlTent G,'ade

Job Code

08

Budget No,

4011

Position No.

3506

Department

Priodty

I

I

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed

See Attached

Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)
Increased Technical duties ,,,itb Digital :Media Evidence.
Now Supervises (2) IT emplo)'ees aDd (1) PT Employ'ee

Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade

08

Proposed Grade

"'-'vI

Salary

37,190

Salary

43.003

FICA (7.65%)

2,845

FICA (7.65%)

3,290

Retirement (11.5%)

4,277

Retirement (11.5%)

4,945

Total

44,312

Total

51,238

Tomi Annual Impact 6,926

Staff Review and Comment

I

Form F
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form

General Instructions:

Ple-ase complete this form and attach the current and proposed position·
descriptions, the current and proposed organization charts and any
comparative position descriptions that can be identified.

A. Identification / General Information
Current Position Title:
ProDosed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Deoartment Name:
Position Number:
Suoervisor Name:
Suoervisor Phone:
SUDervisor Email:

Senior Secretary
Technolo~ Assistant
AM
District Attorney
3506
Bob Alvarado
214-712-5044
Bob.Alvaradofaldallascountv.on!

B. Brief Description of the Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
Increased Tier One assistance of the growing DA Technology division in support of New and legacy
applications/portals.

This is accomolished bv
Technical, Trainin!!.. and increased Suoervisorv Duties. See attached current iob descriotion.
Other duties
Manual/Technical duties. See attached actual/future duties.

C. Rationale for Reclassification
Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational structure,
changes in depaJiment procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new programs/functions; introduction
ofnew eouioment/svstems: reassignment of iob duties/termination of other emolovees in the work unit etc.
Over the past few years there has been a significant increase with digital/technical evidence/exhibits that
aJ'e often uploaded through Web portal software. Her role has grown from Clerical duties to Technical
Assistant with New and Legacy applications. Elsa now Supervises/Trains2 Full-Time Clerks and I PI
Clerk in the Video Evidence Room. She now maintains a Web Dortal used bv external Law Enforcement
- 1-

Agencies in submitting evidence. She also supports Tier One issues with Video Players and Evidence
with Defense Lawyers. Supervision of these employees allows her to leverage previous secretarial duties
and special project for more productive support duties. Her added duties in 2014 led to COMP time
balance: of 584 hours of Comp Time and 272 hours of overtime. She has exceeded the Allowable
COMP Hour balance according to County Policy 82.32

I Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe how
the job has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level ofjudgment, independence,
problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for $1,000,000 and is now
responsible for $1 0,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising two employees and is now
responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the specific new job
duties/responsibilities.
The job has grown immensely since its creation. Originally, it was designed as a Legal Secretary
position. It has transitioned March 2014 to assume Tier One support roles and responsibilities for
TechShare, DClM, and Video Rom Digital Evidence. Her subject matter expertise had provided
additional duties as Authorized signer of all DA application access Forms and set-up. Examples of new
duties include the following: liaison for external agencieslDefense experiencing issues with
DMElEvidence, Centralized point of contact for all incoming application issues allowing her to
differentiate between applications and provide initial Tier One Support. As of January 2015, this
position now supervises 2 Fill-Time Positions and I Part time position.
Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)? Please
specify. If the duties have been reassigned, please provide the name, job title, and an explanation ofwhy the
duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the iob duties/responsibilities.
The duties are a result of the growing application support of continued projects and upgrades within the
department's scope.
What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position? What position (ifany) is now responsible
for them?
Many secretarial tasks have been moved to 2 full time' and 1 part time Video Room Clerks positions that
she Supervises.
Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for goods/services). Have anv reporting relationships to or from this position been altered?
Authorized signer for all DA application, including mainframe. Authorized approval for all Law
Enforcement Agencies submitting Digital evidence through DCIM Web Portal. Supervises 3 Clerks.
(SEE ATTACHED)
What specific tasks or activities make the iob duties/responsibilities more complex?
Subject matter export of emerging technologies within Digital Media Evidence and application support.
(SEE ATTACHED)
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
specific reasons whv.
Position does not exist. It is from the natural succession of responsibilities with an ever growing
environment allowing the DA to be empowered to support its own technology.
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What are the perfonnance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position classification
reconunendation support?
Maintain Product SA by being initial Tier One Support and Escalation to Tier2 and Tier3 Support
channels for existing and New applications.

D. Essential Functions
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position.
In addition to each function, list the tasks perfonned to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty.
These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column
must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiallNon-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

EXAMPLE'"

Time

EorNE

30%

E

Time
30%

EorNE

Time
25%

EorNE

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function: Manage day to day Operations/Access/suPport of stakeholders

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Manages the day-to-day operations associated with the systems in the District
Attorney's Office, which requires comprehensive knowledge of all systems
functions of the departments and interacts with other County departments and
outside agencies concerning applications. Authorized signer for all DA
applications for all employees and contractors.

2. Function: Provides Tier One Technical Support

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Provides Tier One Technical Support for system users to include problem
qualifications, fault isolation, problem detennination and resolution of systems and
applications issues and answers; evaluates and prioritizes client technical inquilies
and problems
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3. Function: Liaison with support staff and external vendors

Time

Tasks performed to accomplish thisfunctiofl:

20%

Coordinates with Tier Two production support teams to identify and correct
production issues; interfaces with both
technical and non-technical users to coHect information on problems or inquiries,
and leads users through diagnostic procedures to resolve DA application issues as well as
Third party applications, including Digital Media, Body worn cameras, and Dash Carn
Digital Evidence

I

4. Function: Supervises Clerical Staff on

Tasks performed to accomplish this functiofl:

EorNE

I

I

Time
15%

EorNE

Time
10%

EorNE

Coordinate and supervise the work of clerical staff which may include
counseling/evaluating employees and reviewing employee's work and
performance.

I 5.

Function: Other Duties as assigned

Tasks performed to accomplish this functiofl:
Inventory, configure and distribute laptops, peripherals, presentation materials,
cell phones, Mi-Fi devices for use by DA staff. Provide Tier One hardware support
and problem determination
Coordinate Staff additions/ Changes :Access Badges, Equipment deployment,
configuration

E. Visual-Mental Demands
I. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands ofthis position,
then select the frequency oftime in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means
your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-1/3

o

I I. Iconcentration
Work requires a minimum of mental
to detail most of the time.
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and

visual

0

Frecuency of Time
2/3-0ver
1/3-2/3

0

0

0

2.

•

3.

Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most
of the time.

0

0

0

0

0

•

F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
I. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands ofthis position, then select
the frequency of time in which you perfoml under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has
these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands

0-113

•

Fre< uency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

•

0
0
Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally
the occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
0
0
0
0
2. Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
lifting of 26-50 pounds.
0
0
0
0
3. Work requires heavy exertion and the regulaT lifting of 5175 pounds.
0
0
0
4. Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
0
of over 76 pounds.
2. Machllles, Tools, EqUIpment and Work Aids: List machmes, tools and eqUIpment reqUIred for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software- use the next section for this.)
I.

Scanners, Bar Code Readers, Projection equipment; portable wireless (MIFl)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal comput.ers and standard software such as Word and Excel aTe assumed. Indicate ifno comput.ers
or software are used to perform this funct.ion)
Microsoft Office Suite I KTOnos Administration I ACMS Prosecutor I Mainframe-Forvus I Dallas County
Incident ModulelVPN,I Tape Trackerl Court Notify/ OrnnixxlAdobe Pro Forms/IF pJ) and mobile device
configuration! AlS/On-Base

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition

(

0

I.

0

2.

0

3.
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Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)

,

0-1i3
0

Frequency of Time
1/3-213
2/3-0ver

Seasonally

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4.

Physical hazards
(hiQ:h voltage, dangerous machinery)

0

0

0

0

Health and Safetv Conditions
J.
2.
3.

Driving

0-113
0

1/3-2/3
0
0

2i3-0ver

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

Seasonally
0

0

r.
v

('l

('l

('l

('l

~

~

~

~

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

!vfechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse(specify):
Other (specify):

('l
~

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type oflocation where most of the position's duties are performed.
0
0

J.
2.

•

3.

Office Environment
I 0 I 6. I Residential Facility (not secure)
lOT 4.TClinic
Shan or Warehouse
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facilitv I 0 I 7. I Vehicle
Other (Specify)
Secured Office - Video
Room Evidence Vault

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

G. Position Minimum Requirements
I. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
0

J.

Less than high school education

0

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

•

3.

One year college

0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

0

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

0

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's
experience).
0

J.

i No previous experience required

0

2.

I Six months to

0

3.

I Minimum of one year experience inias:

0

4·1 Minimum of two years experience inias:
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one year experience inias:

•

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

a
a
a
a
a

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

7.

Minimum offive years experience in/as:

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

Work related experience including broad
knowledge ofDA office procedures

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
name of the license, certification or requirement.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? ayes

·No

If Yes, what type?

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

a
a
a

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.
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•

4.

a

5.

a

6.

I Work"

I

tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
constructive thinking.

Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require
in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constl1lctive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
• Yes
If yes, describe the plan..'1ing or project management activities associated with this position.

ONo

Planning network drops for end-users. Planning special assignments related to increased workflow from
ACMS proiect.

3. Bndgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annnal budget? • Yes
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a No

If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

•

1.

Researches and prepares infonnation for use in budget documents for a department.
recommend budget allocations.

0

2.

Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor
budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than
depa.rtment size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or infonnation. Monitors
the progress of fiscal objectives and adiusts plans as necessary for completion.

I

I
0

3.

0

4.

May

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget
resoonsibility.
I Total grant anl0unt $
Total countv amount $500 000
Additional Comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

·Yes

ONo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification Title(s)
Video Room Clerk I
Video Room Clerk 2
Video Room Clerk Part-Time

Number of Empioyees

I

I

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position. (Choose one)
Responsibility requires the occasional direction ofhelpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
0
1.
volunteers or temporary employees.
0
2. Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker perfornling essentially the same work as those
I directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
3. ! Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the perfonnance for a regular group of
I employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and perfonnance actions, work
i objectives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.

I

•
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I

i

Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions,
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing
assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
0
5.
includin g evaluatingpgr
and effectiveness establishing broad
ra am and work obiectives
J
LJL_-LI.::,or:..ig",arn=·z:.::a:.::ti:.::o.::n:=a:-.I",go.::.a=l.=.s..::an=d.::.r.::,ea:.::l:.:;i,fffilz.
=·=n"'g--'wL0:.:r=kc.::an=dc.::s:.::ta:.::ffi:.::l:.:n:;;g'-'fic.::0:.::rc.::th:.:e::....::d.::,ep"'a=rl.::.m=eLnt"'.
-----'

0

4.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level offreedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work,
established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act
in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (Choose
one)

0

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

•

5.

0

6.

0

7.

0

8.

0

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate
supervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
close supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodicallv bv supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details ofmethods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use
of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available
for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assigmnents with specific given objectives. Responsible for
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assigrnnents with responsibility for all plarming of work of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of
own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range ofproblems involving general policy and
work is reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives
by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generallv unguided.

I. Human Relations

l

Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level ofpersonal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (intemal and external customers). The interaction may include those
in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches
this position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.
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Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

0

l.

0

2.

I

I •
0

!

~

J.

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries
to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and
non-controversial matters.
l,.
r1t1
.... ~1 inq"1"';es
n....
..-l ....
... ",,-...
.... 1,,; .... ts llV
~'"'t .....
••
.I."''''requirpC'
.......... hanrlling
.......... ...
.........
u...........
.. U1J,.l
u.u.u
U.l.u.!.I1Ull.l
vf
a standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all cfforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damages if improperly handled.

''''or

0-113
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

"

•

0

0

0

I

I

~

J. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position , as part of a career family
Other classifications in the county to which those that
l.
hold my current classification might be promoted.
2.
Mv Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
l.
applicants for my current classification.
2.

proval
, J have completed this questionnaire, nd belie e it to qe an accurate description
,--'Posed position.

f~

Date

Department Head/Elect
Conunents:

Date

--------------'..)'-"--b-'-"'---------------."L-j----H--L------
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
!Department

District Attorney ITechnology

I ITille of PIR

Budget No.

Spares/Loaners

Request Type

4011

R

(assigned by

PIR#

--

Data Services)

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
The District Attorney's Office has depleted its Inventory of Loaner IT Equipment due to a combination the scrapping the aging
inventory and items that are too costly to repair.
With the recent WIN? initiative from DC IT (2104), we were forced to scrap every laptop model below the Dell 6400
(0610,D620,0630) because they could not be upgraded to WfN7. This depleting our entire laptop loaner inventory. We currently have
o loaner laptops, no loaner printers, or a loaner fax machine.

When laptops and printers fail to function, COlirt proceedings can be delayed and compromised. Dallas County has no Life Cycle Plan
for aging equipment. Many of our computers and printers are over 8 years old. Even the newest of our laptops/printers that were
distributed in 2014 are now out ofwarramy. Desktop Support can take several days to reimagelrepair and Desktop Services hase only
1 loaner laptop and no printers to deploy amongst 3 buildings ( Frank CrowleyiGeorge Allen & Admin Bldgs).
The District Attorney's IT Department is requesting to purchase and manage the distribution of the following 'Hot Spare' equipment
to server as 'loaners' until repairs/fixes can be made. Cost for all Items are S8,211.30
Dell Laptops Dell Latitude E6540 (no case or dock) for loaners and check out

QTY 1

HP LaserJct M60 IN 81W Mulit-function Primer
To Serve as 'Loaner' for failed local/network printer or failed FAX machine

$3801c8

. $380

HP Color Laserlet M451NW as 'loaner'

S332Jea

- $332

QTY: 1

I

$1500/ea

- $7,500

QTY: 5

Expected Benefits
The prosecutors and staff will be able to perform his job functions without costly delays while equipment is
being repaired. The laptops can also be checked out for use in meetings rooms for presentations, special
events, Executive Board Room meetings, etc.

Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Scoring

Rec'd by Data Services

I

Cost Savings

Improved

Management
Controls

ICost Avoidance

iLegal Requirements

I
I

Service to the Public

I

Multi-Use Systems
Cost Recapture
Critical System
Upgrade

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION

I

District Attorney

IPosition Title

Senior Applications Specialist

Department

Budget No.

DM

Current Grade

Position No.
Job Code

4126

Department
Priority

IDescription of Changes in \:Vork Being Performed

This position has grown immensely since its creation. Originally, it was designed as a technical support position for
the lead IT expert and collaborator on the creation of the application. It has changed since January 2015 to assume all
the roles and responsibilities previously held by the product owner and DA IT expert on the application.
Examples of new duties include the following: sale decision maker for GolNo Go determination on new releases and
builds; sole DA staff member to test the application before new build rollout; sole·DA staff person with administrator
authority for TSP; lead DA IT expert for bi-weekly product owner statns meetings, bi-weekly user group meetings,
system administrator training in Austin, and point person for the DME pilot project; trainer for all system
functionality in the DA's office and point person and troubleshooter for the LEA and Defense portals.

Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)
Due to tbe departure of the Dallas DA Office IT Director, who was the primary Subject Matter Expert and Product
Owner of the TSP application, duties that fell under his position have been moved to this position, as there was no
one else with the requisite knowledge or expeltise to maintain this project to ensure its continued success.
This position is now the expert and the head of the entire TSP application. Additionally, with regard to
companion programs for TSP, this position must now analyze their functionality and determine if and when
.integration and implementation will occur. This position will also be responsible for supervising a new applications
operator position.

I .

IDepartmental Cost Worksheet
I Current Grade

I

DM

Proposed Grade

1M

Salary

$50,232

Salary

$68,323

FICA (7.65%)

$3,843

FICA (7.65%)

$5,227

Retirement (11.5%)

$5,777

Retirement (I 1.5%)

$7,857

Total

$59,852

Total

$81,407
Total Annual Impact

$21,555

Staff Review and Comment

Form F

-2-1-

FY2016

DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this form and attach the current and proposed position
descriptions, the current and proposed organization charts and any
comparative position descriptions that can be identified.

A. Identification / General Information
Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

Applications Specialist (Assistant Technical Support
Analyst/Trainer)
Senior Applications Specialist (InfoITPation Systems Coordintor)
DM
District Attorney
4126
Bob Alvarado
214-712-5044
Bob.Alvarado@)dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the Position
Use two or three brief and specitic statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to be the lead technical and subject matter District Attorney (DA) point
person for the TechShare.Prosecutor (TSP) application as well as the TSP LEA Portal and TSP Defense
Portal. This includes high level configurations, maintenance of databases, troubleshooting technical
problems, system analysis, and future functionality development.
This is accomplished by providing technical support to DA staff, Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs), as
well as by collaborating with programmers, resource managers and business analysts from the Conference
of Urban Counties TechShare development team as well as Dallas County IT staff.

Other duties include mainframe OFMA maintenance (maintaining new and obsolete offense codes as well
as offense verbiage used for the County Clerk Minutes which must be generated for the County Clerk).

C. Rationale for Reclassification
Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational structure,
changes in department procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new programs/functions; introduction
of new equipment/systems· reassignment of iob duties/teITPination of other employees in the work unit etc.
- I -

Due to the departure of the Dallas DA Office IT Director, who was the primary Subject Matter Expert
and Product Owner of the TSP application, duties that fell under his position have been moved to this
position, as there was no one else with the requisite knowledge or expertise to maintain this project to
ensure its continued success.

Pro,:,ide an explanation on the dif!ere~ces bet\:een the old Cll1d newj?b dutieslresp~nsibilities._ Describe how I
the Job has grown 'and changed SInce ItS creatIOn. Include changes In the level ofJudgment, Independence,
problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for $1,000,000 and is now
responsible for $1 0,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising two employees and is now
responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the specific new job
dutieslresponsibilities.
The job has grown immensely since its creation. Originally, it was designed as a technical support
position for the lead IT expert and collaborator on the creation of the application. It has changed since
January 2015 to assume all the roles and responsibilities previously held by the product owner and DA IT
expert on the application. Examples of new duties include the following: sole decision maker for GolNo
Go determination on new releases and builds; sole DA staff member to test the application before new
build rollout; sole DA staff person with administrator authority for TSP; lead DA IT expert for bi-weekly
product owner status meetings, bi-weekly user group meetings, system administrator training in Austin,
and point person for the DME pilot project; trainer for all system functionality in the DA's office and
point person and troubleshooter for the LEA and Defense portals. This position will also be responsible
for supervising a new applications operator position.
Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)? Please
specify. If the duties have been reassigned, please provide the name, job title, and an explanation of why the
duties are beine: reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the iob dutieslresponsibilities.
The new duties/responsibilities were allocated after the departure of the DA IT Director.
What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position? What position (ifany) is now responsible
for them?
None of the duties/responsibilities have been removed from tris position.
Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for goods/services). Have any reporting relationships to or from this position been altered?
This position now must be the expert and the head of the entire TSP application. Reporting relationships
have changed in that this position now assumes the role of determining, for example, whether new builds
will be released to production, and when. Additionally, with regard to companion programs for TSP, this
position must now analyze their functionality and determine if and when integration and implementation
will occur.
What specific tasks or activities make the iob dutieslresponsibilities more complex?
The specific tasks and activities changed from the junior reporting person to the senior reporting person.
Therefore, every single duty and responsibility has been made more complex and supervisory.
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
specific reasons. why.
There do not seem to be any positions currently existing in Dallas County that are analogous to this
position.
-2-

What are the performance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position classification
recommendation suooort?
Vision 3 of the Dallas County Strategic Plan is that Dallas County is safe, secured and prepared. A
specific strategy of such vision is that there is maximum effectiveness of the County's criminal justice
resources and there are coordinated programs and systems to reduce crime. This Dallas County IT TSP
position ensures that the computer system which ha.l1dles the approximately 60,000 adult criminal cases
of Class B misdemeanor and above that are filed in Dallas County will work efficiently and effectively.
Without this level of expertise and management being currently employed in this position, Dallas County
cannot be safe, secure nor prepared.

D. Essential Functions
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions ofthis position.
In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty.
These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column
must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiailNon-Essentiai CE or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

EXAMPLE~

Time

EorNE

30%

E

Time
40%

EorNE

Time
20%

EorNE

Function: Maintains exterior offacilities

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming sluubs and raking leaves.
1. Function: Manage and maintain integrated software

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Create dynamic views which allows for vmious views/queues in the TSP
application
Test all new builds/releases
Decision maker for GolN 0 Go for new releases to oroduction
Test systems that integrate with TSP (such as redaction software)

2. Function: Establish policies and procedures

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Develop procedures regarding workflow in the TSP application
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3. Function: Liaison with intemal staff and external agencies

Time

Tasks Derformed to accomplish this function:

20%

EorNE

Conduct site visits and training to LEAs
Main point of contact for TSP application as well as LEA and Defense Portals

I

I
4. Function: Coordinates training for users of each application

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time
10%

EorNE

Time
10%

EorNE

Conduct training for all users of each application
Develop specific training material for each application

5. Function: Other Duties as assigned

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Gather requirements for reports which can be pulled from TSP or mainframe
Attendance at required meetings and conference calls
Subject Matter Expert

E. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands ofthis position,
then select the frequencyoftime in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means
your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-113

0

1.

0

2.

•

3.

..

Work requues a mmlmum of mental and visual
concentration to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most
of the time.

Frecuency of Time
2/3-0ver
1/3-2/3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
I. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands ofthis position, then select
the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has
these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
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Strength Demands

0-113

I

•
0

1.

Freauency of Time
2/3-0ver
1/3-2/3

0

Work requires nonnal sitting and standing and generally
the occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.

•

0

2. I \\lork requires .l.llodcrate exertion and the occasional
0
0
0
liftin!! of 26-50 nounds.
0
3. Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 510
0
0
75 pounds.
0
4. Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
0
0
0
of over 76 pounds.
2. Machmes, Tools, EqUIpment and Work Aids: List machmes, tools and eqUIpment reqUIred for thiS
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

I

I

I

Scanners, Bar Code Readers, Projection equipment; portable wireless (MIFI)

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no computers
or software are used to perform this function)
TechShare.Prosecutor, HEAT helpdesk software, mainframe (Forvus), AIS, TapeTracker, JIRA,
Collaborate, Extract Systems lD Shield, VPN, MS Access

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Environmental Condition

I
0

1.

0

2.

0

~.

0

4.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.
2.

0

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery)

Health and Safetv Conditions
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0

~.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):

I
0-113
0

Frequency ufTime
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

Seasonally

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-113
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1/3-2/3

2/3-0ver

Seasonally

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

7.
8.

Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type oflocation where most of the position's duties are performed.

•

0
0

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facilitv (not secure)
I 0 I 4. I Clinic
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facility' I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

G. Position Minimum Requirements
1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
0

1.

Less than high school education

0

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

0

3.

One year college

0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

•
0

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

2.

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's
experience) .
0

1.

No previous experience required

0

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

0

,

J.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

0

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

•

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

0

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

0

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

0

8.

0
0

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

Work related experience including broad
knowledge of DA office procedures

I Minimum of six years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
name of the license, certification or requirement.
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1.
2.
3.

4.

I---------------------~

I 5.

Valid Drivers License Required? OYes

-No

If Yes, what type?

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
I. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

0

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

0

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

0

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

•

4.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
constructive thinking.

0

5.

0

6.

Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require
in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
- Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

ONo

This position is involved in planning build testing and the roll-out of new software releases to production,
working with CUC team members regarding the roll-out and upgrades to the TSP applications to the LEAs
and Defense Portal.

3. Budgetary Responsibilitv: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? - Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

0 No

-

I.

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department.
recommend budget allocations.

0

2.

0

3.

Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor
budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than
department size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
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May

0

4.

Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors
the progress of fiscal objectives and adiusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational. budget
responSl'bTt
Ll~".

Total countv amount $

I Total prant amount $

Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification TitleCs)
(unnamed position - proposed Job Grade AM)

Number of Employees
I

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position. CChoose one)
Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
0
l.
volunteers or temporary employees.
Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
2.
;0
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instlUcting, and scheduling work.

I

(

0

3.

0

4.

0

5.

Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of
employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work
objectives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions,
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing
assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work perfonnance ofsenior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad
organizational goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level offreedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work,
established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act
in the absence ofsupervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (Choose
one)
-8-

I

a

1.

a

2.

a

3.

a

4.

a

5.

a

6.

•

7.

I

a

8.

a

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate
supervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
close supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details ofmethods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use
of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available
for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning ofwork of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of
own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range ofproblems involving general policy and
work is reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives
by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

I

I. Human Relations
InterpersonallHurnan Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level ofpersonal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those
in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches
this position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.

a

1.

a

2.

a

,

•

4.

J.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries
to others.
Work requires handling inqu.iries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and
non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of
a standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain coooeration or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damages if improperly handled.

J. Career Path Definition
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Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-0ver

0-113

a

a

a

a

a

a

0

a

a

a

•

a

I

Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career family
Other classifications in the county to which those that
1. Information Systems Coordinator
hold my current classification might be promoted.
2. Technical Support Analyst/Trainer
Mv Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare 11. Systems Support Analyst
applicants for my currt:nt classification.
i 2. Office Manager

K. Signature/Approval
To the best ofmy ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
ojm
. ion or th
osed osition.
(;

Date
F

Date
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,

I

___ I

Skills and

Qu~lifications

Skill
No results found.
Minimum Qualification
t-1aximum QUcliflcation

Minimum Level

Maximum level

Desira bility

Assessment
Assessment Assistant Technical Support Analyst/Trainer
Job Posting

Job Posting T.tJe IRC70339
Job Title ASSISTANT TECHNICAL SUPPORT ANALYST/TRAINER
Organization Name DISTRICT ATIORNEY
Department Description
Brief Posting Description

Provides technical assistance, support and advice to users; assist in
troubleshooting, interpreting, testing, and resolving user problems.
Participates in, and assist in conducting technical training programs,
determining training needs, and facilitating sessions. Assist in
administering written and practical exams to evaluate trainee
performance.
Detailed Description

Assist in providing technical support for system users to include
identifying the problem, fault isolation, and applications issues and
answers Assist in developing and conducting technical training
programs;, designing materials, outlines, and lab exercises.
Coordinates with supervisor and/or support teams to identify and
correct production issues; interfaces with both technical and nontechnical users to collect information on problems or inquiries, and
leads users through diagnostic procedures to resolve issues.
Maintains activity tracking systems, and refers unresolved system
and application issues to supervisor and other technical staff.
Participates in researching and testing of new software or updated
features. Performs other duties as assigned.
Job R(quircments

Education and experience equivalent to a Bachelor's degree from an
accredited college or university in Computer Science, Information
Technology, Business Administration or in a job related field of
study. No experience required. Experience as a current or past user
of criminal justice information systems preferr-.d. Ability to assist in

the design and facilitate of technical training programs. Technical
knowledge of Windows, networks (UNIX/Windows, NT etc.), and/or
fundamental concepts of databases (preferably SQL server), MSCE,
MSCE DBA, certification or other network administrator and/or
database training preferred. Must pass a background investigation.
illJay be required to be on caii at aii times. Standard office
environment. Ability to lift and carry up to 25 Ibs. unassisted.
Additional DetJils

"Incumbents holding or considered for a position which
has, or may have, access to criminal justice databases
including the FBI Criminal Justice Information Systems,
NCIC/TCIC, et. aI., must pass a national fingerprint-based
records check prior to placement in such position and may
be denied placement in such positions and/or access to
such systems. Incumbents must also maintain the ability to
pass the records check while in the position or until such
time that the Commissioners Court and the County Civil
Service Commission deem this position no longer has this
requirement."
How To Apply

Click the Apply Now button at the Top or Bottom Right of this
window and Follow Instructions on Screen.
Display Recruiter Details

No

Site Name
iRc:ruitment Interflal Site
iRccruitment Internal R ferral Site

Start Date

End Date

21-Jan-2014
21-Jan-2014

04-Feb-2014
04-Feb-20J4

Last Posted

Response

Post Advert

Communication Properties

Oefau!: Communication Status
Sen UotiFtcalol1s
Allow Attachments
Add Recipients

Closed
No
None
Internal

Moderator Recruiter And Hiring Manager
Internal Documents
Title

Type Description Category Last Updated By Last Updated Usage Update D lete

. ;0 resuits found.

External Documents
Title
Type Description Category Last Updated By L-st Updated Usnge
,.0 r_sults fcc d.

Recruiting Team

Upd~te

Delete

I PROPOSED

TECHNOLOGY

I

Technical
Services
Manager

KM
Bob Alvarado
I

ACM.§

Fore nsics
Spe :ial
Investig ator III
(Dig ital
Foren sics)
Edith Santos

I
Spe :ial
Investig ator III
(Dig tal
Foren ;ics)
Jonatha n Hay

Information
Systems
Coordinator
(Video/Evid
Specialist)
1M
Christin Mize

Graphics
Specialist
Grade 14
OPEN

Application
Systems
Analyst
DM
Open

Senior Applications
Specialist
(ACMS • Tier 2)
1M
La Fayne McCall

Technology
Assistant
Grade 10
Elsa Zapata
Video Evidence Roorm
I

Applications
Operator
(ACMSTier 1)
A

OPEN

Video Room Cler k
Grade 6
Brynne Manoy

I

I
k

Vid
Morgan Smith

Video Room Clerk
Grade 00
Part Time

Regginald Searles

Personnel may also appear ul1der InvestIgators

Personnel may also appear under Misd. Division

FY 15

I

TECHNOLOGY
Technical
Services
Manager

KM

I

I

I

I

ACIVIS

Special
Investigator III
(Digital
Forensics)
Edith Santos

Information
Systems
Coordinator
(Video/Evid
Specialist)
1M
Christin Mize

Application
Systems
Analyst
OM
Open

ACMS
Asst Tech Support
Analyst/Trainer
(ACMS - Tier 2)
OM
La Fayne McCall

I
Special
Investigator III
(Digital
Forensics)
Jonathan Hay

I
Graphics
Specialist
Grade 14
OPEN

I

Senior
Secretary
Grade 8
Elsa Zapata

Bob Alvarado
Forensics

CURRENT

I
Applications Operator
(ACMS-Tier 1)

Video Evidence Ro_, .ill
,
Video Room Cler k
Grade 6
Brynne Manoy
I
Video Room Cler k
Grade 5
Morgan Smith
IV

k
Grade 00
Part Time

Regginald Searles

Personnel may also appear under Investigators

Personnel may also appear under Misd. Division
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

IDepartment
ITitle of PIR
PIR #

DISTRICT ATTORNEY

Budget No.

Printer

Reqncst Type
-

(assigned by
Data Services)

Possible Funding Sonrce

Description of Need and Justification
Printer

250.00

Total $250.00

Expected Benefits
Celeste Huang, the new Financial Administrator needs a printer to print the voluminous and sensitive
documents that she deals with daily.

I

Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

I

Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

I
Cost Savings

ICost Avoidance
ILegal Requirements
I Service to the Public

I

Improved
Management
Controls
Multi-Use Systems
Cost Recapture
Critical System
Upgrade

I
I

I
I

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority
1

DA - Appellate Division

Budget No.

I

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Com ments/Justification

Credenza (Lori
Ordiway)

+20 years

None found on

$642 (HON 10741)

The current credenza is very old and shows

Item.

wear and tear. Also, as chief of division, I
need this space for the telephone, books,
".

." rh',,,"

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

FormD

- 1 - FY2016 Operating Budget / Capita/lmpravemenl Plan Preparation Manual

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority
1

DA - Appellate Division

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

Property
Number

Bookcase (Lori
Ordiway)

+20 years

None found on
Item.

Budget No.

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Comments/Justification

$362 (HaN 10755) The current bookcase is very old, has scratches on
it, and shows wear and lear. As chief of division, I
often have other attorneys in my office, and the
current bookcase looks shabby.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

FormD

- I - FY20 16 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation lvfanua/

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority
I

DA - Appellate Division

Budget No.

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

Property
Number

Desk (Lori
Ordiway)

+20 years

NIA Ii belo1~d
toAormer
55lS

an

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Comments/Justification

$745 (HON 10799) The current desk is very old and shows wear
and tear. Also, as chief of division, I need

plenty of space on the desk for books,
nncomeok "nn fnlnPe<

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

FormD

- 1 - FY2016 Operating Budget /

Capita/Improvement Plan Preparation Manual

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
•

Department

Priority
I

DA - Appellate Division

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

Property
Number

Desk (Doug
Gladden)

+7 years

065-629

Budget No.

Estimated Cost
of Replaccmeu t
$683 for
(HON 10773)

Commen ts/Justification

Really old desk, and not ergonomically
suited for several hours a day of

computer work.

2

3

4

5

)
6

7

8

9

10

Form D
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority
I

DA - Appellate Division

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

Desk (Grace Shin) +20 years

Budget No.

Property
Nnmber

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

21707

$985 for
(HON 1070lR +
HON 10711R)

Comments/Justification
Really old desk, and not ergonomically
suited for several hours a day of
computer work.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Form D
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority
I

DA - Appellate Division

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

Guest Chair (Lori
Ordiway)

+20 years

Property
Number

Budget No.

Estimated Cost
of Replacement
$277 (HON 2194)

5tl26
mnIftade'k)so
sur.

(2) for a total of
$554

Comments/Justification
The current guest chair is very old and
shows wear and tear. As chief of division, I
often have other attorneys in the office

.. ,.,

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

FormD
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.

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
DA - Appellate Division

Department

Priority
I

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

Mobile PC Station +20 years
(Lori Ordiway)

Property
Number

Cannot find

Budget No.

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Varies

Comments/Justifiea tion
The current Mobile PC Station is very old
and shows wear and tear. Again, it looks
shabby.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COlVIPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

IDepartment
ITitle of PIR
PIR#

Bodget No.

DA - Appellate Division
CZ183A - LoserJot M121FW MFP·

-

(assigned by Data
Services)

H

Request Type

Cost: $168.32

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
This request is specifically to add a desk-top scanner for Kim Duncan, attorney in the Appellate Division.

She often needs to scan documents to send electronically, in particular in her duties as a member of the
expWlctionimisllse of identity team. Again, although there are scanners located in other areas of the division,
~he needs one that is connected to ber PC in order to more efficiently scan, store, and transmit documents
or expunction/misuse of identity matters. In addition, the combined printing and faxing features will help
facilitate ber expunction/misuse of ideotity work.

Expected Benefits

IIncrease efficiency and productivity.

Department Head Sigoature
Department Contact Person

...
"

"IJi...

Scoring

Phone

.( ,I .. '"

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

I

Priority
.'

1;.' 3<>

Rec'd by Data Services

-

I
Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

J Service 10 the Puhlic

Critical System
Upgrade

-

I

--

I

I

I
FormH

I
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Department
TitleofPIR
PIR#

BndgetNo.

DA - Appellate Division

-

CZ183A- LaserJetM127FW MFP·
Cost $168.32
(assigned by Data
Services)

Request Type

H

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
This request is speeifieally to add a desk-top seanner for Aiexis Hernandez, attorney in the Appellate

Division. He often needs to scan documents to send electronically, in particular in his duties as a member of
the expunction/misuse of identity team. Again, although there are scanners loeated in other areas of the

division, he needs one that is connected to his PC in order to more efficiently scan, store, and transmit
documents for expunction/misuse of identity matters. In addition, the eombined printing and faxing features
help faeilitate his expunetionlmisuse of identity work.

~iJ1

Expected Benefits

Increase efficiency and productivity,

Department Head Signature

--~

Department Contact Person
Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

;z;:;:.... "• i LJr.i i~ {.

Priority

I

Phone

.. I~'--

Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

Service to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

I

I

I

I
FormH

I
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
DA - Appellate Division

Department

Title ofPIR
PIR#

-

Budget No.

CZ183A - LascrJet M127FW MFP·
Cost $168.32
(assigned by Data
Services)

Request Type

H

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
[rbis request is specifically to add a desk-top scanner for Doug Gladden, attorney in the Appellate Division.
He often needs to scan documents to send electronically, in particular in his duties as a member of the
expunction/misuse of identity team. Again, althougb there are scanners located in other areas of the division,
tie needs one tbat is connected to his PC in order to more efficiently scan, store, and transmit documents for
expunction/misuse of identity matters. In addition, the combined printing and faxing features will help
facilitate his expunction/misuse of identity work.

IExpected Benefits
ncrease efficiency and"productivity.

Department Head Signature

f,.J·i...-..

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone t

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

I

1

11'-

Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

Cost Savings

ICost Avoidance
ILegal Requirement'
Service to the Public

FormH

Improved
Management
Controls
Multi-Use Systems
Cost Recaplure
Critical System
Upgrade

FY2016

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

IDepartment

DA - Appellate Division

I

Budget No.

CZ183.\ -LaserJet M127FW MFP ~

Title of PIR

(lL'Isigned by Data

PIR#

Services)

-

H

Request Type

Cost 5168.32

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
"'his request is specifically to add a desk-top scanner for Shelly Yeatts, attorney in thc Appellate Division.
She often needs to scan documents to send electronically, in particular in her duties as a supervisor of the
expWlctionlmisllse of identity team. Again, although there are scanners located in other areas of the division,
she needs one that is connected to her PC in order to more efficiently scan, store, and transmit documents
Iror expunction/misuse of identity matters. In addition, the combined printing and faxing features will belp
facilitate her expunction/misuse of identity work.

Expected Benefits
Increase efficiency and productivity.

..
Department Head Signature

, :

Department Contact Person

I

1

Priority

J.I-..,:

Phone

1.

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec'd by Data Services

"

-

Scoring

Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

ICost Avoidance
Legal Requirements
Service to the Public

-

---

Multi-Use Systems
Cost Recapture

_.

I

--

I

Critical System
Upgrade

FormH

FY2016

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARD\VARE AND SOFTWARE
Department

DA - Appellate Division

Budget No.

CZ183A· LaserJetMl27FW MFP·

Title ofPlR
PlR#

H

Request Type

Cost: $168.32

(assigned by Data
Services)

-

Possible Funding Souree

Description of Need and Jnstification

'rhis request is specifically to add a desk-top scanner for Michael Sandlin, Deputy Chief of the Appellate
Division. He often needs to scan documents to send electronically, in particular in his duties as supervisor 0
the Puhlic Infonnation Act (PIA) team. Again, although there are scanners located in other areas of the
division, he needs one that is connected to his PC in order to more efficiently scan, store, and transmit
documents for PIA matters. In addition, the combined printing and faxing features will help facilitate his
IPIA work.

Expected Benefits
Derease efficiency and productivity.

Department Head Signature
Department Contact Person

)!."

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation
._~

Scoring

.,,{ ....

Priority

c• . Ora.} >,'r

Phone

.

-'

I

~").t-

1

Rec'd by Data Services
-

Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Conttols

Cost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

Legal Requiremeuts

Cost Recapture

Service to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

FormH

I

I
FY2016

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

I

DA - Appellate Division

Department

I

CZ183A~ LaserIetMl27FW

Title of pm

pm#

BndgetNo.

MFP·

Request Type

Cost: £168.32

-

{assigned by Data
Services)

H

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification

r'his request is specifically to add a desk-top scanner for Lori Ordiway, Chief of the Appellate Division. In
particular, sbe often needs to SC.ll documents to send electronically to opposing counsel and the courts.
Although there are scanners located in other areas ofthe division, she needs one that is COIUlected to her PC
in order to more efficiently scan, store, and transmit documents. In addition, the combined printing and
faxing features will help facilitate her work for the division.

~xpected

Benefits
ncrease efficiency and productivity.

Department Head Signature
Department Cnntact Person

;1(,

..

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

I'

,;,,'

Priority

1

Ii

Phone

11/-

Ree'd by Data Services

Scoring

Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Avoidance

Multi·Use Systems

Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

Service to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

FormH

-

I
FY2016

PROGRAM: IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE M'D SOFTWARE
Budget No.

Department

DA - Appellate Division

Title ofPIR

CE989A· C",t $783.28
(assigned by Data

PIR#

Scrvius)

-

R

Request Type
Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification

j1'his request is specifically to replace the current printer in tbe hallway of the division, which is a Hewlett
Packard Laser Printer, Model No. 4050 TN 1040. It is property numbcr 00012248. This printer is more than
~even years old, frequently breaks down, and has required many service calls.

Expected Bcnefits
Increase efficiency and productivity.

..
Department Head Signature
Depar1ment Contact Person

l.-

.
,

Cost Savings

Phone

,--

Received b} Office of Budgcr and Evaluation

r

Priority

-

I

-

".

Rec'd by Data Services

I

I
Improved

Management

ICost Avoidance
ILegal Requirements
Service to the Public

Form H

Controls

I
I

Multi·Use Systems
Cost Recapture
Critical System
Upgrade

-

FY2016

DISTRICT ATTORNEY
Appellate Division
Perfonnallce tvleasures Linked to Specific Resource Allocation are Boxed
FY2015

FYII

FYIO

FYl2

1st

FYI4

FYI3

Quarter

Workload Measures
Writs Filed (capital)

4

4

3

I

5

0

Responses to capital writs

I

4

I

4

3

0

Findings on capital writs

2

3

2

2

2

150

71

90

42

48

6

Appeals filed (capital)

3

3

0

I

2

0

Briefs Filed (capital)

4

1

3

0

2

N/A

N/A

N/A

2

580

559

590

662

561

128

Responses to non-capital writs

595

541

567

668

587

119

Appeals filed (non-capital)

510

474

456

334

356

70

Briefs filed (non-capital/MRH)

497

461

473

409

396

73

Significant capital litigation

Cert. petitions
Writs filed (non-capital)

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 PERFORMANCE MEASURES

2"
Quarter

3"
Quarter

4'"
Quarter

Target
Met?

DISTRICT ATTORNEY
Appellate (continued)
FY2015

,.
FYI0

FYI2

FYll

FY14

FYI3

Quarter

2""
Quarter

Workload Measures (Cont'd) Performance Measures Linked to Specific Resource Allocation are Boxed
448

438

432

375

380

127

25

22

26

32

38

5

Expunctions

1742

1852

2183

1890

1859

452

Trial Support

510

475

466

345

286

40

Motions

N/A

51

106

96

115

28

Parole Board Letters

N/A

17

40

5

14

4

Trap & Trace Reviews

N/A

8

6

5

I

0

66,6%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

N/A

Success rate for non-capital writs

96,30%

93,68%

95,11%

96,16%

96,62%

97,20%

Success rate for non-capital appeals

98,03%

99,00%

97.34%

97.42%

99.30%

96.74%

Significant non-capital litigation
Postconviction DNA litigation

Outcome Measures
Success rate for capital writs
Success rate for capital appeals

[Continued on next page]

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 PERFORMANCE MEASURES

,

3"
Quarter

4th
Quarter

Target
Met?

DISTRICT ATTORNEY
Appellate (continued)
Perfonnance Measures Linked to Specific Resource Allocation are r~c:o",x:::e"d

--'I

FY2015
4'
Quarter

Outcome Measures (Cont'd)

5

2

4

10

10

0

Backlog of non-capital appeals

67.50

62.00

61.50

28.75

32.50

63

Time to brief(in days) (non-capital appeals)

42.21

42.68

35.02

25.71

51.43

42.83

Late writ responses

DALLAS COUNTY FY2015 PERFORMANCE MEASURES

,

Target
Met?

I CURRENT I

APPELLATE
ADA VII

ADA VI
ADA V

f-

ADA V

f-

ADA V

r-

ADA VI

ADA V - ADA V] *ADA V

H*ADA V I

I

ADA IV

ADA IV
ADA III

ADA IV
f-

ADA IV

ADA IV

ADA III - ADA III

r--

ADA II1I

*ADA IV
r-

*ADA IV

ADA III

ADA II

Grade 9
Grade 8

Grade 8
Grade 5

"'Part-Time PositIOns

FY 15

I PROPOSED I

APPELLATE
ADA VII

ADA VI
ADA V

f-

ADA V

~

ADA V

~

ADA VI

ADAV - ADAV
I

ADA IV

ADA IV
ADA III

ADA IV

~

ADA III

ADA IV

~

ADA III

r-

r-

*ADAV

-

*ADA IV

H*ADA IV I

ADA

1'01

ADA

I~ ADA III I

*ADAV

ADA II
I

Grade 12
I

Grade 9
Grade 8

New Positio
*Part-Time Positions

Gradle 8
Grade 5
FY 16

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment
Check Division
-----------IBrief Title of PIR Printers
for Chief and Deputy Chief of Division

IEstimated Cost

$500

Budget No

--------I

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

2 printers, one for the office of Chief of Division, one for Deputy Chief ($250 each)

Discussion of Need

We currently have one printer assigned to three felony prosecutors and the Administrative
Assistant of the Check Division. The attorneys use this printer for printing all plea paperwork
for felony and misdemeanor cases and any related paperwork, which results in a backlog of
printing request. This translates to time wasted as the three attorneys wait for printing
requests to be completed. Three attorneys using a single printer was burdensome prior to
the Michael Morton Act, which requires all pleas to have additional discovery paperwork and
has now become even more problematic. The purchase of two new printers would allow the
current printer to serve one attorney and the administrative assistant only and would result in
more efficient processing of print request.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2016
F}'20/6 Operating Budget / Capita/Improvement Plan Preparation A1anual
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST

I

Department

Child Abuse/Animal Cruelty

Priority

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

Property
Number

I

Fax Machine

Approxi
mately 10
years

002043

2

2 horizontal two
drawer locking file
cabinets with
pullout drawers

Approxi
mately 14
years

3

4 conference tables From FV
(72 in long and 30 they got
inch wide)
new
tables

Budget No.

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Comments/Justification

It is approximately 10 years old.
Recently it has been out of service
several times. It is used frequently.
The drawers are hard to open due to the
fact that equipment is approximately 14
years old.
$172 each (HON
HESR 3072L)

Used to conduct full division meetings,
pitch sessions, and conference area for
group witness meetings

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Form D
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

I Department
I Brief Title of PIR
I Estimated Cost

Budget No

------.<

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 Phone headsets and all necessary equipment to make them functional
3 Laptops
2 CD Burners
II Computer Screens
3 Headphones
We have at least 5 spaces that need to be converted into office spaces.

Discussion of Need
• 4 Phone headsets and necessary equipment to make them functional for the secretary and Child
Abuse Victim Advocate and Liaisons. All positions require many phone conversations throughout
the day.
•

3 Laptops: Art. 39.15 of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure requires the State to provide the
Defense with a place to view the forensic interview of a child. The Child Abuse Division of the
Dallas County District Attorney's Office is requesting 2 laptops so that we can provide the defense
the ability to watch the forensic interview. We are requesting laptops so that a Defendant has the
ability to view the recording. For security reasons, the defendants are not allowed in the Child
Abuse Division.

•

3 headphones to allow defense attorneys to listen to forensic interviews to drown out background
noise and to keep the sound of the interview from interfering with the work of the members of the
child abuse division.

•

2 CD Burners: There is a large amount of discovery in most child abuse cases. Currently we have 2
staff members who spend the majority of their time producing the discovery. Some of the discovery
Ii·om outside agencies appears on a disc. The staff in charge of discovery needs the ability to
burn/make a duplicate copy of this information.

•

We believe that partitions will allow us to convert this space into the offices that we need. 2 of the
spaces will be used for the defense to view the forensic interview of the child. These spaces need
partitions that will allow privacy for the defense and privacy for the prosecutors and staff while a
defense attorney is on the floor. Therefore, we believe that those 2 rooms need a door and partitions
that extend as high as possible. I space will be used to house the secretary. I space will be used to
house any interns, volunteers or additional staff members. I space will be used to house the
overflow of families who are at the office for interviews or trial and to have a quiet room to speak to
the families during their initial or exit interview with the child abuse liaison. These partitions need
doors and to extend as high as possible. We currently have some partitions in the hallway by our
secretaries that are falling down. These partitions are a safety hazard for the workers as well as the
witnesses that come to the division.

I

Staff Review and Comment
FY2016 Operating Budget / Capita/Improvement Plan Preparation A4anual

-9-

FY2016

FormG

FY20 /6 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

Department

Child Abuse Division

BriefTitle of PIR

Improvement Equipment and Renovations

Estimated Cost

Budget No

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

4 Phone headsets and all necessary equipment to make them work
2 Laptops
3 CD/DVD Duplicators: 2 Child Abuse; 1 Animal Cruelty
II Computer Screens
2 Headphones
We have at least 5 spaces that need to be converted into office spaces.
I Color Printer: Animal Cruelty
J Power Point Clicker: Animal Cruelty
Large Paper Shredder

Discussion of Need

•

4 Phone headsets and necessary equipment to make them functional for the secretary and Child
Abuse Victim Advocate and Liaisons. All positions require many phone conversations throughout
the day.

•

2 Laptops: Art. 39.15 of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure requires the State to provide the
Defense with a place to view the forensic interview ofa child. The Child Abuse Division of the
Dallas County District Attorney's Office is requesting 2 laptops so that we can provide the defense
the ability to watch the forensic interview. We are requesting laptops so that a Defendant has the
ability to view the recording. For security reasons, the defendants are not allowed in the Child
Abuse Division.

•

2 headphones to allow defense attorneys to listen to forensic interviews to drown out background
noise and to keep the sound of the interview from interfering with the work of the members ofthe
child abuse division.

•

3 CD/DVD Duplicators: There is a large amount of discovery in most child abuse cases. Currently
we have 2 staff members who spend the majority of their time producing the discovery. Some of
the discovery from outside agencies appears on a disc. The staff in charge of discovery needs the
ability to burn/make a duplicate copy of this information. The animal cruelty unit needs to be able
to produce its discovery. It is a single person unit who needs the ability to duplicate disc for
discovery purposes.

•

We believe that partitions will allow us to convert this space into the offices that we need. 2 of the
spaces will be used for the defense to view the forensic interview of the child. These spaces need
partitions that will allow privacy for the defense and privacy for the prosecutors and staff while a
defense attorney is on the floor. Therefore, we believe that those 2 rooms need a door and partitions
that extend as high as possible. I space will be used to house the secretary. I space will be used to
house any interns, volunteers or additional staff members. I space will be used to house the
overflow offamilies who are at the office for interviews or trial and to have a quiet room to speak
to the families during their initial or exit interview with the child abuse liaison. These partitions
need doors and to extend as high as possible. We currently have some partitions in the hail way by
our secretaries that are falling down. These partitions are a safety hazard for the workers as well as
the witnesses that come to the division.

•

Large Paper Shredder: We receive large documents from agencies regarding our cases. Once the
documents are scanned to the system, we no longer need the paper. We need the ability to shred
the paper. Although we currently have shredder, an additional shredder would increase the amount
of shredding we can do and also decrease the amount of paper that is sitting around until we can
shred it.

Staff Review and Comment

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST

I

Department

DA-Civil

Priority

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

1

HP Color LaserJet

N/A

I

Budget No.

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Property
Number

Comments/Justification

Within last two years, we have dealt
with several complications associated
with this printer. It is the only colored
printer in our office.

4700

2

3

I
4

I

5

6

7

,

8

9

10
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

I

Department

DA-CIVIL

ITitle of PIR

Budget No.

KOl1ica MinoJrn Copier(Bizhuh 363)

Request Type
(8ssigned by Datil

PIR#

Possible Funding Source

Services)

-

Description of Need and Justification
Civil Division of the OA'.: office is in need of another Konica Minolta Copier (Bizhuh 363). Th~ division is currently limited due !O Ute
numerous PIA requests (he office receives and revil:ws as well as the ratio of f1nomeys/sraffwhich lise the copier.

Expected Benefits
With an additional copier, the division will be nble to efficiently scan and print various documents. This is
particularly helpful with regard to the public information act requests the office handles and with the
expected tTansition of case management file system the division will soon implement. The line which is
usually fomled for access will be reduced, ifnot completely erased. The addition of another copier will
enhance the overall pertbnnance of the division,

rDepartment Head Signature

~-

- Priority
--

-

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Scoring

Rec'd by Data Services

-

-

-,

i

1
I

Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Avoidance

ILegal Requirements

I

Service to the Public

I

Multi-Cse Systems
Cost Recapture
Critical System
Upgrade

I

I
II

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION,
MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment
IBrief Title of PIR

IEstimated Cost

District Attorney, Family Violence Division

Budget NO

--j

Equipment Needs

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Specific equipment requests in order of priority:
1) 6 Laserjet P3015 ON, with the second optional tray
2) 17 Fujitsu F7160 ScanSnap IX500 25PPM 600 OPI scanners
3) 1 Optional Tray for legal peper for Laserjet P3015
4) 3 Electric Staplers, for Protective Order Secretaries

Discussion of Need

Printers: We are a division of 50 people that currently share 7 printers. 2 of those printers
are located in areas that are inconvenient for the users. These printers would allow
prosecutors and protective order advocates to have immediate access to their documents.
The scanners are necessary with ACMS now up and running in order to allow prosecutors to
scan and upload discovery and other case information to ACMS in a timely fashion. We
currently have 1 scanner assigned to the entire division. The electric staplers are necessary
to enable the protective order secretaries to do their work effectively and efficiently.

Staff Review and Comment

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION,
MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment
IBrief Title of PIR
IEstimated Cost

District Attorney, Family Violence Division

Budget No

-------l

Office Renovation of Family Violence Division

$50,000

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

The Family Violence Division has grown in the last several years. As a result, domestic
violence victims and applicants for protective orders are required to wait to be seen in a nonsecure location. Additionally, we have now run out of office space for our employees. We
would request a sum sufficient to renovate the division's space to accommodate more offices
and provide a safe and comfortable waiting area for victims.

Discussion of Need

To get an accurate estimate for the renovation we would need to get someone to draw up
plans that would provide for the needs of the Family Violence Division, the Child Abuse
Division, and the Appellate Division.

Staff Review and Comment

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment
I Brief Title of PIR
I Estimated Cost

District Attorney/Felony Trial Division

Budget No

-------j

Scanners for Assistant DA workrooms
$500 per x 11

=$5,500

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Fujitsu Scansnap IX500 25PPM 600DPI

Discussion of Need

As we are moving to a digital office each prosecutor needs a scanner attached to his/her
computer so that they can efficiently scan incoming documents and add them to ACMS.
Eleven of the attorneys are without this capability which effects efficiency.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2016

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST

)

I

Department

District Attorney's Office - Felony Trial

Budget No.

I

Priority

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

I

Printer

7+

00014468

$700.00

This printer stays in disrepair. It has been
fixed on two occasions recently. But is
still not working efficiently.

2

Printer

7+

10407203

$700.00

This printer is very slow. It will print one
page then wait for some time then print

Comments/Justification

the next page.

3

Printer

7+

00101298

$700.00

This printer stays in disrepair. It has been
fixed a number oftimes, but is still not

working efficiently. It does not recognize
the tray. Prints with lines.
4

Printer

7+

00015786

$ 700.00

This printer is old and stops running once
a week. II needs to be tumed off and back
on to work. Will not print high resolution

I
5

6

I

7

8

9

10
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

r

Department

District Attorney/Felony Trial

Budget No.

ITitle of PIR
PIR#

Req uest Type

-

(assigned by
Data Services)

R

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
One of the laptops, assigned to a chief felony prosecutor IS old and slow. The machine will not run numerous programs at one time. It
continues to crash and needs to be rebooted. It is a Dell Latitude E6400. It is having a hard time staying compatible with ACMS. It
has been worked on for two weeks and has little progress. It has a Blue Dallas County Property Tag of95771 and a silver Dallas
District Attorney's tag of 003820.

Expected Benefits
The prosecutor will be able to perform his job more efficiently and will not have to constantly call for IT
support.

Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

I
Cost Savings

ICost Avoidance
ILegal Requirements

IService to the Public

Improved
Management
Controls
Multi-Use Systems

I

Cost Recapture

I

Critical System
Upgrade

I

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment
IBrief Title of PIR
IEstimated Cost

District Attorney IFelony Trial Division

Budget No

-----I

CD/DVD Duplicator for the Felony Workrooms
$450 per x 17 = $7,650.00

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
KANGURU 1-TO-3 24X DVD DUPLICATOR Mfg# U2·DVDDUPE·S3 $450.00

Discussion of Need

Under the Michael Morton Act if the defense attorney requests a copy of an original DVD or
CD the District Attorney's Office will provide one. Having a duplicator in the workroom will
assist us in complying with the "reasonable time" aspect of the discovery requirements.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2016

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

I

Dallas DA's Office

Department

Budget No.

ITitle of PIR
PIR#

-

(assigned by Data
Services)

Request Type

H

Possible Funding Source

IT

Description of eed and Justification
me Grand Jury Intake Section processes all adult criminal cases that are filed in Dallas County.
Under the current system, all misdemeanor cases filed must have a Complaint and an Information
along with the probable cause affidavit printed and signed for deliver to the county clerk's office
for proper filing. The printer responsible for outputting all that infonnation is severely outdated
and a new printer is needed. Therefore, we would like to request 1 new high volume printer
(Laseljet M601 N, $603.28 plus Input Tray CE530A, $120, for a total of $723.28; or according to
the Budget Manual $1,500 total).
Expected Benefits
Increased productivity and efficiency.

Priority

Department Head Signature
Depaltment Contact Person

Ellyce Lindberg

1

Phone 214-653-3600
Rec'd by Data Services

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

I

I
I

Scoring

Cost Savings

Improved
Management

ICost Avoidance

ILegal Requirements
IService to the Public

Controls

I
I

Multi-Use Systems
Cost Recapture
Critical System

I

Upgrade

I

I
FormH

FY2016

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

I
Priority
I

2

DISTRICT ATTORNEY
/INVESTIGATORS

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

BodgetNo.

Property
Number

5 Pool vehicles for
investigators

2 Digital camera

Estimated Cost
of Replacemeot
$24.500.00 each
with a total af5=
$122,500.00. (pre
approved county
owned vehicle per
ASC. 2015 Ford
Police Interceptor
SedanAWD

Unknown

none

$544.95 for Canon
digital w/32GB,
aula flash, 32GB
memory card, IOL
bal/ery,bal/ery
charger. Total for
2= $1089.90

Comments/Justification
One vehicle over 293,000 miles. One
vehicle over 171,000 miles. Other three
vehicle over 19 years old, 15 years old
and 13 years old respectively

Current camera is used to take photos of
evidence to be used in court. Camera is
old, malfunctioning, unreliable.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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I

Ford P. I. Sedan
3.7L AWD

,MAKE & MODEL
SALES CODE
CUBIC INCHES
LITERS
HORSEPOWER SAENET
ALTERNATOR
TORQUE
BATTERY
TRANSMISSION
AXLE RATIO
STEERING
TURNING CIRCLE (CURB TO CURB)
TIRE SIZE, LOAD & SPEED RATING
GROUND CLEARANCE, MINIMUM
BRAKE SYSTEM
FUEL CAPACITY

~ENERALMEASUREMENTS

..
WHEELBASE
LENGTH
CURB WEIGHT
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FRONT
.REAR
COMB
TRUNK
MAXIMUM PAYLOAD CAPACITY
(INCLUDING PASSENGERS)

112.9 inches
202.9 inches
4,311 Ibs.
61.3 inches
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54.8 cu. ft.
48.1 cu. ft.
103.0 cu. ft.
16,6 cu. ft. (with standard full size spare)
1,340Ibs.
EPAMILEAGE EST. (MP.G». ,
18
25
21

CITY
HIGHWAY
COMBINED

..

2015 Ford Police Interceptor Sedan AWD
P2M,99K
. ,",
.POiNERTRAIN ,INFORMATION
226
3.7
305 @ 6500 RPM
220'AMP
279 @ 4000 RPM
750 CCA
6-Speed Electronic Automatic
3.39:1 with All-Wheel Drive
Electric Power Assist Rack-and-Pinion
38.4 ft.
Goodyear Eagle RSA P245/55/R18, Load Rating 103, V Speed Rating
6.0 inches
Power, Dual Piston FronVSingle Piston Rear, ABS
19 Gallons/71.9 Liters

...
,

MANUFACTURER VEl:lreLE'HIG.HLlGHTS

'

.

..

NEW FEATURES & CHANGES:
VIN specific payload rating 13401bs (BIC)
Auto Headlamps
Pre-Drilled Spot Lamp Kit
Bumper to frame rail bracket kit
SAFETY;
Only police vehicle to be pursuit tested for three years In a row by MSP and LASD with Traction Control and
Stability Control safety systems full on, as driven by officers in the real world
Industry Exclusive 75mph Rear Crash
5-Star Crash Rating
Ultra High Strength Boron Steel Safety Cell Construction
Available Level til NIJ ballistic panels - Certifiad for LAPD special threat rounds
Anti-Stab plates in seat backs
DURABILITY;
Two times durability testing
Proven real world durability results
PERFORMANCE:
Standard Full-Time AWD
• Best-In-Class Horsepower for Base V6 Sedan
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$544.95/

Digital Camera wi 32GB
Card+Backpack+Flash+Battery+Charger+Tripod+Kit
- Black

":nlarge

Model: 95438001-85119·Kil 1 SKU: 13118711981
Customer Rating:

Be the first to write a review.

Sold & Shipped by: CAMETA CAMERA Seller Rating: 4.74 out of 5
Seller Infannalien

Overview

I Return Policy I Shop this seller

Specifications

Ratings & Reviews

Product Availability
!
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Marketplace ftam
Sold & Shipped by: CAMETA CAMER!

"

Shipping: Seller usually ships 'vVithln 1-2
business days
See when you can get 1I

Cardholder Offer
12·Month FinancIng

'I'",
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Nhat's Included
PowerShot SX60 HS W-Fi Digital Camera
Precision Design O$LR300 High Power Auto

Fias~

•

a

This Kit Includes 13 Items All Brand New Items with all Manufacturer-supplied Accessories + Full USA
WarrantIes:
1 Canon PowerShot SX60 HS V\II Fl Digital Camera
1 Precision Design oSLR300 High power Aulo Flash
1 Precision Design PO MBP IlC Digital Camera Mini Sling Backpack

·'cision Design PO-MBP ILC Digital Camera
i Sling Backpack
Transcend 32GB SecureDigital (SDHC) 300x
UHS-1 Class 10 Memory Card
<:" ... ,,~....

,

PI

~IO
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O ..H"... , , .. ~,.. .... " ...

1 Transcend 32GB SecureDigital (SDHC) 300x UHS1 Class 10 Memory Card
1 Spare NB 10L Battery for Canon

1 Battery Charger for Canon NB 10L

Precision Deg.jgn PD,lT14 Flexible Compact
Camera Mini Tripod

1 Precision Design SD/SDHC & Mic:roSD HC Card Reader

Precision Design HDMI to MinJ·HOMJ (C) Gold

1 Precision Design 8 SO /2 MicroSD Memory Card Case

"ioNideo Cable (6')

1 Precision Design 5 Piece Camera & Lens Cleaning Kit
1 Precision Design Universal LCD Screen Protectors

~atings

& Reviews

le the first to write a review.

1 ImageRecall Digital Image Recovery Software

Crate.rs on the moon, \',nldllfe from afar,

your child's

face on a crowded school slage... the Canon PowerShot

SX60 HS Wi-Fi Digital Camera gives you the reach to capture it all. The camera's astonishing 65x Optical
Zoom (21mm-1365mrn) Wide-AngIe Lens \4Jith Optical Image Stabmzer combines tremendous flexibility with
portable ease.

sa.canan.com Rating:
; Reviews)

Captu~e close-ups, wide shots and everything in between with beautiful quality thanks 10 a 16.1 Meg'!pi>seJ
High-Sensitivity CMOS Sensor and Canon's latest DIGIC 6 Image Processor that together create the Canon
HS SYSTEM for excellent low-light performance.

Advanced teChnology including Zoom Framing Assist and Intelligent IS help you track and capture clear,
steady long shots. Shoot realistic 1080p Full HD video recorded at GOp. USM and VCM technology help enSl
fast. silent zooming and focus during recording. and, in a first for a PowerShot modeJ, you can attach an
optional external microphone. And quickly share everything you caplure: the Pow'erShot SX60 HS is
and NFC-enabled with an easy Mobile Device Connect button.

Product Features
16.1MP High Sensitivity CMOS Sensor

W~Fi

-
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'

.. ,
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D1GlC 6 Image Processor
65x Optical Zoom Lens
21-1,365mm (35mm Equivalent)
Full HD GOp Video & External Mic Input
3,0" 922k.Dol Vari-Angle LCD
922k-Oot Electronic Viewfinder
High Speed AF System & RAW Image Caplure
Intelligent IS & Zoom Framing Assist
Built-In VIJj·Fi Connectivity with NFC

:Jroduct Q&A
Be the first to ask a question.
Ask the community, fellow shoppers and
Best Buy slaff, Share your answers,

n't Forget Your Memory
~ards
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment

IBriefTitle of PIR
IEstimated Cost

DISTRICT ATTORNEY/INVESTIGATORS

-J

Budget NO

SCANNERS
$450.00 EACH (TOTAL$900.00)

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Request 2 new Fujitsu Scansnap IX500 25 ppm 600DPI scanner for investigator to be able
to scan subpoenas and court orders

Discussion of Need

Investigators currently are having to leave their office and go to another office to use the
scanner. This is not utilizing their time efficiently and slows productivity.

Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment
IBrief Title of PIR

DA Juvenile Division (George Allen)

I Estimated Cost

Budget No

---------j

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

The DA's Office needs a secure area with adequate office space to house 6 attorneys and a
secretary in the George Allen Courts Building. Additionally, we need 2 conference rooms in
the George Allen Building.

Discussion of Need

We have 2 offices that are being shared by 4 attorneys in George Allen. A fifth attorney is in
an office that is assigned to the Public Defender's Office that they are letting use temporarily.
We really need offices for our prosecutors. Currently they don't have room to even store
exhibits for trial When they have mediation they have to find a conference room that
someone else allows them to use. For security reasons we need this office space in the
same general secured area of the building. This could be accomplished by either
reassigning available space in the building or through construction, or both.

Staff Review and Comment

,
FormG
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

District Attorney's Office Juvenile Division

Budget No.

I
Priority

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

I

Fax Machine

15 plus

00022053

Brothers MFC8220
$399

2

Printer

15 +

00005848

Part #CE528A
This printer has become unreliable and
is unable to be fixed. It rrequently
Laser jet P30 ISDN
malfunctions and is very slow
with CE530.\ (Tray 3)
$665.07

3

Fax Machine

15 plus

002040

Muratec -F525
$1,117

It is old, and very slow. It malfunctions
and is the only one we have in the
Henry Wade Building

10 plus

asset #30165,
DA asset
#2941

Part CF3 86A costs
$621.87

It says it has a paper jam. although it
doesn·1. County ufficials have told us

002306

HON 10773

6985551

4

Printer
DELTE FROM
HlIDGET REQUEST
NE\\ PRINTER
~~

5

c "'~VT

Desk

30 plus

Comments/Justification
Has not worked for long lime. We are
using an employee's fax machine from
home now. It needs replacing.

that repairing it

IS

not cost effective.

Drawers no longer open and close.

$683

6

Desk

30 plus

59410

HON 10773
$683

Current desk is very old with defective
drawers and a broken leg.

7

8

9

10

Form D
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

I

Department

DA

ITitle of PIR
PIR#

Budget No.

Laptops for Juvenile Prosecutors

-

(assigned by Data
Services)

Request Type Replacement
Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification

The Juvenile Division of the DA's office is requesting 22 lap top computers with docking
stations (Dell E6540 at a current price of$1608.35 each) to replace the desk top
computers of the prosecuting attorneys.

Expected Benefits
Prosecutors will have the ability to take their computers with them to court and mediation, if necessary.
Considering that we now have wireless internet in our building and the fact that so much evidence exists in a
digital format, the capability to take computers to court will make the attorneys more efficient. Currently if
a lawyer is in court and needs to look something up he/she has to personally (or have someone else) leave
the court and return to their office to do so. FUithennore, JCMS Guvenile case management system) is still
being developed and we are told it will have features that will be accessible away from our desks by laptop
computers.

Department Head Signature

Priority

Depal1ment Contact Person

Phone

Recei"ed by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

I
Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

ICost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

I Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

I

Service 10 the Public

I
I

Critical System
Upgrade

I
I

I
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

I Department
IBrief Title of PIR
I Estimated Cost

Budget No

District Attorney

-------1

Furniture for Mental Health Atty V
$3,612

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
T~le~h~~~s
.. UIIILtV'
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Desk( 1) $663
Office chairs - Desk (1) $315.
Office Chairs- guest (2) $208 x 2 = $416
Filing cabinet (four drawer) (1) $668.00
Bookcase (1) $351.00
Shredder (1) $331.00
Additional attorneys in this section will result in a cost savings by diverting the mentally ill
from the jail and into services where appropriate and moving the mentally ill out of the jail
faster.
Discussion of Need

Additional attorneys in this section will result in a cost savings by moving the mentally ill out
of the jail faster (to mental institutions, jail, or the community as appropriate). This attorney
will work in every misdemeanor court in the building and must communicate with defense
attorneys and courts. This is why a cell phone with texting capabilities is necessary. A
shredder is necessary because this division deals with sensitive documents, i.e. criminal
histories, medical records, identification documents with sensitive information that could lead
to identity theft if not properly destroyed (e.g. driver's licenses numbers, social security
numbers, etc). Other requests are standard for this type of position.

Staff Review and Comment

FormG
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FY2016

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

I

District Attorney

ITitle of PIR

Computer for Mental Health Auomey
I

Department

PIR#

-

Budget No.

(assigned by
Data Services)

Request Type
Possible Funding Source

Descdption of Need and Justification
Computer (standard desktop) $1,025,00
Printer
250.00

Total $1,275,00

Expected Benefits
Necessary for the attorney's legal work: preparation of documents, legal research;
communications via e-mail; some internet access for investigations, access to Forvus
(criminal histories Jocaiiy), Court NotifY (case preparation); Kronos; On-Base (Clerks
information and some sensitive medical records); ACMS (Adult Case Management
System); AlS (Adult Information System) (jail status); etc.. (See attached Exhibit A),

Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

I
Cost Savings

Improved
Management

ICost Avoidance

ILegal Requirements

I

Service to the Public

Controls

I

Multi-Use Systems

I

Cost Recapture
Critical System
Upgrade

I
I

I
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment

IBrief Title of PIR
I Estimated Cost

District Attorney

Budget No

-------I

Furniture for Investigator Mental Health Division
$3,609.00

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Teiephones : office (1), ceii (1) $840 plus car adapter/charger $25 = $865.00
Desk( 1) $663
Office chairs - Desk (1) $315.
Office Chairs- guest (2) $208 x 2 = $416
Filing cabinet (four drawer) (1) $668.00
Bookcase (1) $351.00
Shredder (1) $331 .00

Discussion of Need

With an investigator assigned to this Division,(1) there will be more time for the Mental Health
Attorneys to focus on their legal work, (2) cases will move quicker and (3) wrongfully charged
mentally ill individuals will be released from jail sooner. Currently, attorneys in the Mental
Health Division do rnuch of their own investigative work. There will also be a reduction in
overlapping of work. When there is not a full-time investigator assigned to the Division (as it
is now) the attorney can only use an investigator that is available. Many times this is not the
investigator assigned to the court as they must give priority to their own court personnel. The
next time the Mental Health attorney needs an investigator on the same case, the new
investigator must be brought up to speed, taking up valuable time for both the attorney and
investigator. In one murder trial the supervising attorney for the Mental Health Division had to
use six different investigators throughout the course of the case and trial, each time having to
take time to explain the facts of the case to the new investigator.
Cell phone to use in the field to communicate with attorneys and others.
Staff Review and Comment

FormG
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FY2016

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
!Department

District Attorney Mental

ITitle of PIR

Computer for Imestigator

PIR#

Budget No.

Health Division

Request Type

-

(assigned by
Data Services)

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
Computer (Slandard desktop) $1 ,025.00
Pl;nter
$ 250.00

Expected Benefits
Necessary for the investigator's work: preparation of documents, subpoenas ,letters, etc.; communications
via e-mail; some internet access for investigations, access to Forvus (criminal histories locally), Court
NotifY (case preparation); Kronos; On-Base (Clerks information and some sensitive medical records);
ACMS (Adult Case Management System); AIS (Adult Information System) Gail stalus); etc.. (See attached
Exhibit A).

Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and E,·aluation

Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

I
Cost Savings

ICost Avoidance
ILegal Requirements

I

Service to the Public

Improved
Management
Controls

I
I

Multi-Use Systems
Cost Recapture
Critical System
Upgrade

I

I
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

IDepartment
ITitle of PIR
PIR#

DISTRICT ATTORNEY

Budget No.

Computer, Printer

Request Type

-

(assigned by
Data Services)

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
Computer (standard desktop) S1,025.00
250.00
Plinter

Total SI.275.00

Expected Benefits
The Legal Assistant would be able to do work that is currently the responsibility of the attorneys of the
Mental Health Division, for obtaining files, maintaining the records of the cases in the different criminal
courts and the disposition of same, entry into the JI55 ofwhich prosecutor is now handling the case, the
preparation and mailing ofletters to victims, communications with hospitals and families of defendants and
complaining witnesses, etc.. All this work would allow the prosecutors of this Division to have more time
to move cases. Necessary for the attorney's legal work: preparation of documents, legal research;
communications via e-mail; some internet access for investigations, access to Forvus (criminal histories

locally), Court NotifY (case preparation); Kronos; On-Base (Clerks information and some sensitive medical
records); ACMS (Adult Case Management System); AIS (Adult Information System) (jail stalus); etc..
(See attached Exhibit A and attached job description.)
Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

I
Cost Savings

I Cost Avoidance

ILegal Requirements
IService to the Public

Improved
Management
Controls

I

Multi-Use Systems

I

Cost Recapture
Critical System
Upgrade

I
I

I
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
I Department

IBrief Title of PIR
I Estimated Cost

District Attorney's Office (Misdemeanor)

Budget No

--------i

Furniture Request

$ 5,513.00 (From Appendix A)

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

This request is for one (1) conference room table and sixteen (16) matching chairs.

Discussion of Need

The misdemeanor division of the Dallas County DA's Office provides 43 prosecutors and
19 support staff tasked with the prosecution of all crimes within the 12 County Criminal
Courts. The division's conference room is used for training prosecutors, meetings with law
\ enforcement, and meetings with victims and citizens. The room allows the division to aid in
I the County's Strategic Plans by aligning crime prevention & prosecution goals with the
County and other governmental entities. It also, allows the division to convene with local
criminal justice partners to identify and expand detention and sentencing alternatives.
Currently the misdemeanor division is holding these meetings in a conference room utilizing
ill-suited tables and chairs from other County departments.

Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

r,
I Department
IBrief Title of Pill
IEstimated Cost

District Attorney's Office (Misdemeanor)

Budget No

------I

Furniture Request

-$-.S -,S-1-3-.0-0-(F.-'.r-om-A-p-pe-n-d-iX-A-)-------Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

This request is for one (1) conference room table and sixteen (16) matching chairs.

Discussion of Need

The misdemeanor division of the Dallas County DA's Office provides 43 prosecutors and
19 support staff tasked with the prosecution of all crimes within the 12 County Criminal
Courts. The division's conference room is used for training prosecutors, meetings with law
enforcement, and meetings with victims and citizens. The room allows the division to aid in
the County's Strategic Plans by aligning crime prevention & prosecution goals with the
County and other governmental entities. It also, allows the division to convene with local
criminal justice partners to identify and expand detention and sentencing alternatives.
Currently the misdemeanor division is holding these meetings in a conference room utilizing
ill-suited tables and chairs from other County departments.

Staff Review and Comment

I Form G
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment
I Brief Title of PIR
IEstimated Cost

Dallas DA Public Integrity

$3330

Budget No

-------1

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
2- 4 Drawer file cabinets HON 7S4L= $1042
2 Office Chairs HON 291= $490
2 Guest Chairs HON2093= SS10

Discussion of Need

Public Integrity and Civil rights unit needs furniture for our proposed Brady Unit. These
would furnish the position of Attorney, Legal Assistant. This would also require office space
for the 2 positions.

Staff Review and Comment
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COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

IDepartment
ITitle of PIR
PIR#

Dallas DA- Public Integrity

Budget No.
Request Type

-

(assigned by Data
Services)

H

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification

2 Laptops with dock and case bundle= $4000
This would supply the proposed Brady Unit with computers.

Expected Benefits
Computers for the Brady unit would ease the investigation and maintenance of Brady information that
prosecutors in Dallas County are required to disclose to defendants' counsel.

Priority

Department Head Signature
Department Contact Person
Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Phone 214-653-3816

Jerry Vamey

Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

I
Cost Savings

I Cost Avoidance

ILegal Requirements
IService to the Public

Improved
Management
Controls
Multi-Use Systems

I

Cost Recapture

I

Critical System
Upgrade

I
I

I
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COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

I

Dallas DA- Public Integrity

Department

Budget No.

ITitle of PIR
PIR#

Request Type

-

(assigned by Data
Services)

H

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification

2 Laptops with dock and case bundle= $4000
This would supply the Public Integrity Unit with Laptop computers.
Currently, two investigators do not have access to Public Integrity
information away from their desks.
Expected Benefits
~his would allow for mobility of information, as both investigators currently work off of desktop computers.

Video, audio, and works-in-progress can be taken to law enforcement and civilian witnesses.

Priority

Department Head Signature
Department Contact Person
Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Phone 214-653-3816

JerryVamey

Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

I
Cost Savings

ICost Avoidance
ILegal Requirements
Service to the Public

Improved
Management
Controls

I
I

Multi-Use Systems
Cost Recapture
Critical System
Upgrade

I

I
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment

Dallas DA Public Integrity

IEstimated Cost

$3000

IBrief Title of Pill

Budget No

------I

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
4 Laserjet Printers P3015DN- Approx $750 each.

Discussion of Need

Public Integrity division handles sensitive information that must be kept separate from the
Office as a whole. This will allow prosecutors and investigators to print sensitive documents
without exposing the information to unintended release.

Staff Review and Comment

(
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PROGRAMI~ROVEMENTREQUEST

CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment
IBrief Title of PIR
IEstimated Cost

Dallas DA Public Integrity

$100

Budget No

--------1

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
I Olympus Digital Voice Record WS-822

Discussion of Need

Public Integrity and Civil rights unit needs a new voice recorder to save information that
comes through phone conversations, or in in-person interviews. There is one for 3
investigators assigned to the division.

Staff Review and Comment
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COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

I
I

Dallas DA- Public Integrity

Department

Budget No.

Title of Pill
PIR#

Request Type

-

(assigned by Data
Services)

H

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification

3 Laptops with dock and case bundle= $6000
This would supply the proposed Brady Unit with computers.

Expected Benefits
Computers for the Brady unit would ease the investigation and maintenance of Brady information that
prosecutors in Dallas County are required to disclose to defendants' counsel.

Department Head Signature
Department Contact Person

Priority
Jerry Varney

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Phone 214-653-3816
Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

I
Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

ICost Avoidance

ILegal Requirements
IService to the Public

I
I

Multi·Use Systems
Cost Recapture
Critical System

I

Upgrade

I

I
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment
IBrief Title of PIR
IEstimated Cost

Dallas DA Public Integrity

$2264

Budget No

------I

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
1 Conference Table HON HTLA 3672= $224
8 Chairs HON 2903= $2040

Discussion of Need

Public Integrity and Civil rights unit needs furniture for our meeting space. Law enforcement,
and civilian witness routinely come to our division to make complaints and to file cases.
Also, potential grand jury witness will spend more time in our division in the future.

Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment
IBrief Title of PIR
IEstimated Cost

Dallas DA Public Integrity

$340

Budget No

------I

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
1 Produplicator 2 Burner M-Disc cDmvn Duplicator

Discussion of Need

Public Integrity and Civil rights unit needs to be able to reproduce dash-cam, and body-cam
video without exposing the information to the DA Tape room. This will allow a quicker
response to Discovery and Michael Morton requests.

Staff Review and Comment
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
District Attorne)'.'Specialized Crime
Division

IDepartment

I

Title of PIR
PIR#

Budget No.

Laptop computer with docking station

Request Type

(16)

--

(assigned by Data
Services)

R

Possible Funding Source

Description nf Need and Justification
Laptop computers with docking stations arc needed for the prosecutors and investigators and one support siaft: With me implementation

lor ACMS. all cases and

files are on the computer. The desktop computers currently in the division are old, slow, freeze up, cannot
upport some newer software. Also, prosecutors in tile division afC located floors away from the courtrooms. When prosecutors go to
court, they have the inability to access ACMS and other saved work. The fact thai all case files afC now on the computer means that

prosecutors and investigators need lhe portability of a laptop.

Expected Benefits

[Newer mobile computers will allow prosecutors, investigators and support staff to make full use of the
ACMS program and increase efficiency dramatically and allow employees to work when in the courtroom.
As it is now, a prosecutor can only work on a case while sitting at their desk.

Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and E\ J.luarion

Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

I
Cost Savings

ICost Avoidance
ILegal Requirements

I

Service to the Public

improved
Management
Controls
Multi-Use Systems
Cost Recapture
Critical System
Upgrade

I

I
I

I
I

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

I

District Attomey:Specialized

Department

ITitle of PIR

Request Type

H

(assigned by Data

PIR#

j Description

Budget No.

External hard drives (16)

--

Services)

Possible Funding Source
I

of Need and Justification

External hard drives of one terabyte needed for prosecutors and investigators in the Specialized Crime Division. The cases that (he
ivision handles often have voluminous data. Extemal hard drives would give prosecutors and investigators the ability 10 save and
ransport large amounts of dala instead of having to house i! only on the mainframe drives. The prosecutor or investigators no longer has
to be limited to working on a case while sitting at their desktop computer. Often, proseculors and invesligators have meetings with
omplainanls and witnesses away from the office. Having the ability to transport data to these meetings, or create and save data at
ffsite meetings would increase efficiency.

Expected Benefits
External hard drives would allow prosecutors and investigators to work in settings besides their desktop
computer. Now, work done in the field has to be transcribed to the computer back at the office, duplicating
efforts.

Department Head Signature

Priority

Deparnnent Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

I
Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

ICost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

I Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

IService to the Public
I

Critical System
Upgrade

I
I

I
I

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

I

Department

District Attornc)/Specialized Crime

ITitle of PIR

Budget NO,

--j

Request Type

S
_ _----i

Comprehensive Financiallnvestigalive

Solution SofNare
(assigned by Data
Services)

PIR#

Possible Funding Source

Expected Benefits
AJT~

Actionable Intelligence Technologies incorporated in '998: is a technology and services organization

\\ith solutions tailored sp.,;cifically for linancial investigations and foren .. ic accouming. fnvestigations can be
taken frolll its beginning stages to its conclusion in a courtroom using their software. Client'i include
government entities, corporations, law enforcement ~nd regubtory J.gencies, forensic accollntants zmd
pros;.:cutors. A team of experts maintains d singular foclIs on the specific needs of financial investigators.
CFIS- Comprehensive

Financiallnv~~stigativeSolurion,

Version 8.0. The unmatched power and utility of the

CFlSTM' feature set has been recognized by fedcrJI.md state law eliforcelllcnt agencies. CFtS gives you
instant decision making abilities with ncar
can

bclicv~

dijt~~rent

C3;5e

in

th~

perf~ct

I\.:conciliation of bank records. This

.!ccuracy of the work product C ·IS will allmv

pro~cclltors

me~ms

the prosecutor

to display information in

formats accorliing ro the needs of the case utilizing tables. graphs and charts making proving til.::

e.lsy to expbin. In aJditioll to its outstanding perfo lance. CFlSTM provides a common database

format for financial transaction dJ.ta, case management information. and infv1111' tion on organizations and
individu Is. When implemented acro~s an agency, CFISTM prO\. ide's the infrastl1.1cture for cr~ating a nation31
tinancial crime~ dJ1.Jbase. It also allows cas' information to be integrated and cross-referenced with oth~r
d.ltClbascs.

Quit..: ofi\..11 th;,,; ~hccr \olumc of financial evidence is lit,,'r~tlly o\'..:rpowerin~. The time it takes to organize,
review, anrtlyze and make decisions on to'vidence is just too long. As a result. arbitrary tJlreshoJ 3 and
tatistical sampling techniqllt:s are used, corners may be cut, pertinent evid~nce and witnesses mar not be
uSlld, and charges omitit.::d iTom indictments and subsequ.::nt trials. T:me did not allow for their proper
inclusion. B... Cdlb~ of this, cas,,}s may be lost. wC"3kcr pled bargains may be oo-ered becaus~ Ih~ Stolte is not
coming from.l position of strength. sentenceS \verc too mild tor what the defendant had actu,llly done. but

here

WJS

not the re'luisite time to prove all aspects of the case.

Frs REPRCSli:NTS A PARADIGM SHIFT IN TIMli: MANAGEMENT OF FINA;\ICIAL
I;\IVESl'lG.\T!ONS AND A;-\ALYSIS and ulti ,ately allows tho time to make the quality case til"

\\ants to. f('gardless of the voluJ1l~ of the evidence. \\'ith ens, :here is better control ofrilllt:
which translates into bl~rter ('ontro] ofth~ case. The comprellt~nsive case th~t includes all oft 1C charges you
\V,In!' incluJcd. The full C:.l,se \\'ith the results VOl! lleeJ all 011 a disk.. Tal<.e those fonv bOXC;5 ofsuboot:nal.:d
pro~eclltor

documents~

scali them into CFlS.

errs will perform algorithms and analyLics, 011 lht; daia and supply \vilh

dbks tailored to your needs. It can all be saved to a disk or 0xported to

desired format. Case theories can
be inst::mtly tested to see iftlle investigator is pursuing the right track or cases can be discontinued <1t an
carli~r stage based on the analyzed financial evid~nce. Based on the time savings agents can pursue bigger
and better inve~tjgations \vith unprecedcnkd speed allm'ling th~m TIME to be more PRODUCTIVr,
increJsing arresb and seizures for [he agency.
Th~

(1

scope of investigations and subsequent prosecutions are no longer constrained by the limited resources

availabJ0 to conduct compr...:hen::;ive investigative analy~i'3. Agencies will not b.lVe to leave criminal

proceed') untouched merely because the volume of financial records L:'Xceeds their ability ro process and
review the records. Criminn.l defendants now have to fC.lr the totality of their criminal activities being
exposed. Using eFlS to perform a comprehensive review of all bznk accounts and assets raises the
possibility of additional charges, along with the id('nti1ication and seizure of additional ilkgally obtained

assds. errs allows in\,e.;stigators to praces.:) transactions a thousand times fast~r than inputting transactions
manually on ~preadsheets. This allows for increased production by investig~tors. Arrest Stats increase and
seizure stats rise. CFIS becomes a self-funding investment.

Department Head Signature

Priority

Deparhnent Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

Cost Savings
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Management

Controls
1

Cost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

1

J

Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

I

Service to the Public

Critical System

I

I

Upgrade
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Form H

1

FY2016

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment
IBrief Title of PTR

IEstimated Cost

District Attorney's Office/Specialized Crime

Budget No

------I

Bookcase
- $ - 3 0 - 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D e p a r t m e n t Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Bookcase for financial analyst position

Discussion of Need

The financial analyst position evaluates boxes and boxes of paper records. These boxes
are kept in his small office. The boxes are very heavy and can only be stacked on top of
each other, 1 or 2 boxes high, thus using up precious floor space.

Staff Review and Comment

FormG

FY2016

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

LI
• ...... •• J

District Attorney's Office/Specialized
Crime Division

Item to be

.

J}t>n!-::'I'",rl
~-t'._--~

Age
(years)

I

Swivel desk chair

<I year

2

Brother lntellifax
4100-e Fax
machine

Approx.
10 years

Property
Number

Cannot locate

Budget No.

Estimated Cost
of Rep!:lcement

Comments/Justification

$245

New office chair was received 2 months ago,
broke in 2 (seat fell off base) because chair didn't
have all the screws; remaining screws bend and
broke

$300

Fax machine runs slowly, drops faxes,
will not send fax through

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

- I - FY20/6 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual

I

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST

I

Department

STATE JAIL UNIT

Priority

Item to be
Replaced

I

Desk

2

Age
(years)

Unlmown

Canon
ImageFORMULA

Unknown

Canon
ImageFORMULA

Unknown

Canon
ImageFORMULA

Unknown

5

Canon
ImageFORMULA

Unknown

Canon
ImageFORMULA
DR-MI40

Desk is broken

$683.00
Fujutsu Scansnap
IX500

Does not work

Fujutsu Scansnap
IX500

Does not work

Fujutsu Scansnap
IX500

Does not work

Fujutsu Scansnap
IX500

Does not work

$463.53

DR-MI40
6

HON 10773

$463.53

DR-MI40
I

Comments/Justification

$463.53

DR-MI40
4

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

$463.53

DR-MI40
3

Property
Number

Budget No.

Unknown

Fujutsu Scansnap
IX500

Does not work

$463.53

7

8

9

10

Form D

- 1 - FY20 /6 Operating Budget / Capilallmprovemenl Plan Preparation Manua!

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

IDepartment
ITitle of PIR

STATE JAIL UNIT

Budget No.
Request Type

(assigned by Data

PIR#

-

Possible Funding Source

Services)

Description of Need and Justification

9 - Dell 19 Monitor P1913 ($148.19 ea.) -- $1333.71
These monitors will replace/upgrade existing monitors in the Slate Jail Unit.

Expected Benefits
All of the equipment requested is necessary for the attorneys in the State Jail Unit to perform their jobs in an
expeditious, efficient and effective manner.

Department Head Signature

Priority

Deparnnent Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Rec'd by Data Services

Scnring

I
Cost Savings

Improved
Management

Controls

ICost Avoidance

Mnlti-Use Systems

I Legal Requirements

Cost Recaptnre

I

Service to the Pnblic

I
I

Critical System
Upgrade

I
I

I
FormH

FY2016

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

I Department
I Brief Titte of PIR
IEstimated Cost

District Attorney's Office/Specialized Crime

Budget No

------{

Bookcase

$304

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Bookcase for financial analyst position

Discussion of Need

The financial analyst position evaluates boxes and boxes of paper records. These boxes
are kept in his small office. The boxes are very heavy and can only be stacked on top of
each other, 1 or 2 boxes high, thus using up precious floor space.
\

Staff Review and Comment

Form G

FY2016

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

II

Deoartment

District Attorney \TedulO!ogy

PIR#

Server Backup Software for Court
Notifyrrape Tracker
(assigned by
Data Services)

Ii'
ITitie of PIR

-

Budget

NO.----'4~--'-II-11

Request Type
Possible Funding Source

IT

Description of Need and Justification
The District Attorney's Office has a Selver that is not supported by Dallas Coullty IT.
Systems.

It services the Court Notify and Tape Tracker

Server:
Server PER710
Computer N: DA-EROUTE-SQL
Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard SP I 3208 RAM x64
OS:
SQL Version: SQL Server 2008 R2

Usage IP addresses:
64.50.31.145
68.92.13.10
68.90.16.251
1DAD. I51.11

QTY, I

Orion Test IP
Tape Room Computer IP

Tape Room
Server CGW: lOAD 151.1 DNSA.2.2.1)

Backup Exec Software 2014 OLP 3-yesr (essential Support)

51,1689/e.

-51,168

Expected Benefits
The Server is currentIy not backed up. SQL Databases are backed up to a local dive. Upon system failure, it
would take days to rebuild server and coordinate SQL installation and configuration to reslore SQL
Backups with Vendor.
A system Crash would disable the Video Evidence capability to process DVDslBlu-Rays and prevent
~rosecuritrs from retrieving Evidence for Court proceedings.

Priority

Department Head Signature
Department Contact Person

Bob Alvarado

Received by Office of Budget and Eyalualion

Phone 214-712-5044
Rec'd by Data Services

Scoring

I Cost Savings

I
Improved

I

I

ICost Avoidance
I Legal Requirements

,:'L'_"_r_V_ic_."_l_U_l_h_e_p_U_b_Ij_C

Management
Controls

I

Multi-Use Systems

I

Cost Recapture

I

~_~_~_Ca_ad_le_s_y_st_e_m

11

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

I

District Attorney ITechnology

Department

I ITitle uf FIR
PIR#

Budget No.

Spares/Loaners

Requ<st Type
(assigned by
Data Services)

--

4011

R

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
he District Attorney's Office has depleted its Inventory of Loaner IT Equipment due to a combination the scrapping the aging
inventory and items that are too costly to repair.

With the recent WTN7 initiative from DC IT (21 04), we were forced to scrap every laptop model below the Dell 6400
(D61 0,0620,D630) because they could not be upgraded to WIN7. This depleting

OUf

entire laptop loaner inventory. We currently have

no loaner laptops, no loaner printers, or a loaner fax machine.

I

When laptops and printers fail to function, court proceedings can be delayed and compromised. Dallas County has no Life Cycle Plan
for aging equipmenl Many of our computers and printers are over 8 years old. Even me newest of our laptops/printers that were
distributed in 2014 are now OUI of warranty. Desktop Support can take several days to reimageJrepair and Desktop Services hase only
I loaner laptop and no printers to deploy amongst 3 buildings ( Frank Crowley/George Allen & Admin Bldgs).
The District Attorney's JT Department is requesting to purchase and manage the distribution oftbe following 'Hot Spare' equipment
to server as 'loaners' until repairs/fixes can be made. Cost for all Items are $8,211.30
$ISO(l'ea

- $7,500

QTY: 5

Dell Laptops Dell Latitude E6540

QTY: J

HP LaserJet M601N B/W Mulit-function Printer
To Serve as 'Loaner' for failed local/network printer or failed FAX machine

$380/ea

- $3&0

HP Color LascrJet M451NW as 'loaner'

$332/eo

- $332

QTY: J

(1l0

case or dock) for loaners and check out

Expected Benefits
The prosecutors and staff will be able to perform his job functions without costly delays while equipment is
being repaired. The laptops can also be checked out for use in meetings 1'00ms for presentations, special
events, Executive Board Room meetings, etc.

Department Head Signature

Priority

Department Contact Person

Phone

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Scoring

Rec'd by Data Services

I

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

IDepartment
ITitle of PIR

Budget No. _ _4-,,0:..:1:..:1_--1

District Attornej.'Technology
Digital Forensics Lab Software Mainl

I

PIR#

(assigned by Data
Services)

Request Type

S_ _--t

Possible Funding Source

,

,
Description of Need and Justification

On- going yearly maintenance for Software used to process digital evidence in the District
Attorney's Digital Forensics/Evidence Lab.
The lab is an extension of the Secret Service Electronics Crimes Task Force and requires annual
software maintenance form Software provide by the United States Secret Service and purchased by
he Dallas DA's Office. Break down of current costs include $8,188 (USSS) and $11,149,98 (DA)
totaling $19,337.98
Maintenance for Software provided by the
FTK vs 5 (Software) w/dongle
Cellebrite UFED Touch
IEF- Magnet (Software) advance w/dongle
Lantern
Blackthorne - GPS

I

United States Secret Selvice ($8,188):
$2,238
$3,000
$1,100
$1,100
$ 750

Maintenance for Software provided by the Dallas DA ($11,149.98):
$ 825
BlackLight - Blackbag Technology
MPE+
$2,495
Macquisition - Blackbag Technology
$ 515
XRY Complete
$2,995
$2,495
DVR Examiner
Mobilyze - B1ackBag Technology
$ 650
Omnivore
$ 199.98
$ 975
Amped Five
Expected Benefits
The Software enables the DA's Digital Forensic Lab to continue to function
The software is used to analyze mobile devices, computers, and digital video recorders to assist
prosecutors with cases involving digital technology as evidence. The Digital forensics lab
expedites the process of gett.ing cases to trial.
The lab has a profound impact on processing the increasing amount of digital evidence involved
with criminal cases. The exponential growth of cases involving digital media has created a
processing back log at the North Texas Regional Computer Forensics Lab and the U.S, Secret
Service Digital Evidence Forensics Lab. Numerous times prosecutors had to reset cases for trial
because the forensics examinations on the evidence had not been conducted, essentially costing the
county and taxpayers money.

REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST

I

Department

District Attorney's Office Juvenile DIvIsion

g".. . ,.

Budget No.

I

Priority

. Replaced

Age
(years)

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Comments/Justification

I

Fax Machme

15 plus

00022053

Brothers MFC8220
$399

using an employee's fax machine from

II

2

Printer

15 +

00005848

Part #CE528A
Laser jet P3015DN
with CE530A (Tray 3)
$66507

3

Fax Machine

Printer

Muratec -F525
$1,117

It is old, and very slow. It malfunctions
and is the only one we have in the
Henry Wade Building

10 plus

asset #30165,
DA asset
#2941

Part CF3 86A costs
$621.87

It says it has a paper jam, although it
doesn't County officials have told us

002306

HON 10773

.,,~"'-

Desk

This printer has become unreliable and
is unable to be fixed. It fi'equently
malfunctions and is very slow

002040

DELTEFROM
BUDGET REQUEST
NE~ PRINTER

5

home now. It needs replacing.

15 plus

698 555 J

4

Has not worked for long time. We are

30 plus

that repairing it is not cost effective.

Drawers no longer open and close.

$683

6

Desk

30 plus

59410

HON 10773
$683

7

8

9

10

Form D

Current desk is very old with defective
drawers and a broken leg.

Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

June 10, 2015
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Alejandro Moreno, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

District Clerk FY2016 Budget Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2016 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2016 Budget. As such, the
District Clerk submitted the following requests:
1. Formax Device
a. The District Clerks office is requesting one High Volume letter folder and
envelope inserter. The device has developed a defect and needs to be
replaced.
2. Passport photo printer
a. The District Clerks office is requesting 3 passport photo printers due to the
fact that they are worn and slow and more than a decade old.
3. Passport photo camera
a. The District Clerks office is requesting 3 cameras to replace the worn and
dated cameras.
4. Scanners
a. The District Clerks office is requesting two scanners to replace old and
worn out scanners.
5. Desk
a. The District Clerks office is requesting one desk to replace an aged flimsy
desk unsuitable for daily work.
6. Chairs
a. The District Clerks office is requesting 11 chairs. Two for District Clerk
Administration staff, one for a collections supervisor, 1 for a manager of
Strerret operations, one for a manager of juvenile operations, 4 for
criminal magistrate court staff, and 2 for the Protective Order Court.
7. New position
a. The District Clerks office is requesting one new Human Resources
Generalist at a proposed Grade of E.
8. New position
a. The District Clerks office is requesting to convert 5 part-time positions
into 5 full-time positions at a proposed Grade of 6. The positions are Clerk
II’s and are assigned to the Family/IV-D and Passport Division.
411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6387  Fax (214) 653 - 6517  Alejandro.Moreno@dallascounty.org

9. New Position
a. The District Clerks office is requesting one new Court Clerk at a proposed
Grade of 7 for the Criminal Magistrate Court. The clerk’s expectation is
that the restoration of the Court Clerk will improve response time for clerk
services provided to the magistrate court.
10. Reclassification
a. The District Clerks office is requesting a reclassification for one Clerical
Assistant I position (3) to a proposed Grade of 5 with a title change to
Clerk I due to increased responsibility and complexity of position.
11. Glass Partition Service Desk
a. The District Clerks office is requesting funds to erect a glass partition at
the cashier stations located in the Juvenile operations at Henry Wade
Juvenile Justice section.
12. Digital Fax/Telephony Card
a. The District Clerks office is requesting a fax telephony board for desktop
installation rather than replacing the criminal division’s unreliable fax
machine.
13. Microfilm Scanner
a. The District Clerks office is requesting one microfilm scanner.
14. Computer Station
a. The District Clerks office is requesting one computer station in order to
improve customer service experience and to reduce customer wait time
and shorten the lines.
15. Request to raise Passport Picture Fees
a. The District Clerks office is requesting to increase the passport picture fee
from $10 to $15.
16. Work Horse Scanner
a. The District Clerks office is requesting one Panasonic KV S4085CW-V to
replace 2 old Kodak scanners.

FINANCIAL IMPACT
1. The estimated one time cost of one Formax High Volume letter folder and
envelope inserter is $7,000.
2. The estimated one time cost of 3 Passport Photo Printers is $2,775 at $975 per
printer.
3. The estimated one time cost of 3 Passport Photo Cameras is $2,295 at $765 per
camera.
4. The estimated one time cost of two scanners is $9,400 at $4,700 per scanner.
5. The estimated one time cost of one desk is $549.
6. The estimated one time cost of 11 chairs is $1,742 at $208 per chair for the
Administration staff, $339 for the one chair for the collections supervisor is $339,
$239 for the one chair for the manager of Sterret operations, $239 for the one
chair for the manager of Juvenile operations, $110 per chair for the Magistrates
Court staff, and $121 per chair for the Protective Order Court.

7. The estimated annual recurring cost for the addition of the Human Resources
Generalist is $68,206. The estimated one-time cost for the position is $2,000.
8. The estimated annual recurring cost for the addition of the 5 Clerk II’s (6) is
$105,060 with the deletion of the 5 part-time positions.
9. The estimated annual recurring cost for the addition of one Court Clerk (7) is
$47,360. The estimated one time cost is $1,275.
10. The estimated annual recurring cost for the reclassification for one Clerical
Assistant I position is $4,114.
11. The estimated one time cost of one glass partition service desk is $2,000.
12. The estimated one time cost of one fax telephony board is $1,536.
13. The estimated one time cost of one microfilm scanner is $11,574.
14. The estimated one time cost of one computer station is $1,025.
15. The estimated revenue should rise to at or near $292,278 representing close to
$100,000 in additional revenue.
16. The estimated one time cost of one Work Horse Scanner is $10,001.

RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. Replacing one Formax High Volume letter folder
2. Replacing 3 Passport Photo Printers
3. Replacing 3 Passport Photo Cameras
4. The request for two scanners has been withdrawn by the department.
5. Replacing one desk
6. Replacing 11 chairs
7. Adding one Human Resources Generalist position at a Grade E
8. Converting 5 part-time Clerk positions into 5 full-time Clerk II positions at a
Grade 6.
9. Adding one Court Clerk position at a Grade 7.
10. Reclassifying one Clerical Assistant I (3) to a Grade 5 with a title change to Clerk
I.
11. Purchasing one glass partition service desk
12. Purchase one Digital Fax/Telephony Card
13. Purchasing one Microfilm Scanner
14. Purchase one computer station
15. Approving a rise in passport picture fees
16. The request for the Work Horse Scanner has been sent to the I.T. department for
review.
These recommendations from the Budget Office (does not include anything that was sent
to another department for review) come with a one-time cost of $33,771 and an annual
recurring cost of $224,740.

FELIICIA PITRE
E
DALL
LAS COUN
NTY DISTR
RICT CLER
RK
NINA MOUN
NTIQUE
CHIEF DEPU
UTY

April 22, 2015
Dallas Co
ounty Commisssioners Courrt
500 Elm Street
S
Dallas, Teexas 75202
Dear Hon
norable Comm
missioners:
Attached please find my
m Fiscal Yeaar 2016 propo
osed budget rrepresenting the first budgget prepared iin my
new capaccity as the eleected district clerk.
c
This budg
get includes the
t eliminatio
on of three (3
3) redundant ppermanent paart time posittions constituuting a
total savin
ngs of $72,58
82 based on 1,373
1
hours or
o 2/3rds timee. In additionn, I have term
minated agreem
ments
with the office’s
o
micro
ofilm conserv
vation provid
der and rent oon the satellitte records stoorage facilityy for a
savings off $6,500 from
m FY 2015.
The propo
osed budget includes
i
the restoration
r
of a dedicated H
H.R. Generalist position uused by everyy other
similarly sized departm
ment in Dalllas County. The
T Grade E position wiill provide a valuable ressource
needed to
o monitor emp
ployee perforrmance, trainiing, resource allocation annd statutory ccompliance. IIt also
includes a request forr the addition
n of a Clerk II position too serve the ccriminal Maggistrate court.. This
position was
w eliminated in FY 2009
9 but the Chieef Magistrate and the Jail P
Pop chairmann have requestted its
restoration
n.
Interdeparrtmental equiity is importan
nt to building
g staff moralee. I have requeested the recllassification oof five
part time positions as full
f time posittions. These positions
p
werre originally ccreated to offf-set backlog ddue to
seasonal variation
v
in work
w
volume. They have since becomee full time poositions with the growth oof the
county an
nd correspond
ding increase in
i demand fo
or court servicces. These em
mployees are pproviding thee same
service ass their co-worrkers yet are not
n being equiitably compennsated.
Staff has reviewed prrofessional services proviided to the office and ccalculated acccurate expennditure
forecasts for the sake of organizatiional transparrency. Althouugh demand ffor replacemeent equipmennt and
furniture was extensiv
ve, the list has
h been narrrowed downn to ten of the most im
mportant issuees for
resolution
n.
Should yo
ou have questtions or comm
ments regardin
ng my FY 20016 budget prooposal, pleasee do not hesittate to
call me att 214-653-719
96.
Sincerely,,

Hon. Feliccia Pitre

OMMERCE ST., STE 102, DALLA
AS, TEXAS 752022, MAIN OFFICE (214) - 653 - 73011
600 CO
Felicia.Piitre@dallascountyy.org
www.dallascounty.org/distclerk/in
index.html
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REQUEST FOR EXTRA HELP BUDGET
Department

DISTRICT CLERK – FAMILY COURT SECTION

Budget No.

4020

Family Court Clerks are responsible for receiving, file marking, digitizing and making entries in the case
management system to ensure statutorily compliant judicial process.

Description of Function

Position Title, Grade
and Number

Annual
Hours

*Office Support, Grade 6

1373

Hourly
Rate
$14.81

Total
$20,334

Retirement
Benefits
TCDRS

Position #7961
Civil/Family/IV-D

*Office Support, Grade 6

1373

$14.81

$20,334

Comments and
Justification

TCDRS

Position #8957
Civil/Family/IV-D

The Family District and Title IV-D courts high
volume courts with substantial seasonal variation
in filing numbers. Backlogs are a normal part of
operations and the assistance provided by parttime employees is essential to maintaining a
consistent level of service delivery pursuant to
statute and the Rules of Court. This assistance
prevents the accrual of compensatory time and
the use of overtime by the office.
Strategic Plan compliance:

*Office Support, Grade 6
Position: #9883

1040

$14.81

$15,402

Civil/Family/IV-D

TCDRS

The District Clerk's office assumes the role of a
traditional Service Provider whereby the office
ensures the maintenance and delivery of services
to its stakeholders. The use of Extra Help fulfills
Dallas County's commitment in its Strategic Plan
to aggressively meet its responsibilities within the
role of a county government; and delivering the
highest quality services with the least
inconvenience to customers.
This budget request is secondary to the strategies
outlined by the Plan to achieve the same by:
Maintenance of a strong, seamless infrastructure;
streamlining the efficiency and operation of the
clerk's office business processes and ensuring the
provision of mission-critical programs and
services to its stakeholders.

$23,900

Total
Staff Review and Comment

Form B

FY2016
FY2016 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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REQUEST FOR EXTRA HELP BUDGET
Department

DISTRICT CLERK – PASSPORT SERVICES

Budget No.

4020

Passport deputies handle the acceptance of passport applications and financial processing consistent with State
Department rules and regulations. The same deputies issue marriage licenses.

Description of Function

Position Title, Grade
and Number

Annual
Hours

*Office Support, Grade 6

2080

Hourly
Rate
$14.81

Total
$30,805

Retirement
Benefits
TCDRS

Position #9287
Passport – downtown/float

*Office Support, Grade 6

2080

$14.81

$30,805

TCDRS

1040

$14.81

$15,402

TCDRS

Position #9738
Passport – downtown/float

*Office Support, Grade 6
Position #8068
Passport – downtown/float

Comments and
Justification
The Dallas County District Clerk provides
passport acceptance services as authorized by the
Texas Constitution and the Federal Code. This is
an optional service for county government in
Texas but has come to be a popular and necessary
service to county taxpayers. The passport office
has consistently received high-marks in local
media for its service. The volume of passport
processing varies greatly by season. A total of six
months are enormously high and many times
requires employee overtime. In order to reduce
the need for overtime extra help is requested that
will ensure the customer volume can be
effectively managed and deployed to any of the
three offices as needed. In addition, deputies are
dual deputized with the county clerk to issue
marriage licenses.
Strategic Plan compliance:
The District Clerk's office assumes the role of a
traditional Service Provider whereby the office
ensures the maintenance and delivery of services
to its stakeholders. The use of Extra Help fulfills
Dallas County's commitment in its Strategic Plan
to aggressively meet its responsibilities within the
role of a county government; and delivering the
highest quality services with the least
inconvenience to customers.
This budget request is secondary to the strategies
outlined by the Plan to achieve the same by:
maintenance of a strong, seamless infrastructure;
streamlining the efficiency and operation of the
clerk's office business processes and ensuring the
provision of mission-critical programs and
services to its stakeholders.

$35,849

Total
Staff Review and Comment

Form B

FY2016
FY2016 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual

-8-
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REQUEST FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Department DISTRICT CLERK – CRIMINAL SECTION

Pay To
Global Connect
5218 Atlantic Avenue
Suite 300
Mays Landing, NJ 08330-2003

Budget No. 4020

Description of Services

FY2015
Budget

FY2016
Amount
Requested

$1,560

$1,500

Global Connect provides an automated call service
utilized by the Felony collections section to follow up
with offenders who are either delinquent in their
payment plans or who have failed to set up a payment
plan following the adjudication of their cases with a
collections officer. The collections office provides GC
with a listing of delinquent accounts and provides an
appropriate script for use.
Strategic Plan compliance:
Vision 1 indicators include the provision of e-business
capacity and use of innovation and modified procedures
to increase collections of fines and costs. The use of the
automated call service results in increased collections
without hiring a call center at significant cost to the
county. Additionally it fulfills Vision 3 by effectively
using criminal justice resources for maximum benefit.

Process Improvement Consulting Request

FORM C

FY 2016

FY2016 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual

- 10 -
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REQUEST FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Department: DISTRICT CLERK –TRUST SECTION

Pay To
Automated Business Systems
1201 Walnut Ave # 7
Carrollton, TX 75006

Budget No. 4020

Description of Services

FY2015
Budget

FY2016
Amount
Requested

$2,375

$1,400

Funding is requested for a maintenance agreement with
Automated Business Systems to service the Trust
division’s FORMAX letter folder and envelope inserter.
The agreement provides for two (2) service inspections
per year along with unlimited service calls including
labor.
ABS no longer maintains the criminal division’s device
having recommended replacement due to the defective
motor not otherwise covered under the agreement. See
equipment replacement detail.
Strategic Plan compliance:
This request for a maintenance agreement conforms to
Strategy 1.3 of the Plan by providing sound, financially
responsible and accountable governance. It conforms
also to Vision 1 indicators including the provision of ebusiness capacity and use of innovation and modified
procedures to increase collections of fines and costs.
The use of skip-tracing results in increased collections
without hiring a call center at significant cost to the
county.

Process Improvement Consulting Request

FORM C

FY 2016

FY2016 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual

- 11 -
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REQUEST FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Department: DISTRICT CLERK – CRIMINAL & TRUST SECTIONS

Pay To
LexisNexis Accurint

Description of Services

Budget No. 4020

FY2015
Budget

FY2016
Amount
Requested

$15,000

$20,000

LexisNexis Accurint provides and internet based skiptracing service which enables collections to obtain
current data on a payee’s name, social security number,
address, phone number and cell phone numbers for
follow up collection efforts. LexisNexis Accurint
updates their database to ensure the most recent data is
available to subscribers.
Cost is per inquiry as follows:
$.50 per name, SS#
$.10 per phone number
The cost increase represents a historical payment actual
reflecting an increase in collection related activity by
the department.
Strategic Plan compliance:
This request for a maintenance agreement conforms to
Strategy 1.3 of the Plan by providing sound, financially
responsible and accountable governance. The amount
represents a small investment relative to the cost of the
equipment and allows the office to effectively maintain
its mission critical collections operation.

Process Improvement Consulting Request

FORM C

FY 2016

FY2016 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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REQUEST FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Department: DISTRICT CLERK – JUVENILE COURT SECTION

Pay To

Description of Services

I-Plow Justice Collections & Compliance
3463 Magic Drive, Ste. T7
San Antonio, Texas 78229

Budget No. 4020

FY2015
Budget

FY2016
Amount
Requested

$6,000

$6,000

I-Plow provides a comprehensive case collections
manager system to maintain payment schedules, due
dates and notifications. Included in the packet is
automatic voice notification and skip tracing.
The funds reflect the district clerk’s Juvenile section
share of the I-Plow contract held by the County Clerk.
The district clerk does not have an independent contract.
Strategic Plan compliance:
This request for a collections improvement system
conforms to Strategy 1.3 of the Plan by providing
sound, financially responsible and accountable
governance. The amount represents a small investment
relative to the cost of the equipment and allows the
office to effectively maintain its mission critical
collections operation.

Process Improvement Consulting Request

FORM C

FY 2016

FY2016 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual

- 13 -
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REQUEST FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Department: DISTRICT CLERK – PASSPORT SECTION

Pay To
Konica Minolta Business Solutions
P.O. Box 122366
Dallas, Texas 75312

Budget No. 4020

Description of Services

FY2015
Budget

FY2016
Amount
Requested

N/A

$1,650

Konica Minolta provides maintenance and support for
the three passport office cameras and printers.
Interruption in service results in the loss of the $10 per
photo fee charged passport customers on site. This item
was not previously included on the annual budget.
Strategic Plan compliance:
This request for a collections improvement system
conforms to Strategy 1.3 of the Plan by providing
sound, financially responsible and accountable
governance. The amount represents a small investment
relative to the cost of the equipment and allows the
office to effectively maintain its mission critical
collections operation.

Process Improvement Consulting Request

FORM C

FY 2016

FY2016 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual

- 13 -
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department: DISTRICT CLERK

Budget No.: 4020

Priority

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Comments/Justification

1

High volume letter
folder and envelope
inserter

10+

No DC ID Code

$5,000 - $7,000

The Formax device used by criminal collections has
developed a defect such that the motor begins to
"smoke". The device is under a maintenance
agreement but the faulty motor is not. The
maintenance vendor has recommened replacement.
The device is used to prepare and mail the monthly
criminal collections statements and payment
reminders.

2

Three (3) Passport Photo
Printers N & E Dallas
Govt. Ctr. & GACB

10+

00108654
S/N 706156

$2,775
($975 each)

3

Three (3) Passport Photo
Camera N & E Dallas
Govt. Ctr. & GACB

7

S/N 10006258
No DC ID
S/N 10006340

$2,295
($765 ea)

Printers are worn and more than a decade old. The
slow speed exacerbates long wait lines. The disabling
of one of the printers results in loss of the $10 fee for
passport photos.
Cameras are worn and dated. These cameras receive a
high volume use and the disabling of a camera results
in a suspension of the photo service for the duration
of the maintenance and corresponding loss of
revenue.

4

Two (2) criminal process
section scanners

12

00013739
00014220
(HP Scanjet 8270)

$9,400
($4,700 ea)

These two scanners are worn and dated. They
provide services to the subpoena document
production and indictments. A reliable scanner with
higher duty rating is required to effectively manage
the digital environment.

5

One (1) chief clerk desk
set for Civil/Family
collections supervisor
(see addendum)

20+

No DC ID on desk
(see addendum)

$888.00

Current desk is flimsy made of particulate board and
veneer unsuitable for daily work. Supervisor requires
a more functional and smaller desk for a small workarea.

6

Two (2) executive high
back swivel chairs for
administrative staff

3

No DC ID on chairs

$476.97
($207.38 ea)
H2091

Of the five members of district clerk administration,
two are currently using chairs ‘poached’ from the
conference room. Those two chairs need to be
replaced and the originals returned to the conference
room to constitute a full eight set.

7

One (1) executive high
back swivel chair for the
manager of Sterret
operations

10+

No DC ID on chair

$238.49
($207.38 ea & 15%)
H2091

The manager of Sterret operations originally used a
new extra wide swivel chair but recently relinquished
that to a staff member in order to meet a statutory
accommodation under ADA. The manager is
currently using a chair discarded by the Magistrate.

8

One (1) executive high
back swivel chair for the
manager of Juvenile
operations
Four (4) Secretarial Task
chairs for criminal
magistrate court staff

10+

No DC ID on chair

238.49
($207.38 ea & 15%)
H2091

The new manager of Juvenile operations is using a
chair previously used by her two predecessors. The
chair is torn and worn and in need of replacement.

Unk

No DC ID on chairs

$508.76
($110.60 ea & 15%)
HVL220

Current chairs are not suited for an office
environment requiring sitting continuously for 10
hour shifts. The chairs have no side arms and are not
height adjustable and little in the way of padding

Unk

No DC ID on chairs

$278.00
($120.87 ea & 15%)
HVL693

Current chairs are are not Dallas County issue and
appear to have poached from another source. They
have been removed as a potential public hazard.

9

10

Two (2)Basyx Leather
Steel Guest Chairs for
Protective Order court
clerk waiting area

Form D
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FY 2016 BUDGET REQUEST
DISTRICT CLERK
ADDENDUM TO FORM D
FURNITURE DETAIL

Civil/Family Collections Section, Basement GACB
One (1) Chief Clerk set including:
Metal desk 30” D x 66” W -2R w/lock single Pedestal Desk w/return (HON 38291R)
Administration Mgr/Task Asynchronous w/Arm Seat Glide, (HON 7808)
Desk
Chair

$549
$339

TOTAL:

$888
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

DISTRICT CLERK – ADMINISTRATION

Brief Title of PIR

HUMAN RESOURCES GENERALIST

Approx. Net Cost

$70,408

Budget No

4020

1
Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
At FY2011 budget cycle, the District Clerk deleted several positions to meet the commissioners court‟s requested goal for
15% reduction in operations expenses. The clerk at that time opted to liquidate his HR Generalist and Special Assistant to
create a single position whose principal job duty would be Quality Assurance. The newly elected District Clerk has
determined, consistent with the experience of her colleagues, that a Human Resources Generalist position is required to
effectively meet the needs of the department and protect Dallas County from liability.
Discussion of Need
Prior to a countywide reorganization of the Human Resources department in 2010, the district clerk‟s office retained a full
HR Administrator position with a grade classification “I”. That position in the clerk‟s office was later reclassified as a “G”.
Following a county clerk‟s office reorganization request, commissioners approved a Human Resources Generalist position
for that office with grade “E” as recommended by Dallas County H.R.
The district clerk‟s office concurred at the time of these re-classifications that the former grades were inappropriately high
and did not reflect the work that the incumbent was actually doing. The clerk at the time further concurred that a grade “E”
classification was likely appropriate. However, and pursuant to the advice of the H.R. Director, the clerk attempted to „outsource‟ most of the HR functions performed by the administrator to the management team. The results at best were mixed. In
the fast-paced environment of the clerk‟s office, and given the large number of employees, the absence of Administration
oversight resulted in a gross increase in the rate of error. It also permitted the devolution of uniform enforcement of the
policies and procedures of Dallas County and the clerk‟s office. As a result, the Quality Assurance Administrator was forced
to spend the bulk of her time on HR duties instead of those duties connected with the QA position which included those
formerly provided by the deleted Special Assistant.
The district clerk has determined that the liquidation of the HR position together with the Special Assistant position has
resulted in a progressive breakdown in the personnel management of the office. Managers and supervisors rely on the advice,
review and reporting functions of the HR Generalist to ensure the application of policies is uniform and conforms to county
code. At the same time the Administrative functions of the clerk‟s office require the imposition of a more robust system of
quality assurance and quality controls. This has been the recommendation of three section audits conducted by the County
Auditor over the past year. The lack of appropriate quality control is directly tied to the thefts occurring in the office in 2011
and again in 2014. The restoration of the HR position to serve the clerk‟s office will enable the QA Administrator to focus
exclusively on improving monitoring and oversight of operations, critical software deployment and special projects.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
The Human Resources generalist is expected to meet acceptable standards in the timely processing of paperwork associated
with recruitment and hiring and the provision of benefits as set by the District Clerk. The position will develop a
comprehensive training program for management and employees and will appropriately monitor its deployment. The
efficacy of that training program will be adjudged by survey research. Evaluation of the incumbent will include review with
Dallas County HR to assess his or her abilities and ability to solve problems.
Staff Review and Comment

Form E

FY2016
Page 11 of 53
FY2016 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET

Brief Title of PIR

HUMAN RESOURCES GENERALIST

Staff Cost
Grade
Salary
FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 11.5%
Insurance @ $8,500

E
$50,110
$3,833
$5,763
$8,500
Total

$68,206

Related Equipment
Number
1
1
1
1
N/A
N/A
N/A
500m/yr
N/A
N/A

Desk
Chair
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other /

$360
$339
$1,025
$250
$0
$0
$0
$228
$0
$0
$0
Total

$2,202

Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space

0
0
0
Total

Less Additional Revenue Source

0
0

Grand Total:

$70,408

FY 2016 DISTRICT CLERK BUDGET
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best of your ability and email when
completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the “Position Reclassification Summary Form”)

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
(“Reports To”):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

HUMAN RESOURCES GENERALIST
E
DISTRICT CLERK

N/A
FELICIA PITRE, DISTRICT CLERK (ELECTED OFFICIAL)
214-653-7196
FELICIA.PITRE@DALLASCOUNTY.ORG
N/A

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to
PROVIDE EXTENSIVE HUMAN RESOURCES & CIVIL SERVICE KNOWLEDGE TO THE DEPARTMENT INCLUDING POLICIES
AND PROCEDRUES, RECRUITMENT, EMPLOYEE RELATIONS, TRAINING, COMPENSATION & BENEFITS

This is accomplished by
ENSURING THE POSITION'S INCUMBENT IS EXPERIENCED IN HUMAN RELATIONS BEST PRACTICES AND IS WELL
VERSED IN DALLAS COUNTY CODE, BENEFITS STRUCTURE AND LEGAL ISSUES IN THE FIELD OF H.R.

Other duties include
DEVELOP TRAINING PROGRAMS AND DEVELOP CURRICULUM AS NEEDED IN CONSULTATION WITH D.C. H.R.

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position. In
addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These
estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal
100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.

Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during
-1Page 13 of 53

a typical 8-hour workday.
EXAMPLE Ð

Time

E or NE

30%

E

Time

E or NE

ADMINISTERS & SUPERVISES APPLICATON OF H.R. POLICIES & PROCEDURES BY
REVIEWING ALL DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS SUBMITTED BY MANAGEMENT, RECOMMENDING
PERSONNEL ACTIONS, INTERFACING WITH DALLAS COUNTY H.R. & THE CIVIL D.A.,
REVIEW OF EMPLOYEE TIME CARDS & PAYMENT WEEKLY TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE
WITH CODE, MANAGING AND REPORTING EMPLOYEE COMP TIME ACCRUALS, VERIFYING
EMPLOYEE SCHEDULES, CONTINUOUS REVIEW OF EMPLOYEE T&A TO ENSURE
UNIFORM APPLICATION OF DEPARTMENTAL PRACTICES, PRODUCE ALL PAPERWORK
AND DOCUMENTATION NEED FOR RECLASSIFICATION, RE-ORG AND BUDGET PREP.

30%

E

2. Function: COORDINATES STATUTORY COMPLIANCE & SAFE WORKING CONDITIONS
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

E or NE

COORDINATE ALL ASPECTS OF THE DISTRICT CLERK'S COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL &
STATE LAWS REGULATING HUMAN RESOURCES INCLUDING ADVISING EMPLOYEES OF
THEIR RIGHTS UNDER FMLA, ADA, EEO & FLSA, COORDINATING FMLA & WORKERS
COMPENSATION CLAIMS; INVESTIGATING CLAIMS OF HARRASSMENT, BULLYING, OR
SEXUAL IMPROPRIETY; INVESTIGATING MIS-USE OF COUNTY; ENSURING WORK PLACE
SAFETY STANDARDS ARE MET; MAKING RECOMMENDATIONS ON EMPLOYEE LEAVE
FOLLOWING ILLNESS OR EXTENDED FMLA; MAINTAINS AND CAREFULLY CONSERVES
IN-HOUSE EMPLOYEE PERSONNEL RECORDS

25%

E

3. Function: ASSISTS WITH EMPLOYEE HEALTH AND WELLNESS
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

E or NE

WILL ASSIST MANAGERS AND SUPERVISORS IN RESOLVING INTER-PERSONAL ISSUES
BETWEEN CO-WORKERS OR EMPLOYEES AND SUPERVISORS CONSTRUCTIVELY AND
APPRORIATELY. WILL COLLECT INFORMATION ON EMPLOYEE CONDUCT AND WORK
WITH DALLAS COUNTY H.R. TO DEVELOP A PLAN TO REFER EMPLOYEES WITH MENTAL
HEALTH NEEDS TO E.A.P. & DALLAS COUNTY EMPLOYEE HEALTH SERVICES. WILL
DEVELOP PLANS TO ADDRESS EMPLOYEE OBSEITY, WELLNESS-AWARENESS AND
DEVELOP KEY INDICATORS FOR SUPERVISORS TO IDENTIFY ALCOHOL OR SUBSTANCE
ABUSE ISSUES FOR REFERRAL TO E.A.P.

20%

E

4. Function: TRAINING & COMPETENCY DEVELOPMENT
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

E or NE

WILL DEVELOP A COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAM FOR EMPLOYEES IN AREAS
RELATED TO COUNTY EMPLOYMENT POLICIES, BENEFITS, TIME & ATTENDANCE, HEALTH
& WELLNESS AND ADDRESSING WORKPLACE ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES. WILL REVIEW
NEW EMPLOYEE EVALUATIONS TO ENSURE INCUMBENT IS MAKING GOOD PROGRESS
AND WILL ENSURE THAT MANAGEMENT'S NEW EMPLOYEE TRAINING PROCEDURES ARE
MEANINGFUL AND EFFECTIVE. WILL COORDINATE H.R. CLASSES IN OTHER RELEVANT
AREAS SUCH AS COMPUTER COMPETENCY. WILL DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT EMPLOYEE
SURVEYS TO ASSESS CONDITIONS & MANAGE EMPLOYEE COMMUNICATIONS SUCH AS
THE MONTHLY NEWLETTER.

20%

E

5. Function: DIVERSITY EDUCATION
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

E or NE

5%

NE

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function: COMPETENT APPLICATION OF POLICY
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

WILL DEVELOP APPROPRIATE TRAINING FOR MANAGERS AND SUPERVISORS TO
ENCOURAGE DIVERSITY IN HIRING AND PROMOTIONS. WILL DOCUMENT DEPARTMENT'S
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PROGRESS TOWARD WORK FORCE DIVERSITY BY COMPILING AND REPORTING THE
ANNUAL DIVERSITY SURVEY.

D. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means your job
works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-1/3
{

1.

{

2.

X
{

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration
to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of
the time.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{
X

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these
demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
0-1/3
{
X

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

{
X

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position. (Do
not include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)
GENERAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if

no computers or software are used to perform this function)
ORACLE HR, KRONOS, MUST BE PROFICIENT WITH EXCEL SPREADSHEETS, ADOBE ACROBAT - INTERMEDIATE USER,
MS-VISIO - WILL BE EXPECTED TO EFFECTIVELY USE IN FIRST YEAR, SURVEY SOFTWARE
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4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency of
time in which you are required to work under these conditions.
Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

Environmental Condition
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{
X
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery
Health and Safety Conditions
Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0-1/3
{

Seasonally
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

0-1/3
{
X
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

1/3-2/3
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

2/3-Over
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Seasonally
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
{
X
{
{

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

{
{

4.
5.

Clinic
Secured Facility

{
{

6.
7.

Residential Facility (not secure)
Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent’s education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).

2.

{

1.

Less than high school education

{

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

{

3.

One year college

{

4.

Two-year Associate’s degree in:

{
X

5.

{

6.

Four-year Bachelor’s degree in: ANY - MUST BE FROM AN ACCREDITED INSTITUTION U.S. DEPT EDUC
Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent’s
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experience).
{

1.

No previous experience required

{

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

{

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

{

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

{

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

{
X

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as: ADMINISTRATION/MANAGEMENT POSITION

{

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

{

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

{

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

{

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or certifications). Use the exact name
of the license, certification or requirement.
1. CURRENT SHRM OR HRCI CERTIFICATION IN LIEU OF EXPERIENCE
2. DEGREE IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION OR BUSINESS/PERSONNEL MGMT IN LIEU OF EXPERIENCE
3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? {Yes
{No If Yes, what type? TDL W/ INSURANCE VERIFICATION
●

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical
skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
{

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

{

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

{

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

{

4.

{
X

5.

{

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require indepth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
{ Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

{ No

WILL PLAN EMPLOYEE TRAINING INITIATIVES AND EMPLOYEE CLASS PARTICIPATION. MAY ALSO DEVELOP
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SPECIALIZED CURRICULUM UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE DISTRICT CLERK OR CHIEF DEPUTY. WILL USE
SURVEYS TO DEVELOP INITIATIVES TO IMPROVE WORKING CONDITIONS AND POSITIVE ENGAGEMENT IN
CUSTOMER SERVICE. WILL PLAN AND DEVELOP EMPLOYEE WELLNESS INITIATIVES IN CONSULTATION
WITH DALLAS COUNTY H.R.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? { Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.
{

1.

{
X

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{ No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend
budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or for
a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility.
Total county amount $

Total grant amount $

Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

{Yes

{No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees
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6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{

5.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
volunteers or temporary employees.
Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or
a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors
or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating
program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as
necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational
goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established
policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence
of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{

5.

{
X

6.

{

7.

{

8.

X
{

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve
end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed
periodically by supervisor on an “as needed” basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for
special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process.
Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is
reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with those
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outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in the
general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions, governmental
organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and
specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.

{

1.

{
X

2.

{
X

3.

{
X

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

{

X
{

{

{X

{

{

X
{

{

{

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold 1.
my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1.
applicants for my current classification.
2.

J. Signature/Approval
To the best of my ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description of my
position or the proposed position.

Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Date

Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

Date
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

DISTRICT CLERK

Brief Title of PIR

5 POSITION MIGRATION PTE TO FTE
$42,500

Approx. Net Cost

Budget No

4020
2

Department Priority
Brief Summary of Request
The District Clerk seeks to convert five (5) permanent part time positions classified Grade 6 Office Support to (4) permanent full-time positions classified Grade
6 Clerk II. The following position numbers are affected by this request: #7961 assigned to Family/IV-D; #8957 assigned to Family/IV-D; #9287 assigned to
Passport operations; #9738 assigned to Passport operations; #8068 assigned to Passport operations. As a consequence of this change, only one (1) position will
remain as a permanent part-time position #9883 assigned to the Tax court to assist with seasonal backlog. Three other permanent part time positions, #9174,
#9813 and #8168, will be completely eliminated in the FY 2016 budget.

Discussion of Need
The five (5) positions identified represent incumbents who are currently working at or near a 40 hour work week. Management is keeping the incumbent in
#7961 to just under 40 hours per week in order to maintain its „part time‟ status although she has a normal, full time workload. The incumbent in position #8957
is also seeing her work hours increase. The IV-D courts imaging clerks have been transferred to the clerk‟s juvenile department to facilitate the digital
conversion of recent documents secondary to Odyssey Juvenile implementation. Those clerks will also be employed in the digital Minutes project which is not
expected to fulfill until 2019. Consequently, and because the IV-D courts are not digitized statewide, position #8957 has now been given new imaging duties in
addition to her IV-D processing workload.
The three other positions, #9287, #8068, and #9738, are all assigned to passport services. The incumbents in these positions are normally working a full 40 hour
week year-round. With the closure of passport acceptance offices by the U.S. Postal Service in Dallas county, the customer volume now requires that each of
the part time employees work a full time schedule. In fact, passport operations is the only area that routinely requires over-time to handle seasonal variation.
The District Clerk believes that the purpose of part-time or temporary employees is to assist the office in handling seasonal work load variations possibly
resulting in backlogs, and to facilitate projects of limited duration for which permanent employees are not needed. In the case of these five positions, the
incumbents are either working full time year around, or management is limiting their time to keep the positions part time. This does not meet the basic test of
inter-departmental equity and fairness. These employees are performing the same duties that their other full-time co-workers are performing and for the same
duration. They are not however entitled to the same benefit structure. This request seeks to rectify that inequity by recognizing the de facto full time work load.
Position #9883 is the only position that is actually “part time” with the incumbent working about twenty hours per week to handle backlog. The remaining three
(3) part-time positions are currently vacant and are no long needed.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
The incumbents will continue to be supervised and evaluated in the manner currently employed and subject to the performance measures consistent with each of
the permanent full-time employees working a forty hour week schedule.

Staff Review and Comment

Form E

FY2016
FY2016 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
Brief Title of PIR

5 POSTION MIGRATION PTE TO FTE

Staff Cost
Grade
Salary
FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 11.5%
Insurance @ $8,500

(1 FTE)
6
$30,805
$2,357
$3,543
$8,500
Total

(5 FTE)
6
$154,025
$11,783
$17,713
$42,500
$45,204 Total

$226,021

Related Equipment
Number
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Desk
Chair
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other /

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Total

$0 Total

$0

Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space

$0
$0
$0
Total
Grand Total:

$0

$0
$0
$0
Total

$45,204 Grand Total:

Total New Costs

$0
$226,021
$42,500

FY 2016 DISTRICT CLERK BUDGET
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FY 2016 BUDGET REQUEST
DISTRICT CLERK
ADDENDUM TO FORM E
PTE TO FTE PIR REQUEST

Of the six (5) part time positions to be migrated to full time status, three (3) are currently
assigned to the Passport section and the remaining two (2) are assigned to the Family IVD section. All five positions are currently classified as Grade 6 and the migration request
will only change the position title from Office Support (used for part time Clerk II) to
Clerk II. The associated job duties will not change and are identical to the other full time
Clerk II positions in the same sections.
Given the above, the district clerk is not submitting a ‘New Position Description Form’
with this PIR. Nevertheless, the clerk will produce them if requested.
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
Department

DISTRICT CLERK – MAGISTRATE COURT

Brief Title of PIR

COURT CLERK FOR CRIMINAL MAGISTRATE

Approx. Net Cost

$50,220

Budget No

4020

3
Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request
During the FY2010 budget cycle, the District Clerk deleted several positions to meet the commissioners court‟s requested
goal for 15% reduction in operations expenses. The clerk at that time opted to liquidate one of two Magistrate Court Clerks.
At the request of the chairman of the Jail Population Committee, the clerk has included the restoration of the position in her
FY 2016 budget.
Discussion of Need
Following the liquidation of the second magistrate court clerk, the remaining clerk has assumed all of the duties previously
performed by both. In the absence of that clerk for either sickness or time off, the clerk has deployed a court trainer or
another court clerk to perform the day‟s duties. Many attorneys preferentially opt to have the magistrates hear their clients‟
plea agreements. However this does require a defendant‟s attorney to visit the court of jurisdiction sometimes twice in order
to submit and file-mark plea paperwork and obtain signatures from the court‟s assigned ADA. In order to improve the
business process and speed up service delivery; as well as provide an added convenience for defendant attorneys, the Chief
Magistrate Judge requested the chairman of the Jail Population Committee to recommend that the addition of a new clerk
serving her court. The chief magistrate believes that restoring the second clerk will improve the efficiency of her court by
enabling her to adjudicate more pleas thus potentially reducing jail population.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
The clerk‟s expectation is that the restoration of the second clerk will improve response time for clerk services provided to
the magistrate court and increase the number defendant pleas adjudicated in a given time period. The supervisor of the
clerk‟s felony court operations prepares a backlog and productivity report monthly. That report will be used to document the
impact that clerk has on the productivity of the magistrate court by comparing it to similar periods previously reported with a
differential attached based on the total volume of new cases filed. In addition, the new clerk and companion clerk will be
trained to handle state jail competencies for the purpose of improving the accuracy and timeliness of preparation; and assist
with jail pen packets.
Staff Review and Comment

Form E

FY2016
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FY2016 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
Brief Title of PIR

COURT CLERK FOR CRIMINAL MAGISTRATE

Staff Cost
Grade
Salary
FICA @ 7.65%
Retirement @ 11.5%
Insurance @ $8,500

7
$32,614
$2,495
$3,751
$8,500
Total

$47,360

Related Equipment
Number
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Desk
Chair
Computer
Printer
Network Cabling
Software
Vehicle
Travel
Pager
Cell Phone
Other /

$0
$0
$1,025
$250
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
Total

$1,275

$0
$0
$0
Total

$0

Other Costs (describe)
Special Training
Consultant Fees
Renovation/Space

Less Additional Revenue Source

$0
Grand Total:

$48,635

FY 2016 DISTRICT CLERK BUDGET
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic form to the best of your ability and email when
completed to Dallas County Human Resources/Civil Service.

(For position reclassifications use the “Position Reclassification Summary Form”)

A. Identification / General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
(“Reports To”):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

CLERK III
7
DISTRICT CLERK - 4020

N/A
CYNTHIA BAILEY - SUPERVISOR
214-653-5975
CYNTHIA.BAILEY@DALLASCOUNTY.ORG
N/A

B. Brief Description of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to
PROVIDE DIRECT COURT CLERK SERVICES TO THE CRIMINAL MAGISTRATE COURT LOCATED IN FCCB INCLUDING THE
PROCESSING OF ALL PAPERWORK AND TRANSMISSION OF ALL ORDERS & RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COURT

This is accomplished by
PROCESSSING A VARIETY OF DOCUMENTS; DRAFTING ROUTINE CORRESPONDENCE; RESOLVING CUSTOMER
QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS; TRANSMITTING INFORMATMION & RESEARCHING FILES AND RECORDS FOR COURT

Other duties include
ASSEMBLY OF COMPETENCY PACKETS AND OTHER GRADE 7 DUTIES AS ASSIGNED IN THE CRIMINAL SECTION

C. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position. In
addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These
estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal
100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.

Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during
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a typical 8-hour workday.
EXAMPLE Ð

Time

E or NE

30%

E

Time

E or NE

COLLECTS, INPUTS & RECONCILES DATA INTO ALL THREE OF THE CLERK'S
INDEPENDENT COMPUTER APPLICATIONS INCLUDING THE SCANNING AND INDEXING OF
ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS, FINANCIAL INFORMATION SECONDARY TO FINES & FEES,
TRANSMISSION OF DOCUMENTS & DATA TO OTHER COUNTY AGENCIES AND COURTS.

20%

E

2. Function: CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

E or NE

FILE MARKS AND PREPARES DOCUMENTS FOR DELIVERY TO THE MAGISTRATE COURT.
ASSISTS ATTORNEYS APPROPRIATELY WITH THE HANDLING OF THEIR PLEADINGS AND
PROVIDES INFORMATION TO EFFECTUATE THE SAME. RESOLVES PROBLEMS AND
ISSUES OF AN ORDINARY NATURE THAT ARISE SECONDARY TO THE BUSINESS
PROCESS. FULFILLS SPECIAL REQUESTS OF THE JUDGE WITH APPROVAL FROM
SUPERVISOR.

20%

E

3. Function: RECORD CONSERVATION
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

E or NE

CONSERVES ALL PAPER RECORDS AS NEEDED BY THE COURT UNTIL SUCH TIME AS
THEY ARE EITHER SCANNED INTO THE DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OR
TRANSMTTED TO ANOTHER'S CUSTODY.

10%

E

4. Function: ASSISTANCE WITH THE FUNCTIONS OF THE OFFICE
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

E or NE

ASSISTS WITH THE PREPARATION OF PEN PACKETS, COMPETENCY PACKETS, WRITS &
APPEALS, PUBLIC INFORMATION, FILLING IN VACANT COURTS, TRAINING OF GRADE 6
AND 5 CLERKS, IMAGING PROJECT, BOND FORFEITURE & DUTIES AS ASSIGNED
COMMENSURATE WITH THE POSTION.

50%

NE

5. Function:
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

Time

E or NE

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function: PREPARATION & TRANSMISSION OF COURT RECORDS
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
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D. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position, then
select the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means your job
works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-1/3
X
{

1.

X
{

2.

{

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration
to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of
the time.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

{
X

{
X

{

{

{

{

{

E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these
demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
0-1/3
{
X

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

{

{

{
X

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position. (Do
not include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)
FILE STAMP MACHINE, GENERAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if

no computers or software are used to perform this function)
ADOBE ACROBAT PROFICIENCY, FORVUS, ONBASE, AIS REQUIRE PROFICIENCY
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4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency of
time in which you are required to work under these conditions.
Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

Environmental Condition
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery
Health and Safety Conditions
Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

0-1/3
{

Seasonally
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

0-1/3
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

1/3-2/3
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

2/3-Over
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Seasonally
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position’s duties are performed.
{
X
{
{

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

{
{

4.
5.

Clinic
Secured Facility

{
{

6.
7.

Residential Facility (not secure)
Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent’s education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).

2.

{

1.

Less than high school education

X
{

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

{

3.

One year college

{

4.

Two-year Associate’s degree in:

{

5.

Four-year Bachelor’s degree in:

{

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent’s
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experience).
{

1.

No previous experience required

{

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

{

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

{

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:

{
X

5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as: RELATED OR 45 HRS COLLEGE OR COMBINATION

{

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

{

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

{

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

{

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

{

10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent’s current licenses or certifications). Use the exact name
of the license, certification or requirement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? {Yes {No
If Yes, what type?
●

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical
skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.
{

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

{

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

X
{

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

{

4.

{

5.

{

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require indepth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
{ Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

{ No
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3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? { Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{ No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend
budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or for
a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any
contracts or grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility.
Total county amount $

Total grant amount $

Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

{Yes

{No

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees
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6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered “Yes” to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).
{

1.

{

2.

{

3.

{

4.

{

5.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
volunteers or temporary employees.
Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or
a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors
or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating
program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as
necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational
goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position’s level of freedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established
policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence
of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)
{

1.

{

2.

X
{

3.

{

4.

{

5.

{

6.

{

7.

{

8.

{

9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve
end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed
periodically by supervisor on an “as needed” basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for
special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process.
Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is
reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with those
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outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in the
general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions, governmental
organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and
specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.

{

1.

{
X

2.

{

3.

{

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

0-1/3
{

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
{
{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

{

I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold 1.
my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1.
applicants for my current classification.
2.

J. Signature/Approval
To the best of my ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description of my
position or the proposed position.

Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Date

Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

Date
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION
Department

DISTRICT CLERK – ADMINISTRATION

Position Title

CLERICAL ASSISTANT I

Current Grade

Position No.
Job Code

03

Budget No.

6000300

Department
Priority

4020
3650

1

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed
The incumbent in Position number 3650 was originally assigned to the Civil Records division at GACB to perform duties such as copying documents for
customers; looking up file locations in the computer on FORVUS; delivering correspondence to the courts, the mail-room and other sections in the district
clerk’s office; delivering paper case files to the courts and other agencies at GACB; answering phones in the Records section directing calls to the supervisor or
to other staff members for assistance. Following the electronic conversion of the civil and family courts beginning in 2007 through 2009, records requests have
progressively become a function of sourcing the documents from the electronic case management system rather than retrieving paper case files from the storage
center and GACB Mezzanine. Reactivated Family court cases recorded in paper files records are now scanned into the system and the source records destroyed.
By 2010, there were no further need for paper case file deliveries which had been the Clerical Assistant I primary job function. With the implementation of the
electronic filing mandate by the Supreme Court in January of 2014, the mail volume has plummeted thus reducing the burden of mail delivery.
On or about second quarter of calendar year 2011, the district clerk moved his Grade 7 Clerk III administrative assistant to the criminal section in order to
resolve a chronic backlog secondary to a staff shortage. That Grade 7 was permanently assigned to a court as a second clerk handling criminal process. As a
consequence of the transfer, the district clerk no longer had reliable telephone support for the Administrative offices sometimes making it impossible for the
public, judiciary, county staff and others to reach key staff for immediate problem resolution. The district clerk determined that he needed some form of
administrative support to route the high volume of calls, greet visitors and answer the public’s questions while assisting with routine and repetitive clerical
duties. The district clerk did not believe the position warranted a Grade 7 Clerk III as those duties were easily assumed by the Grade A secretary. The district
clerk directed that a Grade 3 deputy in the Records department effectively left redundant by the changes in the nature of the business process would be better
suited to provide receptionist service. At this time, the incumbent in the position is providing services to the clerk’s Administrative section consistent with a
Grade 5 Clerk I “Receptionist”. The incumbent is expected to represent the department to visitors, effectively retrieve case information from the two main
electronic systems handling civil and criminal information, and resolve customer problems as they arise with some independent discretion. In addition, as the
incumbent is bilingual and fluent in the Spanish language, she is frequently called upon to translate for and assist the many Spanish speaking customers seeking
services from the clerk’s office. Her duties have well exceeded the limited role of a Grade 3 Clerical Assistant.

Reason/Authority for Change (see Budget Manual)
As indicated above, the position has increased significantly in responsibility and complexity now involving independent
judgment and active problem resolution as well as a more thorough knowledge of office policies and procedures and services
provided in each of the clerk’s independent divisions.

Departmental Cost Worksheet
Current Grade

03

Proposed Grade

05

Salary

$25,085

Salary

$28,538

FICA (7.65%)

$1,919

FICA (7.65%)

$2,183

Retirement (11.5%)

$2,885

Retirement (11.5%)

$3,282

Total

$29,889

Total

$34,003
Total Annual Impact: $4,114

Staff Review and Comment

FY2016 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual Page 34 of 53
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DALLAS COUNTY JOB DESCRIPTION
Job Title:

Clerical Assistant I

Job Code:

6000300

Job Grade:

03

Reports To:

Supervisor

Pos. No:

Various

FLSA Code:

N

Department:

Various

Loc. Code:

Various

SIC Code:
WC Code:

9311
8810

Division:

Various

CS Code:*

A, B, C or
D

EEO Code:

F04

Summary of Functions: Performs a variety of very defined support tasks which may include: organizing and
maintaining records and files, issuing and maintaining supplies and equipment, processing and delivering mail,
and other clerical related duties. Works within a well-defined framework of policies and procedures, under
immediate supervision.
Management Scope: N/A

Duties and Responsibilities:

% of
Time

Essential
Non-essential

1. Organizes and maintains records and files.

20

E

2. Issues and maintains supplies and equipment.

20

E

3. Processes and delivers mail.

20

E

4. Processes routine items and records.

20

E

5. Operates office equipment as assigned.

15

E

6. Performs other duties as assigned.

05

N

*

The Code depends on the Department where the position is located and/or funded in accordance with
86-1 of Dallas County Code.

Minimum Qualifications:
Education, Experience and Training:
Completion of 10th grade from an accredited high school with the ability to read, write and perform basic
mathematical computations, and understand and follow written/verbal instructions.
Special Requirements/Knowledge, Skills & Abilities:
Ability to understand and follow written and verbal instructions, organize and process work and establish and
maintain effective working relationships with other County employees and the general public.
Physical/Environmental Requirements:
May require prolonged walking, standing, sitting, climbing or bending, and ability to lift and carry up to 25
lbs. unassisted.
G:\Senior Staff\Job Descriptions new versions\Clerical Assistant I - 6000300 - Generic.doc
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Hay Points/Point Factor:
HS10=80, E0=5, VM1B=10, PD1C=15, WH1B=10, WE2C=20, IC1A=5, DL1=5, PS1=10, RE1A=5,
SF1A=5, TTL: 170
Supervisor Signature

Date

Reviewed by Human Resources/Civil Service on

Date 5/2003

Approved by Civil Service Commission on

Date 6/16/2003

This job description shows typical requirements of a position within this classification. This description is not
intended to be all-inclusive. Individual positions may vary slightly in functions, job dimensions and
requirements. The percentage of time devoted to each function is only an estimate and may change depending
on the specific departmental tasks. Candidates whose disabilities make them unable to meet these requirements
will still be considered fully qualified if they can perform the Essential Functions of the job with reasonable
accommodation.

G:\Senior Staff\Job Descriptions new versions\Clerical Assistant I - 6000300 - Generic.doc
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Position Description Reclassification Request Form

General Instructions:

Please complete this form and attach the current and proposed position
descriptions, the current and proposed organization charts and any
comparative position descriptions that can be identified.

A. Identification / General Information
Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

CLERICAL ASSISTANT I
CLERK I ‗RECEPTIONIST‘
03
DISTRICT CLERK
3650
JESUSITA TOVAR
214-653-7301
Jesusita.Tovar@dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to: perform limited routine support tasks primarily involving customer service,
telephone reception, routing information and correspondence; processing requests for information; entering and
maintaining data; answering routine inquiries; and filing and maintaining data, correspondence, files, reports, etc.
Works within a well-defined framework of policies and procedures, under immediate supervision.
This is accomplished by: effectively receiving and determining the nature of a customer‘s request or complaint and
appropriately resolving the same either by providing requested information from the electronic repository or
forwarding the customer to the appropriate resource. The incumbent maintains a file of information requests and
issues for supervisorial review; assists the supervisor in conserving correspondence and ensuring timely response to
requests or deliveries.
Other duties include: the incumbent translates the Spanish language as needed to facilitate effective communication
between customers and district clerk staff.

C. Rationale for Reclassification
Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational structure,
changes in department procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new programs/functions; introduction
of new equipment/systems; reassignment of job duties/termination of other employees in the work unit, etc.
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On or about second quarter of calendar year 2011, the district clerk moved his Grade 7 Clerk III administrative assistant to the
criminal section in order to resolve a chronic backlog secondary to a staff shortage. That Grade 7 was permanently assigned to
a court as a second clerk handling criminal process. As a consequence of the transfer, the district clerk no longer had reliable
telephone support for the Administrative offices sometimes making it impossible for the public, judiciary, county staff and
others to reach key staff for immediate problem resolution. The district clerk determined that he needed some form of
administrative support to route the high volume of calls, greet visitors and answer the public‘s questions while assisting with
routine and repetitive clerical duties. The district clerk did not believe the position warranted a Grade 7 Clerk III as those
duties were easily assumed by the Grade A secretary. The district clerk directed that a Grade 3 deputy in the Records
department effectively left redundant by the changes in the nature of the business process would be better suited to provide
receptionist service.

Provide an explanation on the differences between the old and new job duties/responsibilities. Describe how
the job has grown and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level of judgment, independence,
problem solving and/or management (i.e., position was previously responsible for $1,000,000 and is now
responsible for $10,000,000; position was previously responsible for supervising two employees and is now
responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly outline the specific new job
duties/responsibilities.
The incumbent in Position number 3650 was originally assigned to the Civil Records division at GACB to perform duties such
as copying documents for customers; looking up file locations in the computer on FORVUS; delivering correspondence to the
courts, the mail-room and other sections in the district clerk‘s office; delivering paper case files to the courts and other
agencies at GACB; answering phones in the Records section directing calls to the supervisor or to other staff members for
assistance. Following the electronic conversion of the civil and family courts beginning in 2007 through 2009, records
requests have progressively become a function of sourcing the documents from the electronic case management system rather
than retrieving paper case files from the storage center and GACB Mezzanine. Reactivated Family court cases recorded in
paper files records are now scanned into the system and the source records destroyed. By 2010, there were no further need for
paper case file deliveries which had been the Clerical Assistant I primary job function. With the implementation of the
electronic filing mandate by the Supreme Court in January of 2014, the mail volume has plummeted thus reducing the burden
of mail delivery.
At this time, the incumbent in the position is providing services to the clerk‘s Administrative section consistent with a Grade 5
Clerk I ―Receptionist‖. The incumbent is expected to represent the department to visitors, effectively retrieve case information
from the two main electronic systems handling civil and criminal information, and resolve customer problems as they arise
with some independent discretion. In addition, as the incumbent is bilingual and fluent in the Spanish language, she is
frequently called upon to translate for and assist the many Spanish speaking customers seeking services from the clerk‘s
office. Her duties have well exceeded the limited role of a Grade 3 Clerical Assistant.

Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)? Please
specify. If the duties have been reassigned, please provide the name, job title, and an explanation of why the
duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the job duties/responsibilities.
Please see the above discussion. The receptionist and light clerical functions performed by the Clerk II Grade 7 originally
assigned to Administration provided those services in addition to departmental procurement. After the Clerk II was moved to
the criminal courts, the procurement duties migrated to the department‘s Grade A administrative assistant while the
receptionist and clerical functions were left ―hanging‖. The Grade 3 clerical assistant I transferred to Administration assumed
those Grade 5 receptionist duties but without the reclassification.

What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position? What position (if any) is now responsible
for them?
N/A
Outline the changes in the level of authority of the position (i.e., position now has authority to sign off on
expenditures for goods/services). Have any reporting relationships to or from this position been altered?
None
What specific tasks or activities make the job duties/responsibilities more complex?
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The incumbent was expected to learn the basics of court operations and all of the divisions that make up
the civil and criminal courts and how to properly route questions and issues. The Administrative section
is the primary contact point for the public seeking information on the district courts so that breadth of
knowledge, considerable, was important to learn and retain. The customer service the incumbent now
provides involves the active resolution of customer complaints, questions and issues and sometimes will
require limited independent judgment – the incumbent must understand the scope of that limitation. In
the Grade 3 position, the incumbent‘s interaction with customers was solely one of fulfillment and never
involved resolution of customer issues. In the former position, the incumbent worked under direct
supervision for the duration of her shift and in the company of other staff deputized to provide more
complex services. In the new position, the incumbent often works without direct supervision and must
seek assistance from others to resolve issues beyond the scope of her competence. The incumbent now
interacts with a variety of customers and office stakeholders including judges and other elected officials
as well as representing the department. In the former position, that interaction was limited to those
purchasing clerk records. The incumbent was not called upon to translate for Spanish speaking
customers in the former position but is now asked to do so frequently.
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide
specific reasons why.
N/A
What are the performance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position classification
recommendation support?
Vision 1 of the Strategic Plan is facilitated by a ―communications officer‖ whose duties and discretion
may be limited but who is competently able to connect taxpayers and customers with the appropriate
resources in the clerk‘s office.

D. Essential Functions
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions of this position.
In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise
sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty.
These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column
must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
Essential/Non-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

EXAMPLE 

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function:
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Time

E or NE

30%

E

Time

E or NE
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Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

50%

E

2. Function:

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

30%

E

3. Function:

Time

E or NE

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

15%

E

Time
5%

E or NE
E

Time

E or NE

Responds to telephone inquiries regarding court issues including basic
information about a case most especially the current setting date, latest filings,
and court location. Routes telephone inquiries to district clerk staff and court
staff after determining which division can best address the customer‘s issues.

Greets customers, the public and county staff on behalf of the elected district
clerk and chief deputy and assisting the same in scheduling meetings or
interface. Always determines the nature of the inquiry and effectively
communicates that to staff.

Performs clerical functions on behalf of the Administrative section and
Civil/Family section as needed included documenting the reception of
correspondence and its transmission to subject staff; maintains a file of
correspondence and messages; takes messages and follows up on information
requests that have been processed by senior staff; notifies the district clerk and
chief deputy in situations where their immediate attention is required; and assists
with the maintenance and upkeep of the Administrative offices to ensure a
presentable environment; assists with the scanning of the 19th century criminal
index cards project.
4. Function:

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
Provides oral Spanish translation services on behalf of Spanish speaking only
customers who frequently come in person to the office and occasionally call.
5. Function:

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:

D. Visual-Mental Demands
1. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands of this position, then select
the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means your job works under
these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)

0-1/3
X

1.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration to



Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over
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X



2.



3.

detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most of the
time.













E. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
1. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these demands
between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands
0-1/3
X

1.



2.



3.



4.

Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 pounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 pounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 51-75
pounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 pounds.

Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over





X



















2. Machines, Tools, Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position. (Do not
include computer equipment and software – use the next section for this.)
Electronic file stamp machine, general office supplies

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this position.

(personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no computers
or software are used to perform this function)
Personal computer, high speed desktop scanner, color laser printer, Word, FORVUS, OnBase, Odyssey software
packages; MS Outlook calendar scheduling and task setup
4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency of
time in which you are required to work under these conditions.
Environmental Condition


1.



2.



3.



4.

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery
Health and Safety Conditions

0-1/3


Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over



Seasonally


























0-1/3

1/3-2/3

2/3-Over

Seasonally
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.










Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):




























5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position‘s duties are performed.
X



1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)




4.
5.

Clinic
Secured Facility




6.
7.

Residential Facility (not secure)
Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

F. Position Minimum Requirements
1. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the incumbent‘s
education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).


1.

Less than high school education

X

2.

High school diploma or equivalent



3.

One year college



4.

Two-year Associate‘s degree in:



5.

Four-year Bachelor‘s degree in:



6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent‘s
experience).

2.


1.

No previous experience required



2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

X

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:



4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as:



5.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:



6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:



7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:



8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:



9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

Secretary or administrative assistant
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10.

Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations required
for the position (not necessarily the incumbent‘s current licenses or certifications). Use the exact name of the license,
certification or requirement.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? Yes

XNo

If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or analytical skill
required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.


1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

X

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.



3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.



4.



5.



6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or constructive
thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require in-depth
analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative, developmental
and constructive thinking.

2. Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
 Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

 No

The incumbent may serve on committees that plan employee team building and benevolence events and functions
under the supervision of the Administrative Assistant.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget?  Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.


1.



2.

X No

Researches and prepares information for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend budget
allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than department size or for a
small department.
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3.



4.

Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

4. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, of the operating budget and any contracts or
grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility.
Total county amount $

Total grant amount $

Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

Yes

XNo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees
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6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered ―Yes‖ to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).
. Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns, volunteers
or temporary employees.
. Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those directed,
and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
. Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or a
work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
. Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors or
administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating program
and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing assignments as necessary.
. Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational goals
and realigning work and staffing for the department.
7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position‘s level of freedom to act. Limitations of freedom
to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established policies and
procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence of supervision or
management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)


1.

X

2.



3.



4.



5.



6.



7.



8.



9.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate supervision
always available, and work regularly reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve end
result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed periodically by
supervisor on an ―as needed‖ basis.
Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for special
problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process. Work is
reviewed upon completion of objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work of assigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own
initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is
reviewed at the end of major projects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with those
outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in the general
public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions, governmental organizations,
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and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specify the frequency
of time used in performing this job.

X

1.

X

2.



3.



4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and noncontroversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to obtain
cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

0-1/3


Frequency of Time
1/3-2/3
2/3-Over

X

X

















I. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold 1.
my current classification might be promoted.
2.
My Current Classification
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
1.
applicants for my current classification.
2.

J. Signature/Approval
To the best of my ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description of my
position or the proposed position.

Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:

Date

Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:

Date
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS
Department

DISTRICT CLERK – JUVENILE SECTION

Brief Title of PIR

ERECTION GLASS PARTITION SERVICE DESK

Estimated Cost

$2,000

Budget No

Department Priority

4020
1

Brief Summary of Request
The district clerk is requesting funds to erect a glass partition at the cashier stations located in her Juvenile operations at Henry
Wade Juvenile Justice section

Discussion of Need
Juvenile section staff has repeatedly requested the partition noting that the area where cash tendering and transfers take place is
open and accessible to the public which makes them vulnerable to theft. The cashier station is located in front of the elevators
and next to the stairwell. With the significant amount of daily cash transactions staff believes the glass partition will provide
safety and security while maintaining the ability to conduct financial transactions and prevent potential loss.
Strategic Plan Compliance: This request for a collections improvement system conforms to Strategy 1.3 of the Plan by providing
sound, financially responsible and accountable governance. The amount represents a small investment relative to the potential
loss of funds while effectively maintaining its mission critical collections operation.

Staff Review and Comment

Form G
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Department

DISTRICT CLERK

Budget No.

WORK HORSE SCANNER FOR
DIGITAL IMAGING PROJECT

Title of PIR

(assigned by
Data Services)

PIR #

Request Type
Possible Funding Source

4020
H
94080

Description of Need and Justification
Currently the District Clerk‟s office has two high-speed Kodak i610 scanners used in the criminal section. Both scanners are duty rated
for up to 80,000 scans per day and are the “work-horse” of the back-office digital scanning operations. The scanners are nearly eight
years old, no longer under warranty or service contract, and the model has since been discontinued. At the time the scanners were
deployed there were no uniform rules or guidelines promulgated by the Supreme Court or Texas State Library affecting scanning
resolution except for a lower limit set for archival images. Today the minimum scanning resolution for black-and-white or grayscale
documents is 300dpi and for color or color photos, 600dpi. The request conforms to the Strategic Plan‟s indicators for a traditional
service provider by increasing eBusiness capacity, improving the efficiency of the office and statutory compliance. The following
replacement/augmentation is requested:
PANASONIC KV S4085CW-V, CDW PART 2867546, UNSPSC: 43211711
Total cost from Dallas County‟s parts vendor CDW is $8,901.99 before any applicable discounts. In addition, a 3 year onsite
maintenance contract is $188.99 for a total of $9,090.98. The clerk requests an additional 10% for any cost inflation for a revised total
of $10,000.08.

Expected Benefits
The current i610 scanners have a maximum scanning resolution of 300dpi which is acceptable for ordinary archival scanning. As a
consequence, the two i610‟s will continue to be serviceable for high-volume back scanning connected with our Criminal Minutes
Project which involves digitizing 30 years of improperly conserved archived court minutes. Using these two older scanners will enable
the clerk to comply with the permanent retention standards of those records. For the pending records of the court the new scanning
machine will provide the utility, resolution density and reliability needed for the digital conversion of new filings. It will also enable
the clerk to scan at the 600dpi color level now mandated by the Texas Supreme Court as well as preserve color exhibits electronically.

Department Head Signature:
Department Contact Person:

Priority
Gary Fitzsimmons

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Phone

1
x6224

Rec‟d by Data Services

Scoring

Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

Service to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

Form H

Page28
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Department

DISTRICT CLERK

Budget No.

MICROFORM SCANNER

Title of PIR
PIR #

Request Type
Possible Funding Source

4020
H
94080

Description of Need and Justification
The District Clerk‟s office maintains thousands of volumes of court minutes on microfilm pursuant to a project begun by the office in
the 1970s as a paper reduction effort. Texas law requires local governments maintain court records and all supporting equipment, i.e.
reader/printers, for the duration of the documents‟ retention period. All District Clerk documents stored on microfilm are classified as
permanent and are maintained indefinitely. The conservation of the material was outsourced to Iron Mountain and kept in their storage
facility. Funds for that outsourcing came from escrow account 94080. The district clerk has since determined that the county‟s records
storage facility in west Dallas is a more cost-effective location and is terminating her conservation agreement with Iron Mountain.
As the records reflect the minutes of the district courts and are permanent, and microfilm is subject to significant deterioration over
time even when properly conserved, the clerk has opted to digitize the microform material and dispose of it thus obviating the need for
continued storage. Therefore clerk will need at least one microform scanning machine to effectuate the digitization process.
The clerk requests the purchase of the following:
Konica Minolta Micofilm Scanner
The total cost through Dallas County‟s contract parts vendor CDW is $10,685 before any credits. Installation will be performed by
Dallas County I.T. Services and Dallas County telecommunications. The clerk requests an additional 10% inflation charge for a total
request of $11,573.50.

Expected Benefits
The digitization of almost thirty years of microfilm records will significantly improve the office‟s ability to access the records, release
2,000 square feet of floor space from microfilm storage, and facilitate the permanent conservation of the records in accordance with
statute.

Department Head Signature:
Department Contact Person:

Priority
Gary Fitzsimmons

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Phone

2
x6224

Rec‟d by Data Services

Scoring
Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

Service to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

Form H
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Department

DISTRICT CLERK

Budget No.

DIGITAL FAX /
TELEPHONY CARD

Title of PIR
PIR #

Request Type
Possible Funding Source

4020
H
94085

Description of Need and Justification
Currently the eFiling mandate applies to the state‟s civil courts, not criminal. Regrettably a number of state agencies including the
Texas Department of Corrections, Texas Board of Pardons and Paroles, the Dallas Police Department and many local law enforcement
agencies continue to transmit and receive information via facsimile. This requires the district clerk to maintain and use a fax machine.
The use of fax machines is inherently costly and inefficient. In addition to the paper costs, documents that are received via fax must be
scanned into the electronic case management system. Rarely does a scanned fax meet the resolution quality standards as required by
state rule. Even more costly is the necessity of assembling the copious records requested by agencies electronically, then printing them
out, faxing them to the customer and subsequently disposing the printed material. The request conforms to the Strategic Plan‟s
indicators for a traditional service provider by increasing eBusiness capacity, improving the efficiency of the office and statutory
compliance The Clerk requests:
INTEL DIALOGIC D 41JCT-LS VOICE FAX BOARD MFG PART: D41JCTLSW, CDW PART 392483, UNSPSC: 43201547
The total cost through Dallas County‟s contract parts vendor CDW is $1,395.99 before any credits. Installation will be performed by
Dallas County I.T. Services and Dallas County telecommunications. The clerk requests an additional 10% inflation charge for a total
request of $1,535.59.

Expected Benefits
Rather than replace the criminal division‟s unreliable fax machine, the district clerk requests the purchase a fax telephony board for
desktop installation. This board will enable deputies to assemble electronic documents for transmission and “print-to-fax” those
records so that no paper is produced in the process. In addition, the telephony card is capable of receiving faxed documents as
electronic images which may then be quickly converted to pdf‟s and attached to the electronic case record. The proposed telephony
card has four independent interfaces and may be networked for enterprise use by multiple deputies in different areas of the office. In
addition, the card can be configured to make automated notification

Department Head Signature:
Department Contact Person:

Priority
Gary Fitzsimmons

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Phone

3
x6224

Rec‟d by Data Services

Scoring
Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

Service to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

Form H
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
DISTRICT CLERK
PASSPORT NORTH

Department

Budget No.

COMPUTER STATION

Title of PIR
PIR #

Request Type

4020
H

Possible Funding Source

Description of Need and Justification
The District Clerk’s office manages three passport offices located downtown at GACB, North Dallas Government Center and the East
Dallas Government Center. Passport service volume varies greatly by season resulting in long lines and wait times. To meet this
challenge, the clerk has designated several employees as “floaters” who are assigned to locations based on immediate need. The clerk
is requesting an additional computer station for the North Dallas passport office which will enable the unit to utilize an additional
unused service window for the use by a floater assigned during periods of maximum volume. Total cost of the single work station is
$1,025.

Expected Benefits
The lines that develop during peak volume at the North Dallas Passport office interfere with the operation of the courts and the
constable’s office. The opening of a new window during these periods will reduce customer wait time and shorten the lines thus easing
the burden on the other offices at the North Dallas Government Center. It will also improve the overall customer service experience.

Department Head Signature:
Department Contact Person:

Priority
Gary Fitzsimmons

Received by Office of Budget and Evaluation

Phone

4
x6224

Rec’d by Data Services

Scoring
Cost Savings

Improved
Management
Controls

Cost Avoidance

Multi-Use Systems

Legal Requirements

Cost Recapture

Service to the Public

Critical System
Upgrade

Form H
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FY 2016 BUDGET REQUEST
DISTRICT CLERK
SUPPLEMENT
REQUEST TO RAISE PASSPORT PICTURE FEES
BACKGROUND:
Each of the four passport offices offers customers passport picture sets to include with their
applications for a fee of $10. This fee is typically paid in cash and receipted to Fund 460
Reimbursement for Current Services - General Government, line item 46110.
Demand for passport pictures at our office is high because of the enormous convenience of
obtaining them in the same place that the applications are submitted rather than a retail location.
Despite that convenience, the passport office is actually undercutting the fees assessed by private
retailers. Fed Ex/Kinko’s for example charges $17 per passport photo set.
The clerk is recommending the commissioners court adopt a $15 passport picture fee effective
for the FY 2016 budget.
FINANCIAL IMPACT:
The total revenue for FY 2013 was $194,852 which was approximately $15,000 less than
projection. The district clerk is requesting that passport picture fees be raised $5 from $10 per set
to $15 per set. Based on FY 13’ numbers, passport picture fee revenue should rise to at or near
$292,278 representing close to $100,000 in additional revenue.
The fee increase should not have a significant impact on demand. At $15 per set it is still less
than that charged by private alternatives while still offering the convenience of on-site picture
taking.
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FY 2016 BUDGET REQUEST
DISTRICT CLERK
SUPPLEMENT
DISTRICT CLERK ADMINISTRATION
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART WITH REQUESTED CHANGES
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

April 23, 2015
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Alejandro Moreno, Budget and Policy Analyst

Subject:

District Court Administration FY2016 Budget Recommendations

BACKGROUND
During the FY2016 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2016 Budget. As such, the
District Court Administration submitted the following requests:
1. Microwave
a. The DCA submitted a request to replace a microwave that is currently
inoperable. The microwave is located in the second floor of the George
Allen training room.
2. Refrigerator
a. The DCA submitted a request to purchase a refrigerator. The refrigerator
is for the second floor of the George Allen training room.
3. Audio/Visual Equipment
a. The DCA submitted a request for A/V equipment for use in the second
floor of the George Allen training room. Included in the A/V equipment
request are the following items: projector, screen, crestron control system,
Microphone and speakers, rolling lectern that functions as both lectern and
locked equipment rack.

FINANCIAL IMPACT
1. The estimated one time cost of replacing one microwave is $310.
2. The estimated one time cost of one refrigerator is $700.
3. The estimated one time cost of A/V equipment is $22,000.

RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends:
1. Purchasing one Microwave
2. Purchasing one refrigerator
3. Purchasing A/V equipment for use in the second floor of the George Allen
training room.
411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6387  Fax (214) 653 - 6517  Alejandro.Moreno@dallascounty.org

These recommendations from the Budget Office (does not include anything that was sent
to another department for review) come with a one-time estimated cost of $22,000.

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment

Budget No

IBrief Title ofPIR
IEstimated Cost

-------I

AN Equipment - George Allen Training Room
$22,000

Department Priority

Brief Summary of Request

Audiolvisual equipment for use in the 2nd floor George Allen training room to include:
• Projector
• Screen
• Crestron control system
• Microphone and speakers
• Rolling lectern that functions as both lectern and locked equipment rack

Discussion of Need

•
•

•

No audio/visual equipment was installed in the training room at the time the
new George Allen tower was constructed.
The training room is utilized by various County departments, including Family
Court Services, Human Resources, Auditor's Office, District and County
Clerks, and the courts on a regular basis. The room is also rented to various
civic and non-profit groups.
There is not an efficient process for conducting meetings, training classes, or
group presentations without the rental of screens, projectors and an audio
system, which can be costly.

Staff Review and Comment

FormG

FY2016
FY20I6 Operating Budget / Capital Improvement Plan Preparation Manual
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Lori Bodino
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Richard Barnett < richard@visionality.com>
Wednesday, March 25, 2015 3:03 PM
Lori Bodino
FW: Training Room Budget Numbers

Richard Barnett
Visionality
1778 N Plano Rd #211B
Richardson, TX 75081
Office-214-276-0124
Direct-972-S98-1717
www.visionality.com

From: Richard Barnett

Sent: Friday, March 20, 2015 4:23 PM
To: LBODINO@DALLA5COUNTY.ORG
Cc: Richard Barnett; Robert O'Hair

Subject: Training Room Budget Numbers
Lori Ann,
I wanted to send you over the budget numbers.
I would go to budget for $23,000.
Here is some basic information about the design:
•
Spectrum Lectern with Microphone, VGA HDMI Connections and Peripheral Equipment.
•
•
•
•

Da-Lite Idea Screen
o This is a screen that doubles as a white board (killing 2 birds with one stone).
8 Button Controller will be mounted next to the Idea Screen
o This will allow you to turn on the Projector, change the sources, and turn up and down the volume
Speakers through the room
6000 Lumen Projector
o This is needed due to all of the windows
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Let me know what you think, This is my recommendation for what to do, I can follow up Monday with a more detailed
proposal with a better brake down of the expenses, that way we can modify things as you see fit,
Richard

Richard Barnett
Visionality
1778 N Plano Rd #211B
Richardson, TX 75081
Office-214-276-0124
Direct-972-598-1717
www.visionality.com

2

VISIONALITY
DE510 NsTHATCOMPUTE

Dallas County Courts Training Room A
Room 220
3/25/2015

Prepared for:

Dallas County
Ryan Piper

Prepared by:

Richard Barnett
Operations Manager
richard@visionality.com
(214) 276-0124

Visionality
1778 N. Plano Rd. #211 b
Richardson, TX 75081

DIR Contract DIR-SDD-2022
Panasonic Equipment to be purchased off DIR-TSO-2520

Statement of Confidentiality
This proposal is the work product of Visionality Designs That Compute (DTC), and as a result remains the
v

property of Visionality-DTC. This proposal has been given to Dallas County for the express interest of offering
products and services to Dallas County_ The particulars of this proposal must remain confidential between the
personnel of Dallas County and Visionality-DTC. This proposal may not be offered to others without the express
written consent of Visionality-OTC.

Corporate Mission
Visionality partners with its customers. Our goal is to enable a communication between the customer and OTe to
enhance the relationship and produce a result which meets or exceeds the needs of our customers.

Visionality was founded in 1985 and has been at the forefront of technological development. We are an Audio
Visual integrator with an emphasis on video communications. Visionality has aligned with the leading
manufacturers in the industry, enabling us to provide our customers the latest advancements in the industry at
competitive prices. Visionality primarily focuses on its customer's needs. We work closely with our customers to
examine the particular need of each customer and then design the best possible solution for their application.

Visionality-DTC Value Proposition
Visionality offers Dallas County a unique mix of skill, experience and value:
•

Longevity--Visionality was incorporated in 1985. We are seasoned providers and integrators of

audiovisual technology with hundreds of customers.
•

Diversity of products--We offer numerous products that can provide unique value to our customers.
We have a great understanding of the needs of Dallas County. This allows us to contribute in a
meaningful way to the overall design in this proposal.

•

Convergence of Audiovisual Technology and IT -Visionality knows that the converged AV/IT world is
here to stay. We understand network philosophies, infrastructure, and enterprise-based IT. We know
how to intelligently discuss IT AV requirements, concerns, and deployment with your IT staff.

•

Integration Capabilities--We are an Infocamm certified provider, which means our personnel have
passed certification tests in audio visual systems. Further, our personnel hold certifications in many
videoconferencing manufacturers' equipment.

•

Historically Underutilized Business - We are a women-owned business in the state of Texas.

•

Service--We excel at customer service and have programs in place to service our customers at all levels.
We have many customers, some in the fortune 500 which use our tech support resources to assure that
they have support for their existing equipment.

•

Visianality
1778 N. Plano Rd #211b

RAB03202015R-03
Richardson, TX 75081

(214) 276-0124

Pricing
Qty

Manufacturer
P rt N
b
a
urn er

Qty

Man!. Part #

,

. .
DescriptIon

..
Umt lIst

Discount
P.
nce

Total Price

Unit list

Discount
Price

Total Price

I

Description

Dallas County Courts Training Room A Room
220

1

Video Components:

$9,015.99

$5,626.80

$5,626.80

-Pansonic 5,400 Lumen Projector
-Blu-ray Player
-112" Da-lite Idea Screen 16:10 Format
(S9.S"x9S.2S")

1

Crestron Control System and Hardware:
-Crestron DMPS Control and Switching
System
-Creston 8 Button Control Keypad

$6,660.00

$3,996.00

$3,996.00

1

Audio Components:
-Crestron Amplifier
-Shure 18" Gooseneck Microphone
-8 Tannoy Speakers

$2,591.00

$1,879.85

$1,879.85

1

Lectern and Hardware:
-Spectrum Rolling Cart Lecturn (This will
function as both lecturn and Rack)
-Mise Hardware for Rack Equipment
-Mise Hardware for Install

$3,998.20

$2,866.09

$2,866.09

1

Install - Time

$5,320.00

$3,458.00

$3,458.00

Visionality
1778 N. Plano Rd #211b

RAB03202015R-03
Richardson, TX 75081

(214) 276-0124

1

Professional Services (Programming,
Commissioning, Traning)

$2,400.00

$1,560.00

$1,560.00

1

Installation - Materials:
- Bulk Cables
- Premade Cables
- Content Adaptor Ring (adds ability to plug
in DisplayPort, DVI, mini-HOM I, micro-HMDI,
mini-DisplayPort, Apple 30 pin, Apple
Lightning, DVI-D)

$1,727.14

$1,086.02

$1,086.02

Silver level provides the coverage needed to
fulfill a customer's basic service

$1,237.00

$1,175.15

$1,175.15

1

SLS-1

requirement. This limited service plan
affords the customer 1 Yr

TOTAL LIST

$32,949.33

TOTAL DISCOUNT
PRICE

$21,647.91

SHIPPING
SALES TAX
TOTAL

Visianality
1778 N. Plano Rd 11211b

RAB03202015R-03
Richardson, TX 75081
2

$0.00
$0.00
$21,647.91

(214) 276-0124

Responsibilities: (Unless otherwise specified above)

Standard Customer Obligations:
The following items shall be the provided by the Customer and are not part of this scope or proposal:
•
AII120V Electrical provisions (Specifications and call-outs will be provided by Visionality after
acceptance of the proposal).
•
All conduit and raceway as required by local code.
•
Conveyance (pathway) for AV cabling· includes any core drilling or structural modifications.
•
"Hard Points" for mounting of equipment. WOC shall provide equipment specific mounting
hardware to be attached to structural support provided by the Owner. When In doubt the

Owner should contact a certified Structural Engineer for safety factors.
•
•
•

Custom Millwork, construction, or trim. Includes ceiling, floor and structural amendments or
repairs.
Required Local Permits and/or plan approvals.
Required local inspection and compliance procedures.

•

Hazardous Material discovery and/or abatement.

•

Provide and commission all Telephony and Network demarcations as required prior to
Visionality onsite deployment.
Ready access to room
A minimum of 8 A.M - S P.M. daily. Monday through Friday.

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Security
o
Prior to installation, if equipment is to be shipped in advance, the customer is
responsible for receiving and storing this equipment in a safe location.
o
During installation, customer is responsible for making sure rooms can be secured and
equipment is safe.
Rooms are clean and ready for installation. No equipment, furniture, debris, or other
objects need to be removed from the room for access or safety, prior to onset of
installation.
Sufficient on-site support, persons readily available to answer questions
Network connectivity. Computer or other Network connections are to be installed and tested
prior to DlC personnel arriving on site. Necessary firewall ports will be opened prior to the
installation time, and IT staff will be available during the installation process if there is a
connectivity issue. Adequate bandwidth will be provided for the equipment chosen.
Computer Network jacks are to be tested with information for connection readily available
Customer will assure that any customer furnished equipment is in working order.
Customer is responsible, for firewall or router configuration, unless expressly stated as a
term of this proposal.
For maintenance purposes, customer will work with Visionality to create a mutually
acceptable method that will allow remote access to installed equipment.

Visionolity
1778 N. Plano Rd #211b

RAB03202015R-03
Richardson, TX 75081

3

(214) 276-0124

Project Management Procedures
Each entity will appoint one designee for as the prime project manager. These two people will be
responsible for the proper installation of the equipment. Any problems need to be funneled through
these persons. For example, if there is a change in the room layout, this should be discussed between
the two project managers and a change order written.
Status Reviews. All ongoing projects are reviewed weekly by Visionality management. Visionality

Project Management will be available via telephone for weekly status meeting (via telephone) prior to
the onset of instillation. During the installation process, Visionality Project management will be

available daily to discuss the status and needs of the installation with the customer designated
representative.

Payments. Payment for the good delivered is due when goods are shipped to site. Payment for
installation is due when the installation is substantially complete. That is all work has been done and the
equipment is operational. However there may be some tasks remaining (e.g. bug list).

Change Orders. All change orders must be submitted in writing from the customer designee to the
Visionality project manager. If such a change is a fundamental change of scope either in parts or labor,
the project manager will provide an estimate of the change in price. Visionality will proceed with this
change when the change order has been completed and the approved by both parties.

Visianality
1778 N. Plano Rd #211b

RAB03202015R-03
Richardson, TX 75081

4

(214) 276-0124

V1S10NAUTY

OCSI~N5THATCOWPUT~

Quale Number: RAB0320201sR-03

Terms and Conditions
Disclaimers
Visionality - Designs That Compute (Ole) is a resel1er ofvideoconferendng
products. Warranty and liability for use of any product sold Is limited to what
is stated by the manufacturer of these products. DTC creates no warranties
express or implied beyond the manufacturer's warranty.

materials are ready prior to Visionality installation; and resources are
available quickly to resolve issues. A full list of these requirements is in the
proposal above. If these conditions are not met, additional charges may apply.

Product Returns

limitations

DTC does not accept product returns unless defective and only for
replacement.

The express obligation stated above is in lieu of all liabilities or obligations of
DTe for damages, including but not limited to any liability due to or associated

Payment Terms

with Infringement of a third party's intellectual property rights or any loss,

damage, or injury, direct or consequential (including any loss of profits, use,
business or the like. even If Ole has been advised of the possibility of same),
arising out of or in connection with the delivery, use or performance of
products resold by DTC, and It is agreed that repair or replacement, in
accordance with the foregoing warranty, is DTCs sole liability and buyer's sole
remedy for such liability, loss, damage, or injury. This limitation of DTCs
liability will apply regardless of the form of action, whether In contract or tort
(Including negligence) or based on a warranty. Any action against DTC must be
brought within 12 months after the cause of action arises. The parties
expressly agree that the products are not consumer goods.
To the extent any limitation of l1ability contained herein Is construed by a court
of competentjurisdletion to be a limitation of liability in violation of state law,
such limitation of liability shall be void, however the validity of the remaining
parts, terms or provisions shall not be affected thereby, and said illegal or
inval1d part, term or provIsion shall be deemed not to be a part of this
limitation of liability.

Statement of Confidentiality
This proposal is the work product of OTC and as a result remains the property
of OTC. This proposal has been submitted for the express interest of offering
products and services. The particulars of this proposal must remain
confidential between the receiving agency and DTe. This proposal may not be
offered to others without the express written consent of oTC. Where
applicable, confidentiality is to be consistent with freedom of Information act.
If there Is a request for this document the customer will take all necessary
steps to defend the confidentiality of this document including an appeal the
disclosure to the attorney general.

Prepayment may be required. If terms are extended, payment is due
immediately upon receipt of goods. Any objections to delivery or installation
by the customer that many delay payment must be submitted to DTC in
writing with 15 day of delivery of invoice to purchasing. When DTC resolves
the problem they will resubmit invoice to purchasing. At that time customer
must respond within 15 days if there is a further problem. DTC fully expects
any Invoice to be paid within 30 days of submittal. Failure to pay in a timely
manner will constitute charges at the rate of 2% per month from date of
invoice submittal.
Products delivered for an installation, are billed and due at the time of
delivery. Installation will be bllled and due when substantial completion has
occurred. DTC will work with the customer to assure the highest quality
products and services are delivered and installed. At the customer's request a
payment schedule can be designed that withholds a percentage of the invoice
based upon successful installation.
Some equipment has service or warranty that starts at the time of delivery. If
Installation is delayed this may affect the time coverage of those products is In
effect after installation.
At times, the goods and services in this proposal may be purchased by a
government entity or under a specific purchasing contract. In the cases where
be a law or contract has conflicts with the above terms, the terms of a
purchasing contract or law wilt take precedence.

Non-Taxable Entities
Please include a copy of your Sales Tax Exemption Form along with any
Purchase Order sent to Designs That Compute dba Vislonality

Installation (if applicable)
Installation prices are estimated based on the customers stated requirements.
Unless otherwise noted, the customer is responsible for standard installation
preparation and assistance; this Include but is not limited to: Site security
before and during the installation; fee access to perform Installation during
business hours while scheduled on site; customer furnished Installation or

Customer Acceptance Signature

Designs That Compute is a Texas HUB
This Quale Vaiid for 30 days from dale above
All Prices subjecllo Shipping Charges and Sales Tax - Where Applicable

Warranty and Service
Warranty
Visionality warrants that its installation of the products and systems shall conform to all general industry and manufacturer
standards and shall be done in a safe and workmanlike manner and be free from defects for 90 days following completion of the
work. Warranty repairs shall be performed without charge to the Customer unless it is determined that the repair is not the result of
installation defect in which case the customer will be charged $95/hour for such travel and repair work. Standard manufacturers
warranties will apply for all equipment installed. Extended service agreements can be provided by Visionality beyond the
installation warranty period at the customer's request.

Service Agreements
Visionality offers multiple levels of service for its clients. The following options are available for our clients:
•
Silver Service Level features telephone support for all products purchased as well as extended service for listed products.
•
Gold Service Level adds onsite support to the silver level. The onsite support may be limited in scope or unlimited based
on the customers' needs.
•
Platinum Service Level: provides all the support of the Gold Service Level and increases the level of product support.

Visionality - Silver lever with options·
Purchaser ofDTC products are entitled to
•
Next Day Parts Replacement - Next day parts can be delivered for Cisco equipment and PDU'
•
Phone Support Policy on all products purchased
•
Unlimited technical support during the hours of 8am - 5prn Central Time Zone, Monday -Friday excluding national
holidays.
•
Answers to frequently asked questions and simple product workarounds will be provided on the phone with you.
•
Responses to questions that require research will be returned by email or phone within 24 hours.
•
If your request/question requires extensive research and/or a custom solution. we will provide you with a completion date.
•
Feature requests and bug reports will be logged and prioritized by DTC's Engineering team for future consideration.
•
Questions received after our close of business will be answered within six business hours after start of next business day.

I) The limited service does not cover any damage. deterioration or malfunction resulting from any alteration, modification, improper
or unreasonable use or maintenance, misuse, abuse. accident, neglect. exposure to excess heat or moisture, fire, improper packing
and shipping (such claims must be presented to the carrier), lightning, power surges, or other acts of nature. This limited warranty
does not cover any unauthorized tampering with this product, any repairs attempted by anyone unauthorized by Visionality to make
such repairs. or any other cause which does not relate directly to a defect in materials and/or workmanship of this product. This
limited warranty does not cover cartons, equipment enclosures, cables or accessories used in conjunction with this product. Parts
that are considered consumables such as bulbs are not covered under this warranty.
2) Next day parts subject to time problem diagnosed and parts availability.

Service Procedure

•

•
•

Customers can contact Visionality concerning an issue related to service by telephone.
o 214-276-0125 (main Visionalily tech support number)
o 800-377-9938
o After hours items will be attended to within 6 hrs of the next business day (M-F from 8-5 CST on normal business
hours for Visionalily excluding national and Visionalily holidays)
A case is opened for the issue and is tracked using a ticket number. All transactions for that case are added to the case
information.
Visionality will collect the information and respond to the problem as quickly as possible. Many times a service technician
is available immediately to resolve the issue. Ifa service technician is not available, Visionality will respond within 4
business hours. At that time a technician will work with the customer to diagnose and resolve the situation.
In the case of a failure, replacement items will be processed according to the specific service contract. Items that require
replacement will be delivered based on the specific service contract. See Below.
A technician can be dispatched at an additional charge to repair and replace parts. The service level chosen will have more
specific details on this dispatch.

Service Flow Chart

I Service Flow Chart
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REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT REQUEST
Department

Priority
I

Budget No.

Item to be
Replaced

Age
(years)

Property
Number

Estimated Cost
of Replacement

Comments/Justification

2.2 cu ft

7

NA

$310.00

George Allen Training Room - 2"d floor

Microwave

Existing microwave inoperable.

(1250 watts)
2

Refrigerator

NEW

(18-20 cu ft)

NA

$700.00

George Allen Training Room - 2"d floor
New equipment. No refrigerator in
room. Room used by county
deoartments and various !'Touns.

3

4

5

-

6

7

8

9

10

I
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Dallas County
Office of Budget and Evaluation

June 15, 2015
To:

Commissioners Court

Through:

Ryan Brown, Budget Officer

From:

Ronica L. Watkins, Assistant Budget Officer

Subject:

Domestic Relations Office Budget Request Recommendation

BACKGROUND
During the FY2016 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the
Office of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2016 Budget. As such, the
Domestic Relations Office submitted the following new requests:


Replacement of four broken high back chairs

FINANCIAL IMPACT


The estimated one time cost for replacement of the four chairs is 1,140 ($285
each).

RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommend the replacement of the four high back
chairs in the amount of $1,140 for a one-time cost to the Domestic Relations Office
FY2016 Budget.

411 Elm Street - 3rd Floor, Dallas Texas 75202-3340
(214) 653 - 6363  Fax (214) 653 - 6517  Ronica.watkins@dallascounty.org

June

n, 2015

TO:

Commissioners Court

THROUGH:

Ry~rown, Budget Officer

FROM:

Erica Terrazas, Budget and Policy Analyst

SUBJECT:

Elections PIR Analysis - FY2016

BACKGROUND
During the FY2015 Budget Process, Dallas County departments submitted requests to the Office
of Budget and Evaluation for consideration in the FY2015 Budget. The Elections Department has
submitted the following staffing requests for consideration by the Commissioners Court:
.1. Addition of one (I) Training Coordinator, Grade A - $56,853 (salary and benefits) and
$2,250 (computer and printer)
2. Reclassification of eight (8) Clerk I, Grade 5 to Clerk II, Grade 6 - $21,608
3. One (I) new forklift - $30,000
4. One (I) replacement industrial-grade burster with accessories and maintenance - $22,000
5. One (I) replacement industrial shredder - $2,000
6. Four (4) Risograph printers - $115,420
7. Eight (8) Replacement Laptops for Administrative @ $2,500 - $20,000
OPERATIONAL IMPACT/CONSIDERATIONS
The Elections Department is requesting one (I) Training Coordinator due to several staff
members taking on the functions proposed for the position. The Elections Administrator, the
Assistant Elections Administrator, Administrative Assistant to the Elections Administrator, three
(3) Clerks, and one (I) Courier as well as several temporary workers coordinate and execute the
tasks related to this function. These tasks include coordinating, preparing and implementing
training of Election Judges and Clerks, Deputy Voter Registrars, and volunteers. The Training
Coordinator would conduct training presentations and instruct groups of Elections Officials in all
phases of Early Voting, Election Day, and post-election procedural, equipment and computer
training. The Training Coordinator would also be versed in Federal, State, and Local laws and
pol icies to determine best practices for poll location management and election administration.
The request for the reclassification of eight (8) Clerk I, Grade 5 positions to Clerk II, Grade 6
positions is made due to state and federal laws revamping the duties and responsibilities of voter
registration clerks. Clerks are required to make judgmcnt calls in regards to voter registration
forms, which requires fact checking and critical thinking skills.
The forklift is requested for the new Elections warehouse, as the current forklift will not reach
the height in the new warehouse and the cUlTentforklifts are not reliable.
411 Elm Street - 3 rd Floor, Dallas, Texas 75202-3340

(214) 653-6389 . (214) 653-6517 . cr;",.Lcrrazas@daliascounty.org

The industrial grade burster is requested to increase efficiency in the Elections voter registration
processes.
The industrial shredder is requested to replace the Cllrrem industrial shredder that has slowed
down while Elections has an increased number of information that must be shredded due to items
having private and confidential information. The induslrial shredder request will be forwarded to
Records Management for further review and recommcndation.
The risograph printers are requested to print voter registration certificates and other largequantity, high speed color printing jobs. CUlTently, many of these printing jobs are done through
contractors.
The laptop reCjllesls have been submitted to IT for revicw.

FINANCIAL IMPACT/CONSIDERATIONS
The addition of one (1) Training Coordinator, Grade A would be an approximate total impact of
$59,103. The Elections Department anticipates charging much of the expense back to contracting
election entities.
RECOMMENDATION
The Office of Budget and Evaluation recommends authorizing the addition of one (1) Training
Coordinator, Grade A - $56,853 (salary and benefits) and $2,250 (computer and printer). aBE
also recommends the review for reclassification of eight (8) voter registration clerks, Clerk I,
Grade 5 positions to Clerk II, Grade 6.
The Office of Budget and Evaluation will further review and assess the equipment needs upon
the Elections department's move into the new warehollse.

•

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
ADDITIONAL STAFF
IDepartment
IBrief Title of PIR
IApprox. Net Cost

Elections
TRAINING COORDINATOR (Exempt)
Grade A,

$41,082.00

i

1210

Budget No

Department Priority

1

Brief Summary of Request

Elections Department needs a full-time Training Coordinator.

Discussion of Need

See Attached Addendum to Performance Improvement Request for Training Coordinator.

Discussion of Related Performance Measure
This job description shows typical requirements of a position within this classification. Thi
description is not intended to be all-inclusive. Individual positions may vary slightly in
functions, job dimensions and requirements. Any percentage of time included on each function

only an estimate and may change depending on the specific departmental tasks. Candidates whos e
disabilities make them unable to meet these requirements will still be considered fully qualif i d
i f they can perform the Essential Functions of the job with reasonable accommodation.

Staff Review and Comment

This position would be paid from the 1210 budget.
charged back to contracting election entities.

Much of this expense woulc

FY2015
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Form El- Program Improvement Request - Cost Worksheet
Purpose
To estimate staff, equipment, and supply costs associated with "Additional Staff' fonn.
INote: All "Additional Stafr' requests must be accompanied by this form.

Instructions
Staff Cost - list the requested grade, salary and benefit infonnation. To estimate the total personnel
cost, use the salaries shown in Appendix A-I and the fringe benefits as follows:

•

(I) Group Health Insurance

$8,500 per position per year

(2) FICA Expense

7.65% of salary expense

(3) Retirement Contribution

11.5% of salary expense

•

Related Equipment - the purpose of this section is to estimate the cost of equipment required for the
new program, including desks, chairs, computers, vehicles, etc. Appendix A-3 on page 34 details the
Standard Furniture Guidelines for positions.

•

Other Costs - include any training, consultant fees, or renovation/space needs in this section.

•

Additional Revenue Source (if any) - if the additional staff request is being submitted as a "selfliquidating" PIR, a description of the new revenue should be included here.

FY20/5 Operating Budget / Capita/Improvement Plan Preparation Manual

- 14 -

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST COST WORK SHEET
Training Coordinator

Brief Title of PIR
Staff Cost
Grade

A

Salary

$40,582.00

FICA@7.65%

$3,104.52

Retirement @ 11.5%

4,666.93

Insurance @ $8,500

$8,500.00
Total

$56,853.45
$ Amount

Related Equipment

Number
1

Desk
Furniture

n/a

Computer

2,000.00

Printer

$250.00

Network Cabling

n/a
n/a

Software
Vehicle

n/a
Not yet known

Travel
Pager

nla

Cell Phone

n/a
n/a

Other

$2,250.00

Total
Other Costs (describe)

Special Training

n/a

Consultant Fees

n/a

Renovation/Space

n/a
- $0 -

Total

Less Additional Revenue Source
\.Jrdna

Form

1 mal

$59,353.45

El

FY2015

792m3 uperatmg HUdget) Capltal Jmprovement Plan PreparaflOn Manual
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

New Position Description Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete this electronic fonn to thc best of your ability and email when
completed to Dallas County HWllan Resources/Civil S~rvice.

(For position reclassifications nse the "Position Reclassification Summary Form")

A. Identification! General Information
Proposed Position Title:
Proposed Position Grade:
Department Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name & Position Title
("Reports To"):
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:
Court Order # and Date:

Elections Traininq Coordinator
Exempt, Grade A
Dallas County Elections Department

N/A
Toni Pippins-Poole, Elections Administrator

(214) 819-6335

toni.pippins-poole@dallascounty.org
N/A

B. Brief Descri~tion of the New Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose of this position is to coordinate, prepare, and implement training of Election Judges and Clerks, Deputy Voter
Registrars and volunteers related to various Departmental functions.

This is accomplished by

Other duties include

",00

>In

'fM

See attached, Addendum to Perfonnance Improvement Request for Training Coordinator.

c. Essential Functions of the New Position
Description ofEssential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions ofthis position. In addition
to each function, list the tasks perfonned to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty. These
estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column must equal I 00%.
Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiallNon-Essential (E or NEl: Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.

- 50 -

EXAMPU:'"

Function: Maintains extenor of facilities
Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
I. Function: . ,...ul\u~ rallung presenta.nons anu ln~u~ lalg~ groups or l:lel"OlJons vlllelalS In all
' .,'
Tasks oerformed to accomolisl,. thiSiunctlon:

..

• C

",'

Time

EorNE

30%

E

Time

EorNE

Conducts training presentation to large and small groups. Position must be capable of learning the contents of

..

' "."",,"

~~,.~:'~:' ,~,.

,~~'~,

.;, ~:",~: ~:, •."'C '"

..

::;:::,~'" "." """

,

25

E

training material. Must be proficient with the use of teaching and presentation software and equipment tools
such as Power~Point. Microsoft Word, Adobe Acrobat, projectors, etc" as well as delegate this work to others.

2. Function: Assist wtth developmenllmplementation. and prescntahOn of E~ctions traimng curnculum

Time

EorNE

Tasks performed to accomolish tlris function:
Must be able to communicate well orally, and in Writing. Proofs and submits edit recommendations for all speci c
Electiono::. Offir.i~i~ and noll ~nrkprs nurinn the cnnnltr:t nf thp, pler:tion. On an onnoinn b;lo::.is continues to und;lt
and improve training material. During elections, assembles, formats and manages the production of aU poll
:;;::.~,"." """.,':'.'C""'..

,~0.~;:;7 on« ho o~'::;n oodd ~~<h .'c'

0<'

.",

25

E

, on« ~o'.,;o' .~ n,;n'

and bind training materials.

3.

FlUlction: Ensures complr.ance WIth aMant Federa6. Te1G8s Eled!on Code 1a'A"S ul1d Dallas COI.lnty P*Jes

Time

EorNE

Tasks oerformed to accomplish this function:
I t-erT~rms

researcn and analysIs. OT t-ea~r~l, \::it?te. and lOcal laws. a.nd policies to determine best practices TOr po

class attendance and pertormance data.

25
E

4. Funclion: Oversees the Online Poll Worker Training

Time

EorNE

Tasks oerformed to accomplish this function:
Creates and uploads videos, photos, files and documents to online training module. Offers technical support

~~rl mM,ne Ihe n~~'~e ;;;eh<lle ,nrl cnnle~~'

':;n«n" In rl_ve'nn

5. Function:
Tasks oerformed to accomolish this function:

20

Other related duties as assigned

E

Time

Assists with development and administration of curriculum for training Elections Division temporary staff. Assist

w""
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5

EorNE
NE

D. Visual-Mental Demands
I.

Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands ofthis position, then select
the frequency oftime in which you perfonn under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means yourjob works under
these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Fre

0-1/3
0

1.

•

2.

0

3.

Work requires a minimum of mental and visual concentration to
detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the Derfonnance of various oDerations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most ofthe

of Time
In-2J3
</3·0~er

uellCV

0

0

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

time.

E. Physical Demandst EquiI!ment Requirements, Working Conditions
1.

Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands of this position, then select the
frequency of time in which you perfonn under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has these demands
between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands

0-1/3
0

1.

•

2.

0

3.

0

4.

Work requires nonnal sitting and standing and generally the
occasional lifting of 25 Dounds or less.
Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional lifting of
26-50 Dounds.
Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of51-75
Dounds.
Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting of
over 76 Dounds.

Frequencv ofTime
1/3-2IJ
2J3-Qvcr

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2.

Machines, Tools. Equipment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment required for this position. (Do not
include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)

3.

Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this position.
(personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate if no computers
or software are used to perform this function)
Microsoft Office (Power Point, Word. EXCEL). Adobe Acrobat Personal computer, copiers, color scanners and printers. Scheduling software.
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4.

Environmental. Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the frequency of
time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Envi,onmentuJ Condition
0

I.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

•

I.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery

Hi!uJlh and Safi!lJ; Conditions
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

Frequency of Time
'!I3-0ver
0
0

0-1i3
0

1/3-213

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-1f3

I!3-2j3

2!3-0ver
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Se:lSOnallv

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

•
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Seasonally
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type of location where most of the position's duties are performed.

•
0
0

I.

2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (SpecifY)

I 0 I 4. I Clinic
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facility

I 0 I 6. I Residential Facility (not secure)
I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

I

N/A

F. Position Minimum Requirements
I. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the incumbent's
education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).
0

1.

Less than high school education

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

0

3.

One year college

0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

0

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

0

6.

Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:

•

- 53 -

2.

Experience:
experience).

Record the minimwn experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's

0

1.

No previous experiellce required

0

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

0

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

0

4.

Minimum of two years experience inlas:

5.

Minimwn of three years experience in/as:

0

6.

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

0

7.

Minimum of five years experience in/as:

0

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

0

9.

Minimum of seven years experience in/as:

0

10.

Minimum of eight years experience inlas:

•

Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations required for
the position (not necessarily the incwnbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact name of the license,

3.

certification or requirement.
1.

N/A

2.
3.

4.
5. Valid Drivers License Required? .Yes

ONo

If Yes, what type?

G. Planning and Management Responsibilities
I.

2.

Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability andlor analytical skill
required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

0

1.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

0

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

0

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

•

4.

0

5.

0

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative andlor constructive
thinkinj;(.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require in-depth
analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinkinj;(.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative, developmental
and constructive thinkinj;(.

Planning: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
• Yes
If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

- 54-

0 No

Must plan and arrange for training requirement for Election Judges and Clerks (Regular, Student, Bilingual) to fit the Election cycles. Must coordinat

",.

3.

Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? • Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.

•

4.

I.

a

2.

a

3.

a

4.

ONo

Researches and prepares infonnation for use in budget documents for a department. May recommend budget
allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor budget
expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit ofless than department size or for a
small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of significant
budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for countywide budget
expenditures.
Approves the fmal departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors the
progress of fiscal obiectives and adiusts plans as necessary for completion.

Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, ofthe operating budget and any contracts or
grants. This amount should include project management or organizational budget responsibility.

Total county amount $

100000.00

I Total

~rant

amount $

Additional comments:

5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.

Classification Title!s)
Clerk II
Temporary Employees

- 55 -

Number of Employees
2
2-4

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and supervisory
question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the position (check one).

0

I.

Responsibility requires the occasional direction ofhelpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns, volunteers
or temporary employees.

•

2.

Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those directed,
and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.

0

3.

0

4.

0

5.

7.

Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of employees or a
work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work objectives, program
effectiveness and realil!IllTIent of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate supervisors or
administrators including authorizing fmal decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions, evaluating program and
work objectives and effectiveness and realigning work and staffing assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance ofsenior department managers including
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad organizational goals and
realigning work and staffmg for the department.

Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level offreedom to act. Limitations of freedom to
act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work, established policies and
procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act in the absence ofsupervision or
management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (choose one)

0

I.

0

2.

0

3.

Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defmed, immediate supervision
alwavs available, and work regularlv reviewed.
Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under close
supervision with frequent review of work.
Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to achieve end
result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is reviewed periodically by

supervisor on an "as needed" basis.

•

4.

0

5.

0

6.

0

7.

0

8.

0

9.

Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within guidelines.
Immediate supervision is available upon request.
Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use of
initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available for special
problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for planning and
performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during developmental process. Work is
reviewed upon completion nf objectives.
Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning ofwork ofassigned objectives.
Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of own initiative.
Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and work is reviewed at the end
of maior proiects.
Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives by
superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problerns with overall effect on departmental
goals and obiectives.
Work is generally unguided.

H. Human Relations

1

InteroersonallHuman Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level of personal interaction with those
outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those in the general
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public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives ofboards and commissions, governmental organizations, and
officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches this position, and specifY the frequency of
time used in performing this job.

0

I.

0

2.

0

3.

•

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries to
others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and non-

O-l!3
0

Frequency of Time
113-2i3
2/3-0ver
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of a
standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to obtain
coooeration or aooroval.

Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in poor
coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or exception
policies or procedures that could result in litigation or damages if
improperly handled.

J. Career Path Definition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career
family.
Other classifications in the county to which those that hold I 1.
None known
my current classification might be promoted.
12.
Mv Currl"J1t Classification
None known
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
11.
applicants for my current classification.
12.

J. Signature!Approval
To the best ofmy ability, I have completed this questionnaire. and believe it to be an accurate description ofmy
position or the proposed position.

Employee Signature

Date

Immediate Supervisor Signature

Date

Comments:

Department HeadlElected Official Signature
Comments:
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Date

Dallas County Elections Department (DCED) FY·2016 Budget
Addendum to Performance Improvement Request for
Election Staff Training Coordinator - Grade A (Exempt)
DISCUSSION OF NEED:
The Training Coordinator would be tasked to perform or assist with the following:
•

Assists with development and administration of curriculum for training Elections Officials.

•

Proofs and submits edit recommendations for various Elections Training Manuals for Early Voting
and Election Day.

•

Proofs and submits edits for all written procedural communications distributed to Elections Officials
during the conduct of the election.

•

Conducts training presentations and instructs large groups of Elections Officials in all phases of
Early Voting, Election Day, and post-election procedural, equipment, and computer training.

•

Management of training class records and data. Tracks, records, and analyzes class attendance
and performance data.

•

Assists with development and administration of curriculum for training Elections Division temporary
staff. Updates DCED's Election Form Manual.

•

Assists with development and implementation of elections administration procedures. Makes
recommendations and suggestions for improvements or changes to existing procedures,
technology, and software. Assist with ordering supplies related to preparing training materials.

•

Assists with testing of all new or revised procedures, technology, and software. Ensures
compliance with current Texas Election Code laws and DC ED policies through independent
research.

•

Assists with management of Online Poll Worker Training Program. Creates and uploads videos,
photos, files and documents to online training module. Offers technical support by phone to poll
workers needing assistance navigating the online training

•

Assists the Elections Administrator (EA) and other Department staff with training needs. Oversees
work of 2 to 4 part-time and/or temporary employees. Consults with EA and other Department
managers and assigns tasks on a day-to-day basis. Consults with management to coordinate and
oversee the production of Early Voting, Election Day, and Laptop precinct supply boxes and
Emergency ballot packets.

•

Miscellaneous. Other Duties as Assigned.

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
The Training Coordinator must have knowledge of:
•
•
•

Federal and State election law
Computer functions to include word processing, spreadsheet, presentation, database, and desktop
publishing software
Office equipment to include high-speed copier, laminator, and shrink wrapper

Skill in:

•
•
•
•
•

Conducting presentations to large groups
Problem-solving and decision-making
Time-management and organization
Both verbal and written communication
Translating moderately complex concepts and technical issues for peers and customers

Ability to:

•
•
•
•
•

Identify and prioritize time-sensitive, criticai functions
Manage time well, perform multipie tasks, and meet deadlines
Organize diverse activities
Work independently and efficiently
Establish and maintain effective working relationships with DCED employees, County officials, a large
temporary workforce, and the general public

Form F - Program Improvement Request Reclassification
Purpose
To request consideration for reclassification of staff within your department if certain conditions
apply (see below).

Reclassification - (or 'job study") results whenever a job being performed no longer matches the job
description which was used to originally classify the job. Furthermore, such mismatch between actual work
andjob description must be the result of external factors and not a result of internal reorganization. That is,
reassigning tasks within a department (unless approved in advance by Commissioners Court) does NOT
constitute grounds for reclassification.

Instructions
•

Submit one Form F for each position category for which a job study is requested.

•

Attach a current approved job description.

•

Attach a completed Position Description Reclassification Request Form located in Appendix C
page 49.

•

Attach an organizational chart outlirring the reporting relationship of the position(s) up to the
director/elected official level (see example on Appendix C).

•

Contact the Human Resources/Civil Service Department (ext. 6067) for assistance, if needed, on
the above.

•

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed - detail the specific job duties the position
is performing as compared to the position's actual job description.

•

Reason/Authority for Change - a reclassification is typically related to mandated changes in
complexity, rather than change in volume. For example, a supervisor whose staff has increased in
size would not normally qualify for a reclassification solely as a result ofthe change in the number of
individuals supervised.

To complete the PIR-Reclassification, in addition to a description of the changes, the department must
carefully describe the reason that a job description has changed.

PY2V18 uperatlllg bl/dget) CapItal lmprovemetIl Plan Preparatloll Manllal
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
RECLASSIFICATION

IDepartment
IPosition Title

Elections - Voter Registration

Budget No.

Clerk I

Current Grade

Position No.
Job Code

05

600070

Department
Priority

Various
High

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed

Over recent years, state and federal laws have revamped the duties and responsibilities for voter registration
clerks. Changes in state-mandated legislation have impacted how clerks must now conduct their day-to-day
operations. As opposed to normal data entry clerks, voter registration clerks now have a higher degree of
difficulty when it comes to the filtering process of voter registration records because of the impact of the voting
process. These clerks must now use critical assessment and fact checking when processing voter records.
They must now be able to make judgment calls when assessing these records. Attached are a few of the laws
passed that have initiated the dramatic changes for the responsibilities of a voter registration clerk.

Reason/Autbority for Change (see Budget Manual)

See the attached voter registration clerk duties and responsibilities (Attachment A).

Departmeotal Cost Worksheet
Current Grade

Salary

5

Proposed Grade

±$28,538.00

6

Salary

±$30,805.00

FICA (7.65%)

$2,183.15

FICA (7.65%)

$2,356.58

Retirement (11.5%)

$3,281.87

Retirement (l J.5%)

$3,542.58

TOlal

$34,003.03

Total

$36,704.16
Total Annuallmp.c' $2,701.13 X 8 Clerks

Staff Review and Comment

FY2016

FormF
FY20 J6 Operating Budget / Capita/improvement Plan Preparation Manllal
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DALLAS COUNTY
HUMAN RESOURCES/CIVIL SERVICE

Position Description Reclassification Request Form
General Instructions:

Please complete Illis fonn and attach the current and proposed posIl1on
descriptions, the current and proposed organization charts and any
comparative position descriptions that can be identified.

A. Identification / General Information
Current Position Title:
Proposed Position Title:
Current Position Grade:
Deparllnent Name:
Position Number:
Supervisor Name:
Supervisor Phone:
Supervisor Email:

lerk One
rlerk Two
05
Elections
6
Rivelino Lopez
214-819-6357
r1opez@dallascounty.org

B. Brief Description of the Position
Use two or three brief and specific statements to summarize the general purpose of this position.
The purpose ofthis position is to keep an accurate account of all records pertaining to the voter registration
files for the citizens of Dallas County. Fulfill and process public requests of voter/election records.
This is accomplished by upholding the laws, policies and court decisions offederal, state and local
governmental jurisdictions.
Other duties include assist at polling locations, conduct state prescribed trainings, distribute election
supplies/equipment, attend voter registration events and process payroll for election workers.

C. Rationale for Reclassification
Explain what caused the changes in job duties. Be specific as to how those changes occurred and in what
timeframe (i.e., last month, two years ago, etc.). Include such things as: changes in organizational structure,
changes in deparllnent procedures; changes in grant or program scope; new programs/functions; introduction
of new eauiomentlsvstems; reassignment of iob duties/tennination ofother emolovees in the work unit etc.
Loss of Clerk I (Grade 5) position in 2010 that has not been replaced. Introduction of new equipment (Votesate & VEMACs) in
the summer of 2011. New volunteer deputy training program implemented by the Secretary of State March of 2012.
Implementation of Senate Bill 14 (photo iD bill) in 2013.
rrovlOe an explanauon on me umerenees oe,ween me Om anu newJOo uuue"responslOumes. vescnoe nOw me JOo naS grown
and changed since its creation. Include changes in the level ofjudgment, independence, problem solving and/or management

(i.e., position was previously responsible for $1,000,000 and is now responsible for $1 0,000,000; position was previously
responsible for supervising two employees and is now responsible for supervising fifteen employees, etc.). Please clearly
outline the specific new job dutieslresponsibilities.
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Old job duties consisted of data entry, answering phone calls and filing.
New job duties are attached (Attachment A). In 1991, there were 823,000 registered voters in Dallas County. In less than thirty
years, the number of registered voters has grown to over 1.2 million registered voters. There are now 50% more records to
maintain and keep track of. There are 50% more citizen requests. The position was previously responsible for handling comma
citizen customer service and is now resoonsible for handline more comolex task and reouests from the citizens of Dallas Count.
Are the new duties/responsibilities additional or have they been allocated from another position(s)? Please
specifY. If the duties have been reassigned, please provide the name, job title, and an explanation ofwhy the
duties are being reassigned. Please explain the impact on the position losing the iob duties/responsibilities.
New duties and responsibilities have been added due to change in legislation and higher demand of raising voter registration
and voter education. Losing the Clerk I(Grade 5) position left the department to reassign duties to help maintain a positive
workflow.
What duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position? What position (ifany) is now responsible
for them?
No duties/responsibilities have been removed from the position. Duties/responsibilities have been increased to this position.
Uut/me the Changes m the level ot aUthonty ot the posItion (I.e., posItIon now has authonty to Stgn ott on
expenditures for goods/services). Have any reporting relationships to or from this position been altered?
This position now has two immediate supervisors to report to. This position now has the authority to sign off on payments and
receipts for goods and services.
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When signing off on payments and receipts, clerk must now know and understand the c'ounty policy. When conducting a state
prescribed training class, clerks must now know and understand the state laws and stay updated each year the law changes.
Please outline any existing positions that you feel are a comparison to this position. Please provide

,,"

.

Clerk II (Grade 6) is comparable because of the new duties/responsibilities that are now required from a Clerk I(Grade 5).
What are the performance expectations? What goal(s) in the strategic plan does the position classification

,n

.....

?

Performance expectations are at a minimum 3.0. Phone efficiency expectation is a minimum 90%. Transaction error rate no

greater than 1%. Plan includes HR training class to be attended by each clerk. Plan also includes a rotation of duties to gain
extensive knowledge of department processes and procedures.

D. Essential Functions
Description of Essential Function: Describe in detail the primary or most important functions ofthis position.
In addition to each function, list the tasks performed to accomplish each function. Use clear, concise sentences.
Percentage of Time: Estimate the percentage of total working time per year that is taken up with each duty.
These estimates should be made after all essential functions have been listed. The percentages in this column
must equal 100%. Duties that require less than 5% of your time should not be listed.
EssentiallNon-Essential (E or NE): Write ONE letter that best describes the demands of the function during a
typical 8-hour workday.
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F.XAMPLE~

Time

EorNE

Function: Maintains exterior of facilities

Tasks performed to accomplish this function:
By picking up and removing litter and debris from grounds, sweeping and edging
Sidewalks, mowing lawns, trimming shrubs and raking leaves.
1. Function: Input data to complete complex correspondence, forms, reports and documents.

30%

E

Time

EorNE

40

E

Time

EorNE

Maintain active and inactive application files of registered voters and determine voter eligibility b
verifying records including, but not limited to, Department of Motor Vehicles, Secretary of State,
and county and state felony abstract records thru the voter registration system. Input all Dallas
County volunteer deputy registrars into the voter registration system.

2.

Function: Receive. prepare, verify and process a vanety of documents. Instruments, records. bills,
payments and receipts.

--

Receive voter and ejection record requests by mail, email, fax, or in person. Receive daily
Icorrespondence via mail, in person, email and fax. Prepare the early voting list for the Election
Day judges. Clerks prepare packets for the State prescribed volunteer deputy training classes.
~erify and process a variety of documents including voter registration applications, felony

abstracts, citizenship status and non-residence status from jury services, mapping streets, address
confirmation, and confidential voters. Utilize voter registration system, Dallas Central Appraisal

20

E

Time

EorNE

15

E

Time

EorNE

10

E

District, Google maps, interactive map with Bing Geocoder, and other office equipment to record,
tore and retrieve information. Prepare bills, payments and receipts. Receive payments for
products sold in the Dallas County Elections Department.

,

".data.Function: Research. locate, pull and prepare a vanety of doc.uments. records and other assigned

I

Research jury summons, felony abstracts, and death abstracts. Locate, pull and prepare a variety
of documents for public information act (PIA) requests.

4. Function: Effectively answer InqUines and resotve basic and comp!ex customer service Issues.
Routinely answers customer questions via telephone. letter, email, and/or in person. Clerks
provide phone support for all election needs. Assist the early voting workers and election officials
Ion Election Day. During early voting, research the eligibility of voters by phone and instant
Imessage from the electronic poll book module. Assist customers with step-by-step instructions on
he Dallas County Elections website. Distribute equipment and supplies to elections day workers.

Coordinate and manage a regional site location on election night to account for equipment, votes,
ballots and election paperwork. Process payroll of all election workers.
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5. Function: Training and Education.

Time

EorNE

15

E

Conduct State prescribed Volunteer Deputy Registrar training for eligible citizens in the State of
Texas who are registering people to vote. Attend voter registration drives at civic events. Attend
annual Secretary of State training to learn new laws, policies and court decisions of federal, state
and local jurisdictions.

I

E. Visual-Mental Demands

I. Visual-Mental Demands: Select that which best describes the overall visual-mental demands ofthis position,
then select the frequency oftime in which you perform under this condition job. (For example: 0 to 1/3 means
your job works under these conditions between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
,~ 0-1t3

0

I.

0

2.

•

3.

..

Work reqUIres a mlrumum of mental and visual
concentration to detail most of the time.
Work requires a moderate amount of mental and visual
concentration in the performance of various operations.
Work requires regular mental and visual concentration most
of the time.

Frc< uellCV of Time
1/3-213
2/3-0ver

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

F. Physical Demands, Equipment Requirements, Working Conditions
I. Strength Demands: Select that which best describes the overall physical demands ofthis position, then select
the frequency of time in which you perform under this condition. (For example: 0-1/3 means your job has
these demands between never and up to 1/3 of the time.)
Strength Demands

•
0
0
0
2.

FreQuencv of Time
2!3-Over
0-113
1/3-2/3

•

0
Work requires normal sitting and standing and generally
0
the occasional lifting of 25 Dounds or less.
0
0
0
2. Work requires moderate exertion and the occasional
lifting of 26-50 Dounds.
0
0
0
3. Work requires heavy exertion and the regular lifting of 5175DOunds.
0
0
0
4. Work requires regular strenuous effort and regular lifting
of over 76 pounds.
Machines, Tools, EqUIpment and Work Aids: List machines, tools and equipment reqUIred for this
position. (Do not include computer equipment and software - use the next section for this.)
I.

Mail sorter and cutter. Paper slicer and cutter.

3. Computer Equipment and Software: List specialized computer equipment and software required for this
position. (personal computers and standard software such as Word and Excel are assumed. Indicate ifno computers
or software are used to perform this function)
VEMACs, Votesafe, Firefox, Internet Explorer, AskED Tracking and Help Desk, Adobe, Oracle

4. Environmental, Health and Safety Conditions: Select any and all noted conditions, and then select the
frequency of time in which you are required to work under these conditions.

Env"onmenwlCondirion
0-1/3

•

1.

0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

•
0
0
0
0

•

•0

Extreme temperature changes
(heat, cold, extreme weather changes)
Respiratory hazards
(fumes, gases, chemicals, dust and dirt)
Noise and vibration
(sufficient to cause hearing loss)
Physical hazards
(high voltage, dangerous machinery)

Health and Safetl: Conditions
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Driving
Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Electrical hazards
Fire hazards
Communicable diseases
Physical danger or abuse (specify):
Other (specify):

•

I

Fre{)uency of Time
1/3-213
:Y3-Over
0
0

I

I Seasonally
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0-1/3

1/3-2/3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

213-0ver
0
0
0
0
0

Seasonally
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

•

0
0
0
0
0

•

0

•

0
0

5. Primary Work Location: Check the type oflocation where most ofthe position's duties are performed.

•
0

0

1.
2.
3.

Office Environment
Shop or Warehouse
Other (Specify)

I 0 I 4. I Clinic
I 0 I 6. I Residential Facilitv (not secure)
I 0 I 5. I Secured Facilitv I 0 I 7. I Vehicle

6. Protective Equipment Required: List any protective equipment required for this position.

G. Position Minimum Requirements
2. Formal Education: Record the minimum education required for this position (do not necessarily use the
incumbent's education level, but the MINIMUM required for this position).

•

I.

Less than high school education

2.

High school diploma or equivalent

0

3.

One year college

0

4.

Two-year Associate's degree in:

0

5.

Four-year Bachelor's degree in:

0
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Graduate or professional work or advanced degree in:
Experience: Record the minimum experience required for this position (not necessarily the incumbent's
experience).

2.

a
a
a

I.

No previous experience required

2.

Six months to one year experience in/as:

3.

Minimum of one year experience in/as:

e

4.

Minimum of two years experience in/as: Job related

a
a
a
a
a
a

5.
6.

Minimum of three years experience in/as:

7.

Minimum of five years experience inJas:

8.

Minimum of six years experience in/as:

Minimum of four years experience in/as:

9. Minimum of seven years experience in/as:
10. Minimum of eight years experience in/as:

3. Certification and Other Requirements: List licenses, certifications, statutory requirements, or registrations
required for the position (not necessarily the incumbent's current licenses or certifications). Use the exact
name of the license, certification or requirement.
I.
2.

3.
4.

5. Valid Drivers License Required? eYes

aNo

If Yes, what type? Class C

H. Planning and Management Responsibilities
1. Problem Solving and Analytical Skills: What is the minimum level of problem solving ability and/or
analytical skill required for this position? Select one factor that most closely matches this position.

a
a
a

I.

Work tasks are usually identical, with simple rules and detailed instructions.

2.

Work tasks are routine, but not identical.

3.

Work tasks are usually different, with somewhat diversified procedures and precedents.

e

4.

a

5.

a

6.

Work tasks are varied and diversified, requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative and/or
constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of a non-recurring nature, where procedures are not clearly defined. Tasks require
in-depth analytical, evaluative, developmental and constructive thinking.
Work tasks are of the broadest sense, requiring strategic planning, analytical, and evaluative,
developmental and constructive thinking.

2. Plarining: Does this position involve planning work activities or projects?
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o Yes

eNo

If yes, describe the planning or project management activities associated with this position.

3. Budgetary Responsibility: Does this position involve working with the annual budget? a Yes
If yes, please indicate the types of budgetary activities required.
a

1.

a

2.

a

3.

a

4.

e No

Researches and prepares information for use ill budget documents for a department. May
recommend budget allocations.
Researches and compiles data for budget monitoring, enters or oversees data entry. May monitor
budget expenditures (typically non-discretionary expenditures) for a work unit of less than
department size or for a small department.
Oversees budget preparation of department budget. Reviews and approves expenditures of
significant budgeted funds for the department or researches and prepares recommendations for
countywide budget expenditures.
Approves the final departmental budget and presents the budget document or information. Monitors
the progress of fiscal objectives and adjusts plans as necessary for completion.

5. Scope of Budgetary Responsibility: Provide the total amount, in dollars, ofthe operating budget and any
contracts or grants.
This amount should include project management or organizational budget
resoonSI'bT
I ltV.
Total countv amount $
I Total lITant amount $
Additional comments:
5. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: Does this position involve directing the work of others?
aYes

eNo

If yes, please list the classification titles (not working titles) and number of employees supervised.
Classification Title(s)

Number of Employees

6. Management and Supervisory Responsibility: If you answered "Yes" to the management and
supervisory question previously, indicate the management and supervisory direction provided by the
position. (Choose one)
Responsibility requires the occasional direction of helpers, assistants, seasonal employees, interns,
a
1.
volunteers or temporary employees.
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0

2.

0

3.

0

4.

0

5.

Responsibility requires functioning as a lead worker performing essentially the same work as those
directed, and includes overseeing work quality, training, instructing, and scheduling work.
Responsibility requires supervising and monitoring the performance for a regular group of
employees or a work unit including providing input on hiring and performance actions, work
objectives, program effectiveness and realignment of work as needed.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance by directing subordinate
supervisors or administrators including authorizing final decisions on hiring and disciplinary actions,
evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, and realigning work and staffing
assignments as necessary.
Responsibility requires managing and monitoring work performance of senior department managers
including evaluating program and work objectives and effectiveness, establishing broad
organizational goals and realigning work and staffing for the department.

7. Freedom to Act: This factor will assist in determining the position's level of freedom to act. Limitations of
freedom to act or position independence may include supervisory control, the nature of the work,
established policies and procedures, and/or legal constraints. Indicate the extent to which you are free to act
in the absence of supervision or management or the direction provided by policies and procedures. (Choose
one)
0
1. Follows direct, simple and detailed instructions, with procedures clearly defined, immediate
supervision always available and work regularly reviewed.
0
2. Follows routine procedures and guidelines in the application of prescribed duties. Works under
close supervision with frequent review of work.
3. Follows standard procedures and established guidelines with some latitude in deciding how to
achieve end result. Non-standard work is referred to the supervisor for guidance and work is
reviewed periodically by supervisor on an "as needed" basis.
0
4. Follows diversified procedures and implements processes to accomplish end results, within
guidelines. Immediate supervision is available upon request.
0
5. Plans details of methods to attain desired objectives working within established policy. Requires use
of initiative and resourcefulness in developing processes and procedures. Supervision is available
for special problems and work is reviewed on problem situations.
0
6. Works independently on broad assignments with specific given objectives. Responsible for
planning and performance with little or no guidance or assistance from supervisor during
developmental process. Work is reviewed upon completion of objectives.
0
7. Works independently on major assignments with responsibility for all planning of work ofassigned
objectives. Makes major decisions limited only by broad policy rulings and proceeds along lines of
own initiative. Supervision is available for a wide range of problems involving general policy and
work is reviewed at the end of major projects.
0
8. Work is related to the broader administrative, executive and policy-making activities and major
programs/plans. Work is checked through consultation and agreement with others rather directives
by superiors. Supervision is available for unique, broad and diverse problems with overall effect on
departmental goals and objectives.
0
9. Work is generally unguided.

•

I. Human Relations
Interpersonal/Human Relations Skills: This factor measures the amount and level ofpersonal interaction with
those outside direct reporting relationships (internal and external customers). The interaction may include those
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in the general public, volunteers, other county divisions and representatives of boards and commissions,
governmental organizations, and officials, vendors and suppliers. Select one factor that most closely matches
this position, and specify the frequency of time used in performing this job.
Frequency of Time
2/3-0ver
0-1/3
1/3-2/3

0

1.

•

2.

0

3.

0

4.

Work requires answering simple inquiries or referring inquiries
to others.
Work requires handling inquiries and reasonable complaints
involving an explanation of standard policies, procedures and
non-controversial matters.
Work requires handling critical inquiries and complaints not of
a standard nature; requires tact and diplomacy in presentation to
obtain cooperation or approval.
Work requires contacts wherein poor handling may result in
poor coordination of all efforts; deals with controversial or
exception policies or procedures that could result in litigation
or damages if improperly handled.

0

0

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

0

0

0

J

J. Career Path Defmition
Please indicate other county positions that may be related to this position, as part of a career family
Other classifications in the county to which those that
1. Clerk I
hold my current classification might be promoted.
2. Grade 5
My Current Classitication
1. Tax Assessor Clerk II - Grade 6
Other classifications in the county that would prepare
applicants for my current classification.
2. County Clerk II - Grade 6

K. Signature/Approval
To the best ofmy ability, I have completed this questionnaire, and believe it to be an accurate description
ofmy position or the proposed position.
Rivelino lopez
Employee Signature

Immediate Supervisor Signature
Comments:
Department Head/Elected Official Signature
Comments:
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4/2/15
Date
Date
Date

Voter Registration Division
Organization Chart

I Director of Voter Registration I

Assistant to the Director
of Voter Registration

I

I
Clerk Three
One Position
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Clerk Two
One Position

Clerk One
Six Positions

Voter Registration Clerk I Duties and Responsibilities
(Attachment A)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Perform complex clerical duties such as classifying, consolidating, summarizing, sorting,
filing and distributing documents and information.
Utilize computer, calculator, and other standard office equipment to record, store, and
retrieve information.
Compile complex reports and correspondence, drawing from a variety of sources within and
outside the department.
Routinely answer customer questions via letter, e-mail, telephone and/or in person.
Determine voter eligibility by checking records including DPS, State, and felony records and
the Voter Registration System.
Provide correct and concise information to voters.
Conduct voter registration drives at civic events.
Input data into database for new deputy registrars via mail or in person, prepare supply kits
and instruct volunteer deputy registrars.
Assist in verifying petitions.
Execute reports and CDs for Voter registration sale orders of registered voters, voting
history and counts.
Post and verify voting history for all elections including General, Primaries, Run-offs,
City/ISD and Special elections.
Bind and verify Election Day books for all elections. Verify labels and certification sheets
prior to binding.
Assist with distribution of election supplies.
Resolve Task Summary as assigned on the state wide database including Cancelled
Application Maintenance, Possible Deceased, Possible Duplicate, Possible Felons, DPS
Applications, Web Application, Address Confirmation, Duplicate Application Status, and
Correspondence.
Resolve street issues through research in Dallas Central Appraisal District, Interactive map,
Google maps Bing maps.
Set up and print voter registration certificates in-house.
Prepare special correspondence and confirmation notices on PC using mail merge process.
Maintain postage accounts and deposits. Sort and distribute mail.
Provide phone support for early voting clerks and election officials on Election Day and
during early voting in researching eligibility of voters.
Maintain active and inactive application file of registered voters.

Form F - Program Improvement Request Reclassification
Purpose
To request consideration for reclassification of staff within your department if certain conditions
apply (see below).

Reclassification - (or "job study") results whenever a job being perfonned no longer matches the job
description which was used to originally classify the job. Furthennore, such mismatch between actl/al work
andjob description must be the result of external factors and not a result of internal reorganization. That is,
reassigning tasks within a department (unless approved in advance by Commissioners Court) does NOT
constitute grounds for reclassification.

Instructions
•

Submit one Fonn F for each position category for which a job study is requested.

•

Attach a current approved job description.

•

Attach a completed Position Description Reclassification Request Fonn located in Appendix C
page 49.

•

Attach an organizational chart outlining the reporting relationship of the position(s) up to the
director/elected official level (see example on Appendix C).

•

Contact the Human Resources/Civil Service Department (ext. 6067) for assistance, if needed, on
the above.

•

Description of Changes in Work Being Performed - detail the specific job duties the position
is perfonning as compared to the position's actual job description.

•

Reason/Authority for Change - a reclassification is typically related to mandated changes in
complexity, rather than change in volume. For example, a supervisor whose staff has increased in
size would not nonnally qualify for a reclassification solely as a result of the change in the number of
individuals supervised.

To complete the PIR-Reclassification, in addition to a description of the changes, the department must
carefully describe the reason that a job description has changed.
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Voter Registration Clerk Duties and Responsibilities
(Attachment A)

!

Over recent years, state and federal laws have revamped the duties and responsibilities for voter
registration clerks. Changes in state-mandated legislation have impacted how clerks must now
conduct their day-to-day operations. As opposed to normal data entry clerks, voter registration
clerks now have a higher degree of difficulty when it comes to the filtering process of voter
registration records because of the impact of the voting process. These clerks must now use critical
assessment and fact checking when processing voter records. They must now be able to make
judgment calls when assessing these records. Below are a few of the laws passed that have
initiated the dramatic changes for the responsibilities of a voter registration clerk:
Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA)

HAVA mandates that all states and lacalities upgrade many aspects af their election procedures, including their
voting machines, registration pracesses and poll worker troining.
•

Each ejection, clerks are now required to attend training on voting machines and the registration
process to be able to effectively train the poll workers.

HAVA requires states develop a single, uniform, official, centralized, interactive computerized statewide voter
registration list defined, maintained, and administered at the State level. (PreViously, voter registration lists
could be maintained solely by local officials.) HAVA requires the statewide list be coordinated with other agency
databases within the state. HAVA also requires regular "maintenance" of the statewide list including removing
ineligible vaters and duplicate names are eliminated in accordance with the National Voter Registration Act of
1993 (NVRA).
•

Throughout the year, clerks are now reqUired to critically assess and conduct extensive research to
verify voter records across the state as well as state-to-state verification.

HAVA requires voters identified as ineligible (such as voters not found on the registered list), but who believe
themselves to be eligible, to be able to cast a provisional ballot. After the election, the appropriate local
election entity will determine if the voter was eligible, if so counting the vote and notify the voter of the
outcome.
•

After each election, clerks are now required do some fact checking and be able to make judgment calls
based on state prescribed affidavits completed by voters.

Senate Bill 14 of 2011 (SB14 - Photo 10 Bill)

S8 14 amends provisions establishing the regular pracedure for accepting a voter including adding the
requirement that the voter present on acceptable form of photo identification.
•

Due to 5B14, clerks are now required to prOVide voters advance notice of the identification
requirements, voter education, enhanced training for poll workers, and provisional ballots for voters
who lacked the necessary identification.

Another provision to S814 is a voter's name must be substantially simi/or. If the nome does not match exactly
but is "substantially similar" to the name on the official list of registered voters (OLRV), the voter will be
permitted to vote as long as the voter signs an affidavit stating that the voter is the same person on the list of
registered voters.
•

Throughout the year, clerks are now required to critically assess and conduct extensive research to
verify the accuracy of voter records on voter applications, forms and other related voter documents.

House Bill 174 of 2011 (HB174)

H8174 relates to the cancellation of the voterregistrotion and to the eligibility to vote of persons who are
deceased or not citizens of the United States.
•

Due to HB174, clerks are now given an additional layer of checks and balances regarding notification of
deceased voters and voters that have been excused or disqualified from jury service because the voter
is not a citizen. This verification process now requires clerks to compare this information against the
statewide computerized voter registration list.
Along with the above responsibilities, below are the normal daily functions performed by the voter
registration clerk:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Perform complex clerical duties such as classifying, consolidating, summarizing, sorting, filing and
distributing documents and information.
Utilize computer, calculator, and other standard office equipment to record, store, and retrieve
information.
Compile complex reports and correspondence, drawing from a variety of sources within and outside the
department.
Routinely answer customer questions via letter, e-mail, telephone and/or in person.
Determine voter eligibility by checking records including DPS, State, and felony records and the Voter
Registration System.
Provide correct and concise information to voters.
Conduct voter registration drives at civic events.
Input data into database for new deputy registrars via mail or in person, prepare supply kits and instruct
volunteer deputy registrars.
Assist in verifying petitions.
Execute reports and CDs for Voter registration sale orders of registered voters, voting history and counts.
Post and verify voting history for all elections including General, Primaries, Run-offs, City/ISD and Special
elections.
Bind and verify Election Day books for all elections. Verify labels and certification sheets prior to binding.
Assist with distribution of election supplies.
Examine and resolve task summary as assigned on the state wide database including cancelled application
maintenance, possible deceased voters, possible duplicate voters, possible felons, DPS applications, web
applications, address confirmation, duplicate application status, and correspondence.
Examine and resolve street issues through research in Dallas Central Appraisal District, Interactive map,
Google maps Bing maps.
Set up and print voter registration certificates in-house.
Prepare special correspondence and confirmation notices on PC using mail merge process.
Maintain postage accounts and deposits. Sort and distribute mail.
Provide phone support for early voting clerks and election officials on Election Day and during early voting
in researching eligibility of voters.
Maintain active and inactive application file of registered voters.

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment
IBrief Title of pm
IEstimated Cost

Elections Department - Warehouse
Request for Forklift
$30,000.00

1210

Budget No

Department Priority

1

Brief Summary of Request:

Elections Department Warehouse is in need of a heavy-duty forklift vehicle.

Discussion of Need:

Elections Department Warehouse is in need of a heavy-duty forklift vehicle. A vehicle must be required to
lift over 10,000 pounds, up to 30 feet. The Warehouses current vehicle is at its end of efficient use, and is in
constant need of repair. The current vehicle does not have the weight capacity and lift capacity required for
the Warehouse. A new vehic1e"is needed immediately. With the impending move to another warehouse
facility, this vehicle will be required to move from one location to another.

Staff Review and Comment

FormG

FY2016

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION, MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment
IBrief Title of pm
IEstimated Cost

Elections - Voter Registration
Request for Industrial-Grade Burster with
Accessories, and Maintenance
$22,000.00

Budget No

Department Priority

---i
2

Brief Summary of Request:

High Volume Industrial Burster with Imprinter, Accessories, and Maintenance Services. The elections
department is requesting a high volume industrial printer to assist with outdated printing equipment that
delays delivery time of important election documents and uses unnecessary resources to manually process
these documents.

Discussion of Need:

Needed to update the 15 year old voter registration certificate card printers. A Burster is the perfect solution
for bursting and cutting documents for the elections department. The burster will process perforated,
multiple-item-per-page forms such as voter registration certificates. With a burster, pre-perforated forms can
be fed directly from a laser printer into the burster, where they will be automatically burst and stacked
sequentially at speeds of up to 500 sheets per minute. This gives us the efficiency needed within the
department to process and mail high priority documents to the citizens of Dallas County in a timely manner.

Staff Review and Comment

FormG

FY2016
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PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT zCAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION

r-------.......:.-~-----"---------:r

IDepartment
IBrief Title ofPIR

IEstimated Cost

Elections - Voter Registration
Industrial Shredder

- jl jO,D:lu
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$2000.00

Brief Summary of Request:

Cross Cut Paper Shredder. The elections department is requesting an inc
shredder to assist with the proper destruction of sensitive documents.

Discussion of Need:

The cross cut shredder requested is needed to replace a single-cut outdated shredder. This new shredder will
better shred sensitive and confidential election documents. The old shredder is aging and working slower.
The Election Department, Voter Registration also has a higher volume of documents to shred.

Staff Review and Comment

FormG

FY2016

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT REQUEST
CAPITAL, EQUIPMENT, RENOVATION,
MISCELLANEOUS

IDepartment

Elections Voter Registration

Budget No

1210

I Brief Title of pm

IEstimated Cost

4 (ea) Risograph Printers @ $28,855 ea.
total $115,420.00

Department Priority

1

Brief Summary of Request:

High-speed, high-volume risograph (RISO) printers for voter registration

Discussion of Need
To replace the out of date Printronix printers Voter Registration uses to priot voter certificates for the citizens of
Danas County. The uew RISO printers will print the certificates faster and have them ready to mail out. The
printers are capable of printing mass mail outs for sman entities so Danas County will not have to go out for a bid
from a vendor for those projects.

Staff Review and Comment

FormG

FY2016

